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PREFACE

In recent years there has been an increasing use of water facilities for aerodynamic research and preliminary design. These
include water tunnels, towing channels and stationary tanks and some special devices The main thrust has been in the
application of flow visualization techniques for recognizing and helping in the solution of difficult flow problems in both
external and internal aerodynamics. Examples include flow fields of fighter airplanes; inlet flows; recirculating flow patterns in
VTOL; ramjet simulation; etc. The difficult problems in such flows are usually connected with large regions of three
dimensional flow in which vortices or separated regimes are prominent features.

Water is generally more effective than air for flow visualization because of its much lower diffusivity. There are a number of
modern developments which will make water facilities even more effective and productive in the future both for flow
visualization and for various quantitative measurements. These include laser-Doppler velocimetry, which is easier to use in
water than in air; laser induced fluorescence; and computer aided particle tracking. These techniques are very well suited to the
lower speeds and higher densities of water.

The Symposium recorded in these Proceedings was organized with the purpose of discussing experiences, results and
future direction in the application of water facilities in aeronautical research and development. An exchange of experiences with
the hydrodynamics community was also desired.

These objectives were largely achieved. The Symposium started with an overview of the uses of water facilities, in the
paper by Erickson, Peake, Del Frate, Skow and Malcolm: continued with papers on various facilities, techniques, applications
and results; and ended with an illuminating historical survey, by M.Tulin, of research on fluid resistance in ship hydrodynamics
and its connections to aerodynamics.

Depuis quelques anndes, on utilise de plus en plus frdquemment des installations hydrauliques pour la recherche en
adrodynamique et les calculs priliminaires, Parmi ces installations, on compte les tunnels hydrodynamiques, les bassins d'essai
des carnes et les rdservoirs it eau stationnaire, ainsi que quelques dispositifs sp&iaux. On constate en particulier rapplication
accrue des techniques de visualisation de recoulement qui permettent d'identifier et de faciliter la solution des probl~mes
difficiles d'6coulement. a la fois en adrodynamique externe et en adrodynamique interne, tels que les champs d'6coulement
autour des avions de combat, 'coulement d'entrde, les diagrammes de lHcoulement de recirculation lors des ddcollages et
atterrissages verticaux, la simulation de statordacteur, etc. Les problemes posds par ces ecoulements concernent gdndralement
les vastes zones d'6coulement tri-dimensionnel caracterisdes essentiellement par des tourbillons et des ddcollements
d'6coulement.

Leau est en gdndral plus appropride que l'air pour la visualisation de l'coulement a cause du moindre coefficient de
diffusion. II existe un grand nombre de techniques modernes qui permettront i ravenir de rendre encore plus rentables et plus
productives les installations hydrauliques i la fois pour la visualisation, el pour diffdrentes mcsures quantitatives. Au nombre de
ces methodes figurent la vdlocimdtrie laser-Doppler qui est plus facile ia appliquer dans l'eau que dans l'air, la fluorescence
induite par laser, et le suivi de particules assist6 par ordinateur. Ces techniques sont bien appropri6es aux faibles vitesses et ala
forte dcnsitd de 'eau.

Le Congres qui a fait l'objet de ces comptes rendus a id organisi dans le but d'6tudier lest xpriences et d'examiner des
rdsultats et les orientations futures des applications des installations hydrauliques dans la recherche et le developpement
a6ronautiques. Un 6change de vues avec les hydrodynamiciens dtait aussi souhait6.

Ces objectifs ont 6t largement atteints. Le symposium a commence par une vue d'ensemble des installations hydrauliqucs
qui ont fait lobjet du rappor etabli par Erickson, Peake, Del Frate, Skow et Malcolm; ensuite des rapports ont 616 prssentes sur
diffdrentes installations techniques, applications et r6sultats; enfin M.Tulin a bross6 un lumincux tableau historique des travaux
de recherche effectudes sur la resistance du fluide dans Ihydrodynamique des navires ct ses relations avec I'arodynamique. -
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WATER FACILITIES IN RETROSPECT AND PROSPECT--
AN ILLUMINATING TOOL FOR VEHICLE DESIGN

Gary E. Erickson, David J. Peake, and John Del Frate
NASA Ames Research Center

Moffett Field, California 94035
USA

and

Andrew M. Skow and Gerald N. Malcolm

Eidetics International
Torrance, California 90505

USA

SUMMARY

Water facilities play a fundamental role in the design of air, ground, and marine vehicles by provid-
ing a qualitative, and sometimes quantitative, description of complex flow phenomena. Water tunnels,
channels, and tow tanks used as flow-diagnostic tools have experienced a renaissance in recent years in
response to the increased complexity of designs suitable for advanced technology vehicles. These vehicles

are frequently characterized by large regions of steady and unsteady three-dimensional flow separation and
ensuing vortical flows. The visualization and interpretation of the complicated fluid motions about iso-
lated vehicle components and complete configurations in a time- and cost-effective manner in hydrodynamic

test facilities is a key element in the development of flow control concepts and, hence, improved vehicle

designs.

This paper presents a historical perspective of the role of water facilities in the vehicle design
process. The application ot water facilities to specific aerodynamic and hydrodynamic flow problems is

discussed, and the strengths an. limitations of these important experimental tools are emphasized.

I. INTRODUCTION

The successful development of vehicles suitable for aerodynamic and hydrodynamic applications

requires an understanding of the configuration flow field at design and off-design conditions. Water

facilities (tunnels, channels, and tow tanks) have historically provided valuable information on the
fundamental fluid mechanics of two-dimensional (2-D) and three-dimensional (3-0) aerodynamic and hydrody-
namic shapes operating at low speeds. The application of hydrodynamic facilities to basic aerodynamic
research problems that was pioneered by Ludwig Prantl in the early days of flight continues to the present
day. The advent of high-performance flight vehicles that incorporate flow separation by design has pro-
moted a surge of interest in water facilities as a diagnostic tool. The utilization of water tunnels,

channes, and tow tanks to visualize the 3-0 separated and vortical flow fields about advanced, highly
swept, military aircraft and slender missile configurations operating at extreme attitudes (angles of

attack and sideslip) has been demonstrated by many researchers. The increased level of confidence
attained by correlating study results with aerodynamic facility and flight results has led to a substan-
tial increase in the applications of relatively simple water facilities to the complex aerodynamic and

hydrodynamic shapes of interest for present- and future-generation vehicles. Concurrently, flow visuali-

zation and nonintrusive measurement techniques have been developed, modified, and implemented to provide
qualitative and quantitative information on the steady and unsteady flow fields about isolated vehicle

components and complete configurations. In general, the use of hydrodynamic facilities has risen in
direct proportion to the advancement of air, ground, and marine vehicle technologies. As a consequence,
water facilities are now an important element in the design process, yielding insight into the complicated
vortical fluid mechanisms and structures that are characteristic of flows about advanced-technology

vehicles.

The v;sualization of a flow phenomenon represents a major advancement toward understanding and, sub-

sequently, controlling the fluid mechanism. Flow visualization is easily performed in water and, as a
consequence, aerodynamic as well as hydrodynamic problems have long been studied in water facilities. The
flow properties of water are similar to those in air, provided the flow simulations are restricted to the

incompressible regime. The selection of water as a flow-visualization medium is largely based on the
BOO-fold increase in the density relative to air and, consequently, the excellent light-reflecting charac-

teristics of tracers injected into the flow field. Suitable illumination or the tracer particles (alumi-
num powder, dye, or hydrogen bubbles, for example) provides direct visualization of steady and unsteady
flows. At the same scale and speed, the Reynolds number is 15 times greater in water than in air. How-

ever, cost, complexity, and facility space are factors that constrain the test section size; hence, the
model scale is generally relatively small. In addition, the fluid velocities are typically less then 10
ft/sec in order to preserve the clarity of the flow structure, to avoid excessive model loads, and to

preclude cavitation when it is an undesired phenomenon. The combination of small model scale and low
fluid velocities results in Reynolds numbers that are orders of magnitude less than those achievable on

larger-scale models in wind tunnels or on full-scale air, ground, and marine vehicles operating in their
respective environments. As a consequence of this Reynolds number mismatch, the fluid motion under
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consideration must be the kind that is insensitive to changes in the Reynolds number. At the least, the
fundamental structure of the flow oust be similar, regardless of the Reynolds number. It is fort nate
that many of the complex flow phenomena, particularly 3-D motions with vortices or predominantly separated
regimes, associated with advanced-technology vehicles, lend themselves to qualitative (and sometimes quan-

titative) evaluation in these facilitiws. The interpretation and application of the results obtained in
water tunnels, channels, and towing tanks at low Reynolds numbers are topics of considerable debate in the
technical community. This meeting is both timely and useful as it provides a forum for the discussion of
the strengths and limitations of hydrodynamic test facilities applied to flow problems in aeronautical ano
maritime fluid dynamics.

Section 2 of this paper will present a historical review of water facilities. Because o' the large
number of water facilities that have been in operation over the years and that remain in operation today,

the discussion will center on representative facilities. The applications of water facilities to veh, le
design, encompassing the interests of tie various sessions of this meeting, are dc,,cussed in Section 3.
Of necessity, only the flavor of the myriad basic and applied aerodynamic and related hydrodynamic stodes
will be provided to demonstrate the utility and current potential of water facilities.

2. HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE

2.1 From Antiquity to the Renaissance

The visualization of complex flow phenomena in a water medium spans millennia. Observations and

peculations on vortical flows in nature go back to prehistoric times (Ref. I). Stone Age artifacts
depicted the spiral motions that were frequently observed in a water medium. Over 2,000 years ago, the

writings of Aristotle (384-322 B.C.) described the observations of whirlpools at sea and the resultant
loss of ships caught in this powerful fluid motion (Ref. 1). Von Karman (Pef. 2) wrote of an early paint-
ing in Bologna, Italy, of St. Christopher walking through a flowing stream that snowed alternating vor-
tices, or Karman "vortex streets," behind the saint's foot. In the centuries to follow, the noncientific
observations of flows in water persisted.

The earliest documentation of flow mechanisms in water for scientific purposes appears to be in the
writings and elaborate drawings of Leonardo da Vinci (1452-1519) (Ref. 3). As pointed out by Lugt
(Ref. I), Leonardo's artistic descriptions of nature single out a particular phenomenon, sach as a vortex,
from a global flow field and are, therefore, in common with scientific experiment. Examp, s of his fluid

flow sketches are shown in Fig. i taken from Ref. 1. Leonardo frequently discussed the similarity of
fluid motions in water and air. According to the account of Truesdell (Ref. 4), such a conclusion could
come only from direct observation of the fluid motions in both media. In fact, Leonardo was the first to
discuss water and air as fluids, and he designed the first water tunnel flow-visualization facility as

shown in Fig. 2 (from Ref. 5). Leonardo also recognized the limitations of simulations of airflow in a
water medium due to the effects of compressibility.

2.2 From 1600 to 1800

A century after Leonardo's passing, Sir Isaac Newton (1642-1727) claimed that his so-called "sine-

square law of air resistance" applied as well to water, where the forces were proportional to the respec-

tive densities (Ref. 2). Newton's statement was noteworthy in that it promoted the application of experi-
mental results in water to motion in air and vice versa. Newton's influence was present in the experiment
of Edme Mariotte (1'90-1684), who measured the force acting on a flat plate submerged in a stream of

water. Jean Charles de Borda (1733-1799) performed experiments in a water facility using bodies of vari-
ous shapes, which were put in notion by means of a rotating, or whirling, arm. Jean Le Rond d'Alembert

(1717-1783), Antoine Condorcet (1743-1794), and Charles Bossut (1730-1814) towed ship models in still
water (see Ref. 2). These investigations represented perhaps the first application of the towing-tank
technique that is so prevalent today. In 1780, J. C. Wilke used a water facility to study atmcspheric
vortices (Ref. 1).

2.3 From 1800 to 1900

Sporadic experiments using water as the working fluid continued into the 19th century. In 1839,
Hagen (Ref. 6) conducted studies of water flowing through cylindrical tubes, where he observed the transi-

tion from laminar to turbulent flow. Hagen subsequently conducted more detailed testing of flow stability
in tubes and documented his results in 1854 (Ref. 7). In 1883, Osborne Reynolds conducted his classic

experiments (Ref. 8) in which he demonstrated that flow transition occurred when a parameter, now called
the Reynolds number, exceeded a certain value. His flow-visualization resu'ts were documented by sketches
rather than photographs. Interestingly, Reynolds' experiments were repeated nearly 100 years later in his

original apparatus at the University of Manchester and representative results are documented by Van Dyke
(Ref. 9). In 1897, Hele Shaw performed experiments (Ref. 10) in a thin tank to study 2-D highly-viscous
flows. The experiments of researchers spanning four centuries, starting with the work of Leonardo, con-

tributed to the development of new flow-visualization facilities and techniques which led to major
advances in fluid mechanics.



2.4 From 1900 to 1935

The utilization of water facilities as tools to study a wide range of fundamental aerodynamic and
hydrodynamic problems was pioneered by Ludwig Prandtl in Germany beginning ii. the early 1900s. Prandtl
conducted experiments on 2-D shapes in a water channel where the flow was visualized on the free surface
using aluminum powder. His flow-visualization method was first documented in 1904 in Ref. 11. A compila-
tion of Prandtl's 2-0 flow-visualization results obtained at the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute (KWI) for Flow
Research in Gottingen, Germany was provided by Prandtl and Tietjens (Ref. 12) in 1934. His studies
included (1) the propagation of turbulence in boundary layers, (2) vortex shedding downstream of a plate,
(3) vortex development behind a nonrotating cylinder and the development of Karman vortices, (4) laminar
and turbulent boundary layers, (5) flow development around a rotating cylinder, (6) starting vortex gener-
ated by an airfoil, (7) flow in a diffuser with and without suction at the walls, and (8) cavitation
phenomena. Examples of Prandtl's results are shown in Fig. 3 (from Ref. 12). Te advancement of fluid
mechanics through the use of a water facility and the intuitiveness of the experimenter is exemplified by
item (3) above. Karl Hiemenz, a student of Prandtl, built a water channel in 1911 to observe the flow
separation behind a cylinder. The oscillatory vortex shedding that he observed was unexpected and the
phenomenon was at first attributed to model and tunnel wall asymmetries. The flow situation was always
repeatable, however, despite careful checks of the model and test facility. This attracted the attention
of von Karman (Ref. 2) who speculated that there may be a natural and intrinsic reason for the phenome-
non. He calculated the stability of such a system of vortices, which led to the understanding of the
now-famous Karman "vortex street."

The efforts of Prandtl and his colleagues confirmed that, under certain conditions, the flow patterns
in the vicinity of a body are similar in air, water, or other liquid or gaseous fluids. On this basis,
Prandtl demonstrated that the fluid dynamic c aracteristics of a body exposed to a flow in one medium
could be predicted from experiments in a different medium. Prandtl's work overlapped the development of
flight vehicles for military and commercial applications, and airplane wings were, accordingly, investi-
gated in hydrodynamic facilities. It is noted that hydrodynamic can refer to imcompressible flow charac-
teristics in any fluid, including air at low Mach numbers. Since the practical desiQn of aircraft did nrt
seriously account for compressibility during the first 20-30 years of its history because of the low
flight speeds, water facilities were applied to flight-vehicle design, albeit on a limited basis.

From approximately 1910 to 1935 the majority of water-facility investigations of aerodynamic flow
problems were of a 2-0 nature and emphasized the boundary-layer behavior and flow-separation characteris-
t'cs of airfoil shapes suitable for the relatively unswept wings of this period. The KWI in Gottingen,
Germany, maintained its role as a leader in the study of laminar and turbulent boundary layers and the
drag of aerodynamic shapes (Ref. 12). More frequently, however, water channel facilities were employed
for hydrodynamic flow problems relating to cavitation phenomena and the resistance of surface ships and
submersibles. Hoerner (Ref. 13) provides an extensive list of references of water tunnel, channel, and
towing-tank investigations of marine vehicles conducted during this period.

2.5 From 1935 to 1950

The contributions of wafer facilities to vehicle design increzsed during the period 1935-1950,
,mrgely because of the global political climate that would lead to World War II and the ensuing demands
for military air and sea superiority. The water facilities in Gottingen were used by the German aircraft
industry to mprove the design of proptller and jet aircraft during World War II. Reichardt (Ref. 14)
described the results of hydrodynamic tests to develop efficient low-speed aerodynamic shapes using a
cavitation method. The basis of this study was that gaseous flows at sonic speed had a certain resem-
blance to fluid motions at cavitation. The test models were streamlined in the water tunnel to delay
cavitation onset. The resultant shapes provided a rough approximation of the desired geometries in air
that would exhibit delayed onset of locally sonic flow on the surfacv. The nacelles, nacelle-wing fair-
ing, and wing-body transition on the Me 262 were modified in this manner. The Germans also utilized a
water facility to aid in the development of marine vehicles. An advanced submarine type "RXI" was devel-
oped, in part, from towing-tank investigations (Ref. 13). The test results led to a hull having a contin-
uous shape, a streamlined conning tower, and guns integrated into the tower.

The Allies also used water facilities during World War II for the improved design of marine and
f~ight vehicles. Notable water tunnel, channel, and towing-tank facilities were located at the National
Physical Laboratory (NPL) and Admiralty Rsearch Laboratory (ARL) in Elgland and at the California
Institute of Technology (CalTech), National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics (NACA), and David Taylor
Model Basin (DTMB) in the United States. The majority of water facility applications to vehicle design
during this period pertained to marine craft. Typical studies in these facilities addressed the cavita-
tion phenomena associated with ship propellers and hydrofoils (ship rudders and submarine planes, for
example) and the drag/resistance of hydrofoils, dispiaement hulls, submersibles, torpedoes, surface-
piercing struts, seaplane floats/skis, and planing craft (Ref. 13). Hydrodynamic problems that were
addressed and solved in water facilities included that of submarine periscope vibration, associated with
periodic vortex shedding; this problim was alleviated by means of guidevanes. The reduction of missile
drag at water entry was achieved by improved nose shapes developed from water-facility testing
(Ref. 13). A parametric study of the flow separation characteristics of projectiles having various
forebody and afterbody shapes and fin arrangements was performed in 1944 by Knapp (Ref. 15) in the CalTech
High Speed Water Tunnel. The detailed flow-field observations from this study were intended to aid the
projectile and bomb uesigners during the latter stag-s of the war. Aircraft wings were still relatively
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unswept and of high aspect ratio. As a consequence, airfoils were generally tested, and the results were
corrected for 3-D effects.

common problem was manifested in the experimental investigations of marine and flight vehicles
during this period, namely, how to transfer the model results to full-scale operation. The limited dimen-
sions and flow speeds of water tunnel, channel, and towing-tank installations generally resulted in
Reynolds numbers in model testing that were typically two to three orders of magnitude less than those of
the full-scale ope-ation. For example, the drag of displaement hulls consisted of two predominant compo-
nents, skin friction and wave resistance, that were governed by different similarity laws. Unless full-

scale dimensions were used, it was not possible to simulate correctly the full-scale conditions in towing
tanks. It became common practice, then, to satisfy the dynamic similarity (Froude number), producing the
proper wave pattern, and to correct the skin-friction component on the basis of the Reynolds number. The
Reynolds number could be increased by heating the water. However, the disparity betv

-  
model- and full-

scale conditions was still large. The scali,.g of cavitation phenomen Tbserved in water-facil:ty testing
of ship propellers and hydrofoils was a persistent challenge, particularly under conditions of incipient
and fully developed cavitation.

The introduction of jet-powered aircraft toward the end of World War I1 and the ensuing emphasis on
high-speed flight posed particular problems for water-facility simulations .wing to the significant
Reynolds number gap and the effects of compressibility (Mach number). Operation of water facilities at
higher speeds resulted in undesired cavitaton phenomena that restricted the speed up to which a flow
pattern in water could be expected to represent that around the same shape in air. Cavitation could occur
within the fluid at some distance from the model surface, in the cores of vortices from aircraft propeller
blade tips or in the separated flow past blunt or bluff bodies, for example, which precluded the correla-
tion of the water-facility data to the conditions in air. Closed-section facilities Lould be p'essiurize
to delay cavitation onset; however, this was done at increase6 facility complexity and cost. As a result
of these considerations, constraints were necessarily imposed on the use of water facilities as a design
tool, particularly with regard to flight vehicles.

2.5 From 1950 to 1960

The work of German researchers during World War 11 and of R. T. Joies in the United States during tne
same perici led to wing sweep as a means of delaying transonic flow effects (see Ref. 2). The fluid
mechanics associated with these wings was not well-understood owing to the 3-0 nature of the flow. At
off-design conditions, the swept separation lines and ensuing vortices were important features of the 3-D
flow field. The early 1950s also marked the advent of first-generation supersonic transport (SST) air-
craft featuring thin, slender wings. By design, the configurations utilized leading-edge vortex-induced

lift for improved takeoff and landing performance. This was a significant departure from the time-honored

attached-flow wing designs.

The complexity of the wing vortical flow field and the associated aerodynamic nonlinearities were
demonstrated in the late 1940s and early 1950s by researchers in England, Prance, the United Slates,

Canada, and Sweden (Refs. 16-20, for example). These experimental investigations underscored Lhe need for
a flow-visualization tool in order to understand and control the powerful fluid motions. The early
studies suggested that once flow separation occurred everywhere along the leading edge of a swept wing,
the fundamental character of the vortex was insensitive to the Reynolds number (Ref. 21). The vortex flow
structure also remained much the same over a wide rar3e of the Mach number (Ref. 22), provided the wing
leading edge was swept within the Mach cone and shock waves did not i-teract with the vortices. A new era
of water-facility applications to aircraft design therefore emerged and was characterized by extensive
testing of slender wings suitable for comm-cial and military aircraft configurations with a requirement
fur supersonic operation.

The principal advocates of water-facility applications to air-vehicle design in the 19Os included
the NFL in England, the Office National d'Ftudes et de "echerches Adrospatiales (ONERA) in Frdruce, the
National Aeronautical Establishment (NAt) in Canada, the NACA and CalTech in the United States, and Kungi
Tekniska Hogskolan (KTH) in Sweden. The pump-driven horizontal water tunnels at the NPL and NAE, the
vertical water tunnel it ONERA operating by gravity discharge, the towing tank at the NACA, the free-
surface water channel and pressurized high-speed water tunnel at CalTech, and the water tank at the KTH
represented several di'-ent facility designs that were used for a common purpose, namely, to develop a
flow-visualization data base on aircraft and aircraft-related configurats-ns. The clarity of the flou
visualization from experiments conducted in these installations established water facilities as a useful
diagnostic tool to study Lhe flow about 3-0 aerodynamic shapes upvrating within an expanded flight enve-
lope. For example, the water tunnels at the NPL and ONERA contributed to the understanding of the con-

trolled flow separations and vortical motions on the SST Concorde developed jointly by the English and the
French. The water tank at the KTH was utilized in Sweden's pioneering studies of canard-wing aircraft.
ThS water tunnel at the NAE deserves spec~al note owing to its colorful history. The facility was built
at the Aerodynamische Versuchsantalt in 1939 in Gottingen, Germany. and, subsequently, was shipped to
Canada after World War II (Ref. 23). One of the early investigations conducted at the NA was related to
the design of cocKpit canopy shapes for the CF-100 and CF-103 aircraft by generating a cavitation bubble
whose shape conformed to the constant-pressure contour (Ref. 24). -This experimental approach was similar
tc Reichardt's (Ref. 14), whose work in Germany was discussed earlier. An undocumented study was per-
formed of the lateral instability caused by asymmetric breakdown of wing leading-edge vortices. This
subject remains of great interest to modern-day fighter aircraft configurations. The NAE facility was

All- I I •I i i I u
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also utilized to study the effects of the exhaust from jet-powered aircraft on the flow about tail
surfaces.

Water facilities maintained their role in the marine-vehicle design process in the post-World War II
years. Major contributions to the design of surface ships, submersibles, and marine propulsion systems
were made by researchers in many countries. Primary contributors to marine vehicle technology included
the NACA, DTMB, Iowa Institute of Hydraulic Research, St. Anthony Falls Hydraulic Laboratory (University
of Minnesota). and CalTech in the United States; the Ship Model Basin in the Netherlands; the Supramar
company in Switzerland; and the State Shipbuilding in Sweden. Reference 25 lists many of the research
installations involved in maritime testing during this period. An upsurge in the use of hydrofoil craft
began in the late 1950s. As noted by Acosta (Ref. 26), the successful achievements of hydrofoil craft and
the possibility of high speeds at sea were due to the greatly increased understanding of the flow past
hydrofoils. In a manner similar to the field of aeronautics, water facilities played a key role in the
advancement of hydrofoil technology.

2.7 From 1960 to 1970

Numerous slender-wing aircraft configurations emerged during the 1960s that were characterized by
leading-edge vortex formation at off-design conditions. These aircraft included the F-111, YF-12, and
XB-70 in the United States; the Mirage III and IV in France; the HP-115 experimental aircraft in England;
the Concorde in a joint English/French effort; and the Viggen in Sweden. In addition, the design of
highly maneuverable transonic fighter aircraft began during this period in the United States, and this
work would culminate in the F-16 and F-18 fighters in the i970s. From the outset, these designs employed
wing-body strakes or leading-edge extensions (LEXes) to generate concentrated vortices for enhanced lift
at takeoff and landing and at subsonic/transonic maneuvering conditions.

The water tunnels at the NPL in England, ONERA in France, and NAE in Canada continued to be utilized
successfully in the study of slender-wing vortices. A copy of the NPL tunnel was built at the University

of Southhampton, England, and static and dynamic testing of slender-wing vortex flows was performed
(Ref. 27). Excellent correlations were obtained by Werl6 (Ref. 28) at ONERA of the vortex behavior on
delta wings and specific aircraft configurations such as the Concorde and the Douglas F-5D (Ref. 29) in
water tunnels, wind tunnels, and flight. These results established confidence that, for the special case
of leading-edge vortices on thin, highly swept surfaces, water facilities could be used as a diagnostic
tool despite the Reynolds number gap. ONERA assembled a laboratory consisting of two vertical water
tunnels and a water tank that was dedicated to the study of aerodynamic and hydrodynamic flow phenomena.
The French were at the forefront of flow-visualization technology and they applied water facilities to a
wide range of aerodynamic flow situations. These included laminar and turbulent boundary layers,
boundary-layer separation on 2-D and 3-D shapes, vortex-dominated flows on slender bodies and wings, jet
mixing and interaction phenomena, blowing for boundary-layer control, vortex enhancement by spanwise
blowing, ground effects on the flow about the Concorde using a moving ground board, models with internal
flows (engine intakes, for example), and a helicopter rotor in translation and hover (Ref. 30). The ONERA
laboratory became the standard of excellence in flow visualization and was the forebearer of numerous
other water facilities throughout the world.

The NAE water tunnel was a consistent source of useful flow-field information on complex flow phenom-
ena in the 1960s. The 3-D separated flow-characteristics about numerous aerodynamic shapes were investi-

gated. The circulation-control concept for enhanced, high-lift aerodynamics was studied on round air-
foils, flaps, etc. Other experiments featured lifting propellers at high angles of inclination, ducted

fans, and fan-in-wing arrangements. The wing-submerged lifting-fan investigations were indicative of the
increased sophistication of water-facility experiments of aircraft models and of the information gained
from these studies. In this case, the fan-airfoil interactions and wing-fan efflux interactions were
observed in order to assess the flow effects leading to changes in the configuration forces and moments.

The heavy commercial and military transport aircraft that appeared during this period generated pow-
erful trailing vortex systems that posed a flight safety hazard to trailing aircraft. Water towing-tank
facilities were well suited to study the vortex patterns and methods of wake alleviation, and the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), the Douglas Aircraft Company, and the Lockheed-Georgia
Company in the United States employed such facilities for this purpose. The NAE conducted water tunnel
experiments of the vortex flows shed from upswept rear fuselages similar to those of rear-loading air-
craft. The vortices were found to promote adverse effects on the pitch stability and cruise drag and to
produce undesirable loadings on rear cargo doors (Ref. 31).

2.8 From 1970 to 1980

Vehicle designers in the 1970s were once again confronted with a larg. experimental data gap caused
by the emerging requirement for advanced tactical missile and fighter aircraft configurations to operate
in a controlled manner at extreme attitudes. The vortex-dominated flows shed from the slender bodies and
wings of highly maneuverable flight vehicles were not well understood. The flow-visualization and flow-
measurement techniques in wind tunnels and in flight were inadequate for the detailed definition of the
highly 3-D flow fields thai were often characterized by multiple vortex development, vortex interactions,

and vortex breakdown. As a consequence, the 1970s marked a significant upsurge in the use of water facil-
ities in the vehicle design process.
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To improve the undersEanding of the structure of vortex core breakdown, experiments were conducted by
Sarpkaya in the United States using a water facility (Ref. 32). Water to which swirl was imparted by
upstream vanes flowed through a slightly divergent tube and the forms of vortex bursting were observed.
The experimental results also supported the development of computationai methods to predict vortex core
instabilities.

Water tunnels, channels, and towing tanks were in operation in many countries, and studies in support
of vehicle design were performed in the United States, Canada, France, England, Belgium, Germany,
Switzerland, the Netherlands, Sweden, Russia, Australia, Japan, and China. The confidence in water facil-
ities as a flow-diagnostic tool was reflected by the diversity of research subjects encompassing air,
ground, and marine vehicles.

A leader in the application of water tunnels to the simulation of fighter aircraft flow fields at
high angles of attack was Northrop Corporation in the United States. Influenced in large part by the work

of Werl4 (ONERA) in France, M. S. Cahn and G. R. Hall led the effort at Northrop in the mid-lg70s to
develop a water facility that would augment the aircraft design process (Ref. 33). An early application
of a small pilot tunnel modeled after the ONERA gravity-discharge facility was the visualization of the
LEX vortex flows on a small-scale model of the Northrop YF-17 lightweight fighter configuration. The
vivid definition of the YF-17 vortical flows stimulated sufficient support to construct a larger water
tunnel that is still in operation today. This facility was used extensively in all of the military air-
craft programs at Northrop to understand and control the forebody and wing vortex flows, vortex interac-

tions and breakdown, and vortex-empennage interactions. Models of virtually every fighter aircraft ir the
United States inventory and of numerous foreign military aircraft configurations were tested in the
Northrop installation. The role of this tunnel rapidly expanded to include the study of 2-D nozzle
exhaust effects on afterbody flow separation, nozzle exhaust plumes and jet mixing processes, forebody and
wing vortex control by active and passive means, hot-gas reingestion phenomena on V/STOL aircraft in
ground proximity, vortex flow management for improved performance of top-mounted inlets, thrust reverser
plume trajectories and the effects on wing and tail flow fields, the structure of swirling jets, self-
induced lateral oscillations (wing rock) of slender planforms, deflected wing leading- and trailing-edge
flap effects on vortex stability, oscillating wing control surfaces for flow control, vortex shedding on

an aircraft model in a flat spin, and canard-wing, forward-swept wing, and oblique wing flow fields

(Ref. 34).

ONERA in France and the NAE in Canada continued to excel in their high-quality and diverse applica-
tions of water facilities to vehicle design. The confidence gained from years of experience in hydrody-
namic testing led to the use of the ONERA and NAE facilities to study ground vehicle configurations such
as high-speed trains, trucks, automobiles, and snowmobiles. The water facilities were used to identify
regions of 3-0 flow separation and to develop aerodynamic "fixes" to improve the vehicle performance.
Marine vehicle investigations were also undertaken in these tunnels to study the separated flow fields

about the superstructure of surface ships and highly maneuverable submarines. The trend toward high-
performance air, ground, and marine vehicles facilitated the acceptance of water facilities as a design
tool, owing to the complicated fluid motions that were often vortex-dominated.

The French and Canadians were leaders in the investigation of unsteady vortical motions. The ONERA
installation was utilized to study the vortex formation on the upper surface of an oscillating profile,

which simulated the cyclic variation in pitch of a helicopter rutor blade (Ref. 30). In addition, the
vortex-shedding characteristics of a spinning fighter model were investigated. The NAE performed forced
oscillation testing of a modern aircraft configuration to identify the effects of the body vortices on the
static and dynamic cross derivatives (Ref. 35).

Interest in the unsteady aerodynamics of helicopter rotor blades led to numerous investigations of
the dynamic stall behavior of oscillating airfoils (Ref. 36) at the U.S. Army Research and Technology
aL. atories (AVRADCOM) at NASA Ames Research Center. A unique feature of the water tunnel experiments

was the measurement of the force and moment time histories in combination with vivid off-body flow

visualization.

The Flow Research Company towing tank and the Tracor Hydronautics Ship Model Basin in the United
States emerged as important water facilities for aerodynamic flow simulations. The Flow Research facility
was used in the general research of unsteady aerodynamics; separated flows; and laminar, transitional, and
turbulent boundary layers. The Tracor model basin was used extensively by NASA for measurements of the
trailing vortex systems generated by models of wide-body commercial transport aircraft such as the

Boeing 747.

The continued Interest in V/STOL aircraft prompted the development of water facilities at Rockwell
International (Ref. 37) and the McDonnell-Douglas Corporation (Ref. 38). These were dedicated to the
visualization of ground-effect phenomena associated with multijet arrangemets.

The U.S. Air Force Wright Aeronautical Laboratories (AFWAL) constructed a small water tunnel operat-
ing by gravity discharge. This facility proved useful in visualizing the vortex flows about advanced

fighter models, including several forward-swept-wing configurations.

Water facilities also experienced a renaissance in the European government, industry, and university
communities. The towing tank at Deutsche Forschungs- und Versuchsanstalt fur Luft- und Raumfahrt (DFVLR)
in Gottingen, Germany, was applied to the study of wing leading-edge vortices (Ref. 39). A water tunnel

AILt
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built at Messerschmitt-Bolkow-Blohm (MBB) in Munich, Germany, became a useful aid in recognizing and solv-

ng !low problems during the aircraft development phase (Refs. 40 and 41). The University of Stuttgart,
with a history of water facility experience dating back to 1950, continued its fundamental fluid mechanics
research. The behavior of slender missile vortices at extreme attitudes was investigated in a water

tunnel at the British Aerospace Military Aircraft Division (Ref. 42). A study of the Reynolds number
sensitivity of delta wing vortex breakdown was performed in a water tunnel by Svenska AeroDlan

Aktiebolaget (SAAB) in Sweden (Ref. 43). Leading-edge vorte, flow studies were also conducted in a water
facility at the von Karman Institute (VKI) in Belgium (Ref. 44). The Netherlands Ship Model Basin main-
tained a leadership role in hydrodynamic testing of displacement hulls and marine propulsion systems.

The Aeronautical Research Laboratories (ARL) of the Australian Department of Defence conducted sys-

tematic experiments of vortex flows in the mid-1970s using water towing tank and water tunnel installa-
tions. The trailing-vortex system generated by a rectangular planform wing was investigated in the towing
tank and the experimental trends pertaining to the vortex structure and dissipation were in qualitative

agreement with available wind tunnel and flight test results (Ref. 45). The structure and breakdown of
the leading-edge vortices shed from slender delta and cranked wing planforms were observed in the water

tunnel (Ref. 46).

2.9 From 1980 to the Present

Water facilities have gained general acceptance throughout the world as valuable diagnostic tools to

aid in the vehicle design process. The unique ability of these installations to visualize 3-D vortical
motions about complicated aerodynamic and hydrodynamic shapes has been utilized in vehicle development

programs in several countries. Vortical flows have become a "way of life" on all classes of vehicles as
shown in the sketches in Fig. 4 (from Ref. 1). The emphasis on low-observable flight vehicles has led to

aerodynamic shapes that are dominated by vortex flows. Clearly, the identification and control of these

3-D separated regimes is an important element in air, ground, and marine vehicle performahce optimization.

The sophistication of water facilities and flow visualization and measurement techniques has
increased in concert with the advancement in vehicle technology. In addition to the qualitative informa-

tion gained from water-flow experiments, efforts are now under way to extract more quantitative data than
previously oosssole. As indicated by Gad-el-Hak (Ref. 47), the advent of advanced computers capable of
handling high-resolution images has made it possible to combine flow-visualization and digital-image pro-

cessing techniques to obtain quantitative information. Lasers have become a key element in many water
facility installations. Quantitative flow-field information has been obtained in recent water-flow exper-
iments of vortical motions using 2-D laser velocimetry (Ref. 48). Laser optics have also been used to
generate an intense sheet of light to enhance the visualization of the flow structure in arbitrary planes

(Ref. 49). A laser-induced fluorescence visualization technique can provide more detailed information on
the structure of complex flows (Ref. 50). The interest in unsteady aerodynamics has led to more sophisti-

cated model support apparatus and instrumented models.

The water facility "standard bearers" of the 1970s continue to make major contributions in this
decade to the understanding and control of the flow about advanced vehicles. In recent years, emphasis at
Northrop has been placed on the establishment of a flow visualization data base on present- and future-
generation fighter aircraft configurations that are characterized by highly coupled forebody and wing

vortex systems at extreme attitudes (see Ref. 51). ONERA in France and the NAE in Canada continue a long-

standing tradition of excellence in water facility applications to air, ground, and marine vehicle design

(Refs. 52 and 53, respectively).

Several water-facility installations in the United States have assumed leadership positions in aero-
nautical and related hydrodynamic research in recent years. The water tunnel at NASA Ames-Dryden Flight

Research Facility, modeled after the Northrop tunnel, has become a "workhorse" fos NASA since its incep

tion in the early 1980s. Considerable work has been done in cooperation with industry, univvrsities, and
other U.S. government agencies to increase the experimental data base on advanced military aircraft con-

figurations. The Flow Research Company towing tank has most recently been used in support of the Air

Force supermaneuverability program to study the unsteady aerodynamics of slender wings and bodies undergo-
ing pitching oscillations (Refs. 54 and 55). The Tracor model basin was used to simulate the pitch-up

maneuvers of a slender generic fighter model (Ref. 56).

Several other organizations have recently acquired water tunnels. NASA's Langley Research Center
constructed a facility with a vertical test section similar to the NASA Ames-Dryden tunnel and is initiat-

ing a number of projects to support their aeronautics research programs. The success of the pilot water

tunnel at AFWAL at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base has led to the installation of a larger ONERA-type
water tunnel with a vertical 24- by 24-in. test section. This tunnel is Lidergoing operational checkout

tests and is expected to be in use as a research facility in November 1986. tidetics International has
completed a new water tunnel/channel with a 15- by 20-In. horizontal test section Incorporating a unique

downstream viewing window to permit flow visualization in the cross-flow plane as well as the usual plan-
form and side views. A larger version of the same tunnel with 24- by 36-In. test section is also under
ccstruction and is intended primarily to provide a capability for performing both static and dynamic

experiments at higher angles of attack (to 90") to support technology advancements related to fighter

aircraft. A water tunnel designed by the Visual Aerodynamics Division of tidetics International with a
24- by 24-in. test section was recently installed at the General Dynamics Corporation in Fort Worth to

support their in-house research programs in advanced fighter technology.
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The installations cited above have equally significant counterparts in Europe. In additlon to ONERA,
the Bertin and Company water tunnel in France was utilized recently to test a canard-wing arrangement for
which flow-visualization, pressures, velocities, and forces were obtained (Ref. 57). Numerous installa-
tions are in operation in England and are used for diverse aerodynamic and hydrodynamic flow problems.
The No. 2 Ship Tank and Rotating Arm in the Maneuvering Tank at the Admiralty Research Establishment,
which has been in operation for decades, demonstrated the powerful vortex flows shed from the hull of a
modern, highly maneuverable submarine model (Ref. 58). A systematic comparison of vortex positions
obtained on slender missile configurations in water tunnel and wind tunnel facilities was recently made at
the British Aerospace Military Aircraft Division (Ref. 59). Qualitative and quantitative testing of para-
chute canopies of various shape and porosity was conducted in the Southhampton (England) Towing Channel to
evaluate pitch stability characteristics (Ref. 60). IMI Summerfield it. England studied the internal flow
characteristics of a ramrocket combustion chamber (Ref. 61), and the flow-visualization results led to an
improved fuel supply design. Unsteady flow phenomena were investigated in the towing tank of DFVLR in
Germany, where aircraft models underwent prescribed accelerations and decelerations (Ref. 62). The
University of Stuttgart constructed two new water facilities, and recent results of research work con-
ducted in these installations are provided in Ref. 63. Models of complete military and commercial air-
craft configurations and isolated airframe components have been tested in the MBB water tunnel (Ref. 41).

Water facilities are an important element in vehicle design in Asian countries. A high-speed water
tunnel (up to 10 ft/sec) designed by the Visual Aerodynamics Division of Eidetics International was
installed in a research laboratory at the Aero Industry Development Center in Taiwan in 1984 to support
the aircraft development programs in that country. This tunnel has a 24- by 24-in. horizontal test sec-
tion. The Peking Institute in the People's Republic of China has employed a water tunnel to visualize the
vortex flows about strake-wing planforms (Ref. 64). Japanese researchers have made extensive use of water
facilities to understand the fluid flows about the various aerodynamic and hydrodynamic shapes. Examples
of their work are provided in Ref. 9. Mitsubishi Heavy Industries employed a towing tank to study surface

ship designs. A study (Ref. 65) at Mitsubishi led to the solution of a vibration problem by improved hull
design obtained through systematic water facility testing.

The burgeoning applications of water facilities to the design of vehicles are apparent from the pre-
ceding historical review. The following section will discuss specific investigations in water facilities
to demonstrate their role in the vehicle design process. These representative investigations will demon-
strate the strengths and limitations of water facilities in aeronautical and related hydrodynamic
research.

3. SPECIFIC APPLICATIONS OF WATER FACILITIES TO AERONAUTICAL AND RELATED HYDRODYNAMIC PROBLEMS

Experiments performed in the NAE, CalTech, Northrop, and NASA Ames-Dryden water facilities are
described in this section to provide a flavor of the myriad applications of these installations to air,
ground, and marine vehicle design. NAE and CalTech have long-standing traditions in the application of

water tunnels to aeronautical and related hydrodynamic problems. The Northrop and NASA Ames-Dryden facil-
ities represent a "new generation" of water tunnels that have made significant contributions to vehicle
design. Collectively, these installations represent over 100 years of water-facility experience. Empha-
sis will be placed on experiments pertinent to current and future commercial and military vehicles.

3.1 National Aeronautical Establishment, Ottawa, Canada

The NAE water tunnel (Fig. 5) is a continuous-flow, closed-circuit design having a 10- by 13-in.

horizontal test section. Flow velocities in the working section can vary from 0.2 to 10 ft/sec. The
diverse experiments conducted in this facility encompass steady and unsteady, and attached and separated
flows about air, ground, and marine vehicles. A detailed description of this installation is provided by
Dobrodzicki (Ref. 23).

Figure 6 illustrates the flow about a wing with a submerged lifting fan in proximity to the ground.
The fluid tracers reveal the fan efflux, recirculation region, and fountain effect. The fan-wing and
jet-wing flow interactions were useful in interpreting the anomalies in the lift, drag, and pitching
moment characteristics obtained in wind tunnel tests. The simulation of this flow situation is of current
interest to advanced fighter aircraft configurations with a requirement for short takeoff and vertical
landing (STOVL) capability. For such configurations, water flow visualization could provide insight

regarding the jet-induced effects on the configuration aerodynamics and potential hot-gas reingestlon
problems.

Figure 7 shows the interaction of the simulated exhaust from a wing-mounted engine with a wing and

slotted trailing-edge flap arrangement. This is representative of the exter-ally blown-flap (EBF) concept
that was applied to the McDonnel-Douglas YC-15 military transport configuration. The supercirculation
effect induced by the high-velocity jet is clearly illustrated in the flow-visualization photograph. It
is noted that the boundary-layer separation characteristics of the unpowered wing and flap combination are
not accurately represented in the water tunnel owing to the subscritical Reynolds number and the subse-
quent laminar separation. However, the ability of the jet exhaust to reattach the flow to the wing and
flap surface is qualitatively represented. At higher jet momentum, the jet-induced effects on the poten-
tial flow field are simulated in a quantitative sense.



The boundary-layer flow-separation characteristics of a military transport model are shown in
Fig. 8. Results of such tests must be carefully interpreted because of the low Reynolds number conditions
typical of water tunnel operation. Used judiciously, however, flow visualization can indicate regions on
the aircraft surface that may be susceptible to flow separation.

A related study concerns the flow separation from the upswept rear fuselage typical of a rear-loading

transport aircraft. The vortex pair shed from the aft fuselage section is shown in Fig. 9. The strength
and location of the vortices will vary with the Reynolds number because of the lack of a fixed line of
boundary-layer separation. Despite this, the water flow simulation was used to identify the source of
degraded performance and stability problems as well as unsteady loads on cargo doors. This flow situation
resembles the vortex formation on displacement hulls and submersible vehicles.

The aerodynamic cross-coupling effects associated with an oscillating generic fighter model were

studied in water tunnel flow-visualization experiments. A representative result is shown in Fig. 10. The
water flow simulation revealed a lateral oscillation of the forebody vortices caused by an oscillation in
pitch and, as a result, the vortices were observed to shift from one side to the other of a top-mounted

vertical fin. The relatively simple experiment provided a plausible flow mechanism that would lead to
secondary lateral aerodynamic forces in response to a primary pitching maneuver. This study indicated
that the unsteady, separated flow field about a slender configuration could be studied in a qualitative
sense in a water facility despite the sensitivity of the forebody vortical motions to the Reynolds number.

The modulation of the flow-separation characteristics to improve ground vehicle performance was
effectively demonstrated in the water tunnel. Figure 11 reveals a large improvement in the flow about a

tractor-trailer due to the installation of a cab deflector. This modification led to reduced drag and
increased stability and is now a standard "fix" on most ground transport vehicles of this class. The
results from this investigation indicate that small-scale model testing in a water facility operating at
low Reynolds number can yield substantial design improvements on vehicles that are Reynolds-number-

sensitive and nonvortex-dominated.

3.2 California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, California

The Hydrodynamics Laboratory at CalTech consists of the Free Surface Water Tunnel (FSWT) and the High
Speed Water Tunnel (HSWT). The FSWT depicted in Fig. 12 is a closed-circuit circulation system lying in a
vertical plane. The horizontal test section is 20 in. wide by 30 in. deep and flow speeds up to 25 ft/sec

can be obtained. The top, or free, surface is an air-water interface. This arrangement allows investiga-
tions to be performed on bodies acting on or at a prescribed distance below the water surface, such as a
ventilated hydrofoil. The HSWT is also a closed-circuit design lying in a vertical plane and features

interchangeable 2-D and axisymmetric working sections. The 2-D section, used principally to obtain sec-

tional characteristics of hydrofoils, is 6 in. by 30 in. by 50 in. long, whereas the axisymetric section
is 14 in. in diameter and 46 in. long. Flow speeds up to 100 ft/sec and pressures from 100 psig to the
vapor pressure of water are achievable.

In addition to flow visualization, the capabilities exist to measure steady and unsteady forces and
moments and to obtain quantitative flow-field information using a laser doppler velocimeter (LDV). A

detailed account of the CalTech facilities is provided by Ward (Ref. 66).

Applications of the CalTech water facilities to vehicle design have typically pertained to marine

craft. The inception ano scaling of cavitation on hydrodynamic shapes have been studied extensively.
Studies performed in the HSWT demonstrated the importance of the boundary layer in cavitation inception.
This was accomplished using a Schlieren system to visualize the origin and migration of cavitation bubbles
within the boundary layer on a bluff body and their subsequent entrainment into the mainstream. A repre-
sentative result from a study of cavitation phenomena is shown in Fig. 13, which depicts the cavitating
flow over a 2-0 wedge at high angle of attack.

Recent emphasis has been placed on the development of inlets suitable for water-jet propulsion sys-
tems. Sophisticated inlet models have been tested in the HSWT and FSWT that featurex translating and
rotating lips, variable-geometry walls, and auxiliary or secondary inlets. The influence of upstream air

content, the thickness of the approaching boundary layer, and numerous boundary-layer control devices on
the inception of cavitation and inlet recovery efficiency have been determined in these investigations.

Hydrofoil development projects have addressed the effects of flaps in cavity flow, the study of
hydrofoil sections having good performance in fully wetted and cavity flow, and the performance of venti-
lated foils near a free surface. The latter experiment provided verification of a theory by Furuya

(Ref. 67) to predict the forces on supercavitating or ventilated hydrofoils of finite aspect ratio, arbi-

trary shape, and variable submergence.

Aeronautical research projects pertaining to the trailing vortex systems generated by lifting sur-
faces were undertaken in the FSWT. The axial and tangential velocity profiles in the wake region were
measured using an LDV system and the data were used to confirm a theory for the structure and decay rate
of a trailing vortex.

The experiments performed in the CalTech installations exemplify the capabilities of water facilities

to yield qualitative and quantitative surface and off-body flow-field information to aid in theory devel-
opment and marine and flight vehicle design.
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3.3 Northrop Corporation, Aircraft Division, nawthorne, California

The Northrop Corporation water tunnel is a continuous-flow, closed-circuit facility having 16- by
24-in. vertical test section (Fig. 14). This installation has been used as a diagnostic tool to aid in
the aircraft design process since its inception in 1977. It was preceded by a small pilot water tunnel
having a 6- by 6-in. vertical test section that could operate in gravity discharge and continuous-flow
modes.

The Northrop installations marked the advent of water facilities that were dedicated to the study of
the vortex flows developed on advanced tactical/fighter aircraft operating at extreme attitudes. These
installations satisfied the need for a visualization tool to improve the understanding and control of the
complex vortical flows that have become characteristic of highly maneuverable military aircraft beginning
with the General Dynamics YF-16 and the Northrop YF-17 lightweight fighters in the 1970s.

At a very early stage of its operation, the pilot Lunnel demonstrated the utility of a water facility
operating at very low speed (0.25 ft/sec) and low Reynolds number (10,000/ft) to vividly depict the vorti-

cal motion about a small-scale model of a complete fighter configuration. Figure 15 shows the vortex
arising from flow separation along the sharp edge of a wing LEX on a 1/72-scale YF-17 at an angle of
attack of 20'. Wortmann has commented in a recent paper (Ref. 68) that this, and similar water facility
results, bear little resemblance to the real flow and are principally of public relations value. This is
hardly the case, however, because this single flow-visualization photograph demonstrates several important
flow-field features that have been observed in wind tunnels and in flight (Ref. 34). In addition, the

interpretation of the nonlinear forces and moments and vortex-inducnu nurface pressures is facilitated by
the detailed 3-0 flow visualization. For example, the development of a concentrated vortical flow above
the wing surface and the favorable LEX vortex-induced effects on the wing flow-separation characteristics
correlate well with the nonlinear lift increase at moderate and high angles of attack. The breakdown of
the vortex core over the wing surface limits the maximum vortex-induced lift increment and can promote
pitch instability. The proximity of the unburst vortical flows to suitably placed twin vertical tails
enhances the stabilizer effectiveness. Under certain conditions, however, the occurrence of vortex burst-
ing near the tail surfaces can induce a severe buffet environment leading to structural silure. The flow
through the boundary-layer bleed slots at the juncture of the LEX and fuselage was observed to have an
adverse effect on the LEX vortex core stability at high angles of attack, thereby reducing the maximum
lift in comparison to the configuration with slots closed. Clearly, the availability of off-body flow-
field trends through simple water-facility experiments is of great value in the aircraft design process.

To establish confidence in the water flow sinulations, flow-visualization studies were performed in
the pilot and larger-scale water tunnels of the leading-edge vortex behavior on thin, sharp-edged delta
wings encompassing a wide range of the leading-edge sweep angle. The vortex positions determined from the
water tunnel testing were in reasonable agreement with results obtained at higher Reynolds numbers in wind
tunnels (Ref. 34). This was due to the insensitivity of the primary flow separation at the sharp leading
edge to changes in the Reynolds number. The fact that theoretical methods which ignore viscous effects
can reasonably predict vortex flow aerodynamics is one indication of the Reynolds number insensitivity of
such phenomenon. The agreement between the vortex positions determined in the water tunnel and the wind
tunnel is limited, however, because of the viscous effects near the wing surface. The upper-surface
boundary-layer flow separates near the leading edge, generating a secondary vortex having a sense of rota-
tion which is opposite to that of the primary vortex. The secondary separation line and the strength and
location of the secondary vortex vary with the Reynolds number. The location of the primary vortex core
will be affected by the state of the boundary layer and will be somewhat inboard and higher off the wing
surface when subcritical (laminar) separation occurs.

The vortex breakdown characteristics compared favorably with similar observations made in wind
tunnels and in flight, as shown in Fig. 16. This correlation indicated that under certain restrictive
conditions the relative importance of inertia and viscous and pressure terms was simulated in the water
tunnel. Experience suggests that the adverse pressure gradient in the external potential flow field is
the dominant parameter affecting the vortex breakdown at high angles of attack. The apparent success of
the inviscid Euler methods to "capture" the vortex breakdown phenomenon on this class of aerodynamic shape
is based on similar reasoning (Ref. 69). Provided flow separation occurs simultaneously everywhere along
a sharp leading edge, a water flow simulation is expected to provide an acceptable representation of the

size and structure of the wake shed from a thin wing at a high angle of attack and, consequently, the
pressure field through which a vortex core must traverse. The water tunnel photograph of Fig. 17 illus-
trates this flow situation on a small-scale model of an advanced fighter featuring a sharp, highly swept
LEX. At a similar angle of attack, pilots of this aircraft have detected a sudden increase in the exter-
nal noise intensity which is associated with the forward advance of the vortex breakdown position on
either side of the canopy. Another water tunnel-to-flight correlation of a qualitative nature is shown in
Fig. 18, which depicts LEX vortex breakdown on a current fighter aircraft at high angle of attack. The
water tunnel model (an inexpensive, plastic model) exhibits vortex bursting over the wing panel at a loca-

tion approximating the burst position on the full-scale aircraft. It is upon this premise--the dominance
of the adverse pressure gradient in the external potential flow field--that water-facility vortex-
breakdown results can be applied to higher-Reynolds-number phenomena in air at high angles of attack.

The water tunnel became an important element in the major aircraft programs at Northrop as a result

of these preliminary investigations. The ensuing flow-visualizatIon experiments spanning the next several
years demonstrated the strengths and limitations of witer-facility simulations of fighter aircraft flow
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fields. Emphasis was placed on studies at high angles of attack where the phenomenological aspects of the
vortex-dominated flow field were insensitive to the Reynolds number.

The F-SE, F-SF, and F-20A fighter configurations were the subject of extensive flow-visualization
experiments. The water tunnel was used primarily to obtain off-body flow-field information on airframe
modifications for which wind tunnel and flight test date were available. For example, the LEX planform
and area modifications shown in Fig. ig increased the maximum lift and improved the static lateral-
directional stability characteristics at high angles of attack. The water tunnel testing revealed

enhanced stability of the LEX vortical flow at angles of attack near maximum lift, a delay to higher angle
of attack of the pronounced vortex breakdown asymmetry in sideslip, and increased dynamic pressure in the
vicinity of the .enterline vertical tail arising from the delayed breakdown of the windward LEX vortex.

It was detvrmined from the flow-visualization testing of these models that faired-over engine inlets
could yield misleading results regarding the vortex behavior at high angles of attack. For example, the
LEX vortex breakdown characteristics indicated that influx into the side-mounted inlets at moderate to
high angles of attack induced a local upwash near the LEX apex so that the effective a in this region
was approximately 2' higher in comparison to the blocked-inlet case. As a consequence, all ensuing
fighter mode's were tested with flowing inlets.

The ability to visualize the vortex-engine inlet interactions subsequently led to detailed studies of

fighter configurations with top-mounted inlets. The water tunnel flow visualization, in combination with
wind tunnel test results, showed that careful integration of the inlet on the fuselage to take advantage
of the LEX vortex-induced sweeping action could effectively control the inlet pressure recovery and
dynamic ;istortion at high angles of attack (Ref. 70).

The F-5 configuration was also used as a test bed to evaluate propulsive lift-enhancement concepts.
A representative study featured the application of spanwise blowing to the wing upper surface to reener-
gize the LEX vortex at high a. At sufficiently high blowing rates, a discrete vortex from the wing lead-
ing edge was also apparent, as shown in Fig. 20. In general, it was found that the blowing momentum
required in water tunnel simulations to effect a particular change in the flow field was somewhat higher

than that in wind tunnel testing performed at higher Reynolds numbers. This was due to the increased
blowing rates that were necessary to energize the laminar boundary layer on the wing upper surface.

Water tunnel studies confirmed that the asymmetric shedding of the vortices from the slender forebody
of the F-SF at zero sideslip was responsible for the large aerodynamic asymmetries at high angles of
attack that were encountered in wind tunnel and flight testing. A representative result from these
studies is shown in Fig. 21. Although the primary separation along the forebody sides was sensitive to
the Reynolds number, the forebody vortex asymmetry was promoted by an inviscid hydrodynamic instability
associated with a crowding together of the vortices near the nose (Ref. 71). As a result, the flow mecha-
nism was amenable to study in the water tunnel. Because of the laminar separation, however, the vortices
were more widely spaced along the forebody in comparison to the case of turbulent separation. Therefore,
the angle of attack for onset of the vortex asymmetry was typically a few degrees higher than the onset of
aerodynamic asymmetries determined from wind tunnel and flight tests.

The ability of the F-5 "shark nose" depicted in Fig. 22 to alleviate the vortex asymmetry was demon-
strated in water tunnel flow-visualization tests. The broader planform and flattened cross section near
the nose increased the lateral spacing of the vortices and, therefore, reduced the susceptibility to flow-
field asymmetries. Wind tunnel and flight testing of the F-SF/shark nose combination revealed a signifi-

cant decrease in the aerodynamic asymmetries along with improved departure/spin resistance. Similarly,
the nose shape on the reconnaissance version of the F-SF with its forward-looking oblique window (RECCE
nose) was shown in water flow studies to reduce the asymmetric vortex shedding at high a.

The latter studies demonstrated the sensitivity of the vortex flows to the geometry of the forebody

apex region and the ability of a water facility to visualize the flow-field changes. This led to the
study of numerous other active and passive methods of asymmetric sideload alleviation in the water
tunnel. These included nose strakes, helical separation trips, and normal and tangential blowing on the
forebody. The flow-visualization experiments provided a rapid assessment of the ability of the flow-
control devices to reduce/eliminate/reverse the body vortex asymmetry. The devices that were identified

as promising flow modulators in the water tunnel proved effective in controlling the B-zero asymmetries
in wind tunnel testing of subscale F-5 models.

The water tunnel was a useful tool in analyzing the directional stability trends obtained in wind
tunnels and in flight since at high angles of attack the forebody can strongly affect the static direc-

*iona' stability. An example includes the F-SF forebody, which develops an unusual vortex orientation in
sideslip as shown in Fig. 23. On the basis of water tunnel/wind tunnel/flight correlations, the forebody
vortices and their unique orientation were identified as the primary sour-e of static directional stabil-
ity at high angles of attack. As a consequence, the effect of forebody modifications on the yaw stability

could generally be surmised from water tunnel testing by observing any changes to the forebody vortex
structure and location.

The water tunnel testing of the F-5 and related fighter models revealed several limitations to the
water facility simulations. At low angles of attack, generally less than 10', the vortex core in a water
tunnel is influenced by the wake region produced by laminar separation from the rear portion of the
wing. As shown in Figs. 24 and 25, this alters the vortex path and also produces premature dissipation of

.4-
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the vortex because of entrainment of turbulent fluid from the separated wake. In contrast, observations
of the vortex behavior in wind tunnels and in flight at similar angles of attack indicated that the vortex
does not burst over the wing (see Fig. 25). Rather, the discrete vortex core exhibits a trajectory that

conforms closely to the curvature of the wing, particularly when leading- and trailing-edge flaps are
deflected, and can interact with downstream airframe components. For similar reasons, the laminar bound-
ary-layer separation at the subcritical conditions in the water tunnel masks the quantitative effects of

deflected leading- and trailing-edge devices on the vortex stability. The simulation of the vortex
behavior on wings with thickness, camber, twist, and/or leading-edge bluntness is also inadequate at
low-a conditions. Investigations of these configurations, therefore, are limited to high angles of
attack where flow separation occurs everywhere along the wing leading edge. Under such conditions, the
fundamental character of the vortex-dominated flow is similar to that observed at higher Reynolds
number. This was the justification for water tunnel studies of the Space Shuttle Orbiter by Lorincz
(Ref. 72).

The scale of the vortical motions relative to the boundary-layer thickness will determine the degree

to which the water-facility results can be extrapolated to higher Reynolds number. The vortices generated
from wing leading-edge snags and lower and upper surface fences, for example, generally proved difficult

to simulate in the water tunnel because of the strong interaction between the separated wing boundary
layer and the vortical motions. An attempt to represent the interaction of the vortex generated irom the
nacelle strake, or engine "ear," of a commercial transport model with the wing upper surface proved

futile. In flight, however, the strake vortex observed under conditions of natural condensation traversed

the wing upper surface and closely followed the curvature of the wing without breakdown.

A major contribution of the water tunnel pertained to the visualization of multiple vortex flows,
vortex interactions, and breakdown on fighter aircraft featuring relaLively large LEXes in proximity to
the forebody. Such configurations were shown to develop strong flow interactions throughout the extended

angle-of-attack range owing to the persistence of the vortical motions and their proximity to one
another. An example of the strong coupling of forebody and LEX vortices on a small-scale model of the
F-18 is shown in Fig. 26. The flow field is characterized by symmetric forebody vortex shedding at zero

sideslip and the entrainment of this vortex pair by the dominant LEX vortical flows. This multiple vortex
interaction was very sensitive to small changes in the sideslip angle. Furthermore, modulation of the

forebody vortex orientation in sideslip was found, under certain conditions, to influence the wing stall
behavior and, hence, the lateral stability characteristics (Ref. 73). For example, the forebody vortices
were resistant to asymmetric orientation in sideslip when radome strakes were installed at 40' above the
maximum half-breadth. At small sideslip angles, the body vortex system was actually biased toward the
windward side of the aircraft. This flow situation was unsteady, however, as the leeward body vortex
would periodically pass underneath the windward vortical flow. The strake effects on the forebody-LEX
vortex interactions resulted in powerful vortex-induced downwash and sidewash on the windward wing panel,
thereby delaying complete wing stall to angles of attack greater than 40% This effect was also observed
in wind tunnel smoke-flow visualization. The increased roll stability arising from the strake installa-

tion was confirmed in subscale wind tunnel and full-scale flight testing. In addition, the wind tunnel
model installed on a free-to-roll rig and the full-scale vehicle in flight revealed modest strake-induced
lateral oscillations, or wing rock, which was consistent with the unsteady forebody-LEX vortex interac-

tions observed in the water tunnel and wind tunnel flow-visualizations. The investigations demonstrated
how changes to the forebody flow could be amplified downstream to affect the wing aerodynamics and how the
understanding of complicated flow interactions could be improved through water tunnel experiments.

The simulation of multiple vortex interactions was extended to canard-wing fighter configurations.

At the higher angles of attack, the water tunnel provided useful flow-field results regarding the effects

of the canard downwash on the wing flow field. For example, the delay of leading-edge flow separation on
the wing, the progressive development of the wing vortex with increased angle of attack, and the enhance-
ment of the latter at high a in the presence of the canard downwash field were demonstrated in water
flow experiments. The flow-visualization photograph of Fig. 27 shows a discrete wing vortex on a small-

scale model of the Swedish Viggen aircraft at a = 30", which is well beyond the angle of attack for stall
of the isolated wing.

The lateral sensitivity at high angles of attack associated with asymmetric vortex breakdown in side-
slip is an inherent characteristic of any fighter aircraft employing large amounts of vortex lift. Flow-

visualization investigations were conducted to improve the flow situation depicted in Fig. 28 by suitable
modifications to the LEX planform and addition of LEX fences and slots to modulate the vortex core break-
down behavior in sideslip. Excellent correlations were obtained between the flow-field observations and
low-speed wind tunnel data trends.

The occurrence of wing rock is common to slender-wing aircraft at high angles of attack. Water
tunnel studies of a slender hypersonic research configuration unconstrained in roll revealed a self-
induced, bounded lateral oscillation similar to that observed in the wind tunnel. The visualization of

the oscillatory leading-edge vortex core and breakdown phenomena provided insight into possible triggering

and sustaining mechanisms of this single-degree-of-freedom oscillation.

Water tunnel tests were performed on a 2-0 ejector nozzle to study the effects of swirl on the

exhaust plume characteristics. The flow-visualization experiments indicated that swirl dramatically
reduced the primary nozzle potential core and, hence, the mixing shroud length as shown in Fig. 29. The

results, which confirmed a theory developed by Chu (Ref. 74), were useful for such applications as jet
noise reduction.

Edh
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Another application of the water tunnel to a nonvortex-dominated flow field pertained to thrust
reversers on an advanced fighter configuration in and out of ground proximity. A representative result
from these experiments is shown in Fig. 30. The reverser plume shape and trajectory were observed for
ranges of the nozzle geometry, orientation, and jet velocity ratio. Emphasis was placed on the jet block-
age and entrainment effects on the vertical and horizontal stabilizer flow fields. It was difficult to
identify the pertinent flow mechanisms, however, and the correlations with tail loads information ootained

in wind tunnel tests were necessarily limited.

3.4 NASA Ames Research Center, Dryden Flight Research Facility, Edwards, California

The NASA Ames-Dryden Flow Visualization System (FVS) (Fig. 31) is a single-return facility with a 16-
by 24-in. vertical test section. This installation, modeled after the Northrop water tunnel, has been in

operation since 1983. The NASA facility has been used almost exclusively for the visualization and mea-
surement of the separated flow fields about advanced military aircraft configurations. In addition to
NASA in-house research, numerous cooperative ventures have been undertaken with industry, universities,
and other government agencies. The NASA facility has expanded on the Northrop tunnel capabilities by
developing laser-enhanced visualization (LEV) and 2-D laser velocimeter (LV) techniques for the water flow
studies. In addition, successful attempts have been made to obtain quantitative information using instru-
mented models.

Many of the flow-visualization studies have been made in support of the NASA High-Alpha Technology
Program. Flow-field information has been obtained on small-scale models of the F/A-18, as shown in

Fig. 32, to identify effective passive and active vortex flow-control concepts for future wind tunnel and
flight testing.

A related study sponsored by the Navy featured quantitative measurements of the F/A-18 twin vertical
tail buffet characteristics in the presence of LEX vortex breakdown. The water tunnel investigation, in
combination with existing wind tunnel and flight test data, provided an improved understanding of vortex-
empennage interactions at high angles of attack that can lead to severe tail buffeting. The surface hot-
film anemometer results showed high turbulence activity on the fins at conditions coincident with vortex
bursting observed from flow visualization. The vortex frequencies, vortex burstinq. and d.vvnant frequen-
cies from the water tunnel tests correlated well with wind tunnel tests !t :,igner Reynolds number
(Ref. 75).

A generic study (Ref. 4A) .as made of a concept to improve the vertical-tail buffet environment.
This test featurea the generation of a "free vortex" with an imposed downstream pressure gradient to pro-
mote core bursting. Blowing along the core was then initiated to delay the onset of bursting. LV mea-

surements showed that the active flow control significantly reduced the turbulence intensity. It can be
inferred from these preliminary results that core blowing applied to the F/A-IS configuration would have a
favorable effect on the vortex-empennage interactions at high angles of attack.

A qualitative study was made of an F/A-18 model undergoing pitch oscillations and ramp-type motions
to evaluate potential dynamic lift benefits at angles of attack beyond the static maximum lift. The flow
visualization revealed a lag in the flow-field response to the aircraft motion and a delay of the LEX
vortex bursting in comparison to the static case. The latter phenomenon was very transient, however, as

the flow field rapidly assumed its steady-state condition upon termination of the maneuver. In contrast
to the results obtained at NAE on a slender generic fighter model, there was no significant lateral oscil-
lation of the vortex flows due to the pitching maneuver. This was attributed to the dominance of the LEX
vortices which emanated from fixed lines of separation and therefore were resistant to large lateral

excursions.

The Space Shuttle Orbiter configuration was tested to evaluate the vortex-shedding patterns on the
thick cranked wing at high angles of attack. A representative result is shown in Fig. 33. This model was
used to develop a LEV capability (Ref. 49) and the resultant technique was then applied to several other
configurations, including a powered AV-8A Harrier model in ground proximity and a drag-reduction concept
featuring a trailing disk behind the base of a cylinder. A typical flow visualization in a streamwise
plane from the latter study is shown in Fig. 34.

Other aircraft configurations that have been studied in the NASA installation include the McDonnell-
Douglas F-15 and F-4, the Grumman/DARPA X-29, the General Dynamics F-16XL, and the NASA/General Dynamics
F-106 with vortex flaps. The vortex flow behavior on the NASA/LTV/Rockwell F-8 oblique wing test aircraft

configuration was visualized as shown in Fig. 35. Of particular interest was the asymmetric vortex forma-

tion and breakdown on this skewed wing arrangement and the interaction of the vortical flows with the
vertical tail. The understanding and control of these phenomena are essential in order to obtain accept-
able levels of static lateral-directional stability at moderate and high -ngles of attack.

In addition to experiments on specific aircraft configurations, basic aerodynamic research programs
have also been supported by water tunnel experiments in the NASA Ames-Dryden facility. One example Is a
recent study (Ref. 76) performed by Eidetics International for the Air Force to investigate methods of
vortex control to enhance aerodynamic control on fighter aircraft at high attitudes. The aim of this
flow-visualization study was to explore methods of altering the natural state of the forebody and LEX

vortices by interjecting into the flow field either small surfaces or blowing jets.
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4. SUMIARY

A review has been made of the role of water facilities in vehicle design. The use of water as a
flow-visualization medium began very early. The scientific application of water flow visualization began
in the 15th century with the observations and sketches of Leonardo da Vinci, who also designed the first
water tunnel. Leonardo hypothesized that flows in water and air were similar, which was of great impor-
tance to the advancement of fluid mechanics.

In the centuries to follow, sporadic experiments or simple shapes were performed in water, primarily
for marine craft applications. The pioneering research of Ludwig Prandtl and his colleagues and the dawn-
ing of the era of flight in the early 20th century marked an upsurge in the use of water facilities for
vehicle design. In the ensuing decades up through World War II, water tunnels, channels, and towing tanks
yielded useful qualitative, and sometimes quantitative, information on various aerodynamic end hydrody-
namic shapes suitable for flight and marine vehicles.

The trend toward increased vehicle size and speed posed a scaling problem for water facility simula-

tions. The matching of the Froude number in marine craft testing was generally at the expense of a large
Reynolds number gap. The scaling of cavitation phenomena was a continual challenge. Water flow simula-

tions were necessarily restricted to the Incompressible flow regime and could not represent the phenomena
encountered on high-speed aircraft that emerged during World War II. A significant Reynolds number mis-
match was also present in the testing of flight vehicles in water facilities. These problems continue to
the present day.

The utilization of controlled flow separations and vortex flows by design to improve vehicle perfor-
mance emerged in the 1950s. This increased the utility of water facilities as a vehicle design tool
largely because the fundamental structure of these flows was insensitive to the Reynolds number. The

rapid advancement of vehicle technology since that time has resulted in expanded operating envelopes and
corresponding increase in the flow-field complexity. Water facility applications and capabilities have
kept pace with these technology developments and these installations have assumed a prominent role in the
design of air, ground, and marine vehicles. Water tunnel, channel, and towing-tank facilities are in
operation in several countries around the world, providing detailed flow-field information that will

assist in solving myriad present and future aeronautical and related hydrodynamic problems.
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Figure 1. Fluid flow sketches byLeonardo da Figure 2. The box with the insc iption "white
Vinc (frm Re. 1glass,' read from right to left as was Leonardo's
Vinc (fom ef.1).habit, represents the fi-st historic example of a

water tunnel (from Ref. 5).

(a) Flow past a knife edge. (1) Flow along aft portion of blunt body.

I)K~rn~n vortex street downstreamr of cylinder. (d) Flow in a sharply diverging charnel ith -all
suct ion.
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(a) Leading-edge vortex on a slender wing. (b) Vortices on the lee side of a missile.

Cc) Wingtip vortices on a commercial transport (d) Side-edge vortices on an automobile.

aircraft.

(e) Bilge and stern vortices on displacement (f) Vortex flows on an aircraft carrier flight
hulls, deck.

(g) Vortex flows about a maneuvering submarine.

Figure 4. Sketches of vortex flows shed from air, ground, and marine vehicles

(Lugt, H. u., Vortex Flows in Nature and TechnologZ, john Wiley &

Sons, 1983).
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Figure 5. NAE water tunnel, Figure 6. Wing-submerged lifting fan (NAE water
tunnel ).

Figure 7. EBF arrangement (NAE water tunnel). Figure 8. Surface flow on a C-5 transport model
(MAE water tunnel).

- -

Figure 9. Vortex wake of lifting fuselage, side Figure 10. Modern aircraft with long forebody--
view (NAE water tunnel). angle of attack 45%--vortices asymmetrical (MAE

water tunnel).
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(a) Original version. (b) With deflector on cab.

Figure 11. Truck trailer (NAE water tunnel).

Figure 12. Sketch of the CalTech FSWT. Figure 13. Cavitating flow about 2-D wedge at
high angle of attack (CalTech FSWT).

Figure 14. Northrop Corporation water tunnel.
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Figure 15. Vortex flows about YF-17 model at Figure 16. Effects of wing sweep and Reynolds

= 20' (Northrop water tunnel), number on delta wing vortex breakdown at the

trailing edge (from Ref. 34).

LEX VORTEX CORE
VORTEX BREAKDOWN

Figure 17. Vortex breakdown on a small-scale model of an advanced fighter configuration (Northrop water

tunnel).
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VORTEXVORTEX

BRAKO BREAKDOWN

(a) Northrop water tunnel--dye injection. (b) Flight--natural condensation.

Figure 18. Correlation of vortex breakdown on a current Fighter aircraft at nigh angle of dttdck.

50_____
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WING TRAILING EDGE LIX APEX

0 0.20 040 0.60 0A0 '100

VORTEX BREAKDOWN LOCATION, XIC,

Figure 19. Effect of LEX planform modification on the progression of vortex bursting with the angle of
attack (from Ref. 34).
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A, i

(a) Blowing off. (b) Blowing on.

Figure 20. Effect of wing upper surface spanwise blowing on the leading-edge vortex behavior at a = 24*
(Northrop water tunnel).

VAIMARY
TERTIARY VORTEX :APEX VORTEX
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VORTEX ASYMMETRY

TERTIAR VORTEX PAI

WING

Figure 21. Asymmetric forebody vortex shedding at Figure 22. Close-up of vortex flows developed on

zero sideslip (Northrop water tunnel). forebody with shark nose (Northrop water tunnel).
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Figure 23. Forebody vortex orientation in Figure 24. Vortex flow at low angle of attack

sideslip (Northrop water tunnel). (Northrop water tunnel).
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Figure 27. Vortex flows on a canard-wing fighter Figure 28. Asymmetric vortex breakdown in
model (Northrop water tunnel). sideslip (Northrop water tunnel).

PREDICTION

NO SWIRL 22.5' SWIRL 4

Figure 29. Effect of swirl on 2-0 ejector nozzle Figure 30. Thrust-reverser effect in ground
flow (Northrop water tunnel). proximity (Northrop water tunnel).
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Figure 31. NASA Ames-Dryden FVS. Figure 32. Vortex flows about a small-scale model
of the F/A-18 (NASA Ames-Dryden water tunnel).

4,_

Figure 33. Vortex flows about a small-scale model Figure 34. Laser-enhanced visualization of the

of the Space Shuttle Orbiter (NASA Ames-Dryden flow about a cylinder with trailing disk (NASA
water tunnel). Ames-Dryden wate- tunnel).
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(a) Low angle of attack. (b) High angle of attack.

Figure 35. Flow visualization of a small-scale model of the F-8 oblique wing aircraft configuration (NASA
Ames-Dryden water tunnel).
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SUMMARY

Flow-field measurements have been made to determine the effects of core blowing on vortex breakdown
and control. The results of these proof-of-concept experiments clearly demonstrate the usefulness of
water tunnels as test platforms for advanced flow-field simulation and measurement.

1. INTRODUCTION

At present, there are significant efforts being made to effect design changes which will improve

aircraft agility, maneuverability, and performance. But although significant progress has been made in
computational aerodynamics, reliable design changes still cannot be made without recourse to experiment.
Attempts to extend tactical flight envelopes require extensive, preflight, ground-based model testing.
Unfortunately, conventional wind tunnel testing is expensive and time consuming and most facilities were
built before present-day optical methods for quantitative flow field measurements were envisaged. Conse-
quently, there are few nonintrusive, detailed measurements of lee-side vortex flow fields, which are often
required to support design evaluation and optimization.

However, in the past, qualitative water tunnel simulations have guided many practical designs and,
since most of these facilities have been built with excellent optical access, they are ideally suited for
use in advanced flow-field diagnostics. Since the performance of most lifting and maneuvering bodies is
governed by extensive viscous wakes and vortical lee-side flows, nonintrusive optical measurement tech-
niques are required. Consequently, water tunnels offer the opportunity to obtain inexpensive, detailed,

flow-field measurements to support "cut and try" designs and basic research. Water tunnels are excellent
media for conventional and scanning laser velocimetry research (Ref. 1) and laser fluorescence anemometer
studies of mixing processes (Ref. 2).

This paper describes an experiment in which detailed qualitative and quantitative flow-field observa-
tions of vortex breakdown were obtained and describes some of the results of attempts to control its
occurrence. Specifically, the experiment was designed to determine the mechanisms and feasibility of
controlling vortex breakdown by introducing relatively low rates of jet blowing along the vortex core.

2. BACKGROUND

When a slender delta wing is at an angle of attack to an oncoming stream, the upper- and lower-
surface boundary layers flow outward and separate from the leading edges to form two free shar layers
that roll up into a pair of vortices above the wing. Increasing angle of attack strengthens the vortices
until the induced wing pressure field and associated adverse streamwise pressure gradients caise vortex
breakdown. The flow is further complicated as the leading-edge vortices mix with the wake frcm the trail-
ing edge downstream of the wing. The phenomenon of vortex breakdown (or vortex bursting) can have a sig-
nificant influence on control-surface performance and unsteady loading. The inherent unsteadiness of the
breakdown process compounds the problem as it continually moves the breakdown region back and forth along
the vortex axis. This creates serious time-dependent flow problems and asymmetrically disposed breakdown
positions above the wing that are aggravated with sideslip.

Wide variations of breakdown patterns have been observed. With increasing swirl, the patterns change
from spiral to near axisymmetric (Ref. 3). Spiral breakdown most commonly occurs over delta wings. In
this breakdown process, the filament of fluid along the axis does not spread out symmetrically from a
fixed stagnation point but, instead, takes on a spiral form around an unstyady "stagnation point" which
varies in both space and time. Axisymmetric breakdown over delta wings, although rare, can also occur
(Ref. 4). In this case, the vortex has a roughly axisymmetric breakdown pattern with a characteristic
bubble, which can have single or multiple tails (Ref. 5).

Unfortunately, the parameters and conditions that result in vortex breakdown are poorly understood
because reliable quantitative experimental data are difficult to obtain. With limited experimental infor-
mation to guide flow-field modeling, numerical studies of vortex breakdown and control have met with only
limited success (Ref. 6). There have been two principal reasons for this. First, flow-field unsteadiness

associated with breakdown produces directional Intermittency. This leads to large uncertainties in mean
and unsteady flow measurements obtained with conventional pitot and hot-wire probes. Second, and perhaps
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more important, is the fact that vortex breakdown is known to be extremely sensitive to any form of intro-
duced disturbance. Probes, because of their blockage, may drastically alter the breakdown position. For
these reasons, almost complete reliance has been placed on flow-visualization techniques to determine
flow-field characteristics. But, with the advent of the laser velocimeter, there are now opportunities to

determine accurate, quantitative, flow-field velocity measurements of the vortex bursting process.

3. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The experiment discussed here was conducted in the NASA Ames-Dryden Water Tunnel. A general layout
of this closed-return facility which has a 41- by 61-cm vertical test section is shown in tig. 1. The
four walls are made of plexiglass, which provides excellent optical access for both flow visualization and
laser velocimetry. The tunnel is driven by a 50-hp ac motor and the volume flow rate is controlled by a

butterfly valve to produce test section flow velocities of up to 35 cm/sec. The flow quality is con-
trolled by three honeycombs in the tunnel circuit, one of which Is located at the test section entry after

an effective contraction ratio of 5:1 (Fig. 1).

The test configuration which consisted of a 45
° 
half delta planform model upstream of a 16-mesh

screen is shown in Fig. 2. The tests were conducted at a free-stream velocity of 11 cm/sec and a model
angle of attack of 15. The purpose of the screen was to produce an adverse pressure gradient sufficient
to cause vortex breakdown in the test section ahead of the screen. To control vortex bursting, a small

blowing tube was installed at the apex of the half-delta wing through which jets, at velocities higher
than the free stream, could be pumped along the core of the tip vortex. The blowing system provided for a
maximum jet-momentum coefficient, based on wing planform area, of 0.14 at the maximum jet blowing
pressure.

In the past, air or hydrogen bubbles have been used as tracers to visualize flow patterns in water
tunnels. For steady flows, streak lines can be identified with streamline patterns. However, in more
complex flows of practical interest, the use of bubbles for flow visualization has distinct drawbacks.
First of all, their introduction acts as a fluid lubricant which alters the apparent fluid viscosity and

therefore its turbulent structure. Second, light refraction at the gas/water interfaces will destroy
laser beam coherence and make it impossible to obtain laser velocimeter measurements in the regions where
the tracer is present. In the current experiment, the vortex flow field was visualized by injecting
fluorescent dyes of different colors through the vortex control tube and from a port near the apex of the
model. Horizontal and vertical laser light sheets were generated using an argon-ion laser and a series of
cylindrical lenses which produced a variable, thin sheet of laser light that could be focused at different
planes in the flow field. The horizontal fluorescent sheets showed flow features in the cross-flow plane.

whereas the vertical sheets showed the streamwise flow development. Axial and radial flow visualization
scans were recorded on video tape.

Three component laser velocimeter measurements were made with the system shown in Fig. 3. This
fringe mode, forward scatter system, which utilized the 4880- and 5145-A lines of an argon-ion laser, was

specifically designed zo measure all three components of the vortex velocities by measuring the flow with
two different traverse configurations. The computer-controlled traverse system was configured such that
successive orthogonal scans measured the axial and tangential (swirl) components and the axial and radial
velocities, respectively. Bragg-cell frequency-shifting, which is required for probing directionally
intermittent flow fields, was incorporated in both spectral lines. Two traversing systems are shown. The
one on the opposite side of the test section from the laser holds the collecting lens and photodetectors
for forward-scatter light collection. The traversing system on the laser side of the test section sup-

ports the transmitting lenses. Mirrors fixed to this traversing system permit three-dimensional scanning
of the velocimeter's sensing volume; the other optics remain stationary. Both traversing systems are
driven with computer-controlled stepper motors.

Naturally occurring particles in the tunnel flow were used for light scattering. No additional seed-
ing was required. Single-particle signal processing was used to determine local time-dependent veloc-
ities. From these determinations, the local time-averaged velocities and velocity fluctuation levels were

calculated. Fluctuating velocity cross-correlations were also obtained by requiring co-incidence on each
pair of instantaneous velocity occurrences. On-line data acquisition and display were achieved by means

of desk-top computer analysis. Details are given in Ref. 7. Prudent selection of data-acquisition elec-

tronics and optical components enabled us to achieve velocity sensitivities down to I mm/sec, which were
adequate for the present investigation.

4. TEST RESULTS

4.1 Laser Vapor Screen

In the absence of jet blowing, vortex breakdown was clearly visible ahead of the mesh screen. Large-
scale, unsteady motions associated with directional intermittency throughout the vortex core were appar-

ent. These motions were associated with time-dependent axial changes in vortex breakdown position.
Closer visual inspection showed that the breakdown was of a spiral type, which is the form most commonly
observed in the flow over delta wings at high angle of attack. At breakdown, the dye filament marking the

spiral axis decelerated to form an abrupt kink. But the filaments did not spread out initially. Instead,
they took the form of a spiral that persisted for several turns before breaking up into large-scale
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turbulent-like flow. These time-dependent spiraling occurrences appeared to move randomly in the cross-
flow plane and along the vortex axis.

The effects of jet blowing can be divided into stabilizing and destabilizing regimes that are depen-
dent on the jet excess velocity relative to the free stream. At low blowing rates, the time-dependent
spiraling movement along the axis is suppressed, although breakdown still occurs and cross-flow visualiza-
tion shows that there is still signficant large-scale turbulent-like mixing and movement of the vortex
core prior to breakdown. As the jet intensity is increased, the flow in both the longitudinal and cross-
flow planes is continually stabilized until at an optimum jet momentum coefficient ,, 0.05, for these
experiments, bursting is completely suppressed and vortex trajectory meandering is stabilized. Further
increases in jet velocity tend to increase lateral growth and motion. There is, then, a general increase
in flow-fleld large-scale unsteadiness although vortex bursting continues to be suppressed. Examples of
cross-flow, laser-light-sheet-fluorescence flow visualization are shown in Fig. 4.

4.2 Flow-Field Measurements

Based on the visual observations, three axial stations were chosen for extensive mean and unsteady
flow documentation. These stations covered the initial and developing jet interaction, and the spiraling
and breakdown regions. Tunnel centerline velocity measurements were also made with the mod:l removed to
determine the flow-field adverse pressure gradient caused by the screen. These results, shown in Fig. 5,
provide a necessary boundary condition for any future flow-field computations.

The mean axial and tangential velocity profiles measured three and four chords from the model apex
are shown in Figs. 6 and 7. The "no blowing" axial velocity profiles show that there is a progressive
decrease in vortex core momentum as breakdown approaches. Comparisons of the no-blowing axial profiles
at x/c = 3.0 and 4.0 show not only a general deceleration of the mean flow as the time-dependent break-
down region is approached, but also a much wider spanwise deficit at the x/c = 4.0 station because of
accentuated meandering of the vortex spiral. Clearly, axial blowing along the core can overcome and
reverse this momentum deficit for a substantial distance downstream. This effect is shown in more detail
over the entire jet-blowing pressure range in Fig. 8.

The swirl profiles show that initially each vortex has an outer free vortex form witt an inner vis-
cous core. The swirl number of 0.3, based on the ratio of the measured maximum local tangential and free-
stream velocities is indicative of "moderate" vortex strength. The principal feature of each set of tan-
gential velocity profiles is the progressive downstream decrease in the maximum induced velocity and mean
gradient across the core. A comparison of these tangential and axial velocity profiles shows that the
momentum addition due to blowing enhances the core of the swirling flow in such a way that deceleration of

both axial and tangential velocity components is alleviated near the axis. As a result, vortex strength
is increased and breakdown is delayed. Radial velocity profiles, Fig. g, show that there are also signif-
icant increases due to core meandering associated with vortex breakdown. It is also an indication of
increased time-dependent flow angularity in the cross-flow plane.

Detailed analysis of the test results shows that there is an optimum blowing rate for vortex stabili-
zation and control. Consider first the comparison of the tangential velocity profiles shown in Fig. ,0.
Clearly, the highest jet-blowing pressure degrades the vortex, reducing both the maximum induced tangen-
tial velocity and the mean gradient across the viscour core. Comparisons of this type have been used to
determine the increases in maximum tangential velocity and vorticty induced by jet blowing. Figure 1,
shows the effect of jet blowing on the measured maximum induced tangential velocity normalized by the
value observed without blowing. The effect is clearly significant, especiallv at the x/c 7 4.0 station.
An indication of the vorticity induced by jet blowing is given in Fig. 12, where it can be seen that
vorticity levels of up to three times the baseline value can be achieved at the optimum jet-velocity
ratio. At higher b;owing pressures, significant reductions occur, and even detrimental results arc appar-
ent at the highest blowing rates. Calculated vorticity decay rates shown in Fig. 13 confirm the favorable
effects of moderate axial blowing, which can double the extent of axial vortex preservation. Figure 14
shows that, with optimum blowing, the axial vorticity transport can be increased by almost an order of
magnitude.

Some insight into the unsteady features of vortex breakdown can ue deternined from the fluctuating
flow measurements. The axial velocity disturbance levels, measured along the core, Fig. 15, show that,
although some flow reversal is still present at the lower velocities, jet blowing produces a dramatic
improvement in vortex stability followeri by some Slight degradation at high jet velocities. Dramatic
disturbance-level reductions across the entire vortex core can be achieved with optimum jet blowing
(Fig. 16). Since local unsteadiness levels above 30% indicate points in the flow at which instantaneous
Flow reversal occurs, we can see that, without jet blowing, there is a significant region of directionally
intermittent flow. This region is completely removed with blowing. There is a significant stabilization

of the flow field as vortex breakdown no longer occurs and local ratios of the dynamic loadings are
reduced by factors of up to 20. Tangential centerline turbulent-like mixing-length scales have also been
calculated using the local disturbance levels and mean flow gradients. These results, Fig. 17, show that,
without blowing, the mixing-length scales, which are relate. to vortex movement in the cross-flow plane,
are about equal to the extent of the local time-averaged vi',cous core. Optimum blowing reduces these
scales by almost a factor of three, although the detrimentel effects of excess jet blowing are more
clearly evident. Centerline axial mixing-length scales based - measured axial velocity fluctuation
levels and mean axial velocity gradient are significantly larger. They indicate that, without jet blow-

ing, the extent of the breakdown region is comparable to that of the model chord length.
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Turbulence modeling of these flows will also require an understanding of the mixing mechanisms
between a free jet issuing into a surrounding swirling flow field. Figure 18 compares the free-jet veloc-
ity profile with that measured within the vortex. It is apparent, from the differences in spreading rate,
that there are significant changes in the entraimnent and mixing mechanisms in the two cases. Apparently
there is some rentrifugal-force stabilization of the large-scale mixing and entrainment mechanisms. The
effect of swirl is to restrict the jet entrainment and confine its influence along the core. This con-
finement improves jet effectiveness in providing an effective sink which preserves vortex coherence, life-
time, And stability. Additional insight into the turbulent-like nature of the vortex flow fields, with
and without jet blowing, can be deduced from Figs. 18 and 20, which show the correlation between the
large-scale axial and tangential fluctuations. Comparisons of the results at the x/c = 3.0 and 4.0
stations clearly show the spanwise increase in vortex meandering as breakdown occurs in the zero jet-flow
velocity case. This wandering generates an ertensive region of high levels of apparent shear stress that
can be significantly confined and stabilized with bluwing.

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The results of this simple experiment show that vortex breakdown can be controlled, and eliminated,
by relatively small amounts of jet blowing along the vortex axis. For this particular experiment, an
optimum value of jet-momentum coefficient for vortex control has been identified. This optmum value of
0.05 corresponds to a jet excess momentum equal to the vortex-core-momentum deficit without blowing. In
restrospect, it is not too surprising that the most efficient jet-blowing pressure minimized the axial
mean-velocity gradients across the vortex. In simplistic terms, this means that the jet gave the wing
vortex an initial "push," which moved it with the local mean velocity; therefore, in the Lagrangian frame
it was "unaware" of convection. Consequently, minimal energy was extracted from the vortex by mean-axial-
velocity gradients.

Of course, optimum blowing conditions may well be different in other, more practical situations.
However, this optimization criterion may still hold and the experimental approach investigated here could
well prove effective if it is applied to leading-edge-extension (LEX) vortex control of twin-tail fighter
aircraft. Successful application could lead to significant reductions in time-dependent dynamic loading
and flow angularity associated with vortex breakdown. Vortex control could greatly alleviate structural
fatigue and improve control-surface effectiveness and response.

Finally, this work clearly demonstrates how water tunnels can be used in conjunction with advanced
optical techniques to provide nonintrusive, detailed, 1low-field measurements of complex fluid flows with
a minimum of expense.
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QUALIFICATION DUN TUNNEL HYDRODYNAMIQUE
POUR DES PESEES DE MAQUETTES AERONAUTIQUES

B. CHEZLEPRETRE, Y. BROCARD
BERTIN & Cie - 78373 PLAISIR - FRANCE

RESUME

BERTIN & Cie dispose d'un tunnel hydrodynamique A grand nombre de Reynolds dans lequel sont effectues des
pesdes, des visualisations et des mesures par vdlocimetrie laser.

L'oblet de Ia communication est de pr6senter d'abord le moyen d'essais, puis les resultats d'essais reconts de qualifi-
cation du tunnel pour des pesdes a caract~re adronautique.

La qualification a consist6 . comparer les resultats issus du tunnel a ceux obtenus par I'ONERA en soulllerie sur
la mdme maquette (il s'agit d'une aile-canard :nombre de Reynolds : tunnel 560 000, soufflerie : 900 000).

Le recoupement, tout-a-fait satisfaisant, met en evidence l'intirt de ce type de tunnel pour l'6tude de nouveaux
concepts en A6ronautique grace a 'association de pesee qualifides et de vi5sualisations tridimensionnelles de l'ecou-
fement, la vslocirntrie laser pouvant de plus, compldter l'analyse par des mesures locales de vitesse.

SHORT ABSTRACT

BERTIN and Co is running a water-tunnel where visualisation, seJocitv and force measurenment are perforined.

Recently, force measurements were done on a wing-canard model which was also tested in a wind tunnel at ONER-\

The paper focuses on the presentation of the facility (including its laser anemometer and the computerized data
acquisition system) and on the satisfactory comparison of the balance i,-asurements obtained in the water tunnel
and in the wind tunnel.

NOTATIONS :

Cx coefficient de trainee
Cz coefficient do portance
Cm: coefficient de mn-nent do tangage (par rapport a laxe ONER-N, figure 5)

surface de rdfdrence : surface de la deii-aile sans tenir comte de ]a pr-sence ou de ]'absence du canard
(S 0.01981 n'

)

aiigle d'incidence de Ia itaquette.

.- INTRODUCTION

La Societe iBERTIN dispose depiis 197i; d'ut tunnel hydrodyna.uiqji a grand nombre de Reynolds dans lequel ont
et6 trait6s (refdrences I Ct 2) de nombreux problemOs dArolyna-mque ou d'Hvdrodyna,mque.

Pei a peu, if est apparu indispensable d'affiner les investigatiois effectues dans cc tunnel, ce qui onduilt a

- anliorer la qualit6 de l'eoulement dans la vein? d'essis (pu r disorses n-)difications de linstallation).
- d6%olopper les mofens de mesare.

C'et dans cet esprit quo le tunnel a kte 6quipd progressivemtnt d'u ordinateur pour 'acquisition et to tr~ite -It

d.s nesiires, p~ius d'u vlocim, tre laser.

l-ece:uruent (1986), une campagne d'essais de qualification du tunnel pour des pesees do maquettes aero' -tqucs
a ete effectude sous contrat de ]a Direction des Recherches Etudes ot Techniques (DRET).

La qualification a cOnsisie a comparer sur la m ne maquetue les resultats mesares au tunnel hidrodinaique
a eux obtenus pa.r lONER -\ (reference 3), dans Ia soufflerie transsonique S3 Chaias utulsee - basse u itese
\i , ).

L'oblet de cette communication est de presenter Ia (onfrontation des rdsultats prosenant des deux tnoens d'essaus
ap-&s une description du tuinnel et do son equipument ainsi que do la iroquette et do son tontage en soufilerie

et en tunnel hydrodynamique .

2. - LE TUNNEL ET SON EQUIPEMENT

2.1. - Caract~ristiques principales

Le tunnel situ
6 

a PLAISIR (figure I) fonctionne par gravitd a charge constante (environ 12 ml) deux pouipes do
recirculation assureut un fonctionnemant en continu par aspiration dans ite roserse d'eau do 80 m' et par refoU-
lement dans une cure a niveau constant.

Des veines d, diverses dimensions peuvent tre installoes ; la plus utilisee est une veino horizontale do 4C0 x SV O 111
dans laquelle )a vitesse pout tre rgle entre 0 et 45 M/s :

dimensions veme 400 x 400 tru
vitesse vene 0 a 4,5 -n/s



2.2. -Nombre do Reynolds

Dlans 1,, plcpar rv d -is trc s au tunnel, il y a in ord t a toner convier an i ocuceage do 1, c stesso i. ic-t

boc , o dccci sroribr- de Rc-s solds cloe ot aissi obtoicco des ressltats ropresonratils di to-i tcosssersi st rel.

[is scppcsasst isse i-cqioto dur Li locgsir iaracttritiqcc ost ogalo a toss , Jiiol noicbre de I
t
c ilcis cit ,-i

Ct ie 'a our rolat i voisont o los do c lasso iCto Icisil K11 IM.N paroco los plus perfounric ts eniib rC no k-s roles.

2.3. - Qualitic do l'hcuulomont

'cistallacoic a dre om55c d-ei Ie issussie sOm t do qicaliteso esoccflerco, Iec iircUct cosp,,orto dcc ors dispositi is
rogildarcsatecrs otcc c octraetoc ass isis ad do Ia coicc (rapport &gal a 7 daiss Ic c as do ]a cciso u66r x 40661.

Do Plus, lo (hoss d'ccno ahi,-ntatcon par oce~ a nicsa can ssam assare a l'6houlo'nocs darcs Ia eosn do cocnditions
gdcshra trices s tablos or bior i dsoriplecs c bri fi ldrod5 caruqiuo dos pocc pes. los os istat cons is casssiue- genccos
par i-os dclucoroc 6rarit par aillours lsltr~os par des raecordcricsts souplos.

Grdce a c-os precautionss, Ie tunnel penner losec utioci dcdtados d'Hydroaroiistsquo. d'H~drodsisssqao ... et d Neow-

Lac cq tite do cslocet 1 satislaisaito

% citi-., di is Ia cone quasi -hissIor .,.
Ssicaci do tsurbulenceo Ion dolsors des coces Icciss do Iccirdrc- duc pocircost -c 5 iss.

2.4. - Equapomoent do la voino do 400 x 400 rrm'

Li coisco -ociporte, grSce A uis2 strc shire reptirtlo a losxtorcsr, do gran isc tsiblots ces plosiglass dssscrcit ise %s cbs-
lite cut

6
gral sssr los 4 las-os or stir 12r46 cii di- Iccisguir ; eLi c-st pairts ilic-rrcert nhtercssam pour5

-los c suiajicons d oCOsilorsscsst.
- incesrigatios par vcloc-cnictrie laser oil tocis posit de- Ia coisso or en parric flior dasis los c oi lies Iirrites

c-n-s ipri s diss lies angles do a In cu.

Poucr Ie rontscage do uicquottos a Ia paroc (figcuro 2), Io hLiblot issleriesir ost rc-rcslase pirur ccc plaqao ssctalccsn
iossiportant an piogo a coucho limite. an pacts do balanroc or des tracorspos sarschss pocir lsstrcsdii tinic des oncos.

2.5. - Equipomnent du tunnel

P'c ri; scurrt dci tuiso corils

-des scityerns do rniosuro,
-des risopons d'acquisition et do traitosnoist do icosicro.
-des Issnyons do cisunlisatiosi.

2.5.1. -,Mo nsdoesur (roids Ak lordinatour)

-Fls prsssions dnasniqaes ot los prosinslcao soot riesucos par des sonins adnptcec.
relc/s do opturs a snoscbrane,

-los efforts sont deterines par des balances a tangos, oxtensoncs~tripuos, Iletanceite A Ionic,
o-tant obronac par oscrobago,

los vitossos (valoars inoponnos ot fluxctuations) sont niescirds dopuis 1984 par cdlocuistrie
ler (figucro 3) o n ddoonsibro 1985, linstallatios tslium-ndon A I co-spoxanro a J/t ronplacce

par an equipornont Argon a dccix corsposantos ;tian oxorsinlo d'applicarien ost donne fig. 4
sondago horizontal A tracers to tourbillon on anal do lati roctan-gulacro pa-n-a< 16',

lin-iden-ce des sn-qacttes ost ddtcrtnr par ain eaderir optcpcco Iprdeciio 1112 do doegrel.

2.5.2. - Mayens d'acquisition et de traitoeret do mosures

Lc runnt! bydrodynainiquc ost 6qxip& d'un ordinarocir Digital Eqitipomnl POP 1 1/23 aces: 6eras
ot cmprim.-nto grapbcqcics.

G Sco A cc materiel et a des togiciols adaptos. ohapac point do ionerionnosncnr pout 6trc e-arac-
t~rns

6 
par la isnyonno ot I'cart typo dxi- large dcbantcllotsnago acqucs a cadonce cilono (par

oxomplo 1000 points par coieoen I socondol. A Ia fini do lossni, si listing rogroapant los rhscil-
rats nurnhriqacs or los conditions do lossac, ost etabli or lec olarion des partoin-tes peat c&rre
tracho aussirbr.
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2.5.3. - Moens de visualisation

Compte tenu des vitesses relativement elevees pratiquees generalement dans le tunnel
(V4 m/s), les visudlisations sont principalemurnt effectu6es par iniection d'air.

Les modes d'injection utilis
6

s assurent par cisaillement la creation de fines bulles qut duns
ces conditions sont fort peu perturbdes par leffet l'Archiiede conie le montre lexemple
donn6 figures 29 et 30 (absence d'ascendance des bulles).

Pour tes essais A faible vitesse, des injections colores sont utilis6es, mais le fonctionnement
s'effectue alors en circuit ouvert pour 6viter la pollution de l'installation.

3. - MAQUETTE, MONTAGE EN VEINE ET EFFETS DE PAROIS

3.1. - La maquette ONERA

La maquette reprdsente une demi-aile non cambr6e, a forte flche (55
) 

avec bord d'attaque a profit symitrique
et bord de fuite tronqu6 ; elle comporte les variantes suivantes (figures 5 et 6)

- presence ou non d'un canard en a-nnnt,
- forme en plan rectangulaire'ou en d lta, en connervant lidentite de la surface (0,01981 m), de lallonge-

ment W 2) et de la corde a6rodynarnique moyennn (C - 0,1393 m).

Cette maquette appartient A IDONERA qui Pa aimablement pr~te a la socidt6 BERTIN, afin de sunprimor to'ite
incertitude sur lidentit des formes testees en soufflerie puis au tunnel hydrodynamique.

3.2. - Montage en soufflerie ONERA et au tunnel BERTIN

3.2.1. - Comparaison des veines

La soufflerie S3 Ch de lONERA est une soufflerie transsonique dont la veme qui a une sez-tron
approximative de 800x800 mmcomporte 2 parois perfordes et des coins arrondis (figure 7).

Pour ]a comparaison, on a retena des essais ralises a M 0:0,3 ce qui correspond a des effets
de compressibilite negligeables et A un nombre de Reynolds de I'aile de 930 000.

Le tunnel BERTIN poss~de une verne carre de section nettement plus laible : 493 x 400 rn,
(figure 8) et une vitesse de 4 m/s (nombre de Reynolds de laile 560 000).

3.2.2. - Montage de la maquetrteA

La demi-aile est mntee a la paroi d2 la veine.

Duns la soufflerie 53 Ch, la veine cornporte au nrveau de la rnaquette une legre contrac-tioni
obtenue par on dicalage de 50 mm de la paroi supportant I, muquette (figure 7) ; it exite
un dispositi[ d'aspiration (par paroi poreuset, mais ce dornier n'a pas 6t6 is en fon-tiosne:,,nt
pour les essars consid6res et l'rpainseur de la couche limite au niseau de la nil3quette l'u pas
etc mosuroe a % 0,3 (elle et 6gale a 15 mnm en Pabsence do remplissage a %i 0,8).

Dans le cas du tunnel, [a maquette est positionnie (figures 2 et 8) en aal du Piege a I-ou Ile
imite qui assure au niveau de la maquette un profit de sitense ri formse et un? Co r. ho 11 Illt
faible 1 3 n,'nsure effectirie par si-o- uI,- trre laser).

3.2.2. - Pese et rotation de la maquett (figure 5)

Le montage de La ruaqrette s'eifectue par Ii'terirndjairre d'iiu balon e ; ii per iot la rotittor
d'ensenble de taile et du canard, ave- possibilit, quc le canard soit peso o non ave, l',ie.

L'axe do rotation do la m.uquette -oTucide aver celur ds la mosure dir m-inet de tanguge :

pour Ie montage ONERA, cot axe correspond au bord do lulte do i'e;nc1uitrre do 'arie re tan-

gulaire

pur la montage iEtOTIN, cet axe est situe 50 invil n asront du pr-r6dent.

3.3. - Correction des effets de parois

Duns le cas des essais A la soufflerre S3 Ch, les dimensions do la veme sont suffsainent granuls pour qire I'on
pvrrsse rngliger leffet des paois sur les pesies.

Par contre, dans le cas des essars an tunnel hydrodynanique, dont Ies dimensions soot nettemnt plus furbles
(§ 3.2.1.), il a sembI6 preferable do tenrr compte de ces effets.

Les corre(tions de blocage, d'rn(iden-e et de mi)nient de tangage ant et" dteraiinies par la mr, thode de
Mbnsieur VAIUCHERET (ONERA), r6f6ren(e 4, qur st basee sur un cal(ul par singularites en ecoulenent station-
naire, isontropique et irrotatronnel.

;it
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4. - COMPARAISON DES PESEES

La coirparaison des pendes effectud~es sriessiienent en, sotl lierie, pius a, i l hito Iro .r.......q
qiatre configurations

-aile fectangulaarcs sans canard,
- ile 'rectanguloicc- alec canard non peso,
-ailelrectongulaire'asec canard pes

6
,

- ode delta sans canard.

4.1. - Comparoason tunnel-soufflerie

Les co-riporaisons tunnel-soulflerie etant quialitativement similaires pour cis 4 configurations testees, on ne presciti
ici a titre d'esernle que celle relatis e a ladle 'rectangular& sans canard.

Les rdsultats du tunnel hvdrods'namnique figurent osec et sans c orrection des (felles d-o parois, rnis ntctir erstjir

qac les corrections apport6es restent relativernent failbles, nialgre les dimensions reduites d- la veiny de'ssaiis.

4. 1.1. - Courbes Cx -fI(t() (figure 9)

- 01 co-istate dins Pensemble un2 bonne ro-icordance pour ia plage centrole dlincidence lecort inle-
ricur a 5 0.Pour IGCAk< 3V1, les co-irbes ONERA etant situdes entre ci coirbes lBElTlN' corgees
et ion corrigees des difets de parois,

- a ailble incidence, les saleurs obtenues au tunnel sont sensiblcciie7st Plus elelees qie, clles ure- surees
en soiiflleric ; ccl', flf*- ?

a l a di fidren e des nornbi s d,- Rroole is-selleIrie 91,r t0.iurinel (51,000
* rdes dli: ences d'epausseor de ]a cour le lurrirte ou de montage Ijeu ente parties peses
ot nOn pesees..

-au foilble nivean dos valecrs nues~irees rendAnt cesinrrsuees dilliciles

-atres5 forte in, ideirce (M~ > 30"'). oil obser me one dii ergen -e progressiv e dos train-ces d i.ss-.nrl~i-

blemr orr an lone-t onirerrien! en rcguir e dec-roe he. non pri s en cwrrpte dons 1ia ,oolhs.tio-1 d?.
difets de parois.

4.1.2. - Courbes C - If (0'.) figure 10

-boirne concordance crrrre Icr ' aleri -s do c ' lor-art intrrieduur dan lIetser ible j ", -- ntre tes aleir-
ALITTIN corrigees eot ciuaecurs ON U A) lusqir a one inmu d on -e relotis e~rionti rMnor ra,to OA - Vj0)
,uL-dch, on observe uno disergerice progressive,

-a basso incidence, IcS courbes relatives an tunrrel sont bien lirreatres (jiusqi'A c:,r.to 7"). alors qoc
celles provenonit de la soufflerie prdsenterir uric cossure porra I", peat-&tre immutable S trn ntt-irrqi -
de seasibulit& de la balance dons cette plage a Ml - 0j,3 ;aui-bela de 7'. Iapparition On tourbillort
opporte an suppldm-ont de portance bier, visible SnW ics coi-bes.

4.1.3. - Courbes Cm -3f (,;) (figure 11)

Lesnrmomuotts de langoge sont considdrds dons les ones ONERA- (figure 5), i-C qUi irepliqUc Pour cIV
volcurs srdires au tunnel doans les oxes BERlIN us trorrifert de rnonront et introbiiit uin elemrent
suppidmentaire d'inccrtrtude.

Ndannroins, len courbes de Cm pednente-ri des evolutiors soisines, cis 6drts restairt relatusentent
moddrds jusqu' o( 20' et dtont plus macqods ou-delA.

Le foyer o6rodynamique reste au scusinage de lose de nresure fCni -i 0), said on prdsence du canoed
poe qui introduit un effet colbreur marguont (figure 17).

4.).4. - Courbes de finesse Co/Cx 1(A) (figure 12)

L'examuon des courbes de finesse condUit arm renrrues suisontes

l a finesse mosimum (pour s, - 6 A 71) est nelterno nt pfus elesee p3-a- les resultats dle soufflerie,
cc qai est prencipalenient d6 .5 des troinees plus foilbles(4.1.)

- afible incidence, len courbes prosenont doU tunnel sont liriares olors que rellcs relatives a la
soufflerie prdsentent one cossrire (pour4- I'), iropitobles A l'6volution siM-loire do La p'3tonce I
4.1.2.)

-au-dela de Aj- 20', len courbes deviennent protiguenuent identigues.

4.2. -Comparaisan des configurations entre elles

La comparaison des configurat ions entre elles peronol de )uger en relaxif de l'influon-e doi sorrodufucation de ma-
quette dvolude soil en souffleric, soit an tunnel lrydrodynamuqUe.

Dens influences s-ant corrsiddrdes:

-influenc-e di canard pour l'aule~reetonguloire"
-influence de ir. fornre en plan de Voile (en Vabsence de canard).
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Durts les dean cas, I'analogie don r~sultats obtenus axe:: les deanx niovens doessais ost reiiarquable, pta-I que .oit

Io pararnetre.

4...- nlence du canard (figures 13 i 20)

La presenc-ie di canard non pose apporto Line dimnution do lire derit ellofctiie do laile qii ae tradititt
par:

- ne rddation juxprja A- 28 , des coefficients Cs, Cz et Crn assorite aLine petite dcgrad.tiori cc
la finesse,

- n recul do 'incidence do d~crocehage qui p~sse do 26 a 31" dcuoripagni' d' Idger gain d- portat i

inanimate

o n accroisscrnlent au-dolA do N 30' des coefficients Cx, C/ et Cot, sans niito,J-o d , )a liissc.

Cetto reduction do 'incidence effective duo a ]a presence du canard dpparait egatle;iient siir 1- kSiuali-
sationts effecta/os par bulbes d'air (figures 29 ot 30 pour dk - 2V)1 del so maril leste par Lii, et ai
retard dues le d:1veloppemont do I'iclateinent da toirbillo. l'ar ailleurs, la pence dii canard entrainec
air uccroissenient sensible des coefficients Cx, Cz et Cm, dl principalcirent a Ia i o-rsersatioi ,? or
surface do rdferonce do cello do laile sonIce.

4.2.2. - Influence de la forrue en plan do laile_(figurmes 21 8 28)

Los deanx tormes en plan essayces en 'absence da canard donnent des rosultats asi iiins ; L
renrarquo copondant:

-pair !'aibe'roctangufaire' aine portunco tourbillonnoire plus torte pouir I 3CA e 28'
-pour ludile delta:

* n d~crochage Plus tardil,
Lian certain effot cabrour,
L ine porte do finesse jusqu'a all - 25.

5. -CONCLUSIONS

La canipagno d'essais effectu~e a perinis do qualifier Ie tunnel hidrodfriariuqii poar des pesees a( irac(itre acr-
nautiqae.

En effot, malgr-6 los dim~ensions reduitos do Ia seinE' d'essais, les resultats obtenas aii turn-I li~forod,.i ii eqj J Cpi-

pluiours configurations d'une riaquotte prdtdo pat I'5NERA, sont tr~s soisins do coinx obteniis par l'Y'UI I
soaifflerie uvoc cotte mnme maquottno

-le rocoupoinent ext tr~s box on rolutif, on effet Inn, 6curts dl6solutioi entr desioiirtnsgirrquer
differentes sont tot--fait simnilairos,

-lo recoupomont est correct duos 'absola, lox i/carts restant danis 'e:rso:iible irilerici-rs ai K. ,suit a fro's grail?
incidence en 6Agimo docrocbe.

Enr consdqluonco, co type do tunnol parait tout-A-fait adaptd A divses oxtjis ,ronicutiquos et Tout specraleonit
A '6naluation d'idees nounolles grace a Ia possibilitd dssocior do fa. on son~e

-des nesi/es a grand nombro do Reynolds perriittant do seleetronner rapide.'nt en relatif los contrgjaxioi, ic'
plus porforaiotes et donnant cependant dlans lubsola, a2i bite ordre de grandeujr des pertoroiinos.

-des nisualisutions faciles a niottre on oeuvre et non Iiniitees dons Ie teinps. aiitorixaint imp obse; atior) dire, to
aisee des pbenomenes tour bilIlonnuiros tridimniisionnels et iine correlatioii aioc los rosiiltats des posies.

-des riesares par ndlocim~t rio laser, paiw analyser qiunt itat tisiLOLLt si nc( essaiLr'e Iccn tioriren t Local.
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AN EXPERIMENTAL STUDY TO DETERMINE THE FLOW
AND THE SUBSONIC STATIC AND DYNAMIC STABILITY
CHARACTERISTICS OF AIRCRAFT OPERATING AT

HIGH ANGLES-OF-ATTACK

by

Alex Goodman and Clinton E. Brown
Tracor Hydronautics, Inc.
7210 Pindell School Road
Laurel, Maryland 20707

U.S.A.

1.0 SUMMARY

A comprehensive series of experiments were conducted in the Tracor Hydronautics Ship
Model basin (HSMB

0
) to determine the subsonic static and dynamic stability characteristics

of a 3.5-foot span, 60-degree delta-high-wing fuselage model operating at high angles-of-
attack up to 68-degrees. In addition, typical results of flow visualization studies for a
range of Reynolds numbers from 0.2 x 10

6 
to 1.6 x 106, are presented. Also, the motions,

force and moment coefficients resulting from a simulated pitchup maneuver are presented.

The paper describes the HSMB, Large Amplitude Horizontal Planar Motion Mechanism
System (LAHPMM), 60-degree delta-wing-fuselage model, model-support systems, and the data
acquisition and processing system used in the investigation. The advantages of performing
tests in the HSMB using the LAHPMM technique over existing wind tunnel techniques, such as
curved flow and combined oscillation, for determination of the dynamic stability deriva-
tives are presented and discussed.

The results of the present investigation are compared with static and dynamic
stability results, obtained in the mid 1950's from the NACA Langley Stability Tunnel, for
a similar delta-wing-fuselage model operating over a range of reduced frequencies and
angles-of-attack up to 36 degrees. In general, the comparisons show that the results are
in good agreement. In addition, for angles-of-attack up to 32 degrees, the algebraic
summation of the component longitudinal and lateral dynamic derivatives give results which
are in very good agreement with derivatives obtained from combined oscillations.

2.0 SYMBOLS

The data are presented in the form of standard NACA coefficients of forces and
moments which are referred to either the body system of axes or stability system of axes
with the origin at the projection on the plane of symmetry of the quarter-chord point of
the wing mean aerodynamic chord. The positive direction of forces, moments, angular
displacements and velocities for both systems of axes are shown in Figure 1. The
coefficients and symbols are defined as follows:

CL  lift coefficient, Liftq.S

CD  drag coefficient, Drag
q S

NNC N  normal force coefficient, q®

FA
C A axial force coefficient, --

Fy
CY lateral force coefficient, q-

C rolling-moment coefficient, MX/qSb

Cn  yawing-moment coefficient, M z/q.Sb

Cm pitching-moment coefficient, My/qSc

MX rolling moment, ft-lb

MZ  yawing moment, ft-lb

M pitching moment, ft-lb

q. 2

P mass density of water, slugs/cu ft

U free-stream velocity, ft/sec
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S wing area, sq ft

b wing span, ft

c wing chord, ft

2 b/2

c wing mean aerodynamic chord, S c
2 

dy, ft

d maximum fuselage diameter

y displacement along Y-axis, ft

y, v velocity along Y-axis, ft/sec

v acceleration along Y-axis, ft/sec

0 angle of sideslip, radians unless otherwise specified (sin
-
' - )

Bradians/sec

z displacement along Z-axis, ft

z, w velocity along Z-axis, ft/sec

w acceleration along Z-axis, ft/sec
2

a angle of attack, deg (tan
-
' w

a radians/sec

u, v, w component velocities along X, Y, Z axis, respectively

= 2Rf circular frequency, radians/sec

f frequency, Hertz

t time, sec.

b
U reduced frequency for lateral parameter

2--U reduced frequency for longitudinal parameter

2-- sideslipping acceleration parameter

-a- heaving acceleration parameter

T angle of yaw, radians

r, yawing angluar velocity, radians/sec

r, yawing angular acceleration, radians/sec
2

angle of pitch, degrees or radians

q, B pitching angular velocity, radians/sec

q, B pitching angtilar acceleration, radians/sec
2

rb
2U yawing angular velocity parameter

rb2
402 yawing angular acceleration parameter4U

2

2 pitching angular velocity parameter

iL pitching angular acceleration parameter
4U2

mm  model mass, slugs

Tym  model moment of inertia about Y-axis, slug-ft
2

Izm model moment of inertia about Z-axis, slug-ft
2
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Coefficients and Derivatives

Results presented herein are given in terms of the coefficients and derivatives
defined in the tabulations that follow:

Normal force Axial force Pitching moment

F N C . M yCq s
N q.S CA q.S m q,,Sc

aCN _ A  C aCm
N aA am m am

3n  aC C aCm
SCAq aq

a-CN aCA aCm

CN  =- CA.: - _ c -a- 20 2U
ac

CN- CN  CAi = I a= m

q U at- T q a_C~~~~~~ ~ ~ Nia A C 2CM

402 4U2 4U
2

Rolling moment Yawing moment Side force

MX  MZ  Fy

C C x =C zCFSqSb Cn qrb Cy= qS

C n C Y
20 20 p 2 0b

n nan

C1 B  rb Cn B = rb Cy : _-

a- 20 20

C aaC aCy
- n CC =

c 3 n5 c n Cy as

aC C = _ C a_ 3
Ob n bA b a-

402 4U2 402
a aC n aC y

aCn

C1  - C~~* =- C---=_
r a' 2  

r ajb2 r ab

4U2 4u02 4U2

4U 2 4U 2 4U 2

Dot over symbol indicates derivative with respect to time.

Subscripts:

m maximum value
* denotes oscillatory derivative
s with respect to stability axis

3.0 INTRODUCTION

The United States Air Force requested Tracor Hydronautics, Inc. to carry out a
comprehensive program of model experiments to determine the subsonic longitudinal and
lateral static and dynamic stability characteristics of a 60-degree, delta-high-wing fuse-
lage configuration operating at high angles-of-attack beyond steady state stall.' The
primary objective of this investigation was to demonstrate that the Tracor Hydronautics
Ship Model Basin (HSMB

e
) in conjunction with the Large Amplitude Horizontal Planar Motion

Mechanism (LAHPMM) could provide all the individual subsonic longitudinal and lateral
static and dynamic stability derivatives at high Reynolds numbers and angles of attack up
to 68-degrees.

. . .. ... .-. n . . m m mn -- -, m n n A
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Tracor Hydronautics, for a considerable number of years, has been involved in the
performance of both theoretical and experimental studies related to the prediction of the
dynamic stability and control characteristics of submarines, torpedoes, surface ships,
hydrofoils, and other marine vehicles. (References 2 to 9.) In general, the experimental
work has been performed in the Hydronautics Ship Model Basin. Specialized test equipment
such as the Sub-PMM and LAHPMM Systems described in References 10 and 11 have been used
for many of these programs. The PMM Systems and techniques, in combination with the HSMB,
are directly applicable to the evaluation of the individual subsonic stabilityderivatives
of aircraft based on the experience obtained over the past twenty-four years. In
addition, towing tanks have been used for many years to evaluate the performance of
hydrofoils, strut fairings, and oti.-r lifting surface configurations. 12,13,I1 The
applicability of towing tanks for aerolynamic studies and the associated scaling laws :s
discussed in some detail in Reference ii. The use of towing tanks for aerodynamic studies
is best demonstrated by the Wake-Vortex Program performed for NASA, FAA, and U.S. Air
Force.16,17

'
,

1  
The results obtained from these studies provided the only laboratory far-

field data which correlated with flight-test results.
19
''

0

The present paper provides a brief review of the technical problem; describes the
facilities and LAHPMM equipment used for the study; describes the wing-fuselage model;
describes the model support systems and six component balance; describes the data acquisi-
tion system and data reduction and analysis procedure; and outlines the overall model test
program; presents the nondimensional coefficients and derivatives obtained from static
longitudinal tests, pure heaving, pure pitching, combined pitching tests; static lateral
tests, pure swaying, pure yawing and combined yawing tests; makes comparisons with static
and dynamic data obtained from NACA tests conducted in mid 1950's for similar wing-fuse-
lage configuration. In addition, typical results of the flow visualization and the
simulated pitchup tests are presented and discussed.

4.0 BACKGROUND AND TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS
I

The development of methods and techniques for the experimental determination of the
static and dynamic stability derivatives of aircraft has been pursued for many years by
aerodynamic laboratories throughout the world. A review and description of many of the
experimental techniques used by various laboratories, from 1913 to 1978, is presented in
Reference 21. Two of the most productive test techniques described in Reference 21 are
identified as (a) model fixed in test section, and (b) method of rigidly forced oscilla-
tion. The "model fixed in the test section technique" is typified by the "curved flow"
and "rolling flow" test techniques employed by the Langley Stability Tunnel described in
References 22 and 23. As discussed in Reference 23, the curved flow technique is not an
exact simulation of curved flow because of the static-pressure gradient which exists
normal to the streamlines in curved flow. This gradient produces a buoyancy which does
not exist in curved flight. In addition, there is a tendency for the boundary layer air
of the model to flow toward the center of rotation rather than outward as in normal curved
flight. The data have to be corrected for these effects. Also, due to the velocity-
gradient screens (see Reference 23), the turbulence level in the tunnel is quite high and
could have adverse effects on model drag and maximum lift characteristics. The results
obtained using these techniques provide only the linear and angular velocity dependent
coefficients at subsonic speeds. (See References 23 to 33.) As described in Reference 21,
various "rigidly forced oscillation" techniques have been applied in the determination of
the subsonic and high-subsonic rotary stability derivatives. (See References 34 to
40.) However, many of these techniques did not permit the explicit determination of both
the rotary and acceleration derivatives. Some of these investigations have indicated that
large values of the coefficient, Cn - CnA, can be produced at moderate and high angles of

attack by swept and delta wing configurations. Also, the data presented in References 34

to 40 have provided some information on the effects of the reduced frequency parameter b

and oscillation amplitude on the combined derivatives for swept and delta wings operating
at moderate and high angles of attack.

During the mid 1950's, certain dynamic stability problems associated with high-speed
aircraft having a high relative density indicated that the accele -ation derivatives (which
have been neglected generally when making dynamic stability calculations) may be
important. A pure yawing technique was developed to directly measure the damping in yaw
derivatives for the lateral stability case.41 Reference 41 presents a comparison of
results obtained from curved flow tests and pure-yawing oscillation tests. The results
indicated that for certain configurations, the derivative Cn, and C , can be quite large

at high angles of attack. Direct measurements of the swaying acceleration derivatives
have essentially substantiated these results. (See References 42 and 43.) Unfortunately
the system described in Reference 41 could only satisfy the pure yawing condition at abI
single amplitude and frequency of oscillation (- = 0.23) due to the mechanics of the

equipment. In addition, the model experienced a velocity and acceleration in surge during
the "pure yawing mode" which could affect the results. As a result of the limitations of
the equipment and associated instrumentation, the system could not be used to study
directly the variation of the damping and acceleration derivatives with amplitude of
oscillation and the reduced frequency parameter. Subsequent improvements in the equip-
ment, described in References 43 and 44, permitted a broader variation in both reduced
frequency and amplitude. However, the capability to perform this type of experiment was
eliminated when the Langley Stability Tunnel was disassembled in 1958 arp moved to V.P.I.
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In the early 1950's the problems associated with the dynamic behavior of submarines
and other submerged bodies became increasingly more and more important with each new
increase in submerged speed. To meet this challenge, the Planar Motion Mechanism System
was conceived in 1954 and placed into operation in 1956. 45,46 The basic PMM Systems
described in References 46 and 47 incorporated in one device a means for experimentally
determining all of the hydrodynamic coefficients required in the equations of motion of a
body moving through a fluid in six degrees of freedom. These coefficients are usually
classified into three general categories: static, rotary, and acceleration. The static
coefficients are due to the components of linear velocities of the body relative to the
fluid; the rotary coefficients are due to components of angular velocity; and the acceler-
ation coefficients are due to either linear or angular acceleration components. The PMM
Systems explicitly determine numerical values in each of the three foregoing categories by
imparting "pure" motions to the model as described in detail in References 46 and 47. The
PMM Systems can also be programmed to produce the typical combined motions that are used
in present wind-tunnel studies. In addition, the means for measuring and resolving the
force and moment coefficients in each category are an essential part of the system. A
description of the currently used PMM data acquistion system is presented 'n References 10
and 11. Briefly, the static coefficients are obtained directly from measurements of the
steady force in the static mode; the rotary or damping coefficients are obtained
explicitly from measurement of the quadrature components of the oscillatory force in the
pure yawing or pitching modes; and the acceleration coefficients are obtained explicitly
from measurements of the in-phase components of the oscillatory force in pure heaving,
swaying, yawing, and pitching modes. The same techniques are used for the pure rolling
mode as described in Reference 10.

For the present application, the combination of the LAHPMM techniques and the HSMB
offers the following advantages over existing wind tunnel techniques such as employed by
the Stability Tunnel located at VPI and the oscillation techniques described in References
34 to 44:

1. The ability of the LAHPMM to independently select the frequency of operation
(0.01 Hz to 0.20 Hz), yawing amplitude, and swaying amplitude in combination with the
towing carriage velocity can be used to produce:

(a) pure yawing motion over a range of frequencies for a constant yawing
amplitude, or

(b) pure yawing motion over a range of amplitudes for a constant frequency, or

(c) combined yawing motion over a range of amplitudes and frequencies.

2. The LAHPMM can produce a pure swaying velocity and acceleration over a range of
amplitudes and frequencies.

3. The LARPMM can produce a pure yawing motion combined with a constant angle of
sideslip on the model.

4. The LAHPMM can be used to evaluate the static stability coefficients over a range
of sideslip angles of ±30 degrees.

5. The LAHPMM can produce pure pitching and heaving motions by rotating the model
90-degrees and using a strut-sting support system.

6. Pitching and yawing can be performed at angles of attack up to 70-degrees without
using bent stings.

7. The support systems are designed to provide minimal strut interference in
accordance with the criteria described in Reference 48.

8. Accurate, repeatable, and direct measurement of model velocity.

9. Low turbulence environment.

10. Large test section (13 feet and 25 feet) and therefore minimal boundary correc-
tions.

11. Operation at high dynamic pressure resulting in large forces and moments (see
Table 1), and in better resolution than achievable in many wind tunnels.

12. High Reynolds Number due to lower kinematic viscosity.

Thus, the HSMB in combination with the LAHPMM System provides the aeronautical
community with a powerful and unique tool for determining all of the stability derivatives
of aircraft required by the equations of motion. In addition, 'the HSMB and associated
flow visualization techniques provide the researcher a means to study and evaluate basic
flow phenomena.

5.0 DESCRIPTION OF FACILITIES

The tests of the present investigation were made in the Tracor Hydronautics Ship
Model Basin (HSMBO). The HSMB is the largest privately owned and operated ship model
basin in the U.S.A. The facility is about 25-feet wide, 13-feet deep, and 420-feet long.
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The specifications of the HSMB are presented in Figure 2(a) and a partial view of the tank
is shown in Figure 2(b). As indicated in Figure 2(a), the HSMB is equipped with two
towing carriages. The main Towing Carriage No. 1, shown in Figure 2(c), was used for the
present study. The carriage is a servo controlled, electro-hydraulic powered platform
that can be operated at controlled speeds of up to 20-feet per second. The carriage
control room houses a DEC PDP 11/44 digital computer, associated graphics terminals, hard-
copy readouts, various instrumentation and data acquisition systems in addition to the
carriage speed controls and LAHPMM control system. The on-board systems provide a
complete data acquisition and reduction center for immediate readout and processing to
coefficient form of force, moment and displacement data produced by the six component
balance and LAHPMM.

The Large Amplitude 4orizontal Planar Motion Mechanism (LAHPMM) used for the present
study is shown in Figure (a). As may be seen in Figure 3(a), the system consists of a
steel-tubular frame mounted transversely across the carriage open-bay. The frame supports
a swaying carriage assembly which incorporates a device for setting sideslip/angle-of-
attack angles and provides a support for the yawing table and drive system. The LAHPMM
can produce sinusoidal pure swaying/heaving motions having amplitudes up to t3.0 feet and
frequencies of from 0.01 to 0.20 Hertz. Likewise the system can produce pure
yawing/pitching motions having amplitudes up to 30 degrees and frequencies of from 0.01
to 0.20 Hertz.

The sinusoidal command signal for the two-axis servo control system is provided by a
sine-cosine potentiometer. This function generator maintains the 90-degree phase angle
between the sway/heave motion and the yaw/pitch motion required to produce pure yawing or
pure pitching motions as shown in Figures 4 to 9.

The LAHPMM control unit shown in Figure 10 permits the test engineer to select the
yaw/pitch amplitude, sway/heave amplitude and frequency prescribed by the test program to
produce the pure motions. Also, for static tests, the command-system control can be used
to remotely set the sideslip or angle-of-attack of the model. A complete detailed
description of the LAHPMM system is presented in References 11 and 47.

6.0 DESCRIPTION OF MODEL

The 60-degree delta-wing-fuselage model used in the present investigation is shown in
Figure 11 and the geometric characteristics are presented in Table 2. The wing configura-
tion was selected so that comparisons could be made with test data available in the
literature. Thus, the wing has a flat-plate cross-section with a biconvex-leading edge to
fix transition and a beveled-trailing edge. The wing was constructed using an aluminum
center section with Hysol leading and trailing edges attached as shown in Figure 11. The
fuselage is identical to a NASA-Langley existing fuselage which is part of a generic
series. The cylindrical part of the fuselage was made using thin-walled stainless-steel
tubing. The ogive nose was made from Hysol and is defined by the offsets presented in
Table 3. The wing can be mounted in a mid, high, or low position. For the present
program a high-wing position was chosen to simplify the wing construction and the wing-
balance attachment. For the flow visualization tests the model was equipped with dye
ports. As shown in Figure 11, two ports were located just forward of the intersection of
the wing apex and fuselage. Also, dye ports were 'icated at the fuselage nose and on the
high pressure side of the ogive nose as shown in F~gure 11.

The model was ballasted so that the model C.G. was coincioent with the balance center
and the model mass was measured. Also, the model moment of inertia about the Y and Z axes
was measured using a bifular pendulum system.

7.0 MODEL SUPPORT SYSTEMS

Two separate model support systems were required for performance of the static and
dynamic longitudinal and lateral tests. The two support systems and their attachment to
the LAHPMM are shown in Figures 12 and 13.

As shown in Figure 12, the longitudinal support system consisted of an 8-inch
diameter stainless-steel strut which supported a 4-inch and 3-inch diameter sting. The
sting is supported in a roll-bearing-block assembly which can permit the forced-rolling of
the model about the model-body axis. The sting supports a balance-holder tube which in
turn supports the six component balance and model. A typical arrangement of the longitudi-
nal system on the carriage is shown in Figure 14(a). With the arrangement shown in
Figures 12 and 14(a), the model angle-of-attack can be varied from 0 to 68 degrees, in
two-degree increments, using the LAHPMM servo-command system. The support syctem also
permits the balance center and the model 1/4 MAC to be located on the center of rotation
of the LAHPMM and at a constant depth in the towing tank. This allows the model to
perform pure heaving and pure pitching motions without introducing additional model mass
and moment of inertia tares.

The arrangement for the lateral tests is shown in Figure 13. The system consists of
a single tubular 6-inch diameter strut having an internal lead-screw-nut arrangement
attached through an a-connecting link to the rear end of the balance-support tube. The
forward end of the balance-support tube is supported by the strut using a ball-bearing
yoke assembly. A typical arrangement of the lateral system on the carriage is shown in



Figure 14(b). With the arrangement shown in Figures 13 and 14(b) the angle of attack of
the model can be infinitely varied between -4 to 70-degrees by driving the lead screw with
a d.c. servo motor. The balance center and the 1/4 M4AC are maintained on the LAHPMM
center of rotation and at a constant depth in the HSMB. This allows the model to perform
pure swaying and pure yawing motions without introducing additional model mass and moment
of inertia tares. The lateral support system is similar to one that was used at the
Langley Stability Tunnel as described in Reference 32.

Two NASA type six-component strain-gage balances were used for the present investiga-
tion. The balance characteristics are summarized in Table 4. A sketch showing a typical
internal arrangement of the balance with the model is presented in Figure 15. The balance
gages and connectors were waterproofed so that the balance could be operated submerged in
the HSMB. The balances were calibrated using dead weights as shown in Figure 16. The
resulting calibrations, including interactions between components, were fitted with a
6 -6 matrix and stored on the POP 11/44 computer.

8.0 DATA ACQUISITION AND PROCESSING SYSTEM

An integral part of the basic LAHPMM System is the means used to process and record
the data transmitted from the six-component balance. The LAHPMM Data Acqusition System
shown in Figures 17 and 18 is described in detail in Reference 17. Briefly, as shown in
Figure 18, each channel is designed to operate in either the static or dynamic modes. In
the static mode, the gage signal is processed through a signal conditioner unit (SCI) and
the uutput is fed directly into the A-to-D converter of the data logger to obtain a single
value integrated over a selected time base. In the dynamic mode, the "sinusoidal" output
signal from each SCU is impressed across a sin-cos potentiometer and fed into a force
component separator (FCS) which resolves the signal into in-phase and quadrature
components. The output of the FCS is then fed into the A-to-D converter of the data
logger and integrated over a discrete number of cycles to obtain a single reading for each
component as shown in Reference 17. The output of the data logger is serially fed to the
DEC POP 11/~44 which stores the data on rdisc as well as automatically reducing the data to
nondimensional form on a run-by-run basis. The mathematical operation performed by the
data acquisition system is discussed in Section 10.0.

9.0 TEST PROGRAM

The majority of the tests were conducted in the ESME at a dynamic pressure of 34.8
pounds per square foot. This corresponds to a Reynolds number of 1.2 x106 based upon the
mean aerodynamic chord of the wing.

The longitudinal tests consisted of statics, pure heaving, pure pitching and combined
pitching tests performed with respect to the body axes. The statics covered a range of
angles of attack of fro. 0 to 68 degrees;. The pure heaving tests were conducted fora

amplitudes of ±4, t6, and ±8 degrees, corresponding reduced frequencies -" of 0.0635,

0.0846, 0.1058, and 0.1270, and a range of angles of attack of from 0 to 56 degrees. Beth
the pure pitching and combined pitching tests were conducted for 

6
m amplitudes Of t4

t6, and ±8 degrees, correspond-ng reduced frequencies - of 0.0846, 0.1058, 0. 1270 and

0.1480, and a range of angles of attack from I to 34 degrees.

The lateral tests consisted of statics, pure swaying, pure yawing and combined yawing
tests performed with respect to the stability axes. The statics covered a range of side-
slip angles of 0, ±4, and t8 degrees for angles of attack from 0 to 68 degrees. The pure
swaying tests were conducted for S., amplitudes of ±4, t6, and ±8 degrees, corresponding

rdcdfrequencies Hb
reduce of 0.110. 0.147, 0.184, 0.220, and 0.257, and an angle of attack

range of from 0 to 68 degrees. The pure yawing and combined yawing tests were conducted

for Tm amplitudes of t4, t6, and t8 degrees, corresponding reduced - frequencies of

0.110, 0.147, 0.184, 0.220, and 0.257, and a range ')f angles of attack from 0 to
68 degrees. in addition, pure swaying, pure yawing and combined yawing tests were
performed with respect to the body axes. Amplitudes of B. and 'Pm of ±4, t6, and

±8 degrees were used for reduced frequencies of ob0f 0.184 and 0.220. The angle of

attack range for these tests was 0 to 32 degrees.

A series of flow visualization tests were conducted at Reynolds numbers from about
0.2 -106 to 1.6 x106. During these tests dye was ejected from selected points on the

NIKON 35mm sequencing cameras and VHS video cameras. For several of the tests an upstream
view of the wake was photographed using a Nikonos underwater camera. The underwater
cameras and underwater lights were attached to the towing carriage and towed with the
model.

A short series of pitchup tests were conducted which simulated the maneuver of a
typical fighter operating at 26000 feet of altitude, initial speed of 500 feet per second
and pitching up at a rate of 30 degrees per second. Time histories of the forces,
moments, linear and angular displacements and forward velocity were measured.

rA
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10.0 REDUCTION OF DYNAMIC DATA

The mathematical operations that the LAHPMM data acquisition system performs
automatically is illustrated herein for the pure swaying case, shown in Figure 7, as
follows:

The lateral position on the model is monitored by the sway feedback potentiometer,
and is represented by a voltage which can be expressed as:

y = ym sin at [1]

A Y-force gage on the model also will produce an oscillatory signal during the test, which
can be presented by:

YR = Y
* 

+ Yo sin (.t - 8) [2)

Equation [21 can be written as
YR = 

Y * 
+ [Yo cos fl sin wt + [-Yo sin 0] cos at [31

or YR 
= Y

. + YIN sin wt + YOUT cos at 141

The designations "IN" and "OUT" have been adopted to identify force terms of Equation (4]
which are oscillating in-phase and out of phase (quadrature) with the motion defined by
Equation [1].

The voltages given by Equations [1] and [4] are impressed across a resolver
consisting of individual sine-cosine potentiometers which are ganged together and which
are rotating at the fundamental frequency. The sine wipers of the resolver are aligned
in-phase with the sway feedback signal. The resulting voltage output from the sin-cos pot
resolver can be expressed as:

Sway motion signal:

sin ,t = jy [m sin
2  

atj (5]

y cos wt = [ym sin ,t cos at] [6]

Y-force signal:

Y sin [t -Y sin 't + YIN sin
2  

t + YOUT cos "t sin "t] [7]

R con = 2 [Y, cos "t + YIN sin at cos 't + YOUT cOS 2atJ 181

The factor 1 appears because the sin-cos pots act as voltage dividers.

The signals represented by Equations [5] to (81 are fed into the HI-DASDL-12 data
logger shown in Figure 18. The DASDL provides an A-to-D converter and a time integration
algorithm which is started and stopped by a pulse from an LED triggered by the same
function generator which drives the sway motion. The following integrations are
performed:

Sway motion signal: in-phase:

nT nT

f Ym sin at dt = f Ym sin t dt = (910 c

Sway motion signal: quadrature:
nT nT

ym cos t dt = 2- ym sin nt dt= 0 fl0]
0 f0

Y force signal: in-phase:

nT nT
° / YR sin at dt of 2 Y" sin .t dt

fT Y sin sat 'tdtz
nT

+ f
+ 

2 " I N s i n ' , t d t

0

nT

+ 2 YOUT Cos t in .,t dt

nT
= - YIN ( 1

MI
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Y-force signal quadrature:

nT nT 1
f R com at dt = f Y. cos it dt

nT
of Rt COS f 2

+ f 2 IN sin t Cos wt dt

nT
+ YOUT cOS 2 wt dt

nT- 4 OUT 
[12]

The integrations are performed both as indicated (NORMAL mode) and with a reversed
polarity to the sin-cos potentiometers, (REVERSE mode). This process effectively cancels
any bias voltage which might exist across the sin-cos pots. If the symbols N and R are
used to designate "normal" and "reverse", and if the calibration constant be "K"
volts/pound (force) or volts/foot (sway), then the integration results can be written as:

Sway motion signal: in-phase:

SA 4 1 N-RSAIn ' KS-2A -3

Sway motion signal: quadrature:

SA OUT 0 t141

Y-force signal: in-phase:

4 1 N
IN nT KY 2 -15]

Y-force signal: quadrature:

4 1 N- R
YOUT 

= 
nT KY 2 (16]

The Tracor Hydronautics Force Component Separator aid the DASDL are designed to simplify
the data reduction process, and automatically scale the output by the factor of 4/2nT when
used in DYNamic IN/QUAD mode. Thus, the actual output displays on the DASDL represent:

Sway motion signal: in-phase:

SAin = KSA [17]

Sway motion signal: quadrature:

SAOUT =0 t181

Y-force signal: in-phase:

YIN - KY 119]

Y-force signal: quadrature:

N - R
YOUT = KY [201

A similar analysis can be made for all the dynamic cases shown in Figures 4 to 9. The
operation performed by the LAHPMM data acquisition system is equivalent to determining the
Fourier coefficients of the fundamentals of the motion and force gage signals.

11.0 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

For the present paper, the static and dynamic results, which have been analyzed to
date. are presentd in Figures 19 through 26 as curves of the various parameters plotted
against angle of attack. Typical results for the pitchup maneuver and the flow visualiza-
tion studies are presented in Figures 28 and 29, respectively.

11.1 Static Longitudinal Characteristics

The lift, drag and pitching moment coefficients are plotted against angle of attack
in Figure 19. The results are compared with data from Reference 32 for a similar
60-degree delta-high-wing-fuselage configuration. As shown in Figure 19 the agreement of
the results with data from Reference 32 is very good. The experimental lift curve slope
of the wing through zero angle of attack is 0.043 per degree compared to a theoretical
value of 0.042 per degree.

AL• g i lni n il i~
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11.2 Pure Heaving Characteristics

The variation of the derivatives (CN) and (Cm ) with angle of attack for several

reduced frequencies is presented in Figure 20. The results are compared with the data
from the static tests. AS shown in Figure 20, the dynamic results agree quite well with
the static data at low angles of attack. However, at angles of attack above stall, both
(CN ) and (Cm exhibit large variatio-s with angle of attack and reduced frequency.

The variation of the acceleration derivatives CN and Cm with angle of attack for

several reduced frequencies is presented in Figure 21. As shown in Figure 21, the
magnitude of the derivatives undergoes very large changes at high angles of attack. Also,
at the high angles of attack the changes in magnitude of the derivatives are dependent
strongly upon the reduced frequency.

11.3 Pitching Characteristics

The variation of the derivatives CN  and Cm  with angle of attack for several reduced
q q

frequencies, obtained from pure pitching tests, is presented in Figure 22. The results
are compared with data from curved flow tests for a similar delta wing model presented in
Reference 34. As can be seen from Figure 22, the agreement is quite poor except at zero
angle of attack. In addition, the measured values of Cm  - Cm., determined from combined

q a
pitching tests are presented in Figure 22. It can be seen that the measured values of
Cm  - C.. are equal to the algebraic sum of Cm  and Cm presented in Figure 21 for angles

q q
of attack up to 34 degrees.

11.4 Static Lateral Characteristics

The variation of (CY ' (Cn) , and (C£ with angle of attack is presented in

Figure 23. These derivatives were determined by taking the slopes of the coefficients
over a range of a = -8 degrees. These derivatives were determined with respect to the
stability axes. Therefore, it was necessary to transfer the yawing and rolling moments to
the stability axes since they were measured with respect to the body axes. The results
are compared with NACA data from Reference 32 obtained for high-wing fuselage configura-
tions having similar diameter-span ratios. As can be seen from Figure 23 the comparison
is quite good for angles of attack up to 36 degrees. Beyond stall, all the derivatives
have large excursions with angles of attack.

11.5 Pure Swaying Characteristics

The variation Af (Cy I (Cn ) , (C X Cy. Cn{, and C,, with angle of attack is
sb

presented in Figure 24 for a reduced frequency 2 = 0.184. Results were obtained t other

reduced frequencies but are not presented at this time. The results presented in Figure
24 are compared with data obtained from pure swaying tests performed, at a reduced

frequency 'b = 0.218, in the NACA Langley Stability Tunnel using a mid-wing, delta-wing
2U

fuselue model.
5 0 

In general the comparison is good.

11.6 Yawing Characteristics

The variations of the pure yawing derivatives, Cy I Cn , and C, with angle of attack
r r r

sb
is presented in Figure 25 for a reduced frequency ' = 0.184. These derivatives were
obtained with respect to the stability axes. Therefore, it was necessary to transfer the
yawing and rolling moments, measured with respect t the body axes, to the stability
axes. The results in Fig-ire 25 are compared with data from curved flow tests and pure
yawing tests performed in the NACA Langley Stability Tunnel at 2b = 0.16 using a mid-wing,

delta-wing fuselage model. 33 4 In general, the results are in good agreement with the
NACA pure yawing data but the trends and magnitude of the data are in poor agreement with
the curved flow results. This indicates that substantial difference probably occur in the
basic aerodynamic flow phenomena acting on the model under oscillatory conditions.

The acceleration derivatives " C, and C were also Aetermined from the pure
ry , rr

yawing tests. In addition, all the derivatives were determined for a range of reduced
frequencies. However, these results are not presented at the present time.

A limited series of pure swaying, pure yawing and combined yawing tests were

performed with respect to the body axes for -- = 0.184, and 0.220 and angles of attack up

to 32 degrees. The results of these tests are presented in Figure 26. The curved flow
results from Reference 33 for a similar delta-wing model are presented for comparison.
The results presented in Figure 26 show clearly that the algebraic summation of the pure
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swaying and pure yawing derivatives give results which are, in general, in good agreement
with the results obtained form combined yawing tests. The following comparison made at
a = 32 degrees illustrates this point.

(1) Pure Swaying Cy* Cn. C

-0.25 0.16 -0.50

(2) Pure Yawing C C CCr nr r

-0.75 -0.14 0.18

(3) Combined Yawing CYr - CY Cnr - Cn. C tr- C

-0.35 -0.28 0.70

(4) Item (2) - Item (1) -0.50 -0.30 0.68

The LAHPMM system supports can be modified easily so that tests can be performed with
respect to the body axis up to angles of attack of 45 degrees. In addition, the future
implementation of the forced rolling system would provide the rolling derivatives needed
to transfer the dynamic data from the stability axes system to the body axes system.

12.0 SIMULATED PITCHUP TESTS

The LAHPMM and HSMB carriage control systems were programmed to simulate an aircraft
pitchup maneuver. The full-scale and model conditions of the maneuver for a typical
fighter aircraft operating at 26000 feet altitude is shown in Figure 27. Also, Figure 27
presents the typical variation with time of the forward velocity, angle of attack and
heaving velocity simulated in the test. During these tests, the carriage velocity, heave
displacement, pitch angle displacement, and the forces and moments acting on the model
were recorded by the DEC PDP 11/44 A to D as a function of time. The length of a typical
run was about 18 seconds. This is equivalent to about a 1.8 seconds full-scale maneuver.
The results of a typical test are presented in Figure 28. The Cy, Cn, and Ck
coefficients all exhibit a spike at about t = 10 seconds. This point corresponds to an
angle of attack of about 28 degrees. At t = 18 seconds, corresponding to the end of the
maneuver, the Cy, Cn , and Ce coefficients all exhibit large excursions in magnitude.
In fact the rolling moment coefficient C8 exhibits an oscillation which might be related
to wing rock.

13.0 FLOW VISUALIZATION TESTS

An extensive series of flow visualization tests were performed over a range f model
speeds from 1.0 to 8.0 feet per second, corresponding to Reynolds number based on the MAC
of the wing of 0.2 - 10

6 
to 1.6 . 10

6
, respectively. The dye ports were connected via

tygon tubing to a pressurized supply tank containing the dye. Control man~foldz and
solenoid-operated valves were used to release various combinations of continuous dye
traces from the model. The dye wakes were photographed using three 35mm Nikon cameras and
two JVC VHS video cameras. All the cameras were encased in watertight boxes fitted with
spherical lenses to correct for the difference in index of refraction between air and
water. The camera supports and underwater lights were mounted on tn" HSMB cariiage and
were towed with the model. Two of the 35mm cameras and two VHS cameras provided
orthogonal views of the dye traces from the model along the y- and z-axes of the HSMB. In
addition, a third 35mm camera provided a view of the wake along the x-axis of the HSM8.
It is impossible within the scope of the present paper to present all the data acquired
during these tests. A typical example presented in Figure 29 shows three views of the
flow around the fuselage nose and the interaction with the wing vortex system.

14.0 CONCLUSIONS

Based on a comprehensive series of experiments conducted in the Tracor Hydronautics
Ship Model Basin (HSMB

) 
to determine the subsonic static and dynamic itability character-

istics of a 3.5-foot span, 60-degree delta-high-wing fuselage model operating at high
Reynolds number and angles of attack up to 68 degrees, the following conclusions can be
drawn:

1. The results of the investigation have demonstrated that the HSMB in conjunction
with the Large Amplitude Horizontal Planar Motion Mechanism System (LAHPMM) can determine
experimentally all the individual subsonic longitudinal and lateral static and dynamic
stability derivatives, required by the equations of motion, fo'r angles of attack up to
68-degrees.

2. Comparison of the static and dynamic results of the present study with data
obtained during the 1950's in the NACA Langley Stability Tunnel for a similar wing-fuse-
lage configuration is, in general, quite good.

3. For angles of attack up to 32 degrees, the algebraic summation of the component
longitudinal and lateral dynamic derivatives give results which are in good agreement with
derivatives obtained from combined oscillations.
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4. The HSMB in combination with underwater still and video cameras can be used
effectively for performance of flow visualization studies.

5. The HSMB and LAHPMM can be programmed to perform simulated pitchup tests. The
results of such tests in combination with dyed wakes can be used to analyze the dynamics
of such phenomena as wing rock at high angles of attack.
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FIGURE 29 - TYPICAL FLOW VISUALIZATION RESULTS

TABLE I

COMPARISON OF MAXIMUM LOADS
FOR 60-DEGREE DELIA-WIND MODEL.

Value f tngIev F
Coefficients Full-Scale Tnne J 0SMB

b, ft 3., 1.5

U, fps 58.0 8.5
I

RN 0.75 x 10' [ . 1 1

Q, psf a.0 72.25

qS, lbs 21.2 ,82 1

qSb, .b-t 44

qSc. tb-ft 42. 773.51

deg 34 1 3

CI. I .25 26.5 7 . I

CD  0.8 17.0 076.1 lb

C -0.2  8.5 -15. 7 I -'

Assume, 0 175 radians

Cy 0.2 0.74 - !. Lbs

C' .1.50 -201 l
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TABLE 2

MODEL CHARACTERISTICS

WING:

Aspect Ratio 2.31

Taper Radio 0

Leading-Edge Sweep Angle, Deg 60

Dihedral Angle, Deg 0
Twist, Deg 0

Airfoil Section Flat Plate
Span, inches (ft) 42.0 (3.5)

MAC, inches (ft) 24.25 (2.02)
Root Chord, inches (ft) 36.37 (3,03)

Section Thickness, inches (Z) 0.75 (3.1)

Area, Sq in. (sq ft) 763.77 (5.30)

FUSELAGE:

Length, inches (ft) 66.90 (5.515)

Max Diameter, inches lft) 5.5 (0.458)

Fineness Ratio 12.A6

Diameter-Span Ratio 0.131
Ogive Nose (L/D) 3.0

Note: Fuselage is identical to generic modl used t
NASA- LaoglIey - -_

TABLE 
3

FUSELAGE NOSE OFFSETS

- 5 50 INCIES

!ABLE

X S 71X-CU'6NENT BAIAN(E rHAA' FER!s '! >

i'7-cvem I Iin-n

d [vl8 . : 75 - n~,':s 1 0[10I t;cr ~,
0.825 0.27S )

1.650 1.76) t) llg 75ad i lee) and lb-i8.350 0.513 I 5

9.900 2.10

9.200 2.640

16.500 2.
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FLOW VISUALIZATION STUDY OF VORTEX MANIPULATION

ON FIGHTER CONFIGURATIONS AT HIGH ANGLES OF ATTACK

By
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SUMMARY

Experiments were performed in a flow visualization water tunnel on a generic fighter model to explore
vortex manipulation as an effective means of aircraft control by altering the natural state of the
forebody and LEX vortices in the medium-to-high-angle of attack range with either small surface
modifiers or blowing jets. Specifically, the forebody vortex system was examined with the clean forebody.

with forebody strakes, and with forebody surface blowing. LEX vortices were examined with a clean LEX.
with small geometric modifications near the apex, and with surface blowing, both in upstream and
downstream directions at various locations on the LEX surface. The interactive effects of forebody and
LEX/wing vortices and their response to the various methods of control were also examined.

Generally, it was concluded that the forebody vortices can be effectively controlled by either blowing or
using strakes, but the effectiveness is very dependent on proper radial placement of the blowing port or

strake. Geometric modifications and blowing at the LEX apex were not particularly effective in altering
the erajectory of the LEX vortices or the burst points. Blowing aft of the mid-chord of the LEX was much
more effective and could force the burst points to move forward significantly. Interactions between the
forebody and LEX vortex systems were pronounced.

SYMBOLS

A = cross sectional area of model fuselage, 1.226 in
2

A Tube= cross sectional area of blowing tube openiog, I.416x10 in

b LEX span (See Fig. 6)

bh = wing span (See Fig. 5)

blowing coefficient. nV /qA

1 LEX length (See Fig. 6)

L = LEK No. 1, typical (See Fig. 6)

1/0 = fineness ratio of forebody

S = mass flow rate for blowing

free-stream dynamic pressure

Rb  (b L/2)/(b w/2)

S I/(b L/2)

V. jet velocity

W = wing with 50 0 sweep, typical

0/ angle of attack

2. = wing sweep angle iSee Fig, Si

S = radial angle on forebody (See Figs. 10,11)

i, INTRODUCTION

Future air combat arenas will dictate requirements for fighter aircraft performance that will exceed the
capabilities of present-day aircraft. One of the key technologies to advance the overall capability of
the airplane is aerodynamic control. The flight envelope of current aircraft has beer, limited at least in

Part by controllability problems at high angles of attack, typically represented by sudden departures in
roll and yaw and, in some cases, by pitchup or deep stall. Reduced controllability places undesirable
limits on the maneuverability of the aircraft but, even worse, often leads to unrecoverable flight modes
such as spins.



Several aerodynamic phenomena are know to contribute to the problem of uncontrolled flight.

1) Asymfetric vortex flows on the forebooy. even at zero sideslip, produce large side forces .)tn
resulting yawing moments large enough to depart the aircraft in yaw. An example of asymmetric
forebody vortices is shown in Figure I which is a photograph from a water tunnel test of a fighter
airplane at high angles of attack.

2) Asymmetric vortex burst points in the vicinity of the LEX and wing causing asymmetric lift 'ead to
roll departure. An example

2 
is shown in Figure 2 with a generic and a real airplane model ;' tre

water tunnel atQ 40.

3) Increased lift on the forebody and LEX results in a pitch-up or peep-stall condition that canrot oe
overcome with conventional horizontal tail control surfaces.

Alternate methods of controlling the flow field on a high-performance airplane that are effective at
angles of attack beyond the range for effective conventional control surfaces need to be investigated.
Such schemes as thrust vectoring and thrust turning vanes are currently being evaluated, but it is also

possible, and perhaps more economical, to utilize novel aerodynamic controls. The typical flow field
around a modern fighter aircraft is dominated by vortices. It is the existence of these complex vortex
flows that eventually contributes to degraded control capability as the angle of attack is increased. it
is reasonable to assume that if there were means to locally control these vortex flows on the airplane.
one might be able to utilize this powerful force input to enhance the overall airplane controllability.

Several studies have been done to investigate non-conventional methods of aerodynamic control . The use of
forebody strakes has been shown

3 - 5 
to be an effective method of forcing naturally-occuring asymmetric

forebody vortices at high angles of attack to be symmetric and therefore eliminate large yawing moments at
zero sideslip. Use of deflectable forebody strakes that can be deployed asymmetrically has also been
investigated

6
. Investigations of forebody blowing techniques to control the forebody vortex orientation

have also been conducted in both water and wind tunnel experiments
7 "
l

0 
where asymmetric forebody vortices

were switched in orientation by blowing under the high vortex. Forebody vortex control becomes effective
in the angle of attack range where rudder control decreases. Several studies have assessed the utility of
moveable wing strakeo (LEX) for roll and pitch control including strakes hinged at the root

1 1 
and apex

fences and flaps on delta wings
1 2 - 1 5

.

The purpose of this study was to explore methods of vortex manipulation requiring minimum physical input
but resulting in maximum change to the vortex flow field to produce effective airplane control. The basic
notion was to use the principal of "fluid amplification", or to achieve a large incremental change in the
basic vortex structure around the airplane for minimal disturbance at the source of the vortices. The
objective was to search for small deployable devices located close to the origins of the foresocy or LEX
vortices, These devices could be either mechanical or pneumatic. The mechanical devices might be smal7
flaps. fences or strakes that could be hinged or popped out o the surface. Pneumatic devices could be
small blowing ports or nozzles. Both are intrinsically low-energy devices, i.e.. low hinge moments or 'ow
jet momentum, The first step was to visually assess the results of various schemes to deliberately alter
the natural state of the vortices in the flow field of a typical fighter configuration. This was
accomplished by performing water tunnel flow visualization experiments on a generic fighter mode

l

consisting of a cylindrical fuselage, tangent ogive forebody, clipped delta wings with different sweep
angles and several wing LEX's. The approach was to document with photographs and video recordings, the
behavior of the various vortices in response to as many "flow modifiers" as possible, Flow modifications
were produced with strakes and blowing on the forebody and with blowing at various locations on the LEX.
Geometry modifiers were applied only at the apex on the LEX. Several different configurations were also
examined to assess the effects on the flow field of wing sweep angle, LEX size and longitudinal location
of the LEX/wing with respect to the forebody.

2. TEST FACILITY AND CONDITIONS

The experiments were conducted in the NASA-Ames Dryden Flight Research Facility Flow Visualization Wa'er
Tunnel (Fig. 3). The tunnel is a continuous flow tunnel with a vertical test section 72 in. high and a
cross section of 24 in. by 16 in. The test section is constructed with plexiglass on all four walls for
ease in viewing the model. Although the flow speed is variable, the entire test was conducted at .25
ft/sec since this speed provides the optimum visualization conditions. The corresponding unit Reynolds
number is 3 x 10

4 
per ft. The model was mounted on a bent sting so that the angle of attack could be

continuously varied from 0 to 600 . Provisions for sideslip angles were available, but there was
insufficient time to investigate sideslip effects in this initial test in preference to looking at more

critical parameters.

3. MODEL

The generic model was designed to be a simple representation of the various fighter configurations now
flying in this country and to be inexpensive to build. Figure 4 shows a photograph of the basic models.
A cylindrical plastic body with an I/d = 3.5 tangent ogive nose represents the fuselage. Wing planforms
were clipped deltas with sweep angles of 30G

, 
40o. 50 , and 600. Figure 5 shows a line drawing of the

basic model. The wings were constructed from 1/16 in. thick sheet aluminim and were mounted witf the
bevel on the upper surface. The frebody section was a single piece 4.5 In. in length. The aft body
section was split, and the wings w

t 
e sandwiched between the two halves. The wing apex was removed as

shown to allow the wing to be moved -loser to the foreoody piece. Up to four different sized LEX's
(strakes) were available for each wing, depending on the sweep angle. The choice of a LEX planform shape
for these tests was driven by a desire to generate a strong LEX vortex that would have a burst point as
far aft as possible for a given angle of attack and whose burs, point would be delayed as long as possible
in moving forward with increasing angle of attack. Frirk and Lamar

1
6-

1 7 
performed an extensive

theoretical study of LEX's (wing strakes) and conducted water tunnel experiments to document vortex burst
characteristics. Based on their results, the strake identified in Ref. 16 as AD-17 was chosen as the
basic LEX planform for the water tunnel model in this test. The base LEX geometry is specified in Refs.

pA



16 and 17. Referring to Fig. 6. the dimensions were derived from

Rb(bL /2)/(bW/2)=.2l2 and RS=/(bL/2)=7,
77

.

Using the specified span and slenderness ratios above, the base LEX is very large. Sub-scaled versions
were designed and built for investigating various LEX sizes. The scaled configurations are 0.85, 0.60,

and 0.50 of the base LEX. The table in Figure 6 shows the length and exposed half-span of each LEX and

the ratio of exposed LEX area to wing reference area for each LEX/wing combination. The slenderness

ratio, RS, is a constant 7.77 for all LEX's. The coordinates of the four LEX's are shown in Figure 7.

Figure 6 shows the LEX configurations actually tested. The No. I LEX (0.5-scale) was tested with wing

sweeps of 40o. 50, and 60o. The No. 2 and No. 3 LEX's (0.6 and 0.85-scale) were tested only with the 50'

swept wing. The No. 4 LEX was not tested due to time constraints. The LEX's were constructed from 1/16

in. thick sheet aluminum and had a single-beveled 200 edge with the bevel on the upper side.

The positions of the LEX/wing combinations could be varied longitudinally in order to emulate

configurations with either very long forebodies or with short coupling between the forebody and the

LEX/wing. The location limits were dictated by not allowing the wing trailing edge to be further aft than
the body base and the LEX/body junction could not be forward of the nose/body tangent point.

Several candidates for LEX "modifiers" were tried to either enhance or spoil the vortex flow. These are
shown in Figure 8, The premise for these modifiers was that modifying the flow near the LEX apex would be
the most effective way of causing a change in flow over the entire LEX. Based on the experimental results
discussed later, this may not be true.

Blowing on the LEX was achieved by simply placing a stainless steel tube on the upper surface of the model
wth the tube end located as desired. The various locations tried are sketched in Figure 9.
Provisions were also made for blowing on the forebody. Blowing ports on the forebody were provided at the
locations shown in Figure 10. Past experiments have shown that the most effective radial position for
blowing to affect the forebody vortices at zero sideslip angle is 0=1350 to 150 from the windward
stagnation line. The model was constructed so that each of these ports could be used independently. The
blowing exit is perpendicular to the surface. Ports that were actually utilized will be discussed later.
The dye ports on the forebody are also shown in Figure 10.

Blowing rate for the forebody was established based on the experience from past experiments. A blowing
rate was calibrated to correspond to a maximum blowing coefficient, CA. of 1.5 Posed on the body cross
sectional area of .00852 ft

2 
where

C, = AlVj/aA B

The quantity Vj. where

V1i'=/e ATube

was measured directly in the test setup through all the tunnel and model plumbing. This was accomplished
by measuring the volume rate of water displaced from the pressurized cannister supplying the blowing water
for several different pressures. It was impossible to separately regulate the pressure for the blowing
tubes from the dye lines with the test setup in the Dryden water tunnel facility, since the supply
cannisters for both were pressurized by a single pressure source through a common manifold. The volume
control on each of the dye lines, as well as the blowing lines, was regulated on the downstream side of
the pressure cannister by a flow rate valve. Calibrating the blowing rate as a function of the valve
Position was nearly impossible. The approach taken was to set the pressure for the whole system based on
the pressure needed to provide the maximum C, with the control valve all the way open. Lower flow rates
were obtained by opening the blowing valve for an estimated percentage of the maximum flow rate. For
experiments where blowing rates were varied, the reference to blowing rates is light, medium and heavy.
where heavy corresponds to the maximum. For these initial experiments, precise measurements of the
blowing rate were not felt to be worth the time and effort. The LEX blowing was from the same size tube
opening of .020 in. as the forebody. so blowing rates are nearly identical to those used on the forebody.
i.e., the maximum Cf, is approximately 1.5.

Forebody strakes were also investigated and are shown in Figure 11. Examples of water t.,nnei photographs
obtained f.)m this test are shown in rig. 12a and a basic definition of the flow phenomena of interest to

this study is illustrated in Fig. 12b.

4. DATA ACQUISITION

Data consists vf 35 mm photographs of the model in both planform and side views. Although they were not
taken simultaneously, in most cases they were taken only a few seconds or minutes apart with two different
cameras. In a few cases, the two views were taken at much different times, but this was not observed to
be a problem since the flow at most attitudes is reasonably repeatable. Video tapes were also made with
emphasis on planform views to show the dynamics of the observed flow phenonena.

Typically the angle of attack was varied as follows:

o(= 0. 3', 60
. 
g. 12', 15', 18', 21', 25', 30

° . 
35', 40*, 45', 50*, 55', 60'

Some results were obtainedoat only a few angles of attack such as forebody blowing, the interest for which
is primarily ateCabove 35 and LEX blowing which is only of interest at o(below 35

'-- -- -- --- - -- - mmmmmm lmm • lm • I~m All.
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5. RESULTS

It is obvious that there are many combinations of model geometries and flow modifiers that could be

tested. The priority for selecting the configurations that were eventually studied was to emphasize first

the primary purpose of searching for effective means of vortex control on a "basic" configuration and
secondly, to explore the effects of configuration changes such as sweep angle. LEX size and LEX/ing
location. The basic model was chosen to be the configuration with a 500 swept wing, the smallest LEX (LEX

No. 1) and with the LEX/wing in the most forward longitudinal position. In addition to the primary

investigations of vortex control schemes, the sensitivity of the flow field to configuration differences

were explored by testing the basic LEX/wing in the most aft longitudinal position, the 50* wing with the

next two larger LEX's (LEX No. 2 and No. 3) in the forward position and the smallest LEX with the 400 ant

60 swept wings in the forward position. The emphasis in this paper will be on the results of vortex

control schemes for the basic model. Results on configuration effects can be found in Ref. 18.

Analysis of results has concentrated on evaluating the potential of various techniques as flow contro'

devices and not so much on making detaileo measurements of vortex positions and exact burst locations
relative to the model surface.

The results will be briefly described and will cover the following:

1) Flow on the "Basic Model"

2) LEX Modifier Effects

3) LEX Blowing Effects

4) Interactive Effects of Forebody Strakes/Forebody Blowing/LEX flowing

5.1 Basic Model

Figure 13 shows both olanform and side views of the flow on the basic model at wKriS. ..- .. 4 -

and 500. Vortices originating on the foreovoy. LEX and wing are clearly shows. vorte, tueclc,'ev a'o
burst points are strongly dependent on angle of attack. At( 1 5x . the vorten trajectories as z sr

points are nearly symmetric. The LEX vortices are further above the wing an burst furthe, fc,-war: "
do not appear to interact as directly with the wing vortices as they do at lower angles of attac'
al=35 ,the LEX vortices are asymmetric with the right foreboay vorten higher above the body tr y' :e e'

one,

Or general, on all the configurations it was observed that the LEX burst po'rt is furte, aft on re ra
side as the high forebody vorten as compared to the LEX vorte on tne side witn the low f'reboy c,-te,
It was found in some of the blowing experiments discussed later, that if one canged the forebody vorte'
asymmetry by blowing, the burst points for the LEX vortices would change as well. It appears that red,.ec
vorticity in a forebody vortex results in an increase in vorticity in the LEX vortex on the sane sioe
resulting in a burst point further downstream. AtcX=5

0
" , both the LEX vortices are bursting at ohe ate,

of the LEX. In general, with the left forebody vortex close to the body and with the right LEO vortex
burst point further aft, one would expect a nose-left and right-wing-up force contribuion.

5.2 LEX Modifiers

Figure 14 shows planform and side views to compare varicus LEX modifiers. The intent was to try various

minor modifications to the LEX apex in hopes of either entancing the LEX vortex, i.e., delaying the vortex
burst at a given wing location to higher angles of attack or to move the vortex burst point further aft at

a given angle of attack. The alternative to enhancement is to spoil the vortex and cause it to burst
sooner. These photographs show the flow field ato=12* for a clean configuration in (a) and (b), for LEX
Modifiers #1 in (c) and (d), #2 in (e) and (f) and #4 in (g) and (h). (LEX modifier configurations are
shown in Figure 8.) The modifiers were all installed on the left LEX: the right LEX was used to try
various LEX blowing :chemes and will be discussed next. By comparing these four pairs of pictures, there
do not appear to be significant differences in the vortex burst locations. In viewing the flow. it
appeared that no matter what type of disturbance was created near the apex of the LEX, there was such a
significant amount of LEX area behind the disturbed region that the flow appeared to quickly reestablish
itself behind the disturbance, and a vortex was generated very similarly to the case with no disturbance.

For a smaller LEX, it may be that the disturbance near the apex would affn±ct the LEX contribution more
severly since there would be less area aft of the disturbance to generate a vortex. Since the LEX chosen
for these experiments produces a very strong vortex, it is not unreasonable that a strong disturbance is
required to disrupt it. No significant effects of LEX modifiers #3, #5. ard #6 were observed in terms of
changing the vortex trajectory or the burst point. The only exception was the "spoiler" used in (d) which
was a small rectangular tab that was perpendicular to the LEX planform and created a turbulent wake
approaching the LEX apex. This appeared to be effective as a spoiler at angles of attack up to about
-=12".but at higher angles the wake disturbance had minimai impact on the development of the LEX vortex.
To assess too real impact of the LEX modifiers on changing the aerodynamic'forces on the model, ore needs

ounntitative information in addition to the visualization results.

Similar results are shown in Figure 15 for n( =21". The differences between the observed vortex locations
and burst points with and without the spoiler are not significant. On the basis of the modifiers that

were tried, it appears that, in general, to change the LEX flow significantly, particularly if the LEO is
shaped to produce a strong vortex and is reasonably large in terms of percent wing area, one must
introduce larger disturbances and perhaps locate them further downstream on the LEX to be more effective



The notion that effective control can be gained by disturbing the vortex core at the apex of the LEt does
not seem to be true. The strength of the vortex is not determined by the LEX apex geometry but by the
entire edge of tne LEA. This is seen to be true from the results of Frink ad Lamar 16-17 where te
vortex characteristics were shown to be extremely sensitive to the LEO shape. the most effective control
would appear to be a manipulation of the vortex after it is fully formed or at least tar enough aft or the
LEA so that the generated disturbance cannot be overcome to any great extent by the remaining LEA surface.
The LEX blowing experiments discussed next tend to support this observation.

5.3 LEO Blowing

Several different schemes for blowing on the surface of the right LEO were tried. The effL:ts of varying
the blowing location, blowing direction (upstream or downstream) and blowing rates were
examined. The blowing schemes (location and direction) are illustrated in Figure 9. Figure 16 (a)
through (d) shows planform views of LEO biowers #1, #3 and #7 with the model atu,=21x . Blower Pi -s
blowing aft with the intent of energizing the vortex and moving the burst point further aft. It did not
have much effect; the burst point is relatively unchanged. The same resul, was observed with LEO blower
#3 (in Figure 16(c)) which used foraurd blowing near the LEO apex.

Figure 16 (dl snows LEO blower #7 and Figure 16 (e) through (h) show planform and side views of LEO blower
#4. These two schemes also involve blowing forward, but the location of the blowing tube was ouch futher
aft than blower #3. The origin of LEX blower #7 is at the LEO leading edge approximately 1/3 of the LEA
chord ahead of the LEX/wing junction. Comparing Figures 16 (d) and (a), the vortex burst point moved from
mid wing to near the LEO apex. Figure 16 (g) and (h) shows planform and hide views of LEO blower q4 with
a blowing origin in the center of the LEO span just forward of the LEX/wing junction. In these
photographs, the blowing is off. Figure 16 (k) and (1) shows the effect of blowing which is to move the
burst point toward the apex. The location of the LEO vortex burst poin. can be controlled somewhat by
varying the blowing rate. The tendency is for the vortex burst point to be stabilized at the location
corresponding to no blowing. It appears that there must be some threshold blowing rate before the burst
point changes, and then the burst point moves rapidly to a location just ahead of the blowing origin. It
is Possible that even though the burst point location does not change significantly with in relsing
blowing rate prior to some threshold, the vortex strength or influence on the wing lift may be mor li.,_
with changing blowing rates. Quantitative force measurements are needed to assess this.

In general, it was observed that to influence the vortex, one must introduce a disturbance sohewhere
between the midpoint on the LEO chord and the LEX/wing junction. It also appears to be more effective if
one can disturb the origin of the vorticity, the LEO leading edge where the shear layer is generated when
the flow separates, rather than to directly disturb the core. From a practical standpoint it woull be
easier to implement blowing at the surface than to blow into a core that might be located well away from
an available mounting surface.

5.4 Forebody Strakes/LEX Blowing

17 ilusLiaLes in pianform and side views Lioe eifect Cf bot a s4 'c :trake on the forebody ad

the effect of blowing on the right LEO. All the photos are at =2 1x
. 

Frames (a) and (b) show the model
without a strake and without blowing. Frames (c) and d) show the configuration with a single straKe
(Strake #I) on the right forebody. The right forebody vortex is above the body, and the left vortex is
pulled completely across the body ahead of the vertical tail. The effect on the rest of the flow fielc is
significant. The right LEO vortex burst poinL is moved from the mid-wing location to the wing trailing
edge and much further outboard. The left side LEO and wing vortices burst much further forward. The
aerodynamic result of deploying a single strake as shown here would be increased lift on the right wing,
decreased lift on the left wing and higher suction on the left forebody, resulting in yaw left and roll
left (left wing down). Comparing (c) and d) with (e) and (f). blowing on the right LEO causes the LEX
vortex burst point to move from the trailing edge of the wing to a point forward of the blowing prt. The
left forebody vortex is pulled even further across the body to the right. The left LEO vortex bursts
about the same place as before. In this case one would expect the lift on the right wing to decrease
producing a change in the rolling moment in the direction of right ring down.

Adding a strake to the left forebody shown in (g) and (h) produces forebody vortex symmetry once again and
the flow field is very similar to the case with no strake observed in (a) and (t). At this attitude, a
asymmetric strake on the nose is seen to have very significant effects on the ritire flov field. While
symmetric strakes appear to have very litt'e effect compared to the case with no strake, it is possible
that even though the flow is symmetric with and without symmetric strakes, the nose lift contributing to
the pitching moment may be different. Placement of the strakes can have a large influence on the
contribution of the nose to the overall lift and pitching moment

2
.

5.5 Forebody Strakes/Forebody Blowing

Figure 18 shows comparisons similar to Figure 17 except that the angle of attack is *f =40c
. 

Parts (a)
and (b) without strakes or blowing show a very slight forebody vortex asymmetry and large asymmetry in the
LEO vortex burst point. The right forebody vortex appears to be higher nffthe nose than the left one.
Adding a strake on the right side shown in Parts (c) and (d) (note this strake, Strake #2, is somewhat
shorter than the one shown at ,4=21* in Figure 17) forces the right-side vortex to be higher above the
body and results in a larger forebody vortex asymmetry. Although not shown here, the effect of the small
strake and the larger one shown in the previous figure at o( =2 1u are nearly identical. It is logical to
assume that the strakes could be made smaller yet and have nearly identical effects. Parts (e) and (f)
show the effect of blowing on the right forebody. The vortex asymmetry switches. that is. the left
forebody vortex is now higher off the body. The blowing location is at the second row of blowing ports at
0=1500 (see Figure 10).

- A



The sketch below

illustrates the relationship betaeen the blowing port and the primary and secondary vortices. It apsearec
that the mcst effective location to blow was between the reattachment 'mie of te primary vortex and tre
separation line for the secondar, vortex. Blowing at 0=135' between the separation line for the poma,
vortex and the reattacoment of the secondary vortex was not very effective in altering the asynmetr.c
vortex patterns. The most effective method of blowing to switch the oientation of the foreoody vortoces
was to 'low at P=150' on the side of the foreody where the primary vortex was farthest from the body. As
a result o

f 
the foreoody blowing an subsequent switching of foreboda vortices, the LEO vortices burSt

points are nearly opposite from the non-blowing case. This illustrates the interactive nature of t-6
forebody and LEn vortices since blowing or the nose affects more than ]just the noso vortices. Acoinoa
matching strake to the left. (g) and (h). apsears to make the forebody vortices symmetric acorn, arc .1e
LEX vortex burst points are asymmetric just as they we,-e for the case wrtr nc strakes. (a) ad SD

6. CONCLUSIONS

he basic Purpose of this efort was tc elo hetry 'easi lit, o+ marI'atvng the -,rtet Co. yeo tri
t

naturally develops around a tigoter aircra't - order to enhance its co-trollability. A genens fghte6-
aircraft model was tested in a water tunnel at and'es of attack from 0 to 60v. Se era mecha',,sms fon
,ortex control were examined or, a baseline comfigurat-on including smai' moif-catiors to the apex of tre
LEX. b)owing on the LEX, bloving on the o,-eboo,. av, t-',kes on the orebody. Toe results of cfon
experiments can be summarized as follows.

1) Modifiers to the LEA apex had very lttie ehiect on the LE orten cositso " burst D:rt.
2) Blowing on the LEA was ineffectual near the LEX ape, bt e,'i et' e forc', q te .L' ,Qcte,

bur st point to move forwat-d when appl ed aft of t e LEa ir rO".
3) Blowing at the LEA edge appeared to be mo, e effective r orog t'e vorte- to burst thar 1:o1'"g

in the LEX vortex core locatron.
4) Forebody blowing was effective in switching the forebody ortex asmmetry when applied at a raj al

position of 0=150" from the windward stagnation Ine ad perpediru'ar to the s.rface.
5) Sinie forebody strakes at wa150o were .e,, e'fective in prod~cig asymmetric forerody os-ies.

On the basis of the present experimental resolts and work by others. it ir be ronrioewo trat tne,e are a
number of methods that appear to be effect' ie for Vortex manipulation.

6.1 Foreeody

The introduction of strakes and/or local blowing at the proper location an the forebodY uas beer) oon
this investigation, as well as in others to be a powerful mechanism for altering te forebody ,orte,
structure. Since the forebody has a large input in determining the airviane pitching and ,a a
moments, even small changes in the resulting forces on the forebody through orten -otro an fe e,-v
effective. The efficiency of the flow modifier. whether it be a strake or a bPcw',g port o- h!l'g
nozzle, is very dependent on the longitucira and radial ocatron of tre flow iit.,oaOle

6 2 LEX/Wing

Modification of the vortices generated Dy the LEX, particular"a by influencing the orte, brst polnt owe,
the wings on each side independently, ran mawe a significant impact on the rol)ing mic"eit. A nuiter A
methods of influencing the LEX vortices =ere investigated. Minor mindifications to the _EX apem and
blowing on the LEX near the apex did not haue a large impact on the vortex surst location. it aopears
that to alter the vortex on a LEX which is dOs'gned for a strorg vortex with a turst point as tar aft as
possible requires a local disturbance on the LEX surface aft of the apem. Local o'owng aft of the -I
chord was shown to be very effective in forcing the natural ourst paint to moe feorwad Regulating tre
blowine rate and proper placement of the blowing jet appears to a.e merit as a control rechansmt
urther experiments will be required to assess the precision o

f 
control that can oe aoh'e~ed an2 the

sensitivity of the actual force inuts to the LEX/wing with angle of attack and sideslip.
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(b) 40* swept wing ~ (d) 60*swept wing

Fig. 4. Water tunnel model components
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1) Configuration W4QLj, OZ180

ii) Configuration W60L1 .o .( W1

Fig. 12a - Sample water tunnel photographs.



L. ORD VORTEX

. OREBODY VORTEX

L V BUSTFig. 12b- Sample photo of flow characterisjos

(a) Planform view, a( - 15* (c) PlanfOri view. a(- 25*

(b) L. side view, a< 15* (d) L. side view, 04- 25'

Fig. 13 -BasiC COnfiUration, 1d50LI
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(e) Planfore view, *C 35* (g) Planform view, y<= 40'

WI Planform view, a<- 45* (k) Planform view, s(=50

(J) L.. aide view, oC. 45* (1) L. side view,*(- 50*

Fig. 13 -concluded
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(a) NoModifier,2 planform view () Modifier #4., planform view

Mf Modifier #2, side view (h) Modifier #4I, side view

Fig. 14 - LEX modifiers (Left LEX only), d< - 12*
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LEX MODIFIER

(a) No modifier, planform view (c) Modifier i/1, pianform vie.

(b) No modifier, side view (d Modifier #l, side view

-- I

LEO MO ZHU0 4. '1E

(e) Modifier 02. planform view (g) w-difier 114, planfors ,"lew

9 z 0

I(I
LEOE MODIFIER

(f) Modifier #2, side view (hi Modifier #4 , side view

Fig. 15 - LEY modifiers (Left LEX only), oC- 21
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(a) No blowing planfo vie (c) Blower #3, planform view

/ .

(e) Blower #4, no blowing, planfan o iew () Blower #4. planform view

BI&GFORWARD

(f) Blower #4, no blowing, side view (h) Blower #4, side view

Fig. 16 - LX blowing effects (Right LEX only), -C- 21
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(a) No strakes, no LEX blowing. planform view (c) Stralce 91 on forebody. no LEX blowing,
planfori view

(b) No strakes, no LEX blowing, side view d Strake #1on forebodv, no L17X bl-ing,
side vies

(e) Strake O1 on forebodv, LEX biower #7, (g) St rakes #3 pair, I o LEX bo'ing.

planforn view planfori view

MI Strake #1 on forebody, LEX blower #7l, (h Strakes 113 (pair), no LFX blowing,
side view side view

Fig. 17 - Effects of fornbods strakes and LES blowing, oe



(a) iN strakes, no blowing, planform view (C) Straka #2 on forebody, no blowing,
planfori view

Vt-

Ib) No strakes, no blowing, side view 
2o oe~y oboig

(e) Strake #2, blowing, planfors view 9 tae 3(ai) lnomv~

RIGT SDE ORTX LOWING

CT) israie 2, bowin, sde vew(h) Strakas #3 (pair), side viw

Fig. 'a - Effects of forebody strakes and forebody blowing,.< 40,



OSCILLATING FLOW OVER BLUFF BODIES
IN A U-SHAPED WATER TUNNEL

by
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Department of Mechanical Engineering
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SUKARY

The studies described herein deal with sinusoidally oscillating separated and
unseparated flows over various types of bluff bodies. First, the characteristics of a
large U-shaped vertical water tunnel are described and then the numerical and
experimental results obtained with circular cylinders are presented. It is shown that
for two-dimensional, attached, and laminar-flow conditions the data are, as expected, in
good agreement with the Stokes [l]-Wang [2] analysis. The oscillatory viscous flow
becomes unstable to axially periodic Taylor-Gdrtler yrtices above a critical Keulegan-
Carpenter number K (K = UMT/D) for a given B ( B = D /uT). For larger values of K the
effects of separation and vortex shedding become increasingly important, eventually
leading to a very interesting half Karman vortex street in the transverse direction in
the range 8 < K < 13. The discrete vortex model of the separated oscillating flow is
shown to provide a reasonably satisfactory explanation of the transverse vortex street.
Finally, an attempt is made, through the use of an idealized vortex model, to explain
the observed flow modes and the cycle-to-cycle variations in forces and pressures in
terms of their sensitivity to small stochastic variations in the position of the
vortices.

1. INTRODUCTION

The problem of separated flow about a bluff body remains theoretically unresolved
even for a unidirectional steady flow where the vortices interact with each other and
with the counter-sign vorticity generated at the base of the body. Fage and Johansen's
pioneering work [31, Gerrard's [41 vortex formation model, and Roshko's [51 numerous
contributions, followed by a large number of important papers, have provided extremely
useful insights into the mechanism of vortex shedding. It became clear that a two-
dimensional body does not give rise to a two-dimensional wake and only a fraction [about
60% for a circular cylinder) of the original circulation survives the vortex formation.

Many flows of practical interest are unsteady, i.e., the characteristics of the
ambient flow are time-dependent. In the past 20 years or so a large number of
theoretical and experimental studies have been carried out. These dealt primarily with
unseparated laminar flows, the early stages of impulsively started flow over plates and
cylinders (numerical and experimental studies), and oscillating flows with zero or non-
zero mean (on an infinite flat plate and over a cylinder with streaming flow, all under
laminar flow conditions) for the purpose of studying the effects of flow unsteadiness on
the transition mechanism and turbulence development (see e.g. [6]). Very little has
been attempted either theoretically or experimentally to analyze the wake-boundary-layer
interaction in time-dependent flows. Most of the numerical studies based on the use of
the Navier-Stokes equations and some suitable spatial and temporal differencing schemes
are limited, out of necessity, to low Reynolds number flows about cylinders and
airfoils. The subject of separated time-dependent flow at large Reynolds numbers is
lesser developed but of greater practical importance (particularly to marine related
topics) relative to other classical component disciplines of fluid mechanics.

A number of unsteady flow machines and their use in the investigation of unsteady
turbulent boundary layers have been reviewed and documented by Carr [71. These included
flat plate, diffuser, pipe, airfoil, and cascade flows. The results have shown that (i)
the time-averaged mean velocity profile is almost always the same as the velocity
profile that would occur in a steady flow having an equivalent mean external flow
velocity; (ii) the turbulent structure in the oscillating flow is not changed from the
equivalent steady-state counterpart; and (iii) the unsteady effects are often confined
to a thin layer near the wall, while the outer region of the boundary layer is not
strongly affected.

The numerical solution of unsteady incompressible Navfer-Stokes equations in their
vorticity-stream-function formulation has been investigated by numerous researchers
through the use of various finite-difference techniques. These studies concern mostly
the separated flow about circular cylinder and prisms at relatively low Reynolds numbers
(see e.g., Davis & Moore [8]). In an attempt to obtain solutions at higher Reynolds
numbers and to provide a more natural and efficient description of the vortices,
various versions of the discrete vortex model have been used. These models :Iffer from
each other in their treatment of the representation of the body, boundary layer, viscous
diffusion, separation points, generation of counter-sign vorticity, etc. (see e.g.,
Chorin [9], Sarpkaya & Shoaff [10], Sarpkaya & Ihrig [11)). Two other methods, namely,
the finite element and spectral methods have also received increasing attention.
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It appears that the existing numerical methods cannot yet treat the hilh Reynolds
number flows with sufficient accuracy for a number of reasons. The finite difference
schemes require a very fine grid, a turbulence model, and a very large computer memory.
The grid-free vortex methods suffer from a number of shortcomings (no discernable
Reynolds number dependence, need to introduce circulation reduction, difficulties
associated with the treatment of laminar or turbulent boundary layers and separation
points, etc.). It seems that the modelling of the turbulent stresses in the wake,
particularly in time-dependent flows, will be the major source of difficulty in all
future calculations. As the methods of calculation are refined, one will need detailed
data for quantitative comparison since the qualitative agreements between the calculated
results and flow visualizations will not suffice. However, measurements of turbulent
quantities in separated unsteady flows present numerous difficulties and there is
clearly a requirement for redundant measurements through the use of suitable intrusive
and non-intrusive instrumentation.

The separated unsteady flow situations involving wake return, as in the case of a
sinusoidally oscillating flow about a cylinder, are an order of magnitude more complex
and there has not yet been a satisfactory application of either the finite-difference
methods or the discrete vortex models to their analysis.

In steady flow the position of the separation points is nearly stationary, except
for small excursions of about +3 degrees (on a circular cylinder). Furthermore, the
interference between the vortices and the body is confined mostly to the vortex
formation region.

For oscillating flows the net effect of the shed vortices is twofold. Firstly,
their return to the body dramatically affects the boundary layer, outer flow, pressure
distribution, and the generation and survival rate of the new vorticity. Secondly, they
not only give rise to additional separation points (during the early stages of the flow
reversal) but also strongly affect the motion of the primary separation points. These
effects are further compounded by the diffusion and decay of vortices and by the three-
dimensional nature of the flow (all of which give rise to cycle-to-cycle variations,
numerous flow modes, etc.). The stronger and better correlated the returning vortices,
the sharper and more pronounced the changes are in the pressure distribution on the body
and in the integrated quantities such as lift, drag, and inertia coefficients.
Nevertheless, the increased correlation does not entirely eliminate the consequences of
the stochastic variations in the motion of vortices.

In periodic flow, the mobile separation points (when they are not fixed by sharp
edges), undergo large excursions (as much as 120 degrees during a given cycle of
oscillating flow over a circular cylinder). This experimental fact renders the
treatment of boundary layers on bluff-bodies subjected to periodic wake return extremely
difficult, particularly when the state of the boundary layer changes during a given
cycle. Furthermore, the classical criterion of separation for steady flow, i.e., the
vanishing of skin friction on the body, is no longer valid for unsteady flow. According
to the MRS criterion (Moore [12), Rott [13), and Sears 1141), it is the simultaneous
vanishing of the shear and the velocity at a point within the boundary layer that
determines the separation point. Furthermore, the time rate of change of circulation is
no longer given by 3r/3t = 0.SU5U as in steady flow, where U is the outer flow
velocity at separation, but by (0.5U - UUs ) where Us is the speed of the separation
point.

It is clear from the foregoing that there is little hope of devising a satisfactory
theoretical model before something is understood of the unsteady processes associated
with the formation and reversal of the wake, spanwise coherence, the sensitive
dependence of the motion of vortices on small changes in the previous conditions, nature
of transition in oscillating flow about smooth and rough cylinders, etc.

The practical needs, coupled with the complexity of the problem, led to the
proposal of an empirical equation, known as the MOJS equation (Morison, O'Brien,
Johnson, & Schaff [15]) to predict the time-dependent in-line foLce acting on a vertical
cylinder immersed in waves and other unsteady flows. Its justification is strictly
pragmatic and rests with experimental confirmation. The MOJS equation has been examined
in great detail and its limitations have been pointed out numerous times during the past
ten years (see e.g., Keulegan & Carpenter [16), Sarpkaya 117, 18), Sarpkaya & Isaacson
[19]).

Prior to 1975, the only data obtained under controlled laboratory conditions were
those of Keulegan and Carpenter 116) with smooth cylinders and plates normal to the
flow. In 1976, Sarpkaya [17) presented the results of a comprehensive study of the
hydrodynamic forces on both smooth and rough cylinders in a sinusoidall oscillating
planar flow in a U-shaped water tunnel and introduced the parameter B = D /T into the
analysis of separated time-dependent flows. Since 1976, a number of laboratory and
ocean experiments have been carried out (for a detailed discussion of these see Sarpkaya
& Isaacson [19]).

2* U-SHAPm0 VERTICAL MATER TUNNEL

The tunnel (the largest of its kind in the world) consists of thirteen modules.
Each module is made of 3/8 inch (10 mm) aluminum plates which are reinforced with 1/2
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in. x 4 in. x 22 in. (1.3 cm x 10 cm x 56 cm) aluminum flanges welded to the plates.
The modules were assembled using an air drying silicon-rubber seal between the module
frames. The flanges were held together with one inch steel bolts spaced six inches (15
cm) apart. The interior of each module was precision machined so that the largest
misalignment was approximately 0.04 in. (1 mm). A sketch of the tunnel interior is
shown in Fig. 1. The inside cross-section of the two risers is 6 ft x 3 ft. (1.83 m x
0.91 m) and that of the horizontal section is 4.67 ft x 3 ft. (1.42 m x 0.91 m). The
size of these areas is dictated by such conditions as the available ceiling height,
pressures to be encountered, amplitude and period of the oscillations, desired range of
Reynolds and Keulegan-Carpenter numbers, boundary layer thickness on the walls, etc.
The length of the horizontal test section was made twice as large as the maximum
amplitude to ensure fully developed uniform flow at the test section. The corners of
the tunnel are carefully streamlined to prevent flow separation.

The ancillary equipment for the tunnel consists of plumbing for filling and
draining the tunnel with hot and cold water (500 to 160VF) (10" to 71

0
C), a heat

exchanger and an air supply system (see Fig. 2). A three horsepower motor drives a
centrifugal fan and supplies air to the tunnel. The air from the fan passes through an
air control box and into a duct. The control box has two gate valves, one at the box
entrance and one on top of the box. The entrance valve is raised and lowered vertically
by a threaded rod attached to a manually operated gear and allows for a fine adjustment
of the air flow. The top valve is opened and closed by sliding the hatch horizontally
and provides a coarse adjustment of the air flow. The air then flows through the
vertical duct to the three-way valve. The control valve permits the air to flow into
the tunnel at prescribed time intervals. Figure 3 shows the details of the three-way
control valve. The valve body is a drum which is two feet (61 cm) in diameter and four
feet long (122 cm). Four openings were cut into the drum as shown in Fig. 3. The vane
inside the drum is used to direct the motion of the air to-and-from the tunnel. The
vane rocks about a mean position by means of a connecting rod through a sprocket wheel
and chain mechanism (see Fig. 3). The chain is driven by a variable speed motor and
gear. The speed of the motor is controlled by an electronic feed-back control system.
It increases or decreases the speed of the motor so as to maintain the period of
oscillation within + 0.001 second about the natural period of the fluid in the tunnel.
T insure smooth and uniform rotation of the system, one flywheel is attached to the
drive shaft of the connecting rod and another flywheel to the motor drive shaft. Air
flows from the duct into the entrance port (marked A in Fig. 3) and is directed by the
vane into the tunnel (port B) or to the atmosphere (port D). The vane and the plastic
flap also provide a smooth flow path for the air escaping from the tunnel (port C) when
the supply air is vented to the atmosphere.

To oscillate the fluid in the tunnel, the three-way control-valve motor is
activated and the centrifugal fan is turned on. The vane rocks back and forth (at a
period of T = 5.3512 + 0.0010 seconds, where 5.3512 seconds is the natural period of the
tunnel for the amount of water admitted into the tunnel), supplying air to the tunnel
and then exhausting it to the atmosphere. The amplitude is controlled by the amount of
air supplied to the tunnel by opening or closing the gate valves on the control box.
The amplitude, once set, remains constant as long as desired with a maximum variation of
less than 0.2% per setting over at least 1000 cycles of oscillation. The small
variation is primarily due to the voltage fluctuations at the generating plant.

2.1 Force Measurements

Depending on the type of bluff body tested (circular cylinders, prisms, spheres,
cables, submarine-like bodies of revolution, etc.), one or two force transducers (shear
gages) are used to measure the instantaneous force. The force transducers can measure
both the in-line and transverse forces. One typical gage has a 50 pound (212 N)
capacity with an overload capacity of 200 percent. With a 50 pound load, the gage
deflection is about 0.01 inches.

The bellows which protects the strain gages is water-proofed by filling it with
liquid silicon without bringing the liquid rubber into contact with air during the
filling operation. Then the ends of the bellows are sealed air tight with clamps. The
silicon rubber remains in its liquid form and protects the gages when they are subjected
to approximately 20 feet (6 m) of water pressure at temperatures ranging from 500 to
1600 F (100 to 71

0
C) (for additional details see (18)).

2.2 Acceleration, Elevation, and Velocity Meamurements

During the past ten years, various methods have been used to determine the
characteristics of the ambient flow at the test section. These consisted of (i) the
visual observation and recording of the maximum and minimum water livels in both legs of
the tunnel; (ii) the use of calibrated platinum capacitance wires in both legs of the
tunnel; (iii) the measurement of the instantaneous acceleration by means of a
differential-pressure transducer (see [17) for additional details) connected to two
pressure taps on the legs of the tunnel; (iv) the measurement of the path of neutrally
buoyant particles through the use of motion pictures; (v) measurement of the path of a
few particles falling in the Stokes regime, again through the use of motion pictures;
and (vi) the measurement of the velocity in the test section through the use of an LDV
system at selected amplitudes of flow oscillation. These methods yielded the ambient
flow acceleration, velocity, and displacement with an error less than 1%. The signals
generated by the transducers were entirely free from noise and were never filtered.
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2.3 Data Acquisition System

The actual electronic circuitry varied from one expeziment to another depending
upon the type of bluff body tested and the type of conditions to which the body is
subjected. The following circuits are described for a typical circular cylinder
experiment.

The outputs of the two force transducers are amplified by carrier and low-gain
amplifiers and then sent to a multichannel recorder for simultaneous analog recording
and to a computer system via an A/D converter for analysis and magnetic recording of the
digitized data. The signal sampling rate was chosen to be 720 samples per cycle per
channel (i.e., about 135 samples/second/channel or a sample for every 0.5 degrees). The
data were recorded for 50 cycles of flow oscillation for each specific experiment and
stored on floppy disks and analyzed partly during the experiments (for a quick look) and
partly after the experiments (for more detailed analysis of the data).

2.4 Circular Cylinders

Each cylinder was made of three pieces: two fixed dummy ends and one active central
piece with L/D = 2. A spacing of approximately 1/32 in. (0.8 mm) was maintained between
the active and dummy pieces. The active segment was mounted concentrically on a
supporting cylinder whose ends were in turn connected to two force transducers. The
ends of the active cylinder were sealed so that the space between the supporting
cylinder and the active segment was kept unflooded. The cylinders were first mirror
polished and maintained clean during the smooth cylinder experiments. The cylinder
surface was wiped clean at the end of each day in order to prevent the development of
water marks on the surface. Subsequently, all three parts of a given cylinder were
covered with sieved sand (using an epoxy resin [17, 18]) so as to obtain the desired
relative surface roughness.

3. DISCUSSION OF RECENT INVESTIGATIONS

During the past ten years, the oscillating flow facility has been used to
investigate the in-line and transverse forces on smooth and rough cylinders at high
Reynolds numbers [17-20], the hydroelastic oscillations of elastically-mounted cylinders
in harmonic flow [21], the flow about Bilge keels [22], oscillating flow about various
rectangular prisms [23], and the behavior of oscillatory turbulent boundary layers. In
this paper only the most recent investigations are described briefly.

3.1 Taylor-Gdrtler-Hall-Sonji Instability

Stokes [1] was the first to show that the force acting on a cylinder or sphere
oscillating sinusoidally in a viscous fluid is dependent on both K and Re for B = Re/K).
In the case of a fixed circular cylinder in a sinusoidally oscillating flow Stokes force
may be expressed in terms of the MOJS equation [15] given by,

F(t) = (l/2)CdPDIU(t)I U(t) + (I/4)CmpWD
2
dU(t)/dt (1)

where3 Cd = (31r3/2K)[(x,) -
l/2 +(yr)- I 

+ O(ra)-3/2 ]  
(2)

and Cm = 2 + 4(w) -
1/2 + O(T) - 3 /

2  

(3)

in which C and C represent the Fourier-averaged drag and inertia coefficients.
Equations [2) and m(B are valid only for large values of B. Wang [2] extended this
analysis to O[(w0)'' ] using the method of inner and outer expansions. His solution,
valid for K << 1, Re.K << 1, and >> 1, may be reduced to

Cd = (37r
3

/2K) [(i)-1/2 +(#)-I (1/4) (,)
-3
/
2
] (4)

and

Cm = 2 + 4(rB)-/2 + (w)
- 3

/
2  

(5)

The expressions (2) and (3) differ from (4) and (5) only in the last terms. Stokes and
Wang's solutions yield virtually identical results in the range of their validity, i.e.,
for large 0.

Relatively few experiments have been carried out with sinusoidally oscillating
cylinders at low Keulegan-Carpenter numbers. Honji [241 oscillated a circular cylinder
in water at rest in the range 70 < B < 700 and 0 < K < 4, and investigated the stability
of the flow. He has delineated three regions in the (K,#)-plane: a region
(corresponding to relatively small K) in which no streaks formed because the flow
remained attached, stable and two-dimensional; a second region in which the flow became
unstable to axially periodic vortices; and a third region in which no clear streaks
formed because the flow became turbulent.
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Figure 4 is a sample picture of the streaked flow along a cylinder (obtained in the
present investigation through the use of electrolytic precipitation from a thin strip of
solder placed along the cylinder). The streaks are nearly equally spaced along the
cylinder (about 0.6-0.7 D). The vortex sheets forming on the cylinder on each side of
the streak wrap up into a pair of vortices of opposite sign, giving the streak a
mushroom-shaped cross-section. The roll-up of the vortex sheets is known to be
accompanied by Helmholtz instability which produces turbulence. It was not possible to
observe Helmholtz instability in the present tests owing to a number of difficulties
associated with the small size of the streaks.

Hall [251 carried out a stability analysis of the oscillating flow, valid only in
the limit B-o-00 and K --o0, and showed that 'oscillatory viscous flows interacting with
rigid boundaries of convex curvature can become unstable to Taylor-Gartler vortices'.

Hall's critical Keulegan-Carpenter number may be written as

Kcr = Recr/B = 5.7780-1/4(l + 0.2056
- 1

/4 + ... ) (6)

according to which the critical Reynolds number Recr increases with increasing 0 (e.g.,
Recr= 6433, Kcr = 0.57 for B = 11,240).

Recently, Sarpkaya [18, 26] presented data (see Figs. 5-7) for a number of smooth
and rough cylinders over a large range of 3 and has shown that (i) the theoretical
values of the inertia coefficient agree quite well with those obtained experimentally
for K smaller than that corresponding to the inception of boundary-layer transition;
(ii) the drag coefficient predicted by the Stokes-Wang analysis agrees well with that
obtained experimentally for K < Kcr at which the flow becomes unstable (Taylor-Gbrtler-
Hall-Honji instability) (see Fig. 5); (iii) the critical regime is followed either by
separation and transition or by transition and delayed separation. In either case,
separation and minimum drag occur almost simultaneously; (iv) roughness precipitates
instability and transition to turbulence in the boundary layers. Its net effect is to
increase Cd, relative to the Stokes-Wang prediction, and to delay separation (see Fig.
6). These findings have established a connection between the Stokes-Wang analysis,
Honji's observations, and Hall's stability analysis.

Figure 7 shows the dependence of the inception of the TGHH instability and the
onset of separation and turbulence on K and 8. According to this figure, Kcr = 1.06,
Recr = 1097, K, = 1.5, and Kt = 1.7 for 0 = 1035. In Fig. 5, C deviates from the
Stokes-Wang preiction between Kcr = 0.7 and 0.8 (Recr = 725 and 8A). The minimum Cd
in Fig. 5 is seen to occur at K = 1.6. Thus, it appears that the minimum drag occurs
shortly after separation and when the boundary layer becomes turbulent. Figure 6 shows
representative data obtained with a rough cylinder (k/D = 0.01) for 0 = 1800. According
to Fig. 7, the instability should begin at Kr = 0.4 (probably at a smaller K on the
basis of Fig. 5), a value which was unaftainable in the present experiments.
Apparently, the boundary layer has become unstable by the time K reached a value of
about 0.45 (lowest K in Fig. 6). Subsequently, Cd decreases rapidly, while remaining on
a line nearly parallel to the Stokes-Wang line, and reached its minimum value at K =
2.4. In summary, the transition at K = 1 1 is followed by separation at K = 1.9 (Re =
3,400) and minimum drag at K = 2. . The delay in separation is attrlbuted to the
earlier transition in the boundary layer.

It is evident from the foregoing that the sinusoidally-oscillating planar flow
becomes unstable to axially periodic vortices at a critical value of the Keulegan-
Carpenter number for a given 0 and k/D (relative roughness). The effect of roughness is
to precipitate instability and transition. For smooth cylinders and for a smaller than
about 2,600, separation precedes transition to turbulence in the boundary layers. In
this case, the minimum drag and transition occur at about the same K. When the
transition precedes separation, then the separation is delayed to a higher K-value. In
this case too the minimum drag nearly corresponds to the occurrence of separation, Ksbeing slightly smaller than Knd (K for minimum drag).

3.2 Transverse Vortex Street in oscillating Flow

Figures 5 and 6 show that for K > K d the drag coefficient increases gradually as
the effects of flow separation and vortex shedding become increasingly important.
Extensive flow visualization experiments have shown that a half Karman vortex street
develops in the transverse direction in the range 8 < K < 13. Figures 8a through 8h
show a sequence of eight photographs of the vortex motion resulting from the sinusoidal
oscillation of a cylinder in a fluid otherwise at rest. Clearly, the vortex street is
transverse to the direction of motion of the cylinder. There is no preferred transverse
direction and the vortex street in Fig. 8 could have oc..urred to the right of the
cylinder, with equal probability, depending on the initial conditions. However, once
the street is formed, it is very stable and stays in that direction for an indefinite
period of time (Bearman 127], Sarpkaya [28], and Williamson [29]).

The reason for the occurrence of the transverse vortex street in the said range of
K values (corresponding to the amplitude-to-diameter ratios of A/D - 1.27 to 2) is, as
expected, the formation of two asymmetric vortices during a given half cycle and the
effect of the returning vortices on the formation of the new vortices. This is

b . _ 
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illustrated through the use of the discrete vortex model in Figs. 9a through 9f (the
details of the numerical model will not be described here for sake of brevity. A
detailed description of the discrete vortex model may be found in [10, 111).

Figure 9a shows the flow towards the right, as it decelerates, (see the magnitude
and the direction of the arrow at the center of the circle) and the vortex pattern which
has evolved during the previous cycles of flow oscillation. As the flow reverses (see
Figs. 9b-9d), the large vortex at the upper right-hand side of the cylinder gives rise
to earlier separation and establishes, by its sense of rotation, a preferred position
for the next dominant vortex (Figs. 9e and 9f). As the flow reverses once again, the
counter-clockwise rotating vortex to the left of the cylinder in Fig. 9f, begins to move
towards the cylinder, as in Fig. 9a, and the events of the previous half-cycle repeat,
giving rise to the transverse vortex street. The creation, shedding and backward
convection of the dominant vortex in this flow situation, where there are only a few
vortices, strongly affect the pressure distribution about the cylinder. This is one of
the most important reasons as to why the MOJS equation [Eq. (1)) fails to represent the
in-line force acting on the cylinder with reasonable accuracy. Additionally, the growth
and shedding of the dominant vortices from the same side of the cylinder gives rise to a
net transverse force on the cylinder. Finally, the side from which the dominant vortex
sheds may become switched either by the action of random disturbances in the flow or by
stopping and restarting the tunnel.

At larger K values (15 < K < 25) (see Fig. 10), the stronger of the two vortices
formed during the previous half cycle (I) is shed and convected away as the flow
reverses. It forms a couple with the new vortex generated downstream (III) and together
they leave the immediate wake region. This allows the next dominant vortex (IV) to form
on the lower (opposite) side of the cylinder (Fig. 10c) since it continues to grow
following the premature shedding of vortex III. Vortex V grows only slightly prior to
the next flow reversal. As the flow reverses (Fig. 10d), vortex IV is convected to the
left and forms a new pair with vortex VII. These two vortices are then swept away in a
manner similar to the convection of vortices I and III. This pattern repeats each half
cycle.

The rapid motion of the vortex pairs, therefore, occurs on opposite sides of the
flow and cylinder, i.e., vortices I and III move up and towards the right side while
vortices IV and VII move down and towards the left (at roughly 450 to the direction of
the ambient fluid motion). Thus, the location from which the stronger of the vortices
sheds alternates between the top and bottom of the cylinder. In this range of Keulegan-
Carpenter numbers, then, the generation of asymmetric vortices and the convection of the
dominant vortex over the cylinder (once from the top and once from the bottom) gives
rise to a cyclic transverse force. This cyclic lift force, however, has zero mean
value. The direction of the vortex trails could be switched by stopping and restarting
the tunnel. Occasionally, the trails were observed to switch while the flow was
oscillating with a constant amplitude.

For larger Keulegan-Carpenter numbers (K > 25), additional vortices form during a
half cycle and an array of vortices more closely resembling a Karman vortex street is
found on each side of the cylinder. The flow visualization .nd the discrete vortex
analysis have shown that some of the vortices are destroyed by mixing with others of
oppositely-signed vorticity as the flow reverses each half cycle. However, this process
is not perfectly repeatable, i.e., the effects of the small changes in the strengths and
positions of the vortices are sometimes so amplified by their mutual interactions that
any finite-precision information about a particular instant provides no finite-precision
information about the state of the flow at later times. In other words, sinusoidally
oscillating flow about bluff bodies exhibits both a periodic and a stochastic behavior.
Consequently, the quantification of the resulting in-line force as a linear sum of a
velocity-square-dependent drag force and an acceleration-dependent inertial force [Eq.
()] is at best a convenient engineering approximation with no obvious better
alternatives.

3.3 Sensitivity to Slight Variations in Vortex Position

The study of the chaotic advection of particles through the use of highly idealized
models has been the subject of numerous investigations. The model arises naturally from
recent work on systems of a few point vortices, in particular the so-called restricted
four-vortex problem [30-31] in which the advection of a single passive marker particle
by three identical vortices is studied. The model described herein distils from these
earlier investigations and considers the motion of a single vortex (and its image) in a
sinusoidally oscillating flow about a circular cylinder.

A vortex of strength r/(wU D) - 0.5 is placed at (0.y) at t = 0 in the flow,
oscillating with an ambient velocffy U = Umsinwt, about a cylinder of diameter D. The
Keulegan-Carpenter number is chosen to be K = 10. Then the path of the vortex, the lift
and drag coefficients CL and Cd, the magnitude Q as well as the x- and y-components of
the advection velocity (u,v) of the vortex are calculated through the use of a 5th-
order-accurate numerical scheme for various initial values of y. Figures 11-13 show
that the results are dramatically dependent on the initial conditions. For y - 1.5054
(Fig. 11) there are cycle-to-cycle variations in the calculated quantities. However,
the vortex path does not come too close to the cylinder and the calculated quantities
(e.g., the lift and drag coefficients) do not exhibit a chaotic behavior within 13
cycles of calculations. When y is decreased by 0.0001 (y - 1.5053 in Fig. 12), the

|A
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vortex is 'captured' by the cylinder at the 9th cycle, giving rise to dramatic changes
in all the computed quantities. In order to show that the observed behavior of the
vortex is not a smooth function of y, the results shown in Fig. 13 were calculated using
an intermediate value of y = 1.50535. Clearly, the path of the vortex and hence the
behavior of all the other characteristics of unsteady flow about the cylinder depend
critically on the initial conditions of the vortex. This highly idealized model
suffices to show that any finite-precision information about the initial characteristics
of a vortex (or of larger number of vortices) provides no finite-precision information
about the characteristics of the flow at later times and that the lack of spanwise
coherence of vortices is not the sole cause of cycle-to-cycle variations in the measured
quantities. The motion of a larger number of vortices is expected to lead to similar
conclusions. The extent to which the sensitivity of the flow to the conditions
prevailing in the previous cycles is damped by finite core effects and viscosity is an
important issue which cannot be dealt with through the use of idealized models.

4. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The characteristics of sinusoidally oscillating separated and unseparated flows
about a circular cylinder are discussed in as much detail as possible. It is shown that
a large U-shaped vertical water tunnel is ideally suited for such an investigation. The
oscillatory viscous flow becomes unstable to axially periodic Taylor-Gartler vortices
above a critical Keulegan-Carpenter number K for a given frequency parameter a. For
larger values of K the effects of separation and vortex shedding become increasingly
important, eventually leading to a very interesting half Karman vortex street in the
transverse direction. The discrete vortex model of the separated oscillating flow is
shown to provide a reasonably satisfactory explanation of the transverse vortex street.
Calculations based on an idealized vortex model suggest that the sensitivity of the
characteristics of the flow to random disturbances superimposed on the motion of
vortices at an earlier time (history effects) is the main flow feature responsible for
the observed cycle-to-cycle variations.

Though much has been done towards the understanding of the behavior of time-
dependent flow about bluff bodies, it will be necessary in the future to extend the
geometrical shapes and parameters considered, to use ambient flows with more general
time-dependence, and to devise sound theoretical models by including the effect of
viscosity, so that the consequences of unsteadiness in flow in aerodynamics as well as
in other branches of engineering can be better understood.
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SUMMART

This paper describes some of the hydrodynamic facilities of the National Research Council in
Ottawa and St. John's, Newfoundland. The NAE water tunnel, in particular, contributed to the
understanding of the aerodynamics of various VSTOL concepts, and complex flows containing strong
elements of vortioity and unsteadiness.

Several projects are described in which fundamental flow observations were made, and from
which data was obtained in support of theoretical investigations.

The past and future potential of several water facilities of the NRC for pursuing
aeronautical and marine research are described.

List of Symbols

b Fuselage width 0 Suction Quantity Cfs

CL Lift coefficient u Induced velocity normal to flight

CT Thrust coefficient I Local fluid velocity

Cx  Drag or wind axis coefficient V Tunnel velocity
2Q

CQ Suction coefficient, VS a Angle of attack

D Propeller diameter I Body length
V

J Advance Ratio, VU r Airfoil circulation

(s) Refers to stable flow on Zap Flap

1.0 INTRODUCTION

In the field of fundamental and applied fluid dynamics, particularly as related to the
optimization of aerodynamic design, the techniques of flow visualization have proved useful in
analysing complex flows of both a steady and unsteady nature. Flow visualization, with the use of
indicators wool tufts, smoke and the like have been standard in conventional wind tunnel testing for
many years. For research, howevery or in the discovery of new flow phenomena, the use of small scale
models in water have proved invaluable aids to the imagination and to the solving of difficult floa
problems. Water tunnel facilitiesp usually in the form of a water channel or water tunnel have played
an important part in aerodynamic and hydrodynamic research and design, from the earliest work on the
subject.

The flow visualization water tunnel at the NAE provides one experimental solution to the
problem of analysing complex aerodynamic flows. By the use of flow indicators such as suspended
aluminum particles, fluorescent dye or hydrogen bubbles, it has been possible to visualize various
classical types of flow resulting from lifting systems, vortices, jets and other, more unusual flow
configurations.

The history and early use of this water tunnel is somewhat unclear, however it was designed
and built at Goettingen Germany, and used throughout World War II as a research facility in the
services of the German aircraft industry. After the war it was procured by the National Research
Council and has found a permanent place in the Low Speed Aerodynamics L-boratory. In this capacity, it
has been used to provide a spur to the intuition and imagination of aeronautical research, and has
contributed in some way to most of the major Canadian aeronautical projects, and also to many non-
aeronautical problem areas.

Without flow visualization, it is sometimes hard to believe that the theoretical classical
flows can actually exist in practice. One such example is shown in figure 1, the so-called "Tobboggan"
airfoil.

Here we have an unlikely-looking airfoil shape, which by means of suction, is able to contain
a stable recirculating region whose upper boundary conforms to a thick airfoil shape. The flow was not
only steady, but on the basis of the extreme streamline curvature evident in the photograph, was
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producing considerable lift. Stable flow turning of 90 degrees has also been achieved. These types
of flow are theoretically possible, however in the absence of direct observation, as the second photo
shows, are somewhat unbelievable.

Fig. I "Tobboggan" Airfoil with suction

This paper will describe several areas of Aeronautical research in which the NAE water tunnel
has played an important role in the development of aerodynamic design and in the understanding of flows
which may characterize unusual configurations. In some cases, data were obtained from an analysis of
the flow visualization patterns, and from the measurment of forces on the model. Theoretical
comparisons in some cases provided excellent agreement with observation.

The utility of the NAE water tunnel will be continued and enhanced by modernization and
possibly replacement, since it is now more than 40 years old. In addition, however, the National
Research Council has other hydrodynamic facilities located at the Institute for Marine Dynamics at St.
John's Newfoundland. These facilities, although used mainly for marine application, are, nevertheless
appropriate and availabile for certain types of aeronautical research; (e.g. propellers, fuselage
forms). The facilities of this institute, and some aerodynamic projects will be described in the final
section of this paper.

2.0 DESCRIPTION OF THE RAE WATER TUNNEL

The water tunnel resembles a conventional closed circuit wind tunnel. It is constructed of
mild steel sheeting and contains 350 gallons of water. The working section component spans the gap
between the 4 to 1 contraction and the return leg duct. The working sections dimensions are - width 10
inches, height 13 inches, length 32 inches. Glass plates form the front and the bottom sides, while
the back wall contains a 10.25 inch diameter turntable, with a retaining ring, calibrated in derves.
Removable plates close the working section on top, thus preventing the surface disturbances from
reaching the model. Figure 2 gives the general view of the facility with its ancillary equipment and
control panel.

Water is circulated by a 15 inch diameter, four-bladed, propeller, situated in the return leg
of the tunnel and driven by a 6.35 hp, 240v dc motor. Water velocities in the working.section are
infinitely variable from 0.2 feet per second to 1U feet per second, and accurately governed by means of
a Ward Leonard motor speed control. These velocities correspond to a range of Reynolds numbers 5>er
foot of 1.3 x 10' to 6.5 x 101 at water temperature of 20CC. The light source, located below tke
working section volume consists of a 1200 watt high pressure quartz mercury vapour lamp. The light Ys
emitted from within a moveable aluminum housing and is projected upwards through a lens in the form of
a thin slit of illumination. This allows both longitudinal and cross flow planes of flow to be viewed.
The alternating current electrical source results in a flashing illumination which leaves a row of dots
or dashes when 'ecorded on a photographic plate.

In most cases the models are mounted internally on the turntable, with the angle of attack
adjusted from the outside. A sting attachment also mounted on the central turntable offers alternative
support. For dynamic experiments this sting arrangement can be oscillated in pitch.

3.0 AERODYNAUIC INVESTIGATIONS
3.1 Circulation control for airfoils - the flapped airfoil

Early studies of the propeller-wing configuration for Vertical and Short Take Off
performance, indicated that large chord multi-unit flaps were necessary in order to achieve appreciable
slipstream deflection. The prevailing technology for these flaps were thought to be structurally
difficult and mechanically complicated, and the use of a more simple flap form with suction or boundary
layer control seemed an attractive alternative. One such simple configuration is the "Zap Flap", a
trailing edge device which extends the effective chord of the wing as it deflects.

With sufficient suction in the "knee" of the flap at large deflection angles, it was thought
possible to turn the oncoming flow, and to keep it attached on the reentrant surface. The success of
the flow turning experiment of figure 1 seems to confirm this.
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A model configuration conforming to the Zap Flap design was tested in the NAE water tunnel,
and is shown in figure 3. The basic airfoil was an NACA 0012, with a 60% chord flap which extended
rearwards as it deflected. The model chord and span were 7.00 and 2.00 inches respectively. End
plates were provided. Circulation control was achieved by suction; the suction pipe was positioned in
the acute angle between the airfoil and the flap.

l o'

Fig. 3 NACA 0012 Airfoil with 60% Zap Flap

The separated region associated with normal operation of a Zap Flap without suction is shown

in figure 4a at an angle of attack of 0 deg. and a flap angle of 30 deg. Figure 4b shows the effect of

suction on the same configuration at an angle of attack of 10 degrees. A flow stagnation point now
exists on the flap's upper surface. Its position depends on tunnel flow velocity, which for the
constant suction flow of this experiment, also determined suction coefficient CQ. Unsuccessful

attempts were made to position the stagnation point at the flap trailing edge. The resulting flow was

not stable, and in tise the stagnation point left the trailing edge, accompanied by considerable
turbulence. Accordingly it was decided to investigate the effect of model incidence and flap setting

with the flow stagnation point located as close as possible to the flap trailing edge, commensurate

with flow stability.

In all cases of successful flow deflection and stable reattachment on the flap, the
streamline characteristics exhibited two main features. 1) The oncoming, off-body streamline flow is

deflected significantly by the lifting system and passes down stream. 2) The flow ingested by suction

is separated from the main flow by dividing streamlines, and is always accompanied by a standing vortex
in the flap cavity. This vortex is positioned just aft of the suction pipe, and is the main mechanism
for turning the flow (Figure 4b).

FLOW INGESTED

BY SUCTION .

Some extreme levels of stable flow deflection were achieved in this manner, and Figure 4c

shows the deflected flap at a 60 degree settingwith flow turning over the upper surface reaching
values greater than 90 degrees.

The method of flow visualization consisted of fine aluminum particles suspended in water,
illuminated by a high intensity flashing light of 120 Hz frequency. This explains the characteristic
patterns of the flow photographs, but also provided a method of determining local flow velocity, by

counting time intervals on the photgraphic plate.

Measurements of this type were made in the flow surronding the airfoil around a circuit which
conformed to upper and lower streamline boundaries, remote from the airfoil. In this way, airfoil

circulation was determined as follows:

r 4 v Cos 0 d t (1)

where 0 is the inclination of the local velocity vector to the elemental length di. For airfoils in

a real fluid, having a finite wake, or regions of separated flow, circulation escapes as vorticity, and

may result in a large error.

Notwithstanding these reservations, airfoil lift coefficient has been determined for various
model configurations. The accuracy of the method depends on the circuit being taken as far away from

the airfoil as possible. A summary of airfoil performance is shown in Figure 5, in which suction

! I - l i
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coefficient CQ
l 
is plotted against CL* for all of the flap deflections. The suction required to

produce high lift coefficients and large flow turning for stable flow reaches very high levels, as flap
deflection increases. Figure 6 shows maximum lift coefficient achieved by suction for increasing flap
angle.

The data achieved in this way was useful although not of high accuracy; they indicated the
levels of suction coefficient which would be required to stabilize such a flow, and to produce high
lift. The flow visualization also confirmed the streamline pattern which had been p-edicted by
classical potential flow methods. Ref. (3) is a potential flow analysis in which the airfoil and split
flap were represented by line segments, with a point vortex placed in the cavity between them. The
Kutta conditions were established at the two trailing edges, and the resulting solution furnished the
strength of the vortex, for a given model incidence and suction. The resulting streamline
configuration confirmed in a general way what was seen by flow visualization; however a computation of
lift indicated an over-estimation, which was attributed to the fact that vortex strength increased with

Pincidence (Fig. 7).

The potential flow zero streamline divides the ingested flow field inside the cavity into two
separate regimes: one chiefly controlled by the action of the vortex, and another influenced by the
sink. This usually results in a third stagnation point on the interior surface of the flap, but which
is not visible from the flow visualization photographs. The analytical model also does not include any
flow separation which was clearly visible on the lower surface of the wing-flap boundary, and in some
cases from the nose.

3.2 Aerodynamics of Lifting Propellers

The propeller has been used as a means of thrust generation for many years, and its operation
and design in conventional attitudes is well understood for high rates of advance. During the
transition of a V/STOL aircraft however, propellers may be inclined at large angles relative to the
flight direction, and will be operating at very low advance ratios. Under these conditions both lift
and induced drag are produced, and the nature of the induced velocities in both the propeller plane and
the trailing wake are three-dimensional and non-steady. Distinct regions of propulsive flow and
vortical flow co-exist and the resulting final wake is much more complex than for either a simple
propeller or a wing.

The NAE water tunnel was used to explore and quantify the intake flow field and trailing wake
of a propeller inclined to 90 degrees, and operating at low advance ratios in the "Helicopter" mode.
The propeller model was a conventional fixed pitch, three-bladed design, of 3.5 in. diameter. It was
positioned at the centre of the working section, approximately 2.5 diameters above floor level. The
axis of rotation was vertical, and speed was controlled by means of a small air turbine (Fig. 9).

The investigation covered an advance ratio range (V_), from 0.5 to 1.0. At very low advance
ratios, propeller thrust, or in this case, lift, results ma nly from the momentum change of the flow
through the propeller disc. Thrust will at first decrease as flight speed increases, due to an
unloading of the blade elements. As advance ratio V/ND continues to increase however, lift reaches a
minimum, but thereafter continues to increase almost linearly with speed. At the same time, drag
becomes significant and also continues to increase with speed. These increases of lift a.d drag are
coincident with the appearance of wake trailing vortices and with the alteration of inflow velocities
at the propeller plane. Figure 9 shows the variation of lift and drag with advance ratio for a
propeller inclined 90 degrees to the flow.

It was the purpose of this flow visualization study to focus in on the vortical nature of
these wake flows, and also the velocity distributions which they induce at the propeller.

Velocities were inferred by counting the time intervals of the illuminated aluminum
particles. While this method is satisfactory for two-dimensional flow, they are thought to be least
accurate in the propeller inflow, where local velocities were high, and where flow was curved; and also
in the rolled-up wake, where the flow is three-dimensional.

Flow at the propeller plane

The onset of forward speed has been shown to produce changes in propeller lift and drag;
large changes are also evident in the magnitude and distribution of the induced velocities at the
intake plane. The fluid approaching the edges of the propeller is first subjected to an upwash and
then a downwash as it passes through the propeller plane. The fluid above the retreating blades has a
small component of induced velocity, whereas that above the advancing blade side is deflected almost
normal to the propeller plane (Figure 10).

Figure 11a shows the general flow field above and upstream of the propeller plane, visualized
using fluorescent dye. The advancing side is t the viewers' right. It is evident in this view that a
large sidewash or lateral inflow exists over the forward portions of the propeller plane.

Figure 11b shows the filaments originating from a position slightly below the propeller
plane. The two inner filaments are deflected outwards along the spanwise axis, before being dispersed
by the passage of the propeller blades. The outer filaments, however, show that fluid which does not
immediately pass through the propeller is subjected to a rotating motion at the edges of the disc,
which brings fluid above the propeller plane; this fluid then passes through the propeller into the
slipstream.

The normal induced veloc iy component 2-9 inferred from the photographic plates, is shown in
Figure 12 for an advance ratio, - = .56. The contours indicate that the highestND cotous idicte hatthehigestnormal induced

velocities occur on the advancing side of the propeller plane. This is also reflected in the
longitudinal variations of u-o Fgr

R of Figure 13, measured in three representative longitudinal planes

lni in
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through the disc for an advance ratio of 0.56. These graphs indicate an upwash ahead of the disc, a
high downwash over the rear portion of the disc, and a nearly constant downwash in the trailing wake.

Flow in the Trailing Wake

In this experiment, vortex-like motions, originating from advancing and retreating portions
of the propeller disc, were observed when viewed from a cross flow plane behind the rotor. The
vortices appeared to be of different sense and strength; the vortex with the larger angular rotation
was associated with flow from the advancing blade side. The vortex was also displaced lower than that

from the retreating blade side, due probably to the higher average downwash through that side of the
propeller plane.

In some respects, this trailing vortex flow is similar to that behind a conventional or
slender finite wing; an observation which has been made before with regard to helicopter wakes
(Ref. 11). In the present case, however, at stations further downstream, there was evidence of a
third, smaller vortex lying close to the vortex from the advancing side, but rotating in the opposite

sense, and located on the advancing side of the flow. Figure (14) is a photograph of a plane 1.5
diameters behind the propeller, which shows three areas of concentrated vorticity (J=0.56).

A quantitative explanation for this flow is shown schematically in figure (15). Tne siugle-
bladed rotor advances with velocity V and rotates with angular velocity Q. The advance ratio and mean
wake deflection corresponds to figure (11) approximately. The trailing wake consists of vortex
filaments of variable strength, shed from both the tip and root portions of the blade. Since the move
with the fluid, the wake consists of continuous loops and sinuous filaments which move past a fixed

observer.

The sense or d, ection of rotation of the induced flow is indicated on the diagram, and it

can be seen that relative to the blade, there has been no change in the direction of the induced motion
from advancing to retreating side; conlinuous filaments are produced, varying only in strength.

The observer, positioned downstream, sees different portions of the same filament, and the
fluid on the retreating side appears to be rotating in the opposite direction to that on the advancing
side. The central filament, originating near the hub, forms a third area of fluid motion similar to

that seen in Figure 15.

Calculations of Propeller Wake Vortex Flow

Using a relatively simple theoretical model, calculations have been made by the cross-flow
streamline pattern in which the third area of vorticity is represented. The model consists of a
rectangular array of horseshoe vortices which lie in the rotor plane, and which induce downwash
velocities in the retreating and advancing portions of the disc. The trailing arms of the vortices
stream from the advancing and retreating edges of the array, and also from the central position. If
measured downwash values are specified at locations on the lattice, then the calculation furnishes
lift, rolling moment, and vortex strength. If the deflection of the trailing arms are computed
downwind of the rotor, then cross flow streamlines of the equivalent potential flow can be computed.
This type of calculation is shown in figure (16) for a rotor advance ratio of 0.56; these streamlines

can be compared with Figure 14. Measured downwash contours of !- are shown in (16C).

3.3 Vortex Separations from Upswept Fuselage Shapes

A wake, composed of clearly defined vortices, similar to those shed behind slender lifting
bodies, or wings, is known to exist behind aircraft whose fuselages are highly cambered or swept up to
accomodate rear-loading cargo doors.

SCE-M Mses FLROW XmeTOt VOeT'X s Wce MMs A REA-WAG FUSELOO

It has been suggested that the vortex wake may be the cause of certain undesirable flight
characteristics, such as the deterioration of handling characteristics at low speeds, and an increase
in cruising drag. The former effect is thought to be due to an alteratiol of fuselage longitudinal
pressures and stability due to the lateral movement of the vortex cores during gusty crosswind landing
approaches. The problem was under investigation by DeHavilland during the development of their Caribou
and Buffalo aircraft. Fu-ther investigations of fuselage aerodynamics, with particular regard with

vortex separatiun, interference and cross-coupling were addressed in Reference (7).

Ak I
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In most of these investigations, the NAE water tunnel provided the initial understanding of
separation, rollup and movement of the vortex wake, on fuselage forms typical of current transport
aircraft.

The model, which was a 1/72 scale representation of a DeHavilland design, is shown in
figure (17)). Fluorescent dye, which was emitted from the interior at various locations along the
fuselage, was used to visualize the vortices. The Reynolds number was 5000-7000 based on fuselage
length. For higher tunnel speeds (Re = 87000), aluminum particles were used.

The vortex separations for the lower, upswept portion of the fuselage produceo a very clear
image of the rotational nature of the separated, rolled up wake, as figure (18) shows. In cross-
section; the two vortices lie below the fuselage lower surface, and the dye filaments sxhibit a typical
rolled-up appearance.

The location of the vortex core relative to the after fuselage mean line can be determined
from flow photographs for various angles of attack and Reynolds number. In general, the vortex core is
inclined at half the local fuselage incidence; thus conforming with similar observation made on slender
wing configurations.

The development of the separated fuselage flows commences with the separation of the boundary
layer on the bottom of the after-fuselage. Figure 18 shows the gradual development of three-
dimensional separation lines and vortex shedding on the bottom of the fuselage at an angles of attack
of 2. As the inner boundary layer filaments gradually deform, the separation lines become more
pronounced, and the vortex cores began to exhibit their characteristic spiral formation.

The location of vortex cores beneath the fuselage was affected not only by fuselage
incidence, but also by yaw. On the windward side, the windward vortex moved only slightly, and
remained in the vicinity of the fuselage bottom. The leeward vortex however, moves relatively further
away from the fuselage after body.

The loci of vortex cores, for two Reynolds Numbers is shown in Figure 19 for constant yaw.
Various methods were tried in an attempt to control and possibly limit the vortex movement. Strakes
were placed along the longitudinal chines of the after fuselage. The main result of the strakes at
zero yaw was to restrict the vertical movement of the vortex core with incidence. The lateral location
relative to the model centreline was unchanged. The effect of adding stakes on the general motion of
the vortices with both incidence and yaw is shown by the cross flow evelopes of figure 20b and 20c. At
low Reynolds Numbers, the strake changes the vortex movement boundaries considerably, by fixing a
definite separation line and altering the shedding of vorticity. At the higher Reynolds Number 87000,
the vortex movement region is much smaller, and notmuch affected by the presence of strakes.

A second method of vortex alteration was by the use of suction along the bottom centreline of
the after fuselage. This provided an effective means of weakening the separated vortices, while
encouraging the flow to remain attached for most of the incidence range. Reference (9) shows loci of
vortex equilibium positions in the vicinty of a cylinder with suction or blowing at the rear stagnation
point. Corresponding streamlines and cylinder pressure distributions are also computed. In general
suction causes the vortices and their momentum stream tube to approach the cylinder, while blowing
tends to cause detachment, and movement away from the cylinder. The flow visualization photograph
shows vortex streamlines in the cross flow of a circular cylinder with suction on the lee side
(Figure 21).

3.4 Forebody Vortices on Oscillating Configurations

The formation and shedding of forebody vortices on an aircraft configuration flying at a
moderate angle of attack is well documented. As the angle of attack increases, these vortices become
asymmetrical, even if the aircraft continues flying into the wind (i.e. has zero sideslip). This gi es
rise to non-zero lateral forces and moments.

On a configuration performing an oscillation in pitch around an angle of attack close to th
onset of asymmetry, the forebody vortices oscillate to and from between their symmetrical and
asymmetrical positions. The aerodynamic reactions are therefore a function of the motion of the
vortices and can be described in the form of stability derivatives.

Because of the time lag between the motion of the vortices and the motion of the
configuration of the aerodynamic reactions have components that are in phase as well as out of phase
with the motion of the configuration. The resulting stability derivative will therefore comprise both
static and dynamic derivatives. The derivative of lateral aerodynamic reactions due to a motion in a
longitudinal plane (such as pitching) represent cross-coupling effects.

Figure (22) shows the pattern of vortices emanating from the nose cone of a slender cone-wing
configuration oscillating in pitch. The spiral formation of the dye filaments indicate that the
vortices are rolling up into concentrated cores, and are symmetrically placed relative to the model
centre line. At a certain critical angle of attack Ga, depending on the rodel reduced frequency -, a
definite and sudden assymetry occurs in which both vortex cores are displaced to one side of the model
centre line. This is illustrated in Figure 22b, in which the model is pitching slowly to a maximum
angle of 45 degrees. As the model completes its pitch cycle and begins its downward travel, the vortex
cores return to symmetry, but the angle of attack as at which this occurs is considerably less than for
aa. Figure 23 shows observations of the differences in angle of attack for the onset of assymetry
as, and for the return to symmetry as for a model oscillating in pitch. The phase lag depends strongly
on reduced frequency; the rate of convection of the vortices are approximately 0.6 - 0.7 of free stream
velocity.

At the highest end of the r~duced frequency range, Figure 23 illustrates Just the beginning
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of the expected cyclical variation with reduced frequency, of aa and as; for a particular consitudinal
location, and a particular reduced frequency there will be a point where the flow will be lagging by
one or more full oscillation cycles, making it similar to that of the cycle before.

It has also been confirmed by tunnel experiments that it is indeed possible to control the
direction of the vortex asymmetry by the use of blowing or mechanical disturbance near the nose of the
model.

A more appropriate presentation of these phenomena is available in the form of a cin6 film
showing asymmetric motions of the vortex cores and clearly indicating the effects of the time lag.

4.0 THE INSTITUTE FOR MARINE DYNAKCS

The Institute of Marine Dynamics, now located at St. John's, Newfoundland, stemmed from the
Marine Dynamics and Ship Laboratory in Ottawa.

IMG is a National Facility which carries out research in response to the needs of the ship
building and off shore industries across Canada. The research programs are developed in close
cooperation with representatives of Industry and Government agencies such as Transport Canada. Its
location in St. John's puts it at the centre of important marine oriented research and educational
organizations. IMD also has close ties with other divisions of NRC such as the NAE.

IMD ranks as one of the world's largest hydrodynamic research Institute. Its laboratories
include an ice tank, seakeeping and manouvering tank, towing tank, cavitation tunnel and assoicated
workshops for the manufacture of models and their instrumentation. Specifications of these facilities
are listed in Table I.

Ice Tank

The large scale ice tank, located in a refrigerated building allows the simulation of ship
passage through a simulated Arctic Environment. Sensors mounted on the model or on the towing carriage
spanning the tank, measure the ice-going properties of various designs.

Seakeeping Tank

The seakeeping tank is equipped with a sophisticated wave-making system, to simulate the
multi-directional waves found in nature. Large scale models of structures may be moored or self-
propelled under radio control and their motions measured by an optical tracking system. Research
carried out in this facility includes the verification of t,- b naviour of a semi-suomersible platform
under extreme envirornmental conditions, and studies of seakeeping capabilities of ships in oblique
waves.

Towing Tank

The towing tank at IMD is used for research into ship resistance, propulsion and seakeeping.
Tests carried out include resistance measurements, flow visualization and wake surveys, measurements of
propulsive power and seakeeping in head or following waves.

Cavitation Tunnel

The cavitation water tunnel, whose specifications are listed in Table I has been used to
study the relationship between propeller design and cavitation, the generation of noise by cavitation
and the effects of cavitation on appendages such as stabilizer fins.

The cavitation tunnel played an important part in the design of an under water towed body. A
shape, including the design of stabalizing fins was evalued which satisfied the requirements of static
and dynamic stability in pitch, and appropriate towing forces. Water tunnel tests of various
combinations of fin design on a qtre-li]ne "A:, p-ovlded init1.) -v-luation of the static stability.

A computer simulation of the motion of the towed body and cable was performed to solve the
coupled heave and pitch equations, using water tunnel data. The results predicted heavily damped pitch
motion at all speeds with pitch damping increasing as towing speed increased. The simulation also

provided steady-state towing forces, and showed the effect of the cable on body motion.

This work was followed by tests, in the towing tank, in which drag and static derivatives
were measured. Dynamic derivatives were also determined.

The final full scale tests of the towed body were made in calm water; both the towing
platform and the model were gyro-stabilized, and measurements were made of the three components of
acceleration and angular displacement.

The conclusions of this development program showed that, the design met all of the
hydrodynamic requirements, the dynamic response was especially good, the tracking in severe ship
manoeuvres . is excellent, steady towing took place at predicted depths, and the agreement between
predictions tased on the model tests and the full-scale sea trial measurements were most satisfactory.

Future plans for the new laboratory in St. John's include the installation of a planar motion
mechanism on the 200 m long 7 m deep Clearwater Towing Tank for use in submarine motion experiments.
The Water Tunnel will continue to be used for flow visualization work. A large Wind Generator is being
designed to produce the vertical variation of atmospheric winds over a water qurface, including the
presence of wind gusa and their spectral distributict of energy. The Wind Generator will be used with
the Clearwater Towing Tank and the Wave Basin primarily for tests on offshore structures. The Variable
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Density Wind Tunnel will be used for the further development of hotfilm anemometers and flow direction
probes.

5.0 CONCLUSIONS

This paper has described the aerodynamic and hydrodynamic facilities of the National
Aeronautical Establishment end the Marine Dynamics Institute of' the NBC. Results have been presented
of investigations of various aerodynamic configurations which were related to the development of
Canadian aircraft or useful to the development of marine technology.

The aerodynamics projects described in this paper contributed in their time, significantly to
the discovery and understanding of complex V/Stol and vortex flow phenomena. In the current context
however, they are mainly of historical interest, while demonstrating the utilization of a water
facility to its maximum extent.

The RAE water tunnel is currently continuing to contribute to aerodynamic knowledge in both
the aeronautical and industrial aerodynamic fields. The projects investigated range from the i~namic
stall characteristics of Wind Turbine blade sections, aerodynamic flow over spray nozzles and booms for
aerial pest corlrol, to the investigation of separated flows on wing-nacelle configurations typical of
current propeller-driven aircraft.

It is obvious that water tunnel facilities will continue to be significant in the preliminary
design and development of new aerodynamic concepts and techniques. The use of new technologies,
measurement methods and computer-aided analysis will advance both hydrodynamic research and aerodynamic
research. The ultimate aim would be to develop both facilities and methods to the stage where an
interchange of marine and aeronautical skiiis could be mutually beneficial.
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TABLE I

IoeTank 90mx 12mx3m
Maximum ice thickness 15 cm
Towing carriage maximum speed
4 m/s

Seakeeping Tank 75 m x 32 m x 3.5
(depth variable to 0.4 m)
Multi-element wavemaker for
long or short-crested regular
or irregular waves

TowingTank 200 m x 12 m x 7 m
Towing carriage maximum speed
10 m/s
Wavemaker for regular or
irregular waves

Cavitation Tunnel Working section 2.5 m x 0.5 m
x 0.5 m
Maximum flow speed 12 m/s

IN OTTAWA

TowingTank 137mx7.6mx3m
Maximum carriage speed 12 m/s
Wavemaker for regular waves

Maneuvering Basin 122 m x 61 m x 3 m
Wavemaker for regular waves

FIGURE (2) NATIONAL AERONAUTICAL ESTABLISHNENTS WATER TUNNEL
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a) a= 0, 6 0,C

b) 10', 30', C0  0.30

c) 0- 60-, C 0  0.52

FIGURiE (4) ZAP FLAP AIRFOIL WITH SUCTION
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FIGURE (11) FLOW STREANLINES IN THE PROPELLER INTAKE PLANE' i 0.56

FIGURE (1?) CONTOURS OF NORMAL INDUCED VELOCITY R! in the propeller plane, o0.56
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FIGURE (13) LONGITUDINAL VARIATION OF NORMAL INDUCEY) VELOCITY, 0.56

VD

FIGURE (1*4) FLOW IN THE TRAILING WAKE, SHOWING THREE AREAS OF VORTICITY, j~0.56



FIGURE (15) SCHEMATIC DRAWING OF THE WAKE FROM A SINGLE-BLADED PROPELLER

RETREATING BLADE SIDE ADVANCING BLADE SIDE

FIGURE (16a) THEORETICAL MODEL FOR THE VORTEX WAKE DOWNSTREAM OF A LIFTING PROPELLER
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FIGURE (17) UPSWEPT FUSELAGE MODEL. WITH VORTICES VISUALIZED BY DYE
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FIGURE (21) VORTEX SEPARATIONS FROM A SLENDER CONICAL WING-BODY CONFIGURATION
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PRESENTATION D'UN BASSIN HYDRODYNAMIQUE

ETUDE D'UN MISSILE AUX GRANDES INCIDENCES

par J. PERINELLE et A. LUPIERI

S.A. MATRA Service Adrodynamique

B.P. n
0 

i 78140 VELIZY (France)

RESUME

Nous prdsentons, en premier lieu, le bassin hydrodynamique qui est une installation oriqinale
dans laquelle se font des essais en pesdes et en visualisation d'6coulements sur des missiles en 6tude
ou des recherches appliqudes. Pour valider la technique d'essais, des comparaisons entre des rdsultats
d'essais de soufflerie et du bassin hydrodynamique sont produites dans quelques cas caractdristiques. En
visualisation, l'6clatement des tourbillons sur une aile delta en incidence fait aussi l'objet de recou-
pement avec des rsultats fournis par d'autres constructeurs.

En second lieu, nous nous int6ressons aux caract@!istiques d'o missile en configuration
partielle dans le domaine des grandes incidences, en subsonique. Deux aspects retiennent notre attention

- tout d'abord 1'apparition des phdnomdnes en latdral au dela d'une certaine incidence avec
la corrdlation essais pesdes (soufflerie et bassin hydrodynamique) - visualisation d'ecoule-
ments,

- ensuite, faisant appel a des rdsultats d'essais en soufflerie, oO une aile du missile est
pes6e en prdsence du fuselage et les trois autres ailes, nous faisons une nouvelle corrdla-
tion peses - visualisation ; elle met en dvidence la forte d6pendance de la portance d'une
aile, de sa position en roulis sur le missile.

ABSTRACT

A presentation is made first of the water tank facility of MATRA in whichmesurements with a
balance and visualizations are done to study the flows past missiles or perform other types of applied
research. To assess the experimental techniques used, comparisons with wind tunnel results are shown
for some typical situations. In term of visualizations, the phenomena of vortex breakdown on a delta
wing at incidence is checked against other installation.

Secondly, the characteristics of a simplified missile configuration are considered in subsonic
flow at large incidences. Emphasis is put on two aspects

- the occurence of side forces for angles of attack beyound a certain value, and how it is
possible to correlate wind tunnel tests with the visualization of such flows,

- and, using wind tunnel data obtained with an instrumented model with a wing mounted on a
balance in presence of the three other wings fixed to the body, a new correlation between mesurements
and visualization is made. It indicates the strong dependancy of the wing lift with its roll angle
attitude on the missile.

A - PRESENTATION D'UN BASSIN HYDRODYNAMIQUE

La premidre installation hydrodynamique que nous avons exploitde a ts construite en 1967,
dpoque A laquelle notre socitd s'est engagde dans la compdtition automobile. Plusieurs 6quipes ont t@
sollicities dans leur discipline pour participer au programme, parmi elle's l''quipe adrodynamique. Nous
navions pas ou peu d'expdrience en ce domaine ; notre premier souci a 6t de ddfinir un moyen d'6tude
pour rdpondre efficacement et dans les meilleurs dflais A la demande qui nous Atait faite. C'est en
grande partie sur un moyen expdrimental que nous avons pensd appuyer les dtudes de voiture. Le cas
particulier des vdhicules routiers a orientd notre choix sur les critres suivants :

- le moyen d'essais dolt respecter les mouvements relatifv du :Milcu"o par rapport au sol,
avec la rotation des roues. S'agissant de vhicules trds rapides, Ia sdcuritd, le comporte-
ment routier demandent une connaissance prdcise des charges ramendes aux trains avant et
arridre : leur mesure doit se faire dans des conditions rdalistes,

.(A.
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- possibilith de faire des visualisations spatiales d'tcoulements, sans se limiter aux seules
visualisations pariftales,

- ooavoir disposer d'un moven d'essais autonome, de mise en oeuvre ranide, utilisant des
maquettes a @chelle rhduite qui se prettent A oes modifications aisses, sur le site d'essais.
L'aspect discrdtion qui entoure ghndralement les essais d'automobiles doit 6tre pris en compte.

La premire installation - construction originale - htait un bassin hydrodynamique constitud d'une
cuve A eau de 10 mtres de long et de section carrhe, 1 x 1 m~tre a surface libre. La maquette du vdhicule
A itudier, maintenue rigidement par un dard - balance en montage aval, Atait dhplacte ses roues en contact
avec le sol en respectant la garde au sol et lassiette nominales. Les mouvements relatifs ddcrits
ci-dessus &taient correctement respecths : fluide au repos, sol immobile, diplacement de la maquette avec
rotation de ses roues en contact avec le sol.

I est apparu par la suite que linstallation pouvait Otre aussi utilise dans des applications
plus centres sur nos activiths traditionnelles, c'est-A-dire I'6tude des missiles et armements convention-
nels. Son inthrdt ghnhral confirm6, elle connOt par la suite de nombreuses 6volutions et amhliorations.

Une autre installation a remplac6 la premihre en 1979 a 1'occasion d'un ddplacement gcographique
du laboratoire. L'expdrience acquise a 8th rdpercuthe dans la conception de ce nouveau bassin mieux adaptd
pour rdpondre aux besoins qui avaient Avolud. Aujourd'hui, c'est un banc d'essais A caractdre industriel ;
la plupart des travaux qui s'y dbroulent sont des essais sur des produits en projet ou en ddveloppement.
Nous y faisons des dtudes de recherche appliqude d'intdrdt gdndral pour l'ensemble de l'arodynamique des
missiles. Ces activiths viennent en compliment aux essais en soufflerie. Les rhsultats reprdsentent le
domaine incompressible.

DESCRIPTION DU BASSIN HYDRODYNAMIQUE (Fig. n' 1, planche 1)

Le bassin est une cuve surface libre dans laquelle l'eau est au repos, c'est la maquette
dtudier qui se ddplace maintenue dans son attitude d'essai sous un chariot adrien.

Les dimensions inthrieures de la cuve sont 12 mdtres pour la longueur, 1 metre pour la largeur
et 1,2 mttre pour la profondeur. Les deux extrdmitis et une surface latdrale sont vitres pour l'obser-
vation visuelle, l'clairage et la prise de vues au cours de visualisations. L'axe longitudinal de Ia cuve
est 5 hauteur d'yeux. L'eau provient d'alimentation gdn6rale ; elle est A la temperature ambiante du
bAtiment. Une station de filtrage autonome donne A leau une limpidith propice A l'observation tout en
limitant dams le temps les ddveloppements de mousses sur les parois. Elle peut Atre stockee plusieurs mois
entre deux vidanges.

Les dquipements rentrent dans deux catdgories distinctes selon leur utilisation pour les essais
de peses ou les essais de visualisation.

1 - Les 6quipements pour les peshes

1.1. Le chariot

C'est un chariot adrien coulissant sur deux glissieres sur toute la longueur du bassin qui
maintient la maquette dans leau dans son attitude d'essai. Le chariot est une plateforme trds rigide
qui peut dtre considdrhe comme indhformable sous les charges hydrodynamiques qui apparaissent sur la
maquette pendant son ddplacement. Le guidage en translation est particulidrement soignd, avec jeu rdduit
exempt de vibration. C'est un moteur-rhducteur, a une extrhmite du bassin, qui met en mouvement le
chariot par l'intermadiaire d'une courroie crant6e.

En marche avant, la vitesse est asservie : partant de 1'arrdt, le chariot est uniformdment
acc6lhrh jusqu'A la vitesse nominale d'essai ; elle est maintenue constante sur une distance de 6 a 7
mdtres, plage sur laquelle se fait lacquisition des mesures ; au-delA le chariot est uniformdment
d~c@l6rA jusqu'A l'arrht. En marche arridre pour revenir au point de ddpart, la vitesse est rdduite
c'est un ddplacement qui ramdne le chariot A l'extrdmitd du bassin avant d'engager l'essai suivant.

1.2. Le disgositif de mise en incidence

Sur le chariot, prend place un dispositif de rdglage de 1'attitude maquette : par deux mou-
vements combinbs - une rotation et une translation - il rhgle l'incidence de la maquette et la maintient
sensiblement sur laxe de la cuve A Agale distance du fond et de la surface ;ibre. L'incidence apparait
dans le plan vertical. La maquette est tenue au culot par un dard - balance selon un montage classique
de soufflerie. Entre le bras plongeur, sous le chariot et le dard balance s'intercale un dispositif de
mise en roulis (rotation de la maquette autour de son axe). Les trois degrds de libert6 ddcrits ci-dessus
sont motoris6s avec t6dlcommande ; les deux rotations - incidence et roulis - sont mesurhes par des
caoteurs avec reconie sur la baie de mesure. Ainsi, l'oprateur a, en essais, A partir des dispositifs
embarquhs sur le chariot aerien les moyens pour rdgler en tdldcommande 1'incidence, le roulis de la
maquette et sa position sensiblement axiale dans la cuve avec l'affichage numhrique des valeurs d'angles
A la baie de servitude.

1.3. Les_capteurs

Les balances - dard de mesures a jauges de contrainte sont monobloc et multicomposantes (4, 5
ou 6 composantes). La structure adoptde leur confhre A la fois une grande sensibilit@ et une bonne rigidit.
Leurs capaciths de mesure sont adaptes au domaine d'efforts et de moments rencontrs en essais compte-
tenu d- la oression dynamique de la taille des maettps Pt leurs coefficients ahrodynamiques. 11 y a
inthrht A diminuer le poids des maquettes de fagon A ce que celui-ci reste faible vis-A-vis des efforts
aerodynamiques. La mesure des coefficients de trainhe et de roulis pose q.elquefois des difficutds lite,
au faible niveau des efforts et moments correspondants compares aux quatre autres composantes. La qualitd
des dtalonnages de balance - particulitrement la connaissance des termes d'interaction - a une rhpercussion
immndiate sur la prhcision de ces deux coefficients. C'est un point qui a longuement retenu notre attention



avant de pouvoir obtenir des risultats jugis fiables et precis. Une autre difficulti consiste U rendre
itanche la balance qui sijourne dans 1'eau pendant de longues piriodes d'essais.

4,. La ch;:, de me;.re ct es :Zr;V.t~dC

L'ensemble des commandes, servitudes et la chatne de mesure sont regroupis dans une double-baie
avec un pupitre de mise en oeuvre, du chariot et des tilicommandes de riglage de 1'attitude maquette.

La cnaine, pilotie par un calculateur - contr6leur, comporte huit voies de mesures constitutes de
conditionneurs - amplificateurs. Un convertisseur assure le passage de 1'analogique au numnrique, chaque
voie lui itant successivement connectie par un multiplexeur. En essais, pendant la phase d'acquisition,
toutes les donnies sont recueillies ei, mAmoire pour un traitement ultirieur qui dibute ds la fin de l'acqui-
sition. Les lectures dincidence, angle de rouli

4 
et indication d'un chronomitre, sont faites sur des entrees

particulieres sur le calculateur. La pression dynamique ect calculie A partir de la vitesse moyenne du
chariot, elle-mme se diduisant par chronomitrage du temps de passage du chariot entre deux points.

2 - Les iquipements pour les visualisations

Un deuxitme chariot airien semblable au premier dans sa conception et utilisant le mime chemin
de glissement constitue une plateforme sur laquelle on embarque tous les matiriels nicessaires aux essis de
visualisation :

- ginirateurs de lumilre (projecteur, projecteur a fente, flash,
- ginirateurs de micro-bulles,
- matiriel de prise de vues (appareil photographique, camira cinima, camira vidio ... 3

Plusieurs montages pour la fixation des matiriels sont disponibles sur la plateforme, soit a la
partie supirieure du bassin (iclairage, genirate2;- de nicro-bulles), soit sur le ctW vitrE de la cuve
(appareil photographique, camras, ... ). Les degris de liberte pour, rigler ces materiels par rapport
a la maquette d'itude, sont assur6s par ces montages.

Le projecteur A fente est un matiriel standard, ligirement adapti a notre besoin. 11 iclaire
en lumiere blanche selon une tranche dont la largeur est de 60 cm et I'epaisseur de I cm environ. Grace
A un systime optique, 1 intensiti lumineuse, dans la zone iclairie, est ilevie avec des frontitres
franches, sans zone de pinombre.

3 - Les maquettes d'essais

Leur taille est choisie en prenant en compte plusieurs contraintes

- le domaine dincidence A couvrir. Dans le cas d'essais aux grandes incidences, jusqu' o( 490'
il faut iviter de s'approcher soit du fond, soit de la surface libre doO une limitation de
la longueur maximum de la maquette. Mais c'est aussi l'envergure qui peut donner la taille de
la maquette pour tviter que les extrimitis d'ailes s'approchent des parois latirales.

- les capacitis de mesure des balances disposibles. La taille de la maquette doit rester telle
que les efforts et moments A mesurer soient a lintrieur du domaine d'utilisation de la
balance.

- l'obstruction doit rester faible pour pouvoir considirer que la maquette est en champ infini.

L'ensemble de ces contraintes est tel qu'en giniral les maquectes ie missile ont une longueur
d'environ 0,60 m pour un calibre de 0,03 A 0,04 m.

Les efforts et moments a mesurer sont suffisamment faibles pour pouvoir adopter des techniques
de construction simplifies plus iconomiques que celles des maquettes de soufflerie, avec des duries de
fabrication plus riduites. Par exemple, les surfaces de contrile (gouvernes, volets, ... ) ont un ax lisse,
pour s'encastrer dans le corps , maintenues en position braqute par une vis pointeau. Les rialisations sont
de qualiti, chaque iliment de la maquette est une representation fidile de liliment correspondant du
missile. Cest une condition pour que les risultats d'essais reprisentent correctement l'arodynamique
itudiee. Cest aussi lassurance de risultats ripttitifs quand un essai est repris plusieurs fois au cours
de campagnes successives dans le temps.

Les matiriaux sont des alliages ligers (faciliti d'usinage, poids des maquettes riduit). De
nombreuses maguettes de noufflerie onE use taille tells gu'elles se pritent En~s Stem A us montage as bassin.
II est friquent que des essais soient faits au bassin ou en soufflerie avec les mimes maquettes ; cest
une situation intiressante ne serait-ce que sous 1'aspect des recoupements entre plusieurs essais en
limitant les sources dimperfections.

4 - Domaine d'essais en pesies et technique de mesure

4.1. Domaine de vitesse

La vitesse du chariot arien - vitesse stabiliste pendant les acquisitions de mesure - est
riglable entre V = 0 m/sec. A 1,80 m/sec., c'est-A-dire, traduite en p:ession dynamique q ,. 1600 pa. La
vitesse usuelle retenue pour les pesies est de lordre de 1,3 m/sec. soit q -850 pa. Le nombre de Reynolds
a la temperature de 20°C calculi sur une longueur de 1 mitre est Re ,- 1,25.106, soit, sur la longueur de
rifirence moyenne 1 n = 0,035 m, Re " 0,5.10

5
.

4.2. D aine 'incidence

Le dispositif de riglage d'attitude de la maquette sur le chariot arien a un dibattement en
incidence de 1'ordre de 45'. En insirant des pices intermidiaires dans la ligne de dard on dicrit, en deux
fois, la plage d'incidence - 2

0
4 o(m 4 90'.
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4.3. Roulis

,e 6i,>J ii de ojL.iS _r'et coutes les positions 0 0 360 - 2 nfln

Le d~rapage o-t une combinainun de l'incidence et du roulis. Ii est aussi possible de faire appa-
*raitre du dbrapage par rotation autour d'un axe vertical du dispositif de rbglage d'attitude de la

maquotte. La premi~re technique s'applique davantage ax missiles, [a seconde aux v~hicales en presence
du sol.

Un ensai se d~roule nylon le sch~ma suivant

l a maquette ininerg~e est dams la configuration du point de mesure a faire

*braquage des goavernes, volets..
*incidence du point de meoure,
*position en roulis

-le chariot est a i'extr@mit6 du bassin.

- is 'z~rous de la balance sont enresistrbs et mis en oboisirn. is rnpresentent ins indications
des posts de mesure de la balance en I'absence d'efforts adrodynaniquen et traduisent les 'zdros" elec-
triquen et len poids sorts des balance et maquette dams la configuration d'essais. Ensuite le chariot on
ddplace d'une emtr6 a l'autre du bassin avec acquisition de points de mesure our toutes [vs coins
pendant [a coarse A vitesse conutante. La chaise de nesure prend approsimatisement 100 points par seconds.
En fin d'acqaisition, cent 500 points de nenure environ qa'il faut traiter pour 6laborer leo coefficients
a~rodynamiqves de la configuration deosais. Soulignons qu'au cours d'un passage, tous Ins pu'-amdcres
d'essais sont figds :len braquages, l'incidesce, In roulis ... nont constants. V'est dire quaune polaire
Vtablie en 20 points s'obtient an~rtn 20 passages successifs diffdrests au coars denquels on aura fait
vurier le paramhtre d'essais.

5- La technique de i-'jalisation

Rxtenoms ici la m~thode de vsu.isatlon qui a tait l'objet de travaux de mise au point Ins plus
inportants. tile conointe A ensomencer 1'ea de nicro-bullen d'bydrogdne par 6iectrolyne soit immAndivtement
en amont de la maquette, soft A partir de la maquette s~me. Ce sort den fns d'acier de 0,08 rms de diam~tre
mis sous use tension Clectrique de 60 volts, qai g~nOrent les bulles. Us fri teidu, dfnlac6 dams l'evy a
faible vitesse (V wv 0,20 s/soc.) d~gage derridre lvi us plan ou rideva de balmes dont in uio;I~trn
vA 0,05 smm) est saffisammnt faible pour pouvoir conoid~rer lear mousement ascensiosnel n~gligeable 810

vis du mouvement de translation de la maqaette. La d~formation du ridnau de bulies par le champ -2rodynami-
qae de la naquette donme use visualisation des 6coalements. Cosine leo phbnon~nes sont tridimensionnels,
['utilinatios d'un 6clairage annexe particulier simplifie la comprdhensiom en isolant de l'enoemble ce
qai on passe dams use tranche d'6coulement :le laboratoire est plong6 dams 1 'obscaritcU on Wcairn
localement la maquette a l'aide d'un projvctear A feote mani d'une optiqan dans la direction moynnn
du plan dams lvqael la vissalisatiom est soahaitbe. Toates les bulles en dehorn de la tranche 6clairoe
sont invisibles ;sesles celien dans le champ du projecteur apparaisnent tr~s clairnmenc.Si ['ensemble
maqavtte - projecteur - g~nhrateur de bullen est ddplac6 simaltanomest, 1 'oboervateur voit, dans I 'espace
fclair6, les bullen qui, par m~noire r~tiniesme,lvi apparaisoent noun forme de trajectoiren lumiseusno
selom leo iignnn de courant :leo balles juent le r~le de traceur dams l'6coalnmemt.Si la tranche bclviren
ent perpendicalaire 6 ['use de la nuquette, l'observation par l'arribre permet de noir les d~veloppemento
tourbillonnaires d'extrados.Si ellm est parallhle A ['axe, sur vs profii d'aile, ii ent possible de
visuaiiser des dkcollemento d'eutrados, etc . . .. A 1 'ovil de 1 'observateur, peavent se nubstituer us
appareil photographique, une can~ry cim~ma, use can~ry vidao, etc . .. pour enregintrement des images.

6 - Validation des rhsultats de pes~es

Len esnain de pendes constituent l'actiertA principale du bannin hydrodymamiqun il fast y voir
use consequence de la vise en ouvre rapide de ['installation allihe A am coOt de fabrication maquette et
d'exocation d'esnain modirane. Nous rappeloss qun le bansim est utilinA pour des tranaux oar des prodaito
en projet ou ddveloppement et en recherche appliqu~n, en amont par rapport aun esnais en soafflerie. C'est
au bassin qu'ost lieu len validations subooniquen den configurations issues du calcul et qan snt obtenuen
len premi~res caract~ristiques arodynamiquen roaistes utilisables en simulation. 11 ent essentiel que
ces r~saltats repr~sentent correctement len caract~ristiqans du missile ;c'c st U cette condition que le
bansin not utilisable en tant qun muyen d'essais. Lanpect recoupenent entry ensain basoim - nouffierie
d~s que possible est vs souci permanent au m~ne titre qun celvi de faire den comparaisono entry souffle-
rins, campagnen, naquetten, etc..

Pluninarn cas de comparainons figarent ci-desnoun

6.1. Le premier est relatif a use configuration de missile A ailes de faible allongement 0,AnO24)

(figures no 2 A 4).
Le sombre de Mach den nonain en souffleri g not M - 0,90 ;le no-,bre de Reynolds, calculo our Ia

longuvur de rlfhrence du missile, ent Re a.' ,25.l0 . As bassim hydrodynamiqun, lav i tense not
V = 12 s/sec. et le sombre de Reynolds Rn va. 004.105. C'ent la m~ne maquette qai not atilin~n dans len dean
can. Non comparainono portent our len coefficients de force monmale CN et de moment de tangage Cm pour den
incidences allant junqulA 40' en soafflerie, 90' as bansin hydrodymamique. La figure no 3 fait apparaltre
den 6carto de portance au dela de 25' dincidence qai atteigment uppronisativvsnnt 6 T- A 40o.

Es moment de tangage, len divergences ost plus ispurtanten damn [a zone centr~sn our ['incidence
de 30' main noun cuotatos dean puints:

-len recoapemento aunt corrects autoar de 1 'urigise (incidence salle),
-len allures den courben ost [no n~mes en function de ['incidence.



Pour justifier ces 6carts. ii fast 6voquer la difftrence de noebre de Mach (domaine incompressible
as bassin hydrodynamique. domaine transeonique en soufflerie) d'autant plus sensible que les caractdrinti-
qua.s suet mesurees ea grandes incidencen.

6.2. Le deusidme can de comparainon concerne ace configuration de missile canard, qui a la particularit@,
en subeonique - tranneonique, de suturer prdcocenmnt en portante au miveas de Ilaile (sC at. tv 15')
(fig. n

0 
5 A 7).

Les conditions de nouffleria se rdssnent A

nombre de Mach = 0,7 5
nombre de Reynolds Re = 2.10~ calculds nur la longanur de rdfdrance

Pour le bassin hydrodynamique:

nombre de Reynolds Re =O,33.10O5

La maquette est coomnune ass deux essais.

Tout comemn prdcdanment, dans le domaine d'incidenca explord, lee dcarte da portanca instant
moddrds avec an niveas maximum de l0 % dams la zone de saturation de 1 vile ;de part et d'antra, la concor-
dance des rdnultate et trds bonne.

Len monents de tangage accentuent lee dcarts ci-dessus par le bras de levier de laile at la
compuraison des rdsultats ant momns satiefaisanta as delA de la saturation ;visiblanent il y a divergence
den comportemente qsi laisnent nupposer an fonctionnemant adrodynanique diffdrent da 1 aile daes las deus
nmyene dannsain aprdn saturation.

Cant dens ces situations, od le nombra de Reynolds pend plus d'importance qua ins difftrencas se
font jour ;den tentativee da ddclenchament de transition coucha limite ont dtd faites ;ellen connuissent
plus ou momns da euccdn salon lan can. Signaloms las escelleets rdsaltats obtenus sur un profil dpais NAGA
o le ddclenchement par fil sur le bord d'attaque a parteis da ratrouser lee caractoristignes conses d+j

profil , notanneet as voininaga da la saturation. Sur den profile nieces , sytndtriques, Ilefficacito du
ddclenchement ant momns certaina en tout cas, ella n'andlisra pan de faqos deidanta ins caractdristiquns
nesurdaes au bassin.

6.3. La troisidme can ant celsi da la trainde d'une ephdra de diandtra 0 200 nm (pluncha nO 4, fig. n-8)
tracda en fonction du nombra de Reynolds. SF. IIOERNER dame nonouvrage "Resistanca 6 1 'avancamant dyne Ins
fluides (Fluid dynamic drag) signalait qua lee aiteses critiquedane l ean 50cc, dauna fugon gdndrvlv.
inferiesres 3cause dams lair -, acs pouvoir justifier ce rdsnltvt par se Isi physique at s'vppuyant
ear diverses aspdrimentations, il arrivuit A la conclusion prudente qua le nombre de Reynolds critique RP
dane 1 'eau peat dtre approximatianment moitid de celsi dane 1 'air. Or, moan arrivons pratiquanent A cette
m~ma conclusion puieque noun situons ear la courbe de la fig. 8 le Reynolds critique a R' A, 2.2.l05.

6.4. La dernier can da comparaleon ant calsi obtains an cours d'esevie de visualisation pour ddtermisar le
point d'Lclatament den tourbillons ear use aile delta since, en function de 1 'incidence.

La fig. n' 9, plancee n' 4, regroupe lee rdsultats de NORTHROP, de 1 ONERA at cae qua none
avons obtenun asac lee nombree de Reynolds correnpondants. On ramainquera la cohdrnnce de tous ces rdsnltvte.
La plancha nO 5 ant an recoupament de photos de visualisation Ala base du recupement eur lee dclvtamnnts
de tourbillons.

B -ETUDE DUN MISSILE AUX GRANDES INCIDENCES

I -Introduction

Noun proposons ci-dessoss den rdnultats d'une 6tuda faite an parulldle an soufflerie at au bassic

hydrodynamique noun le double aspect pandas at visualisation d'@coalanents.

La chumx de la configuration du missile rdpond ass cricdros snivante

-lee poesibilitde d'emports nimultnde nos anion da natdriels de p'an an plus nombreas, le
respect den gabarite de sdcsritds reetraignent lee dimensions transereales des voiluree. Pour
lee missiles ntockdn at tirde partir d'un container, lee probldmee d'encombremect se psnt
aussi at ]a tendance gdndrele constatde ant une diminution den envargurne d's missiles avac
Lsventuellemant an allongesent dan fuselages.

-lee performnances souhaitCdes en factaur de charge sont plan dlendas at dane dens parties du
domaine de aol, ce facteur de charge ant difficile A rdaliser. Cent tout d'abord le donaine
des hasten altitudes, en vol supersonique u ]'interception d'une cible rapide at faiblenant
manoeserante requiert, du fait du faibla niveas de la pression dynamiqun, des coefficients
de portance elends. Cast ensita In aol afaible aiteese, basse altitude, conditions rencontrdes
as moment du tir d'un missile. Caest le can des missiles sol-vir, tirds verticalement A purtir
d'un puits at qui doivent trds cite relier 1 'horizontale, Abuse altitude, an direction de la
cible. Dams ce cue on troave aussi lee missiles air-air de combat runprochd dde lee premiers
instants du aol, ils doivent faire faire ann rotation rapida A leur aectaur aitesse dame la
direction du futur point dintercaptiom. Cast la phase de aol appalde cosracunant "banculemect".
La faible prosnion dynamique due A la vi tense ant a compensar par den coefficients de portance
Blends.



Les limitations en envergures evoques plus haut sont telles que les caract6ristiques de portance
lineaire ne peuvent pas assurer, dans le domaine d'incidence usuel, les coefficients de portance attendus.
11 faut alors envisager d'autres solutions a savoir utiliser les caracteristiques non-lintaires des fuse-
lages et surfaces portantes en les amenant dans le domaine des grandes incidences oL ces caracteristiques
sont tres developpees.

L'ensemble ailes + fuselage cruciforme symetrique propos6 ici satisfait les criteres enonces.
En le completant avec des gouvernes appropriees, nous obtiendrions un missile capable d'evoluer A des
incidences de l'ordre de 40' A 45'. Comme de nombreuses etudes 1'ont montr6 ces dernieres annees, dans
le domaine des grandes incidences et basses vitesses (de M = 0 jusqu'au transsonique), apparaissent des
efforts et moments en lateral et en roulis ; quoique bien identifies, ils sont difficiles a prevoir, en
signe et amplitude, ainsi que la gamme d'incidence oQ ils se manifestent. Les configurations a comporte-
ment non-linaire sont particulierement sensibles a ces phknomenes pour plusieurs raisons. La premiere
tient au fait que la majeure partie de la portance estd'origine tourbillonnaire ; elle se developpe
a l'extrados du fuselage, des ailes, ... Nous estimons, pour des configurations proches de celle ttudiee
ici, qu'elle represente environ 80 de la portance totale a ot .v 400. Quand le systme de tourbillons
devient dissymetrique, voire instable au dela d'une certaine incidence, ce sont des variations d'efforts
et moments importants qui sont mises en jeu ; dans les pesees globales de maquette, 1'apparition de
dissymetries de tourbillons s'accompagne de 1'apparition de coefficients Cy, Cn et Cl.

En second lieu, les dimensions transversales reduites vis-a-vis des cordes d'alr et longueur
totale du corps, font que chaque point du missile est concerne par les dissymetries dont les effets
s'integrent sur des surfaces importantes.

2 - Resultats de pesees

Les cinq coefficients du missile (pas de mesure de la trainee) sont traces planche n' 6 dans
un triedre mixte dit "pseudo-lilienthal" ; c'est un triedre qui suit le missile en incidence mais pas
en roulis.

O-- Missile vu de l'arriere

L'incidence ttm - angle entre le vecteur vitesse infinie amont et l'axe du missile - est
representee par la composante transversale de la vitesse. Langle 0 caract6rise la position en roulis
de la maquette. Trois positions sont explorees : 0' 22,50 45'

. 
A 0 = 00 une paire d'ailes est dans

le plan defini par le vecteur vitesse et laxe missile, lautre lui etant orthogonale.

La premiere constatation faite a propos du coefficient de portance se rapporte a l'influence de
langle de roulis sur le niveau du coefficient en fonction de 1'incidence ; des o- A. 10', les trois
caract~ristiques se separent nettement et, vers 40' d'incidence, il y a un rapport voisin de 2 entre les
valeurs extr6mes. On peut noter 1allure pratiquement lineaire de la courbe a 0 = 0' pour
20' -1. 4 40'. Ce comportement est moins evident pour les deux autres angles de roulis ; sur les
trois courbes, il y a absence d'accident, comme il s'en trouve sur les autres coefficients.

Les coefficients de moment de tangage dont le signe positif traduit l'instabilite du missile
sans ses gouvernes, sont deja moins faciles A qualifier ; selon la gamme d'incidence, le comportement en
roulis est different : il semble qu'aux incidences les plus fortes, il y ait tendance a destabilisation
pour 0 = 22,5

° 
et 45' par rapport A 0 = 00. La confrontation des coefficients de portance et moment

avec l'6volution en roulis indique que les pertes de portance se situent vers 'arriere du missile.

Les coefficients en lateral Cy, Cn et en roulis Ci a 0 = 22,5', avec une valeur bien definie
des les faibles incidences, sont dOs aux non-linearites du missile ; dans cette position non symetrique
par rapport a la vitesse il y a une composante transversale aux efforts et moments sur le missile. Par
contre, a 0 = 0' et 45, positions symetriques par rapport a la vitesse, les coefficients qui apparais-
sent au dela de c( "30' ont une signification moins evidente : les evolutions en incidence sont A
variation tres rapide, avec eventuellement changement de signe tandis que les points extremes atteignent
des amplitudes qui representent une fraction non negligeable des termes correspondants en tangage. 11
se degage de cette o~servation un caractere erratique accentue par la dispersion des resultats quand

un mme point de mesure est refait plusieurs fois consecutivement pour recoupement.

3 - Visualisation d'coulements le long du missile

La premiere serie de photos represente les ecoulements autour du missile dans douze sections
numerotees de 1 a 12 a partir de lavant (fig. 13, planche n' 7). Les cinq premieres sections sont sur
lecorps -n amont des ailes, les sept suivantes sur les ailes avec une concentration au voisinage de
l'avant de laile. La serie de visualisations est faite A lincidence 0( = 30' A un angle de roulis
0 = 00. Les essais de pes~es et de visualisation ne sont pas simultans doO l' ventuelle difficulte
a correler correctement les pes~es avec les visuallsations, specialement si on veut relier une dissy-
metrie d'ecoulement au sens de variation des coefficients sensibles.

Les differentes vues des planches n' 7 et 8 montrent les tourbillons d'ogive des leur naissance
A lavant, leur developpement sur le corps cylindrique et l'apparition du bord d'attaque des ailes en
section 6. En section 7, les tourbillons d'extrtmit dailes commencent A se developper ; jusqu'en
section 10, ils coexistent avec les tourbillons d'ogive qu'ils absorbent peu A peu et ces derniers ont
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perdu leur identit6 en section 11. On peut dire que jusqu'A cette abscisse, la sym~trie densemble parait
conserv~e ce nest plus vrai en section 12 oO les noyaux des tourbillons occupenL des positions d~isTy-
triques par rapport au plan d'aile vertical. A posttriori, on peut s'interroger sur la rtalit6 de la
symdtrie en section 11 oO un lger glissement des tourbillons est perceptible. Il est probable qu cette
configuration d'scoulement s'accompagne, en peste, d'efforts et moments parasites en lathral - roulit.

Les comparaisons entre les donn~es quantitatives issues des peses et les schdmas d'@coulements
sont certes trLs instructives et facilitent l'interpr~tation des phsnom~nes en lateral en configuration
symdtrique, mais il est clair que la seule peste globale du missile est une information d'exploitation
limitte. La comprihension dans le d~tail de toutes les implications des dissymdtries d'tcoulement demande
au minimum une dtcomposition sur le missile des efforts et moments, Al~ment par 6lment pour affecter S
logive, au corps, A chacune des quatre ailes leur participation respective aux caracttristiques adrodyna-
miques.Ce qui se passe en tangage, dans le mme temps, retient aussi notre attention mme si les caract~ris-
tiques globales du missile en portance et moment de tangage sont beaucoup moins sensibles que les autres
composantes.

Pour aller plus avant dans l'tude, faisons appel A d'autres resultats acquis en soufflerie la
mauette est identique en dhfinition gdom~trique & celle des essais au bassin hydrodynamique ; mais au lieu
d'une pese globale, nous avons cette fois une balance interne, dans le fuselage de la maquette, pour
mesurer les caract~ristiques Waune aile en presence des trois autres ailes et du fuselage

balance interne

Iaile pes6e

Le programme de soufflerie prdvoit des Avolutions en incidence ( 0 ( m 450 ) de la
L maquette pour des angles de roulis donn~s et des Avolutions en rouls ( 0 4 0 60 0 ) pour des incidences

donnes. Le rtseau de courbes disponible est tel qu'avec une seule aile pes6e, on peut reconstituer la
portance de chacune des quatre ailes dans tout le domaine C o(,. ) explore.

Les conditions de soufflerie sont

nombre de Mach M = 0,70 6
nombre de Reynolds Re = 1,1.10

4 - Corr6lation entre les visualisations et les neses dailes et de missile

La section d'observation d'ecoulement est unique : c'est la section 11 et seul un sombre tres
restreint de vinualisations en incidence est fourni. Nous retenons trois cas typiques en roulis 0 = 0'
22,5' et 450

.

4.1. Etude A roulis nul - - = 00

Sur la planche n0 9, figurent deux visualisations A 1incidence c( = 30' (dAjA produite prhctdem-
ment) eto( = 450. Sur cette derni~re, la dissymhtrie d'6coulement est particulihrement visible et un
troisihme tourbillon apparat au-dessus de deux prhcedents. L'ensemble de 1'6couleent extrados qui, loin
de la maquette A la partie supirieure, gardait une sym~trie A c< = 30', cette fois est entibrement d~forn.

Reportons-nous aux peses d'ailes, fig. n0 18. Les portances des quatre ailes sont traches en
fonction de cl , la fl~che sur chaque aile indiquant le sens des portances positives.

En premier lieu, nous relevons la similitude des coefficients dans le domaine des incidences
faibles 6 modtr~es ( c> £ 200 ) pour les deux ailes du plan de lacet ; puis un Acart tr~s important se
creuse entre les deux courbes qui se rejoignent enfin versC( = 400. Au delA, les perturbations de mesure
empdchent de conclure. Au maximum du ventre entre les deux courbes, il y a pratiquement un rapport 1,8
entre lens portances de laile gauche et de laile droite. Ce ph~nomine est enti~rement occult6en pese
globale (fig. 12).

Les ailes verticales du plan de tangage sont soumises a des efforts en lateral ; 'aile d'intra-
dos est peu charg6e, celle d'extrados V'est davantage A partir et au dela de o= 30'. Dans la plage de
dissymetrie, la diffirence des portances des ailes du plan de lacet cre un couple en roulis ; la g~om~trie
de laile attribue un bras de levier d'environ 0,75 calibre en envergure A la portance ; c'est un couple de
roulis Cl s, 2,3 qui est crAA. Les efforts en lateral des ailes du plan de tangage compensent ce couple
il est probable que le signe du roulis rhsultant variera selon langle d'incidence consid~rA puisque les
Acarts maxima - de valeur Aquivalente sur les deux plans - sont d6calhs en abscisse. Le roulis resultant
est la difference entre deux ternes Alev~s : on comparera le niveau de Cl citA ci-dessus A celui obtenu
en mesure globale fig. 12.

4.2. Etude A roulis 0 = 450

Les deux visualisations A Wm= 30' et 450 (planche no 10) .mme ci-dessus montrent dans le
premier cas une symttrie d'ensemble de 1 'coulement qui disparait dans le second cas ; seul le tourbillon
latoral droit est organist entre les ailes inf~rieure et sup~rieure ; A l'extrados du missile, l'tcoule-
ent est d~sorganisA ; ii n'y a plus de tourbillon qui apparalt nettement.

Les coefficients de portance des quatre ailes conservent davantage la sym~trie, se regroupant
deux A deux avec des Acarts minies entre les courbes, compars A ceux constatts A 0 = 00

.
On remarque
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le faible niveau de portance des deux ailes sup~rieurns qui, en moyenne, s'6tablit a une valeur proche de
zoro. Les deux ailes infdrieures ont une portance plus tleve, par endroit de 20 % supcrieure a celle des
ailes de la configuration 0 = 00 ci-dessus.

4.3. Etude A roulis 0 = 450 (planche n
° 
11)

La visualisation a a = 30' montre lagencement des diffdrents tourbillons d'aile ; celui de
laile en position inf~rieure se distingue A peine : lclairage venant par le haut, le corps opaque de la
maquette emp~che la vision de ce qui se passe a lintrados. Cette configuration en roulis non symntrique
par rapport a la vitesse transversale, conduit naturellement a une architecture d'6coulement elle-mme
non symntrique. Et les portancesdes ailes s'Ctablissent A des niveaux nettement diffhrencihs. L'aile
rephrde I (roulis 22,50) a une portance jusqu'A 50 % supdrieure A celle de l'aile A roulis nul
ci-dessus. L'aile no 2 est A portance ndgative ds les incidences modrfes.

4.4. La portance d'une aile varie selon sa position en roulis sur le missile. Les douze coefficients que
nous venons d'observer, regroupds en roulis pour 1 incidenceof m = 300 indiquent le type de variation de
portance d'une aile en fonction de 0. La courbe de la figure n

0 
23 situe vers 0 t -30' la position de

laile oD sa portance atteint son maximum, sup~rieur de 70 % a sa valeur A 0 = 0'. A linverse, elle cst
ndgative pour 2700 ' 0 Z 3150, position oO laile est A l'extrados du missile.

4.5. Ui autre regroupement des portances consiste A tracer pour 0 = 00 22,5' et 4V la Somme des
portances des quatre ailes projethes dans le plan forn6 par le vecteur vitesse et l'axe missile. On obtient
les trois courbes de la fig. n

° 
24, a confronter avec les peses globales en portance de la fig. no 12.

Nous avions remarquh, observant ces dernibres, que les pertes de portance sont 61eves puisqu'entre la
courbe a 0 = 0* (portance maximum) et celle a 0 = 450 (portance minimum) elles atteignent jusqu'a 45 V
Dans le mcme temps, la portance reconstituhe des quatre ailes varie dans des proportions nettement plus
faibles, avec une zone en incidence oO les 6carts disparaissent ( o(,,,n34* A 380).

Sur le nissile d'tude, constitud dun corps et quatre ailes, nous d6composons la portance en
plusieurs parties :

- a portance du fuselage, sans la pr6sence des ailes. Comme il est axisym.trique, sa portance
est ind~pendante de langle de roulis,

- la portance de lensemble constitu6 par les quatre ailes et la partie du fuselage qu'elles
interactionnent. A son tour, cette portance se d6compose en la portance nette des ailes -
celle Atudihe pour chacune des quatre ailes ci-dessus - et la portance induite sur le
fuselage.

De ces trois composantes de portance, nous avons mensur la somme (fig. no 12) et la portance
nette des ailes (fig. no 24) et nous savons que la Dortance du fuselage est indhpendante de langle de
roulis. De la confrontation des peses globales et des peses d'aile, nous d~duisons que c'est principa-
lement sur la portance d'interaction des ailes sur le fuselage que se fait la modulation de portance en
fonction de langle de roulis.

CONCLUSIONS

Les peses globales au bassin hydrodynamique, les visualisations d'6coulements et les peses
d'ailes e soufflerie, constituent autant o')fments qui facilitent la comprehension des ph~nomnes parti-
culiers aux grandes incidences. Nous soulignons plus particulirement les points suivants :

- sur le missile en incidence, la portance des ailes en position extrados est faible, voire n~ga-

tive. A l'intrados,elle passe par un maximum vers 0 1v 30' et est nettement sup~rieure A la
portance de la position 0 = 00.

- la modulation de portance du missile en fonction du roulis apparait essentieliement sur le
terme d'interaction des ailes sur le corps,

- quand des coefficients apparaissent en latdral, les dissyrmntries d'Ocoulement se manifestent
aussi sur les coefficients du plan de tangage, mme si en peskn globale il ny a pas d'effet
apparent.

- enfin, ce ne sont pas les dissym~tries d'6coulement les plus spectaculaires qui conduisent aux
effets les plus importants sur les coefficients arodynamiques ; quand l'coulement a un aspect
entihrement d~sorganisg, les coefficients re

t
lo,,vent un niveau faible en latgral et syinctrique

en tangage. C'est davantage quand la dissymstrie s'amorce, qu'elle a les effets les plus grands.

, -



BASSIN HYDRODYNAMIQUE

Chariot de mesures Chariot de visualisation

CARACTERISTIQUES

LONGUEUR: 12 m
LARGEUR: 1 m
HAUTEUR: 1,2 m
VITESSE DE DEPLACEMENT: 0 A 1,8 m/s

FIG. 1: SCHEMA D'ENSEMBLE DU BASSIN HYDRODYNAMIQUE ET
CARACTERISTIQUES PRINCIPALES
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FIG. 2 MISSILE CONFIGURATION ; AILES LONGUES n
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FIG. 5: MISSILE DE CONFIGURATION CANARD
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FIG. 6 :COMPARAISON DIES COEFFICIENTS DE PORTANCE
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FIG. 7 : COMPARAISON DES COEFFICIENTS DE MOMENT DE
TANGAGE
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FIG. 8: TRAINEE D'UNE SPHERE VANS L *EAU
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FIG. 9: POINT D'ECLATEMENT DE TOURBILLONS SUR UINE AILE
DELTA
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FIG. 10 EVOLUTION DE LA POSITION DU POINT D'ECLATEMENT
DES TOURBILLONS D'UNE AILE DELTA MINCE EN FONCTION
DE L'INCIDENCE
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FIG. 11: MISSILE D'ESSAIS
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FIG. 12: COEFFICIENTS AERODYNAMIQUES DU MISSILE M =0
(Pes6.s au bassin hydrodynamique)
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FIG. 13: MISSILE DESSAIS AVEC PLANS DE VISUALISATION

SECTION I SECTION 2

SECTION 3 SECTION 4

SECTION 5 SECTION 6

SECTION 7 SECTION 8

FIG. 14: EVOLUTION DES TOURBILLONS D'OGIVE ET DE VOILURE LE
LONG DU MISSILE C = 300
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FIG. 15: EVOLUTION DES TOURSILLONS DE VOILURE LE
LONG DU MISSILE 30*
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FIG. 16: SECTION TRANSVERSALE NO 11 DE VISUALISATION SUR LE
MISSILE
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FIG. 17 EVOLUTION DES TOURBILLONS DE VOILURE EN FONCTION
DE L'INCIDENCE
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FIG. 18S PORTANCE DE CHAQUE AILE DU MISSILE
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FIG. 19: EVOLUTION DES TOURBILLONS EN FONCTION DE
L'INCIDENCE
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FIG. 20: PORTANCE DE CHAQUE AILE DU MISSILE
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FIG. 21: TOURBILLONS DAILE EN POSITION DISSYMETRIQUE
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FIG. 22: PORTANCE DIE CHAQUE AILE DU MISSILE
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FIG. 23: EVOLUTION DE PORTANCE D'UNE AILE EN FONCTION DE SA
POSITION EN ROULIS SUR LE MISSILE
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FIG. 24: EVOLUTION DE LA RESULTANTE DE PORTANCE DES
QUATRE AILES POUR DIFFERENTS ANGLES DE ROULIS
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Short Duration Flow Establishment on a Profile in a Water-Ludwieg-Tunnel

W. Kerres and H. Gronig

Stoawellenlabor, Rhejnisch-Westfalische Technische Hochschule Aachen, 5100 Aachen,
Federal Republic of Germany

Symbols

A - cross section area Subscripts:
c = chord length H a high pressure chamber
h height of the fluid column in the tunnel L a low pressure chamber
p pressure M a test section at the place of the model
Ap= accelerating pressure difference 0 Q condition at the water surface
s teeth distance of the chopper disk s 0 sliding valve
t = absolut time - a undisturbed flow in the test section
T exposure time Superscript:
V velocity * 0 dimensionless value
x'= coordinate of the tunnel in flow direction
x coordinate of the model in flow direction
y coordinate normal to x
0 density of the fluid
T= characteristic starting time

Summary

This paper deals with the time dependent establishment of the flow field on an airfoil
in unsteady flow. The impulsive start of the flow is achieved in a Water-Ludwieg-Tunnel.
By using a coded particle tracing method for flow visualization, the detailed flow es-
tablishment on a NACA 0012 airfoil at 300 angle of attack is shown from the beginning
where potential flow exists with zero circulation to a "quasi-steady" formation of the
vortex street.

1. Introduction

Experiments in unsteady flow, especially impulsively started flows, are difficult to
realize because of the needed high acceleration in the beginning in order to rea-ch a
steady flow velocity in a short time. Continuously working channels, especially water
channels, have acceleration times in the range of seconds to minutes. The intermittent
working Water-Ludwieg-Tunnel proposed by Akamatsu /I/ has an acceleration time in the
range of tens of milliseconds. This facility allows experiments in an almost impulsively
started flow with a following steady velocity for a few seconds. A second acceleration
step of the flow is possible. A number of interesting flow problems may be studied in
this channel, e.g. the unsteady Kutta condition, the development of the starting vortex,
the development of the flow and the flow forces on an airfoil. The visualization tech-
nique proposed in this paper represents a modified particle tracer method, which yields
the location of the photographed particles as a function of tiie with a resolution o f
less than one millisecond. This means, that the flow direction of the particles can be
determined. By this coded-tracer technique, which is described below, the flow estab-
lishment on a NACA 0012 profile is observed.

2. Test facilities

2.1 Water-Ludwieg-Tunnel

A channel of this type was built in 1984 in the Stomwellenlabor of the RWTH Aachen 2
A sketch of the Water-Ludwieg-Tunnel (Fig. I) shows the principle of the channel: the
high Pressure section including the 750 mm long vertical test section (75 x 150 mm-

) 
is

separated from the low pressure section by a fast acting sliding valve. This valve opens
the tunnel within 5 ms, and the pressure difference between high and low Pressure char-
her plus gravity forces accelerate the fluid.

The velocity history in the test section is determined with the equation ,f BernoullI
for unsteady incompressible flow:

h
( ) 0 f av(x'tl x ,p Q v2 Q

at dx P - v - =g PH * v(I) p at - .

0

Under the assumption, that the flow velocity in the water tank is low (v0 /v5  1 the
velocity in the test section as a function of time follows from Eq.() as

(2) vM vM. tanh

(2)
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with the steady velocity

t3) M A 2Ap
A
51

the pressure difference

(4) AP PH - PT Q g h

and the characteristic starting time

h d x2 As " I -
150 A(x)-(5) - a :s

In Fig.2 the measured flow velocity in the Water-Ludwieg-Tunel is shown in comparison
with the calculated values as a function of time. For these measurements a NACA 0012
airfoil with a chord length of 50 mm was installed at an angle of attack of 30' in the
test section. In these tests the channel was driven by the hydrostatic prcsscre ccnly.
The experimental results give a characteristic starting time 'if - 57 ris Ithporetically
T - 53 ins) and a steady velocity of 0.62 n/s (theoretically v - 0.65 m s).

The difference between the theoretial and the measured values are due to the fa-t, thIt
the calculation neglects the effect of the mounted airfoil and the turbleint flccw .q.
at the sharp edges of the sliding valve. Another effect, not taken Into ac'count, is th'.
finite opening time of 

5
ms for the sliding valve, which cacos a displa-nmccnt ,f the

measured velocity to greater times.

The static pressure pM in the test section as a function of time is shown in Fig. 3 fcr
a run of the channel of about two seconds. The pressure drop at thi start i diat- s the
acceleration of the flow, followed by the steady flow. The small decrease of th,. stat Ic
pressure is caused by the sinking water level in the water tank.

If additionally to the hydrostatic forces the chambers are operAted with a )cri-ssur-
difference, the characteristic starting time according to Eg.(S) decrases. If (h t.i,c-
nel is operated with the maximum possible pressure difference of 1p 1.15 bcar, tqcc. (I-
5) yield a characteristic starting time of -- 20 ms and a steaddy v-Iciity of
vM a 1.8 m/s.

2.2 Coded-tracer-method

The flow visualisation was realised by a modified tracer methid, which nablis ,ino- i,
find the exact position of the particles on the photograph as a funct In if I Ioo.

Generally the method of photographing traces of particles is a very sinple- no f-n (r reis-

uring velocities in a two-dimensional flow. The flw field is vcs,.li-cd tnd shcws th,-
macroscopic velocities for the instant of the exposure t ime. It has c-en used r,roccccs y
in many steady flow problems, and also in such ulnsteady fl.ws, whore (h, - 'h ,- i ,c f If-
flow field arc. small within the exposure time f ,4,5 I. If the ccsp-ccsir, t i., is -,
long, the velocity can cnly be measured as an average ccv,r t he cnxpccsur, t 1- r1 I
even cannot be detected at all if the t rac'es ie st i y . F'r ch,ri t Ir c -I 'r",-s
it is difficult to measure the length ,f the tr-aces wtc-h r, c t1- - - Ii i
with the streamlines. The simple tracer method shc-ws cc-c ,,c (ciii i cf l(,. fl,- f -I'l) -i-
gives no infermation about the direction of thi (I w.

There are different methods to masure the vlh iti charoccs dcc i, he .cc,,cci, t 'r,,:
first, to mark the traces in equal tin, inti-t ils hc , cd i ,:si, c .7, ,r I-v
stroboscopic laser light for high vtlocities 8 . and ic , ilv i .ii .' 1. , , f ph-
tographs. The flow direction ,an only be doti-rni e.,i. wt., at i-st - -t )chcot,, cI. tck. c

/9/ or when the traces are marked additionally with .c * ,c-,,oc i fl-ish lliht Ii (I a
second laser '7/.

In recent studiea the velcitles of t racer (art ciclis at riascrc, with the h-I 1 - *f 1 -- rp -
puters connected to video cameras. Rc d,?itizcng sred )c,tr-tcirs I , -- n croci w, cks,,
with a three-dimenslonal on-line system 12 the velc it is and dir.,-t in it,, l.. d.

With the coded-tracer-method applied in 
t
his ,papr th,. part c1,- 'races are provcd,.d with

marks, yielding both direction and vhlic-ity. In, Fccj.
4 

the faclilty f(ir this visull-
ization technique is shown: By neans ocf a cylindril Ic 11s.- thu (ser prcd(s a I iqhl
sheet of 2mm thickness in the test section and illuminates plan t - pirti, les in the
water (Vestamid, Chemische Werke Hils AG., dameter • I.2mm ). In front ccf the ,'csc i
cho)pper disk rotates, which interrupts the beam i-cording to the pattern ,f biraid -tnd
small teeth o the circumference . The distances betwocn the (cmcng sides- of the -.(h
are constant, so that the exact time of the coded traces can be determined, if the
starting time of the pattern t and the time interval At are known. Th, p hc c or.aph shccws
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the trailing edge of the NACA 0012 in the starting flow, taker by the camera as indi-
cated in the sketch.

A photodiode receives the signal of the coded light. A trans:ent recorder is friggered
by the opening of the channel. If the camera shutter is released, the signai of the
photodiode is digitized and stored. The computer prints the signal code in form of lonq
(L) and short (M) characters and additionally the starting time of the pattern and the
time interval between two consecutive dashes.

In this example, the photo is taken with an exposure time of 3tos (T:l 30s). The sate
pattern of the traces is visible on the photograph and on the signal code. The position
of the particles can be measured as a function of time, from which velocity and flow
direction may be calculated. An example of the amount of information, which is stored in
the flow photograph of Fig.4, is demonstrated by drawing the flow velocities as arrows
at the beginning lFig.5a, t=10ms) and at the end of the exposure time (Fig.5b, t 40ms).
The streamlines are superimposed qualitatively in the figures. The development from a
flow with a stagnation point on the suction side of the airfoil to the stage with the
separated starting vortex is obvious.

3. Flow establishment on an airfoil in unsteady flow

The airfoil consists of a NACA 0012 profile made of perspex (Fig 6t. It is mounted in
the 75mm x 150mm rectangular test section with an angle of attack of w - 30"

. 
The veloc-

ity history for the start and the following steady flow under these conditiuns is
already shown in Fig.2. The Reynolds number calculated with the chord length and the
steady velocity vM. is Re = 3.1 x 104.

The photographs are taken with a 35mm camera. The beginning of the exposure time is
given by t and made dimensionless with the velocity vM. and the chord length c:
t = VM,-t/c. In all photographs the exposure time is T = 1/30 sec.

In Figs.7-11 the flow development during the acceleration period of the fluid is photo-
graphed. In the very first instant after the start of the tunnel, potential flow with
zero circulation exists around the airfoil (Fig. 7). The stagnation point is located on
the suction side of the profile. To demonstrate the location of the stagnation point
clearer Fig. 7 is chosen with an angle of attack of 450 (all others have 30

°
) and with

a larger scale than the following figures. The exposure time began before the channel
started and is therefore negative. For d = 300 the hooked traces at the trailing edge in
Fig. 8 indicate the same flow development: In the beginning a stagnation point is lo-
cated on the suction side of the airfoil, and later the velocity direction is tangential
to the profile's surface. At t - 0.3 (Fig. 9), the flow on the airfoil stays tangential
to the surface, and there is no separated flow region. In Fig.10 the starting vortex is
carried away from the airfoil. The particle traces are cycloides due to the rotating
and translating fluid. Near the leading edge a separated flow area appears.

The further flow establishment takes place under the condition of a steady outer flew
with vM. - 0.62 m/s. The first leading edge vortex has its origin at the nose of the
profile (Fig. li) in the separated flow region. This vortex increases to such a size,
that it not only induces an almost complete backflow on the suction side, but also a
secondary counterrotating vortex with its core at the quarterline and another vortex at
the leading edge, rotating in the same direction (Fig. 15). The flow around the trailing
edge leads to small disturbances in the shear layer between the fluid coming from the
pressure and suction side of the airfoil (Figs. 12 - 14), until it is strongly influ-
enced by the first leading edge vortex (Fig. 15). This vortex amplifies the shear flow
in the shear layer giving birth to the first trailing edge vortex (Fig. 16, reduced
scale for Figs. 16-33). This latter vortex grows until the first leading edge vortex
starts to move away with the outer flow and pulls the trailing edge vortex away from the
airfoil (Fig. 18) . These two vortices are carried away as a vortex pair.

A separated flow region with highly turbulent flow stays on the suction side of the
airfoil (Fig. 19). In this region the second leading edge vortex develops (Fig. 201 and
a similar process as described before begins: the second trailing edge vortex is growing
(Fig. 21), the second vortex pair swims away (Fig. 24) and the third leading edge
vortex increases (Fig. 25), induces the trailing edge vortex (Fig. 26); the fourth vor-
tex pair can to be seen in Fig. 30, the fifth in Fig. 33 etc..

The experiments show that the mechanism of the formation of the vortex (airs is always
the same. An exception is the starting vortex, which has its origin in the motion of the
stagnation point together with the separation at the trailing edge. The first vortex
pair has the biggest size compared with the following ones , which grow in turbulent
flow regimes.

In Figs.14-36 the path of the vortex cores are plotted in the dimensionless xs-y -
plane (x x/c, y y c). The starting vortex is carried away by the flow almost
parallel to the x-axis of the coordinate system. The leading edge vortex is formed in
the separated flow at the nose of the airfoil, it increases on the suct ion side and
swims away follcwed by the trailing edge vortex. The paths of the v:rtices cross at x

0.8. The second leading edge vortex moves close to the airfil towards the trailing
edge. Its way is cr::ssed by the -orresponding trailing edge vortex at I 1 4. The mea-
sured paths of the third vortex pair show a diverging behaviour.
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The- neasuired time intervals el-ipsei bet ween the format int of the vnrt, s pairs are shown
inr t q. 17. T1b- , Figure shows on the absci ssa t he t ine when t ho I iadi rq edge oirt i es
are bservid f ir: t , onI Ite ordimate the ti-e di fterence bet ween the- foroiat ionr of t he-
leading edge vo)rtex arid the corresponding, i.e. from itself inidu~edi, trailitig edge vir-
ten. Tbhis plot shows a decrease in t he times betweeti the formiat ion of the corre-spond iri
vortex pa irs. With t ho appieatince if the third vort i-x pair tihe formatio m tie idif fer-
ences become nearly otistant. For the here described experiments. I te t ime to thirIs
st eadly fiirmiat ion if t h. vortex st reet amiiunt s to t ,700 ms, i-orrespond ing to t he flow
.itiiiat intig ieci in Fig. 24.

A similtar flow sit uat inn has ticen experimental1y nbse-rved by Daube et at. /4, . There a
SAGA 1012 airfoil was towed vertically in a water tank wit h an*I anglie of attack of 34"
and a tlcnxolds number of Re - 1000. The dimensionless time t was def inied in the- sate
way, however, the ftliw stages petited to t are different compared to t hen ones measured
III thle Liidw icy-Tunnel: e.gj. the or igin of 1he f irst i ni --nd t ra i I ing eilge vortex wis

obevdat t - .0 in the Ludwiegj-Tonnel, when--is it is found for Imers I a 5 in t he
eeperinrtso (f Itiobe et at1. ' 4.

It'atvai fu, Iis is'--ptc Ie I 1 rol Iit , ii t he- d if fi:r-it -. ilini f e-I-der i I I , t , -'
'Iiilli' i of -it ti-k and Reeynolils nriir.the, sto n u (f I hose inf ltiii iis wil I h a pairt of

4. Co.Iuieis

- I Interm it cuet wi. k Ing Wte-tiiudlwi -A-TuinelI is de-~ rsipI)id, wit.--,h -p.-ii i i fai tvII
I, s'top:tt'nd. I". 'i-id-Is i- irlili v - -'i-i-t -it flIows. ItsI-, .t -in1o-ixIicx I i,'I-" stint

'o,itl-o tep I-Fi is. I -)O~ I riristeateIt as a3 sipl fa-IIy tir mi-astir,' 1 -f se--its if,

'q". "tiiii. ind I I ii- tu'iii. --x' i- IlIy i ts changes luir ing thI-' ei-xiie In I- i i t~t1-1 t'.
mitI- I xiiill I' -di I Ia- tti'lniqule. The resiloution 'if thits f liiw f Id 1i'aeirii ti1, --

iI-I--IsI st-ItiI , - esr ir, whire tI- i Ift-eiit this - stages at.'xt ,iI oni 'i i h, dI i-
I- sI it itt-] f low wit h ,I-I stignJ'at iti poinitt on the x- I-n s iil of I I- iifiil Ii-d tII-,

stit I 1 -1 ' iX-irr i -I A i i isi li c oiiitPr flow.

Its flow i- ti Iisinn 1i 1-i NACA 00t12 a irfoilI in in iiitiilxm%'i. It st1rt-i "tw W It h .1
tt-v-ii itssinieri of t.1s10

4 
has hiiin inv-st igatid. The startig vor ti' il-i- oti w 1-t I-i

II otiii iI I1I Ii ri,-ino ioin .f t i- st i iatiiin pointt toget her IIt h thie v-i t-i- Ii'1i' 1it it- in
t in' si1. -0 1, iv tIit t hoi, t Iiita i -dip..1 The fit-s.t s-t tee f rim I- - I-iI nq-i' I

Ii t-Is I,, irlo' -x -if f, ii iin-j t he viirti-e Street , wiih is wellI kniiwii for I Ii- eti-id% fl--w
I i ii' f-,I I i at I tuth 'qlIi, if at tic-k. The meisiurid tIm- internal Ii tie1) fin-i -I In

iii.I ,- -o I -- i--I -pt i-i' il-- I d tio dot -ri In-,fi I hit ter it II I Ic-, afti 1,i,-f: "
i'in tit- f I~ i-. for Ihi, s--p-it Iiir it t he 5iipt iii s Ix achijeved.

I-isniwle gui-t

Tiii wopk w.i:- jort i-il ly siippir ti-i lix t he Soniih-ufipe--iuijs e ..... "uplI Iiiiiii.ti'i
ii -li-p h kig Ii h .n.' sriiiopd by It he [ltuts,:hi Fcriiinxc ies--huh . Tl i iiitiris

I Akar-u t- Tii Ap iif ois of shoi-k tibc i-i-ti iiiloiii to xt id-s it h- -:lnu'i-e
shiii-k Tile . i.. ..... I n,, Wi-e West-rh (E 's Ahlb-irn. I-rt Iiior-it, pis-t I i4-l , lIiii- i %
of Wish i uigt ori, Pru- - Si-ittI I( -iId Loindiin 179.

U -i-.I, hitit riikt u Bait miii] tr prutIng "im's Waxe".r tudw i-aiIncvI

f,,I I she- Ti-i-tin I '-I- Ht- huIti- S-n., 11 84.

i tri ,-it I i-j,-b tII- ito r -S-rodyuia i is -h-i \t-s io-It-iaist i II 'i ti u-i-u - lt

1 I inf S. Ui i I - I Ii it-Ptoo esi , Ion-ii i i -He i , Iiit 'I _' 7. ' O iir-i--- l - i- Iii

Iti -Jti, I.S. P-i- Lo,: lio----ii,- 11 ;r 'nit I- "I--ft- f-- "'tt0
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EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF HOVER FLOWFIELDS IN WATER
AT THE MCDONNELL DOUGLAS RESEARCH LABORATORIES*

K. R. Saripalli
t
. J. C. Kroutil

tt 
and J. R, Van Horn

t

McDonnell Douglas Research Laboratories

P. 0. box 516, St. Louis, MO 63166

ABSTRACT

A new experimental facility, cailed the Hover Research Facility (HRF), is designed to study the
flowfields generated by hovering vertical take-off and landing (VTOL) aircraft and helicopters. Water is
used as the working medium because of its inherent advantages in flow visualization and laser. Dopplcr
velocimeter (LDV) measurements. The applications of the Hover Research facility include:
1) experimental investigation of twin-jet impingement flow with application to VT3L aircraft, (2,

visualization of the fiowfield around a fully contoured, model supersonic fighter/attack Short-take-off
and vertical landing (STVL) aircraft, and (3) performance testing of a No Tail Rotor NOTAR) elicoptvr
in hover mode by use of a scaled model. Flow-visualization and quantitative LDV data on these experiments
are presented.

NOMENCLATURE

A,BC Constants

D Exit internal di ameter of the nozzle or the exit jet diameter
H Height of the nozzle exit above the ground plate
M Constant
Re Reynolds number based on the exit jet diameter and the exit jet velocity
S Center distance between the jet exit

Distance between the points of impingement on the ground for inclined t :mpingemr
S. Instantaneous velocity in the streamwise (Z) direction

V Instantaneous velocity in the cross stream (X) direction

W. Instantaneous velocity in the Y direction

J Mean velocity in the streanwise direction
V Mean velocity in the cross-stream direction
a Fluctuating cmponent of the velocity in the streoowise direti cn
v Fluctuating coponent of the velocity in the cross-streom direc't on
J, Jet centerline velocity at the exit

U max  The local maximin streawise vlocity in the fountvin

A~z The fountain hall-width where U U U

X Distance parallel to the line connecting the nozzle center ines
Y Distance perpendicular to the line connecting the nozzle conterlenes and parallel lit tth. groun!

plane
Z Perpendicular distance from the ground plane

1. INTRODUCTION

Helicopters and vertical take-off and landing (VTOL) aircraft employing powered lift-jets product
complicated foowfields while hovering in and out of ground effect. These three-dimensional hover flow-
fiClds, shown schematically in Fig. 1 , involve strong interactions between the lift-generating flow, the
airframe surface, and the ground.

In the case of a VTOL aircraft powered by lift jets (Fig. la), the aXiSyrmetric radial wall jets
created by the impinging lift jets collide with each other to form a fountain upwash flow. The fountain
is fan-shaped, spreading radially in all directions with increasing width away from the ground. The foun-
tain Is an important flow feature because its Impingement on the aircraft undersurface increases lift,
elevates skin temperatures, and increases the possibility of reingestion of exhaust gases into the inlets.
Literature survey on fountain flows indicates a need for a reliable, detailed mean-velocity and turbulence
data base on realistic 3-D fountain producing configurations. The helicopter' rotor downwash (Fig. 1b) ic
a complex flow featuring tip and hub vortices and wake contraction. Certain elements of this flowfiell,
such as blade/blade-wake interaction, lift distribution along the blade in a multibladed rotor, interac-
tion between the downwash and the fuselage, and the interaction between the downwash and the ground are
not well defined.

This paper describes experimental work conducted in the Hover Research Ecility 1RRF) at McDonneI
Douglas Research Laboratories (MDRL) on generic and configuration-oriented flOwfields generated by hover-
ing VTOL aircraft and helicopters. The HRF is specially designed for thy study of sucvc never flewfiei s

*This research was conducted u.dr the MeDonnl o1 Iugl as 1nd-pendvnt Rc,ir-h in od , .pceot prgru .
tci entist, McDonnell Dougl a Rescar.ch [(.hutcories

t teet ion thief, Laboratory, Mclocnrel I Dougl ti REsarch :aboratori s
tttPr,,(ect Engineer, McDonnell Douglas Hi icoptor Cpany
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4. EXPEIMENTAL RESULTS
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4.3.2 Flow Over the Tail Boom (SinRle Slot)1
Tire scajed NOTAR fuselage was attached to the rotor. The fan inlet flow, tee engine exhaust , .:

the flows from the jet thruster and the slot were simulated and scaled Properly. the dire t jet neusta
and the circulation control slot flows were metered individually. The slot momentum 0oAfl . no>,
dimensional measure of the slot jet manentum was kept the same as for the NOTAR flight venlcoe.

The flow over the tail boom was observed primarily by use of tufts. Figures '9a aro t Pb nw tee e

havior of the flow over the tail boom as observed from the slot-side with and without tn,2
Clearly, fences were necessary to keep the flow attached around the boom on the slot asie aco -,.
the necessary circulation control (anti-torque) effects. Thus, the flow bhavior xoiti' j nt-
exterior of tie tail boo of the full-scale vehicle was dupl!iated in the- tets to cdut , in ih?.

Figure !9c snows the attached flow around the tail boom in an end view obtained with f r
:ce'laser light sheet visualization technique.

4.3.3 Solution to the Fence Problem
As stated earlier, the primary goal of toe subject helicopter testing was to mainta-n at '. I.

,round the boo without use of fences. Many configurational design modifications wer tested,----' '-
ompletel y successful. The successful design that resulted in attached flow without ferc- is

Fig. 20. it consisted of a second slot added to the tail boom and was of the same lengg as t!- -g-.
sot. N o additional flow was required and the total exit area of the original slot was divide- '- - .. , r

t s! s ots in the final coofigituation; the lower' slot having a slightly larger cros -secti-:_ ..
Figur, ' shows the attached flow for the double slot-configuration without fences. eefe'en - i',,-

fui dletas IS of NOTAR helicopter model test results.
lithAei flight vehicle was modified to inclule the new slot de-igi with an addilon r, s . -

modlf, arcraft was flown successfully with improsed performance characteristics 'ti N!A. . 7
'Y:- Figure 22 shows the first flight of the modified NOTAR helicopter.

5. CONCLUSIONS

autnr :a shown to be an excellent workien medium for flow visual) cation unc :,T:
mean velocity and turbulence measurements were obtained on twin-jet fountain ' '- -

'ion t VTO! aircraft. Mean velocity and turbulence profiles across the fountain .
,y. Tne fountain was observed to be highly turbulent with maximum turbulence intensitls n .. -T.;.

50-h %. The spread and mean velocity decay chracteristics of the fountain closely resemble th a ,I
radl 1l jts. Effective design solutions were obtained on engineering problems a.ssoc! t-,,i wt T1
.1rft i nd helicopters by use of flow-visuailization techniques and throughi inexpensive scale nc . -,s.:

pn Aosr.

GO) I ..... .."(Oft" (S~d ' V-ta II
40 } "On ('Lkk rid NNd %I\
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AN INVESTIGATION ON DUCTED PROPELLERS IN AXISYMWtTRIC SHEAR FLOW
by

J.A.C. Falco de Carmpos
Department of Mechanical Frgineerirq

Instituto Superior Thcnico
1096 Lisboa Code.

Portugal

SUMMARY

To improve the basic understanding of the complex interaction flow phenoien betren ducted propeller

systems and the ship's holf, the effects of radial non-uniformity of the inflow to the ducted croveller

were investigatedboth numerically and experimentally.

The mathenatical model is based on the Euler equations for ax no iscid, incompressible axis,.vnetri,

flow and on trice renresentation of the propeller bv an actuator disk. in a vorticito - stream function

formulation, toe problem is governed by two couoled integral equations,which express vorticity transport

in the flow and the boundary condiions on the uct and !,b surfaces. The numerical clution e toi cop.ys
a discretization of the vorticity field into vortex shects,which are traced iterativec y ii a fised grid.

The problem was also experi-entally investi ated in the larce Cavitation unnel ot ti, .!aritime,

Research Institute Netheriands. A five bladed propeler modcl,placed inside a duct,sa, ntt bmm i nd wire

screens,generating a wake velocity profile with axial iyn-ietre. Lascr-Doppler -measurements ! -n aia

and radial elocitien we- carried out at various axial locations upstreari and down-tream o the do, ted
prop lLr. !ieta iled comparisons cetween the r,sults of calculatiocs and tt .epriments are pr . tc- a,

dis-cssd.

NOMENCLATURE

C ip p o111112. 'o - pressure eoefficiot

) 2 u: - d ct radial Iforce coe l im ient

/2, - d ct th s t co l! ccon t

I - ie y l' hi Ict h r s t o , i , le l t

- sc'pcte cIiiptis mt,-r-cl - th -sond kiss

- .tiva s ,,or sni as,

F i, Lt radial torso 1 r s it almi n

-- :cFr-ycp, icts ,f in thc o r inate s,.t r -

I f - a s .iax l a d t a v l e , iam o m p o.n y e..c t s o f t t , Isc m ' , t r i i [m i r , . t O O L
disb

s-s -x ,r,r'i C:r cnl I l'.n ti-,i

l ' eI/s - tt.c h,.dd

ii, - tct. I i, id of the undisturbed stream

i s , i . - ' m , !i t - l,, , . I - J i . s, r ,

" -C '/i K) advan e ratio

K(k) - c Iltoe elliptic inte ral c. the f irst kind

K d = 7/4) (1f /. ( R h - d ie t throa t c f fi , i t

Kip" = "/4)(f1 - propl r throst coel ti cnt

k,k - od i of elI litic i te raks

k(s,s') - kerel function

N- number of vortex sheets -n the discretizatice of tile non-uniform stream

N. - number of slipstram vortex sheets

p- pressure

* Ptesent addlcf s: MAR15. 2, thaausteeg, P.C. Box 28, 6700 AA lageitn ien, The Neltlitca1,i.
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P) - pressure at infinity upstream

R - propeller radius, actuator disk radius

R
0  

- radial extent of the inflow non-uniformity

r
0  

- radius of the vortex sheet at infinity upstream

r_ - radius of the vortex sheet at infinity downstream

s,n - coordinates of the streamline based coordinate set (so,)

T
d  

- duct thrust

T - propeller thrust
P

U(r) - axial velocity of the undisturbed non-uniform stream

L0 - uniform flo' velocity outside the wake

u,v,w - velocity components in the coordinate set (x,r,
,
")

a - velocity vector

Us,Un,u - components of u in toe streamline based coordinate set (s,n,)

x,r,J - cylindrical coordinates

I - parameter o the complete elliptic integral of the third kind

- circulation on the actuator disk

- strength of a vortex sheet

- strength of the vortex sheet at infinity upstream

- strength of the vortex sheet at infinity downstream

yin) - Dirac delta function

Rhs\kl) - complete eltiptic integral of the third kind

- fluid density

- stream function

T.. - stream function value at a grid knot.

'(~r,r') - stream function induced by a semi-infinite riny vortex cylinder with unit

strength

- perturbation stream function

d ,p ,w - stream function induced by the duct and hub surface vorticity, propeller
vorticity and wake vertiiry

- stream function of the undisturbed non-uniform stream

- propeller angular velocity

- vorticity vector

, r - components of w in the coordinate set (x,ro)

-39p w - actuator disk vorticity, wake vorticity

SUBSCRIPTS

(_ - vector

d - duct

p - propeller

w - wake

0 - conditions at infinity npstream

- conditions at infinity downstrem

i,j - element or knot indices

m - related to thi m
t h 

vortex sheet

k - related to the k
t h

ahipstream vortex sheet



1. INTRODUCTION

In mtarine applications, dueted propellers arc frequently empioyed to achieve sigher propuilsive
efficiency wires the propeller is heavily loaded or to rr-tard the occurrence of propeller caiain ef. 1.
in the first easete duct is of the accelerating type and is acted hi a positive thrust force in
the same sense as the propeller thrust, while in the ;ecood case the duct is of the dccviiratio' tone and
develops a negative thrust. One important aspect of the propulsive performance oP ships Pitt d witt ist-c
propellers relates to the way in which the interaction between the ducted propeller and the ship' he1l 1-.
taken into account. In simpaths with conventional propeller practice, the usual inte-raction coftso:.Ots,
knowns as thrust deduction, wahe Practice and relative rotative officionocvcan 1be defined for ducted
propellers. However, due to the presence of a third interacting elemnst, tile dutw~ carries a IcrecL and
induces a velocity field, such definitions are not straightforward. Basically, two ectrein pishosopises arc
possihle and have heen followed: the duct as .part of the hull and the door as a p)air sf the 'ropalsor.

fef.2 reviews both approaches and discusses alternative ones.

To improve the -iderstanding of the interaction phenomena between duct, propeller a::c hu0:1 moets
de-tailed analysis are required. Before attempting a Complete analysis, the s~parilte stea, 'I s'eioo,
assents of the interaction phenomena is simpler from the theoretical point oP v.-w. onj ;,Lil :..fu

appsoael: One of the main aspects of interaction reg;ards the interaction wit:: the 'Juns k, ~.,t,
interaction with the inflow n--unifornit- to the propelsor. Thie study of this effect Per ss ntiocal

propellers ias already deserved considerable attenticon in the last 'years (R efs.I 3,4,o : and . I: all
these studies the flow is assumed asisenonetrie fle,. oly rodial non--iirms . coicro and
envicid, although rotational with presence of corticity in the incolning (ci .iw~ss- oc ~a arali.-I oboe o

Pflow.

The classical approach to tlie studs oP flow disturbanes t norallel <icor flowso

flow theory k~aler equat ices of -et i-o) and l~aklc usc of coci, the atr oo c
lilcf-d): the large shear-snail disturojanco approximation and the snail sisar-a e:stsri'acs.a: ,o-5

as secondary Plow theory. Psin '; the lar, 'e shear-s-lail di stiirbanoe ti: cci, ... I nil I1 ',l d-,
the Liocarised theory for twcc-diensicnai airfoils en sh~ear flows. Overlai, 0n x l1et,!-,s.- tii

to annular airfoils, in asiscenritrie ho:er flow. For the propeiler imtericti'o's l~ - - ,l.I, I:~

apprroximat ion seems appropr iate, cons ideien- tie lires- scofO steon,' scouar in the'ilnp' ak. JIIt

siicclou t ions eP tile ineonpross.ibis non-linear En ice equaticons Pfo- tee divieri-a 1:0,ini,

Plow lace also ben reported iii tie literature. lycoal esamples Ore ti:, i it., dlfi Co - ', ,
ot Ii Dli the finite vleei Vsal sltiii iir Scons~ ins Ii ibsce se,

cortexsohect method of Gluck (Rel . *1)

In this payer te asssxtis.ri in scid P1. -aais is sress~it,d oaI-" -,l1 11
con-I incur prohien, based on til Fu qaions of mtion is f irst iormiated is tees' ur: .L a~

otreac., function, assiiing the proiy. lee to.-' er-- h y. a I iftic lin, -,iel .. ti. en nt
Eiludes. Duct and hub OstPfoe ace esyresectsd hs vortsex shoots 000 tie... in~oc :: tc',r c'.oe
considering, thy corrcspcndin:1 inner potential fics. iiol ri':. Ses.ond, tit hircetes is i

a discrete vortes sheet method . Tnc iteration proceeuds Ire's ti:0 irev ious 5itproi5ioti i'Ls - I
I ic.id to tile nest ciebs comiputisng tile strr ricton iri:s,i at ti -je zridhinsto and - -'a ,it:
suiects on thie grid. Tuei prolre cc 1lose t;- hoondano Ondertbus on tho asct ace :.os to l ti n~s 0-

rather catocalI s.ac,hot the ir statement IsIMd l t I" ' In t e ao jcuo-

h ince no experimrental data was asai labe icfr ,onpar isces1.i to. toir-t icaL I IL rdi Al
esieC 1e~ prograsne was conduceo en tIho I arc i a i tat ion (urie I Of (fRill tO ohtain ,c iIe u-via:.
cc tee bhiaviour of a dusted propel ti, in a radial I, riou i nosir's flow. hocl test iro_,-to, , -ii :"
scosorectuS on propeller and dsot arid kI. riled3 .,s-r hicypler .- 10Ceit%'05 'c":cii-ets . A -'Lt ,nC
esperj;sis to :5 icon is, Section . Finalily the ycmp9Ci 05 irotoe tee rc to i-L,-

io lo ltars aid the clipenisietal data is (ircseritoi and1 d iS.[uov.

2. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS

2.1 Formulation or the proble.

ol~nder the ies.' of 00 los:-i and :190 c0epr.si. 0, hi a ies~o: i propeller uperere.
hi, diect arid bub arc asiseeLtri: i. le'ntral krid- rpe le-sut il:- tihiii ull j4 !uilus.lL : -!
isrepesetes h a lifticg liv. i~dsl th infirrite. nub t.. oroblad- c -si.' t Xeial-,
lerve n tue fluid (actuator d,.Il -te- is plo,, cini a t-.ilir i:s.i,~

hile Euler equations of riotion ane

wiierc a is the Pluid velocity, n tue pre s..ren,- tLe, aeuity and P til s-osra he'lie, nuit 0-s. ,
equatione of Continuity

ear. he' id-h.'ially satisfied in asisocneeric flee' intrcie. is. thle htucosteu inotionl - iu,c If i,
wi ilesote tue velocity components ina cylindrical coenhinate uotec, I5e l, thten

Cr -x

Tire vsrt icits vector -- = ahsceievt
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In a curvilinear coordinate system (s,n,c), s being measured along the stream surfaces and n along th
normal to the stream surfaces in a meridional plane, the vorticity vector has components

i a(rw) 1 )(rw) 5
r n ' r 3s

Using the vector identity

(u.V)u =V( u.u) -u .'; ou), (El

we obtain from (i),in the absence of external forces

u . =VH, 7)

where H =p/, +(1/2)u' is the total head.

Eq. (7) shows that in the absence of external forces TH/)s =0 and j(r)j/s =0, i.e., the total ad
and the angular momentum are conserved along the meridional streamlines. Therefore, 'c, vay writ,

The normal component of (7) writes

w *3 l7 g(ru) -us ,7g AI

whrre 55 = (u1v(1/2 is the meridional velocity. Using Cie relation d/d: ru ilin and Eq. (4, Eq. U')

becomes

-1 [" 1 j' ' I i dN rw d

r- ' 3x r Sr lr:) =T r - -- 'rw. .7)

In the absence of swirl, Eq. (10) takes the form

"-. dl)

r di '

which shows that /r isconstant along the mericional streamlines.

The Eq. (LO) holds everywhere in the flow field, except at the disk itself, where an eternal Icrc
field is applied. Since the incoming flow is free of swirl,the particular form Eq. (11) holds everywhere
in the field except inside the region occupied by the actuator disk and its sliestrean. To determine the
form of the right-hand-side of Eq. (10) in the disk slipstream,we have to consider the way in which the
force field acts at the disk.

We assume the external force field at the disk to be of the form

F =(fx(3)(s),',E (j ! ()), -. ,(1 ,

where is the Dirac delta function, R the disk radius and s denotes the point where the meridional
streamline intersects the disk plane.

From

u F (13

we derive

1' 
-  ( u

I 
'
f) 14l1F

and

I i- r_ . 11''
J a 

( r 
.
)  

u s

Integrating (15) between s and s 0 atd using kit, we got

0 fc- s -'I , r : i El
f f .i

rwI=L



which shown that rw has a jump at the dish. The jump in total head is found [enos a naLcoin4 aanlditiun
inside tl~e hlade row at the disk: the condition of normality h etiaeen thle force and thel relative eocis
to the hlade. If the hlade rotates with angular Velocity .., ouch condition roads

(a - i ,-r) .y '3

which, with Eqs. (14) and (15), yields

Integratitng Eq. (18) between s and 0 , we gect

hi) for s40 or- )h

q)- =j H x).r forv s(I andI U-. M

oihere, % potp +121 ~ to Lti hcad !,c for. to' dia: - a: b5 dCc. . . ..:IL;, ondi tin at

infinity upstre.

Stich-titotin' Eq. (I) ie 1,q ('1,we ot'h o 00i It~i tic li

(2 -ed to te 'inaiaIntol- ac , aCi q c,~a~tioi irc..ceti- I tar tn'c -. iI,-0

t ,, - -riot', L) le. 1)a Id (l'i, 'e. 1-i )l hilcsIitioi Ll!I , t ova1> t' -'o
i l t hand oi iequal to zarn.

to". 'i'. lJact to tnc;, jt-ic 10 !cdIi':: -niti-I 1 c Lil'rIe~n
t- sly a)i edt iinn "ia,-'' 1)impsc

Ic: da il-'cifc t i '' :
1
: irohittlnkon oL eaia ' ti ii ''1 -L1 .,1 ~ I,;,

is fleer at thetik

lot raon of soirc cnn:iencc tlic haundarol <a: V

scrfi( es arc ijiplich in a doltcro" tw Since I, arc-an!' nterestI :I lI , .IIIi

and iiib sortaceson mia' coot iiic iic , faI.- il inlte' t:.c 11Itt 'cdsca!-! "f-'1

cdv, pr::vided tic,,cnarfaic- re in I lo, tr- It doc1 111I't) 1 it -da,

ins;ide this region, the nIehoc ,' Ia tc' t! a"o,o'a . tL x~ , l 1 I

of thle door ati hah soefa -e "n t '', ,*s . I! a11rd I L vidi t 1i 1 I n -e :ac ' l I'll
velocityoen the inner side ot tilc duct ashl hil a :t~n 'ii

- I ( -) , 1 a:: t'ic cdoct anJ "I'

t lie I::' fat:..

'f~e -it: diffEl clts' i loli' . h rh- , q i liondat''",i'ionis 'gs I'

-- Ihreuts frovI ile fact that, aht'o] l thh i, Hit fireaial :1 pcrator ol fil ido ot Fq

lincar, the' rigiit Iio:ld oi,'v is aiii h-itliar Inctiiiii ci .. ''r irpoc' at ism~ici -c, ,lotic't ti,

1ousidaro.valoapo eoEs (21h1)(3 reSE- i:, ai teIf l n:
ino~r tIlel' domain aid itn ioondii'tius an, t a ii' i ' a,:,V

Ii' 5tr,-v fsnticn ioI -l iILfiielcd Is a c t,: I i



P-(x,r) (x.i-s x',r,r'. (s' , r') dsdr' ,27)

Where t he i ntLeg ra tion ext ends o'er t he reg ion where (xd r) . The Gree n' s func t ion G;(sx-s' , r, r)

represents the stream function induced by a tin, vortex with unit circulation. The espressic in tents,
elliptic integrals is .4iOCO by Kichenan and Webhor (Ref. 16):

1( Kkk) -. ) (28,

G2 i-rr' -(xx (s-::' V (i) ( lKk k

'e wrie the stream function as a nun oatI teer cootrlhutiuos

.Ic,r C .w1 r: + .(s r; + d- (.,)

respectivcly associated wit): ti:0 cake vorticite

- rdil /d! (31)

teeo sort ic i toled from the actutor link

andl the duct asd hub, varte ts),, 127:, wooh it): "';. (3 1, 131 an, 3) 7 aio a -n

-lin ar inte-gral euation: in the flowi. do-:ain.

[lie scond integ.ral ogatiouupr,-se ti hular oo-iinie n the, Uc- t nd i- a .c< e

n-nncf-r the, iclecitica iolace1- tie e I-:t: distrilioticiss (ill a-a 02,, 'c .;ct frt-f., ..

,,. kcrIn C" l lct: , Ia. Iit I'a L ce to tile conou l -lee L-I; .o Au~ 't, -

oh - , !-. Iin uci c" -it li n ,.t I. ittt

2.2 Numerical Solution

,,te~ iireoleti% I £-i i - itro

em,r it- c-shevd ! re- toi acuio rot r,

ril 't '; 1' L AiI~ C01i'

------ i ai4. a

,i Ir 01 l",, tile At u 
t 

be 1-,-c L 111 ala 1 11 LI U ''

at inflit; npstreatiiI. I

the 1, i 1 tedLa In- tvu-c trai t ,-s> ) it ten- -. i-: ti i- l iOn
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Sunmsing all the contributions from all the vortex sheets,the stream funrtion at the grid knot (x. ,r.)

]II

*lO y ,r5y 0(. - ~ rr, + I -t ' .- r, ( 44)
ij(e) =1 m m m m ~ mj klk0 . l - 1

with 4cm (x-xl /r, ~ n0 rj/ro 0 ., = (x 1-,)/r. =o1r 4/r~ ., I, and -kb are the asymptotic "aloe'
of the wake and sliNstream vortex sheet strength and r: anii r~k the corresponding radii. in Eq.(44) the

first summnation is carried out over all the elements inside the computational "rid, including the elements

used to discretice the duct and hub uurface vortex sheets.

The iterative procedure used to calculate the flow inside the computational domain can he described as
fol lows:

(1) wde strt from a first approximaution to the locations of the vortex sheets, neglecting their deformation
inside the computational domain, i.e., assuming the vortex sheets to be cylinders of constant radii.
The constant strengths of the vortex sheets shed from the actuator disk are determined from moderately
loaded theory.

(2) The boundary conditions on the duct and sub surfaces are satisfied by solving (in discreticed fern:)
thle kg.)33) and applying the Kutta condition at the duct's trailing edge.

(3) Thu values of the stream function at the knots of the computational grid are determined according t,

Eq.(
4
4) and the vortex sheets are traced inside tlhe computational domain.

(4) Thle streogteoS f the wake and slipstream vortex sheets are determined from iqs.(391 and (40) at the
extremities of the elements, using the values of neridional velocities obtained by interpolation iron

axial velocity profiles and vortex sheer slopes on each axial station. As mentioned before, a linear
variation of vortex strength between the values at the extremities is assumed on the element.

S;ttps -t.. 4 arc repeated until convergenecc is achieved.

It must he noted that the strength of the hub and duct vortex sheets has much steeper gradients then

the wake and slipsream vortex sheet strengths, due to the presence of stognati- points on the hou:,darc.
For that reason, the discreticaiom of the boundary vortex sheets is nut coupled to the computational 4ri
and larger member of elements are placed near the stagnation points. Also from the point of view of
numerical accuracy, giot-gavart integration is preferred to numerical differentiation of stream functiec.
when evaluating the veloc ities on the right-hand-side of Eq. (33). txpressions for axial and radial
velocities induced by a ring vortex cam hc found, for instance, in lef.llh).

3. EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS

To tather detailed experimental information on the performance of ducted propellers .pcratinyg in a son
-usiform Eeoc and for comparison with the results of the theoretical calculations, a set of ospeQrimonts
was carried out in the Large Cavitation Tunnel of KARINi (test section 0,9 -t 0,9 m) . A five hiaded
propeller model of 01,2 mn diameter was placed at mid-chord inside a duct model (type NSMB 3?, chord!
/diameter ratio =0.5, kef.l)) . Table I gives the main particulars of the propeller model. Am asisomemtric
wake field wax generated ahead of the dueled propeller by means of a circular wire-mo': screen of 0.4 ,
diameter. To create a large velocity deficit at the ac'i' of che wake a circolo" slate of 30 onl was piec~-

2

in the center of the screen.

The velocity field at various planes upstream and downstream of the ducted propeller was m~easured witi,
a Laser-Iloppler velocimeter. 'Flen locatiuns of the measuring planes are shown in fig.3. Also shiows in t'
figure are the locations of windows en rho duct surface ro allow Lasee-Doppler measurements -,,d. t1:c
'duct. In the present investigation, with the propeller operating inside the duct, menoel:c measurements
were carried out. The velocimeter allowed the simultaneous measurement of velocity components in vertical
(z) and axial Wx directions. Thle dimensions of the measuring volume are 0.214 m in the vertical
direction (z) and 16.34 nen in the her izontal direction Hv. For this reason the velocity measurements
acre carried out by vertical traverses. Only mean velocity data wa- collected and no attempt has be-: mad,
to measure turbolence quantities.

For various propeller loading conditions, the forces actinc on the dact ere measured. The asial lore,
was measured with a strain gauge located in the fastening between duct and Lte tunnel wall. The radial
force acting on the duct was deduced from the measurement of the force in the tangential direction, actin,
on the intersection of a meridional plane with the duct. For this purpose, the duct was cut into two part,
insuc, a plane and the two parts were connected by force transducers with strain gauges. The force
- casurementP were carried out for three propeller leadings with propel let atational speeds of 645, (oh:' and
lo00 r.p.m. at constant tunnel speed of 3.5 m/s. These conditions correspond to propeller thrust
coefficients KT It=0.101, 03.171 and 0.204, respectivels.

A. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

As a preliminary test case for Lte computational method and also for purposes of comparison, the
du..ted propeller in lniform flow was considered first. In this case only the slipstream vorticicY seeded
to he disereticed. The calculations were performed will: 48 elements on the duct and 21 elements on thc
hub. Thle computational grid was chosen with Il0 axial stations spanning the slipstream fron the propel let
disk xO- down to x -3 (i.e., a distance downstream equal to three propeller radii) and 15 radial stations



with 0.175 as constant radial stepsize. Thischoice implied the discretization of each vortex sheet with 10

elements inside the computational domain. From preliminary calculations it appeared that to make the

iteration process converge, relaxation was required. A relaxation factor of 0.5 was applied when computing

new iterates to the stream function knot values. The convergence history of duct axial and radial forces

is shown in Fig. 4. It is seen that 6 iterations were sufficient to get converged results within 1%. It

can also be concluded in this case that the effect of the number of vortex sheets,used in the slipstream

discretization,on the converged values of the duct forces is rather small.

In the case of the ducted propeller placed in the axisynuetric wake flow, the calculations were

performed for the experimental conditions (propeller thrust coefficients KTD =0.101, 0.171 and 0.204). The

axial velocity profile measured behind the screen was discretized with 11 vgrtex sheets, as Sown inFig.5.

In this figure the wake velocity is given relative to the velocity measured outside the wake. It should be

noted that this velocity, U o 
=4.13 m/s, outside the wake field generated by the screen, was considerably

larger than the tunnel speed, which was set to 3.75 m/s. Such increase of velocity is thought to be due

to the displacement of the screen inside the tunnel. In the calculations we used the velocity measured

outside the wake to define the propeller advance ratio J = (Uo)/(iR) and the loading coefficient CTp =Tp/

/(I/2pUogR
2 )

. No corrections for tunnel wall interference were applied to the results of the experiments.

To ascertain the effect of the propeller radial distribution of loading, two distinct distributions

were used in the calculations. They are shown in Fig. 6 together with the corresponding piecewise constant

discretizations. Due to the different curvature of the vortex sheets at different propeller loadings, two

grids with different number of axial stations (implying different number of elements on the vortex sheets)

were used. For the two higher loadings, where the vortex -hets re .n, urv.-, epecalis asead el Ste

dueted r'nrll , - 'i siLo 2. axial stationswas considered. For the smallest loading 15 axial stations

were taken. In all cases the number of radial stations was 15.

Fig. 7 shows the convergence histories of the duct forces. It is seen that, in general, six iterations

were sufficient to get converged results within 2% for the duct radial force and I", for the duct thrust.

Generally, the vortex sheets traced inside the computational domain appeared to be rather smooth and no

difficulties were met in tracing vortex sheets in the close vicinity of the duct and hub surfaces. For tO.

highest propeller loading the configuration Of the vortex sheets, calculated weth the disk circulation
distribution I, is shown in Fig. 8. It is to be remarked that the grid used to trace the vortex sheets

too coarse to enable an accurate approximation to the vortex sheet shape in regions of extreme streamline

curvature or curvature gradient which occur near the duct stagnation points and near the hub nose.

The comparison between the calculations in uniform flow and in the shear flow at the same propeller

loading (thrust identity) is shown in Figs. ) and 10. Fig. 9 shows the locations of the slipstream vortex
sheets calculated with the disk circulation distribution 1. The results show that there is a much lower

rate of decrease of the radial velocity with the distance to the dusted propeller in the shear flow case.
From Fig. 10 it can be concluded that, for the same propeller radial load distribution, the effect of

shear tends to decrease the thrust ratio between propeller and duct.

fie comparison between the calculated and teasured axial velocity profiles at three different

locations upstream and downstream of the ducted propeller are shown in Figs. ii to 13. It may be concluded
that tile agreement between the calculations, assuming circulation distr

; 
tlon I, and the measured profile,

is reasonable at the hihest propeller loading, but worsens as the propeller load decreases. Although the real

circulation distributions of the propeller at various Loadings havenot been established in this work, it

is known, from comparison with a companion study in uniform flow (Ref. 18), that the position of the

maximum value of circulation moves radially inwards with decreasing propeller loading in the case of shear

flow. To illustrate the sensitivity of the computed velocity field to the radial circulation distriution.

the results of the calculations with th, circulation distribution 2, are also shown in the figures. it

can be seen that tie effect of the circulation distribution on the induced velocities is very large inside

the propeller slipstream. This result points out to the need for determining the correct radial circulation

distribution of the propeller. It should be reminded that the traverse made Usstreanof the ducted propeller
was performed at a very small distance from the dunt leading edge. With the radial stepsize employed in

the calculations, the axial velocity gradients near de leading edge could not b resolved. Also, tie duct
viscous wake has not been modelled, so that the calculations are not expected to be accurate in that region

(region of strong velocity deficit, about r/1 = 1.1 in Fig.. 12 and 13).

The comparison between the computed and measured duct forces is given in Table 2. The discrepancies

are very large, even at the highest propeller loadine in which the correlation fo)r the voc ity rielh' iv

reasonable. Although the viscous effects on the duct are not known, there is a tendency toward aconsistent
overestimation of rite duct forces by the theory. The uncertainty in tile propeller circulation distribution

cannot explain the discrepancies. In fact, although it has a considerable influence in the velocity field

calculated inside the slipstream, it appears to have a much smaller effect on the duct forces. No clear-

-cut explanation of the discrepancies can be given, although two essential difficulti- silh the

application of the present method may well be responsible for the found differences. The first relates to

rite particular discretization of the wake profile and the total head of the duct stagnation stream

surface. In fact, the difference in duct force, obtained if the duct stagnasion stream surface is traced

in consecutive intervals of total head far upstream, is of the order of magnitude of the differencesI between the theoretical and experimental results. Second, the circulation around the duct contour is

controlled by the Kutta condition at the duct's trailing edge. For this particular duct, which has a thiek
round trailing edge, the choice of the rear stagnation point (which was the particular form of tile Kutta

condition used in this study) remains arbitrary to a certain extent.

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

A theoretical model based on the axisymetric Euler equation has been applied to study the effects ol

inflow radial non-uniformity on the performance of a ducted propelltr. The two coupled integral equations :
governing tie problem were solved numerically by a discrete vortex sheet method. Although the met od was

not applied to resolve in detail all flow regions, a characterization of the effects of axisvnleetric

1 ,I-
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shear on the performance of the ducted propeller, has been given. The agreement with the measured velocity

field is reasonable, considering the uncertainties of the propeller radial load distributions. Since for

ducts with a round trailing edge, inviscid flow theory provides with no means of determining the duct

circulation, an accurate prediction of the forces acting on the duct remains a difficult task.
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TABLE 2: Measured and calculated forces on duct 37.

EXPERIMENT [ THEORY

Circulation I Circulation
TABLE 1: Particulars of propelier node 'distribution 1' distribution 2

Propeller diameter 200~ - - -
Blade Number 5 JR ET
Expanded Blade Area Ratio 0.606 C d 6 6

Chord Length0 .7/Diameter 0.2f -

fhickness/Chord Length0.
7  0.063 1.92 0.07 0.00 0.035 0.04 0.16 -

1.29 0.26 0.09 0 34 0.16 0.52 0.13 0.45

0.78 0.87 0.47 1.19 0.59 1.70 0.51 1.43
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Fig. 2. wOIrpULaLIOilai .r-i tor -reamiacie trasing aHI u sCretization of vortex sheets.
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MEASUREMENTS OF AERODYNAMIC FORCES ON UNSTEADILY MOVING B1.UFF
PARACHUTE CANOPIES

by
D.J.Cockrell,R..i.arwood and C.Q.Shen*

University of Leicester Engineering Department
Leicester I.EI 7RHI, England

SUMMARY

Equations which describe the unsteady motion of bluff bodies through fluids contain certain components,
termed added mass coefficients, which can only be determined by experiment. Flor the solutions to such
equations the ways in which the shapes of parachute canopies influence the frequency of their oscillatory
motion in pitch and their corresponding damping rates ire required, Although a full-scale parachute canopy
descends through air, oscillating in pitch as it does so, experiments necessary to determine these added
mass coefficients have been performed under water, using for this purpose a large ship tank from the towing
carriage of which the model parachute canopies were suspended, These experiments showed that the added mass
coefficients for bluff parachute canopies differed appreciably from their corresponding potential flow
values. ghe latter were obtained from the analysis of inviscid fluid flow round regular shapes which were
representative of those parachute canopies. The significance for the prediction of the parachut' dya-ric
behaviour in pitch of these differences is outlined.

NOMENC LATIRE

a Dimensionless velocity-component of force
CN Total normal aerodynamic force coefficient developed on the immersed hody
CT  Total tangential aerodynamic force coefficient developed on the immersed body

[CT]V  Velocity-dc5<m'ent component of the tangential aerodynamic force coefficient in unsteady flow
no  Nominal diameter of parachute canopy
Fit) Instantaneous force acting on the immersed body
F. Inertia force acting on the immersed body

FT  Total force acting on the immersed body
k Added mass coefficient kha/nf V
ki Added mass coefficient in the canop) axis of smmetry direction, caused by linear motion

in that direction
k 33 Added mass coefficient in the canopy transverse direction, caused by linear motion in

that direction
m Mass of system under consideration
S Representative area of the immersed body
T Period of oscillation
V(t) Instantaneous velocity of the immersed body
V N Oscillatory velocity component in the transverse direction
V0  Maximum amplitude of immersed body velocity

VR  Resultant velocity of the immersed body

VS  Steady descent velocity
V T  Oscillatory' velocity component in the axial direction

a Added mass of the immersed body also angle of attack

If Density of the fluid in which the body is immersed
V Representative volume of immersing fluid displaced by the body. For a paracht te canopy

V=mD/l 2

I NTRODUCTION

In order to predict satisfactorily the amplitude and the frequency of the pitching oscillations accom-
panying the descent motion for a system comprising a parachute canopy and its payload, the relevant
equations of motion must first be established. If for the purposes of simplicity the canopy and payload
are considered as two rigidly-connected components of a single system then the dynamics of the latter can
be expressed in six component equations, three of which represent translational motion and three rotational
motion. Each equation of motion consists of terms which represent eithvr aerodynamic, gravitational or
inertial forces and moments. Though the latter two terms can be formulated readil, the aerodynamic
forces and moments acting on an unsteadily-moving bluff body, with an instantaneous acceleration as well
as an instantaneous velocity, are also required. For a bluff body like a parachate canopy, whose mass is
of the same order as that of tbe fluid which it displaces, these unsteady aerodynamic forces and moments
are not generally determinable analytically. Thus, the porpose of the experimental programme which is to
he described is to determine these aerodynamic terms.

* Honorary Visiting Fellow, University of leicester. Fermanent kddress: Research Institute of the
Hongwei Machinery iactor\,, ingf:n, lubei Province, China.
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1. AERODYNAMIC FORCES AND MGMENTS ACTIN, ON IINSTPADFL-kOlVTr; BIlIF BODIES

When an immersed body moves cnsteadilv through a real and incompressible fluid lorsen r, Ralent
I

among others, have modelled the instantaneous component of the aerodynamic force developed it) a .icen
direction F(t) in terms of a component depending on the body's instantaneous resultant --locity \R(t ,-
gether with a second component, termed the added iao, which depends on its instanta co accelerat on
a given direction, t(t). Thus:

1 .2

F(t) /2,Sa\ (t) + hofv '(t) (I
-f Rt

where o denotes the density of the fluid in which the body is iLamer .d while and V reaDeCt i cl denote
a representative area and a representative volume of the imme-sed body. Ilis expressien, in vhih i a'!
are, as yet, two undetermined dimensionless coefficients, derives from the pronertianalitv to I in stead',
flow of the component of aerodynamic force in a given direction and the proportioneltity t, 5 o" a ompoest
of aerodynamic force which can be shown to be developed on an immersed body moving unsteadily throjubl ii'
ideal fluid.

For model parachute canopies tile coefficients a and k are to be determined esperimentally. howev r,
in such an experiment the aerodynamic force Ft) is not the only" force which acts in the system, compri,.iiiv
the canopy and its support. Because this whole system of mass m moves unsteadilv, an inertia force,
i=-m, also acts on it. Thus the total external force FT to be applied to the system equals 1+Fi and can

be written:

F /2ofSaR 2t) a (kfv a m)V(t) (2)

Any experimental metlod of determining the coefficients a and k depends on measuremeit of instanta-
neous values of FT together with corresponding instantaneous values of VR and V. The techniciue adopted is
by mounting the model parachute canopy on to one end of a stiff sting, the opposite end of which is strain-
gauged. To this latter end the desired instantaneous motion is imparted to the model. le determine the
coefficient k it is first necessary to separate the effects of the two acceleratios-deoendent teris
Eq.(2). Even if the mass of the model were very small compared with its added mass, hofV the mass of it,
supporting sting when compared with that of the representative volume of air displaced he the parachte
canopy could not be considered to be negligible.

By testing the model canopy" under water rather than ia air and then by shroudine tht support stisi
so that any aeradynamic for-es which might be developed on it would he of no significance, the term iofV
can be increased by nearly three orders of magnitude without materially alterinc the inertia force
developed on the sting. Provided that these tests are scaled correctly, so that under water the model
behaviour is properly representative of the prototype in air, the use of water facilities for these aer-
dynamic studies considerably simplifies the measurement technique to he adopted.

Once the decision has been taken to test the parachute soehe under water, the use of water
facilities rather than a wind tunnel becomes increasingly attractive on the grounds of what is more
readily available to an experimentalist concerned with the aerodynamic forces and moments developed o
bluff patachute canopies. Probably the biggest single problem in determining aerodynamic forces
developed on models of bluff bodies like parachute canopies is that of blockage constraint. It would he
unwise to make measurements in a constrained environment in which the blockage area ratio, defined as the
ratio of the cross-sectional area of the bluff body under test to the cross-sectional area of the fluid
stream at the body location, exceeded about 7.5%, thus for a small model of a parachute canopy, having a
projected diameter of 600 mm say, the appropriate minimum cross-sectional area for a wind tunnel working
section would be about 3.5m

2
, say 7.0 ft. diameter. To attain Cull-scale Reynolds number the working

section wi-I speed would need' to be about 60 ms
-1
, c," about 20o ftsec

-1
. It would be difficult to assess

the power , quirement adequately for such a fcility but experience suggests it would he at least 9 kI
(120 h.p.) and this exceeds the scope of most teaching establishments such as the lniversit of Leicester.

By contrast, the power required to propel a bluff body through otherwisc stationary water can he
rather more modest. In the test programme to be described model parachute canopies were moved unsteadily
under water in the 61.0 m.(200 ft.) long ship tank shown in Fig.fl). This ship tank is located at The
Institute of Higher Education, Southampton, England. It has a cross-sectional area of 3.66 m.(12 ft.1 x
1I83 m.(6 ft.). In such a facility full scale Reynolds number around model parachute canopies fixed to
the ship tank towing carriage would be attained at carriage velocities of about 15 ms-l, with a power
requirement dependent on the complexity of the :owing carriage but of the order of only about one-half
that required for the corresponding wind tunnel. The ship tank used was originally designed For the
testing of streamlined ship hulls, thus considerably less power than this was available at the towing
carriage. Ilowever, since early flow separation occurs from bluff parachute canopies, achievement of
Reynolds numbers of about one-tenth full scale or greater was quite adequate for test purposes.

There are thus good reasons why the required experimental programme was undertaken under water in A
ship tank rather than in a large and thus costly wind tunnel facility.
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2. SCAlING MODEL TESTS

To obtain results which can be applied to the prototype parachute canopy, the model must he both
geometrically and dynamically similar to the prototype. Geometric similarity implies accurate modelling
of the full-scale canopy shape, inclusive of canopy flexibility and porosity Achievement of the necessary
porosity is discussed in Section 4. To measure aerodynamic forces and moments means must be found to trans-
mi. internal forces and moments from the parachute canopy to the strain gauge transducers. In these test
a rigid extension to the support sting was carried through a grommet at the apex of the canopy, at which
point aerodynamic forces and moments could be transferred from the canopy to the sting extension, to the
suspension line confluence point, where aerodynamic forces and moments transmitted through these suspension
lines coild be transferred. This sting extension undoubtedlv const:icted the model canopy, indeed in
giving it rigidity it may well have helped to ensure geometric similarity of the otherwise flexible canopv.
There is no evidence that it does so in a manner which is at all uncepresentati.- of the full-scale proto-
type canopy.

To achieve dynamic similarity not only must the model Reynolds number based on the towing carriage
velocity L,. approximately that tor the prototype motion but the oscillatory motion must also be to scae,
that is, the ratio of towing carriage velocity to maximum oscillatory velocity, or reduced velocity must
be approximately scaled. For a scale model with scaled oscillation amplitude Sarpkava and Isaacson have
shown that this reduced velocity is a function of the Keulegan-Carpenter nmher, VoT/Do, where Vo is the
maximum velocity amplitude for the immersed body and T is the oscillation period. For the test, here
described the periodic motion mechanism applied sinusoidal oscillations to the system for which the
reduced velocity was about 5:1. At this value, in transverse motion the model parachute canopy oscillated
through angles of attack of about 010 degrees. Under these cond' ions, Sarpkava and Isaacson indicated
that Toth the velocity-dependent force components (first term on r.h.s. in Fq.(2)) and the inertia
components (second term on r.h.s. in Pq.f2)) may well he significant.

3. MIIODS OF MTEASURIN( THI VEI.OCITY-PEPPNDFNT COEFEICIENTS IN ITNSTEADY
MOTION AND TIlE ADDED MASS COEFFICIENTS

By means of the strain-gauged stk , the parachute canopy mn.lel was connected via the simple harmonic
motion generating mechanism shown in Fig.(2) to the ship tank towing carriage. The stlin was rigidly
attached to the iJ-shaped clamp shown on the right of this figure. In this way the steady velocity of the
towing carriage was made to represent the canopy's steady descent velocity 'g and the oscillator- motion
representative of the canopy's pitching motion dring descent could be generated and superimposed on this
steady velocity. By rotating the circular turntaLc' shown in the figure, periodic motion could he
parted in any required direction to the canopy.

lor the two-dimensional motion of a fully-inflated parachute canuly shown in Vig.(3), the resultant
velocity VR can he represented by a steady descent velocity V together with a periodic oscillatory
lotion which possesses a componen' VT along the canopy axis of sm.etry and a component VN at right angles

to this axis. First consider the canopy to he at zero angle oif attack and the oscillatory motion to he
entirely in the axis of symmetry direction.
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Then:
VR(t) s VT t)

and V(t) dVT (t)/dt (1

NR o.6 N~ k 3 3 z2

the ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Ptt resuitin eoainft rMett im.we i
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to liv Rrd-ym9&qM "W Afporlh a"

Aimean value ofthe coefficient a * which in th p s .f{thtn
tang enti ,re coefficient C. can hr dete rincd h mla t inisi ng thro P. o. 1) 1s % it W on iynte:'o n
the result i ng equation with, re~pect to time, when since

:)lATt)\(t) VI] 'I'
S T 2)

t h e n C [ F ( t ) ' . ( t ) d t / / , O f S ) V ' (t ] \ W l t , (1 )

Similarly, the coefficient K, which in this cse renresents the added mass coefficient in the
direction of the canopy axis of semnetry 11P is given he multiplying tollI) through ISc 54t) hefore
integrating with respect to tine, for as

I~V (t)i'(t)1dt f/{~ o%- - 2
5
T
1 

+ Ylvdt

- T + 
5 1 

T F 3 n

then j 1
K = 11  O H' (t)\V(t)jdt 0 t>(t )dt . 8

Now consider the parachute to he at zero angle oif attach, and the oscillatori, motion to he entirely
in the transverse direction, at eight angles to the axs of ssmmetr.,

Then 1C) =031

and t -dV* It) / dt

As the parachute canopy osc ilIlates i ts i nst antaneous anglIe of at tack a(t) i s giveon hy:

n~t) N1A,

and for small values of angle of attack,

a l = (Sc N (V, /C V (121

Then, hy molt iplying Eq. II) through hy \ N1t):

pC /3) .T1 SA

NS /N5 (t 2 W / f () Rlt)\KMt~ 131
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In the same way, the coefficient k, which now represents the added mass coefficient k3 3, is given by
multiplying Eq.(l) through by V(t) before integrating with respect to time:

k = h33  . f [F t)v(t)Idt/ o VfTV2t)dt.1

33 ' 0f 0 td (14)

-. LACK OF GEOMETRIC SIMILARITY. THE POROSITY OF PARACHUTE CANOPIES

The nominal porosity of parachute canopy fabric is determined by measuring, at a known r- ssure
difference, the discharge of air through unit area of the fabric. In Britain this pressure d:,ference is
10 inches of water; in the United States and in mainland Europe it is O.S inches of water. Since this
discharge will depend on the properties of the fluid flowing through the fabric, its porosity in water
will differ significantly from its porosity in air.

The porosity of parachute fabric has a small effect on the magnitude of the tangential force co-
efficient CT but a marked effect on the magnitude of the normal force coefficient CN . The directions of
these steady state aerodynamic coefficients are shown in Fig.(3). Since the magnitude of CN will affect
that of the rate of change of normal force coefficient with angle of attack, measured at zero angle of
attack (dCN/da)=0

0
,the selection of a canopy fabric having an appropriate porosity is an important

way of ensuring that (dCN/da)=o is positive and thus that the canopy exhibits static stability in pitch.
Because fabric porosity is influenced by the test medium, wrong conclusions about parachute stability can
be drawn from tests on canopies performed under water.

This point is illustrated in Fig.(4). In this figure characteristics have been drawn showing the
variation of the coefficient CN with angle of attack for three different canopies, all of the same shape.
In air, canopy (a) is of negligible porosity, canopy (b) of average porosity and canopy (c) is very porous.
Whether determined in air or in water the characteristics of canopy (a) indicate static instability in
pitch. Correspondingly, both in air and in water canopy (c) exhibits static stability. But canopy (b)
exhibits static stability in air but static instability in water.

The reason for this difference is evident. For a given pressure difference laminar flow through the
pores of the fabric is inversely proportional to the viscosity of the fluid flowing. Since the viscosity
of water is some 50 times that of atmospheric air the discharge of water through canopy (b) will be
iegligible, making it effectively imporous. himensional analysis reveals that the conditions under which
the discharge through the pores is inversely proportional to the viscosity are that the same material must
1 tested in the two effectively incompressible media,with the same applied pressure difference, at
ffectively identical Reynolds numbers and Euler numhers, Ap(

1
/,fV-2) . In the experiments described the

lynamic pressure with water discharging did not differ ippreciably from that made normally in airflow,
thus the two Euler numbers were not dissimilar.

This observation illustrates that aerodynamic testing of models in other media than that in which
'he prototypes fly is not just a matter of ensuring that overall Reynolds number similarity has been
maintained.

C, C, C,

0.1 - Test in air 0. - Test in air 0.1 - Test in air
--- Test in water ---- Test in water --- Test in water

0105 005 - 0.05-

A ' Angle at
16 W~' 10atack-s deg

-050.05 -~0.051

-0 1 -0.1 0.1

(a) Imporous canopy 1b) Canopy of medium (c) Very porous canopy

porosity

Fig. 4 Tests on porous parachute canopies in air and in water
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S. ANALYTIC AND EXPERIMENTAL VALUES OF SIGNIFICANT ADDED MASS COEFFICIENTS

An analytical relationship concerned with parachute stability in pitch and originally produced by
loherr and qaliaris

3
, has been reproduced in outline in Fig.(S). The original relationship was based on

the assumed characteristics of an 8.5 m.(28 ft.) nominal diameter parachute canopy with a mass of 6.7 kg.
and a cylindrical payload of 127.3 kg. The canopy was assumed to be statically stable at an angle of
attack of zero degrees and dCN/da per radian at zero angle of attack could have an) positive value from
zero to infinity. No numbers have been assigned to the axes in the figure as these are functions of the
parameters chosen for the canopy and its payload.

Stable Unstable

dt1d.2 Symbol

da
0 0

o

o

heiar ttesOerse Q

Curvea 0 0
Curbti ve b k k33
Ct. urve c k, 2 x k

0

the ddedmasscoeficiets kl an 3fort haided s little e.f on dynai staily arteiishtter

utter Xohe- 0- Soi, di

Provided that dCco Ida is positive the figure makes c ita t-t considering the ratio of k a to o-F
to be equal to 1.3 (curve hi rather than for each of these coefficients to be zero (curve a) results in a
,mall destabilising tendency and increases the frequency of the pitching oscillations. If the ratio of kI I
to k33 enceeds 1.01 (curve c) this destabilising tendency- is increased. When dCN/do is large andi rositive
the added mass coefficients kjI and k,33 have little effect on dinain stability characteristics, bitt their
values are of considerable significance when the value Of dRC/do is small and thus marginal, that con-
stitutes a marginal value for dCN/do is itself dependent on the relative sizes of the added mas co-
efficients, kll and k33.

The only values for KIl and k33 that can be established be analysis are those for potential flow
around a shape representative of a parachute canopy. To determine these values is rather more difficult
than might at first appear. A range of analytical values of from 1.6 to 2.1 has been determined for kl1
and is given in the literature. A corresponding value for F33 is I.. From potential flow methods of
analysis there are therefore grounds for supposing that for flow round a parachute cattopy the added mass
coefficient kl1 is marginally larger than the coefficient k33.

Some experimental values determined in the present test programme are given in Table 1. Values
obtained for the velocity-dependent component of the tangential aerodynamic force coefficient in unsteady
flow, ICTIL and for the rate of change with angle of attack of the velocity-dependent component of the
normal force coefficimnt, measured at zero angle of attack, EdCN/dau:-_(

O
, are sufficiently close to stead

flow corresponding values for latter to he recomended for use in predictions of parachute dynamic motion
in pitch that is, for this pitching motion to he considered to be quasi-steady.

For the added mass coefficients in the direction of the canopy axis of sttynetrv, k1 l, experimental
values obtained substantially exceed potential flow evaluations of from 1.6 to 2.1. The experimental
values can he seen to vary in a predictable manner with the volume of air which is enclosed within the
canopy. As the porosity of the canopy fabric is increased there are reductions of ru to about 101. from
imporous canopy values for kll.

The measured added mass coefficients in the canopy transverse direction, 3;, are smaller by an
order of magnitude at least from the corresponding values for l. In fact, in the Drogramme of tests
conducted they were of the same order of magnitude as tite inertial forcci developed on the canopv
supporting sting, thus they could not he separated with recision from these inertial forces. Ilowever,



in future tests conducted in the Southampton ship tank measurements of the transverse added mass co-
efficient, k3 3 , will be made using Parachute canopies that are of twice tne present nominal diameter,
increasing by eight times the added mass component in the transverse direction while only marginally
increasing the corresponding inertial forces.

Table I: EXPERIMENTAL CIIAUACTERISTICS OF PARACIfIIrE (.ANOPIES
IN STEADY AND UNSTEADY NIOTION

T [..CTIV_- Id C l IdCN/dcl.a1 10 Added Mass Ciicn
Stead Unstcady Steady Unsicay kll k3l
State Motion Sae Mnotion Asial Transverse

_________________ ________ /an I radas ___;________n__

Round Canopies
Without Drive Slots 0.54 0.57 . 1.33 - 0.17 5.5
W ith Drove Slots 8 () S - 0 4 _ gl
Cross Canopies
3:1 Arm Ratio
Imporous o.74 0.63 I 0.17 -0.K9 1

'
t
s5~~~~~~~~ Poa.X "16 ... it. .17 '0 16 i

4:1 Arm Ratio

oi it "[/ l a ec. measiureI at It inlchs oi -L'tiir pie sire

6. CONCLUSIONS

In these tests conducted on model parachute canopies in which water facilities were used rather than
the air as the test medium, two advantages and one disadvantage are apparent:

Advantags

1. In unsteady motion, testing under water rather than in air leads to easier seraration of
acceleration-dependent aerodynamic forces from inertial forces, since the former are dependent on the
mass of the fluid displaced hy the models while the latter, developed on both the immersed beid and its
support, depend on the mass of that imersed body and its support.

2. Ship towing tanks constitute large test facilities in which bluff bodies can Ie tested vithoat sig-
nificant blockage constraint. Because the model bluff bodies rather than the immersing fluid is moved h-
the power source, it is probable that these facilities use rather less power than do wind tunnels havim
working sections of corresponding sizes.

Disadvantage

Since use of a fluid medium which differs from that in which the prototype flies can introduce an-
expected scaling problems, when using water facilities care must be taken in considering the relevant
dimensionless groups which influence the required aerodynamic characteristics. In the problems considered
the Euler number, Ap/(/,pfV2), is a significant but unexpected independent dimensionless parameter.
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Sumary

Flow within the combustion chamber of a ramrocket has been investigated using water flow visualisation
with air bubbles as tracers. Configurations with four axlsymmetric intakes entering the combustion
chamber at either 459 or 9U* have been considered. A region of stable recirculatory flow has been
identified at the head end of the combustion chamber and estimates have been obtained of the amount
tlowing through the recirculation region. Based on this information fuel jets have been designed which
it is believed will aid ignition, secure flame stability and improve combustion efficiency. The interaction
between fuel jets and the recirculatory air flow has been tentatively investigated on flow vlsualisation
tests using jets of coloured water.

1. introduction

in recent years the application or toe airbreathing concept to rocket propulsion has gained increasing
prominence as a means of obtaining increased fuel efficiency. IMI Summerfieid has considerable experience
in research, development and production of solid propellant rocket motors, using the cast-double-base
technique, and is currently engaged in a research programme on the integrated ramrocket as the design
of this type or airbreathing motor requires expertise in solid propellant technology.

Airbreathlng motors can basically be broken down into three types, according to the range of missile
flight speeds within which each operates most effectively. Firstly there is the turbojet which operates
within the high subsonic to low supersonic (M 0.7 - M l.J) regime. Next, in a group together, are
the raurocket (also known as a ducted rocket), the liquid fuel ramjet and the solid fuel ramjet which
all operate at low to middle supersonic flight Mach number (M 2 - M 4). Finally there is the so-called
Scramjet which operates in the hypersonic regime (H 5 - M 7).

By definition, an airbreathing missile takes in air from the atmosphere to provide oxygen necessary
for combustion with fuel that is already stored within the missile. If the forward velocity or the
missile is high enough (M> 2) then the ram effect or the air will provide a combustion chamber pressure
high enough to sustain combustion and produce a propulsive thrust, as in the ramrocoet. For flight
Mach numbers less than M 1.5 a compressor is necessary to generate an adequate combustion chamber
pressure, as in the turbojet.

Tis paper is concerned specifically with the design or a combustion chamber for a ramrocket having
4 axlsymmetric side intakes mounted as shown in Fig. 1. Within ths combustion chamber air from the
atmosphere is mixed with hut, partially combusted, tuel obtained 1rom the combustion in a separate
chamber of a gas generator containing a solid fuel-rich propellant charge. To decouple the gas generator
performance from the conditions within the ramrocket combustion chamber (ram combustor) the fuel supply
is choked to sonic velocity on leaving the gas generator. The products of combustion irom the ram
combustor are exhausted to atmosphere at supersonic velocity through a convergent-divergent nozzle
to produce motor thrust.

2. Design aims

the design aims of a ramrocket combustion chamber are to utilise the aerodynamics ot its internal
fluid flow to achieve efficiently and simply tie following objectives:

I) flame stability,
ii) good combustion efficiency

and iii) ignition between fuel and ram air within a short time, say O.hs, or the two flows coming
into contact. In the event of subsequent flame-out reignltion is also a requirement. if at all possible,
depending on the temperature and composition of the efflux from the gas generator, this requirement
becomes one for autoignition.

1. Flow visualisatlon equipment

As a first practical step to achieving the objectives stated above water flow visualisatLon trials
have been carried out to try to identify the basic flow pattern that ram air would have in the same
design of chamber, for it is considered that there is some commonality in, the design criteria for
a ramrocket combustion chamber and a gas turbine combustor where water flow vlsualisation is a well
established design tool used to identify the location and approximate strengths of stable recirculatory
flow areas in the combustion chamfer. Thus it is considered that the existence of any such flows in
a ramrocket combustion chamber, if they exist, might be used In a similar manner to the gas turbine
by designing the fuel flow to feed directly into suitable recirculation regions to give a favourable
local fuel/air mixture ratio whilst at the same time enhancing the flow pattern. In this way good
mixing will be achieved which is necessary for ignition and good combustion efficiency and the recirculation
itself, provided it is stable, will act as a pilot zone and stabilise the flame. A water flow visualisatlon
model was manufactured that could be used in the Flow Visualisation Facility at Cranfield Institute
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of Technology. Part of this facility, shown in the diagramatic view Fig. Z. is capable of supplying
aerated water pumped from a large storage tank at variable flow rates up to Z3 I/s (,OU gal/min).
The size of the entrained air bubbles can be varied to suit the conditions that are required. Large
bore rigid pipework and flexible hose connects the storage tank to the model via control valves. Overflow
water from the model is returned to the storage tank for re-use.

A view of the model with the pipework and control valves in the background is shown in Fig. J.

The full scale model was made in Perspex, acrylic sheet and tube, and consists of a flow tank 381 mm
(15") square x 711 se (28") high which is mounted on a stand allowing the water supply to be fed into
it through its 3b1 mm (15") square base plate. A perforated distribution plate was mounted b3.. mm
(2.5") above the base plate to stabilise and direct the flow of water. The body tube incorporating
the appropriate inlet coliguration is supported from the top plate by a mounting flange that enabled
it to be removed from the flow tank and changed easily and quickly. The Perspex body tube is made
in such a way that a plate in the lower end, the end simulating the forward closure of the ramrocket
combustion chamber, can be moved up and down in the tube thus varying its distance from the fixed
inlets. Holes through this plate allow coloured water to be forced, from pressurised storage tanks
aounted on the support stand, into the body tube in different positions to simulate the injection
of the fuel rich gas in the ramrocket combustion chamber. These features are considered necessary
to determine the effect that each feature, and its relative position, has on the location, size and
strength of the flow patterns within the model.

in order to visualise the flow patterns clearly in the required planes and to enable photographs to
be taken for record purposes a bright light source was provided in the form of a slim elongated beam.
Fig. 4 shows a sketch of the model with the light source. The beam of light illuminates the activity
within its path by reflecting light off individual bubbles, it was found that by viewing the areas
of interest in semi-darkness, at an approximate angle of I13 from the plane of the light beam the
flow patterns showed up most clearly. Photographs and videos of the flow patterns in the areas or
interest were taken for record purposes. The best photographs were obtained with long exposure times,
individual bubbles while in the beam of light showing up as lines indicating very clearly the flow
patterns that existed. Very good results were obtained with video, the flow patterns being seen more
clearly than by normal visual observation.

4. Flow visualisatLion results

The missile intake configurations that have been investigated are those shown in Fig. 5 with four
axisymmetric intakes on a IZU mm diameter body and having dump angles of OL 90' and m - 45. Circular
intakes were considered at both 90' and 45' dump angles and square intakes at the 45' dump angle.
Toe motor design was based on a requirement to produce thrust sufficient to overcome drag at a design
point of M 2.1 at sea level and this resulted in fixing the ratio of intake internal diameter (di)
to ram combustor internal diameter (dc) aL di/dc - 1/3.

The flow visualisation trials showed for both intake configurations the existence of a toroidal
recirculatlon region at the head-end of the ram combustor in a region forward of the inlet dump plane
as shown in Figs. 5, 6 and 7. By observing the position of the dividing streamline within an inlet
one can estimate the proportion of the total amount of fluid diverted into the head-end recirculation
region; this was anout 30 with the 90' inlet dump angle and about 20% with a 45' inlet dump angle.
To investigate the stability of the flow pattern, tests were run with variations in water flow rate
from 0.76 I/s (I0 gal/min) to 7.b I/s (100 gal/min) and numerous times at each flow rate with the
flow being turned on as rapidly as possible. It was found that the same basic flow pattern established
itself quickly each time, from which it was inferred that the flow pattern was stable. These flow
rates correspond to Reynolds numbers of between 10 0U1 and IU 000 which, though significantly lower
than the Reynolds number of the actual air flow, are high enough to ensure that the flow is fully
turbulent.

The quantity of water diverted into ti~e head en appears to be directly related to the flow area at
the inlet station boiween the inlet jets and the motor body wall through which any flow passing into
the forward end of the motor must pabj as it returns down the motor tube. Tue situation for the 90'
intake configuration is shown in Fig. 8 which is a cross sectional view of the motor at the intake
dump plane. The shaded areas depict the incoming jets which meet to form a cruciform restriction to
axial flow returning from the head end of the combustor. Thus, flow into the head end can subsequently
flow into toe main body of the combustor only through the unshaded areas in Fig. 8.

In Fig. d the ratio AR of the unshaded to shaded area can be expressed very approximately as

I 4 dc di 2

where di = inlet internal diameter at the dump plane,
dc - combustor internal diameter.

in the present design di/dc - 1/3, as stated earlier and fixed by other design considerations, which
gives a value from equation (1) of A fr 29d. Thus, for the 903 intake configuration equation (1) provides
a ready estimate of the amount of fiiw into the forward recirculation region.

A theoretical model of the flow field at the head end of this type of combustor with any intake dump
angle has been developed at Cranfield Institute of Technology (Ref. I) and has given results in good
agreement with the observed figures stated above for both 9U' and 45' intakes.

Another design parameter under investigation in the flow visualisation trials was the geometrical
size of the head end of the combustor. Varying the size of this region from C/dc - U.2 to 0.u where
is the distance from the ram combustor head end to the leading edge of the air intake (see Fig. 3)

had no apparent effecL on the amount of fluid entering the recirculation region. uwever, with increasing
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/dc the shape of the recirculation does become distorted to fill toe available space, as seen
on Fig. Ii for a square intake configuration at a 45o dump angle. As before, varyiog flow rates and
sudden starting of the flow did not affect the basic flow pattern.

A value of L /dcf-r 0.5 is desirable if one is to accommodate a boost charge in the ramcombustor to
take the missile from launch up to a velocity at which the ramrocket will operate, Such a propulsion
system is termed an integrated boost ramrocket and is shown in Fig. 9. The boost charge in such a
system operates as a conventional rocket motor until the boost propellant has finished burning and
then the boost combustion chamber becomes the comlastor for the ramrocket. To facilitate a smooth
transition from boost to ramrocket it is desirable to minimise boost debris, such as charge inhibiLtion,
in the combustor ano this can be achieved by permitring the boost charge to bur on toe forward face.
At the same time it is desirable to protect the inlet port covers (see fig. 9) from the boost motor
environment. both objectives can be met by a case-bonded boost charge design which has a burning we
w of propellant between toe forward end of the charge and the intake dump plane, as snown in Fig. 9,
and this leads to the requirement for l/dcL0.5.

Thus the flow visualisation trials indicated that the desirable dimension of t/dc = U.5 at the forward
end is reasonable and the design not sensitive to small changes.

With toe above information on the flow pattern within the combustor one can begin to design fuel jets
which deliver a pre-determined amount of fuel into the recirculation region to give, tor example,
a local stoichiometric fuel/air mixture which will give the highest flame temperature and is most
readily ignitable.

At the same time one can design the fuel jets to enhance, rather than disrupt, the basic air flow
pattern in the combustor. This can be done, for example, by directing radial jets into the portion
of the recirculation where the general direction of flow is the same as the direction of the fuel
jet flow as shown in Fig. 5. or, if some of the fuel is to be delivered directly into the main body
of the combustor then a sensible design would be for the fuel jets - be directed axially in betwees
the cruciform of the incoming air jets as shown in Fig. S.

So far, however, these ideas for a combustor design have been based only on an assumed knowledge o
how air alone will behave within the combustor. Yet this situation, with air alone flowing through
the combustor, is probably only applicable momentarily at the start of the ramrocket phase prior to
ignition of the gas generator, for after this Ehore will be both air and fuel flowing In L- combustor.
Thus it would be desirable to obtain some confidence that injection of fuel, at sonic or greater velocities,
will not adversely affect the basic air flow pattorn.

To demonstrate this, pressurlsed coloured water jets, simulating the fuel jets, were fed into tie
combustor superimposed upon the basic intake flow. it was observed that the two flows appeared to
mix well in the recirculation regions and flow together into the body of the combustor. it was noted
also thAt there was a rapid disappearance of colour from the recirculation regions once the 'fuel'
jets were turned-off indicating good flow out of the recircalation. Finally, the axial jcts appeared
able to penetrate the intake and recirculatury flows and deliver 'fuel' into the main body or the
combustor.

However, since the simulated fuel jets were of water they could not attain the sonic velocity toat
the actual fuel jets would have achieved and thus the precise value of the above observations is
questionable. Nevertheless as the trials did not highlight any adverse effect from the simlated tuel
injection they necessarily provided some confidence, albeit small, that the fuel flow will operate
as it has been designed to do and not seriously alter the basic air flow pattern.

5. Ramrocket firing results

At this stage it was considered that there was sufficient confidence in the design to proceed to small
scale static ramrocket motor firing trials. The fuel rich propellant for these trials had a flame
temperature of iI5h K with which it was hoped to achieve rapid autoignitLion.

The trials to date have been successful and rapid autoignition, within the desired 0.5 s, has been
achieved on all trials. It should be noted here that as these trials were of the ramrocket alone,
without an Integrated boost motor, there had been no pre-heating of the ram combustor walls by boost
motor gases to help ignition. A typical set of pressure records are shown in Fig. If which show ramrocket
ignition in relation to the ignition of the gas generator. In fact it can be seen that the ramrocket
autoignited as the pressure, and hence the fuel flow, of the gas generator approached its design operating
level. The elapsed time on Fig. ii of approximately 1.0 s for the gas generator to reach its design
operating pressure reflects the difficulty in igniting a fuel rich gas generator propellant, but improving
on this ignition characteristic is not considered to be a problem.

All other aspects of the performance of the ramrocet appeared to be satisfactory and currently
preparations are being made for a further series of static trials with a full size integrated boost
motor to test the complete sequence of boost, transition and ramrocket.
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Fig. 7. Flow pattern with circular intakes and
45* dump angle.
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Fig. 10. Flow pattern with square intakes and
45" dump angle.
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vicumalisation den CUcenlements par iracenrs (51 : Vmlcmiln de celerantL de a~me denmiti ci
niccoclit qac W'ean (par en. lig.b) et finen bullen d'alr en siispension dann W'ean (par en. fig.5).

D'auitre part Ie laberatelme emi Cqulpi Inun ensemble de lnyens d'ennais annenem (circuits
i'anpiratien et: de snuffiage, peepem, metents, etc.) atiin~ pear Ia nimulation de certaens ilimenim
den maqieitec- on de lear montage, tela que prime d'alr, pU~ge A cnucbe tItmice, fence de nenflage,
sortie Sc jet, billie eu roter, sci, etc.

Cemme V'ent le cam en sonlflerle, ntme len maqncttec len plan mimpleq, netammemi len medilem
'ennrant plan" (fig.la), demandemi meucent den montages fignelin, at I'em vent eliter on ridnire len
difets de phlinnmiees parasitem, telm qne lea couicbes limitem den pareis de nelne, nn idlles den
pammeaun de garde ent re leaquels le end,]ie se trance Ainpnmb cem mcuces lmites finlnmeni par
uI~coller lore den essais A circulatlion ileebe. D'antres pralilimem me pement, lnrmqn~hl S'aglt de
vlmualiser tnnt lc champ airedynmiqac nuteur don moSAic et micesmitemi nn parnean avant mince et
transparent, lie iclairage den deem c~ibs, an montage en perie A tanx et des prisen de ones diltec
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en raison de V-envergore du nodle :voir schdma 2a.

A4 nter par esempie dlans ln can du profit avec voint de coarbare (flg.lo) quo f'ace support, dent
le prolongoinent en ceesrirue Ia charnidre, perner nun seolenent de rigier iecidonce I du prfii,
In braqoage S do volet, main sert aussi 8u passage den colorants er dui fhuide injoctd (ente do
nonfiage tangentiel amnr) 00 pnilend (fent2 d'ampiratuon anal). On retrouco in n~no type do
pitm dlans in cam doune docif-maquette mactie A la parit Cfig.l1b).

P L~e montage nor dard arrid re ear souvent utilind dlans Ie can de moddlles onlsyindtrlquos, nabs ausci
dlans celol. me maquerten trldlmensinnnelles comportoor on ace Longitudinal, Connie poir los essais du.ne
Malice isolde (fig.lc). Ce dard mupporro in nopen tine, trananoet le nonoocoot de rotation A idhClico
or contient en otro ton conolisatoons qat distriboent le colorant au bord d'attaque des aottd rooio
pales (fig.7c), le colage de cnn dereudros no pennant Otro mcdilii qu'A V'arr~t.

be milne type de montage a irA uttlisi pour ace naquetto de coos-mario (ftg.li) or V-on pent
distleguer a V-eardmttd de on endule la priseoco cutout do dard, duc'e price d'air anulniro
pormetrant de sicoter Unifft daspirarinn do Vbdlice :coir schina 2b.

line nariante de ce dernier dispositif a 6t6 nipriimentie ricemmeor avec n are typo do sons
satin mainreno en comne par on mat proftId lariral Cfigs.9j, l0d). Cetto coquette pornottoit
d'ailburn de faire passer Ie mAr par in nassif avant toraque i'on coolant mlinisor Ins illagos A
Varridre (ftg.Qk).

in outre enemple de fixation nor dard orrn~te eat cohul d'une caquotte coeplite docvion, Connie
celie dol~n anion V[TOL A jets (fig.lg). In dard arilis6 groupe tous ins circolts do colorant ot do
flhide poor ins 8 prises d'aft et sorties do jet des riacreors de sasteotation, ainsi qoo pont inc
prises daft latrtalos des riacteors de ptopulsin (flgs.fa-d). Un tot datd comporte parfois epme 4
sa surface an snuuflage tangentiel cots Vocval pour siutor Les effets d-inductin des jots do
proputsion (voir fig. lie do la rfUS.]).

Cette disposition anec, dard a aumni pour anantago de bloc digagor in dessoos do nodelo (fig.lie),
nabs me foellire pan Is priso do veo, ann failn Iocideoces, do coup"s trooisnorsales di&coulomeot
obsoredes dlans on miroir piacd en anal do noddlo colt schina 2b.

C'est poorqooi en lot pnifiro soanent an montage sot mAr d-irados, qni ossuro lo
ddcelappenenr rigoller de Vd6coolnment d'emtraos (le plus snuvno itadi6) et celui de son siliage, on
minindmant tea effets de supports nor Co gradient do pression longitudinal.

On adopre, soft on mat dlintradns poor les essois 000 foibles incidences o an point line
(V. - 0), conme par ecemple anus one naqoorte motrtiade didhlicoptire (fig.tdl esnaydo en prinnonce
d'on plannher figoroor to sni ot pouvoet coutisser In long do co support [31, soft an mat
preftid er inclid, minon adaptd au donaone den incidonces d~ines olt schina 2c. A ncer quoen
montage conporte one rotole qut permer dlams le con daune coquette templ~te A to tots so mine on
incidence et en diropoge. Corro posstbilitZI sobolote Octilleors doans in cas d'une coquette parriolto
comne celle docn onion anec toot son faseloge dqoipd do prises d'ait or sorties do jet er componetu
ace voilore A gdnndtrie variable (fig.lf) no r ce nodilo, senie Voile gaoche est comidoa nis anoc
posmibiliris do faire varier so fliche m~ne en coors d'eai [6).

Dana in can d-une maqoerre d'con, on otilise porfols on 2imo moddln ft ad st ain at latitnl,
mals conporroor on foselage coeplet. Dana cnn conditions, Los pertarbatina dues anU s(pport se
limteor gindrainment A Voaile stode c~rd sapport et Von peur alots obtenir des coos do proit

ace- Vdcouinmnr ooi-densus etr aai-deasoas do moddlo, nonannent lots d'essois ofiecinds on podnococ
doun aol.

Poor similer doune nanidre tioliste Lea offers dn sol outnur do naqoerres en translation (fig.il
(7], diffisrenm topis ronionts on ddplaqant I la itosso V du conront not did mis au poit.t
mats cnn dinposifin se rdndlent ansec fragilns A I'usage et restent lintri ann foibles citosses
(tig.Sn). Enfin, i resto A mncionner queiqoos mntages spdclooc destiods A imprtnor an noddlo
d'essal on connemeer doscllanios pitiodiquns on do rotation onlfurme ofeulor on tonoau 00000tl
eticl (fig.lb). Ces Csaas en instationnatre (51 comportont bien entondo do nonbtoasoc
diffirnit&s sopplunenraltos, qof coocetoent enr auies, V'atinentineon colorant do 1in naqnotto,
Inns perturbations dues A Ia prisnnc at au noononont des sopports, los joac icesset ten io noontotm
or V'obsorcaclon des pbdnnndnes (prices do ones rapid"s [5]), notannleot lynin I'nal Inco togo
nicossirant on support avec couronne fig.lbl).

tXEMPI.ES DE VISUALISATIONS OlBTiNlifi

La ftg.A qof os t ocrraito do I a IIvbo tocbTn i qti 19655 rn ,i t In veo nonovan tit ond l T, g roupo not
certain conibre d'enomplos do nistialistiooc tcoenton tfinotuios A 1 nile do colorantI or coonor-ot
atoss i bien ins diodes tondomenta los (onues Soa-gI qne los rocinorobots oppli ;is louts 5-l) arn)
lesqun ties f igore notoanoent Vioulomeor aiitonr Cuse naquer to do traln A grAidoo vtosno (17CC)
pisence don vent laterol idirapago) ont ir flg.Ai. 'tic A part cot oorplo doeiicl torroatrr
loqiol noon no reondroos pins l Ia Suite do cot o.po.Sv c enl tout, A lon ot dlanc l'- dre,
nrboraboc. a "ar..ctiro foodamontilI , pii s loes appl iatins On diatie airnniat iqae , o-it I c -(In
40c ice navalI.

RP.CHERCNE1 FONDAMENTALEA -

Des, ocomplem oaths'! On of sca istins don pbi§nomdno foodamntnic do la nioanique don I luidoc
soot donnin par lee figs.4a-g, 5 or 6. Ils permetroct d'apportor quolqnos pri-cictooc stir Leplnlt ic
raceurs ltqsfdes no g3eaxi it ttsic 4 tot oiler.
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FIG. 1 - MAQUETTES ET MONTAGES D'ESSA.

a Prof il montd entre panneaux avec soufflage ou aspiration 6 la charni~re du volet fcontr6le tie la couche limite).
b Montage sur panneau tie garde d'une demi-maquette d'avion de transport.
c Montage d'une h~lice isoI~e sur moyeu axial fix6 sur dlard arrikre.
di Montage sur nit d'intrados d'une maquette complkte dh'Wfcoptire avec prises d'air et sorties de gaz.
e Montage cur m~t lat~ral d'une aile delta avec simulation du sol par tapit roulant ou 6 Iaide d'une maquetse image

fMontage sur mit d'intrados d'une macluette partielle d'avion avec aile A g~om~trie variable ( tapis escamot6).
gMontage sur dard arridre d'une maquette compldte d'avion VTOL A jets avec prises d'air et sorties de jets.

h Montage sur couronne transmettant 6 une maquette d'avion un mouvement de rotation (tonneau ou vrille).
iMontage cur dlard arrifre d'une maquette de sous-marin avec simulation tie I'h~lice par une price d'air annulaire.
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FIG. 2 - SCHEMAS DES PRINCIPAUX TYPES DE MONTAGE EN VEINE.

6 4

00

9 12 2

© 104

114 14

a) Maquette #courant plans mont~e entre panneaux.

(Mfime type tie montage pour demi-maquette
fixde sur an panneau). b) Maquecte de sous-marin montde sur dard arridre.

LEGENDE:
1 Paroi de Ia seine.

2 Maquette.
3 Panneau tie garde.
4 Jeu rdglable pour essais h circulation 6ievie.

V0  5 Axe support servant de passage au colorant (6vent. au
circuit de soufflage ou d'aspiration) et au rdglage die

incidence a.
/6 Trout 6metteurs tie colorant.

Axe~~ cl prs eve crepnl Visualisation

c . (11 10 Axedce prisedce ues corresponiant par bulletsai

2) 11 Miroir asal rdglable
-12 Support manivelle servant au rdglage tie l'incidence

18) a ou du dirapage II des maquettet montbet tur turd

6 arridre.
13 Prise d'air annulaire autour du darti pour modifier le

gradient de pression longitudinal (simulation d'un effet

19 di'hdlice. riduction d'un effet d'olbscacle du support, etc.),
14 Condluites d'aiimentation tie colorant et d'aspiration

15 Mit support d'intratios lou event lateral) servant tie
10 passage au colorant (6vent. aux circuits tie soufflage et

19 tiaspi ration).

16 Montage sur rotule servant as rdglage tie l'incidence

et dus tdrapage 0 ties maquettes.
17 Prise d'air tie Is maquette (tibit OC).
18 Plan canard.
19 Sortie tie jet ltibt 0Q1.

c) Maquette entidre fisde tar mit profild d'intradot 20 Vers let ensembles vanne-pompe-rotamdtre pour le
lou 6vent. latdrall. contr6le ties tdbits 0. et Qj
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VIG. 3 -VUE- ET CARACT'E1,TQUES

PRINCIPALES DES TUNNELS HYDRO-

DYNAMIQUES DE L'ONERA.

Section

Tuefl s deja vetne Vooettt st-

Tl .21 0,2 O625 7 0

M Cjmtto 0eretl 0 45o 0.45 1 0 10

1 Ccttit, rpid. . 00 005 OsI

VOIR LA VjUE DU TUNNEL TH2 EN HAUT

DE LA PAGE SUIVANTE
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=, TUNNEL HYDRODYNAMIQUE TH2

WATER TUNNEL TH2

FIG. 4

VISUALISATION PAR EMISSIONS DE COLORANT

VISUALIZATION BY DYE EMISSIONS
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RECHERCHES APPLIED

APPLIQUEES: RESEARCH:

avions complets (A) complete aircraft (A)

sous-marins (B) submarines (B)

Smissiles (C) missiles (C)

h~licopt~res complets (D) complete helicopters (D)____________________________
vOhicules (E) vehicles (E)

SREC RC S
FONDAMNLES:

couche limite et '
transition (a)

decollement 20 (c)

tourbillon (d)

dclatement (e e')

d~collement 3D (f) et
sillage (g g'

FUNDAMIENTA L

RESEARCH:

boundary layer and

transition (a)

unseparated flow (b)

2D separated flow (e)

vortex (d)

breakdown (e e')

3D separation (f) and
wake (gg)
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EXEMPLES DE RECHERCHES EFFECTUEES
AU TUNNEL TH2:

FIG. 4 - VISUALISATION PAR COLORANT
IVOIR PAGES PRECEDENTES)

FIG. 5 - VISUALISATION PAR BULLES D'AIR

IVOIR CI-DESSOUS)

Ecoulement plan (coupes longitudinales)

Profil Naca 0012 c,=W0 iJ'ec =5.10e tclichd A temps
d exposition long)

Profil Naca 0012 =20* -Wie - 2.104 Profil pointu ldiidre) Q=Oo -Re -0,5.104

(Clichd avec effet chronophotographique) (Clichd b temps d'exposition court)

Tourbillon marginal d une aile rectangulaire (profil Naca
0012 ce=12o,5) :coupes longitudinales sulvant I'axe du

tourbillon (14?ec -'2 io')

Coupe transversale Eclatement --

situde au bord de fuite du tourbillon

(,e WO,5. 10') devant un obstacie
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AUTRES ________________________

EXEM PtES
DE RECI4ER.
CHES FONDA-
MENTALES

~feL~ 3.1~Ddcollement sur le retreint courbe d'un fuseau .seL = .105

cylindrique sans incidence- Effet des cannelures longitudinales

Tourbillans d'extrados sur maquettes dlanc~es (coupes-
transversales) 

=0
Ellipsoide de revolution Aile delta mince : q-75o Re te2.i04

LSOMA u30(Caupes transversales as bard de fuite)

.ReL =1,2.101 (coupe 0,51L) .-Re1'=7,2.101 (coupe 6 1,04) Ogivo-cyl indre: coupe arridre Noyaux Weat&s u0
L=15D -=50* -We~nlo'

Jet isol 6mis dans
)e tens du cou rant-Jet Plan Jet de

rfvolution

v Ic 20 V0

(6coulement mayen)

________________________________________ Jet plan de faible _________________________

allongement
v 1 : 2 V0

(6coulement
instantan6)

Effet d'un nid d'abeille
disposk dm "' asonde
sur 1a structure du j et

HdIice isolde 16coulement maven), Dfmarrage d'un rotor e!'h6licopt~re (6coulement instantand)

Coupes
diam~trales

.= 0,2
N=6tr/s-~ If
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FIG.?7 - EXEMPLES DU DOMAINE AERONAUTIQUE

Ecoulemarit sur Ilextrados d'une maquette
sch~matique d'avion dle combat avec plan canard

.=*P DI' ec -10
4 )

Ecoulement
autour d'une
tdte de lanceur
du type
'Ariane'

L=11 D
Re,3.1 04

-Ecoulement instantanO autour d'une
h~fice tractrice 1=0,7 N= Itr/s

0 =*We 1,8.104

Ecoulement
instantan6
au point fixe
(V0 = 0)
autour d'une
maquette motorisbe
d'hdiioptdre
A=0 N =0,Str/s
ag 0* Jfec 10

4



En courant plan uu anisycftrique, in colorant peut Aftre Antis A Ia surface 'an nodele lisse
noun lIa forme d'ane nappe pariftule, continue en rigime luminuire et decenunt instable en rigice
trunsitionnel (ondutations5 puic spots de turbulence) cuisie par exemple aur un fuseu cyllodrique culls

incidence (QL)1 L 1,5.10 ;fig.4a). Cette nuppe diculle dunt In can d-une aphfre 1 lRen. qOs:
fig.4 g) at la transition retarde ce dfcullement (QPaD - 3. 10 f ig.4g-). Duos in can dcc
fuseau cylindrique auni Woun rbstreint courbe de pente modfrfe, In transition a pour effet d'6vitnr It
d~scoliement (ffgs.bab). On note qun In prfsence de canneluren longitudinules percet de retarder le
dbnnllement put un r~gice proche de Ia transition (figs.bac) (9].

Dunn In pinpart den nanain, Is colorant et fain AIn surface den coddles noun ia force de filers
isolfa, plus o coins pariLaun suivant leur dfsbit. En ututionnaire, ils reprinentent den lignes de
courant, qui r~nflent 1/absence de dfcolieient ifig.41b), Ia prfsence de courunt de retoar dunn uc
ddcolleruent (fig.4c), in structure orgunisfe de tourbillons arginaun (ftg.4d) on longitudinauc
(fig.4f). oumie A an gradient de presumen longitudinal adverse, ces tourbillona dclutent [ii) et
cc phfnomfne peut Stre viulis6 ausni bien en rCfgime laminuire ifig.4e) qu'en turbulent (ftg.4e').
Dunn ce dernier can, on observe Ia diffusion rapide do colorant cauf au coisinage de Vane do
rourbillon. 11 en eat de m~ce poor Ie colorant fain A In surface den coddles qut ne subsiste en tant
que filet qu'u noininage de son tron cdfinisnion iiige.fbc). Le colorant sert parfois aunni A teinter
an jet turbulent et an diue alums rapidement dunn in zone de mA lunge (fign.bij). Des princes de cues
rapides (8] permettent alors Woobsercer lea gronsen structures toorbillonnuires qui se forcent ln
long de an frontifre (fig.6k), et 1/on peat aincl noter par enemple Ins effete dos A one grille
dispoadie dana Ia conde fmertrice (fig.6l). Rappelons enfin en e qul concerne Inn dfcollements
[111, quoune rfdoction do dfbit des 6missions de colorant percet parfois dc faire apparaitre ins
singolaritf e An '6coaleinent purifral :llgne de dfcoilecent on de partage, foyer, nonad, col, etc
(voir fige.4Bgg- et ib).

Lee semen phsnomen foodamentauX out 6t6 vlcualicfns sir des bullen d'air, Acnr Inc
trajectoires rfnflent I-allure des lignec de courant (fig.5a), 1-teodue des dfcoilements (fig.Sb) et
in cumrcAte den collagen (fig.5c). En courunt plan, des prices de noes rapides a une seule exposition
(fig.5c) on pluninura (fig.Sb) prbscisent 1/allure do chump de citesce. fappelons aussi qu-aan notubres
de Reynolds Alev~s, one accumulution des bulies d'air (effet centripfte) net en luile ase de,
toombillons longitndinun intenses (fig.5A) junquAl leur Aclatement (tig.

5t
). tofis les coupes

tranavernales visuallsens par len n~mes truceurs rfndlent In prfnence, Ia position, la structure
orguninfn, le caractfre et In stabilitAs des toorbillons longitudinaun, tele que tourbiilon marginal
msold (fig.Se), tonrbillons nymcriquen incus de corps fuselds (fige.bde) ou devenant anisymftriqueo
aux Incidences extremes (fig.bf A rapprocher de fig.4C), tourbillons Waln delta organinds (fig.6g)
on clutds (fig.bh) [111. Enfin, dens Aerniern exemples concernent 1-fcoulemnnt inntationnaire
autour Waun rotor qui ncet peut Otre plan tout A fair an cas fondanental :len bulles W-ait
vieulinent 1-Acoulecent copes dann ane coupe diacdstrale d-unn b~slic tractrice (fig.bn), et notanment
Ia force convergente Au tube Ac courant lacinaimn fntdresef par I'hdlice et celle Aivergente do flux
turbulent 1/nyant truverede et A la frontidre Auquel se ddplacent lee Lourbillone bdlicoidaun issas
de I-extrfcitd libre des pales. One von price au flash (fig.7c) flge ces tourbillone cisualicfs par
colorant et fait upparaltre en outre In prfsence C'un buibe d~coll6 find aa bord d'attaqae des pales
relaricement mces ainsi qumu effet An centrifugation do colorant pariftul.

La deuxifce neceple et ceini An VfCcoulecnnt inetantund obeeref dunn ie plan diamftral d'u
rotor icol6d Ahdlicoptfsre an cement An en mien en rotation no point finn (fig.bn) :len bolies d'air
vinunlisent non cenlecent Ie tourbillon de dfmarruge torlque se formant A Vextrfmitf 1mmr des pales,
main ansci celuf qai sn force prfls do moyeu central Ana 1/espace annolaire balayf par le pied non
profild den pales.

tXElMPLfi DR VISDALISATIONS DUI DOMAINE AERONAUTIIUE -

Dane e donaine, on pent dintinguer dens families Ac codA ins :lee anions et lee bdlicoptdree, si
Von net A part le cue lucite de Isa caquette do lanceur ARIANE (fig.lb) et celal Woun nissile
schfsmatiqun AAjA mentionnf§ (fig.AC), qu e rattuchent peut erre plus on coIns as domalne spatial:
leursesnuais ann grunde angles d'attaqan, ce qui correspond aun conditions de lancemnt C-engios en
prfnence Coun fort cent latdrul, fnnt upparattre dee dfcollenents comportant des toorbillooc
C'extradoe anicycdtriqune (121. On suit que ce phfnonfnes sn traduit par den forces latirales A
l'acant dn coddlIe et pouvant poser de flicats problf men de etabilitf- er An contrile.

in e qni concerne lee anions, tea tunnels ONERA disposent An nombreus rfeultats W'eesais [10,
13, 141, dont qoniques enemplec de muqunte ont 6t6 donfs par In fig.l. Dunn le cadre rentreint de
cet expoed, on se contentera Cnen donner on exemple typique et d'Aooqaer len tendancee actoellee des
essnie en coors.

Lces visalisations obtenaee avec Ia maquette d-avion delta A ddcollage vertical A jets df-crite
ci-dessus, anani bien en translation (141 quaun point fine [21, confircent Inn effete nor
i'Acoulncnnt autoor Au moddle don A In eimulation den prisen d'air et sorties An jets des 8 rfucteoro
de suntentation :ienr mine en service ft apparattre one composanre certirale de citesse
descendante. Ainsi, nor in coddle en translation A incidence copemne, ins tourbillons W'enrrados
observds suns jets (figc.Rnb) se risorbent (flgs.RcA), concequence de in diminution An Vincidence
effective An In coilare.

En prfssence Woun sol (fig.8n), Vf6cnalement Hn complique par suite An Ia formation Con
toorbillon '"effem An amP' (151, ineornd en fer A cheval et an fnrcant nar le sol en amont An in
none d-impact des jets. Ce toorbillon W'occupe en position correcte que ioreqne le eel et sicold-
Coune fnpnn rdnliate par on tupie ronlant. En effet, ear on plancher fise an produit indvitablement ie
ddcoliement de in conche limits parasite decant 1/obstacle constitud par ins jets, et ce ddscollne.nt
dfipiace le toombillon "effet de aol" et pent modifier 1/incidence locale.
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=14'

Ensais

sans avec
simulation

des r~acteurs
de sustentation

(vuescde
l'extrados
et coupes- nransversales)

Ve= V i = 0

Ve= 1,5 V0
V 1=20 V0

Maquette d'avion VTOL 6 jets

Essai prns du sal a =00 -Re=0,5. 104
simul6 par un Ve=Vo V 1= 20 V0tapis roulant =v

(coupe longitudinale) VTR 0

Maquette d'avion delta avec plan canard

Coupe situ~e A la hauteur -=2
0
' 0=00 Raec='2-104

du plan canard Icoupes transeer'alen)

Coupe A la mi-corde de l'aile Coupe au bord dle fuite dle l'aile

Maquette motoris~e d'h~licopt~re (coupes transversales)

Essai as point fine A=0 Essais en translation A= 0,2
(o13=0 Rec= 10' N =0,67tr/s Iu, =_101 RneC='10

4  
IN l 1 r/s)

Coupes au Yomsinage du moyeu el coupe oval

FIG. 8 -EXEMPLES D'ECOULEMENTS DU DOMAINE AERONAUTIQUE _______________________
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Mequette die saus-marin avec pant ' 3O

Sgauche :coupes suivant ]a plan de symhktrie

6 drote :coupes transversales s =8
0  

0=0-
situ~es b mi-ongueur du massfet du pant arri e

Vue dedcessus 8 18

Maquette de saus-marin avec caque aisym~trique (a 0
0

*)

Caupe transversale arri~re (.s'eL 7.11

Coupe arrikre suivant le plan die Svm~te
essai avec prise d'air (coefficient de debit
c 3) simulant le fanctiannement die Ilhklice
WeL 07. 10' 1

FIG. 9 - EXEMPLES D'ECOULEMENTS

DU DOMAINE NAVAL



On peur remarqaer sur ce made Ia simultation des deux prices d'air iaterales en Ocope des
riecteurs de propulsicn. On ati (14] q'nn bicege do -sx prices d'air pent anclr pour offer de
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quantitatives.
Loin de mettre en cause ce type dexpfrimentation, le d6veloppennnt des ordinateurs, qul

intervient apr6s celui des souffleries, crce lul sussi tout un courant de demandes d'l16mente de

comparaison que peuvent lul fournir ces essais effectus dans V'eau.
Enfin, en ce qu1 concerne plus particulirement Is visualisation des ph~nomanes, is grande

facilitf offerte par Veau devrait lu assurer encore de beaux jours A notre 6poque marqu6e par is

diffusion universelle de l'image couleur imprim6e et tlfivise ; c-est tout au moins ce que l'on
ressent devant V-ampieur que prennent les symposiums internationaux 1191 ou lea colloques

nationaux 120) enti~rement consacrfs A Is visualisation des 6coulements.
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THE USE OF A WATER TOWING TANK FOR AERODYNAMIC TESTINCG AND
METHODS FOR QUANTITATIVE EVALUATION OF PHOTOGRAPHS

H. Bippes

DFVLR Institute for Experimental Fluid Mechanics

D-3400 Gbttingen, Bunsenstr. 10, F.R. Germany

SUMMARY

The use of the water towing tank of the DFVLR for fluid dynamic testino is briefly
described. The capability of measuring techniques is discussed. Amono the various tech-
niques the quanitative evaluation of photographs of visualized flow proved to be most
effective for the use in a water towing tank. Two methods enabling the survey of three-
dimensional flow fields are dealt with in detail. The first method based on photooramme-
tric techniques has already been applied to the investigation of three-dimensional dis-
turbances in an unstable laminar boundary layer and to the study of a free vortex flow.
The second one is based on holographic techniques. Its feasibility for supplying quanti-
tative data is discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION

For aerodynamic testing purposes the water towing tank has proved to be a useful
means for supplementing the simulation possibilities of wind tunnels. The principle of
moving the model through a stagnant fluid and the relative ease of flow visualization
in a liquid favours certain special experimental studies.

These are:

1. Slowly decaying wake flows far downstream of the model where wind tunnel testinq is
restricted by the length of the test section.

2. Ground effects and gap flows generated by moving the model relative to fixed walls
or obstacles.

3. Laminar and turbulent boundary layers as well as the development of instabilities
in transitional boundary layers. - Due to the low disturbance level in the staanant
water some additional transition features could be detected.

4. Unsteady flows with particular reference to the possibility of accelerating and de-
celerating the model in a prescribed manner.

5. Flows in stably stratified fluids.

6. Complicated subsonic flows by means of flow visualization.

For the acquisition of quantitative data principally the same measuring techniques
can be used as in wind tunnels. In many cases the higher density and heat transfer of
water in comparison with air leads to a corresponding increase of accuracy. On the other
hand the comparatively high electrical conductivity of water requires significant modifica-
tions. The shortcoming of intermittent testing and the inevitable settling times between
successive test runs in a towing tank necessitate measuring techniques which provide
as much information per test run as possible. A powerful means in this reoard is flow
visualization and photogLaphy. The fluw pattern is stored on a film or plate and can
be mapped therefrom at any time after the test.

The required testing time is reduced to the duration of the exposure of the photo-
oraphs.Thus, the flow need not be retained for a long time. Another point of view is that
the benefits of flow visualization can be combined with the acquisition of quantitative
data.

In the following a method is described which supplies quantitative data from flow
photooraphs by means of a stereo-photogrammetric method. Main emphasis is placed on
three-dimensional flow fields. In addition an attempt is described to use holographic
techniques for recording and surveying flow fields.

2. PHOTOGRAMMETRIC METHOD

Photogrammetry as a spatial surveying method is applied in different fields of ci-
vil engineering and appropriate evaluation methods have been elaborated. However, in fluid
mechanical testing photogrammetry has hardly penetrated. For experiments in a water towing
tank the refraction of the image light beams on the air-water interface must be taken in-
to account (the cameras being in air or water).

The postulate of accurate measurements'sets certain standards on the photographic
and visualization techniques as well.
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2.1 SUITABLE FLOW VISUALIZATION TECHNIQUE

Most suitable for photogrammetric evaluation of photographs are suspensions of par-
ticles which can be identified and traced 4- the ohotnraohs. It is necessarv that the
particles are small enough to follow the flow at any time so that they represent fluid
markers.

A visualization method which satisfies the described condition to a large extent
is the hydrogren bubble method. For this reason and because of its simple handlina this
technique has been chosen. In order to facilitate the tracing on the photographs dis-
crete bubble lines (known as time lines) are produced by pulsing the electrical current
in the hydrogen generating electrolysis process (Schraub et al. [1). Averainc effects
in unsteady flows are minimized by doubly exposing the photographs, so that each fluid
marker is imaged twice on each photograph (Fig. 1). While the recording of the time be-
tween two successive exposures can easily be done, the main problem is the determination
of the spatial displacement of the fluid markers from their images on the photographic
plates.

1.2 TWO-MEDIUM PHOTOGRAMMETRY

The photogrammetric procedure of determining the spatial location of object points
from their images on the photographs is to reconstruct the imaging light rays at the in-
stant of photography. This can be done either in an analogue manner, i.e. with the aid of
an analogous restitution apparatus or analytically. The first method allows direct map-
ping of the object with the aid of a plotter and is therefore commonly used. In commer-
cially available apparatus, however, the refractive interface water-air cannot be modelled
so that the less convenient analytical evaluation procedure had to be chosen.

The geometric relations between object and image points in the stereoscopic model
of a two-medium space can be derived from Fig. 2. 0 and 02 located at distance b from
one another are the perspective centres of the two ameras. f and %? are the imaae
planes. The homologous perspective rays X -a and X I+2 * cntred in the bundle of
rays, which image object points P in thei limges PE and P 2' are refrac-
ted at the water surface 7.

If the inner and outer orientations of the cameras are known, i.e. the camera geo-
metry and the orientations of the cameras in a given spatial coordinate system, then
each object point can be reconstructed with the aid of the coordinates (x ,y ) and
(x2,Y2 ) of a pair of homologous image points P' and P' in the image plane. H nce, the
first problem is to determine the orientation. If cameras with known inner orientation
are used, the outer orientation is determined in two steps:

1. A geometrical model of the relative orientation of the two cameras and their orien-
tation to the refractive surface is established.

2. The geometrical model is transformed in real scales into a given spatial coordinate

system.

Reconstruction of a photogrammetric model:

The orientation parameters establishing a photogrammetric model, i.e. a model of
the imaae rays as existing at the photographing process, are: three rotations (I I
for each camera, the base-altitude ratio =b/h , and the inclination c of the bake I
against the plane water surface (all the orientation parameters are depicted in Fie. 2).
There are 8 unknowns altogether.

The relation between the coordinates (x ,y and (x ,y2 ) of the image plane and the
orientation parameters is given by the "inte se tion con itlon" of the imaoe rays estab-
lished by Rinner [21:

El 'I VI 
= 
b _ XE2 ' '2 !2 (2.1)

The orientation problem is solved if for each homologous pair of image rays a pair
of parameters t and )' can be found for which the intersection condition is fulfilled.
Hence, for dete mining-the 8 unknowns of the relative orientation the imaqe coordinates
of 8 pairs of homologous image points are required. This leads to the solution of a sys-
tem of 8 algebraic and transcendental eguations (2.2) where the intersection condition
(2.1) is expressed in the orientation n.-rameters and the coordinates of the image points
in the image system

[cosu + o- - u) . u2 sinl] pv1(e2 P2- '2- V2(ep -Pi H - (2.2)

v2  v 2 2

w(2 w- 2 sin [u12 P 2 - w 2 ) - u2 (e1 P1 - W1 )[ 0

• latter. n-rked with bars denote vectors
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where
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and n denotes the refractive index air - water.
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u., v. w. are the coordinates of the image points in the coordinate system of the
photogrammetric model centred in 01

The orientation parameters being known, the position of the objacr points in the
coordinate system (uv,w) of the photogrammetric model, positioned in 0, can be calcu-
lated from eq.(2.3):

I. + ) u
1  (2.3)

b
(V I!! I !) vl

N = b - I (el p1 - W )

with

us v
2 

-u 2 
V

s

u1 v2 u2 v1

and

2 u1 u2

v. b(vs - --- 2 sin- sw2 w 2) w1 w2

= 2 w1 2

Transformation of the photogrammetric model into the given spatial coordinate system:

The transformation of the coordinates (U,V,W) of the photogrammetric model into
the coordinates of the given spatial coordinate system (X,Y,Z), Fig. 3, requires two
"pass points", i.e. two points of known position. The transformation can be written as:

Y + A (2.4)

where (X0 ,Y0 ,Z0 ) are the coordinates of 01 in the given spatial system.

For the special case of one coordinate normal to the refractive surface - as in
the coordinate system of the photoorammetric model the transformation matrix A is:

[cosi sin' 0
= sinj cosc 0

0 1

the scaling factor m is:

(x2 - xl) Y 12

m 2 _ 'Y 2 - (2.5)
(u2 - ul + (v2 -v1

where the indices 1 and 2 denote the coordinates of the two pass points in the scale
model and the given spatial coordinate system.
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Numerical solution of the orientation problem:

For the numerical solution of the orientation problem an iterative approximation
procedure is applied. The use of more than the required number of image points and pass
points, respectively, enables the application of a least squares procedure to improve the
accuracy of the numerical solution.

Error Oounds of the photogrammetric measurement:

Assuming that the orientation parameters are precisely known, then the main error
results from the measurement of the image coordinates. Since in the two-medium case in
conventional optical restitution instruments a stereoscopic view is not quaranteed for
the whole imaged object, the error derives from the inaccuracy of the monocular measure-
ment of image coordinates Ax = Ay L 0.01 mm. The error in the depth. of object points
caused by Ax may then be deduced from Fig. 4 as follows:

b
z

the differential deviation of y

Ay =b Az (2.6)

for small angles a this can be written as:

Ax (2.7)

with (2.6) and (2.7) the error in the depth of the object is

Az = -' Ax (2.8)

Assuming b 
= 

85 mm, z = 650 mm and f = 380 mm as in our case, the error in the

image measurement ix L 0.01 mm causes a photogrammetric error in the depth survey of

Az ' 0.14 mm.

The errors in X and Y direction are smaller.

In order to avoid that this photogrammetric error is not further increased by errors
in the orienlaLion parameters the latter .__ be recalculated for each stereo-photograph.

A comparison between the survey of n spatial model by means of theodolites and the
photogrammetric method proved that the estimated accuracy is achieved.

2.3 PHOTOGRAPHY

For phQtogrammetric purposes basically any camera can be used. For a regular camera,
however, the inner orientation (i.e. the position of the perspective centre of the ob3ec-
tive with respect to the image coordinate system) has to be found for each photograph.
This can be done with the aid of a spatial system of pass points which must be imaged
and measured on each photograph (Jacobi [3]). In order to avoid this effort, stereometric
cameras are generally used, i.e. cameras with fixed inner orientation. Frame markers
in the image plane, when imaged on the photographs, allow the image coordinates to be gi-
ven with respect to the perspective centre. Such cameras cannot be focussed and are there-
fore not appropriate for photographs at close but different range as is necessary for re-
solving small bubbles of 20 Vm in diameter. Hence, a stereometric camera was constructed
which is adapted to our special application (Fig. 5, Bippes [4]). Both objectives are
incorporated in a common housing. The focal length, the base length, an inclination of
the common image plane, and the section of it chosen for the photograph can be adjusted
mutually by means of micrometers. The camera is mounted parallel to the water surface
with the optical axes normal to it. With the aid of the described arrangements the num-
ber of orientation parameters to be calculated and the number of pass points required
for it is reduced.

2.4 ON THE FEASIBILITY OF THE METHOD

As already emphasized the photogrammetric method described combines the benefits
of flow visualization with the possiblity of providing quantitative data. The measu-
ring process does not exceed the time of exposure. The locatios of interest for mea-
surements can be chosen in the visualized flow field at any time after the test. On the
other hand some efforts have to be made to create a system of pass points the relative
locations of which must be surveyed very precisely. Extensive microscopic image analy-
sis can be tiresome and finally the measuring equipment for this special application is
not commercially available.

The effectivity of the method may be shown in two examples. The first one stems
from measurements of the axial velocity in the core of the trailing edge vortices (Bippes
15]). Such vortices undergo an apparently random wandering which is also influenced by
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the downstream development of instabilities. Hence, the position of fixed hot-wire probes
relative to the vortex axis varies with time. Fig. 6 shows for comparison profiles of
the axial velocity in the vortex core measured with the photo-optical method and with
hot-wire anemometer (Baker [61). It is suggested that the pointed shape of the profile
is missed in the hot-wire measurements, because of the uncertainty of the probe position
with respect to the vortex axis.

The second example shows a result of the investigation of the unstable laminar boun-
dary layer flow along a concave wall (Bippes [4]). In such a flow, Taylor-Gortler vor-
tices develop as primary instability. In Fig. 1 this instability manifests itself by the
sinusoidal deformation of the time lines (in undisturbed laminar flow the time lines are
straight lines). Further downstream the originally straight vortices undergo an oscilla-
ting motion so that the position of the hot-wire probes again becomes uncertain (Fia. 7a).
This is illustrated by the irregularity of the instantaneous hot-wire signal of probe 1
in Fig. 7b which displays the existence of travelling waves with maximum amplitude in
the streamwise zones of low velocity (zone b in Fig. 1). For measuring the disturbance
profiles (Fig. 8) and the amplification rate of Taylor-Gortler vortices (stationary
waves) the photogrammetric method again proved to be adequate because it allows to iden-
tify the streamwise zone a or b (Fig. 1) along which the measurements have to be taken.

In the literature there are some examples where quantitative data were taken from
mono-photographs. Such a procedure is only admissible in the ideal case of plane flows.
As an example, Fig. 9 shows the deformation normal to the wall of the time lines displayed
in Fig. 1. It is obvious that without any knowledge of this deformation, boundary layer
measurements may be misleading.

3. DISCUSSION OF A HOLOGRAPHIC DEVICE FOR RECORDING AND SURVEYING THREE-DIMENSIONAL
FLOW FIELDS

A further method for recording three-dimensional flow fields on two-dimensional
photographic plates is holography. In contrast to conventional photography not only the
intensity distribution of the light scattered by the object is stored, but also the phase
relations. Thus, it is possible to reconstruct the wave fronts emanating from the object
in real scales. This quality also facilitates the quantitative evaluation. It allows the
reconstructed three-dimensional object to be viewed under a range of angles which is
only restricted by the size of the hologram. Any motion of the object can be recorded
with the aid of holographic interferometry, a property which can also be utilized for
velocity measurements.

The limitation of holography for recording and reconstructing flow fields visualized
with the aid of hydrogen bubbles is the limiting resolving power of the holooram. For the
same reasons as for the stereo-photogrammetric method the hydrogen bubble technique is
proposed for flow visualization.

3.1 'RECORDING ARRANGEMENT

The design concept of the holographic arrangement has to be adapted to the given
application. The testing facility sets bounds to the geometry of the holographic device.
The size of the fluid markers prescrit

- 
the zoquired resolving power.

Basically, for recording the transparent hydrogen bubbles, the simpler in-line
arrangement with only one beam path could have been chosen (the reference wave being that
part of the initial beam, which is not distorted by the object). In this case, however,
the viewer of the hologram has to look into the expanded light beam. For this and some
other practical reasons the off-axis arrangement shown in Fig. 10 has been used. The
light beam is divided by a beam splitter (T) into an object and a reference beam. The ub-
ject beam falls on the hologram (H) after being scattered by the hydrogen bubbles (fluid
markers) whereas the reference beam passes directly onto the hologram. A diffusing screen
(M) illuminates the entire area of the hologram, and, conversely, light scattered by
all points on the screen impinges on every portion of the hologram. As a result, every
part of the hologram carries information concerning light waves that have passed through
every part of the object at all different angles. In this way the full size of the holo-
gram contributes to the resolution (Sect. 3.3) and facilitates the depth observation.

As coherent light source a pulsed ruby laser is used. The pulse duration is 30 ns,
i.e. a time scale in which all motion is essentially frozen. Thus, holograms of moving
objects are possible and the expenditure for stabilizing equipment is reduced. All opti-
cal components are mounted on positioners on an assembly of aluminium profiles of high
mechanical quality which provide translation of the positioners with the optical compo-
nents as on optical rails. Supporting wheels facilitate the transport of the complete
assembly.

The laser system used provides two-pulse operation. It iF therefore possible to su-
perimpose two holograms so that any motion of the object between two pulses separated
in time by a known amount, can be observed as a series of interference fringes, which
are frozen into the holographic plate. This technique allows a detailed study of motion.

9K%



3.2 RECONSTRUCTION ARRANGEMENT

For practical reasons the holograms are reconstructed in a separate device with the
aid of a He-Ne laser as continuous light source (Fig. 11). Most important for the re-
solving power in the reconstruction process is tne use of a point source for illumina-
tion and the exact geometric reconstruction of the reference beam. The first condition
is approximated by introducing a microscope objective-pinhole diaphragm (S) into the
beam path. The realization of the second condition is facilitated by usina a plane wave
front for the reference beam. The angle atR between reference and object beams (Fic. 10)
has to be modified in the reconstruction a rangement according to the difference in
wave length of the ruby and He-Ne lasers. For the simplest case, where the object beam
falls normal on the holographic plate, the modified angle is:

oRP = arc sin( sinoRP) (3.1)

ruby

As sketched in Fig. 11 two images are generated by the reconstruction of the object
wave, the so-called virtual and real images. The latter, produced by the conjugate light
beam can be imaged on a diffusing screen or on a film in real scales (if the above mentio-
ned aeometrical conditions are satisfied). By shifting the diffusing screen or film plane
through the real image it can be seen in different sections. Thus, an object can be sur-
veyed laterally as well as in depth.

3.3 RESOLVING POWER

As alres'iy mentioned the most critical problem for the use of holography is the re-
solution of the small particles needed for adequate flow visualization.

Corresponding to the Raleigh criterion the limiting resolving power of a hologram
is determined by the diffraction of light by the smallest aperture (Kiemle und R~ss [71).
The lateral resolution is then:

As = 1.22 _ (3.2)d

where X denotes the wave length of the coherent light source, z is the distance
from object to hologram and d is the smallest aperture.

The depth resolution is

Az = 2 > -, ' (3.3)

In our recording arrangement (Fig. 10) the smallest aperture is given by the holo-
grain size d 

= 
100 mm, the optical length between object and holographic plate is 851 mm

(it must be modified by the refractive index air - water), and the wave length of the
light source is 694.3 nm. With these data the resulting lateral resolution calculated
from Eq.(3.2) is:

As 
= 

7.2 am

and the depth resolution corresponding to Eq.(3.3) is:

Lz 
= 

100.5 Am.

Thus,the limiting resolving power calculated from Eq.(3.2) is sufficient for the re-
solution of hydrogen bubbles which are about 20 am in diametr. Usually, however, the
limiting resolving power can not be achieved for a number of reasons, namely, the de-
gree of coherence of the light source and insufficient coherence length, respectively,

and imaging errors such as spherical aberration, coma and astigmatism.

The holographic device described so far has been tested by a simple object. It is
a water tank with a resolution target and hydrogen bubbles in it, the hydrogen bubbles
being generated on a helically deformed wire of 20 am in diameter. Fig. 12 shows the
object photographed from the virtual image (comp. Fig. 11). Fi<,. 13 displays details of
the same object now photographed from the real image with the image plane in different
sections of the reconstructed interference pattern. It becomes evident that only the
object points in close proximity to the film plane are well focussed. Thus, the depth
of the object can be traced within the resolution calculated in Eq.(3.3).

Fig. 14 stems from a test in the water towing tank. It shows a concentrated vortex
shed from the tip of a rectangular wing photographed from the virtual image of a re-
constructed hologram. It can be seen that the resolution of the hydrogen bubbles is
poorer than in Fig. 13. The reason is that the distance between the object and the ho-



lographic plate is increased by about 200 mm. Hence, the limiting resolving power cal-
culated above is not fully achieved. An improvement can be accomplished either by opti-
mizing the degree of coherence of the light source and by minimizing imaging errors or
by enlarging the hologram (see Eq. 3.2). The latter remedy is the most simple and effec-
tive but also the most expensive one.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The principle of moving the model throuzh a stagnant fluid in a water towing tank
and the relative ease of flow visualization favours some special experiments. The inter-
mittent operation and the resulting settling times between successive runs demand mea-
suring techniques which provide as much data per test run as possible. Flow visualization
and photography have proved to be a powerful means. The flow pattern is frozen on a pho-
tographic plate and can be analysed in detail at any time after the test. The required
testing time is reduced to the exposure time.

For quantitative data reduction from the photographs a stereo-photogrammetric me-
thod has been developed. It allows to reconstruct analytically the imaged object in real
scales. For flow visualization the hydrogen bubble technique has been used. The photo-
graphs are doubly exposed within a defined time interval so that each fluid marker is
imaged twice. Thus, the displacement of the fluid markers within the time of successive
exposures and therewith the velocity vector can be determined. The feasibility of the
method is shown by two examples.

A second method for recording three-dimensional flow fields on two-dimensional
photographic plates is holography. With the aid of holographic techniques not only the
distribution of intensity but also the phase distribution of the light scattered Lv an ob-
ject is stored. Thus, it is possible to reconstruct the wave front in real scale. A ho-
loqraphic device for recording and surveying three-dimensional hydrogen bubble patterns
is described. Some examples of first tests are shown. The resolving power has proved to
be the main problem for recording hydrogen bubbles at larger distances.
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liq. 1: Doubly exposed time line pattern. Lines a and b are stream-
wise zones of maximum disturbance velocity in the unstable
laminar boundary layer on a concave wall (top view)
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Fig. 5: Stereometric camera mounted on the trolley of the water towina tank
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Fig. 6: Velocity profiles of the P
axial flow in a trailing PROBE I
edge vortex, measured 10
wing chords behind the
trailing edge of a rectan-
gular wing which was set
at an angle of incidence -PROBE 2
of 100 . U = axial velo-
city, r = radial distance
from the vortex axis, and
b = distance between a
pair of trailing vortices

b)

Fig. 7: Uncertainty of hot-wire measurements due
to the unstead4,ness of the Taylor-Gbrtle-
instabilities in the unstable laminar
boundary layer along a concave wall
a) flow pattern with hot-wire probes in

streamwise zones of fast and low velc-
city (top-view). The hydrogen bubbles
are generated continuously in contrast
to Fig. 1

b) hot.-wire time signals
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Fig. 8: Disturbance profiles in the unstable laminar boundary layer on a
concave wall

10

Fig. 9: a) Deformation of the time lines in Fiq. 1 by Taylor-Gbrtler vor-
tices. y and z are the coordinates normal to the wall and in
the spanwise direction, respectively

b) sketch of a system of Taylor-Gbrtler vortices
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Fig. 10: Recording arrangement of the holographic system
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Fig. 11: Reconstruction arrangement of the holographic system
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FLn. 12 Photograph of the virtual image of the reconstructed wave frot. !I.
hydrogen bubble sheet (H), the resolution target (T), and the air
bubbles (A) are situated in different depths

00 VW - 0

V..

Hydrogen bubble sheet Resolution target Air bubbles on the tank 'ail

~Fig. 13: Photographs of the real image of the reconstructed wave front as
appearing in different depths

Fi.14: Trailing edge vortex visualized by a continuous bubble sheet in the
water towing tank, real image of streak surface generated from a straight
bubble wire oriented across the vortex axis
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Flow Measurements in a Water Tunnel Using a
Holocinematographic Velocimeter*

Leonard M. Weinstein and George R. Heel-
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Hampton, VA 23665
USA

SUMMARY

Dual-view holographic movies were used to exaaine complex flows with fulL three-space
and time resolution. This approach, which tracks the movement of small tracer particles
in water, is termed a holocinematographic velocimeter 1I{CV). A small prototype of a new
type water tunnel was used to demonstrate proof-of-concept for the HCV. After utLlizi_
conventional flow visualization apparatus with a laser light sheet to illuminate tracer
particles to evaluate flow quality of the prototype tunnel, a simplified version of the
{CV was employed to demonstrate the capabi lities of the approach. Results indicate that a
full-scale version of the water tunnel and a high performance version of ih IICV should he
able to check theoretical nd numerical modeling of complex flows and examine the
-echanisms operative in turbulent and vortex flow control -oncepts, providing an entirely

unique instrument capable, for the first time, of simultaneous three-space and time
measurements in turbulent flows.

NOMENCLATURE

D tracer particle diameter
n index of refraction
N numoer of far-field distances
Re/m Reynolds number per meter, 1:/
ReD Reynolds number, UD/v
t time
U streamwise velocity
V net velocity vector of tracer particle
x longitudinal dimension (streamwise)
y vertical dimension
z depth-wise dimension (focal direction)

kinematic viscosity
wavelength of laser light

I. INTRODUCTION

Fluid flows with turbulence, vortices, and other tine-varying three-dimensional
features are still poorly understood.' The physics of these flows cannot be studied
adequately since experimental data are currently limited to temporal evolution of small
spatial regions. One highly promising approach to obtaining more complete experimental
data for such flows is the holographic velocimeter.

Most of the previous versions of holographic velocimeters use multiple exposures on
each hologram to determine tracer particle motion.2,3 one version used a sequence of
multiple exposures on several frames to obtain a time history of the velocity field.

4  
Fur

this holographic velocimeter, the frame-time-separation was large compared to the flow
dynamics examined resulting in incomplete temporal resolution. All of the previous
reasons, which either measured particle displacement or used interference fringe
information to determine the velocity field, lacked spatial and temporal resolution. ,e

study by Hentschel and ILuterborn,
5 
however, described a high-speed holographic mov,

technique which was able to take up to 4,000 single-exposure holograms up to 300 kHz.
Although this system was limited in both resolution and field of view, it allowed much
higher temporal resolution than even tle present HCV for limited samples. None of the
previous studies addressed the data-handling problem for the high frequency case, and this
limited the quantity of available reduced data.

The holographic velocimeter described in the current paper and used with a low-speed
water flow facility, overcomes most of the limitations of the previous studies. Recent
developments in laser technology, computer capability and mass data storage, along with a
slightly different approach to determining the velocity field, makes possible a system
with significantly improved capability compared to previous efforts. Moderately high-

*Use of trademarks or names of manufacturers in this paper does not onstitute
an official endorsement of such products or manufacturers, either expressed or
irplied by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration.



speed single-frame holographic movies allow high tracer particle iensity and frame rates
adequate to resolve turbulent flow details in low-speed water flow. Since particle
locations canl be measured accurately in two dimensions, but Less accurately along the

focal axis,
6 

a simultaneous second view of the flow field is used to obtain equal accuracy
in all three spatial dimensions. Particle locations are found with an automatic image-

processing system. Particle motion, determined from successive frames in the movie, is
used to obtain the velocity field. This system is called a holocinematographic
velucirneter (HCV). Figure I provides a simple demonstration of this technique.

A new type of water tunnel has been developed for use with the HCV. With cavitation
and free surface effects kept negligible, the tunnel and H11' can be used to examine the
basic physics of many important flows. To demonstrate the performance of the new water
tunnel des-gn, a small prototype was built. Laser light-sheet flow visrialization was used

to examine the flow benind a circular cylinder at Reynolds numbers just below and just
above that required to generate a von Karman vortes street. This prototype tunnel was
also used with a limited-performance version of the HCV to demonstrate proof-of-concept of
the HCV. Results of these tests and details of the planned full-scale water tunnel and
high performance HCV system are the subject of this paper.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

'Fable I has a comparison of the prototype water tunnel and HCV used herein with the
large water tunnel and higher speed HCV planned for the near future. In either version, a
trale-off between field of view, resolution, and frame speei can be made: there fore,

specifications liven are nominal va les only.

2.1 Water Tunnel

A prototype of tire water tunnel was ,onstructed to demonstrate flow perfornrnci ani
for proof-of-concept for the hCV. A sketch of this facility is shown in Figuce 2. Ihis
is a one-fourth scale version of the facility described in Reference 7. The tunni I
consists of a vertical water-filled pipe that is lowered by a hydraulic cylinder hast a
stationary model. The model is supportel by wires, and guided by side constraints. Since
this flow has no sidewall boundary layer or flow history, it has very low free-struam
Iisturiance levels. The run tine of several seconds is sufficient for operation -f the
htCV. Another distinct feature of this facility lesign is that the optical system is
statinary; in tow tank testing, the movinj carriage often creates a vibratioi pr abler.

Thle test section has a 7.5 ccm suare cross section and the entire tuminnel is I Metor

long. The t iine I is constructed of acryl ic plastic anol has four optica glass wi i4cc 1
Cm wile by 75 cmn high that start 25 cc froic the top. inii sli Ie oerings ire tsel
costrain the tuinel laterally. The tunnel is supported 1y a hylrtml ic cylinmdt gltc'h cm
connected to on oil sump through al a ]ustable throttle va lye. The SuI 1 ) is poessut ize I
with! air to raise the tunnel, then Lowerel by venting the iit. A coibination velcIty an
p)oisition tranlsdlicer allows tle velocity to he set to t0.3 mm/sec. -inlI the height t 6e
meisured to within ±0.1 trm. figaro 3 shows d photo of the tlinel wit cameras posit ine'l
)n each sile.

2.2 Cy I inletr Model

The iodel _iserl lot tile cmirreut stuAdy was a 0.6 ct dta iceer circ ul.ir cylinder. The
.o leI sulpport framne is mounted diagonal ly ara ross the tunnel aoln is sulip rtel by tw w i r s

oi!lj tlirouglh clearance holes in the fop of tle hts lu . The wires air itliched to a
slationiry supi)ort Iirectly alove tILe tunine, 1 A c-i)sa e ItLtor -o the tutnriel with tIc1-
arn support frime are sIhmown in Figure 4: a sketch shnin tle cmode InIcounted on the s rpjcrt
in also shown. A second cylinder is eeiled for rigLity, but is saill enough and fta
trogh lownstrem so as not to distirli tile flow bem 1n examinel. The *casre'l flos field
c)vers the center one- thirl of the tnieI aolr eatenlIs from the base of the cyl iriler noile1
lownstrein to approxi nately 3 cm. The flow yeIocity was aidjusted mitch that flow witi arm!
withltout von Katrmn ortex streels c-rol, be eaxmined.

2. 3 Tracer Particles

Simal hollow qlass spteres about. 40 ) in Itiner were used to trace the flo-w. These

particles wore flotation separateI t,) hitain uiniform size. 'The patricles had a specific
gravity of about 0.4, a rise rate of rearly 0.1 cii/se. Siice the mot ion of the trieI
was vertical, the particle rise rate can simply be sirtirl-ted from the moleL vel- itc , ti
-ballin the correct lnca l fl,)w vlocity, The tratcer mrti 1les were injectedl at the tp of
fire tunel , ther Itl - iawn arid i altsersed with a liuntp, which :iwaS water from the bottic
,f th tunlel and injects it at the top. Recircrltirtg the water alsoi elimiitel thermal

it .. .. ........... . . . . . , -- .if -. i ..,,.All
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gradients. When the pump was shut off, flow currents damped within a few minutes, and

then a run was made.

The size of the tracer particles used resulted from a compromise between image
quality and spacing required. In Reference 8, the recommendation was made for far-field
in-line holograms tlat the particles should be kept at or below 80 far-field distances
(N), where: Z = ND /X. For the present case, X = .50 u, N = 80, Z = 22 cm and D =
40 p . The tracer spacing was further limited by the total projected area blockage. For
the present case, a I mm spacing through the tunnel would resulted in about 10 percent
area blockage, which was near the maximum usable.

9

2.4 Laser Light Sheet

Flow visualization, using a laser light sheet to illuminate the tracer particles, was
used to evaluate the tunnel flow quality. A 25 mw cw beam with X = .51 W was obtained
from an air cooled argon ion laser. The setup shown in Figure 5 used a 3 mm glass rod to
obtain a vertical light sheet. The light sheet entered the tunnel normal to the wall and
thus cut the cylinder model and flow at 45* (due to the model being mounted diagonally).
A video camera with close-up lens was positioned perpendicular to the light sheet. The
video camera provided 60 partial frames (30 full frames) per second which were recorded on
a VCR. The video record was enhanced to improve sharpness and contrast. Polaroid
photographs were made from the enhanced images to show the flow. The streak length (due
to finite exposure and camera persistence) indicated the velocity for each tracer
particle.

2.5 Holographic Camera

A simplified version of the HOV described in Reference 7 was used for proof-of-
concept tests. Two orthogonal in-line holographic cameras were used with the set up shown
in Figure 6. The same argon ion laser (25 mw at X = 0.51 u ) was used for this system as
for the laser light sheet study. The laser beam passed through a motor driven chopper
disk with a single slot 3 mm wide. The beam was chopped at a radius of 10 cm, with the
motor running at 900 rpm (15/sec); this resulted in an exposure of 1/2 ms. An opto-
interruptor set at the edge of the disk was used to advance the 35 mm flight research pin
registration cameras between exposures. The cameras held the film stationary during the
exposure. The only motion during an exposure was due to tunnel flow, and for the low
tunnel speeds used here (< 2 cm/sec) resulted in < 10 w image smear, which was not
believed to be significant for the present study.

Kodak LPF-4 film was used in the present study. This film requires about 10 ergs/cm
2

to obtain good holograms. The resolution is about 800 /mm, but in-line holograms have
far lower resolution requirements than large angle reference beam holograms. Thus,
acceptable holograms were obtained for the current study.

2.6 Holographic Reconstruction

The reconstruction setup is shown in Figure 7. A He-Ne laser was used for the
current study. The laser beam was collimated to 5 cm diameter. The difference in
reconstruction wavelength (632 nm) compared to recording wavelength (514 nm) only changed
length scale of the optical axis. Since the index of refraction of water also change
length scale of the optical axis, the two effects were combined in a single length
soe. The measured particle optical axis locations were corrected by multiplying by

514 x n, where n = 1.333 for water at 22*C.

The developed roll of holographic movie film was placed in a computer-controlled film
advance, which pos'.tioned each successive hologram and then clamped a glass cover down to
keep the film stationary. This resulted in a real image of the tracer particles about 15
cm beyond the film. A precision thrce-axis positioner moved a video camera to image the
field of view in small sections to obtain the desired positional accuracy. A microscope
objective mounted on an adaptor tube imaged approximately a 2 mm square area at a time.
The image quality of reconstructed holograms of the particle fields tended to be poor due
to speckle and images of out of focus particles, therefore a spatial filter was used to
improve image quality. The filter with an adjustable holder is illustrated in the sketch
in Figure 8. A band-pass filter was selected to remove high frequency noise and also to
enhance particle contrast.

The hologram was examined in small area sections as previously mentioned, and also in
I mm steps along the focal axis. Each video image was digitized and reduced by an image
analysis system which detected the particle edges to determine the particle centroid
coordinate. Brightness level and size criterion were used to separate particle images
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from the noise remaining after spatial filtering. Details of the data reduction tasks and
procedures are given in Reference 7.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3,1 Laser Light Sheet

The flow directly behind the circular cylinder model was examined at two flow
speeds. Results of the laser light-sheet flow visualization are shown in Figure 9. In
the top photo, U = 0.6 cm/sec, which resulted in ReD = 30. This was below the eddy
shedding velocity, although a separated region did extend nearly one cylinder diameter
downstream. The left photo is a 1/60 sec exposure (I video frame) while the right photo
is a 1/8 sec exposure. The total field of view is approximately 2 cm square. Even the
shorter exposure had image smear due to Videcon persistance corresponding to several video
frames. With the exposure of 1/8 sec, ( = 7 frames) the velocity field was more clearly
defined. The lower two photos were made at U =2 cm/sec which corresponded to ReD =

100. Again 1 video frame and 7 video frames are shown. Again the flow is much more
clearly defined for the longer exposure. The eddy shedding was time dependent, and had a
period of approximately 1.3 sec for U = 2 cm/sec. If longer than 1/8 sec exposures were
used, the detail was smeared by variation in the pattern, hence a compromise between
streak length and pattern change had to be attained. The ReD at which eddy shedding
started was found from other runs to be between 40 and SO, which is in good agreement with

the literature. The flow quality was obviously very good even at these very low speeds,
and it should be even better at the higher speed planned for the larger scale facility.
Once the mixing currents have completely damped, the only disturbances in the flow were
due to the impulse start (which disappear in just over 5 length-scale time constants) and
model guide accuracy (which can be controlled to desired tolerances).

Discreet tracer particles, which show up as sharp individual lines of finite length,
allowed slreamlines rather than streak lines to be observed. Use of dye visualization for
the same flow would have shown loops of flow created in the near-base region of the
cylinder which remain as loops as they convect further downstream. Laser light-sheet
visualization of particles can thus oe used to obtain quantitative velocity field
information, but is restricted to a two-dimensional slice. An example of other uses of
this technique was shown in Reference 0.

3.2 Holographic Velocimeter

Proof-of-concept thus far has focused on obtaining holographic movies of the flow
examined by the laser light sheet, and reducing the holograms to a set of particle
coordinates. The flow structures observed in Figure 9 were > 0.4 cm in diameter with a
simple structure. This allowed a larger particle spacing for the HCV than the minimum
possible. For the present case, a mean spacing of just under 2 mm was selected. This
results in fewer particles and simplified data reduction.

Dual view holographic movies were made at 15 framesisec for 19 = 2 cm/sec. The time
steps corresponded to 1.33 ma movement in the mean flow per frame, which gave temporal
resolution slightly better than spatial resolution. Since movement was slightly less than
the mean spacing, tracking of the particles from frame to frame was possible. The
reversed flow region just behind the cylinder also exhibited lower speeds than the mean
flow, hence tracking was still possible as long as a frame to frame movement was less than
one-half the particle spacing. To reduce the particle coordinates to a common frame of
reference for the two views, a short strip of exposure was made before the tunnel run with
a small pointed tube penetrating into the common field of view. The pointed tip of the
tube was used to initialize the coordinate system so that all results were referenced to a
known common origin. The reference tube was removed before the run began.

A data run lasting about I0 sec. was made. This would cover several cycles of eddy
shedding. After the data run, the film was processed and loaded into the reconstruction
optical setup. A typical video frame from the reconstructed image is shown in Figure
I0. The image quality without the spatial filter is shown for comparison at the left side
of the figure. The image has a lot of speckle and fringe noise, and particle images are
not smooth. The automatic data reduction system had difficulty finding all of the
particles and registered false readings. When the band pass spstial filter was used the
image looked like the right side photograph. Sharply focused particles appeared as smootl
round easily-seen images. As the particle went out of focus, it got larger (but dimmer)
and developed a diffused region around it. Even more out of focus, and only a few small
blobs remained. The use of brightness and size thresholds allowed only fairly sharply-
focused particles of the correct size to be reduced. Good agreement between the automatic
data reduction system and operator judgement was obtained, and proof-of-concept was
therefore demonstrated to this point.



3.3 Planned Efforts for the HCV

Both views of the data from the phototype system will be reduced to a magnetic tape
record of particle coordinates. The merge and track procedures described in Reference 7
will be used to generate a velocity data base. This data will then be compared to the
laser light sheet, and also examined for any three-dimensionality. If all procedures work
correctly, the full-scale water tunnel and high-speed version of the HCV will be started.

4. CONCLUSIONS

A dual view holographic movie technique has been developed to study complex flows
with three-space and time resolution. A prototype of a new type water tunnel was
developed for use in evaluating the holographic movie technique as well as thc
conventional laser light-sheet flow visualization. Results of the effort include:

I. The water tunnel was demonstrated by examining the flow behind a circular cylinder.
Conventional laser-light sheet visualization showed good flow quality, even at very
low speeds.

2. The HCV prototype system was demonstrated for a 15 frame/sec movie rate.

3. Use of a band pass spatial filter to improve holographic image quality resulted in a
clear, easy to reduce data image.

When the larger water tunnel and higher speed version of HCV are completed, the
system should be able to check theoretical modeling of complex flows and examine the
mechanisms operative in turbulent and vortex flow control concepts.
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'able I

Comparison of Prototype HCV System to Planned HCV System

Protot e HCV Planned IHCV

Cross Section of Tunnel 7.5 x 7.5 cm 25 x 25 cm

Length of Tunnel I m 4 m

Maximum Flow Speed 0.1 m/s 1 'n/s

Water Temperature 20
°
C 20-60*C

Maximum Reynolds No. per Meter 1.1 x 105 2.2 x 106

Type Laser Used Argon Ion Copper vapor

L'--r Pulse Rate (chopped) 15 pps 7,000 pps

Laser Pulse Duration 0.5 ms 30 ns

Film Exposure Rate 15 fr/sec 700 fr/sec

Camera Used 35mm pin registration 35mm continuous

framing camera film transport
(Flight Research) (Hytax)

Field of View 2 cm x 3 cm 2.5 cm x 4 cm
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RESUME

Dans le but d'une itude expirimentale des instabilitis de cisaillement en icoulement
laminaire, un canal hydraulique vertical a 6i rialisi de facon A g6nirer une confluence de deux coule-
ments bidimensionnels A vitesses diffirentes. Cette itude consiste i caractiriser les instabilitis se
diveloppant en aval du culot droit i partir de relev6s de profils de vitesse par animomitrie laser et de
diffirentes techniques de visualisations et de traitement d'images. Le nombre de Reynolds calculi sur In

largeur du culot et Ia moyenne des deux vitesses est infirieur A 600. La modilisation de ce type d'icoule-
ment A i'aide de nappes tourbillonnaires imlses aux extrimitis du culot permet Ia restitution de lignes
d'imission comparables A celles observies sur l'expirience.

I - INTRODUCTION

La couche cisaillie est un des icoulements fondamentaux dont la description sert de base a des

modiles de turbulence er A In comprihenslon des micanismes d'instabillt. L'tude qul en est faite ici,
s'appuie essentiellement sur une analyse quantitative par visualisations couplie A des techniques anemo-
mitriques classiques. L'interpritation s'effectue en associant aux valeurs instantanies les configurations
correspondantes de i'icoulement. Les essais sont rialisis en tunnel hydrodynamique 6 nombre de Reynolds
modiri oa les instabilitis, A Ia frontiire du laminaire et de In turbulence, sont suffisamment propres

pour une observation directe et lentes pour permettre un traitement en temps riel par des moyens vidio
classiques. L'intrit d'une telle approche est, d'une part de transformer en s'aidant de In microinforma-
tique, les techniques de visualisation en instruments de mesures, et d'autre part de fouroir directement
aux numsriciens des bases de donnes autres que le champ de vitesses.

L'identificatlon d'un calcul numirque par le champ de vitesses ou de pression reste dellcate

pour les icoulements turbulents tant que les modiles nicessitent une fermeture dont la ginralite n'est
pas assurie.

Les logiciels dont dispose le numiricien permettent maintenant des reprisentations graphiques en
couleur et en variables Lagrangiennes dont l'interpritation et plus rapide qu'un listing et qui rappro-
chent les simulations numiriques des observations expirimentales. L'itude prisentie dans cet article qui

comprend trois parties principales (visualisations, mesures, calculs) dicrit une instabiliti quasi bidi-
mensionnelle derriire une plaque plane d'ipaisseur non ngligeable dont le sillage propre vient interfirer
avec i couche de milange. En liaison avec les numiriciens de la turbulence, une itude a iti faite sur

l'influence d'une priturbulence de grille sur le diveloppement de l'instabiliti (Rif. 1).

Ii - MOYENS D'ESSAIS

11.1.Canal hydrodynamique

L'installation a 6t6 spicialement rialisie pour ginirer one confluence d'coulements bidimen-

sionnels. L'ensemble de L'installation prisente sur in figure I se compose de 

- Deux riservoirs d'alimentatlon de Im
3 
chacun munis de diffirents trop-pleins qui assurent

in regulation en charge.
- La chambre de tranquillisation 6quipe de filtres et grilles et le convergent sent divisis

par une cloison itanche qui vient affleurer A l'entrie de la veine d'essais.
- Une veine d'essals en plexiglass de section d'entre 20 cm x 30 cm er de sortie 22 cm x 30 cm

pour une hauteur utile de I m. Ce canal est ligirement prismatique pour attinuer les effets de couches
limites Sur les faces latirales. L'extrmlt de la clolson de siparation est am6nagie pour recevoir diffi-

rentes formes de culot (culot rectangulaire, culot droit, culot mviii...).
Les conduites d'alimeotation de In chambre de tranquillisation sont iquipies de dibitmitres et

de vannes. Un circuit d'asservlssement permet d'afficher le rapport de vitesses disiri. Les performances
de i'installation autorisent une vitesse maxium de 7 cm/s. Le nombre de Reynolds calculi sur In largeur
du culot et la moyenne des vitesses mote infirieur A 600.

La qualification de La veine d'essais par sondage L.D.A. a permis de virifier Iniformlti d

profit de vitesses avant l'implantation de la cloison de siparation.

11.2. Moyens de visualisations

Les visualisations sont effectuies A partir de diffirents traceurs

- injection de colorant : soit localement par filets colors, soit globalement en colorant
l'un des icoulements.

- injection de particules de polystyrine non expansies de densiti vosisne de celle de l'eau
qui peuvent cre introduites une A one par un injecteur ou en amont, par paquets, de faon A les ripartir

dans 1'icoulement.
- giniration de bulies d'hydrogne : le bulles d'hydrogne sont produites par un fII de

nickel (cathode) tandis qu'une plaque de cuivre placie en fond de rove constitue l'anode.

L'application d'une tension continue permet l'lectrolysede l'eau et In production de bulles

d'hydrogine.
Ces traceurs sont iclairis par une tranche lumineuse placie transversalement A l'coulement.
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Leo traceurs soot chuisis en function do lanalyse recherchee. Lea particules sont utilisees pour one
6tude Lagrangienno permettant do calcoler les vitesses locales. Los colorants liquides torment des
lignes continues qul matirialisent des lignes particoliires do l'6coulement (lignes d'6nissiun, inter-
faces, etc..).

11.3. Moyens d'acquisition

Los systimos d'acquisition et do traitement d'imsages ont AtA ddveiuppds ao ddparteoont et
soot prfsentds en ddrail dans Ia rdffrenco (2). Ile s composoor essentiellonont do (Fig. 2)

- on capteur optique :isagndtoscupe, caoAre viddo 00 matricielle do type C.C.D do resolution
488 par 384,

_ one interface pormettant Is soivi do particules 00 l'oxtraction do contours,
- on microcalculatoor BFM 186 organis6 autour d'un microprocessouc 8086 associ6 A on proces-

sour arithm~tique 8087.
Le syst~me do crajoctographle a poor function d'acqudrir Isa position do tracouro particulaires & chaque
instant. Coo particobos diffusent la lumidro incidonto et apparaissont cosine des caches brillantes
faciloniont ddtoctablos par on dispusitif A sosil. Los positions des particules ost acquisos a Ia frdquen-
ce do Ia camdra (50 u 60 Hz) pots sauvogardkos sr mdmsoire do masse. La dor~o d'un eosai pout attoindre
plosloocs milliors do tramos. Le systimo d'oxtraction do contours rdaliso lecqoisitiun d'imageo coddos
our 1 A 4 bits aver one ddfinition do 256 x 256 elements d'imagoo. La numorisatiun et Ia souvogardo dans
Ia mdmuiro centrals do calcolatour out lieu on tenps r~el viddo (ici A Is frdquence do 50 Hz) pereettast
d'acqodcir on cuntino plosiouro tramos succslvos.

Des logiciels do traicoment costitoent on tempo diffdr6 leo trajocroiros des particules et
leo vitosoos u accildrationo curroopondencem. Un liosago rdcursif A nombre do points variable pout Avon-
tuolloment tro offoctud our coo trajoccoiros. La prdsonco do trois trajoctoires ouffisasosent prunhes
porisor one 6valoarion A chaque instant do rotationnol nuyonnd nor le triangle fond6 par coo parriculos.

r 11.3.2. Ex~tcaction _do contours
II Le signal viddo out onvoy6 our one interface qui analyse lou gradients do luminance suivant

6 butt directions autouc do chaque pixel. On odmoriso ainsi le nmnro do Is taine (tempo), leo courdoondos
do l'origino do contour or les valours des vectouro diroctionnols gui Ie ddfinissent. A partir do l'acqui-
sitiun brute do contour, des lugiciels pormoctent d'amdlioroc Ia restitution do contour (lissage. continui-
t6 do la ligne,. .. ) (Figure 3)

III - DESCRIPTION DE L'ECOLE4ENT

Los r~ooltats prdsourdo dans cot article concornont la configuration avon le color droit gui
o cot uveree be pius intdrossante du point do vue do Ia srabilird. Ce typo d'6cuulomonr reprdsenro on
Aquilibre entro l'offot do sillege or l'offoc do cioaiiloment. Leo visualisationo our fait apparaltre
doom structuratiuno diffdrentos do l'Acoulement (Fig. 4, 5).

Pur des vltessos voisines. Io silbuge domino et on observe Is configuration caracrdriurique en
tourbillono altornds. Four des rapporto do vitosoes plus 6lev~s. Io cisaillomont impose use soule all~o
tourhiliunnairo qui caranrdrise Is cuche do odlange. Cot 6coolement out A rappronher do VI'#ouloment
cisaillk put roncuntrA dorridro one plaque mince. Un rapport do vitesse critique do 1,5 a mis en 6videnno
one bifurcation dii idrenciant tr~s nottemont leo doom r~gimos. Leo figures 4 ot 5 illustrent notte dif-
fdronco do otructuratiun.

IV - CARACTERISATION DE LA ZONE DE MELANGE

L'Avulution Oluuoe coucho, do nidoange ec develuppaucL derriere one plaque mince out gdn~raionent
lindairo. Co rdsultat out d'ailleurs cnfirm6 par leu thkorios analyciques do couches linites (R~f. 3)
gui pornoccont do robior le taux doexpansios do Ia zone do indlange so rapport do vitosoos. Dens le rigise
A doom nappos be suporposition des contours A diffdronto instants donne one onveloppe quo Ion a cherch~e
Acomparer au silbaeo d~tocminA par les relevis do vitesses (mdthodes clasuiquos).

Louxtraction do contours montro do faton Avidonro Ia pdniodicit6 do phenumenoe. in des prublames
important des moddltoations em Acuulement turbulent 001 Ia liaison ontre Io ednanisme do diffusion
(dispersion otatisrique) et Ia convection. Ainsi le probldmo do La liaison encre La pdciodicird spariabe
et tenporolbo eat one question impuctanto do linotebiliti leminsiro (R0E. 4 ).

Luaspect pdriodique dens lospace our directomont observable mais il out important dans nce
analyse do prdnisor l'6vulutiun do Is pdriodo spetialo. Trois techniques diffdrontos ont 6t6 confront~es
poor indiquor id6volution do nette piniode

- par film chaud
- par colurimftnie (0~f.5S ). Variation do la luminance moyenne dans one fonltre d'analyso
- par extraction do contours.

Coo trots techniques indiquent one division do slile en doss 00 trois zones (Fig. 6

- one zone do Eormation procho do culot
- use zone correspondent A leoroolement des tourbillono (zone principalemenr 6rudi~e)
- one rigiun o6 Ia diffusion our trminde or soule is convecriond 'ensemble r~sido (tourhilluns

foosilos ou formes passives)
- cindmetique do Is zone do odlange.

Leo techniques do visualisarion ddcritos dens le paragraphe prinddent fourniosent one restitu-
tion A partir des acquisitions des traectuiros 00 dos lignes pertinullires qui permottont one 6tude do

AL
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la cinmatique des grosses structures. En particulier, la rdgularit6 des farmes observes autorise, non

seulement le calcul des vitesses mats ausoiles rayons et centres de courbure instantanes. La figure 7
montre des centres de courbure calculis a partir d l'interface directrice. Ce dtpouillement ne peut 9tre

transpose en 6coulement tridimensonnel turbulent. Le filtrage de ces acquisitions (centre de courbure
unique) peut servir de comparaison directe a one msthode numrique. Dane ce contexte la comparaison ave

des mod~les macroscopiques permet la validation de calculs des grosses 6chelles.

Des exemples de trajectotres soot prisent s sur les figures 8 et 9 pour Lea deux cas d'ecou-

lement. Une 6voluation do rotationnel moyen peut itre effectue i parttr do suldv de trois particules
voisines formant on triangle pendant plusieurs trames successives . Un exemple de rdsultar est
indiqu6 sur la figure 10 . Cette technique peut Otre applique A 1'ensemble de l'6coulement et peut per-

mettre de d~termner lea limites de l'6coulement irrotationnel.

L'enregistrement successif de plusteurs trajectoires permet la restitution A posteriori de
champ de vitesse moyennd en phase si ilacqutsition est effectude avec one r6f~rence de temps lie A
1'Acoulement. Ce repdrage de phase est ici donne par un signal lumineux ddlivr6 par one diode couplde a on

film chaud situd dans le sillage, proche do culot. La fluctuation sinusoldale de ta vi~esse mesarta par le
film chaud conditionne l'clairage de to diode. Pdriodiquement ce signal lumtneux est acquis en mme temps
que len particules. A partir de ce repirage de phase, 11 est ensulte ais d'effectuer on d6pouillement et
de restituer des champs de vitesses instantandes.

Des exemples de champs obtenus i diff~rents instants dans le cas do rigime A one nappe sont pr6-

sentds sur to figure I.

Un tr~s grand nombre d'acquisition de trajectoires est ncessaire pour obtenir un champ de vires-
se avec one bonne rtsolution.

A partir do lacquisition brute do contour de linterface obtenu par coloration de lon des deu
ecoulements, des logiciels permettent d'une part, on prdtraitement et, d'autre part, la d~termination de

paramttres gdomttriques (calcul des coordonndes x, y, ddtormlnation des centres de rotation, forme de
tenveloppe moyenne de l'interface). (Figure 12 ). L'erreur commise los de lacquisicion est de l'ordre

du pet.

L'interface reprodute est ldgirement "tronqude" 00 nfveau de lenroulement le plus prononcd.

ceci est dG A one lg~re diffusion do colorant.

Calcul do champ de vitesses A partir de linterface.

Les interfaces numdrisdes peuvent kire sensiblement superposables en Les ddcolant de la vitesse
moyenne de convection. Cette observation permet de considirer l'interface commie une ligne de glissement
L'interface est discrtsisde en segments tourbillonnaires dont les intensitis sont calculdes A partir de
I'hypothtse prdcddente. Ce type de calcul fournit one estimation do champ de vitesses instantanes.
(Fig. 13 ), le champ moyen est obtenu par superposition de plusieurs champs de ddformatlon. (Fig. 14).

V - SIMULATION NUMERIQUE DE L'ECOULEMENT

On ddfinit un domaine de calcul limitA par len patois de la vetne, one portion do cutot et les

sections d'entcde et de sortie de lecoulement. La section d'entrie est i 5 cm en amont du bord de fuite
du culot, Ia section de sortie est A 25 cm en aval.

La frontitte est discrdtisde en segments

- I0 segments sur les parois de Is veine

- 6 segments pour chaque section d'entrde
- 9 segments pour reprdsenter le culot.

Chaque segment est porteur d'une singularitd de type source ou puits, d'intensite constante. Sur

Les parois solides, on impose ia condition d'impermeabilit6 Vn = 0 et sur les sections d'entrde Ia vitesse
correspondant au rapport de fonctionnement choisi. Les intensitds inconnues X vdrifient one Aquation lin6-

aire de la forme A.X - B

o6 A reprsente to macrice des coefficients d'influence mutuels et B le vecteur colonne des vitesses nor-

males. Ce systime est rdsolu A linstant initial pour calculer l'coulement potentiel qui constitue la

premitre Atape pour i ddveloppement du calcul.

A linstant t - 0, on injecte des singularitts de type tourbillon en deux points situs de part

et d'autre du culot. Ces points sont l6gtrement dtcal4s des parois pour tenir compte des couches limites

sur la cloison de sdparation. (Fig. 15).

L'injection se fait alternativement d'un point A l'autre avec des signes opposes, A one frtquen-

ce correspondant A cello de l'instabillt. L'intensltA des tourbillons est imposte suivant les valeurs
des vitesses d'entrde. Sur chaue ptriode, l'Intensit6 varne A chaque pas de temps, sulvant une loi expo-
nentlelle de to forme r= exp ( - /. ) o r reprsente l'amplitude et l Ia constante

d'amortissement. Une ligne d'dmission est calculdo en injectant sur l'axe de symtrie (o en tout autre
point de t'4coulement) un marqueur passif dont il suffit de suivre l'volutlon. La figure 16 represente

un example de ligne di'mission pour le rdgime A deux nappes.

VI - INFLUENCE D'UNE PRETURBULENCE

On Atudie dons ce paragraphe t'influence d'une prdturbulence sur to formation et le dtveloppe-
ment des instabilitds. La turbulence est gdndrde par une grille do cotA de Ia vitesse to plus foible et
situme A 3,5 cm en amont du culot.

La turbulence devient homogtne et isotrope au deli d'une distance de lordre de 40 A 50 fois

Ia dimension de Ia maillo. Le niveau de turbulence ddcrolt en fonction de La distance aval selon one loi

de ia forme (Rf. 6 )
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U X

avec U module de Is vitesse
U, fluctuation de la vitesse
X abscisse A partir de Ia grille
M dimension de Ia maille

K1, K2  constantes

Trois grilles mdtalllques A mailles carrdes et A fils ronds sont utilises
G1 M l mm Df 0.5mm
G2 M - 3.5 mm Df - 0.75 mm
G3 M = 5 mm Of 1.3 mm

En colorant un des deux iroulements en prdsence de Ia grille, on peut visualiser la formation
et le diveloppesment des instabilitks qui restent bien observables comme dans le cas sans grille. Mais,
pour one mime vitesse moyenne, le rapport de vitesse critique s~parant lea deux rdgimes est d'autant plus
faible que la maille de la grille est petite, comme l'indique ie tableau ci-dessous.

Sans grille : G3 G2 GI

1.4 1.26 1.23 1.13

Prou- prdrlser l'influneoe do !a grille sur Is zone de mlange, des spectres d'ampltude de vites-
ont 6t6 etablis dans differente- sectiorz de i'6coulement. La figure 17 noctre un spectre obtenu

daus Ia section do cuot. . 10 mm de I'axe de symitrie. On observe one raie basse friquence (' = 0.6 Hz)
cor-espondant au fondamentai do detachement tourbillonnaire. Son amplitude dicrolt lorsqu'on s&'loigne do
culot. On retrouve dans le spectre, an delA do fondamental, l'influence de Is grille autour de 12 Hz qui
reste la mme dans toute section.

La vitesse de l'coulement decomposie sous is forme u + ' + u' avec 7 vitesse moyenne,
uI vitesse moyenne cohirente, u' fluctuation, peut 9tre observie or les spectres de sillage et hors
sillage. La figure 18 montre Ia comparaison avec et sans grille faisant apparaltre le remplissage do
spectre et l'imergence de Ia raie fondamentale.

Le tableau ci-dessous risume linfluence de Ia maille sur l'amplitude du fondamental

Sans grille G3 G2 01

(=s/S): 0.425 0.380 0.35 : 0.17

On remarquera que malgre Ia faible influence de Ia grille sur is qualit6 des visualisatlons que
Ion peut effertuer, la presence de Ia grille modifle les minanismes fins de l'6coulement dans la zone de
milange et qu'il s'avre nicessaire de complter le dipouillement macroscopique par one analyse as film
chaud pour explorer licoulement.

VII - CONCLUSION

Cette drude a montr6 la possibilit d'analyser, par techniques viddo banalisies, Is structure
instantanie d'un 6coulement instationnaire lent. L'6coulement analys6 icl, one couche de milange bidimen-
slonnelle, a pu itre observe par les techniques de visualisation classiques et le dipouillement des vo-
lotions de forme a permis one bonne comparaison avec les techniques classiques par animomitrje et a con-
duit A one modilisation simple des instabilltis de cisaillement. Ces etudes effectudes en tculement
iaminaires bidimensionnelles sont actuellement 4tendues aux cas turbulents et tridimensionnels.
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THREE-DIMENSIONAL FLOW VISUALIZATION USING LASER-SHEET SCANNING

D. M. Nosenchuck
M. K. Lynch

Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Engineering Quadrangle
Princeton University

Princeton, N.J. 08544

It has been demonstrated that the conventional tech-
nique of fixed-laser-sheet flow visualization can he ex-
tended to include three-dimensional visualization by means
of a scanning laser sheet. This system was implemented
using a rotating mirror in conjunctiun with appropriate
fixcd Opti.s. A spae-fill na three-dimensiona data base
ws digitally obtained from the imaging and recording
units, and was processed to yield a variety of three-
dimensional views of the flow field in addition to obtaining
quantitative results regarding mixing levels and velocities.
Laser-sheet scanning was first applied in a study of boundary-
layer turbulence in which active control was implemented.
The flow visualization readily indicated the near-wall insta-
bilities present in turbulent spots and synthetic turbulent
boundary-layers. When control was attempted using an array
of surface heating elements, the visualization technique
graphically illustrted the uttenuation .f the near-wall sub-
layer "streak " and resultant .-uiLscent outer f low.

INTRODUCTION

Flow visualization has historic-l, I provided a r eal ,rea vita. i.torr1atz' ' -
cerning the complex flows associated with taibulenre. Passive dye, iojected it t i !"t
wall, provides for a reasonable picturo of the overall flow field. Due t liits i :
perceptual abilities of the observur, it is onarly impassible t) obtiin an% in! ,
concerning internal structures osni this method. co'nventlral laser-inouCeg fl, I
of a dye injected into the water flow prviles for ar in ica te 'ic:ste dy d 'isu:) z .
of a fixed cross-section of the flow. what is however, is I -epresnt t .
the flow normal to the sheet, an essenti %I inroldient is the to - is t oc :,,I
and understood. Ideally, one would liso t, ,bscr,' oi continous r;pr'tt-n '- th0"'
thzee-dimensional flow field. This would pr'vid, :a* ubic lt t
information whici would illow the researchei to man o ut the entire f,,w f eld

The technique of laser-induced fluorsence is ittractlvo i!! thlt 1 is " !-ble
resolving very small scales n rrial to the sheet, as well is wltifi'- the sheet bise t
limitations of the imaging optics), and hits the ussential feiture bein, c:,aule :e:-
erating three-dimensional sps.e-'illii. aata s Th, istc_
the laser probing the field in Ioccl,,ed mrienr, wit ':-e
By taking a series of "cuts" thruh the ' ilI, ilete i:1 F-" be rconstri .'t d.
This is in contrast to usion passive dyes :i' ima,;i"n' the Is-w IstIe'sc
observin; only surfaces. It is essential that the intr-1 - I .t [I . e'o
fe.g. turbulent structures) be diii''nosed it in '"t is to b i .
The role that vert icit s is -mplex, 1":' .{c_; h w -
flow v'isualization techni )a-, iie HI'' I ] ; t x1-i -'- 1 !t
would permit detailed nIser' a.'l 11 ), thl late! lt 1, it , -io n I t I
as well as distributed vorticit in the 'l .. Thus, I 's :e" ,1, t, extend 1- !: t
of laser-induced flunrescence t, i-clude r : ..
and recordino optics.

SCANNING LASER SHEET FLOW VISUALIZATION

Sconning laser-sheet flhw ':isuail i- ii 'n r ic:e'i ripidly von a laso:
sheet through the flow field in a peri i s - ,: it thi tar-e sihLen f intcrest in
the flow. The resultant data oorisisted i- i mon i-on 1wl sheets which e ,-
sented a space-filling three-dimens'os :uahlu mnl oo to r:-
high-speed CT scan, where a series o' t--iaphs is it ined. The net effect is to record
the entire laser-dye field each time th 5 sheet is t- e o:sed through the flow. The resultant
images provide a qualitative p.cture is the flo, - w,11 as qu.antitatie ini1-71tl ; coo-
ceriing the degree of turbulent mixiriq whic has oct red. The setup, show: in Fiiure 1,
provides for a complete three-dimensionil I'isa-1ira -i -n '! the boun ,ii y layer flow field.

This technique has proven effective in providinii a threc-d imensional picture of th e
interactions between high and low speed fluid in turbulent flows. Disodium fluorescenn dye
was injected into the flow using a slot which was flush with the flat plate. Since the dye
is injected at the wall, it "tags" the low speed fluid. Durinq the bursting process this
low speed, high vorticity fluid moves away from the will and mixes with -he uter flow.
This process, which produces a lare portion of the turbulent enermy, can be examined csinn
the laser sheet scanning technique.



There are several critical parameters which must be defined and specified before an
appropriate system can be designed. The spatial resolution normal to the laser sheet can
be determined knowing the scales present in the flow. The global extent of the imaging
volume and the period of the scan may easily be specified, knowing the spatial extent of
the flow field and the temporal scales present in the flow. Secondary parameters involve
the planform imaging area and laser energy density within the area.

The desired global extent (height) of the imaging volume divided by the spatial reso-
lution yields a rough indication of the required number of laser sheets needed to recon-
struct the field. For example, in one of the present experiments, it was desired to image
a 2.0 cm portion of the boundary layer with approximately 1.0 mm resolution in the z di-
rection. A minimum of 20 sheets was required to fill the volume, but 32 sheets were used
(being a convenient power of 2 for the controlling electronics to deal with). The inter-
sheet normal separation is then 0.62 mm, setting a rough maximum on the laser sheet thick-
ness.

The period of a scan must be less than that associated with 1,/2 of the period of the
hi ghest frequencies present in the flow. This is to reduce bias between the upper and
lower portions of the scan and also to ensure that repetative scans accurately capture the
nonsteady nature of the flow. If the highest frequency is 20 Hz, then a scan mutt be com-
pleted in 25 ms. Given the previous example this requires that 1300 sheets be generated
each second (neglecting the time taken to reposition the starting sheet after each scan).
In our experiments, we used a system capable of 2000 steps/sec, but were limited by our
imaqing video recorder to 30 steps/sec.

The laser sheet was produced by appropriately expanding and focussing an Argon-ion
laser beam (501 nm) with a series of vertically and horizontally oriented cylindrical
lenses as shown in Figure 2. A rotating mirror was placed in the optical path to deflect
the defocussed beam in the +/- y direction. The optics ensured that a thin sheet was
formed which, when deflected, remained parallel to itself over a height cf up to 10 c'.

The mirror was mounted on a low-inerti, stage which was iapidly rotated in discrete
amounts by a stepper motor. Electronics were designed and fabricated to permit 2, 0<N<8)
sheets to be scanned in succession at arbitrary hei.ghts over the plate (with the net scan
rancue limited to 10 cm) . A 450 front surface mirror was mounted on a traverse spannina the
water channel. This allowed a video camera, positioned beside the channel, to record the
images and a step/frame counter (Figure 3). The vertical syrchronization pulse from the
videotape machine was used to drive the stepper motor which resulted in a single step of the
laser sheet for each frame recorded. This greatly aided in the processing of the recorded
images, but limited the scanning rate to 30 steps'sec. A block diagram of the stepper motor
control electronics is shown in Figure 4. The images were then digitized off-line usina a
video frame grabber, and stored on disk.

Several representative sheets from a single rapid scan of the laser sheet through a
turbulent spot may be seen in Figure 5. These digitized images may be processed in multiple
ways to yield both qualitative and quantitative insiqhts into the nature of the flew. For
example, the degree of mixing (most of which is attributable to turbulence) can be deter-
mired by distinguishing between gray-levels (thus dye concentration) in a sunole sheet.
Also, movies can be made which show time evolutions at one or more discrete sheet locations
in the flow (revealing the movement of the cross-section(s) of the structures). For complete
spatial and temporal diagnosis, three-dimensional image-processing routines can be applied
to the data obtained from high-speed scan(s) through the flow (digitally reconstructing the
three-dimensional imagie " .: ; c - ".... :, ;) . Several views from a single scan, created
usin} this reconstruction technique, can be seen in Figure 6. The images were processed from
l 32-sheet scan (several sheets of which are shown in Figure 5). This technique permits, far
the first time, M.,:- ,,- '.. ,::....'........".. flow visualization of
complex flows.

APPLICATION OF FLOW VISUALIZATION TECHNIQUE

The laminar-turbulent trenStion process and the mechanisms involved in turbulence
energy production have been the focus of much work, due to the r.Ie these factors play in
iSSUeS concern ing viscous drag. Several methods of contyolling boundary layer flows have
emerged which make significant drag reductions possible. Flow control hat also proven to
be a useful tool for gaining insight into the dynamic processes involved in transition and
fully turbuolent flows. A variety of views exists regarding the organized structure in tur-
nulent boundary layers. Existing theories seem to agree on sexeral points, however. Flow
in the viscous sublayer seems to separate itself into high and low speed regions called
"streaks".

8 
This longitudinal low-speed area is traditionally called a stroak because dye

injected at the wall iccumulates in this re~ion. it is generally agreed that the average
spanwise spicing between these streaks is z = 90 to 100 wall units. The liftup, sudden
oscillation, and breakup of these streaks is referred to as "burstin-g". Experimental
evidence

9 
has shown that most of the production of turbulent enerai; n'e,: the wall occurs

during the bursting process.

Some preliminary work has been done
2 

which indicates that localized, active, feedback
control may be used to cancel the natur ally occurring, three-dimensional disturbances which
lead to bursting in turbulent flows. Since these bursts appear to be the source of a larae
percentage of the energy produced in tubulent flows, control of this process seems to be
the most logical and efficient flow control alternative.
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The experiments presented herein involve active control of three-dimensional distur-
bances which lead to turbulence in boundary layer flows. The research was conducted on a
flat-plate model in the Moody Water Channel at Princeton University. The relatively low
maximum free-stream velocity of 9.6 cm/sec, and the large size of the facility, combined
to create a flow with long temporal and large spatial scales. The overall experimental
layout is shown in Figure 7. An array of streamwise heating elements was used to intro-
duce disturbances into the flow and, as active control actuators, to cancel these distur-
bances. Heating strips were selected as actuators due to the solid state nature, ease of
control, and efficiency of these devices in introducing small disturbances. The heating
strips, when activated, increased the velocity of the fluid above them, which decreased the
velocity of the flow between the heaters. A typical arrangement of heaters is shown in
Figure 8. In the active control experiments, the front row of heaters was used to introduce
a disturbance and the back rw was activated spatially and temporally out of phase to cancel
the disturbance. The dimensions, lateral spacing, and activation times of the heating
strips were scaled with the flow parameters to produce high and low speed regions similar
to those found in naturally occurring turbulent flow.

The disturbances and the resulting flow field were studied using a variety of tech-
niques. Constant temperature anemometry and thermocouples were used to measure the temper-
ature and velocity in the vicinity of the heaters as well as at several points downstream
of the heater array. The laser sheet flow visualization technique, described in this re-
port, was used to investigate the resulting flow field more closely. The data collected
using this technique was processed in many ways to study the three-dimensional nature of
the flow. These images made observations of the bursting process and the interactions
between the input and control disturbances possible.

It was essential to characterize the response of the heaters in order to evaluate the ir
performance as actuators for control. Thus, a complete study was made of the temperature
and velocity fields present in the flow surrounding a single longitudinal heating ele,,e:-t.
This was followed by a survey of the flow field downstream of the heaters following the
pulsing of a single row of heating elements. The experiments were repeated using the ft- x
and back rows of heaters individually. The power and pulse duration of each row of heaters
were adjusted to produce a significant velocity disturbance, without introducior buoyant
instabilities. These results were then applied to the use of heater arrays as actuatr'ls 1:.
a control scheme to cancel three-dimensional disturbances in the flew, thus delaying ah,
onset of turbulence.

Heating at the wall introduces a temperature gradient into the flow which acts to
locally increase the velocity of the fluid in the near wall region. A comprohens et iv
was conducted of the velocity field alone the centerline of the heaters in ori,, t- Ltt,
understand the temperature-velocity interaction. The velocity field abo e a heatin, stri;
may be found using temperature measurements fom a thermocouple an-d the autput rcr' i hic-
film probe located at the same point. The effect of temperatue on the veloct' inal Cite

be removed by manipulating the bot-film calibration equations and makin, Ise the ecas_:r,
temperature. Figure 9 shows the temiperature a.d ....... - I
locations downstream of a heatino element. The maximum ,verheats, mtasuro n- r I, wI!
on the centerline of the heatino element, were fr-r 2 - 3C. The t n
perature disturbance and emerlgence of a velocity isrturbin , bc see7 -1c t .

In o rder to create the iow-soed istreks (shown t ) t I *,r a t,)! :- t'i le i ,
production) several lonitudinal fheating; elements were - lb- s,-e ta'-. T!.,
needent disturbances were created, using 'irst two heaters in the front tw o- t!n itrc
followed by similar disturbances created using three heaters -. the h.-k , . Thl t
sp.icing between the centerlines of the heaters in a -:iven row was
will units. This spatial confiouration was chosen due to its sinilirit" to the sr i:,.
streaks ccurring in naturally turbulent b'rndar' llyer f1vws. Th it 1-,t "b,

to studs the velocity field 0.6 it downstreom- of the heLtot s It the cases with and w t t t
control. A lIteral traverse was male n f the ccntr il trqrion e the flow, at , i ;ht

- 15, ' or eiC i ctnfiourati 'f the heler iii r . When 1 -,nt ! w 1_s l! 1 , )1 :h-
sceed regions coul d be seen iownstrearl of tie heated itec s while, du" ln.iIt, w
speed streaks were evident between their. lWhen cr-,tloi wls
tuations could be seen, b t the m i,-itude was qreatly d iii n sh o. S at umc e bo,',ts - at,
resulitina vlocity fields ar, shown it, Firlure 10. The men vel--ity rt thLs trtut li tIn
flow y+ - 15) was 3.0 cm,s,,c. The maximum deviation from this iean wis ,-e l.,-
cm sec to 0.4 cm/sec who c,intro] was applied.

The turbulent srits whict o-, as o isl;t p of thheers wc-
mttdLed using easnremes t ak tt 1 ii hte :
Th, effectiveness of the coitril scheme w.is tested b' askins these sae e 0suOtOents wic.
the control heaters werCt iVOEd. Hot-film iteasurenents, osed to determine the ince xc
In dr J, were, tthke t rline rt -so, in 1der to 111:n In l:;Slilt li-
the structures present in the flow, pi tures were taken of !he flow us)ni the sc'n-ini ins,
sheet tchnique. The heater pulses, and resulting avera-5e elacity trace coires-nd-ii -,.
the pulsing of each r'w ,f heI ttu-s individualLy ind '-ith wsI wrhen cc-t: I w ,i
ue seen in Figure -c. The velocity traces are ensemble averages c-t 15 tuns r!ide
case. The drr-r increust a 60' over the und -turbed case when usinrc the- frint heatet r :s
40- when usinq the rear hea-ters. The teloc cy and drar deceaso bel'w tfi, nomin,il n,
heat ) ':alue when ictive ccntr 1 is applied. The laser-sher t scinninj techni g re-elio 'i
in rite previous o ectlo was tsed to examine the physical nitue , f the flew at Lile t ,-..
lrctIres 12pietinq the flow it two) different hei tts foi .ch , th- ab ,e :,eontlec "as,,

can l e seen in Figire 12. The inter ictroirs betwee n hi th r I ii spool t<? eatnc wi- i 0
characteristics of turbulent flow c-an be s,en in I iq u 12,i and 1lb. l'irlui- ' 2c, whlch
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represents the flow when control is applied, reveals a flow which is indeed laminar at the
2.0 m observation point.

Longitudinal surface heating has been demonstrated to introduce controlled, three-
dimensional, velocity disturbances into laminar boundary layer flows. When the spanwise
heater spacing is approximately 90 wall units, these velocity disturbances are observed to
be similar to the low-speed streaks seen in naturally occurring turbulent flows. In addition
to inducing velocity disturbances, the heating elements have proven effective as control
actuators to attenuate these disturbances. Control was applied by introducing a perturbation
which was temporally and spatially out of phase with the initial disturbance. Low-speed
streaks were weakened significantly using this technique. The growth of inflectional insta-
bilities was delayed, which reduced the incidence of bursting in the flow, thus lowering the
drag. The combination of hot-wire probes, thermocouples, and the suffisticated flow visual-
ization technique described in this paper provided a complete data set to study these flows.

CONCLUSIONS

It has been demonstrated that the conventional technique of fixed-laser-sheet flow
visualization can be extended to include three-dimensional visualization by means of a
scanning laser sheet. This system was implemented using a rotating mirror in conjunction
with appropriate fixed optics. Various alternative schemes based on linear mirror dis-
placements, optical shutters, and several other mechanical and electro-optic techniques
were considered, but were found not to satisfy the basic criteria of a viable three-dimen-
sional flow visualization scheme. Such criteria include:

(1) accuracy of temporal and spacial imaging
(2) capability of dealing with highly complex, nonsteady flows
(3) is robust in operation
(4) adaptable to imaging a wide variety of flow fields.

The approach taken to meet these needs used four cylindrical lenses and a single rotating
mirror controlled by a custom stepper motor controller. The controller was synchronized
to a video system to permit each discrete sheet to be imaged and stored on a single field
of videotape. It was found that this syrtem was very easy to align and implement. The
resulting three-dimensional space-filling data base was diuitized and readily manipulated
for graphical display and preliminary quantitative analysis (e.g. velocity and vorticity
field generation using time-of-flight techniques and spectral anal sis ol dye species con-
centration for diffusion and mixing studies).

The technique was first applied to image turbulent spots oc=urring on a flat plate.
The unexpectedly high incidence of high and low speed streaks which were clearly evident
in the flow prompted us to implemenl an array of surface heaters biased towards peiturbin'

. i i allay of sLfe ( ts was used to control
the flow, delaying 'Xe onset of turbulence, and reducing the incidence of bursting. The
three-dimensional imaging technique was used to validate the control scheme.
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APPLICATION OF HIGH SPEED HOLOGRAPHY TO AERODYNAMIC
AND HYDRODYNAMIC THREE-DIMENSIONAL VELOCIMETRY.

M. Stanislas, 0. Rodriguez, M. Dadi, F. Beluche

Institut de Mdcanique des Fluides de Lille,
5 Bvd Paul Painlev6, 59000 LILLE, FRANCE.

An application of holography to the measurement of fluid velocity in
3-D domains is proposed. After a short description of the method,
an example of application to the water flow around a circular
cylinder at low Reynolds number is presented. Then, the main
limitations of the method are discussed and solutions are proposed
to overcome them.

I/ INTRODUCTION

In 1948, D. GABOR proposed a new method for the formation of images in two steps
without lenses, which he called wave front reconstruction /I/. This invention,
later called holography, is mostly known, nowadays, for its ability to produce three
dimensional images of objects, that is, to reconstruct wave fronts in amplitude and
phase. At the end of the sixties, the appearance of lasers as coherent light sources,
has led to a large development of the technique and its applications. Let us
mention for example interferometry which is now widely used for flow investigation.

An other field of applications which is closer to Gabor's original purpose, is the
use of micro-holography for particles measurements. A complete state of the art on
this topic is proposed by B.J. THOMPSON /2/. The work to be presented here deals with
the application of holography to the velocity measurement in fluid flows. First we
present a description of the method, then an example of application is given, and
finally the main drawbccks are detailed and solutions proposed to overcome them.

2/ pSCRIPTION OF THE METHOD.

Figure la presents a sketch of th- experimental set-up. The output beam of a
pulsed ruby laser is passed through a diverging lens before crossing the seeded flow to
finally illuminate an holographic plate. The laser can produce from 1 to 4 pulses of
25 mJ each, with time intervals varying from 5 us to 10 a. Thus 1 to 4
holograms can be recorded on the same plate. After processing, the hologram is mounted
on a reconstruction set-up (fig. lb). An Helium-Neon continuous laser is used to
reproduce the reference beam. A motorized table allows the motion of the hologram in
the three coordinates directions with a step of 1 us. A magnifying optic and a
video camera are used to observe the real reconstructed image. Thus, the size and
successive positions of each particle present in the field can be measured and the
knowledge of the time intervpls gives the velocity of the particle. Let R and R' be the
distance from the laser to the hologram respectively in the object and image space and
A and As the wavelengths of the lasers. The origin being on the hologram, the
coordinates x,y and z of a particle in the object space and the coordinates
x',y',z' of the real image are linked by the following relations:

Z= A (I,

R

R-2
y-R-

The quality of the image obtained depends on the diffraction of the system, on the
geometric aberrations introduced by the hologram and on the resolution of the video
camera. A typical came, representative of our experimental set-up is that of a 20 im
particle located at 20 cm from the hologram. In this case, the accuracy on length
measurements using the formula given above is about + 2.5 sn in the plane normal to the

6 ~~~ ... .. .m
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beam axis. This has been verified experimentaly, using micrometric length scales. It
corresponds to a precision better than 1% on the measurement of this velocity component.
For the component parallel to the beam axis, the accuracy is about 10 times worst,
due to the focusing uncertainty. Thus, with this method, it is possible to get
the size and velocity of all particles present in the 3D domain recorded on the
hologram. If the particles have the same velocity as the fluid, 3D instantaneous
velocity charts of the flow can be obtained.

3/ EXAMPLE OF APPLICATION.

Figure 2 presents the experimental set-up for an application in water. The aim of
the experiment is to get instantaneous velocity charts of the flow around a
cylinder at low Reynolds number in order to compare them with computations using
direct Navier-Stokes solvers /3/. The experiment is built in a vertical water
tunnel. The test section is 140x140 mm2 and has a length of I m. The free stream
velocity can be varied from 2 to 7 cm/s. The model is a circular cylinder of 10 mm in
diameter and 240 mm in length. It passes through two glass windows which allow velocity
measurements 15 diameters upstream and 25 diameters downstream. The Reynolds number
based on the diameter can be varied from 160 to 600. The flow is seeded with non
expanded polystyrene particles of density 1.02 and diameter 10 to 80 ,m. Figure 3
presents a photograph of the monitor screen in the case of a 3 exposures hologram.
7igures 4 and 5 show two velocity charts obtained for Re 210 and 500. They are
the projection on a plane normal to the cylinder's axis of the velocities measured in a
slice of 4 cm in span, located in the middle of the test section. One chn clearly see
the oscillation of the wake of the cylinder. Comparisons with LDV measurements done on
the same experiment give an agreement better than 3% on the velocity upstream of the
cylinder.

4/ ACTUAL LIMITATIONS AND POSSIBLE DEVELOPMENTS.

As any measurement technique, multiple exposure hclography presents some
limitations which have to be studied and overcome when possible. We shall point out
three of them, which are the most critical for the type of applications we have in
mind: optical limitations, particles behaviour and data analysis.

4-I Optical limitations.

As can be seen from figure 1, in a Gabor hologram the reference beam passes through
the object. Thus, this object has to be transparent enough to disturb only
slightly the reference. This is not the case when the seeding is too dense or whei
gradients of the refraction index exist. Furthermore, the object beam is part of the
reference light diffracted by each particle, so that, when the size of the particle
diminishes, the diffracted intensity vanishes and, for particles smaller than 10 ,m, no
image can be obtained by this method.

One solution to obtain an hologram when the reference beam is perturbed or when the
particles are too small, is to split the reference and object beams. This permits to
make the reference beam pass outside of the flow if it is not transparent enough. It
also permits to adjust the intensity ratio between the two beams, sothat smallei
particles can be detected. In fact, in aerodynamic, the first case is included in the
second one for, if gradients of refractive index exist in the flow, they are usually due
to compressibility, which means high velocity gradients. This implies that very small
particles must be used if they are supposed to follow the flow (see 4-2).

H.ROYER /4/ has proposed different solutions to apply the separated reference method. He
showed that an intensity ratio of 104 to lot is necessary to detect submicron particles.
This ratio depends on the geometry of the set-up and on the size and nature of the
particles. This implies anyway an important reduction of the spatial size of the useable
domain. In practice, with the energy currently delivered by pulsed ruby lasers, it has
to be reduced to a slice of a few centimeters height and a few tenth of a millimeter
thickness.

Figure 6 presents different experimeitdl set-up that can be used in aerodynamic studies.
The main difficulty in choosing a set-up is to minimize the geometric optical
aberrations introduced by the hologram. This can be done by using a set-up derived from
GABOR original one. This is the case of the set-up proposed on figure 6 a, b and c. The
first is the simplest one which permits to detect particles smaller than the diffraction
limit, but it implies a transparent object. Set-up 6b is designed to be used in the case
of a flow with refraction index gradients but, due to the fact that the reference snd
object beams come on both sides of the hologram, films with more resolution and less
sensitivity must be employed and thus, the useable field is reduced. The last set-up
makes also the reference beam pass outside the object but it implies the use of s
splitting plate of the size of the hologram and it increases the distance between the
hologram and tne object. In the case where none of these pseudo in-line set-up can be
used, an off-line hologram must be reali-ed. The set-up 6d has been shown by ROYER /5,
to minimize the geometrical aberrations which can become very important in othe, cases.
A calculation in the case studied in 2/ gives a precision of the same order. The main
source of error is the astigmatism which in this case is of the order of 3 ,m.

As an example, figure 7 presents a picture of the video screen in the case of smoke
particles of the order of I om in diameter in a jet. The hologram was recorded with the
set-up 6a. A 4 pulses hologram was realized with time intervals of the order of 100 ,s.

JAL



4-2 Particle behaviour

As written above, to be detectable by in line holography particles must be bigger than

about 10 -m. This constraint is minor in liquid flows, because one can easily find
particles of similar density. It can become critical in gas flows where the particle
inertia is not negligeable. This has been the subject of many theoretical developments
since the original work of BOUSSINRSQ /6/, but few experimental results are available.
In order to test the various model. and to get a reliable criterion for the influence of
inertia forces on the accuracy of fluid velocity measurements, we have developed an
experimental study on the flow along a 45" angle wedge /7/. Particles of different sizes
and densities have been used to seed the flow and various models have been tested.

The most general model for a Reynolds number small compared to unity ( Rep is defined
with the velocity discrepancy between the fluid end the particle and with the particle
diameter), is due to Gatignol /8/:

1  
I dV a' d-V d,

6,2 4= - -d, I - X

+nu
3 

dV 4y 
s

In this formula, a is the particole radius, pand pp are the fluid and particle densities,

V snd Vp the fluid and particle velocitiea and o the fluid viscoaity. The first term on
the right hand side is the Stokem drag. The second one corresponds to an added masa. The
third term takes into account the time history of the motion. The fourth term is the
effect vf the pressure gradient due to the acceleration of the fluid. The last term is
due to the gravity forces, When the Reynolds number is nt small compared to l,
empirical generalizations have been proposed by many authors. Those of OAR and HAMILTON
/9/:
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and of SHILLER AND NAUMAN /10/:

w-P, 4- 1 C[ I -;

.ev by retained as the most reprentstive. Figure 0 presents a comparison betweea
measured and ,omputed yelocities in the case of 15 to 20 microns polyatyrene particles

of density 40 kg/m3. The floe velocity baa been measured by LV using aubmicron smoke
particles. Cosputtions are made usiog the model of SHILLR and NAUMAN /10/. The maimm
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velocity difference between the fluid and the particles is 4%. The maximum difference
between predictions and measurements is better than 2%. Figure 9 presents the relative
difference 6 =JVp - VI/IV along a computed trajectory in the case of a water particle
of 20 om. Comparisons are made between the 3 previous models and experimental results
obtained by holography. One can see that the models /9/ and /10/ give a quite correct
prediction of 9 . As conclusion, it appears that the simplest model which correctly
describes the particle behaviour for Reynolds numbers lower than 100 is that of SHILLER
and NAUMAN /10/ which retains only a corrected Stokes term to define the drag
coefficient:

4-3 Data analysis

The last but not least limitation of the method is the time necessary to extract the
information contained in the hologram. Due to the magnification imposed by the size of
the particles, the video screen represents typically about 1 mm2 at the scale of the
flow. This means that actually, a very long time is needed to get the complete
information contained in an hologram. One way of reducing this acquisition time is to
design an automatic assessment system. The basic principle is to connect the video
camera to a digital image analyser. The holographic image is scanned using the motorized
tables driven by the computer. The system has to detect the particles and to determine
their position and size by periodically digitizing and analysing the video image. The
main problem is to determine the in focus position of the image. Various authors /11/-
/12/ have proposed solutions for this purpose. Figure 10 presents the solution tested by
BEXON /11/ The image is thresholded at two levels I and 2 and the two images obtained
are substracted. One obtains a halo representative of the slope of the particle image
border. When the surface of the halo is minimum, the image is considered to be focussed.
Comparison with microscope measurements give a good agreement on the diameter for
particles larger than 25 um. The combination of a Roberts cross operator and of a
trapezoidal weighting function defined using the intensity histograms is shown by
HAUSSMANN and LAUTERBORN /12/ to give, by computing the average of the resulting image,
an efficient focussing criterion. In any case, the choice of a criterion has to be made
on the basis of simplicity for the treatment of a volume of 5x5xl cm3 with a step in
depth of 500 m imrlies the acquisition and treatment of at least 50.000 pictures.

5/ CONCLUSION

An application of holography to the velocity measurements in fluid flows has been
presented. The method is interesting in fhe fact that it is non intrusive, it gives
access to the three components of the instantaneous velocity in three dimensional
domains. In this way, it appears to be quite complementary to the classical laser
doppler velocimetry. As all measurements techniques, this method has its limitations.
Solutions have been studied and proposed for each of them. The most limltative is the
acquisition time. This is actually the object of our effort.
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MATCHED INDEX LASER ANEMOMETPY SYSTEMS FOR FLOW
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SUMMARY

Optical access to the flow is necessary if laser anemometry is to be used to map a ]iven flol
field, Often this access is difficult or impossible to obtain because of the shape of the ohiect
about which (or within which) the flow exists. Examples are flows in porous media, fluidized ceds,
heat exchangers or near sinusoidal surfaces. Making the object of transparent material sac' as
glass or plexiglas is not sufficient to provide a reliable, useable optical enviroument for t set
measurements. It is often necessary to use a fluid whose index or refraction matches that c t-e
obiect.

At tee Case Center for Complex Flow Measurements, C
3
FM at Case Western Peserve niiversity, xe

have constructed a matched index of refraction flow system. The purpose of tnis parer is to
describe this system and present examples of neasurments made with this system. In particliar
this paper will discuss

1. When index matching is needed,

. mow close the match has to be.

3. Practical details 7 operating an index ' > -d c iriity.

1. Plow measurements made using an index matched facility to stud, boundary lcvem r i, i-01
due to roughness, the flows within rod bundles and the low reqv'es witmini '""'s r i.

iNTOODCT 19N

There are many flows for whioh velocity measurements within co,., internal ,

curved solid surfaces are required for improved understanding of flow and trinsoort "'ec 'am'

Examples of such flows include flcis in porous media, flows in rod mundle heat echanors,
fluidized beds, and flows near wavy walls. Often the dimensions of the i'portant 1!rw 'evions I,
such that hot wire anemometry or pitot probes are unacceptable. Laser aneiiometry 'eiiq on-
intrusive is a candidate for such measurements provided the problem gO ortic'l access cin o sa 'ea,
One solution to this problem is to build a scale model of the flow passage obiect o t--nsu cr-t

optical material whose index of refraction can be matched by a suitable flu id. T-c
, 
i,urnc e -

pover is to describe such i atLed index of refraction flow system and disruS some t l

eclhni( results obtained.

THEOET(AL Cr),sIDEPAT!ONS

The effect 0f i is,,itc
h  
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Figure 1

Fig. 1. Ray Traversing Between Two Media of Different
lndex of Refraction (ni and n2).

For an example let n, 1.44 and let n2 = 1.00. Then 61c = 43.98'. Any ray making a larger angle
with the surface normal will not cross the surface. Therefore, even if the optical surfaces
are flat, it may be necessary to adjust the indices of refraction in order to gain optical access.

FLAT INTERFACES

Consider now two rays at different angles traversing the plane interface between two media of
different index of refraction (see Figure 2). This situation arises when one is using a laser
fringe anemometer (normally referred to as a laser Doppler velocimeter or LDV).

Figure2

Fig. 2. Two Rays at the Same Angle (0,) Traversing the Plane
Interface Between Two Media ot Different Index of
Refraction.

The rays would have intersected at point ' if there had been no interface. This is called the
apparent intersection. The rays actually intersect at 0. By geometry one can easily see that

L tanO2  n, ' R3

L tan I  
n2

The angle 02 is calculated by Snell's law. further, if one attempts to movp'the intersection point
while keeping the angie the same, one can see that

dL n2

T
he measurement volume of the LSV is displiaced fror, it, apparent intersection, and if one moves the
intersection of the beams, the d splac t is modified hy the index of refraction mismatch.
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Figure 3
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Figure 4

Fig. 4. Horizontal Rays Intersecting a Curved

Interface of Radius of Curvature R.

CURVED INTERFACES

Consider a set of horizontal rays intersecting a curved interface of constant radius of
curvature R (see Figure 4). The interface acts like a poor lens, bending the rays toward or away
from the axis depending on whether n2 is greater than n I or not. The amount of bending also
depends on the height of the intersection above the horizontal axis. In Figure 4, it is easy to
see that

nI  h ( )
sin 2  r 7 (8

Here rays that enter parallel may intersect in medium 2. However, no two pairs intersect at thc
same point. Rays that would have intersected if solely contained in medium I may still intersect
in medium 2, but again the location of the intersection is altered. If n >n2, there are some rays
that never enter the medium, since their angles with the surface normal are greater than the
critical angle. The height above the axis h, above which no rays enter, is givon by

h = R 2  (9)n 1

Likewise, if a ray is parallel to the horizontal axis in medium 2, it will not be able to exit
at some heights if n2> 1. This height is given by the sample formula:

n
Ih = R > -I!

11n
2

The above calculations show that if a parallel set of rays intercepts the interface of a cylinder yr
a sphere), there are regions of the surface where no r ys cross toe interface. The fractior of tre
radius outside of this zone is given by the appropriate rally c indices of refraction - trc r
must be less than oe.

For a simple curved surface, computation of the position of intersection (if any' of two y,
can be complicated. For the more complicated curved surfaced encountered in some flows, the
calculations are indeed formidable.

If a laser beam encounters a cylinder or sphere of diameter smal ler thin the laser Peam, t 1e
beam will be severely distorted in a region corresponding to the critical angles discussed above.
The beam's phase fronts will be distorted even in the region of the solid where there is no reflec-
tion due to critical angles being exceeded. This can result in distortion of the frinoqe pattern 4'
a LDV causing a loss of velocity to frequency proportional ity or an increase in 1cj, dj t.
received signal.

EFFECTS OF n. / si

All of the problems encountered above can be mitigated if one can rake the r tio n,

close to unity. The question is, how close is close enough,

Example I:

Suppose you save a flat interface wile three beams crossinq i' see fiqure 3). u desire .
have the intersection of the upper two beams with the lower rea re w i tin I cf.



Consider that the intersection point with no interface would he gipn cy tc >vnt ' 
coordinates are (7,0), as shown in Figure 3. The tangents of the ngle of incider' uf Tn t're
beams at the interface are 0, 0.1 and 0.2, respectively. All the intersect ons ae at y
(see equation (6)). We need only compute L. Using equation 5), we get Table 1. Y! is 'cc irtn:,
of the lower beam and the middle seam. Y2 is the intercept the tap and lower bem, r4 is t, -
intersection of the upper two beams.

Note that the intersections Y1 and i-' are within P.' c: f- n, ' n hetweer . a-
However, the intersection can be far 'rom the apparent intersection -t 7. Furtoervire, 'h
intersection of the upper pair of beams will be within -. 1 c,, o the intersectior wit% I swe
bear only if n / i, is between 1.11l ard . 99. ,v1reful specification nf the tootle" is o)vit,l
necessary.

TABLE I.
All lengths in cm.
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and their indices of refraction is at the end of this section, A procedure for index matching is
as follows:

1. Estimate the index of refraction of the solid. If there is no information from the
manufacturer, the following table may help.

Material Index of Refraction

Plexiglas (Perspex) 1.48 - 1,49
Optical Glass 1.47- 1.55
Pyrex Glass 1.45 - 1.473

2. Find the temperature coefficient of the chosen fluid (or mixture) by measuring the index
of refraction at several temperatures using a commercial refructoreter.

3. Pass a laser beam (at the wavelength you want to use) through a clear container with the
fluid inside. Let the beam propagate several meters to a wall (or other target). Mark

the spot where the laser hits the target (see Figure 5).
4. Place the solid in the liquid and the laser beam. Note that the beam at the target has

moved and/or become distorted. It is especially noticeable when the solid is moved.
5. Adjust the temper'ature and/or composition of the fluid until the distortion at the target

is 'ii mized. The indices of refraction are matched.

Several Motors

SolidI W .4 Flid

Temperature
Control Figure 5

Fig. 5. Schematic of index of Pe'rxrtie tllichirq
Procedur e.

ff the solid is a sphere or a cylinder, you can use equaton i to estimte So we
1 7 
I?

indices match. If the beam size does not appear to have changed when ir brar passestooa-v n n
center of the solid, then the focal length of the equivalent lens is greater than the dist") ce
the wall. Thus

n - n21 Lw/R

Where (Lw) is the distance to the target and P is the radius of the solid

USEFUL SUGGESTIONS

!t has been assumed all alang that the solid has i singile index f -efractIO. ,' i
true. First, the index of refraction is a function of wivelengti; thersfie, !1I ',_civn ,
be done 0t the wavelength to he used. Note toat iI your refractoreter Jes n''1 use t uxc'
of interest, you can match the indle 1ut /,'aj 'ci n .t Is ,, ,'c,',''i :t ,, -
l,,gt'. This is icceptahle.

Second, most transparent solidl hdve in( lsirns i "t., ,

induced stresses. Inclusions (air buhT'es oi ,ol ids' should n-pl te ie.i ,
he greatly relieved by annealing the solid. 'This ''in he, done ty !,ii 're so!' ii ti,
:t0 of its melting temperature, holding it here for 1d hnuri, or i'or , snd 'nher --,.in- ,
temperature ownr several hours. Most lass shors kave facilities 'U do I--

Some tyoes of glass are made with a onitirq on thel. This is ;1,,t1 ulail I y
used for reflectors or costume icwelry, l.ese ',ifings usu!l] oo :, Ilvu t 1 1,
refraction as the interiar solid. These , I f -, , -1 ! ' , !.

'he properties of the fluids should - I ," e , ire - ; I '<-. ,' c.- tu ,

'luid mixtures "age ind the isc sity rn i 7 - rf, Fi, 1 ,

of a trr.

if you find suitatle Ti" ht c' n t s . aat e I
batth if possitle. Pee'sihr, the ''anf. Iturnr isn , e s idex I
"improvement" 'ay he detriiental . FOr, oriqiinil n,"'s i icne i we de t' t' ',

Whe' us ordered F scond ti" (withoxut 'peff/' t ' ' 'o'
i i""' i hl e
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Temperature control is essential if you want to keep In2 - n1< 0.001.

TABLE 2. Matched Index Materials

MATCH 1:
Fluid: A mixture of:

Sohio's Mineral Seal Oil 58
- 
by volume

Sohio's MOI-ST 42, by volume
Solid: Optical Glass FK-3 Schott Inc.
Resulting properties at 31°C:

n d = 1.464; p = 5.75 cp 0.2 cp

p = 0.85 g/cm
3

a = 6.76 cs

MATCH II:
Fluid: A mixture of: 73% by weight

Dow Corning 550 27 by weight
Union Carbide L42

Solid: Plexiglas
Resulting properties at 221C:

n = 1.4905;v = 188 cs; p - 1.03 g/cm
3

MATCH Ill:
Fluid: A mixture of

Dow Corning 556 48.5% by weight
Dow Corning 550 51.5 by weight

Solid: Pyrex Glass Corning Glass Co.

Resulting properties at 28.1°C:
nd = 1.474; v = 43.3 ts; p = 1.03 g/cm

3

MATCHED INDEX FACILITY AT C
3
FM-TYPICAL MEASUREMENTS

We have constructed a special index matched facility at Case Western Reserve University. The
facility shown in Figure 6 is a closed flow loop with gravity head and a pump recycle. Various

test sections up to two meters long can be mounted in the loop. The system has a capacity of

3.6 L/s and the flow rate can be held constant to 2'

The special features of the system are:

REGULATORR

HET Y L E A E CH GE

Fig, 6. Schemaitic of Matched Irde, ,cf Pefra"ctinn
Flow System.

SETO
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1. Splash guard in the head reservoir. This is essential to prevent small air bubbles from

being entrained in the fluid.These bubbles can interfere with the laser beams and/or

get trapped in the test section.
2. Temperature control in the loop. Some of the applications for the loop require a refractive

index match of better than 0.011. In addition, temperature control is necessary.

3. The system is sealed except for a vent to a fume hood. Some of the fluids used in the

system are volatile and somewhat noxious.

The index matched facility has a one color two component three beam (polarization) TSI Inc.

laser velocimeter mounted on it. A panoply of instrumentation is available on the system, most

of which is interfaced to a computer. The usual mean moments of both components of velocity can

be measured along with fluctuation spectra and cross correlations. A second laser velocimeter

is planned for spatial cross correlation measurements.

This system has been used for velocity measurements:

1. inside porous media,
2. in rod bundle arrays,
3. inside surface roughness on a flat plate.

FLOWS IN POROUS MEDIA

The matched index of refraction flow system has been used to measure fluid velocities in

porous media and rod bundles. The purpose of these studies is to provide a fundamental under-
standing of the physics of flow in these systems.

For the porous media model, results from one configuration are presented. Three dimensional

velocity distributions are determined for iquids flowing through porous media. The porous media
consists of glass and plexiglas rods arrdnged in a complex, fixed three dimensional geometry.
The liquids used are water, silicone oils, Sohio MDI-57 oil and mineral seal oil. The Reynolds

number based on average pore size and average pore velocity ranges from 0.16 to 700.

A model of the rod porous medium is shown in Figure 7. It is constructed of pyrex glass rods
1.27 t 0.04 cm in diameter and consists of vertical rods fixed symmetrically in a hexagonal shape.

The space between these rods is filled by hnrizontal rods, some perpendicular to the side walls

of the test section and the bulk flow direction and some at 1 30' angles to the side walls of the
test section. A total of eighty-eight rods is used, thirty-three are fixed vertically by two
1.27 cm thick aluminum plates and the remaining fifty-five fill the void spaces. Wall effects

are eliminated by cutting the horizontal rods and fitting them along the walls. Such an arrange-
ment of rods needs no glue. This porous structure has an inhomogeniety in porosity in the bulk
flow direction that varies from 0.33 to 0.79 [see References 2 and 3 for more details].

ILKZT HORIZONTAL ROFLOW /NORML TO THE WALL

DIRECTIONTI R

--Y Z Z8

0Z

Z .75

HORIZON LROD Z .6

30, THO WALLS .5

VERTICAL RODS

0

Fig. 7. Structure of cell measured in complex
rod bundle structure.

Figure 8 shows the velocity component, Uy, in the bulk flow direction for Re 0.8. Each

of the plots in Figure 8 corresponds to a horizontal "slice" of the representative cell at constant
Z-coordinate.
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e .8

i Z. 1.0

I I

I UY

IZ 064

Fig. 8. Measured velocity in component in bluk flno
direction j a Re = 0.8 (see Fig. 7).

Figure 9 shows the vertical component of velocity, 07. in the Z direct on. The positive and
negative areas of the velocity profiles can be distinguished.

Figure 10 shows the velocity component, 0y in the bulk flow direction for three different
Re numbers at Z = 0.93.

Figure 11 shows the vertical component of fluid velocity for the same Re number vs shown in
Figure 10.

Over 30,000 velocity pairs were recorded for each Reynolds niimber. This wouori "oft S vu ieen
possible without the computer interfaced instrumentation.

FLOWS IN ROD BUNDLES

Flows in rod bundles are studied to gain a better understanding of the physical processes
involved in various flow regimes. The Reynolds number based on the hydraulic diameter and average
velocity in the rod bundle varies from I to 1500.

The staggered rod bundle arrangement used is constructed of cylindrical pyrex glass rods
1.27 0.04 cm in diameter. A schematic of the test section is shown in Figure 12 Seven rows
are used. Wall effects are eliminated by cutting rods in half axially and placing these half
rods in the appropriate row. Thirty-nine rods and sin half rods are used. All of the rods are
annealed to relieve any thermal stresses and to insure a uniform refractive index. The test
section (see Figure 12) is cnutrurted an a rectangular boo 13.5 cm x 9.55 cm v 22 cm long. It
is made or aluminum with optical guality pyreoglass windows. In practice the test section is
angled so the laser bears will not have to pass through the ends of the rods. The transverse
spacing Sn it fived at 1.59 cm and the longitudinal spacing S is varied from 2 cm to 2.5 cm to
3 cm (see Figure 12). This is accomplished by providing the ide walls of the test section with

are sed Wal efecs ar elmintedby uttng rds n hlf xialy ad pacig tesehaa
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C Z 1 0 6

rig. 9. Measured velocity component in vertical
direction U87 Re 0.8 (see Fig. 7).

Re.0.6 Z-0.95 Re-7 Z-092 Re- 28 Z-0.91

I. 4cn~c 13.6 CMe /see 114.2 cn/e

Fig. 20. Developing boundary layers and core flow for
Re = 0.8,7 and 28. U Y is bulk flow component.
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Re*O.8 Z-0.95 Re-7 Z-0.92 Re,-2 Z-O.91

0 0 0

4 cm/sec 13.6 cm/sec 1,4.2 cr/sec

rig. 11. Measured vertical component of velocity U, for
Re - 0.8,7 ano 28.

FLOW
STRAIGHTENERS

GLASS MEASUREMENT S
ROD\ CELL

0 FLOW
00 0

0000000

22 cm 4 cm

Fig. 12. Schematic of Rod Bundle Test Section. Top View.

plates of different hole spacings. Both the top and bottom walls of the test section are
removable for changing the rod spacings.

Two velocity components are measured for three longitudinal spacings S : 2 cm, 2.5 cm and 3 cm
of the staggered rod bundle shown in Figure 12. One component of the velocity is in the bulk
flow direction, and the other is perpendicular to the bulk flow direction. Detailed velocity
measurements are made between the fourth and fifth row of rods in the cell shown in Figure 12.
The cell is in the mid-plane perpendicular to the rod axis and is 1.9 cm x 3 cm. Typical flow
patterns are shown in Figures 13 and 14. Figure 13 shows the direction of the velocity in the
measuring cell at Re = 97. The flow is turbulent and there is evidence of backflow and eddies.
Figure 14 shows the magnitude of the velocity for the same flow shown in Figure 13. Flow reversals
are again evident. Figure 13 and 14 show steep gradients near walls, backflows and eddies.
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C) 0

.. . \I t I ' i ,\ I I I l .. ,.

Fig. 13. Direction of velicity between the fourth and fifth rows in rods for Sp ?.Ocm, Re = 97.
The arrows indicate only velocity direction.

I

0 9

0-

0 a 0 a V0 a0 20

Fig. 14. Magnitude and position of the velocity for the flow shown in Fig. 14. Sp 2.0 cm,
Re 97. The flow is between the fourth and fifth row of rods
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Fig. 15. Siomratic of the test section for, houndatry layer studies. Patterns of dist'-ibutrd
roughness is shown in (a) The turbulence intensity of tunnel is less than M.3

14 1f
FLOW
DIRECTION

rig. 16. Schenitic of roughness indicating measurement locations.
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FLOWS INSIDE AND ABOVE DISTRIBUTED ROUGHNESS IN BOUNDARY LAYERS

The purpose of this study is to obtain a better understanding of the effects of distributed
roughness on the transition from laminar to turbulent flow in the boundary layer on flat plate.
The roughness is modeled as a two dimensional array of 3 mm diameter glass beads arranged in a
square grid pattern aligned 450 to the flow, as shown in Figure 15. The beads are affixed to a
flat glass plate, which forms the bottom wall of a flow channel 40 mm high by 80 mm wide as shown

in Fig. 15. The mean and fluctuating streamwise and vertical velocity components are measured

using the C
3
FM matched index of refraction flow system.

Figure 16 shows a plan of the roughness and indicates various locations where two component

velocity profiles are measured. The velocity vector profiles are shown in Figs. 17-19 and the
corresponding single component vorticty contours are shown in Figs. 20-22. These profiles are for
a plane passing through locations #1, #5, #30, #33, #36, #13, #34, #31, #26, and #21 as shown in
Figure 16. See Ref. 7 for more details.

The data was processed using the Quantitative flow Visualization, QFV, program developed by
Tjan and Dybbs [8]. The resulting velocity vector plots are shown "n Figs. 17-19. These plots

are for laminar flow Rek = 160, transitional flow Re = 315 and post transitional flows. The
results show the presence of vortical structures within the roughness layer.

Single component of vorticity contour plots are shown in Figs. 20-22. The purple regions
are of high vorticity and the white regions are of low vorticity.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSSIONS

The purpose of this paper is to present the rationale and techniques for index of refraction
matching along with some example measurements. While the experimental techniques are emphasized,
the fluid mechanical results obtained from these measurements provide important new insights to
each of the flows. These results are:

FLOW IN POROUS MEDIA

The results of the measurements indicate that there are four flow regimes in a porous medium.

1. The Darcy of creeping flow regime where the flow is dominated by viscous forces and the
exact nature of the velocity distribution is determined by local geometry. This type

of flow occurs at Re<l. At Reul, boundary layers begin to develop near the solid
boundaries of the pores.

2. The inertial flow regime. This initiates at Re between 1 and 10 where the boundary layers
become more pronounced and an "inertial core" appears. The momentum defect due to the
solid surface has not penetrated to the center of an interstitial space. "Core" flow
refers to flows where the inertial aspects of the flow appear to dominate the viscous
aspects. The developing of these "core" flows outside the boundary layers is the reason
for the nonlinear relationship between pressure drop and flow rate. As the Re increases,
the "core" flows enlarge in size and their influence becomes more and more significant on
the overall flow picture. This steady nonlinear laminar fiow regime persists to a Re-175.

3. An unsteady laminar flow regime in the Reynolds number range of 175 to 300. At a Re-175,
the first evidence of unsteady flow is observed in the form of laminar wake oscillations
in the pores. These oscillations take the form of traveling waves characterized by distinct
periods, amplitudes and growth rates. In this flow regime, these oscillations exhibit
preferred frequencies that seem to correspond to specific growth rates. Vortices form
at Re250 and persist to Re 300.

4. A highly unsteady and chaotic flow regime, a turbulent flow regime for Re>300.

These results indicate new parameters are important for the understanding of transport phenomena
in porous media. In particular a new characteristic length, the passage length, is important in
the Darcy and inertial flow regimes, and the Stokes number is important in the unsteady laminar
flow regime. These parameters have been used to develop new models for pressure drop and heat
transfer in porous media [see References 2-5]

FLOWS IN ROD BUNDLES

These results are used to gain a better understanding of low Re number flows in rob bundles.
In particular, the various flow reqimes are characterized and a prediction of the onset of back-
flow is made as a function of Re number ana spding. These results have important implications
for low Reynolds number heat exchangers. See Reference 6 for more details.

-Ai i i
-

-
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FLOW INSIDE AND ABOVE DISTRIBUTED ROUGHNESS IN BOUNDARY LAYERS
The results of these measurements provide important insights as to the mechanism of boundary

layer transition in the presence of roughness. The interpretation of the flow measurements shows:

1. The velocity profiles in the presence of the roughness can be divided into two regions

A. An outer region from 1 - 1-j roughness heights to the outer edge of the boundary layer
(outside of the roughness), and

B. An inner region from the wall to I - Ij roughness heights.

For each type of boundary layer the outer region profiles are indentical. The inner
region profiles differ depending on Rek and their relative position to a roughness element.
For example, for the boundary layer at the beginning of transition the outer region profile
is laminar (H=2.35) while both the inner region u and v velocity profiles are
significantly different from those found in the inner region of the laminar boundary
layer (see Figs. 17-19).

2. The mean inner region velocity profiles (both u and v) show a transfer of high momentum
fluid from the outer region into the inner region along a plane going through the siaes
of the roughness. These profiles also show a transfer of low mementum fluid from the
inner region into the outer region along a plane going through the center of the rough-
ness. These momentum transfers intensify in approaching the transition region. In addi-
tion a separation region of one roughness diameter was observed behind the roughness
element in the boundary layer near the beginning of transition.

3. There is no evidence of Tollmien-Schlichting instability waves in the flow. Near the
beginning of transition a single frequency oscillation of 18.75 ± 1.25 hz was measured
in both u' and v'. While maintaining the same narrow band frequency content, this

oscillation amplified rapidly as it moved downstrem. When regarded as a disturbance of
18.75 t 1.25 Hz frequency, the corresponding nondimensionalized frequency

[Brv/Ug] = 1017 x 10
-  

is well above the neutral stability boundaries for infinitesimal
distrubances in the boundary layer. Considering the narrow band, constant frequency content
of this oscillation, its high non-dimensionalized value and the subcritical thickness
Reynolds number of the boundary layer, it is unlikely that it is a Tollmien-Schlichting
instability wave.

The results of these measurements suggest that a possible mechanism for transition under the
conditions studied is similar to that observed by Mochizuki [9-1O)for a single spherical element.
In Mochizuki's experiments hairpin and horseshoe vortices are observed. The hairpin vortices appear
as a spir&. pi behind Lhe sphtt cod the horeahoe vorticos anrPar in f"ont and to the side of
the sphere.

In this work the general upward movement of the flow along an axis in the downstrem direction
going through the center of the roughness elements, and the general downward movement of the flow
in an axis in the downstream direction going through the sides of the roughness elemenets (see
Fig. 16), may indicate a pair of vortices generated behind the roughness and rotating in the same
direction as the hairpin vortices observed by Mochizuki, flanked by the weak horeshoe vortices due
to the vorticity upstream of the roughness element.

For the distributed roughness studied the hairpin vottices are strj,,ger th thc1 -. ccC

vortices. The hairpin vortex energy comes from the downwash of the flow from the high velocity
fluid at the top of the roughness (high momentum region) while the horseshoe vortex energy comes
from the stagnation of the fluid in front of the roughness element (low momentum region). As is
the case with Mochizuki's observations, the hairpin vortices generated bphind the roughness lift
up and penetrate the boundary layer. The contributions of the downstream roughness elements would
thus increase the strength of the vortices toward the eventual transition.

The single frequency oscillation measured could be attributed to shedding of these hairpin
vorticles, which appear at an Rek = 315. As a comparison with the work of Mochizuki [9-0] and
Gupta [11] for a single spherical roughness element, the Strouhal number based on the velocity at
the roughness height of the undisturbed laminar profile and the Strouhal number based on velocity
at roughness height at point- 30 in the distributed roughness was calculated. These numbers were
0.08 ± .005 and 0.23 ± 0.015 respectively. They are in the same range as those found by
Mochizuki and Gupta.
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Fig. 17
Laminar Boundary Layer

Fig. 8.
Transitional Boundary Layer

Fig. 19.
"Turbulent" Boundary Layer

Figs. 17-19. Vprtcr velocity plots of flow within distributed roughness in laminar
transitional and post transitional ("turbulent") boundary layers. These plots are
of two velocity components in the mid-plane (see Fig. 16) of a typical roughness

strjcture. The plots were constructed using a Quantitative Flow Visualization
Scheme IQFV).



Fig. 20.
vorticit, rudn of laminar boundary layrr.

rn

Fig. 1!.
"Orti:ify a ,: -t ansiti Oral b~oundar-y 1,/ye,-.

Fig. 22.
Vorticity map of turbulent boundary layer.

Fig. 20-22, Single vorticity contour plots for corresponding vector plots of
figs. 17-19 in the mid-plane of the roughness (see Fig. 16) for laminar transitional
and post transitional ("turbulent") boundary layers. These plots were constructed
using a Quantitative Flow Visualization Scheme (QFV).
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RESUME

Cot expos6 prdsente la edthode polarographique do sasuro d- frottenent parlital. Cette mdthode
pernet do faire duos un liquido apprupriA den nesures en droulemnst tcidioesisooel 01 instationnairo
sans apporter do 6nerterbatioos. Pour la nine en neuvre, so canal hydraulique do grande capacit6 a &dt
con(;s (Re = 1,5.10 ). 11 est ontidrenent rodalind on natdrlauu dlentrlqueoesr neutron et chisiquemntloertes.

Den oeoples do nosures par la sdthode polarographique soot esfin dosods. (is out (!te choisis
pour mettre on doideoce l'intdrdt do cette isdtbode dans des can typiques d'dcouieoents forteent str-
mnsionneis su loutationnaires. La possibilit6 do nesuro en transfert do masse esL aussi presentee.

I. INTRODUCTION

La difficuit6 esseotielie du truitemnino des couches ilnltostridioensiossoilos idolde dens Iacoois
saoce des profils do vitesso, par rapport A Ia direction locale do id6couiooent entdriour. L'dltudo
espdrirseotale do la configuration des lignoes do courant parid taies out one ndthode trds puissuoto pour
analyser Iu salidit6 don traitemnts sathdnatiques qui soot appliquds ass ducoulenonts tridimnoionneis,
suit cone consequence des traitemnts ciasniquos, unit pour utiliser des calcuin dars us repdre triple-
orthogonal A la parol. En effet lo repdre gdodtaieooot utilind out base sur los ligoos do courust do
i'dcoulemnot extdriour 01 la norsale A La surface. Ce ropdre n'est quasi-orthogonal quo pour los falblon
courhures do Ia parni 0t des conches unmites do faiblo dpaissour.

Len techniques do vsualisation soot alocs d'uo onpisi asset gdneral. Copondant iosque id6ouienont
c'ent pus permnent, ion tigoen do courant ne no coofoodoot plus avec ion trajectoiron des narqueurs.
l'autre part, iosquo ld6couiomnt deviuct turbulent, les nouvenents aidatoires do petite dchollo ot
loeffot do diffusion qui en rsuite, sienneot encore coopliquer i'interprdtation den clichdn. Los tocisi-
quon do visualisation paridtaies soot, do plus, perturbatricos A cause d'accunsutson on parol su do
graouiondtrie trop inportuote.

L'intdrdt do la technique dloctrochioique quo noun utilinoons est do fournir dlroctemnot des valours
Lostantaudes du frottenent parldtai. Con naleurs soot ieddpeodaoton do ibhistoire aotdrieure den partics-
len do fisido. Cotte technique pernet 6gaieeino, par don ndthoden do traitenont, do signal upproprides,
do roronstituor los configurations lustantaees do l'dcoslonent, inddpesdannont den perturbations locales
lotrodultes par la turbulence.

to cuoal hydraulique que noun anons cuntsu et rialind%, poroet d'asnocior sur one ednoi installution
ion techniques ciassiques do visualisation, la technique pularogruphiue do nosuro instuntanee do frotto-
sent paridtal et la s~lscindstrio LASER.

Noun rappeison duos us premier LOops len principos do Ia psiarogruphie. nsulto noun ddcrltoos
lo canal hydraullque et ous torninors par des esonpion dd'tudas condos par cotto technique.

11. METHODE POLAROCRAPHIQIE

La ndtbsde do nonure do frottomnt paridtai quo noun utillsons est ddriodo d'une edthode d'analyno
diectroclrinique bion connue :la psiarographle qul ost bando nt Ia nosuro du coefficient do t:ansfort
d'une d Iectrode on rdgime do diffusion contr81lde.

Pour on spotdnme REDOL en prdsnce diune dioctrodo inuttaquablo duos un fort osids dd6locttoloto
indiffdrent. la rdaction do riductin a l1e,, as niveau do 1Idlectrode.

Ox,-n- ,Rod la-n)' 1

Si cetto rdaction ost nuffisanneot raplde la concentration do l'ion actif onL nolie S la sorfuce
do Idi~ectrudo ot l'apport do couraot est uniquemnot liniLd par le depiacemnst don ions au soin do
la Solution, ddpiacomnt qit -n falt par diffusion et par connection. Aonsi len courbos do polarisation
prdsoent so puller qut ne ddpeod quo don conditions hydro-dynaniques au oisinago do Ideloctrode.
(Figure 1). Co patter est r~git par I'6quatin de la diffusion contraide

'C C. -> AC(2

user Des conditions aso Lioltes do :ooottation nuiloe C-0 noir Idi1eCtrode ot D- = 0 nut Ion paroin bnes.
(D est le coefficient do diffusios de i'espeoe active).aY

laos ta Tlitltodo poiatogriphique, con conditions bpdrsdynaoiquai on gorai conleuon nort fis~es
oine Foin poio tonto, or la bustot- dui pal lot pottet d ideot If ir 1 'ospdcn ioniquo.

De nobreun travaux en r~gloe de diffusion contr~ieont dtd& tdaiisdn onnuite par don 6loctrochinis-
too pour 6tudior le contest unmite, I offot do la temperature os len coefficients do diffusion don
oniitin, tnairle io dectrudon stitcseos soot do grandos dimensions 01 00 pornettoot quo den mesures
do c,,effizlnrit do tranofort moyeri. L'ioterpretatLon des rdsirato ent clots trds ddlicate car toUtes
te conditions hydrodynesiques ne soot pan eoplicites oc ion forosion dditen don ea<pdrloooos ne
foot pan apparattro lea paraedtres isportants.



Iovorsomoot Los r6sultts obteous par vote th~ortqoo mont ditficiLemost comparahies aum rdsul-
tats emp~rtoocuo faote do poovoir reprodotro corroctement tot m6ses conditions hydrodynamoquos.

1. Foodomentsmtuoios

Le cooffictont do troms'ort domne 6tectrodo d'ale A :K = D-JJ( 3--) dA out determinest partir do
L'6qoattoo (2). 1L depeod oo g6n6ral doune tmftnit do voaDoes qa I soot Lou ottosses dams tout to
champ do diffousion. Tnooz -oecr A pacttr d'uno sosure do coefftctent do troosfert i1 out impostiblo
d om d~dot re ces vartabtos qot soot Los poromdtros physiques A mssocr. Poor on usage o~tcotogtqoo.
tL foot fatro correspondre aotast do stgmoom quo do poronatros physiques.

Cotto contotatton me fot fato qo'en 1962 par L'hqotpo do Profemmoor HA2LRATTY do t'Usicerst
do 1 tLLintois. L'apport fondamentot fat fatt pun RELSS et HANRATTY [IL qut, coostatoot to tr'ds fothto
6patusoor do couche tietto do diffumiom vts-A-s's do celo do la coucho lmte dynomique, mosoront
quo L'os pout rdotc le nombro do porom6tres physiques em otittuast des micro-6toctnodes.

Coostddroosuone 6ioctrodo affteuroot a la porot supposie chtmtquomoot toorto. Le champ des ottss
au votutoago do la porot peot-Otro dgvotopp& porpondtcolatromont A la porot seon lo fornote do TAYlOR. (x

ot z soot dams to pton tangent A to porot).

2 ~S

L4(X~.oZt) y.Lo to * .,tL +- - to t
2! 3y (3)~t

ot doapres Ld6quotton do coatinut:
2 3 2 2

Vt,y~c,t) L-[ as +5 35o -( x
-. ] a- * Y) .....t. 6 - 3y 3o,

Es dohors des potots do frottomost sol, poor one etectrode sufftssomment petito L'patusoun do
to cooche ltotto do concentration ost sofftsaooeot fothto poor pouosr so liiter ao premier torso
do ddvetoppement do TAYLOR. Aloof to chomp trtdtooostoomot do niteume so dapond plus qoo do doux champs
hidloenstonotls S (o,o~t) et Sto~c~tL dons, toute to couche tiito do concentratiom.

Si do ptus to chomp do gradient do vttesse doss la coucho Liito do concentratiton out hooogeoe,
co'st-A-dtro si los dtoctrodes soot do potits dimenstoms ots-d-ots des looguours d'ondeu des plus
pottos perturhottons spotilem do chomp do vittssos ot Si IL'anpltude do coo perturhotioos reLttomost
d to outoor ponctuotto au costro do t'61ectrode ost petite, tl ost possihte do s6gttger tos voritoos
spottates do S et S roltrtemont i loot voLour 00 cootre do latoectrodo. Atost to prohtdoo so d~pood
pius quo do dois- parao6tro S (t) ot S (t) tFtgure 2).

WI y.S t)

L'6qoatton (2) s'6crt

3C 31 So 31 L 31 32)i

3t 3m So xo2S 3 o 3

en fatmont to chongomoot do variahle tl ooguoor coroctdrittquo do t'6toctrode).

1 o /C

zo -to S-- K n=

or Los conditions 000 tiies s'4crtvent[ 1 u sr ILtectrodo
C L au loin

* 0 son Los parots (mortem

St to gradtent partOtot S est suffloanmest grand, IL est possible do s~gliger to diffosion Loogito-
dtoote et pour des 6toctrodos d~alottnzemont grand doom to diroction z, L'6quartio (5) so rtdotA

* .

31 3C 31C

ot to coeff to tent do transfent eSt L]

K = 0.8oIjSoI

jo tocerotent par so vaLour absoLue can L 'tIectnodo n'est pam sensibte A to direction do tglcostenent
(Figure 3 ).

CLte soltion ossymptotique est, noton LING [ 2] salabto d~n quo *Sn = 5000 ce qot est prosque

tonjoorn vdntif(~o car to nombre do Schmitt S - ouet grand (Sc LO100).
c SD



2. M'esure en 6couieent Lrldlnenstonnei.

Plusieurs arrangements dAhiectrodes ont (tM proposes pour faire den nesures en 'icoulenents tridinen-
sionneis [ 3]. Noun d~sveloppons la technique des eiectrodes scindgns introduites par PY [4.]. Gette techni-
que pernet de faire des nenures en grandeur et direction smine dons des zones fluctuant trds iorgennnt.

ta surface active de ia nicro-dio ctrode scanc de furme queiconque, et le chanp de gradient de
vitense an voisinage 6tant honigg~e, in champ de concentration est donniA par Ii~quation An ia diffusion
contr~ihe (5) et in coefficient de transfert Ki d'une surface qunicoequn At de igi1ectrede ent

1(3 f A d Ai (9)

Penarquons que cen coefficients de tranufert sont udditifs. Si on peut ndgiiger ten ternes de

diffusion tongentinile. r'est A dire si in gradient parl~tai /(Sx2 + Sc
2
) est suffisamnent grand, i'6qua-

runseS riduit A

* p - + y -iCotg 0 3

t ; x 3D .5

Cette A quation ddfinit on chump dn concentration universeS, ind~peedont do grodint pari~tal,

donc le tense JfA 3 C dA e A~spend qon dn ia direction de l'*conienent pour une g~onetrie d'inetrode
donnLe. ay

Noun uttlisons den Plectrode s dont la su rface action est formin de deun parties syndtriques par
rapport A on axe eec triqoenent nutre (Figurn 4).

1 K2  SnA C~A

f K=S A 04
1 23yy

K _ __ _ to 3)

*1/3

dn l'6lerirode entiere est K 1  K2 = g' (sin a) S

to function G, nlle aust, ye A~pend que de la g~snndtrie An l'6lectrode. IK 2 pernet Aonc An d~ter-

mioer In ordetprfa ne fots connue sa direction par K1I - K 2/K1 * K

Penarquons qun in fait An ne pus avoir on one nutre infininent mnoce n'a ancune inportance pratiqon

car f;4 e--r)AA ne A~pend que An La gdnnL'trie dns Plectrodes et pent facienent gtrn dLteriin~e par

Lstainage.

to figure 4 donne n eneepin An conche d'6tolonnage ponr one &lectrode 2 fois (0.1 n Onon).

3. R~sponse en fr~quence

Les fluctuations Au champ dnn viresses entratnent 1'nnlstencn den fluctuations Au chanp An concentra-
tion et Ann coefficients An transfert. Si. on suppose qun i'6couleem. nut pnrmanent en noyenne. 11
nor alocs possibte_ An faire la d~cnnposition classique de chaque gra'ideur (G) en faisant apparattre

Ins ternes noyns (G) et ins teines fluctuonts (g).

En hppoth~ne quasi stattonnalrn il nut possible An tindariser la rdposse des sondes. Len Anus
can pratiqons inpurrants soot (figure 5)

a :i'dcouieeent noyn ent perpendiculaire A l'ane neutre AnlOlcroe

2 (K nk (K I- K )

a -0 i66coulenent noyn ent eion L'ane nentre An liiectrode.
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1 2

3~cP asin0 a a=

toertie introduite par len sondos

Loroque les fluctuations do champ den vitesses soot petites, ii est possible de lisiariser l'dqua-
tin de la diffusaion. Le Principe de superposition s'applique alots. iLe champ do perturbat ion r provoqu6
par on et on ent la somme des champs do perturbations cm et cz qul seralest provoquho rospoctionmont
Par sx et on seul.

in et CC soot alocs solution den deun 4quatons

ac' _ a~c ac x c o n (12)

*t -2/3 a2 2~ aY 2 a~ X, S _a

at S1 ax an a y an i an

L'6quation (12) peat 6tre rendun hidinennionneiie en odgigeant Ins torsos de diffusion longitudanais
et trassvsrsaie.

La deonidne 6quatios so pent pan etre rondos bidioensionnelie de par Ia presence do teree y c

cest poocquni la determination de ia r(§ponne den snodes ann fluctuations tranoonroales nicossite
enclusionosot n traiteseot tridioensioelel [5

L~a figure ha reprdssote la rdpnnse friquootieile dun fluctuations longitudinalos en nodule ei
en phase.

La conchs not ident iqun A cohne obteoun das in can bidluensionsel par P1 [h631 qul a mootr6 qunune
coobinaison lisg5aice des signaun{ K,1  K 21 . BI - 2 pest asliorer coosiddrabieent la reposs en
friquonce.

La r4pnon ass floctuationo tranoversains est reprosent~e our la figure hi. ills est do nine
ordre qu e la ripooso des soudes sioples aun fluctu~ations trasernaies. Rile permet de privuir dosorsalo
inn un ites d'utilination don nondes.

111. if CANJAL HYDRAILIQIE POLAROGRAPHIQUE

Pour nettro en oeuvre la techoique polarographiqoen s avons COnfO us tunnel hydrodysaniqun
adaptO.

A priori ce tunnel pronntn leo m~nes qualit~s qluo toun ins tunnels hydcndynamlques. Los prtsclpaon
crit~res soot:

- iensombre de REYNOLDS,
- l'6coulomost dans la noise (aniformit6. turbulence, absence do cavitation ...)
- los ruithodes do visalisations,
- l'Aquipement do mesucen disposiblo Laser Dopier An~oom~trie, Photogranooicie etc ...

Par rapport aun noofflorien nuhooniqoes traditionnoilon los tunnels hydrodysamiqoes pr~seotest tostefois
quniquen iocosv~nlens Li~o essentteilomnst an confinenent sicensaice do leur oct00 donssais cmno

- 'dtascb~itd indispesable do tontes ins parties C,,..uttt~tvoo -. tunnel,

-la protection den systrmos dioctriquos...

On so naurait odasmoino pan oublior qu'ilo prisntest don quaiit~s tout A fait ind~oiables, notam-
mns la pnnsihiiit4 d'ansocier faClemsm. visualisations et menaces grAce A quoi in dogrosnionage
don probi~e akrodpnaniquos pout Atre effootuLo rapidomost. En effet, 1-s visualisations do nine en
oeuvre plus aiske dass inean quo dans lair pecoottont use approhossion don 6uoulomens finidos qui
ac~iore inrientatlon don rocherchon nors den configurations soil critiquen, noit pins porfnrma.tes.
Signans par aillouro. quo ion tosneis pecoettest. compto teso do Ia diffdreoce do vinconitH et do
masse volumique, inutilloarios do modL'lo plus petits et momns osdcouo quo cons enp~rimost~n dass leo
souffiorien.

Lens caract~riotiquos do fonctiossneoet do tunnel hydrauiiqno polarographique do 1'InivemsiiA
do VALENCIENNES nont ion noivns

- noise do section cart~sn 300 x 300 mm
- viteson sup~rioure A 4 rn/s6
- iensombre do Roynoids rapportO au c~t6 do la noise not sup~ciour A 1I6

Parmi ion nombronsos solutions poiarographiquos courasmmost utilis~os, qoniquos nes snt pins

A-



partrlrsllir~sost adapt4es A des usages de maetrologle parl~tale. Citoss relies qul sost A base de ferrn-
nyasure, tiodure, qulsoso qul dooseot aurast de solutioss que do solvasts dlff~reots posslbles.

Il faut que la solutionsiat us comsportemest sewloslos. La r~actios chimiqam dol 6tre reversible et
tr~s rapide. Elle dolt dosser le maximum de courant dlectrlque pour us minimum d'ioss tramoportds.
Elie dolt Ptre stable et le polarograsme dolt preseoter us pallor tres set. Pour avoir de bosses rdpooses
on fr~qoesne, le coefficient de diffuson dolt btre grasd, sass toutefols permoitre ass couches do
diffusion d'Otre trop 4palssos.

Nous avoss oboist le systdme rddom lodure - trlodure dams use solutios aquesse dioduro de potassium
dost les primolpales caract~rlstlqses polarographlques soot bles cossues [71

La riantiso 6iectrocblmlqse est la sulvaste

I 2e *31

Le soivast est use solution a 100 grammes par litre dliodue de potassium dass do loeau permst~o
(cdslstlvltds ssp~rleure A 1M m cm). Lliode 7 est dlssoot A 10 mole par litre envIron. L'apparltims
do l'Ion trllodure so fait em prksemce d'uo snn~s dbmos I d'aprals la r' uctios

12 + 1 3

La concentration em ion trllodure est largesest isf~rteure A la limIto d'apparitlom do la migration
Aloctrlque. Leo mlnro-tleCrrodos do mesure et l'amode soot em platims. L'amode est do grande dimesion
or elle sort do rdfdremce do potestlel. routes les parties em contact avon le flide astres quo
los electrodes doivest. Otre Olontrlquesost meutros pour me pas perturber los mosoros. Elmls dolveot
em outro @tre chlslquemest ioertes.

nous avoos cholsl us cnal A velse horlzotale fontloomast en circuit fersa A l'aldo dosne 1*41cc
acrloosdo par us moteur (Figure 7). La g~osttrlo des dlffaresros parties a et6 dofislo pour optimiser
Ia quallt6 do l'6coslomomt duos la veime d'emp~rlosco mals aussl pour rddulro au maxmsum los volumes
car linduro do potassium fist rolaLusmost os~roum.

Los prloclpalos parties soot los sulvuotos

11 a use soction domntrdo clrculalre or one section do sortie carr~o do 300 x 300 mm. Le rapport do
contraction osut 17,1.

11 ost rtallsd os polypropylamo toile nenforc6 par un stratifld rcstine polyoster atoP do tibros
do vorre (figure 7).

La rhambro etranquliloatlosn

Ills precedo lo convergenst et a pour rile d'homogeo~lsor I'LOculeooor.

La losguour ost volootabremest tr~s faile pour minlmisor Ia quastiItO do liquido polarographlque.
Lsutllsatloo do d~flectours s'avdro indispessable( figuro 81 uls ost 6OrO optlmls~s par use 6tudo prdala-
ble em soufflorlo. Ils porositost use diminutios sensible do Ia looguour do la chambro do trasqullsatlus
et. use rtdustlos do moltlO do la Porte do charge slogull~ro locale. La chambro do trasqullsarcos
est es smine satpriau quo le convergent. Elle so terolno par us flltro on nylos et on mId d'aboille
A salles besagosales.

La volse domxpirlmno

La volso ost du typo guld~o do soction carr~o do 300 x 300 =m. Ills est r~alIs~e 00 altoglas truospa-
root et sa conception permot use olslbtilt lot~grate sun los qoaro facem(flgure 9).

Ia losguour prlnnipale do 1140 mm post Otre portdo A 1800 mm. Des oenes spdnlalos muolos do pigo
nounho limite or do parois adaptablos sost en cours de onoception.

to motour b courast costisu r~guld do 13,25 KbW ontralso use h~line quadrlpalo realis~o on polyflso-
ruro do vlsylid~mo. L'6tamchoiL oSt assurlo par nso garniture es alumolee-carburo do tuogstL'so.

L'aibro out on acler gaisO do polypropyliso. Il ost guide par us pallor istorse es c~ramilque
or us pallor oxtorno avon roslomost fit buttOe A biloes.

to cnal do reor

11 goido Io fluido jusqudA lostrde do Ia chambro do tranqullsatlos. Il contiost lo trosg;os
do rodressomost or l'dnbangour do chalour. Los aubos dlroctrlcos do redrossoor convontlssent los rota-
tioss indultos par l'hdlino. L'Acbangoor do chaleur rdallsO es potypropyldso assure one tomp~raturo
constasto do fluldo.

IV. MISDE EN TUNNEL POLAROGEAPNIQDE

1. Ecoulewent parldtalautour do dones Alascds A grande incidenco f8 I.

to travail quo noun prlsentons a 8t4 mosOl grAce A l'alde do Ia D.R.E.T. dass us tassel hydrodysaumique
do petltes diinensions.
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Dans un premier temps, nous avons mesur6 les coefficients de transfert de sondes simples de surface
3crive circulaire Sur un cne idal et sur on cane fmouss avec un rayon de 44 mm (figure 10).

Nous avons pu mettre en evidence plusieurs zones aS comportement dlffgrenci6 (figures Ila et
b):

Suite A IS zone de couche limite proprement dite dont l'tendue azimutale diminue avec lincidence
et ol !es fluctuations sont tres faibles, apparaft une zone od le gradient de vitesse presente un
minimum tr~s net et des fluctuations trds importantes. La zone aval est caractiris6e par des gradients
de vitesse tris intenses et des fluctuations assez importantes. Dans cette zone, apparaissent des
structures gagnant en intensite avec l'incidence et lorsque V/on s'oigne de Ia pointe. D'une faqon
gendrale, nous n'avons pas mis en 6vidence la dissymitrie particuli~rement significative ; mais nous
avons observe que l'instabilitd de l'6coulement augmente avec l'incidence. Elile est particulierement
importante A 60'

.

Le fait d'Lmousser la pointe permet de stabiliser les grosses structures tourbillonnalres tout
en len intensifiant.

Dans un deuxieme temps, nous avons dLtermin les composantes transversales et longitudinales
du gradient de vitesse A l'aide d'un cne muni de sondes doubles, de surface active rectangulaire
(figure 12). L'evolution de Ia composante transversale permet de proposer une representation schematique
de iallure des lignes de courant au voisinage immdiat de la paroi (figure 12). Elle met en evidence
la presence de nappes tourbillonnaires de plus en plus complexes quand on s'6ioigne du sommet du rine,
entre la zone de touche limite proprement dite et la zone "d'arrt" aval. La composante longitudinale
du gradient permet de suivre I'volution du sens de l'coulement aux diffirentes Incidences. Cette
composante est toujours faible, sauf dans toute la zone A l'aval de l'Acoulenent.

L'analyse spectrale n'a pas permis de mettre en evidence une frequence privilegide.

Les mesures permettent de se faire une id~e globale sur l'Acoulement parietal autour d'un rane
en incidence. Elles permettent en particulier une reconstitution de l'dcoulement moyen. Sut la figure
13, nous avons repr~sentd le vecteur gradient parietal moyen de vitesse sur le cane dveloppe en intensi-
tA et direction.

Globalemest moss oavons pasnisen Pridence de dissymetrie significative den nappes toorbiliosnaires

expliquant des comportements a~rodynamiques anormaux [9 ]. La cause en est peut itre la forte obstruction
de la veine d'experience. (Section carrie de 150 x 150 mm par un cane dont le cylindre de base A un
diametre de 30 mm). Une tude de cet effet d'obstruction dbute dans le canal de grande capacito
que nous avons presente.

2. Importance du positionnement du support des sondes de mesure dans les -coulementS.

On salt [10] que la reponse d'une sonde an6Mom6trique au voisinage d'une paroi depend de la geome-
trie de la sonde et de I/angle a fait par l'axe du support de cette sonde avec IS parol. Pour des
geomtrie de sonde (figure 14), on note (figure 15), au voisinage de la paroi une augmentation aver
cet angle de la vitesse moyenne enregistree et une diminution de la valeur quadratique moyenne de
la fluctuation turbulente. La sonde dite paridtale fournit des resultats comparables A la sonde droite
incline A environ 10

° 
(figure 16). Ce phenomne est di A l'effet de sillage des broches lorsque celles-

ci sont placees dans un gradient de vitesse. L'importance du gradient de vitesse dans lequel la sonde
est placLe peut @tre mis en evidence dans un jet parietal plan, ou nous avons observe le dcalage
des profils de vitesse avec une sonde oriente A 10' et 90. C'est un effet de d~placement (figure
17) [ 1I]. Dans une couche limite on a ddJ6 remarque [ 12 ] que la representation de la loi logarithoique
A la parol

u
C Log y -- + D

T
fournit pour D une valeur qul depend de cet angle a alors que la constante C reste inchang6e avec
lorientation de laxe du support de la sonde.

La methode polarographique nous permet de retrouver ces rsultats. Nous avons reporte (figure
18) le gradient parietal mesure par une sonde polarographique, rapportes au gradient parital mesur6
en labsence de sonde. On y remarque bien leffet de blocage de Ia sonde"type couche limite ' l'augmenta-
tion du gradient parietal aver Ia soode droite, quand I/angle fait par son support avec lo paroi augmente.
Pour len angles de 45* et 90, on note que l'importance de leffet de sillage du support et des broches
a une incidence sur le gradient parietal de vitesse mgme lorsque La sonde est en dehors de la couche
limite.

L'utilisation de cette methode de mesure parietale non perturbatrice conjugue A l'anmomotrie
laser permetira d'effectuer des mesures notamment dans len intractions de sillages et d'obtenir des
rtsultats qul me traduiront pas des erreurs experimentales qui pourracent atre reintroduites dans
les modelisations.

3. Etude locale du transfert de masse sur un cylindre ailet6

L'objectif de cette etude est la determination de surface d'4change de chaleur A hautes performances
dans les 6changeurs a tubes ailetes par utilisation d'instationnariths cre4es par un ecoulement fluctuant
eo direction. L'utillsation d'ecoulement "battant" permet de prdvoir une augmentation du tiansfert.
La complexlte des phdnomnes ndcessite une etude locale en deux parties :

La premiere partie consiste en La mesure par polarographie du gradient parietal de vitessedonc
du frottement. sur un cylindre muni Sailettes. La methode polarographique permet des mesures locales
en dcoulement instationnaire sans perturbation.

!A
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Dams la deunieme partie noun nesuruns directenent in coefficient local de transfert de masse
mar as cylindre ailetd totalement actif. Bien qan is sombre dn Schmitt solt grand, il not possible
de prdvoir, par analugie, in tronsfert dn chaleur [131] dame use configuration semblable pour des surfaces
d'dchange inothernon

Les dean cylindres d itade moot g~omdtriquement identiques (figure 19). In cylindre de meoure
du fruttenent porte des sondes simples circulaires de diomdtre 0,1 mm. Cnn suedes me mesurent doe
que in nodule du gradient paridtai de vitnose et somr. issensibles A la direction An i'6coulemeot.
Inn sonde not siude our le nylindre ei dooutre. sondes sont s'tohen nor one aileite a diffdrnct-
distances An l'ane.

in cylindre de nenure do tronsfert de masse A ann surface tulalenent active en piatine. Les electro-
des de meoure do transfert local sont sitad§es aun n~mes endrolts que pour ins mesares do gradient
ponidiol. Ellen mont forees damne surface de platime de 0,4 w de diandtre Isolde du resin Am Ia
surface par us anmeaa isulant de largear noynne de 0,05 mm.

Pour recrder locolemnt IdrSoalement battant, c'ent In cylindre qui not mis en oscillation onion
nun axe duos an droulement perpendicalairn An oltesse umifoue au loin (figure 19). iensombre An Reynolds
rappurid as dioMdtre do cylindre not 'gal A 17 000. Los oscillations ont one amplitude variable An
0 A 8 me et one frdquence de 0 A 50 Ha.

Dn idioude cosp1ldt [14] moos olos entraire quniquns mesarns typiqans a titre d'eemnpin.

Nesurno our in cylindre

La figure 20 prdsnt id6volotion do coefficient An transfert An la sonde circalairn sotade oar
in cyliodre em function An t'aulnot compid A partir do point doarrEL anont. Les <.l100 soot toujouto
positives car ins sondes oimplns e saint oenibion qoonu nodule da gradient paridtal An vitnose.

id volatiom not senbiahie aan esures our on cylindre msold [ 15]. On diotingon em particalier
la one An couche unImte An 0 A HO' environ, la cone An ddcullnnent aver in courant An minour et la
zone A'arr~t oval An grande dtenda ni in frotteent moyn not quasi-sal.

Qoand leo pulsations varlent An 0 A 50 Hz, us note one stahili6de An tozone An cooche liitc.
Ce rioaltot dtait prdviolble maigrd in carocidre tridimensiunnel d A lo prdnsencn des ailettes.

id6voutiun notable apren in point An ddculteent est principainnent din A la mauvoise rfponon
des sondes simplns en droatenent oscillant outoar d'un fruttemnt noyn out.

ins esures du transfert An noose (figure 21) nuntrent. l'inoonoibillt6 cnmarqoabln An la -re
An mauche linite aum oscillations tranuversales. Aprds ln ddcoilnmnnt, in tranoferi 901 asgoente Systema-
tiqannent avec la frdqunce prdsnee A-tn naxina, lamn A 90' environ et l'asimn au point d'arr@t aval.

Mesures our ins ailettes:

Ins ensures, Au gradient paridral An viteose our inn ailettes mettent em dMdenco Ia conpinnith
An idrcoulement qut y est fortemnt tridtnensoonei.

to figure 22 prdsentn id6VOILaiun Au tranofert An mason nor one ailette a 11 umm Ae lane Au
cylindre.

On note pour use frdqaence domede en function An l'aciest, use dcruissance rd~golidrn da transfert
our to partie anoint An l'allettn. to prdeence doun pic irdo narqudf est dG A l'imtdroction aver in
sillage Au cylindre. Quand la frdqueocn augnente josqudA 33 Ho in transfert agnente queiqun suit
l'acimut. On note essulte an effet global d'onortlssneeni pour to frdquence plus dinode. La frdqannce
a pour effet 6gaement An Aininuer la largeor dApanulnoenncl AuvIllage do cyliudi-

V. CONCLUSION

Ins qoeiques enemptes An esure par technique dieCirochimiqun 90? noon avomo prdentds nontmunt
l'int(drdi An cette edibodn pour den 6tndes dymamiquen paridtahms doss dno coefigurations furtenent
trldinensionseilen na inotationnoires. Ins meouren directen An transfert sent aaooi possibins et pernet-
test An dvelopper den analogies over in tranofert An chalnor. Ceo analogies suet plus gdmdraleo qan
l'analogie An Reynolds.

Cepeedast la mie en oeuvre ent relativement coepliqade car nile edreonite on liqaide special
et des installations diectriqoemeni neatres ei chimiqanent imerino.

In Laboratoire An Mcaniqoe des Floidno An lniverolidg de Valenciennes (France) n'est doid d'un
canal hydrauliqee de grande capaclid rdpundani A cnn renditions.

La possiblilid Ane faire des esures em dreuleneni tridleensionnel do trot innent parldtLai instastaOd
associ6 A des esures par andmendirin Laser dams Ia masse As Eluide et des visualisatioms par bunls
A'hydrogL~me, foner An mte installation us oathl unique nt irds prdtleun.
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SUMMARY

A computerized flow visualization technique capable of quantifying the flow field
automatically is described. The technique uses a time modulated illumination scheme to
retrieve vectorial information from the pathlines of particles suspended in the flow.
This technique has eliminated a major source of error in velocity reading which is
common in conventional particle tracing techniques. Application of the present
technique to the recirculating flow field of a two dimensional cavity is described.
Velocity profiles obtained from the pathlines of the particles through the present
technique show excellent agreement with the velocity profiles obtained using laser
doppler velocimetry.

TNTRODUCTION

The human eye-brain system has excellent capability in recognizing patterns and
structures which makes flow visualization a unique tool in obtaining a crucial physical
understanding of complicated flow phenomena. Usually the nature of this understanding
is qualitative. However, further progress depends upon the implementation of the
obtained information to plan quantitative experiments by using techniques such as hot
wire anamometry or laser doppler velocimetry. These two techniques are typically
limited to simultaneous sampling at a few spatial locations.

In this respect, the global Lagrangian nature of the information contained in a
single flow image makes the development of a quantitative flow visualization technique
very attractive in principle. Such a technique has the potential of providing multi-
point spatial and temporal information regarding the velocity or vorticity field.

Among many available flow visualization techniques, flow pictures produced by the
pathlines (traces) of small particles suspended in fluid have been used in obtaining
velocity field information (1,2). The velocity data (except the direction of the
motion) is obtainable from the trace photographs by measuring lengths and positions of
streaks. To obtain the sense of the motion, one can follow the trace particles on
short-exposure photographs separated by short tiae intervals. But the difficulty of
identifying the same particle on two photographs, especially for a high concentration of
particles, makes the latter technique impractical.

A major drawback in using the conventional particle tracing technique has been the
unacceptable amount of manual work required to obtain a velocity vector field from a
large number of traces. In re-ent years, there have been several attempts to make the
particle tracing technique lesE laborious by using image digitizers and com~puter image
processing techniques (3,4,5). These attempts suffer from the fact that the lack of
vectorial information requires the final judgement of an operator who stould bear in
mind the flow direction and assign a local velocity vector tc each individual trace.
This is usually done during the digitization process and requires both manual labor and
a prior knowledge of the flow direction.

This paper will introduce a new combined illumination and image processing
technique developed specifically to eliminate both the flow direction ambiguit and
required manual labor. The developed technique is fully automated and has a general
feature that can be easily adapted to various types of experiments. The intention of
this paper is to present the detailed elements of this technique and demonstrate its
potentials by reporting the results of its applications to a cavity flow field.
However, the detailed experimental results will be reported elsewhere.

In the following sections, the schemes used in our technique for the generation of
the variable intensity traces, image digitization, image processing, trace detection and
flow computation are described.

GENERATION Q.E TE VARIABL J N TR&CY.2

The information regarding the flow direction can be obtained by generating variable
intensity traces. Gharib and Hernan (6) used after-glowing properties of opticall\
activated phosphorescent particles to construct the velocity vector field of a transient
free surface vortex. The practical difficulties of producing phosphorescent particles
with the appropriate life times to resolve particular flow time scales, as well as the
need for pulsed laser sources to obtain high quality flow images led us to develop a
simpler method for generating variable intensity traces.
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PATC. RCN BI TIME MODULATION OF TU ICH SOURCE

By using an Argon-Ion laser and a fast laser beam scanner, a thin sheet of light
(1-3 mm in thickness) can be generated in the plane of a desired flow cross-section.
Prior to the beam scanner, the laser beam goes through a chopping filter (Fig. 1). This
filter which is used as an intensity modulator can be designed to generate a variable
laser beam intensity as it chops the beam. We tried two different filter designs. In
the first design a filter with a variable density gradient is used to generate a
continuous intensity variation on the entire trace length. Two small round openings at
the two ends of the chopping filter's window generate two bright spots on each trace
which will be used as the reference points. These reference points eliminate a major
source of error which is usually undetected in the previous particle tracing techniques
(3,4,5). To understand the problem, let us define the traveling time of the particle
AT as the total time that the particle has traveled through the laser sheet during
the illumination period, (AT). In conventional particle tracing techniques
AT corresponds to the camera's exposure time and the basic assumption is that
AT = Ar and particle velocity is usually defined as

Up = AL /AT

where AL is the photographically registered trace length. However in a real situation,
the particles that enter the sheet after starting of the illumination or exit earlier
than ending of the illumination period will have a traveling time shorter than AT.
This problem usually causes erroneous velocity readings for particles with large
velocity components normal to the plane of illumination. In the present technique, a
particle that has remained in the sheet during the illumination period should have two
bright reference points. Lack of one or both points on a trace disqualifies the trace
for the velocity calculations.

Figure 2 represents a typical trace generated by using the first filter design. In
the second design a uniform density filter is used between two reference points and an
extension of this uniform filter past the second reference point is used to label it as
the trace's ending point. Figure 3 represents a sample trace generated by the second
filter configuration.

Note that in the chopping filter method, a desired flow time scale can be easily
resolved by controlling the illumination period through the rotation rate of the filter.
Also, another advantage of chopping the filter over the activated phosphorescent
particle tracing technique is that regular solid or liquid particles (not necessarily
luminescent) can be used. However by using luminescent particles and a proper laser
emission line, one can excite trace particles at a desired color and therefore reduce
the image background noise by eliminating the scattering particles through optical
filtering. For most of our experiments we used 40 um polystyrene particles coated with
Sodium Fluorecein or Rodamine. The 450 nm (blue) line of a 2 watt Argon-Ion laser was
used to obtain yellow color traces from the particles coated with Sodium Fluorescein and
red color traces from the Rodamine particles.

TM(EACQUISTION AND DIGITIZATION

The flow images were acquired with a 35 mm camera which was focused on the
illuminated plane. The camera's recording time was synchronized with the chopping
filter through a pulse generator and an electronic shutter. Each photographic positive
print was digitized by a CCD (charge couple device) camera and an image digitizer. This
process was controlled by a host computer (IBM AT). Each photographic plate was
digitized into a 512 x 512 pixel matrix with a 256 (8 bits) gray level resolution.

OUEKC, OF ERROR

Accuracy of the measurements and calculations of the described technique can be
greatly influenced by several parameters including the conditions for the particles to
reflect the real local velocity vector (7, 8), optical imaging error (9), accuracy of
locating the particles (5) and non-uniformity of particle distribution. However, the
most fundamental source of error that is removed with our technique is the erroneous
trace length reading due to the lack of information regarding the entrance or the exit
of the particle from the light sheet. The nature of this error reveals no indication of
its frequency. Under estimation of the velocity magnitude as large as one hundred
percent of the local mean velocity might occur in the conventional sheet lighting
technique.

A second most important source of error is due to the fact that one tries to obtain
an Eulerian velocity field from a Lagrangian measurement. The temporal and spatial
evolution of the velocity will contribute to the inaccuracy of Eulerian velocity
component obtained from the particle traces (10). However, a short illumination period
which essentially results in short enough trace lengths to avoid large velocity changes
in space and time or curvature in the traces will allow one to obtain a good estimate of
the Eulerian velocity.
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The resulting data were displayed on a monitor and also were stored on a hard disk
for the subsequent processing. The software was designed to operate either on the
displayed digital image or on the stored information on the hard disk.

The first step in the analysis of the digital images was to define the boundaries
of each streak line. By pre-examination of a sample image, the operator inputs a gray
level threshold that determines the minimum pixel value of what will be considered a
trace. Due to the initial removal of the scattering light by the optical filtering, we
had obtained images with a large signal-to-noise ratio. Figure 4 presents an example of
the intensity distribution over a sample trace and its relative value to the background
gray level. The quality of the images made it possible to identify the trace regions
with usually a single threshold level. Once the threshold value was determined, it was
applied to the remaining of the sequence of images. Using this threshold value, the
processing program then sets any pixel below the threshold value equal to zero (black)
and saves the thresholded image. In the next step, the program scans the screen, line
by line, and detects the first pixel of any potential trace region. This pixel should
have at least three neighboring pixels with a value above the set threshold level for
the program to begin to define a region, otherwise the pixel is set to zero.

A region is defined by tracing around the boundary of the region and sorting the
coordinates of the boundary pixels in an array. A boundary pixel, as is sketched in
Figure 5 must have at least two neighboring pixels with a value above the threshold
level. Using the described criterion the next boundary pixel has been found by a
clockwise search in a 3 x 3 matrix, centered at the current detected pixel, starting
from the last detected boundary pixel. Once the region boundary is defined (Fig. 6),
the gray level value of the entire region is set to zero, so that the region will not be
defined again as the program continues to scan the screen. The scanning continues until
all the trace regions are identified.

In the next step, an automatic search is conducted for the reference points inside
the region by scanning the pixels inside each region and computing average and maximum
gray level values of the defined region. A gray level with a given fraction between the
average and maximum is then chosen as the reference point threshold. A value of .33
yields the best results to identify the reference point region (Fig. 7). Once the
outline boundary of a reference point is defined in the same way that a region is
defined, the centroid of it will be determined and assigned to the corresponding region.
By counting the number of centroids in each region the program disqualifies any region
with either one or more than two reference points. Therefore any region which was
generated by an incomplete trace or by two crossing traces is eliminated from further
processing (Fig. 8). In the next step, the program draws a line between the two
centroids of each valid region and at a specified number of equally distanced points on
this line draws normal lines to intersect the boundaries of the region (Fig. 9) and
consequently to identify the mid-point of the trace region (Fig. 10). For the highly
curved traces, the number of normals can be increased to achieve better resolution in
constructing the trace. The distance that a particle travelled during 'T w- equated
to the sum of the segments that were generated by the mid-points (Fig. 10).

For the first type of chopping filter, where a continuous intensity variation was
obtained on each trace, the local velocity direction is found by comparing the gray
level values in surrounding neighborhood pixels of each reference points. For the
traces which were obtained by the second method, the reference point that has the
largest distance from the closest tail end is identified as the starting point. Finally,
the ve' ocity scalar, direction and mid-location of each trace is stored in a file for
further processing. It is interesting to mention that despite the non-optimum nature of
the current system, the net time for the image digitizaLion, trace detection and
velocity vector field construction of a single flow picture is approximately two
minutes. A typical reported time for obtaining a similar information by conventional
techniques is in the order of one hour (4,5).

In the next step a square grid system is imagined to cover the entire digitized
field. The data for each trace is then read and assigned to the mesh square into which
the mid-point of the trace falls. A vector summation of the all traces associated with a
certain mesh square results in the mean velocity vector for that mesh square.

EXPRIAL ARRANGEMENT MD REUL

As part of an attempt to show the practicality of the present technique, we
implemented it to construct the velocity vector field of a twi dimensional cavity flow.

The experiments were performed in a water tunnel on a 7 cm deep two dimensional
cavity as shown in Figure 1. The boundary layer at the upstream corner was laminar at
the operational free stream velocity of 30 cm/sec.

For a small value of cavity width to depth ratio (b/h), the flow inside the cavity
is essentially a steady recirculating stream (11). For a large cavity width to depth
ratio (b/h 1), the cavity flow becomes unstable on a large scale and shows strong
three dimensional behavior.
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Figure 11 presents the flow field for b/h=.8 which was obtained from averaging 60
consecutive images. Figure 12 presents a similar flow field for b/h=l.15 where the
flow inside the cavity is strongly unsteady and three dimensional.

Both flow fields are indicative of the recirculating region inside the cavity. The
information contained in these figures can easily be used to compute vorticity and the
pressure field. However, our main goal was to compare these Lagrangian velocity
information to the information obtainable from single point Eulerian measurement
techniques such as laser doppler velocimetry (LDV). For this purpose, by using LDV, one
traverse of the velocity field at the middle of the cavity with b/h=.8 was obtained.
Figure 13 shows an excellent agreement between this velocity profile and the one
obtained from the particle tracing method. Such agreement can be seen only on the upper
half of the velocity profile for the large cavity configurations with b/h=l.15 (Fig.
14). The disagreement of the two velocity profiles can be attributed to the strongly
three dimensional flow near the bottom of the cavity which drastically reduces the
number of valid traces. However, this problem can be resolved by increasing the number
of images to obtain better statistics of the mean velocity field.

CONCLUSION

The above results provide credence to the applicability of the developed method as
a quantitative automatic flow visualization technique. It can be easily applied to
complicated flow problems where single point measurements or laborious conventional
particle tracing techniques cannot be considered feasible. The developed technique can
provide fast multi-point flow information for analytical investigation. Therefore, in
this respect, it can be considered as the only counterpart to multi-point numerical
methods. In order to reduce the total time needed to obtain the velocity field,
experiments are underway to eliminate the photographic steps of the technique by direct
optical and electronic image recording of the flow field. The new experiments involve
the three dimensional mapping of the velocity field by stereo imaging of the flow field
by two cameras.
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A Non-invasive Experimental Technique for the Measurement of

Unsteady Velocity and Vorticity Fields
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SUMMARY

A new velocity measurement technique is described that provides the simultaneous

visualization of a two-dimensional streamline pattern and the quantification of the

velocity field. The main advantage of this technique is that the velocity field can be

measured with sufficient accuracy and spatial resolution so that the vorticity field

can be readily obtained. This technique is ideally suited for the study of unsteady

vortical flows, which occur in high angle of attack aerodynamics. The technique, some

of the important parameters that affect its use, and some recent examples are

described.

NOMENCLATURE

C airfoil chord

d cylinder diameter

Re Reynolds number

t time

U streamwise velocity

V lateral velocity

ax streamwise distance between scanning locations

dy lateral distance between scanning locations

Q vorticity
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1. INTRODUCTION

Since the early works of Prandtl water facilities together with flow visualization

techniques e.g. dy injection, hydrogen bubbles, have been extensively used to provide

a better understanding of complex flow phenomena, such as the ones occurring in high

angle of attack aerodynamics. The advantage that water facilities have over

conventional wind tunnels is that they provide an easy means to perform the ilow

visualization. In particular, when dealing with unsteady flows, because of the lower

kinematic viscosity of water compared to that of air, it is possible to reproduce an

aerodynamic flow in water with a lower free stream velocity to attain a Reynolds number

-omparable to that in air. Due to the lower velocities, the flow time scales become

relatively larger thus leading to clearer observations of dynamic phenomena.

Even though conventional visualization techniques are an excellent means to

understand the global flow features, they only provide qualitative information. A

detailed description of flow fields can only be achieved through mapping of the entire

flow field. However, the measurement of velocity in unsteady flows remains a

challenging problem in experimental fluid mechanics. Available techniques such as hot-

wire anemometry and Laser Doppler Velocimerry can only provide "one point" information.

In order to obtain whole field data, measurements must be carried out sequentially one

point at a time. Although this sequential method can be easily implemented in

applications involving steady flows, it is of rather difficult application in unsready

flow phenomena.

Recently, a novel measurement technique commonly known as Laser Speckle or

Particle Image Displacement Velocimetry became available. This technique permits the

sLmultaneous visualization of the two-dimensional streamline pattern in unsteady flows

and the quantification of the velocity field. The main advantage of this new technique

is that the whole two-dimensional velocity field can be recovered with great accuracy

and spatial resolution, from which the instantaneous vorticity field can be easily

obtained. This constitutes a great asset for the study of a variety of flows that

evolve stochastically in both space and time, and in the case of interest, to the study

of unsteady separated flows, which occur in high angle of attack aerodynamics.

2. PRINCIPLE OF THE TECHNIQUE

The application of LSV or PIDV to fluid flow measurement involves several steps.

First, it is necessary to "create" a selected plane or surface within the flow field.

This is accomplished by seeding the flow with small tracer particles, similarly to LDV

applications, and illuminating it with a sheet of coherent light, as shown in Figure 1.

A pulsed laser such as a Ruby or a NdYag laser, or a CW laser with a shutter is

normally used as the light source. The laser sheet is formed, for example, by focusing

.mmmmMbmmm ImmmmmAt~
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the laser beam first with a long focal length spherical lens, to obtain minimum

thickness, and then diverging the beam in one dimension with a cylindrical lens. The

light scattered by the seeding particles in the illuminated plane provides a moving

pattern. When the seeding concentration is low, the pattern consists of resolved

diffraction limited images of the particles. When their concentration increases, the

images overlap and interfere to produce a random speckle pattern. A multiple exposure

photograph records this moving pattern. The lower particle concentration originates a

mode of operation of the technique referred to as Particle Image Displacement

Velocimetty, reserving the term Laser Speckle Velocimetry for the high particle

concentration levels where a random speckle pattern is actually formed (reference 1).

In a second step the local 4luid velocity is derived from the ratio of the measured

spacing between the images of the same tracer, or speckle grain, and the time between

exposures.

Several methods exist to convert the information contained in the multiple-exposed

photograph, or specklegram, to flow field data such as velocity or vorticity. The

recorded image, whether formed by isolated disks, in the case of low particle

concentration, or speckle grains for high particle concentration is a complicated

random pattern. It would be very difficult to measure the local displacements by

visual or computer-aided inspection. However, it is important to realize that the

multiple exposure photograph results in a periodic random image from which the

periodicity information can be retrieved using Fourier or Auto-correlation analysis.

Basically, the multiple-exposed photographs or specklegrams can be analyzed either on a

point-by-point basis, which yields measurements of the local displacements (velocity),

(refs. 2-3) or with a whole field filtering technique, which yields isovelocity

contours )ref. 3). The method, which has been selected and implemented by the Fluia

Mechanics Research Laboratory at Lhe Florida State University, is the Young's fringes

method. The local displacement is determined using an focused laser beam to

interrogate a small area of the multiple exposed photograph transparency. The dif-

fraction produced by coherent illumination of the multiple images in the negative

generates Young's fringes, in the Fourier plane of a lens, provided that the particle

images correlate. This is shown schematically in Figure 2. These fringes have an

orientation which is perpendicular to the direction of the local displacement and a

spacing inversely proportional to the displacement. The use of Young's fringes

eliminates the difficulties of finding the individual image pairs in the photograph.

The basis of the Young's fringe method is described in reference 3.

3. DIRECTION SENSITIVITY AND DYNAMIC RANGE

The photographic recording method discussed above has the disadvantage that the

photograph consists of a sequence of multiple particle images which have a 1800

ambiguity in the direction of the velocity vector. In addition, it has been shown

(reference 4) that the velocity dynamic range of the technique is limited to a maximum
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value of about 10. It. most flows of interest (e.g. boundary layers and separated

flows), this dynamic range is not sufficient to capture the flow field in its entirety.

These limitations are critical when measuring complex flows having flow reversals and

stagnation areas.

A method to resolve both the ambigufty of the velocity vector as well as to im-

prove the technique's velocity range is incorporated in this experiment. This method,

commonly known as "velocity bias technique", consists of recording the flow field in a

moving reference frame, thus superposing a known velocity bias to the actual flow

velocity. This effect may be accomplished in several ways, in particular, using a

moving camera during the photographic recording or by optical means using scanning or

rotating mirrors. The method which is currently employed uses a scanning mirror to

displace the image during the exposure with a predetermined velocity. A schematic of

the scanning mirror arrangement is shown in figure 3. Consider two particle pairs AB

and C,09 having equal displacements in opposite directions in the object plane. By

introducing a mirror placed at 450 between the camera lens and the object plane, the

corresponding displacements appear in the film plane as AB and CD with equal

magnitudes. When the mirror is rotared by an angle of LE between exposures, the

displacements corresponding to A0 B and CcD, appear in the film plane as AB
I 

and CD

wito different magnitudes. The correct displacement or velocity with its direction can

new be obtained upon removal of the velocity bias.

4. VALIDATION OF THE TECHNIQUE

4.1 Experimental configuration

The capabilities of the present technique are evaluated in a measurement of the

transient flow over a NACA 0012 at high incidence, and the near-wake flow development

behind a circular cylinder impulsively accelerated to constant velocity, Both flows

were created by towing models in the reduced scale Fluid Mechanics Research Laboratory

towing tank facility. The tank is 300 x 300 x 600mm. A detailed examination showed

that the motion of the carriage is smooth and vibration free. In this facility, the

towing carriage is driven by a variable D.C. motor, and the towing velocity can vary

from 0 to 100mm/sec. For the photooraphy a 35mm camera (NIKON F-31 is used. In order

to photograph the flow at regular time intervals, the photographic camera is equipped

with an electric winding device. The photographic time inte-val available with this

camera can be continuously varied up to a maximum of 6 frames pet second. Two options

are available to fix the camera; one by attaching it to the towing carriage, which

means an observation point fixed in relation to the model, and the other by attaching

it to the frame of the water tank, which means an observation point fixed in relation

to the fluid.



The NACA 0012 airfoil is 60mm in chord and at 30' incidence; the circuiar cyli.nder

is 25.4mm in diameter. Both models were towed with - velocity of 23.5mm. sec. The

fluid used in these experiments was water seeded with 
4
um metallic coated particles

(TSI model 10087). The corresponding Reynolds numbers were 1100 for the airfoil and

550 for the cylinder. These flows are excellent test cases because they include large

scale vortical motions and extreme velocity gradients. These extreme gradients serve

as a test to the technique's capabilities of providing information over a large

velocity range.

For the illumination, a laser beam from a 5 watt Argon-Ion Laser (Spectra-Physics

model 2000) is steered and focused to a diameter of .3mm using an inverse telescope

lens arrangement. A cylindrical lens, with a focal length of -6.35mm, is used to

diverge the focused beam in one dimension, creating a laser sheet. The laser sheet is

70mm wide and illuminates the mid-span section of the models. For the multiple

exposure, the CW laser beam is modulated using a Bragg cell. In this experiment, the

laser power density of the sheet was 0.27W/m2. In order to record the time development

of the flow field, the camera is attached to the towing carriage. The aperture of the

camera lens with a focal len.hh of 50mm and a spacer of 12mm, is set at FO 5.6 and the

magnification is 0.40. The film used in these experiments was a Polaroid Folagraph

with a sensitivity of 400 ASA and a resolution of about 80 lines/mm. This resolution

proved to be sufficient to accurately record the flow field. The advantages in the use

of Polaroid film are (i) easy and fast processing of the film (ii) because the

Polaroid Polagraph is a positive film it saves the need for contact printing of film

negatives, prior to analysis, in order to increase the SNR of the data (ref. 1).

5. RESULTS

5.1 Flow past the NACA 0012 airfoil

Figure 
4
(a) is a multiple exposed photograph of the flow past an impulsively

started airfoil captured at a stage of its development corresponding to non-dimensional

time t-t -l.5, with t the time from start-up, U the free stream velocity and C the

airfoil chord. This figure depicts the complexity of the flow field which exhibits

large areas of flow reversal and stagnation regions. Analysis of this film

transparency would provide the velocity vector information within the restriction

mentioned above, i.e., with an 1800 ambiguity in direction of the velocity vector and

regions of drop-out where the flow velocity is less than the lower velocity range limit

of the technique. Instead, the "velocity bias technique" is used and a "biased" image

is recorded and analyzed (fig. 4(b)).

The velocity data is acquired in a square mesh by digital processing of the

Young's fringes, produced by point-by-point scanning of the Polaroid transparency. The

scanning step size an the dimension of the analyzing beam are 0.5mm, which corresponds
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to a spatial resolution of about 1.25mm in the object plane or about 1 chord of the

airfoil. The resulting velocity field is presented in figure 5(a). The actual

velocity field in the reference frame of the airfoil is presented in figure 5(b). This

data is recovered upon removal of the velocity bias, which is, for this particular

experiment, equal to 2 times the free-stream velocity.

5.2 Near-wake flow behind a circular cylinder

Similarly the flow behind a circular cylinder was captured at several stages of

its development corresponding to t
t
, the non-dimensional time based on the cylinder

diameter, between 0.6 and 5.2. Figures 6(a) to (f) are the measured velocity fields,

and consist of a good representation of the expected flow pattern. In these figures,

the length of each vector is proportional to the local velocity at that point. Because

of the high spatial resolution of these data, vorticity can - derived by taking

spatial derivatives. Letting each grid location be labeled with indices, i, 3, the z-

vorticity component at location (i,j) is

u u
I V_ -V_ K' -V - U ii

where Ax and Ay are the mesh intervals in the steamwse and -oss-st ttrs n

respectively. For convenience, the votticity data normalized with respect to the t[ie.

stream velocity and cylinder diamete:, 1r d:Z aIycd Y A.cIot czding 'f e1_1h veiti*ty

vector. The color code represents the vertrcrty ioevl, the magnitode ot whi:h is 1.,

by the color bar on the top of each fiure. The cod and blue -At ms retrent trh peak

positive and negative vorti-ity regions respectively.

6. CONCLUSIONS

A recently developed velocity measurement technique, known as Partl-le Imaae

Displacement Velocimetry has been briefly described. Using this technique rather

complex time varying flow fields can be captured and analyzed with great detail. The

potential of the technique is illustrated using two flow fields as test cases: Flow

past an airfoil and behind a circular cylinder.

The technique has been shown to provide hth flow visualizaton and quantiraItve

measurements, which include velocity and vorticity fields.
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ABSTRACT

Wind tunnels and flumes have become standard laboratory tools for modeling a variety
of aerodynamic and hydrodynamic flow problems. Less available, although by no means
less useful, are facilities in which a model can be towed (or propelled) through air or
water. This article emphasizes the use of the water towing tank as an experimental tool
for aerodynamic and hydrodynamic studies. Its advantages and disadvantages over other
flow rigs are 1iscussed, and its usefulness is illustrated through many examples of
research results obtained over the past few years in a typical towing tank facility.

1. INTRODUCTION

Fluid mechanics plays an important role in a variety of natural and technological
phenomena. It is usually possible to formulate a mathematical model to describe a
particular flow field. However, in most cases, the resulting partial differential
equations are nonlinear, and an exact solution can only be derived if some of the terms
in the equations can be neglected or approximated. Accordingly, fluid mechanics
researchers rely heavily on experimental and numerical simulations. Wind tunnels and
flumes are commonly used for controlled experimental studies to understand the physics
of a particular flow field or to obtain data necessary for designing or improving a
given product. Less common, but by no means less useful, are facilities in which an
object can be towed (or propelled) through air or water. This article emphasizes the
use of the water towing tank as an experimental tool for aerodynamic and hydrodynamic
studies. Its advantages and disadvantages over other flow rigs are discussed, and its
usefulness is illustrated through many examples of research results obtained over the
past few years in a typical towing tank facility.

This paper is divided into six sections. In Section 2, a comparison is made
between towing tanks and wind or water tunnels. The particular facility used to
generate many of the results discussed in this article is described in Section 3.
Available flow visualization and probe measurement techniques commonly used in water
towing tanks are discussed in Section 4. Section 5 contains examples of the use of a
typical towing tank facility, described in Section 3, to conduct basic research in the
areas of stratified flows, boundary layers, compliant coatings, flow control, and steady
and unsteady aerodynamics. Brief summary is given in Section 6.

2. WHY USE A TOWING TANK?

Whirling arms and railways have occasionally been used to propel an object through
the air. For example, the United States Air Force operates an 11-km track for rocket
testing. Water towing tanks are a little more commonly used for investigating aero-
dynamic and hydrodynamic flow problems. An object and the accompanying probes are towed
(or propelled) through a large, stagnant body of water at a controlled speed. The
probes can be towed independently from the object, if desired, and both speeds can be
functions of time.

One advantage of using a towing tank rather than a wind or water tunnel is the fact
that moving a model through a fluid requires much less power than driving a large volume
of fluid past a stationary object. Another important advantage of a water tank is the
ability to accomplish density stratification by heating or cooling the water or by the
use of salt water. With care and using a proper filling system, essentially any desired,
fairly arbitrary, stable density profile can easily be made in the towing tank. In
contrast, extreme difficulties are encountered in designing and operating wind or water
tunnels with the capability to be stratified sufficiently to produce substantial buoyancy
forces that can compete with the inertial and viscous forces (Sirivat and Warhaft, 1983;
Itsweire et al., 1986).

Other advantages of a water towing tank include the ability to use unique flow
visualization techniques that are not possible in other test rigs, the ability to study
accelerating or decelerating flows with relative ease, and the negligible background
motion in the stagnant body of water. Some of these flow visualization techniques appli-
cable in towing tanks are discussed in Section 4. The second point regarding unsteady
towing can be appreciated by considering the difficulties of designing and operating a
wind or a water tunnel with a time-dependent freestream velocity (Koromilas and Telionis,
1980; Reynolds et al., 1983). For a typical towing tank, on the other hand, one merely
has to change the speed of an electric motor. Even wore notably, a new water tank at the
California Institute of Technology has a computer-controlled carriage that can move in
two directions much the same as an ordinary X-Y plotter; thus, it is capable of achieving
towing trajectories of arbitrary form and speed and simulating, for example, a manu-
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evering aircraft. Such motions are obviously not possible in a wind tunnel or a flume.
Note also that a body accelerating in a still fluid is not, in general, equivalent to an
accelerating fluid past a stationary object. The last point regarding the negligible
background motion is of extreme importance in studying stability or transition problems
where the results are sensitive to the background turbulence. The difficulties of
designing a water tunnel with low background noise are well known.

Among the drawbacks of using a towing tank is the inevitable carriage vibration and
the limited running time associated with the finite length of the channel. Carriage
vibration can be greatly reduced by the proper design of the towing and support systems.
The towing tank described in Section 3 uses a carriage that rides on a continuously
supplied film of oil to minimize vibration. To overcome the limited running time,
sophisticated data acquisition systems and multichannel probes are usually part of a
towing tank operation so that large amounts of data can be taken during a single run.

3. DESCRIPTION OF A TYPICAL FACILITY

The world's largest high-speed water towing tank facility is the David W. Taylor
Model Basin located at the Naval Ship Research and Development Center in Bethesda,
Maryland. Its 0.9-km track has to be adjusted to account for the Earth's curvature!
Other, albeit smaller, water tanks include the ones operated by the Naval Research
Laboratory, the Environmental Protection Agency, NASA-Langley, the University of
Tel-Aviv, the National Maritime Institute, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, and
Flow Research Company. This latter towing tank facility is briefly described in this
section. More complete information regarding the design and construction of Flow
Research's towing tank is available in the article by Pao et al. (1971).

3.1 The Towing Tank

This water channel, shown in Figure 1, is 18-m long, 1.
2
-m wide and 0.9-m deep. It

is supported by a steel main frame and constructed of two 9-m lattice truss units bolted
together. The main frame is supported by four screw jacks and can be tilted and leveled.
The jacks are in turn supported on specially designed rubber pads to minimize vibrations
transmitted from external sources through the laboratory floor. The maximum deflection
allowed in the center span between the jacks is less than 0.25 mm. This feature is
essential for smooth operation of the oil-lubricated carriage, whose tracks are supported
by the main frame.

Figure 1. The Flow Research 18-m Towing Tank

Flow visualization can be made from the top, sides, bottom and end of the tank. The
side and bottom walls are made of optical quality, 19-mm-thick plate glass, and the end
walls are made of thicker, 38-mm-thick, Plexiglas. The towing tank has two 3-m-long test
sections and eight 1.5-m-long sections. All the glass plates are cushioned against the
steel frame with 6-mm-thick rubber strips and with patty-type Flexane to provide uniform
load support along the edges of the plates.

3.2 Filling System

As mentioned in Section 2, one of the primary reasons for building a water towing
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channel is the ability to accomplish density stratification by heating or cooling the
water or by the use of salt water. In contrast to a wind tunnel or a flume, a towing
tank can easily be stratified to essentially any desired, fairly arbitrary, stable
density profile.

For the present tank, water with a given salinity and temperature is used as the
working fluid and is fed from the tank's bottom, layer by layer, with increasing specific
gravity. The filling system consists of three 3785-liter fiberglass storage tanks, two
570-liter polyethylene constant-head tanks, two 0.75-hp pumps, a gas water heater, and
two 18-m-long stainless-steel feed channels resting on the floor of the towing tank.
The towing tank itself has a capacity of about 19,000 liters.

Two of the storage tanks are used to prepare a concentrated brine solution, and the
third tank is filled with fresh water. The saline solution and the fresh water are then
pumped separately to the two constant-head tanks. A mixing valve accurately regulates,
by the adjustment of a loading spring, the flow rate from the two constant-head tanks to
achieve a constant flow rate of water of a given salt concentration or a prescribed
specific gravity. The displacement of the loading spring is set with a dial that has
a resolution of 25 microns, and the mixing valve can either be operated manually or
driven by a computer-controlled stepping motor. The mixture is then passed through a
thermostat-regulated water heater for controlling its temperature before being fed to
the bottom of the towing tank. The body of water in the tank is displaced upwards, and
two overflow standpipes are used to discharge the excess fluid.

With the arrangement described above, a predetermined density stratification can
readily be obtained by varying the thermostat setting and/or the (calibrated) dial
setting of the mixing valve. The density gradient in the tank can be controlled by
changing the water's temperature, salt concentration or both. This latter capability
allows the study of double-diffusion problems, in which gradients of two properties
exist with different molecular diffusivities. When temperature stratification is not
needed, the water temperature is matched to that of the room, allowing accurate velocity
measurements with hot-film probes operating at low overheat ratios (see Section 4.1).

3.3 Towing System

The towing system consists oi five 3-mm-diameter stainless-steel cables, Ii driving
pulleys of different diameters, a series of following pulleys, two 1.5-hp dc motors
(Boston Gear) with Ratiotrol speed control, and two 5-hp ac induction motors (Mitsubishi)
with a Transistor Inverter (Marathon Electronics) for accurate speed control. Each of
the motor pairs is used to drive, through a reduction gear, two independent carriages,
one for the model and the second for the accompanying probes. If desired, both the model
and the probe's strut can be attached to the same carriage. The dc motors are used for
low to moderate speeds (I to 100 cm/s), while the more powerful 

5
-up motors are used for

speeds up to 3 m/s and acceleration/deceleration rates up to 6 m/s . Both speed control
systems are capable of regulating the carriage speed within an accuracy of 0.1 percent.

The towing cables form closed loops and are supported by pulleys mounted on two
frames, one at each end of the tank. Proper tension is applied to each towing cable
using a threaded rod and a phenolic pulley on a take-up channel. To isolate the towing
tank from vibrations due to the motor, the racks to support the driving shaft and the
motor rest on the floor and the tank is properly isolated from the floor as mentioned
earlier.

3.4 Oil-Lubricated Carriage

Two oil-lubricated carriages are used to transport independently the model to be
tested and the accompanying instruments and sensing probes. This feature allows wake
measurements at varying distances from a body including the very far wake. The instru-
mentation carriage also provides a traversing mechanism that can position a probe strut
laterally and vertically with an accuracy of 0.25 mm. A finer traverse with & resolu-
tion of 0.02 mm is also available for boundary layer measurements.

Two 18-m-long oil-lubricated tracks are mounted on top of the towing tank; one track
is round and the other is flat. Each carriage has two round shoes and two flat shoes
that ride on the corresponding track, supported by the pressure of oil that is contin-
uously pumped from a reservoir through a supply line towed with the carriage. The oil
is then collected into a gutter for recirculation and filtering. The surfaces of both
tracks are carefully smoothed, and irregularities in the tra~cks are adjusted using fine
screws on their support rods to less than 0.25 mm in height. This together with the
oil-lubricated system ensures smooth, vibrationless operation.

The present oil-lubricated system has a carriage noise level far less than that of
any other existing towing tank. The total noise level (root-mean square) as measured by
a hot-film probe towed in the tank is less than 0.1 percent of the towing speed. This
includes effects due to the electronic noise of the anemometer, residual motion and tem-
perature fluctuations in the water, possible motor speed variations, vibration in the
probe support induced by the flow around the strut, and finally carriage speed varia-
tions due to irregularities in the track. For towing tanks that use bearing- or
wheel-supported carriages, the corresponding noise level is typically I percent of the
towing speed.
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3.5 Scaling Laws

Accurate simulation of field conditions in a laboratory study requires that the
values of a number of dimensionless parameters attained in the field be matched in the
laboratory. These dimensionless parameters must express the geometric, kinematic and
dynamic similarities of the laboratory modeling with the field. It is generally not
difficult to scale down (or up) all geometric objects and all velocities from the field
case to the laboratory case, thus satisfying both geometric and kinematic similarities.
Dynamic similarity means matching the ratios of a number of forces, such as buoyancy,
inertia, viscosity, and surface tension. Typical dimensionless ratios of these forces
are the Reynolds number, Mach number, Froude (or Richardson) number, Rossby number, etc.
Some of these numbers can be matched in most towing tank facilities, while others are
more difficult to scale proportionally from the field to the laboratory. For example,
in simulating the wake of an underwater vehicle moving in the ocean, the Froude number
can be matched in a typical low-speed towing tank although the field Reynolds number is
too high to match. It is often argued, however, that, for unbounded turbulent flows, if
the Reynolds number is high enough, then the large-scale features of the flow will be
independent of the Reynolds number (Townsend, 1976). This conjecture must be supported
by field or laboratory data for the particular problem under consideration. This point
will be discussed further in the specific research examples given in Section 5.

4. MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES

4.1 Probe Measurements

With few exceptions, the instrumentation used in a towing tank is identical to that
used in a water tunnel. For mean and fluctuating velocities, measurements can be made
with Pitot tubes, hot-film probes, laser Doppler velocimeters, vortex-shedding anemo-

meters, etc. If stratification is involved, temperature and salinity fluctuations are
also measured. To overcome the finite run time in a typical towing tank, however,
multichannel probes are usually used.

When a hot-film anemometer is used, care must be taken to keep the water free of
dirt, bubbles and other contamination. Low overheat ratios are used to prevent boiling
and bubble formation. Accordingly, the hot-film gauge is sensitive to both velocity and
temperature fluctuations. Extreme care is required, therefore, to control the water
temperature. If the fluid in the tank is kept at constant room temperature, heat
transfer to or from the ambient air is minimized. In cases where stratification is
accomplished by heating or cooling the water, temperature fluctuations are unavoidable,
and two independent measurements of velocity and temperature must be made to separate
their variations.

If a laser Doppler velocimeter is towed with the model, special optics are required
to compensate for the inevitable vibrations in the system. The velocimeter can, however,
be fixed in the laboratory frame while the model is towed to obtain, for example, wake
data at increasing distances from the body. The experiment can then be repeated several
times'and the velocity data ensemble-averaged to obtain meaningful statistics at each
point behind the body.

Fast-response thermistors and conductivity gauges can be used to measure the instan-
taneous temperature and density, respectively. Common problems with these probes
include insufficient spatial and temporal resolutions and drift with time. Care in
selecting the probes and conducting the experiments alleviates much of the shortcomings
of such measurements.

Internal waves are generated when a stably stratified medium is disturbed in any
way. In a towing tank and in the absence of turbulent motion, the vertical displace-
ments associated with these waves can be measured using either a conductivity probe or
a laser displacement gauge (Liu and Lin, 1982). In the former technique, the known mean
density profile in the tank is used to obtain the displacement from the local changes in

density as measured by the conductivity probe. The laser displacement gauge measures
the displacement of an optical interface, created by a horizontal layer of fluores-
cent dye and a vertical laser beam, using an electronically self-scanning array of
photodiodes.

The tank length and the desired towing speed limit the running time per experiment.
Accordingly, sophisticated data acquisition systems are usually a'part of a towing tank
operation. The idea is to collect large amounts of data with many probes during each
run to reduce the total number of runs necessary. The limited run time should also be
taken into account when higher-order moments are to be extracted from random signals
such as turbulent velocity fluctuations. If the averaging time is insufficient for a
statistical quantity to converge, ensemble-averaging of several runs should again be
invoked.

4.2 Visualization Techniques

Water towing tanks are perhaps the best facility for conducting flow visualization
studies. All the classical dye or particle tracer techniques can be used without
recirculation problems and with the additional advantage of an extremely quiet back-
ground. In addition, the capability of stratification allows the use of flow visualiza-
tion techniques that are based nn index of refraction changes, such as shadowgraph or
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schlieren 9ethnds. Morecver, some techniqueg. such as the dv-laver method, are unique
to towing tank operations.

Many of the flow visualization techniques that can be used in towing tanks or water
tunnels have been described in the books by Merzkirch (1974) and Goldstein (1983) and
the article by Gad-el-Hak (1986a). Spherical or disk-shaped particles can be introduced
into the flow to mark its motion. Both qualitative and quantitative data can be obtained
by using hydrogen bubbles, neutrally buoyant oil or wax particles, or titanium-dioxide-
coated mica particles. This latter technique allows a more dynamic visualization of the
flow, since the disk-shaped particles are oriented in a systematic way by the three-
dimensional rate-of-strain field in the fluid.

Both food-coloring and fluorescent dyes can be used with either floodlight or laser-
sheet illumination. The combination of fluorescent dye and laser light sheet allows the
viewing of the interior of the flow region, in contrast to the "skin as viewed with
conventional dye techniques. The dyes are introduced to the flow through slots and holes
machined into a model. Dye can also be released uniformly from a towed model by covering
its entire surface with a thin, porous cloth saturated with dry dye crystals (Ged-el-Hak
and Ho, 1986a). A comparative analysis of the visualization techniques using floodlight/
conventional dyes, laser/fluorescent dyes or disk-shaped particles has been presented by
Gad-el-Hak et al. (1985).

The dye-layer technique (Gad-el-Hak, 1986b) utilizes layers of fluorescent dye placed
into a slightly stratified tank prior to towing a model. The stable density gradient in
the tank inhibits vertical mixing, and the layers of dye re,.ain thin. Sheets of laser
light are projected in the desired plane to excite the dye, thus marking both the rota-
tional and the irrotational flow regions around a body.

5. TYPICAL RESEARCH RESULTS

5.1 Flow in Stratified Media

As mentioned earlier, towing tanks have an advantage over both wind and water
tunnels in the ease of generating any desired, faitly arbitrary, stable density pro-
file. Numerous studies have been conducted in towing tanks around the world to study
different buoyancy effects in fluids and to simulate a variety of natural and man-made
flow fields occurring in the ocean or the atmosphere (see, for example, the book by
Turner, 1973, and the review articles by Yih, 1969, Long, 1972, Maxworthy and Browand,
1974, Lin and Pao, 1979, and Snyder, 1985).

Towing tanks can be used to model the behavior of stack plumes and their impact on
air quality (Riley and Delisi, 1976). Snyder (1985) reports on several towing tank
experiments to study the effects of stratification on plume behavior in complex terrain.
lie states that the ', ude number is quite likely the most important single parameter to
be matched when simulating strongly stable flow and diffusion in complex terrain. In
the facility described in Section 3, Liu (1985) simulated plume dispersion in flat and
rugged terrain under neutral and stable atmospheric conditions. Excellent agreement
between simulated and full-scale plumes was demonstrated using dye visualization tech-
niques. Liu also conducted detailed conductivity-probe measurements at discrete points
to complement the overall flow patterns gleaned from the visualization pictures.

Lin and Pao (1979) reviewed research concerning wakes generated by moving grids and
two- and three-dimensional bodies in stratified fluids. They reported on several experi-
ments conducted in the 18-m towing tank (Section 3) to study the effects of stratifica-
tion on vortex generation, the blocking phenomenon (upstream wake) and wake collapse.
In a stratified medium, the wake of a three-dimensional body does not grow indefinitely.
Rather, the vertical wake height reaches its maximum at about 0.3 times the Brunt-V~isNl8
period after passage of the body's stern, and then a substantial vertical wake collapse
occurs. At a later time, the wake meanders and horizontal vortices are formed as shown
in Figure 2. Lin and Pao (1979) provide a possible explanation for the mechanisms
responsible for wake evolution in a stratified medium.

FLOW *

Figure 2. Horizontal Vortices In a Stratified Flow
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5.2 Boundary Layer Research

The quiet background of a towing tank makes it an ideal test facility for studying
laminar, transitional and turbulent boundary layers. Nmell-controlled experiments have
been conducted in the present tank by towing a nominally zero-pressure-gradient flat
plate. Gad-el-Hak et al. (1981) investigated the growth of turbulent regions in a
laminar boundary layer. They argued convincingly that turbulent spots, initiated using
a small buff from a hole on the plate, and turbulent wedges, which form behind a rough-
ness element on the plate, grow in the lateral direction mostly by destabilizing the
surrounding laminar flow rather than by the classical entrainment of irrotational fluid.
Gad-el-Hak et al. (1981) also investigated the effects of stratification and drag-
reducing polymers on the growth of turbulent spots. A top view of a typical turbulent
spot, visualized using the laser/fluorescent dye technique, is shown in Figure 3. The
dynamics within the spot appear to be controlled by many individual eddies, similar to
those within a turbulent boundary layer. No evidence of one or two prominent vortical
structures, as shown from the ensemble-averaged results obtained by Wygnanski et al.
(1976) and Cantwell et al. (1978), could be found in any single turbulent spot realiza-
tion (Riley and Gad-el-Hak, 1985).

The stability of a decelerating laminar boundary layer was investigated experi-
mentally and numerically by Gad-el-Hak et al. (1984a). A flat plate having a Blasius
boundary layer was decelerated uniformly in the towing tank, and the resulting well-
defined route to turbulence was documented using visualization and hot-film probe
measurements. First, the boundary layer became unstable to two-dimensional waves,
which, due to the inflectional character of the velocity profile associated with the
decelerating plate, have substantially larger growth rates than their Tollmien-
Schlichting counterparts. Second, the two-dimensional waves were themselves unstable
and developed a regular spanwise modulation. This in turn led to thr formation of
hairpin vortices that lifted away from the wall, stret-hed and burst into turbulence.
Figure 4, taken from Gad-el-lak et al. (19

8
4a), shows the typical sequence of transition

events in a decelerating laminar boundary layer.

5.3 Compliant Coatings

A special class of boundary layers is that where the wall is not rigid but rather
soft enough to respond to the pressure and viscous forces imposed by the fluid. The
motion of such a compliant surface can in turn result in significant changes in the
basic flow properties. Compliant wall research apparently originated from consideration
of the low drag characteristics exhibited by dolphin skin and the desire to produce
artificially a drag-reducing coating for man-made vehicles (Bushnell at al., 1977;
Gad-el-Hak, 1986c; Metcalfe et al., 1988).

Several experiments have been conducted in the 18-m towing tank to investigate the
interactions of elastic and viscoelastic compliant coatings with laminar, transitional
and turbulent boundary layers (Gad-el-Hak et al., 1984b; Gad-el-lak, 1986d; 1987). It
was found that at sufficiently high speed, the compliant surface becomes unstable, and
waves appear at the solid/fluid interface. The wave characteristics were measured from
visual observations and also from the digital output of the laser displacement gauge
(Liu and Lin, 1982). The waves forming on an elastic surface were found to be symmetric
and to have a relatively high phase speed and small wavelength. In contrast, waves
forming on a viscoelastic surface, static-divergence waves, were observed to be slow and
highly nonlinear.

Either a turbulent boundary layer, a turbulent wedge or a turbulent spot can trigger
the hydroelastic instabilities described above. No instabilities are observed, however,
when the boundary layer is laminar, even at freestream speeds of over twice the corres-
ponding onset velocity for the turbulent case. This is shown convincingly in the photo-
graph in Figure 5. In that experiment, a turbulent wedge was formed in an otherwise
laminar boundary layer by placing a single roughness element on the surface of the
plate. Static-divergence waves are readily apparent in the viscoelastic surface under
the turbulent wedge but not under the surrounding laminar region.

5.4 Flow Control

A sizable amount of energy is expended in overcoming the viscous drag due to the
motion of a vehicle in a fluid medium. To reduce fuel consumption or to achieve higher
speeds for a given power plant, skin friction drag must be reduced. This can be achieved
by either delaying transition (laminar flow control) or controlling the turbulent boun-
dary layer. Laminar flow control methods include the use of suction or surface heating
(for vehicles moving in water). Among the methods that are currently considered for
turbulent skin friction reduction are compliant coatings, large-eddy breakup devices,
streamwise grooves, polymer injection, and suction/injection techniques.

In the present towing tank, several flow control experiments have been conducted to
investigate a variety of drag-reducing methods. The use of compliant coatings was
described above. Another experiment involved the artificial generation of bursting
events in a turbulent boundary layer (Gad-el-Hak and Hussain, 1986). Bursts were
generated using either a sudden suction pulse from two minute holes separated in the
spanwise direction or by pitching a miniature delta wing that was flush-mounted to the
wall. Either of these two actions generates a hairpin-like vortex and a low-speed
streak that resemble naturally occurring structures. The resulting sequence of events
that occurs at a given location can be uniquely controlled, thus allowing detailed
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Figure 3. Turbulent Spot in a Laminar Boundary Figure 4. Transition Events in a Decelerating
Layer (from Gad-el-Hak et al., 1981) Laminar Flow

(from Gad-el-Hak at al., 1984a)
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Figure 5. Static-Divergence Waves
(from Gad-el-Hek at al.. 1984b)
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a. Top View b. End View

Figure 6. Discrete Vortices Shed from the Leading Edge of a Delta Wing

(from Gd-el-Hak and Blackwelder, 1985)
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examination through the use of phase-locked measurements.

Another flow control technique currently under consideration combines the beneficial
effects of a longitudinally ribbed surface and suction (Gad-el-Hak and Blackwelder,
1987a). The streamwise grooves act as a nucleation site causing the focusing of low-
speed streaks over the peaks. Suction is then applied through longitudinal slots located
at selected locations along -hese peaks, thus minimizing the pumping energy requirements.

Another flow control method curru-y under investigation is the use of spanwise,
intermittent injection to generate large-scal,, periodic structures in a turbulent shear
flow (Gad-el-Hak and Blackwelder, 1987b). Such a device, while not necessarily reducing
the viscous drag, is being considered for use on airborne laser platforms to reduce or
eliminate optical distortion of the laser beata caused by turbulence in the aircraft's
boundary layer.

5.5 Steady and UnsteadyAerodynamics

A variety of steady and unsteady aerodynamic studies have been conducted in the 18-M
towing tank described in Section 3. The flow over a delta wing in steady flight has
been invesLigated i!sing ilow visualization and fast-response velocity probe measurements
(Gad-el-1fak and Blackwelder, Ih2. It was found that the classical large vortices on
delta wings originate as a series of swaiLer vortices shed from the leading edge of the
airfoil. They rotate around each other and pair to form larger vortices while simul-
taneously moving downstream. Figure 6 shows top and end views of the discrete vortices.
A method for controlling and enhancing these discrete vortices and the pairing process
was described by Gad-el-lak and Blackwelder (1986). The technique utilizes subharmonic
perturbations from a leading edge slot.

The complex, time-dependent flow fields around three-dimensional lifting surfaces
undergoing large-amplitude pitching harmonic oscillations have also been investigated in
the present facility. The lifting surfaces considered were delta wings (Gad-el-lak and
Ho, 1985), slender bodies of revolution (Gad-el-Hak and Ho, 1986a), and swept wings,
including those with zero sweep (Gad-el-lak and Ho, 1986b). An example of the results,
taken from Gad-el-Hak (1986b), is shown in Figure 7, depicting a small-aspect-ratior ( .. depictin .
rectangular wing undergoing the pitching motion a(t) = 150 + 15' sin(2ift) at three
reduced frequencies, K = 0.2, 1.0, and 3.0. The unsteady separation phenomena
associated with these lifting surfaces were discussed by Gad-el-llak (1986e).

Another example of unsteady aerodynamic problems is the complex flow around a model
of a rotating-wing aircraft. A 1:40 scale model of an H-34 helicopter rotor was towed
in the present water channel, and the advance ratio, collective pitch, and longitudinal
and lateral cycling were adjusted independently over a normal range of field operating
conditions. Under certain run parameters, a negative loading was present near the tip
of the advancing blade, and a pair of counter-rotating vortices were shed from that
tip. The interaction of these vortices with the succeeding blade, believed to be a
major source of helicopter noise and vibration, was observed directly, for the first
time, using tile dye-layer technique (Section 4.2). It is obvious that it would be
extremely difficult to conduct such an experiment in a water or wind tunnel using
classical dye- or smoke-visualization methods. This is due to the complexity of the
setup, where the blades are simultaneously rotating and undergoing cyclical pitching.

When modeling a high-reduced-frequency aerodynamic flow, existing studies on two-
and three-dimensional, unsteady lifting surfaces have shown that the Reynolds number is
not a primary control parameter (McCroskey, 1982; Gad-el-Hak and Ho, 19

86
a). While

viscous effects are essential for producing the shear layer responsible for the onset of
unsteady separation, viscosity does not play an important role on the subsequent dynami-
cal processes within the already separated flow. The local unsteady separation, in
turn, has a very strong effect on the global aerodynamic properties. Thus, unsteady
effects dominate the flow and are mainly responsible for the variations of the aero-
dynamic forces. Results obtained in low-speed facilities are, therefore, useful in
understanding the physics of unsteady flows occurring in the field at a much higher
Reynolds number.

6. SUMMARY

Intercomparison of the advantages and disadvantages of wind tunnels, flumes, and
towing tanks is discussed in this article. It is shown that each facility has its
unique place in laboratory modeling. The goals and objectives of a particular study
should determine the optimum flow rig to use.

The construction and operation of a particular water towing tank are detailed in
this paper. Available measurement techniques are discussed, including flow visualiza-
tions and fast-response probes.

Many examples of fundamental aerodynamic and hydrodynamic studies are described.
These include flows in stratified media, laminar, transitional and turbulent boundary
layers, compliant coatings, flow control, and steady at.d unsteady aerodynamic flows.
These examples illustrate the usefulness and versatility of towing tank facilities.

[M
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a. Reduced Frequency =02

b. Reduced Frequency = 1.0

Ali
c. Reduced Frequency = 3.0

Figure 7. Pitching Lifting Surface
(from Gad-el-Hak, 196b)
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SUMMARY

Two new watertunnels of the institute are presented. The first one is especially
designed to study the stability of a laminar boundary layer. The second one is built to
solve problems in industrial aero- and hydrodynamics. The construction of both tunnels is
made of corrosion-resistant materials. They are built in glasfiber-reinforced-plastic-
technology. Technical data and first applications are given.

I. INTRODUCTION

Visualization plays an important, increasing role in understanding flow phenomena.
This Lagrangian view makes the flow transparent for better knowledge in fluid research
and gives a comprehensive information of particularities of fluid motion. The
visualisation techniques in water are more effective than in air, because of its much
lower Oiffusivity which is reciprocal to the density ( wae /9,,, =825). An additional
benefit studying flow phenomena in water at the same Reynoldsnumber and the same size of
the model is the reduced flow velocity (15 times).

2. CONSTRUCTION OF THE "Laminar Water Tunnel".

The tunnel is built like a laminar wind tunnel. The disturbances which are mostly
proportional to the total pressure and which cannot be avoided in the closed circuit of a
hydrodynamic tank are at a low energy level by reducing the flow velocity on the way tack
from the end of the measuring section to the entrance of the contraction cone.

Secondary flow induced by convection which leads to longitudinal vortices, is
supressed by a good thermal insulation. The segments of the circuit are manufactured in
sandwich constructior,. PVC-foam with small voids has an adequate insulating property. In
addition the vertical temperature gradient of the insulate laboratory room is very low
(- 0.7 degrees centigrade). This is possible by a masonry of stones, which can give there
thermal capacity to the air of the laboratory. Both, the masonry and the 30 tons of water
in the tank are in fact a "thermal flywheel" for long-term constancy.

Possible vibrations, which effects the flow, can be avoided by a suspension of the
tank on air springs, which are activated by compressed air. The eigenfrequency of the
whole tank is I cycle/second, additionally the fundamental frequency can be reduced by
enlarging the active air content. One can imagine, that the whole facility is supported
like a seismic mass. Vibrations in the building cannot reach the tank and therefore not
the fluid.

A special designed axial-flow pump has a six-bladed-rotor (profile NASA GA(W)-I. Two
side by side countercurrent axial pumps press the fluid through the circuit. The electro-
drive is feedback speed controlled with a frequency transducer, so that long term
constancy of the rate of revolutions is guaranteed. The temporary constant rotational
speed is hold by a flywheel.

To reduce the turbulence level in the circuit we use screens to smooth the velocity
distribution after the last turning vanes. At Reynolds-numbers of about 4 related to the
thread of the screen there is no microturbulence behind the screens which needs a
settling chamber for damping. Only viscosity is us'ed to comparable the flow. In this
special case the mesh size is a dominant parameter. The last screen must be a precision
screen to reduce last nonuniformities. The wake behind such a synthetic precision screen
made of tensed wires can be seen in the Figures 2. and 3. . The wake is no more visihle
5mm downstream of the screen.
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3. PROPERTIES OF THE "Laminar water tunnel".

The technical data are summarized in Table 1.

Measurements in the tunnel requires a long time of preparation. The temperature of
the water has to be tuned to the temperature of the air in the laboratory and this 1a a
delicate work. A very critical point is the free water surface. The psychrometric
temperature-difference must be eliminated, otherwise streaks of cold water are introduced
in the circuit.

Beside these temperature problems the boundary layer thickness in the corner of the
measuring section must be reduced.

A quick test of the flow quality is the free surface. Tiny f-v,etiatinns o h-
pressure can be observed if one uses the free surface ,s a mirror. Thin technique only
con be employed if the velocity is smaller than the velocity of the capillary-gravity
waves.

As an application of the tunnel a separation bubble is examired. Figure 4 shows the
instationary pulsation of a short bubble which leads to a transversal vortex by natural
amplification. The rear part of a separation bubble, where turbulent reattachment occurs,
is indicated in Figure 5. Some timelines assign an impression of the fluctuation in
relationship to the wall distance. In a Blasius layer Tollmien-Schlichting waves are
triggered by a vibrating ribbon. After the formation of lambda vortex-structures we can
observe a new vortex behind the well known top vortex (Figure 6.). At the neck of the top
vortex which lies at the border of the viscous layer a decay of the vortex can le
obse"ved.

4. CONSTRUCTION OF THE DEVICE "Large water t,nnel".

The design of the recirculation tunnel is based on the -r iterions which holds for low
turbulence wind tunnels. The plastic surface of the inner side -f the tank is smooth and
can easily be designed for low flow resistance. All sides of the test section are
trarsparent. It has an adjustable floor and double side walls. This are uiefull
posibilities to adapt the test section to different flow problems. The test area (see
Table 1.) is large enough to install a car on a reduced scale of 1:5 (Fiure il.l. With
the equipped 23 kW electric drive a Re-number related to 1 m of 2.5 x 10' is available.
With a stronger motor a Re-number of 4 x 10' will be reached.

The tank is built as one piece in GRP-techno]egy. No leakage problem can occur-.
Th, refore the pumps are top driven. A variation to higher Re-numbers is ',ossill, by
heating the water.

5. APLICATIONS WITH THE "Large water tunnel".

The tunnel is used for industrial aerodynamics and hydrodynamic research. Figure 8
points out a light intersection technique. Two staggert light sheets generated with one
laser beam by using adjustable rotating mirrors, is a helpful tool for spatial flows.
Vortices behind a rough cylinder at an effective Reynoldsnumber of 1.3 x 106 are
visualized by air bubbles. At this transcritical Re-number small longitudinal vortices
between the large traverse vortex cores can be observed. This visualization technique has
the advantage, that the light bubbles were concentrated in the core of the vortex, by the
centrifugal force of the rotating water. Beside the techniques described in /11,12/ and
/3/ to visualize the flow, we use dye the . For special problems (building aerodynamic)
st is possible to increase the turbulent level from 0.18' up to 3* by screens which are
posed at the oecinning of the test section.

6. CONCLUSIONS

Two water tunnels built in GRP-sandwich technology have passed there examination. It
is possible to built such tunnels without a steel frame. The corrosion resistant
materials used for the construction is advantageous in respect to water purification. The
first tunnel is an excellent tool for studying stability problems in the boundary layer.
The second one suits well to visualize and measure spatial flows in hydrodynamics and
aerodynamics.
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Laminar Water Tunnel Large Water Tunnel

overall length : 15.5 m ii m

test section
(length width height) : 10m x 1.2m x 0.2m 2.85m x 1.52m x 0.76m

(adjustable floor) (tilt-angle and hight-
adjustable floor,
double side walls)

velocity range 0.02 to 0.5 m/s 0.3 to 2.5 m/s

contraction ratio : 7.7:1 (free surface) 7:1
12.8:1 (filled contraction cone)

drive cystem : 2.3 kW 23 kW
(Speed controlled with flywheel, (Thyristorcontrolled, two
two side-by-side countercurrent side-by-side co-current
rotating axial-flow-pumps) rotating axial-flow-pumps)

water volume : 30 m 70 m

instrumentation : hot film anemometrie, probe carriage (computer controlled),
Tellur method (streaklines), H 2 bubble method (timelines),
Laser-sheet-technique.

3 Component balance
calibration device for carrier frequency
hot film probes, measuring bridge, pressure

gauges.

Table I. Technical data of the two hydrodynamic tanks.

0 ". .. .........

Figure 1. The "Laminar Water Tunnel" at the Institut fur Aeredynamik and Gasdynamik
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Velocity distribution behind a precision screen (screen-thread Red 4
bubble wire Red 0.8

Figure 2. The bubblewire is Imm downstream Figure 3. The bubblewire is 5mm downstream
of the screen. of the screen.

Figure 4. Separation of a wall streakline Figure 5. Timelines in the rear part of
which marks as a streakline the a separation bubble.
recirculation region.

Figure 6. Timelines in the peak region of the lambda-vortex
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Figure 7. The "Large Water Tunnel" at th, Institut fur Aerodynamik und Gasdynamik.

Figure 8. Vortex behind a delta wing Figure 9. Longitutinal vortices between
visualized by two light the traverse Karman-vortices
intersections generated with at Red  1.3 x 10
one laserbeam by adjusrable mirrors

on a polygon.

Figure 10. Testing stand of a wind turbine Figure 11. Flow in the front part of a
model on a trailer. car with open cooling duct.
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SUMMARY

Characteristics of the flowfield around a generalised missile configuration using
two flow visualisation techniques in a water tunnel are compared to corresponding wind
tunnel data at subsonic and supersonic speeds. It is shown that the flowfields derived
from the water tunnel can be representative of those found at subsonic speeds although
isolated body vortex locations agree more with those measured at supersonic speeds and
that separation angles on tb, body can be inwoL <t. The addition of a cruciform set of
fins is shown to modify the body vortex structure dramatically, the degree of
modification varying with axial location of the fins. A speed effect is se- to exist in
the water tunnel that can change some vortex flowfield characteristics 1,'om Lhose of a
subsonic flow to those observed at supersonic speeds. Finally crossflow velocities and
circulations are compared between the water and wind tunnel.

NOMENCLATURE

D Model Diameter (= I calibres)

M Mach Number

t/c Thickness to chord ratio
S Path length
V velocity
x Axial distance from nose apex (calibres)
x Axial location of first separation (calibres)
y Lateral distance of vortex centre from body centreline
Z Vertical distance of vortex centre from body centreline

non dimensional circulation
Fin roll angle, defined as A = 0 when fins are horizontal and vertical
Angle measured from windward stagnation line
Density

I. iNTRODUCTION

Understanding the vortex patterns on the leeside of a body of resolution has been,
and still is, a major problem in aerodynamics. Above incidences of about 5 the boundary
layer separates from the leeside of the body a long a separation line and hence introduces

circulation into the flow. Up to about 25 to 35 incidence the circulation will
concentrate itself around 2 symmetric vortices in the crossflow plane. Above this
critical angle range the vortices become asymmetric. The interactlon of these vortices
with downstream surfaces such as controls can induce large variations in local angle of
attack causing severe aerodynamic problems.

In an effort to improve aerodynamic prediction codes BAe has had a continuing
interest in vortex dominated flowfields. As an aid to understanding the qualitative
aspects of such flowfields a water tunnel has been found to be extremely useful in flow
visualisation. The high density and low diffusivity of the working fluid enables dense
flow tracers with high reflectivities, such as dyes or particles to be used successfully.
BAe have amassed over the years data in the form of flow visualisation photographs
concerned primarily with the characteristics of vortices shed from bodies of revolution
and subsequent interactions with downstream surfaces. Studies l,3ve included the effects
of curved flowfields on body vortices, the interaction of body vortices with intakes
(Ref. I) and of course, the effects of lifting panels on body vortex development (Ref.
2). Some of the more qualitative results of the studies have assisted in the development
of aerodynamic prediction methods (Ref. I). However concern has been expressed as to the
validity of water tunnel techniques in representing flow at higher Reynolds Numbers.
Reynolds Numbers are orders of magnitude lower in the water tunnel than in wind tunnels
or free flight although at the high angles of incidence normally considered when
investigating vortex effects and with the supersonic wing sections usually used in
missile technology it is expected that separation on a wing is fixed at the sharp leading
edge and hence the wing flow wi 1 1 be wel represented. For the body, however, no such
prominent feature fixes the separation position which, as is well known, can change
significantly with Reynolds Number. Of primary interest therefore was a study of vortex
locations derived from water tunnel data and compared to reliable wind tunnel data.

4-
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The derivation of vortex locations from wind tunnel data can be a difficult problem
to solve. In many cases separation points are derived from surface pressure
distributions, which can give rise to large uncertainties due to the interpretation
required. Vortex locations are generally derived from flow visualisation in a wind
tunnel, for instance vapour screen techniques which may require varying degrees of
interpretation and tend not to be the primary objective of the tests with a consequent
decrease in accuracy and scope. BAe were therefore fortunate in performing some work for
the Royal Aircraft Establishment, Bedford, that included the analysis of flowfield data
around a body of revolution collected for the specific purpose of investigating vortex
locations and strengths.

2. WIND TUNNEL TESTS

To further the understanding of vortex dominated flowfields a comprehensive series
of wind tunnel tests are being performed by RAE Bedford in the 8 ft x 8 ft wind tunnel on
a generalised missile configuration.

The wind tunnel model used in the flowfield tests is shown in Figure 1. Overall
length of the model was 13 calibres including the 1.5 calibre tangent ogive nose which
was spherically bluntea with a blunting radius of 0.05 calibres. An alternative 3
calibre sharp tannent ogive nose could be used, the overall body length remaining
constant at 13 calibres. A cruciform set of delta fins set at 0- deflection relative to
the body could be carried in either a forward or rear location as shown. The fins had an
exposed span of 1 calibre with a leading edge sweep of 45' and were of a double wedge
section with a 10% thickness/chord ratio.

The flow surveys had been performed using a set of five-hole yawmeters which had
been previously calibrated at Mach Numbers from 0.4 to 2.0 and for angles of attack up to
39'. The yawmeters were carried on a purpose built traversing rig mounted co-axially
with the sting mounted model (Figure 2). The traversing rig contained an axial drive to
which various sting extensions could be added to place the yawmeters at any desired axial
location along the body. Data were obtained throughout the chosen crossflow plane by
using a combination of the radial drive built into the traversing rig and by rolling the
entire traversing rig around the model.

At supersonic Speeds of M = 1.8 and 1.45 an array of 4 yawmeters were used covering
the flow survey area shown in Figure 3 wsile at the subsonic speed of M = 0.7 a single
yawmeter was used to minimise interference effects and covered the flow survey area also
shown in Figure 3. The radial extent of the flow surveys was determined by the
capabilities of the traversing rig.

The flowfields at 4 axial stations were surveyed at 3 incidences of 8, 14 and 20.
Throughou& the tests the Reynolds Number based on model diameter was kept constant at
0.62 x 10 . The accuracy of the final results was estimated to be: yawmeter pitch and
yaw angle to t 0.3'; local Mach Number to . 0.01 and local total pressure to , 1.5%.
Positional accuracy in the crossflow plane was better than 0.002 D, further details may
be found in Ref. 3.

Data are normally presented as plots showing the velocity vectors in the crossflow
plane at set axial stations. Vortex locations and wake characteristics are immediately
apparent using this form of presentation. More quantitative information can be gained
from plots showing the vorticity in the crossflow plane and the local total pressure
ratio in the flowfield.

3. WATER TUNNEL TEST DETAILS

3.1 Water Tunnel Details

The BAe water tunnel at Warton is a recirculating type with a 457 x 457 mm working
section. It is driven by a 10 h.p. (7.5 kW) motor driving a simple impeller, with simple
turning vanes located at the corners of the tunnel see Plate I. A screen mounted ahead
of the working sections goes some way to reducing the turbulence of the flow. With the
screen removed flow speeds of up to 4 m/sec are possible although the fitting of the

screen reduces the maximum permissible speed to I m/sec. The models are sting mounted on
an arrangement that allows the model incidence to be varied wriile the tunnel is running.
Roll angle, yaw angle and, of course, configuration changes require draining of the
working section and removal of the access window. The incidence range is from -35

° 
to

35' and is limited by the model coming into close proximity to the tunnel walls. The
centre of rotation in the pitch plane is approximately the centre of the viewing window.

Provisions are made for two flow visualisation techniques in the tunnel, namely dye
line and hydrogen bubble techniques. Up to 5 separate dyes can be controlled
individually by valves from a constant head of dye. The head of dye is such that the
pressure of the dye is just above that of the water in the working section.

The hydrogen bubble technique facilities consist of a 110 V d.c. supply with 2 fused
circuits. Various safety provisions ensure that no current is applied to the model when
the tunnel is drained for configuration changes. The anode supply is connected to the
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water tunnel metal shell while one of the cathode circuits is connected to the model
which must be insulated from the tunnel.

3.2 Model Details

The water tunnel model was geometrically similar to the model tested in the wind

tunnel although to a smaller scale. Overall length of the model was 13 calibres with a
diameter of 28 mm. The forward 3 calibres was removable such that either a 3 calibre
po.inted tangent ogive nose or a 1.5 calibre blunted tangent ogive with a 1.5 calibre
cylindrical section could be fitted, overall length remaining at 13 calibres.

The blunting radius of the 1.5 calibre nose was 0.05 calibre. The base of the model
was changed in detail from the wind tunnel model to facilitate the smooth exit of the dye
tubes from the nose of the model by extending and fairing the base into the sting support
block as in Figure 4. A cruciform set of fins could be carried in either a forward or
rear position. Fin geometry was a 451 delta of I calibre exposed semi span, with a
thickness to chord ratio of 0.1. The fins were fixed at 00 deflection.

Dyes could be ejected from 17 holes positioned along the body; nine were positioned
on the nose with 6 on one side and 3 positioned diametrically opposite holes No. 4, 5 and
6. Eight holes were positioned along the cylindrical section as shown in Figure 4. The
model was constructed from stainless steel and was electrically insulated from the cast
iron shell of the tunnel by a 'Tufnel' mounting block.

4. WATER TUNNEL TEST TECHNIQUES

Two flow visualisation techniques were attempted : dye line and hydrogen bubble
techniques.

In the dye line technique water soluble dye is ejected from tubes set in the surface
of the model. Up to five different coloured dyes can be independently controlled through
separate valves. Consistency of the dyes had to be carefully adjusted such that the dyes
were neutrally buoyant while remaining sufficiently dense as to be recorded on the
photographic equipment. Care also had to be taken that the dye flow rate was not too
high otherwise the dye would be ejected outside the boundary layer and not entrained into

the vortices.

Still cameras were used to record the dyelines with one camera mounted level with
the model recording the view through the side (access) window. The other camera was
mounted vertically above the model looking directly down onto the model through the top
window. The model was illuminated by 4 flashguns synchronised with the cameras. Due to
the accumulative effect of the dye in the tunnel on the clarity of the water, the tunnel
had to be drained and refi I led frequently. Another operational drawback was the low
speed needed, of the order of 10 cm/sec, to avoid dyeline breakup. Consequently the
Reynolds Number was low.

The hydrogen bubble technique has been shown to be a very effective method of
visualising the flow around bodies in water. Thomson in Australia (Ref. 4) has done much
fundamental work on the technique. The technique developed at BAe Warton, Ref. 5,
consists of the electrolytic generation of hydrogen bubbles from a cathode on the model.
The bubbles produced by this method are very small, approximately 0.1 mm in diameter and
are very responsive such that they can completely trace the flow over a body.
Illuminating the flowfield produces internal reflection within the bubble and hence
visualisation of the flowfield. The method has several advantages over other methods
using dyes or reflecting particle. There is no contamination of the working fluid and
the method is very convenient to use, i.e. on/off electrical switching. The cathode can
be sized to produce bubbles over as much or as little of the model as necessary.

The hydrogen bubbles produced have a natural buoyancy which give them an upward
force. This force is small for small bubbles so that when thc dynamic fluid forces are
much greater than the buoyancy forces, the latter become relatively negligible and the
bubbles fol low the pathlines accurately. It has been found that buoyancy effects become
significant at speeds below 20 cm,-ec.

An alternative cathode was manufactured that consisted of a horizontal wire
suspended ahead of the model in the working section as in Figure 5. The wire was
insulated from the tunnel walls and was kinked along its length. Bubbles collected at
the bends in the wire such that a series of streams of bubbles were generated which
crossed the model and were entrained into the body vortex.

Illumination of the flowfield was by a standard slide projector providing a sheet of
light of approximately 2 cm thickness that could be positioned so as to i I luminate the
crossflow plane at any axial station on the model. A mirror angled at 45' to the model
axis and mounted at the rear of the model enables the view looking up the model axis to
be recorded by a still camera mounted outside of the tunnel working section. By choosing
a shutter speed of about 1/15 sec and a flow speed of about 30 cm/sec the tracks of the
bubbles in the crossflow plane when the model was at incidence were recorded as
'streaks', the length of which was proportional to the crossflow velocity.
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As stated earlier the model was manufactured from stainless steel and was connected
to the cathode of the D.C. supply. A waterproof paint was applied to those areas of the
model that were not to produce bubbles. However it was found that after a short period

of bubble generation the paint blistered causing asymmetries in the flowfield. Removal
of the paint such that the entire surface of the model generated bubbles gave much
improved resu.ts. It became apparent that the rate of bubble production was primarily
dependent on the applied voltage but also on the potential distribution over the surface
of the model and on the local velocity of the flow over the model. It was observed that
more bubbles were generated over the nose section, where the surface curvature and hence
potential gradient was greatest, than over the cylindrical section of the model.
Furthermore it was observed that the rate of bubble production decreased in areas of low
flow velocity, for example in the leeside separated region.

However it was found that bubble production was poor over unpainted fins. When the
fin: were painted with an insulating layer and approximately I mm around the leading edge
was bared then bubble production increased dramatically, feeding directly into the
leading edge vortex when the fins were at incidence.

5. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

In the following sections the results from the water tunnel tests are compared to

the corresponding wind tunnel tests. Not all of the data used in the analysis have been
presented here; for instance wind tunnel vorticity and local total pressure ratio plots
have been studied in some cases but could not be presented due to space considerations.

5.1 Dyeline Technique

Consider firstly the results obtained from the dyel ine technique. The combination
of the rotational velocity field set up in the leeside of the body by the vortex pair and
the general axial flow results in a helical dyeline trace where the particles move around
the vortex centre and downstream simultaneously. It should be noted that the pitch of
the helix does not necessarily indicate the strength of the vortex but rather the
position of the dye filament radially within the vortex. One immediate consequence of
this is that the relative strength of a vortex becomes difficult to estimate. The
patterns traced by the dye filaments were in the main steady, maintaining their vertical
and lateral locations relative to the body centre 1 ine provided the oncoming flow was
steady. Hence although the results shown in the photographs are the instantaneous
positions as recorded by a still camera there was no evidence that the patterns were time
dependent.

5.1.1 Isolated Body

It is seen from the wind tunnel tests that at 80 incidence for the body alone
configuration at M = 0.7, Figure 6, that there is very little vorticity in the flow
although there were definite weak vortices. However the low rate of rotation in the
vortices made identifying the centre of the vortices in the water tunnel by the use of
dyelines very inaccurate. As the incidence increased to 140 there was sufficient vortex
development to enable the vortex positions to be estimated and compared to the wind

tunnel data. One implication of the inabi lity of this technique to identify areas of low
vorticity was the determination of the axial location of the first separation point, xs,
measured from the nose apex. This obviously has implications when comparing vortex
positions with differing configurations on which xs  may be different. However the wind
tunnel data gave no indication of xs as data were collected at discrete axial locations,
the furthest forward being 3.5 calibres aft of the nose. As both models were identical
geometrically it was expected that there would be very little difference in xs between
water tunnel and wind tunnel and hence the vortex locations at discrete axial locations
would be directly comparable.

Shown in Figure 7 are the results of vortex position derived from water tunnel data

and wind tunnel data for the isolated body with blunt and sharp noses at 14' and 2V
incidence. It is immediately seen that the water tunnel estimates of vortex location
fall between the subsonic (M = 0.7) and supersonic (M = 1.45 and 1.8) wind tunnel results
in both the Z and Y axes, although the results tend towards the supersonic estimates. It

should be noted that in the y-direction there was a slight as)mmetry in the vortex
positions in those cases where dye was ejected from both sides of the flow.
Investigation has shown that some apparent asymmetry was due to the camera mountcd above

the model being positioned slightly to one side of the tunnel centrel ine to avoid a
structural support. Corrections have been applied for the mi.alignment.

5.1.2 Body Plus Forward Fins

Consider now the addition to the blunt nose configuration of a cruciform set of fins
in the forward position at 0' roll, Plates 2 and 3. It is immediately seen that the body
vortex formation and development remains unaltered from the isolated body case until the
fin wake is encountered. The fin wake is seen to have no clear coherent structure and to

trail in a streamwise direction. When the fin wake encounters the body vortex it is seen
clearly that the structure of the body vortex is destroyed and that the resulting wake
continues in a broad streamwise direction. By comparing results at 140 and 20

'  
incidence

it is seen that the position of vortex destruction (burst) remains surprisingly constant

as incidence increases. This is in partial agreement with the wind tunnel data. At
subsonic speeds (M = 0.7) the addition of forward mounted fins at 0' roll has the effect
of drastically reducing the strong vortex structure seen in the body alone case (Figures



8 and 9). A weak recirculation regions remains with a weak vortex structure. What was
the body vortex feeding sheet region now appears as a relatively thick shear layer
separating the essentially freestream outer flow from a body leeside flow that is
approximately parallel to the body axis. It appears that the trailing wake of the fin is
preventing the rolling up of the feeding region to form a body vortex system. Bearing in
mind the earlier comments that the dyeline technique is poor at identifying areas of low
vorticity then it is seen that the flowfield in the water tunnel approximates the wind
tunnel flowfield. The shear layer will tend tc spread the dye from the nose area over
the flowfield showing that some fluid is flowing approximately parallel to the body axis
whilst the canard wake trails in a streamwise direction. However the weak body vortex
structure is not clearly seen at all.

When the fins are rol led through 45' the wind tjnnel data show a slightly more
distinct body vortex structure together with a canard vortex shed from the windward
forward panel. However the dyeline results do not show any increased structure to the
flowfield when compared to the 00 roll case, the flowfield remaining as a broad shear
area.

At supersonic speeds (M = 1.8) it is seen that addition of a forward set of fins
results in the flowfield shown in Figure 10. The body vortex position has been modified
from the isolated body case by a rotation to windward and moving closer to the body.
There is some evidence of a canard vortex lying above the body vortex. From Ref. 3 it
appears that the canard vortex trails in a Streamwise direction and that this canard
vortex originates from the windward panel. These results are in contrast to the subsonic
results and the water tunnel results presented here and by Deane (Ref. 2) where the
formation of a body vortex was almost entirely prevented aft of the fins.

Of interest in the water tunnel results is a small area of vorticity located at the
base of the leeward panel when rotated to 450. This small vortex is found at the
junction of the fin leading edge to the body and extends up to I cal ibre downstream of
the fin trailing edge before bursting, see Plate 4. No evidence of this phenomenon can
be found in the wind tunnel data although to date data have been collected at the forward
station for an incidence angle of 140 only.

5.1.3 Body Plus Aft Fins

Considering tnv 'ffect of aft mountc2 fins on body vortex position in the water
tunnel it was observed aL £3' incidence there was very little effect of the fin on the
location of the body vortex for either 0' or 45' roll and up to 12.2 D from the nose.
However an effect is seen in Plate 5 where the fin wake, trai ling in a streamwise
direction encounters the body vortex. A distinct movement of the body vortex closer to
the body is seen together with the initiation of what might be termed vortex breakdown by
spiral instability (Ref. 6). However it must be remembered that in this area of the
model the dye tubes exit from the base and hence can cause severe disruption to the
flowfield.

The corresponding wind tunnel tests show similar results, Figures [t and 12,
although data are only available for 14' incidence. At subsonic speeds the body vortex
is weakened to some extent as the feeding sheet is attenuated by the horizontal panels
when at 0' roll, Figure 11. For 45' roll, Figure 12, the feeding sheet is again cut by
the fin although remnants of it remain. At supersonic speeds the vorticity of the body
vortex is greater and it is seen in Figure 1i that the effect of an horizontal fin
attenuating the feeding sheet is less than in the M = 0.7 case; also at 45' roll, Figure
12, the body vortex location remains similarly undisturbed even though the feeding sheet
is cut by the fin. It is interesting to note that this configuration shows no evidence
of the tightly coi led vortex region at the base of the leeward panel for 45' roll in
either the water or wind tunnel.

5.2 Hydrogen Bubble Technique

Looking now at the results from the hydrogen bubble technique it was immediately
observed that areas of low vorticity, such as those found at 8' incidence could be seen
adequately. Part of the reason for this may be the viewing angle, as low rotational
velocities become more apparent when viewed in the axial direction rather than in the
lateral direction. It should also be remembered that a higher flow speed is used of
about 30 cm/sec leading to a higher Reynolds Number (of about 8500 compared to 3500 when
using the dyeline technique).

It was also observed that in comparison with the dyeline technique many more of the
flowfield details can be seen. For example with the complete Lndy generating bubbles it
was observed that the feeding sheet becomes visible, Plate 6, as does the separation
lines on the surface although the latter have proved elusive to photograph in the current
series of tests. The separation lines along the body become visible as bubbles generated
just to the lee of the separation point are not swept away by the boundary layer. Thus a
line of slow moving or stationary bubbles mark the separation lines.

5.2.1 Isolated Body Results

Comparing the location of the body vortices with the wind tunnel data note that the
water tunnel results were obtained for the sharp nose configuration with and without fins
in the forward and rear position only due to time constraints. It is seen in Plate 6
that for the isolated body case a vortex structure very simi lar to that seen in the
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crossflow vector diagram from the wind tunnel results, Figure B, is directly visible in
the water tunnel flow visualisation photographs. A feeding sheet is seen to connect the
separation line to the body vortex such that the body vortex grows as it progresses
paral lel to the body axis. The location of the body vortices derived from the water
tunnel by this technique are shown in Figure 7 compared to wind tunnel results and the
dyeline technique. The results fall between the subsonic and supersonic wind tunnel
results at 14' incidence but tend towards the supersonic results at 20' incidence (note
that some uncertainty exists over the accuracy of the water tunnel result at x/D = 11.5,
a = 20' due to the flow being unsteady). The good agreement between the water tunnel
data and the supersonic results for isolated body vortex locations is surprising. As
part of an explanation it is perhaps worthwhile estimating the radial location in the
crossflow plane of the separation line along the body. If, looking in the crossflow
plane, 1 = 0' is defined as the windward stagnation line then Ref. 7 shows that the
separation point approaches the turbulent separation value of S = 110' - 115* for the
subsonic case. However for the supersonic cases the separation points are closer to T =
gO' due to shock induced separation as the crossflow Mach Number becomes critical. From
observation of the separation lines in the water tunnel using the hydrogen bubble
technique it was noted that a line of bubbles remained essentially constant at about =
90' indicative of laminar separation at around S = 80'. The separation line could be
identified by the row of bubbles that collected in the stagnant region immediately
downstream of the separation point. Hence, if it is assumed that the body vortex
position is in some way related to the separation line position then it cas' be seen that,
as the separation line position in the water tunnel is in better agreement with the
supersonic than the subsonic value, then the body vortex locations in the water tunnel
may well agree with the locations derived from the supersonic tests.

5.2.2 Body With Rear Fins

The addition of a rear set of fins at 0' roll produces flowfields as in Plate 7 for
14' incidence. Qualitatively comparing these results with the subsonic wind tunnel data
of Figure II it is seen that there is good agreement. The size and location of the body
vortex are we I reproduced in the water tunnel s is the bright area at ,id span on the
horizontal panels. Bright areas are caused by a collection of bubbles moving at low
crossflow velocities as is seen towards the centre of the body vortex. It is therefore
reasonable to assume that the bright areas at part span on the horizontal panels are
representative of fh, vertey structure observed just above the horizontal panel in the
wind tunnel tests.

With the rear set fins rotated through 45' it is seen from the subsonic wind tunnel
results of Figure 12 that there is a fin vortex structure again at part span together
with a body vortex. The flow visualisation pictures, Plate 8 show a clear body vortex,
slightly further away from the body than in the wind tunnel results for 14' incidence and
M 0.7 although the water tunnel results are consistent with the isolated body locations
from the water tunnel. The bright area coincides approximately with the position of the
fin vortex in the wind tunnel data. It is seen in both sets of data that the usual
feeding region has been severed by the presence of the fin and is replaced by a strong
flow outboard along the fin. Comparison ofthe results for M = .8 with the water tunnel
results, show little agreement apart from body vortex location. Other flow details, such
as fin vortex location do not seem to agree. Indeed there is very little evidence of a
fin vortex in the supersonic data, the recirculation or vortex region seen in the
subsonic data being replaced by a more general outboard flow.

5.2.3 Body With Forward Fins

With the addition of a forward set of fins at 0' roll, the fin wake prevents the
roll up (f the feeding sheet into a body vortex structure. Body vortices were observed
in the water tunnel at stations ahead of the fin trailing edge position but aft of this
position no body vortex structure was seen. Such a case is depicted in Plate 9 showing
the crossflow plane at x = calibres from the nose tip for an incidence of 201. It is
seen that the leeside flow is essentially parallel to the body axis with a strong shear
layer separating the leeside area from the freestream flow.

A similar but slightly more ordered flowfield is seen in the subsonic wind tunnel
results, Figure 9, although data for 14' incidence only are available. The main
difference between the wind tunnel results and the water tunnel results here is evidence
of a weak body vortex detected in the wind tunnel. The water tunnel flow visualisation
photograph show no real evidence of such a structure.

When the forward set of fins are rotated through 45' a similar flowfield to the
above is observed. The fin wake again prevents the formation, of a body vortex resulting
in a leeside flow that is essentially parallel to the body axis and separated from the
freestream by a shear layer.

For the case of the forward fins at 45' roll, 20' incidence and concentrating on a
crossflow plane 5.5 calibres from the nose apex the flow speed through the water tunnel
working section was increased from approximately 30 cm/sec to approxigately 80 - IpO
cm/sec. These flow speeds correspond to Reynolds Numbers of 8.3x I0x to 2.7 n 10
respectively based on model diameter. It was observed that at the higher speed the
structure of the flowfield changed dramatically. The regihn of low crossflow velocity
and shear layer arrangement described earlier had been replaced by a 4-vortex structure.
Plate 10 shows two body vortices together with areas that could best be described as
canard vortices. These results show surprising qualitative agreement with the

- characteristics of the flowfield observed around a similar configuration in the wind

iF
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tunnel at M = 1.8 where it was found that the body vortex structure aft of the forward
fins continues parallel to the body axis although weakened from the isolated body case.
In the subsonic case however, body vortex formation is completely prevented. For
example, Figure 13 shows no evidence of a body vortex at subsonic speeds although there
is a weak canard vortex structure (note though that data are only available for 14,
incidence). Comparing the water tunnel data at the higher speed and at the aft flow
survey station (x = 11.5 0) with corresponding wind tunnel data at M = 1.8, albeit at 14'
incidence, in Plate I it is seen that there is some qualitative agreement.
Unfortunately the water tunnel photographs are of poor quality and it was observed that
at this station the flowfield was of a more unsteady nature, possibly due to freestream
turbulence.

Rather than compare flowfields on the basis of Reynolds Number which in the cases
described above are orders of magnitude different it would seem to be reasonable to
compare freestream momentum, or. At a subsonic speed of M 0.7 as assuming sea level
static conditions, the value of PV is of the order of 300 kg m-2 s which, when
transferred to the water tunnel is equivalent to a speed of 30 cm/sec. Similarly if the
water tunnel speed is increased to 0.8 m/sec the value of oV corresponds to that achieved
at M = 1.92 in free air (i.e. assuming o = 1.225 kg/m'

) 
which is close to M = 1.8.

From the preceding discussion of the change in the water tunnel flowfield
characteristics at different speeds it appears that the flowfield characteristics of
highly separated vortex dominated flows are more momentum sensitive than viscosity
sensitive. Viscosity, however, will effect the separation line position.

5.3 Velocity and Circulation Estimates

o .t4rd arlier veiocity data may be extracted from views of the illuminated
crossflow planes by measuring the length of the streaks created by the combixiatioc of
bubble velocity and camera shutter speed on the photograph. In the majority of cases
photographed it was found that the flowfield was saturated with these streaks with the
result that it was almost impossible to distinguish individual streaks. However for the
case of the body alone configuration with a sharp nose at 20' incidence there were
sufficient individual streaks to enable representative velocities to be crudely
estimated.

Figure 14 shows the velocities extracted from the photographs, non-dimensionalised
with respect to the crossflow velocity and compared to the velocities for the same
spatial locations measured in the wind tunneT at subsonic speed (N = 0.7?. As can be
seen there are a few differences in the flowfield velocity distributions even though the
vortex centres are at approximately the same locations. however it must be remembered
that the method of estimating the magnitude of the velocities is not particularly precise
although the estimation of direction is more accurate. It should also be noted that in
the wind tunnel case local Mach Number ratios are measured and that there is a small
variation in local speed of sound due to the total pressure loss in the vortex.

Considering now the estimation of circulation normal to the body axis around a
closed path that includes the vortex centre. The circulation in this instance is defined
as

V
. ds

VL

where V is the ratio of local to freestream crossflow velocity and circulation is
definedas positive in an anticlockwise direction.

The circulation over the same crossflow area was estimated for both the subsonic and
supersonic wind tunnel cases and for the water tunnel case and are shown below.

WATER TUNNEL TESTS WIND TUNNEL- TESTS

SUBSONIC SUPERSONIC

0.5205 0.6244 0.8022

It is seen that the water tunnel estimates agree reasonably well with the subsonic
estimates although they are some 17% low. In cnmnurison it is seen that the supersonic

case has a much higher circulation together with a velocity distribution, -igure is, that
is very different to the water tunnel and subsonic wind tunnel cases, the vortex being
elongated in the crossflow direction.
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6. CONCLUSIONS

A comparative study of vortex dominated flowfields around a generalised missile
configuration in both a water tunnel and wind tunnel has been undertaken. Two flow
visualisation techniques have been attempted in the water tunnel, a dyeline technique and
a hydrogen bubble technique. Comparisons have included qualitative assessment of the
flow fields as well as more quantitative information such as vortex positions, crossflow
velocity vectors and crossflow plane circulation.

It has heen found that flowfield characteristics derived from the water tunnel can
be representative ot those found at subsonic speeds in the wind tunnel data. Isolated
b vortex locations however have been found to agree more closely with those measured
i .he wind tunnel at supersonic speeds. Observations have suggested that this effect
may be due to the separation angle around the cylindrical body being characteristic of
laminar separation in the water tunnel compared to the turbulent flow separation angles
found in the wind tunnel.

The addition of a cruciform set of fins has been found to modify the body vortex
structure dramatically, the amount of fin/body vortex interaction varying with the axial
location of the fins. These effects have been found to be in agreement with the results
from the subsonic wind tunnel test series.

Using the hydrogen bubble technique it has been found that flow velocity in the
water tunnel can have a dramatic effect on the flowfield pattern downstream of a set of
canards. As the water tunnel speed increases the flowfield characteristics change from
those of an essentially subsonic flowfield to those observed in a supersonic flowfield.
It has tentatively been suggested that such effects imply that the dynamics of highly
separated regions are governed by freestream momentum rather than the more usual Reynolds
Number and it is suggested that some supersonic results may be modelled by judious choice
of water tunnel speed.

Finally a crossflow velocity distribution has been extracted from the water tunnel
data and the circulation in the crossflow plane calculated. Reasonable agreement has
been shown with subsonic wind tunnel results.

This paper has sought to validate the use of hydrodynamic facilities in
investigating highly separated, vortex dominated flowfields. In doing so the water
tunnel has been shown to be more versatile in investigating fundamental aerodynamic
phenomena than originally envisaged.
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INVESTIGATION ON THE MOVEMENT OF VORTEX BURST POSITION WITH DYNAMICALLY
CHANGING ANGLE OF ATTACK FOR A SCHEMATIC DELTAWING IN A WATERTUNNEL WITH

CORRELATION TO SIMILAR STUDIES IN WINDTUNNEL.
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Summary

The requirements for modern military aircraft to maintain good handling qualities at very high angles of
attack is one of many reasons why an increased knowledge is necessary regarding the aerodynamic behaviour of
vortex flows at non-stationary conditions. Linearized theory as it has been utilized in flight mechanics
simulation using damping derivatives derived from for example forced oscillation technique, may no longer be
valid at such conditions. With this background some investigations have been made by SAAB-SCANIA with the
aim to study the hysteresis effects for non stationary vortex flows.

A schematic deltawing model which could also be equipped with a similar canardwing has been tested in a
watertunnel. The model was supported in the watertunnel by a simple mechanism by which it could be forced tc
move in one of four different modes - pitching or plunging with either ramp or harmonic motion. The flow over
the model was visualized with air bubbles and sequences were recorded on videotape. The sequences wcre
anlyzed and the movements of the leadine edge vortex hurot have been studied with the main interest focused
on the hysteresis effects.

List of symbols

XVB lengthwise distance behind wing spex for leading edge vortex burst position

,(t) instantaneous angle of attack

angle of attack at star of ramp or cycle

angle of attack amplitude for oscillations

Aa angle of attack ramp length

angle of attack velocity

time

fly-wheel rotational velocity

absolute frequency

K 'fc

U reduced frequency

o root chord

U, free stream velocity

non-dimensional timec

Introduction

Modern military aircraft are required to maintain good handling qualities and performance at very high
angles of attack. Such aircraft have come to utilize the advantages under such conditions of highly swept
wings, preferably in the shape of delta wings. On the delta wing the lift 's created by separated but stable
vortical flow structures rather than by the attached flow over the wing. The angle of attack at which the
vortical flow breaks down can reach 30 deg or more. The physics of the stationary flow over a delta wing when
vortices are existing has been studied extensively and reported by various researchers. The leading edge
sweep angle, the cross sectional shape and the angle of attack determines the flOwfield as reported by
Ornberg (1). The angle of attack influence on the main leading edge vortex core positions has been reported
by Ella (2) from studies in a water channel where air bubbles were used to visualize the flow.
He found that for a flat plate delta wing the "spanwise" angle between the vortex cores, when normalized with
the wing apex angle, does not change very much with the angle of attack but stays around 0.6. The vortex
height over the wing surface lifts away with increasing angle of attack. Several researchers have
investigated the pressure distribution over delta wings and found that the spanwise pressure peak always
occurs under the main vortex although the presence of other secondary vortices may result in flatter pressure
distributions than normally seen in the two-dimensional case. Unstationary flow over delta wings is however
far less known. tambourne et al (3) have studied the vortex behaviour following a sudden change of indidence.
They found that the leading edge separation vortices went through a growth-decay change following a positive
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or negative sudden change of the incidence. The vortices eventually reached the steady state spanwise and
height location after a delay that at any chosen chordwise position was nearly equal to the time for the flow
to travel at freestream velocity from the apex to the position studied. Gad el Hak et al (4,5) have studied a
pitching delta wing and found a similar growth-decay cycle for the leading edge vortices. For both the sudden
plunge and the pitching wing, those researchers found obvious hysteresis effects. I.e. at identical
instantaneous attack angles, vortex locations and strength were different for upstroke and downstroke
movements.

Predictions for aircraft maneuvers have as a common practise been made by the use of Taylo espansions
including coefficients and derivatives which, based on linar thecry, hive I.-:. -_re in various
windtunnel tests. The damping derivitives are normally measured with forced oscillation techn'que. It is
obvious that such a procedure must be doubtful when extended up to high angles of attack where nonstationary
effects depending on the direction of the movement, are present.

For aircraft flying into gusts the only true simulation of course is a gust facility such as a gust track or
a gust-tunnel. Neihter a pitching nor a plunging motion in ramp or oscillatory mode can correctly simulate
the gust in so far as to reproduce the sudden charge of attack angle distributed over the chord as a function
of time. It seems natural though to believe that a better knowledge of the nonstationary flow over a delta
wing achieved for example by studying the vortex flows for the above mentioned four types of movement, would
be helpful to improve the ground testing methods for aircraft maneuvering and flying into gusts, both
experimentally and theoretically.

Experimental Approach

As mentioned above the leading edge vortices will change their core position when the angle of attack is
varied. This movement however is not large and therefore experimentally difficult to assess with some
accuracy. For a 60 deg delta wing with sharp leading edges the bursting of the vortices will be located over
the wing for a wide range of attack angles. The movement of the burstpoint is easier to detect, much more
sensitive to a change of incidence and has a major impact on pressure distribution snd consequently on the
lift and pitching moment of the wing. Experiments were performed in which investigations were made regarding
the nonstationary flow over a schematic deltawing with and without a canardwing for four different types of
movement:

1. Hirmonic pitching 'I(t) z ,Is + ]O sinut

2. Harmonic plunging 11(t) 113 + . cosut

3. Ramp pitching 'I(t) .' s + t

4. Ramp plunging 'I(t) z ? v it

In watertunneltests the vortex burst positions were monitored and measured as functions of the
instantaneous attack angles. Visualization was made wits a-, bubbles. Because of the nossibility that the
birsting meuhanism would be influenced by the low Reynolds' number or/and by the air bubbles it was decided
that some of the different types of movement should also b tested in a windtuenel where visualization would
be achieved with smoke. As a check of the possible influenme of the smoke also Sohlieren pictures would be
taken of the vorex cores. Windtunneltest also would enable measurement of loads and of damping derivatives
with mich less measurement problems than in a watert nnel.

Watertunneltest

A 60 deg felta wing with chamfered (sharp) leading edges was used for the test. The flat side of the wing
was used as suction side. A 60 deg similar canard could be mounted ahead of the wing. Fig I is a scetch of the
model.

ch 3 Pitch 2

ax is 50axs 5

4 
~600 

(

C x100 c o 39

Model with main wing only Model with canard

FIG 1. WATERTUNNEL MODELS DIMPNSIONS IN MItLIMMR
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The Gdttingen type watertunnel at Volvo Flyginotor, Trolih~ttan was used for the test. The test section tank
has the width 0.'45 m and the height 0.55 m; the flow nozzle has diameter 0.33 m. During the test the upper
water surface in the test section was free (i.e. not enclosed by a wall). The water speed, originally planned
to be Ior 2 m/s was limited to 1 n/s by the light-sensitivity of the videcamera used for the documentation.
Thus the Reynolds' number during the test based on root chord was 1.0 a 105. Fig 2 shows schematically the
model installation in the watertunnel. The four different modes of motion were

Fre ~waterurface_ f r~

achieved with a one- or two-bar - rig driven with either a slidemechanism or with a camshaft .. e.
For tne harmonic pitching motion a pin on a fly-wheel wan driving a Dl' c ~e guided by two rails. Two
bars, one fixed and one connected to the slide plate transfered the motion to the model. The pitch frequency
wan f 0.58 Hz, resulting in a reduced frequency K of 0.18. Fig 3 shows the mechanism in principle.

R11,1 RwL5

fl~wfML _Pui_ fawOtht Pa I heuj,aj

Fl FC~ I RY~l LNI(

Hamncpugn tlie n-a i ihtesaesidvehaim Freudnie wer the d smas fo

pitching notion. Fig 4 shows the mechanism. The ramp motion for pitch is designed to give a ramp with L10.t.
rad/s and a ramp length of Ian10 deg from a start angle of attack which can be set at choice between 0 deg and
30 deg. A camshaft pulley was made such as to enforce the ramp of %-10O deg when the pulley rotated 0-45 deg.
Vt 45-90 deg the attach angle is constant "S+10 deg. From 90-180 deg. T(t) is lecreased to 11, ann will then,
be steady while the pulley rotates from 180-360 deg., where the cycle will he repeated. With the chosen pitcI
velocity this means that the wing wilt be stationary at ,~during 1.6 sec before the ramp starts and then be
stead" at,,s-.10 deg during .291 sec.

In I LY.IuII PIn i

I I ,., I t a o n
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With freestream velocity 1 m/s this is equal to p=2.91 using Lasbournes terminology, i.e. the free stream
has traveled almost three times the chord and the flow over the whole wing should wail have reached
stationary conditions. Fig 5 shows this mechanism and the camshaft pulley. Ramp motion for plunging wing
finally is also designed for i=O.6 rad/sec and a ramp length cf 10 deg.

The plunging motion hence is non-linear for the
time 0-0.291 see and linear 0.251-0.582 sec.

9~~~ PU In'R'C -T,~ , I Steady conditions before cod after the ramp ure of
,1 1( 1,V iI same length as for the ramp pitching motion. Th
RAD/_ total plunge of the model is 0.077 m (3.02"). Fig'J' Ch " ' 6 shows the mechanism and the camshaftpulley.

, N;AK 2 2." The four types of motions desc-ibed above were
forced upon the model. A slot light (2 kW) was

AN! .. , positioned parallel with the port side vortex,
visualized with air bubbles. SeqeoenSa were

wIN C - " " recorded on videotape, which were then analyzed
-! AN!! I"frame by frame" and the burst position measure(!

D(iA ' [ as a function of the instantaneous attack angle.

V /When a model with a canard was used, only the
-- " -main wing vortex was analyzed. The canard vortex

was too small to allow any measurements to Ir
made. Vortex burst positions for the stationar.
case were also measured and are shown as
reference in figures 7-10.

The total test envelop is shown in t1ble 1.

Experimental Results - Watertunnel test

In figures 7-10 the lengthwise burst position normalized by the rootohord XVB/C is plotted as a funrtor, cf
1(t) with XvB=O beeing the wing apex. The accuracy of the assessed burst position is estimated to
2-3 % of the rootchord. When the burst is close to the apex or to the trailing edge of the wing the arcuracy
however is not so good because of influence, at the apex of the vortex on the other side of the wing ond it
the trailing edge of the flow from the wing pressure side. At the apex, also the abs,lute ize of the wi:g .0,
very small and air bubbles are relatively larger and may have a larger influence on the bursting mechans.
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Fig 7 shows the curves for harmonic pitching motion. For the case without a canard at As=10 deg the
hysteresis effects are small but the displacement of the burst to one side for both up and downstroke motion
compared to the stationary case is obvious. At the upper turningpoint t(t)=20

0 
the curves coincide.

-i- ~ -
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As a increases the loop becomes wider and is at cs=20 deg almost symmetrical around the stationary curve.
As& is zero in the turning points it could be expected that the burst position there is closer to the
stationary condition than elsewhere.

For a(t)=10+1sinwt the motion will include attack angles where the stationary flow has no vortices. The
displacement towards the apex of the burst at Qs=100 for the nonstatlonary flow, therefore must be caused by
vorticity emanating from the part of the wing ahead of the pitch axis where at downstroke motion the induced
attack angle will reach high values.

Generally for the case without a canard the loops have a direction as could be expected for viscous damping.
This however is not always the case for the model with a canard. At aus=0 and 15 deg the upstroke burst
position is ahead of the downstroke. For as=10, 15 and 20 deg the forward displacement of the burst
compared with the stationary case is also obvious at the lower values of a(t). The reversed loop direction is
supposed to depend on the interference from the canard, the flow of which besides its own hysteresis also
influences the wing with a time-delay due to the distance ahead of the wing. The strengthening influence from
the canard vortex onto the main wing vortex is delayed and the flow of the wing is more like the conditions
without a canard in the nonstationary case.

Fig 8 shows the curves for harmonic plunging motion. It must be kept in mind that for the plunging motion the
model is of course subject to different wall interference and to varying irregularities in the flow from the
nozzle because of the movement, whereas for the stationary case such coiuditions are constant. The conditions
are similar to the harmonic pitching motion but for the s=10 case for wing only. For the plunging motion no
similar forward displa'ment is neen, hence adding strength to the theory that the induced attack angle is the
cause in the pitching motion.
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Rampmotion in pitch (fig 9) and in plunge (fig 10) also show similar-flow conditions. For all experiments
without a canard there is a delay in the movement of the burst position which however at the end of the ramp
continues to move and eventually comes close to the stationary position. It is again observed that for low'i5
-values with a canard the burst position is ahead of the stationary curve. At the end of the ;-ap ti anr.t
position also in those cases moves closer to the stationary position. During the ramp motion where I is
always 0.6 rad/s, the distance from canard apex to wing apex (0.04 m) corresponds, using freestreamvelocity
(1.0 m/s) to a delay in attack angle of only 1.5 deg. It must be concluded that the larger nonstationary
effects with the canard configuration are due more to the hysteresis effects on the canard vortex itsel
before it influences the main wing vortex rather than to the delay for the canard flow to travel downstream
to the main wing.

Windtunneltest

fhe windtunnoltests, which are not yet completely finished, are performed in the 2x2 m iowspeedwindtunnel
at the university of Stockholm (Division of the Aeronautical Research Institute of Sweden). The first part
including harmonic pitching motion is finished, the second, ramp pitching has been delayed due to higher
priority project work but is currently beeing installed in the windtunnel. The model is geometrically
identical with the wstertunnelmodel but five times larger. It is mounted on a balance and hence has on the
p! ssure side a -- rng over the balance. The model is shown in fig 11.

The windspeed has been 'aried within the range 20 m/s-65 m/s. Reynolds' nmber therefore were 0.7-2.2xi06 and
the reduced frequenciss 0.003-0.33. An existing mechanism designed for pitch damping derivatives test was
used. - For the ramp mode this rig has been supplicd with a stepmotor which electronically controlled, can
move the model a ramp ler.*ih of -n deg at a pitch rate within the range 0.1 to 5 rad/s. The vortices were
visualized with kerosene smoke and recorded with either a photographic or a videocamera. As a check of the
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possible influence of the smoke on the burst mechanism it was also visualized with a shlieren system. it must
be observed though, that unlike the watertunnel test where the burst movement was recorded and analyzed
consecutively, in the windtunnel a triggered flash light was used. Triggering was arranged from a connector
on the flywheel which could be changed to trigger at various attack angles. The curves showing the movement
of the burst position hence are each achieved from many different occasions with intermediate stops of the
oscillation. 4.0 3

SStruts of forced
oscillation rig

250 - V

Pitch Pitch

500 500

FIG 11. WINID1UNN-L MODELS

Experimental results in the windtunneltest. - Flow visualization

Referred here will be only those windtunnelresults which are of interest in comparison with the
watertunnel test.

Stationary vortex burst positions are shown in fig 12. A reasonably good agreement is found between the
water- and windtunneltests. A small difference exists between different visualization methods ir the
windtunnel. It must be kept in mind though that all the data are resulting from a personal opinion about
where the burst is located. Different persons have analysed the photos and images are also somewhat different
with the different methods of visualization. Nonstationary burst positions are shown in fig 13 for utt)z20 +
8 deg and reduced frequencies k=).006-0.195. As expected, the frequency has a large influence on the
hysteresis effects. 5

Rewa1.0 x010

XVB/ Rewind 1.1n 101

\ XVB/c k
\ c 0.006

\ \ Watertunnel .012

.045
0.5 Wiodtunnel (smoke) .105

.195

Windtunnet (schieren) 0.

I 1 0 20 i' oe(t)

0 10 20 3b c,

FIG 12. STATIONARY VORTE( BURST POSITION- FIG 13. I)RThX BURST P3ITIONS IN WINqlMN-NEI.
COMPARISON ViATERTJUNNEL AND WINITIUNNEL

When compared with the watertunnelresults (fig 14) a small shift forward for the burst position is seen for
the windtunnel. The difference is of the same order as for the stationary case.



The difference between smoke and soblieren visualization is of the same order both stationary and
nonstationary as can be seen from fig 12 and fig 15.

- Wotertunet nonstationiry X~ u25*6*
Oa 20 t10' k =0. 180.
Windtunnel noanstotionary SmoKe

Windine
200

06 0

04

10 20 30 C40 0

FIGl 14. CCMPARISON IAEnEEN WATEIINNEL AND FIG 15. C'MPARISON BL'P4EEN ISALIZTATION W17!
VWONIYT NNEL OF STATIONdARY AND tNdNSTfATIONARY SMODKE AND SCHLIERESYSTEi1 OF ','JNEX BURST POS1 IT'1oN
VNEPEI<% BURST POSITIONiS IN WINI3TNNEI,

Experimental results in windtunneltest. - Force measurements

The loops in the vortex burnt positions are also found 1n the neasured loads. Fig 16 shows the case
6 ,(t)=2O5 8. deg for k 0.006-0.195.

Conclusions

CN llb~Nonstationary flow over a flat sharpedged 60 deg

deltawioglat angles of attach where vertices are shed
k-.G from the leading edges, is subject to large hysteresis

effects as can be seen in the movements of the vortex
I ~ burst positions. For tie configuration without a canard

/ wing the hysteresis is caused by a delay in the vortex
burst movement. For the configuration with a canard,

- - tatvar voes he vortex burst position in sometimes ahead of' the

dh. Nnsaaslstationary case, which can he explained by tie delay or
the strengthening effect from th e canard vortieso onto
the wing vortices which is caused try similar hysteresis

0051. - on tie canard flow. As a consequence of this
4< . Iconclusion we are lead to assume that the dynamio stall

10 c 3 5for a pair of wings interacting with eachother may not
/ -~ 1< necessarily produce a higher maximum lift than to

stationary case as often happens for a s ingle wing.
/ 0 Water and windtunnehtests yield results princihoally

identic al a nd of very similar sice. The variation 'of
R5 eynolds' number does not e enm to have ai Ii cant
influence. This has vile heen observed in tie

- -Y c~l~l5.windtunnel test when different Reynolds' numberrnac
- _ been usd rnbeng (Ref 1) and Elle (Ref ') have

7 .observed similar low sensitivity to heynclio' nrn'ter
:i Ca fr stationary conditions for the flat delta wing case.

II r(The thicker profi led wing for, whichi the corti- not20 3- a,!] always originate at the apes ind which base leain
edge babble separation at the Oysttr wng, nay well he

0 5i different in thIsj respect rotIh stationary ni

20 30nonstationary).

The visualization method with o.r Luhle-n tt
watertunnel or with smoie is the 4cifturnel ion,,s

B.difidiHYIi lliNf.ND '" not influence the vocrtex iust fntion sigt -no
ill Cis-T;Vdly 11)p hly IIJI.SlOCN neither stat ioar, nor nonStatirnary, whi Uliol

lll~~10iN VihNLiri~rV41l,! h agreement wits E1ie (Ref 2)

Nonstatiomary loads show similar hysteresis effects in the windtunneltest as have been found i-n t1'
watertunneltest. Net even the mean values of the hysteresis loops are always in agreement with the stiti -"ar'-
loads. Op-and downstrohe loads are sometimes displaced to one side ff the stationary loads. Forced
oscillation test regarding damping derivatives must under such conditions be dout'tiil. "amying properte
should be considered as discrete values depending on condition and direction of the movemnt.
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F , a z :i: ra -~ssn w , pulsed ires ar.d bottom wire, b) Plised ire at
s = i solethrw bottom w-reS.

An important result is that fr y' < 60 only a few percent of the elongated Sow iseed
flow regions visualized by the pulsating wire was not nearly coinciding with one or re
streak :lnes. Thus it is concluded that for y' 1 60 an elongated low speed flow patter.
nearly always is a section through a streak: a streak has the shape of a ridge and not cf
a ilfting finger.

Some countings concerning the ccn-idence of the extrema in the streamwise velocit-.:
visualized with the pulsating wire with the lines generated by the bottom wires for
different values of y' of the pulsating wire are shown in table I. The six types of patter-.s
tat were selected are represented in figure 2. (A): A single streakline (generated at r,
totter wire almost coincides dith a local minimum in the timelines; (B) and (C): Two and
t'ree streak lines almost coincide with a local minimum: (D): The timelines close to the
wure near a streak 'ine do not show a local minimum, but this local minimum occurs rather
soddenly somewhat downstream, '.s pattern will be called a streak back; (E): The streak
line does not coincide with ay extremum; F : The streak line almost coincides with a
local maximum. 1n table 1 the distribution of streak lines over these six types of patterns
is shown: These data illustrate, -hat if one counts streaks from a single pulsating wire,
with increasing y* position of the wire a decreasing amount of streaks per nit spanis,
distance will be counted. Sometimes because a streak near the location of the wire dc-s a'

Y 15 30 4
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A streak is counted to extend to a certain y' if timelineS renerated at Linat coordinate
show a local minimum o f the s treamwise velocity and a streak line generatedc b y the bottom
wire almost coincides with those local minima. Since two wire correl1at ion fory

0
<6

showed that only a few percent of the local minima were not asscci1ated w Ith a streak 1tz~e
it is not necessary any more to ye'fy for y' 1 60 whether the second part of this critericon
is sa ti sf ied. The f irst part of this criterion is qualitative and sensitive to tle ]Judlonent
of the ob server. For this reason a more quantitative definit~on is required.

A detection criterion used by Smith and Metzler (2) is based on the relat,,on between
the streassiise velocities in a local minimum Ulc and adjacent lcoal maxima U.o Isee

fiue 6).lo

U low/'high 1

Smith showed that for a 0 07 detection is rather insensitive to the choice of-a: both
tie use of a = 0,58 anda 6 ,85 induced a change an the mean spanwise spacing , o less
than 5% relative to a = 0,7. However, if we use perturbation theory we require a detection

crit erio0n that considers the strength of pcrturbations of the flow field L1, Uh. In this
respect criterion (1, is less favourable since in is niot only den)endent o~ i and

h~)but also on U
1
y . A criterion solely considering -Cl, Uh Is:

Uh 01 -
1 

=high - low 'U_

Here U,(y) lo U, y1 i

10 :20

0

Os - 3 .0 1

1-h -a

,, so os os~ t3a s o VO iiAo 7



for a streak ne mns00c-r stl ''w rat' r- r
appiasirmatuly td i ca tes:

low n, -o V~
h igh 1, ), ' 2011 S

Fi garo 7a shows the rnea ,: sani se spac ine o f s5t 10e35 as a : tucrn or te
level afor five values of yt, We ob~erve that for ec:; val ue -, ,r7
insernsitiyo to while for B > ,3 ts sensiti~ve to F-=eu 7i'h w e P.can -- ~c
spacing 7 a s a function of y7 for different values of S.In ti'ure 7c 'he~ r.an spanwise
streak spacina_4s a function of y' for the criterions 1I ane 2 are 'o'", ar~d. Fet
criterion (1) 1i s increasing more. with increasino y'. This ,as '" Le her-S
of Eq. -4).

SPANWISE MIOVEMIENTS OF STREAKS

We nexit preseot some quantitative information concerning 'r spanwise movements of
a streak. The spanwise coordinate z' of a streak at a fused streamwisc coord--

0 
te r ear

the wall is determined from the intersection of a streak line wi-h a -ottom re. For
several streaks the sparwiso coordinate as a function of tine was 'ietenrsine, as''- a -v tinr
analyser for a film. A typical result is shown in figure 8 . From these siur-al 5the sp anwiso
velocity of the streak WM at instant uw can he determined when L ' small b-o' y

W - Z!

.M t 2Art

If At is -not sufficiently small we obtain- a hioroversion ct on veoOtv- slrcoal.
table 2 W and W.are shown for e t v alu~ --. a' r j = o we
wr for three values o<mf ,C. To -loam, a l-ea.- p-c-- 'rl -n C
is normalised.

Wo rest cons ider the tudzo erorated !'.-a w.sd - 5 ,e to

streanrasse; line connectino the :,,cal mniia i a- ,io-n

to a low speed streak, the snanw ase no-mnt , 'hi C' . 0l- 5l~ S anw-s cer
the low speed streak. In this way we i. Lv san.Ijlo pe 3ra-s
at y+ = 15 using the same met.hod tnat was used '~ ,ra': tA;o ,r' ia'on
is caused by the rotating notion near the. streak Wa jse "C t''e'' i "'ehs-s that
ro tations are a result of somre all: It icoal me""ianim aino no " no-I e-

ocr this reason these parts of at roaks -e!f u f'h ~ a

-,~~ ,V P *P(W.'
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obtained for WM+ is represented in figure )b. There is a reasonable rescnti~.no .etw: 22 th
histograms a t yt = 0 and y' ISilowever, if the spanwise movements of streak backs wo' 1
be taken into consideration much longer spanwise movements would be observed.

THE INTERPRETATION OF THE CONDITIONAL AVERAGE OBTAINED WITH THE VITA CRITERION APPL±ED TO
THE U SIGNAL

Conditional sampling with the VITA criterion is often used to study processes in the
turbulent boundary layer. Properties of the conditional average by this method when applied
to the strearmwise velocity signal U can be found in (5) , (6: , (10), (11) & (llV*. Some period
before t = near the detector a low speed flow region is present. This regiun is very
elongated in the streamwise direction j - 6 and rather small in the spanwise and vertical
direction (11), (12). Shortly before t 0 the velocity profile shows an inflection point.
Hear t = 0 the low speed flow is replaced by high speed flow rather suddenly. An explana-
tion of this result was proposed by Blackwelder and Kaplan ( 1 1) :before t = I a streak is
detected. This structure grows unstable (inflection point instability) and suddenly the
streak is wiped our and replaced by high speed fluid. However, according to hydrogen bubble
visualization streaks persist several burst periods (1), (2). So either the process sampled
with the VITA-u is not visualized by the hydrogen bubble technique or these results must
be interpreted differently.

A general discussion of orrtori for the hydrogen bubble technique was provided bySchraub et al (14). in this section we only consider whether sore structures are not
visualized by the hydrogen bubble technique. It was shown by the authlors I tnar the

r ~hydrogen bubble technique tends to neglect structures, that have a small strea.nwise
dimension or are short living. The low speed region obtained with conditional sampling
neither is too short living nor has a small streamwise dimension so it will be visualtred.
The only elonguited low speed flow patterns that are visualized in the wall region are
streaks; thus the patterns sampled 'with the VITA-u method before t = I must he streaks.
The VITA-U criterion essentially samples sudden strong changes of streamwise velocity.
Therefore it was postulated that the VITA-U criterion samples snanwise passaaes of streak
(1 across the detector chejwing a sudden strong change of streamwise velocity (see figure

1ha, b, c) .

This hypothesis also explains the finding of Blackwelder a:od -ar;toiItat:
burst frequency for VITA-U burst decreases if the hot wire length I' is increason fo r
I' > 20 since the spanwise streak dimension is the order 20 '(7 ~and hence for (7 1 20 the
features of this structure are smeared out over a larger spanwiso area.

This hypothesis was verified by Kunen (1984, using eiunnosva po== . i vre
at y* = 29 and laser doppler snemometry with measuring volume below the sheet of bob'bles
at y' = 15. The VITA-U c-terion applied to the laser doppler sqvnal samoled 137 denecticns
showed: (1) a meandering low speed streak: 60% of the detections; Q!: streak backs; 30%
of the detections; t3) a high speed region followed by a disc rderly 'ow speed streak:
remaining l0)t. These results affirm our hypothesis.

However, one aspect remains to be explained. According to our model passage of a streak
across the detector will sample two planes of inflection at either spanwise end of a streak.
Thus it can be espected than an ensemble of resulting detections will produce a symmnetric
conditional average profile.

]a,

111

t:

2LA

obaiedfo W s epesntdinfiur 9.Threisa eaoabe 7es 777777ewf h

histograms ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ -? a y+ =0 ad y . ow er f t e s a w e m v nT s f s r a ak c ~

be tkenInt conideatin mch lnge spnwis moemets ouldbe bseved

THE ~ ~ ~ ~ F INTRPETAIO IF THlODTOAyVNEOTIE IT H IACIEINAP DT
THE U SIGNA

Condtionl smln ihteVT rtro sotnue osuypoessI h
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'locitv signal v.thie case ofa syi'er:fo fi s-l'h teaK iS
-,~o t-sane velocity sicital associated wit!. the orsc3ge or s ame s' rea.K otlv the cnosce

meof det-ectionj is different. For veloct sogoa ration is detected;
Ls can be both event I and event 111. Similar velocity stea 2 s7nerated ty event

It or IV. W'e now add all events of type bj that are detected. They will vary In intensity
Umax) and doration so we obtain c: for the contribution of the events bi to toe total

e-nse ml average. Sinoe all events b2 are one tonsyner;to an event LI massae of
toe same streak, , the contribution of the events b, to the total on-sendu-le average c2 IS
symmetric no c: hence the total ensemble average for symmetrical events is svtts'itrtc.

iowever, 't-nhe a esm avera cc btai.- with th IT- '.srn i i
-'y-met'-cal 1see I icore ..I sol we most exocon too volocio-v sinassociated! wit:.
soa-wise nassage of a streak also no be 'ot symmc-ttloal. Th.is ev-teo asteed o

-iffren %q,, for ne-asurements made i

2~j)

w I-

U2 4

]1U1

A)se mave compared the local maxima of t:.e stroanliwise vol-c i or. either side ofa
streak as it moves in the spanwise direction fi res L a b). Fioure 1c showsie
average values of uy, for 10 Intervals of l. Figure showed the ensemble
distribution for those inter als; we observed thatfor Wthe ensembles are
small and hence tie oncertainties . On the avera t'g

tLs, We otpared the span-wise velocity sjgn a hg s e ed t Wrticn e cr
Soranges nof the axi eets taie v Iny ' in that regin. Figure 13a shows thet
direction of movement of the streaks ifW,,andheI W hare positive In figure 3b is
compared the number of streaks moving towdtds the

m  
gh spec.! region 1W..1 I o r

WM, 0) with thosehmoving away from the high speed reoion (W 1O0or W, 0, for

nine intervals of the flow velocity in that renion. in figurem-l s -cmae

the average spanwise velocity W., W 2 of the streaks adacent to a hig n speed reqio
for 9 ranges of the streartlwise vel c ity. From figur 1'b we can determine the
relatrve amount of streaks per interval b. addin the two distributions; For 5 I<
and 41 1 25 the ensemblees are snal and thus the uncertainties high.

A schematic reoresentat ion of thoe rsaits in, sowr L,. figure I Ia11, 14 a2 and the
-orrcsponding velocity sionrals are2s--,ni ..t7uc 14I 11! 2. F-co's with a negative sloc;e
mainly concern streaks arrivingi -t nQelr It wie e-'- s with a positiv.e slope

concern streaks at t = 0) leavita lite 
5
'.te '-r. A,..~ fiaure I bl - si 'nals Igil and 14b-

are identical;they show the passage 'te same s ,,ak onl 0 'ime of detectitoo is
different. Events hI and 1- occur wit - me I coc3  'oweer i'- contrast to a
symmetric velocity-, siginal, for the a'"e'mri- velocity sign-n thn right slope is steeper
than the left. slope. When determining Thie ocal enson!- U u-namce ..e sample a large set of
events with varylno slopes. Thus in teri it le sme more often
than the left- slope. The result is t'-w : 14c. Toe si-''-'i rtmsemi-Ic the condiitie-nal
average obtained wi'h the, VITA-V' -rite io'-afn'i, I T).

LmAL
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ine ensemnwe otr tne ViTA-U criterion for t # 0 mainly consists of streaks irstributed
over a range of spanwIse locations. This is illustrated in figure 15 for the events type II
and IV. This results in a phenomenon called phase scrambling; for a oeneral discussion see
Yule (15). If we want to obtain a picture of the behaviour and movements at t 6 0 we must
use a detection criterion selecting structures with only distinct velocity of structure. For
this purpose a multipoint detection criterion would be necessary.

Similar argument probably can be used for a VITA type of criterion applied to
temperature signal near a slightly heated wall. The heat will be transported aproximatel,..
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similar as hydrogen bubbles generated at the wall. Since all bubbles generated at thebottom wires are collected in streaks probably in case of a slightly heated wall streaks
are the patterns of high temperature. Again mainly flanks of streaks will be sampled.

RECOGNITION OF VERTICAL TRANSPORT IN PLANE VIEW

To detect strong movements perpendicular to the plane of photograph a visualizator.
technique was developed using two colour illumination. The technique permits simultaneous
observation of streaks and ejections (or streaks and sweeps). Mst import arr -- 1c ,
tiat in plane view for y' < 40 an ejection nearly always is coincident with a streak lir.-.To enhance the sensitivity of the technique instead of two colour illumination, multi
colour illumination is used.

Figure i displays the main features of the experimental set-up. The illuminattcn was
achieved by a beam parallel in the vertical plane and divergent mo the horizontal plane. Atransparent sheet with horizontal lines in different colours is olaced in this bean. Th-
flow field now is illuminated by a light beam consisting of thri ' "*l- ' ot cifferent
colours each with a diameter of I mm. The wire is placed a' the interface be-red.
with a positive v velocity will traverse layers with colours r'-d--'c- io'- re-c- lue etc. w.r<
i bubble with a negative v velcclty will traverse lavers srt's coloirs ilu-rren-eowe:

r fl1Ju Current
Light source

Flow
direction y

FP: t. I8

i ,Sutin wire a: " 2j. We obseruve most vertical trarsrort "r. .ncrr rICA 2-'>-
streak reuior.. Il between the streaks we observe a qree' pat,' tviaar-
transport. This pattern somewhat resemct)es a ick-t in staries 1 1d II d r
Falco. This type of photographs sh 2w .he nest dire'c-eidec torh
hat all vertical upward transport 1n the wal. reqion is cer-e:-e ate: rr - n

addition it is lisc easy to obsorve the vcriatron of the :r ,tssi*- -: 'h'. -Ti Iri
motion along a streak. The vertica downwrard mDtlon 1i cisrrirvd rrternt''
regions between the streaks.
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STRUCTURE OF UNSTEADY FLOWS AT LEADING- AND TRAILING-EDGES:

FLOW VISUALIZATION AND ITS INTERPRETATION
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SUMMARY

Unsteady two- and three-dimensional flow structure at leading- and trailing-edges of bodies Cal be

characterized effectively using recently developed techniques for acquisition and inte retation of flow

visualization. The techniques addressed herein include: flow image-surface pressure correlations;

three-dimensional reconstruction of flow structure from flow Images; and interactive interpetaLior, of

flow images with theoretical simulations. These techniques can be employed in conjunction with: vioual

correlation and ensemble-averaging, both within a given Image and between images; recognition of patterns
of flow structure from images; and estimates of velocity eigenfunctions from images.

I. INTRODUCTION

There are a wide variety of methods for visualizing and interpreting flow phenomena. The overviews

of Enrich
1 

and Merzkirch et a1
2 

assess a range of techniques Including, for example: smoke and dye

injection; laser-induced fluorescence; and density gradients Induced in mixing of dissimilar fluids.

These methods have provided valuable insight into a number of features of the flow structure.

Flow visualization using water as a working fluid has several advantages. Perhaps the foremost s

the ease of marking and tracking fluid elements at relatively long time scales, I.e. low frequencies. in

comparison with the corresponding scales in a gaseous medium. If instantaneous, as opposed to time-

averaged, surface pressure, lift, etc. In conjunction with the visualized flow structure is desired, thr

the time and length scales offered by a water facility are highly advantageous. Although concurrent,

quantitative measurement of unsteady velocity and pressure may be lore delicate and laborious, jujiciou>
choice of the most physically meaningful locations for measurement of the flow field, identified with the

aid of flow visualization, can reduce the amount of effort In this direction.

Interpretation of visualized steady flows is relatively straightforward; however tkls ;5 not the

case for unsteady flows, especially for perturbed shear flows. It is well known from linear stabilit,
theory that there exist drastic gradients of amplitude and phase of fluctuating velocity and oressure

across an unsteady shear flow. As a consequence, the apparent, visualized flow structure a, not be

compatible with the actual, underlying vorticity field (Hama
3
; Lusseyran and Rockwelf4). Clearly,

considerable care must be exercised in interpreting unsteady phenomena. By proper choice iJ visual zation

technique, and employment of simple theoretical simulations, fallacies of interpretation car e preclued.

In the series of investigations des~ribed herein, we address techniques for implementing and
interpreting a particular class of flow visualization methods: generation and tracking of lines of eleent
marked at specified times, I.e. timeline,. Emphasis is on: correlating the instantaneous, visualized flow

structure with instantaneous surface pressure; reconstruction of three-dimensional flow structure frre
dual views of the flow field; and Interpretation of the flow visualization in coniunction with basic

classes of theoretical simulation. In addition, possibilities are addressed for: visual correlatio, and

ensemble-averaging of visualization images; pattern recognition of flow structure usinq Iyawns: and

evaluation of images for determination of veloclt'y elgenfunction and vorticity.

2. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUFS

All experiments were carried out in one of three water channel systems, cu: tom designed for stud, -f

unsteady, separated flows. The cross-sectional areas of the test ',ctions of these channels ravqed from

1.5 ft
2  

to 6 ft
2
. In all cases, the test sections were made entirely ,f leniglas or glass to facilitate

multi-dinensional views of the flow structure. Moreover, all components of the largest channel, including

the tPst section contraction, Inlet and outlet tanks, and all attendant plinq are made o
f 
vlnniglas or

PVC in ord;r to preclude difficultie.s arising from system corrosion.

Figure I shows an experimental arrangement that is qeneric to the variety o
f 

techniques employed in

the fluid mechanics laboratory at Lehigh University. A tlatinum wire, or an arranqement of w:res,
generates hydrogen bubble tlmeItnes. The bubble lines or sheets are then tracked, recorded, and

processed by employing: video camera, synchronized with the mainframe If the video system; a digitlie-

system; and an image processing system located in the computer-aided design (CAD) laborator.

Usivy a custom-designed function generator, it is possible to generate hydrogen bubble tireline' of

desired frequency and width. Two stroboscopic (90 watt) lIolhts, interfaced with tie mainframe of t'e

video system, IIluminate these hubble timel inns.
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Figure 2: Typical flow visualization photograph representing vortex shedding in antisymetrical mode
arising from streamwise perturbations of cylinder. Also shown is digitized representation of upper half

of timeline pattern (Ongoren and Rockw 1i
7
; Kerstens and Rockwell

8
).

Visual correlation and ensemnle-averaging of Images

Although correlations of velocity and pressure at a point, or between two points, in a flow field
have received considerable attention over the past few decades, relatively little effort has been devoted

to defining a more globally-oriented correlation based on flow visualization. In doing so, it is necessary

to define quantitatively the elemental portions of a visualization Image. One possibility is to define

the local tangent of each of the individual timellnes as a function of position along the timeline. This

local tangent is termed the tangent angle function V(x,y). If we know the function V along all the

timelines in an image, we have, in effect, defined the Image on a physically meaningful basis.

The obvious approach to defining a correlation between two points A-i and B-i on two different

timelines A and B is to consider Ahe product of the respective tangent angle functions OA-IOB-I However,

as shown by Kerstens and Rockwell , this definition is inadequate, as It cannot distinguish certain
features of two curves oriented arbitrarily with respect to each other. Rather, It Is useful to employ

a correlation function based on the difference between tangent angle functions *A - B " Employing such

a definition, it is then possible to define a global, visual correlation between two lmelines by
integrating over the spatial extent of the normalized timelines. This approach can lead to various types

of auto- and cross-correlations between defined regions of the flow field. Ideally, It would be desirable

to c:-ry out these correlations for segmented timellnes, where a timeline is broken Into discrete segments
through use of a segmented bubble wire; then, by tracking these segments and carrying out the afore-
mentioned visual correlation, a comparison can be made with the measured vorticity field.

The visual average of several successive Images follows from the spatial averages of respective

timelines in a number of successive Images (Kerstens and Rockwell
8
). In selecting the Images to be

averaged, a physically meaningful criterion must be applied. If each of the selected images corresponds

to a defined phase of an unsteady event within the flow, such as an extreme displacement of a body,

then the averaging Is of the ensemble-averaging type. In principle, a variety of sensors, including
pressure and velocity transducers, can be employed as a phase reference for the ensemble averages;

moreover, an interesting possibility Involves use of a repetitive, coherent portion of the Image itself

in order to trigger the ensemble-averaging.

Pattern recognition using images

In the event that the flow Is non-periodic, it Is useful to determine how often certain large-scale
features of the flow-structure occur. Consequently, it is necessary to formulate a technique for rapidly

identifying these structures from flow Images. If a library of basic types of flow patterns can be

described, then comparison of visualized flow patterns with this library provides a basis for characterizing

the frequency of appearance of elemental types of flow structure. This approach represents a type of

pattern recognition.

A technique employed for identification of machine parts (Persoon and Fu
9
), handprint character

recognition (GranlundIU), and recognition of aircraft silhouettes (Wallace aid Mitchelll) Involves

definition of a library of Fourier descriptors for basic types of patterns. The Fourier descriptor is

simply the Fourier transform of the tangent angle function 0, as previously defined. The advantage of

the Fourier descriptor technique Is that the curve description Is essentially Independent of orientation,

position and scale of the curve. Whereas the traditional use of the Fourier descriptor technique Is for

closed curves, flow Images are typically made up of open curves in the form of streaklines, pathlines, or

timelines. Gumas and Rockwell
5 

describe Implementation of the Fourier descriptor technique for open

curves of the timeline type.

Image evaluation for velocity eigenfunction and vorticity

The displacement of a tineline over a given interval of time is related to the flow velocity.

.MR
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Consequently, It Is possible to relate the time of flight of timellnes to the velocity distribution
across the flow. in fact, Lu and Smith

1 2 
have shown that the higher order statistics of a turbulent

boundary layer can be determined using this concept; this approach can lead to insight beyond that
attainable with traditional point measurements.

A primary advantage of the timeline technique is that It gives instantaneous information across the
entire flow; It therefore leads to the instantaneous streamwlse velocity component across the flow.
Consequently, this method Is well-sulted to characterizing flows for which there are substantial gradients
of velocity amplitude and phase in the cross-stream direction. That is, the local deflection of a time-
line will be In accord with the local fluctuation amplitude and Its relative phase. Lusseyran and
Rockwell

|3 
have demonstrated that this technique can provide a reasonable estimate of the elgenfunction

of the streamwise velocity component. Through application of the continuity equation, It leads to
approximation of contours of constant vortlcity In an unstable wake flow.

4. FLOW IMAGE - SURFACE PRESSURE CORRELATION

In order to determine the underlying mechanisms that produce unsteady pressure fluctuations along a
surface, it is desirable to correlate the instantaneous, visualized flow structure with the instantaneous
surface pressure. One possibility Is to record simultaneously the visualized flow and the time-dependent
surface pressure from a large array of surface-mounted transducers. If the flow structure Is highly
organized then, In principle, It Is possible to employ a single transducer switched to successive locations
along the surface. By keeping track of pressure amplitude and phase, the Instantaneous pressure field can
be reconstructed.

In acquiring these pressure measurements, It is necessary to have an appropriate phase reference,
which can take the form of a second pressure transducer signal, or a hot film or laser signal,
appropriately located at the outer edge of the mean shear layer. Proper location of this reference is
necessary to avoid phase gradients associated with the fluctuating field, as well as high frequency noise
from the flow. In linking the unsteady surface pressure measurements to the visualized flow field, it is
necessary to determine, at a given instant, the phase shift between the visualized flow structure and the
instantaneous pressure. One possible technique for accomplishing this is to record simultaneously
flow structure and the oscilloscope trace of the reference signal on a split-screen video system.
Obviously, there are other methods of Indirectly determining this phase link.

Aside from the advantages of visualization, use of water as a working medium allows use of remote
transducer locations, as opposed to the classical surface-mounting of transducers. The characteristic
frequencies of the pressure fluctuations In water are typically very low - on Le order of I Hz. At
these low frequencies, the amplitude and phase distortion arising from locating the transducer away from
the surface are insignificant, provided the connecting line between the surface tap and the transducer
is properly deslgned.

A means of visually displaying the ;,vLantaneous flow structure and surface pressure has been
developed in our CAD laboratory. First, the flow Images are digitized and processed. Then each of these
images is, in turn, displayed with the instantaneous surface pressure field. This field Is obtained from
cross-spectral analysis between the surface pressure at a given location and an appropriate phase
reference. In the following, we discuss cases where the raw, instantaneous visualization Images, without
any processing or enhancement, are shown In conjunction with the instantaneous surface pressure.

Figure 3 shows the Interaction of an incident vortex with an elliptical leading-edge. In this case,
the vortex Is generated In a mixing-layer flow arising from the Inherent instability of the shear layer.
As a consequence, the process of vortex-edge Interaction is harmonic. Full details of this experiment,
including the cirfplatlon and degree of concentration of vorticity of the Incident vortex,are given by
Sohn and Rockwell '. In the left column of Figure 3, the vertical hatched lines represent the amplitude
envelope, and the closely-spaced hatched lines represent the Instantaneous surface pressure fluctuations.
Considering the visualization In the right column of photos in Figure 3, It Is evident that the Incident
vortex undergoes substantial distortion as it encounters the leading-edge region. Concurrently, there
is local flow separation from the leading portion of the edge, giving rise to a small-scale secondary
vortex that becomes nested within the incident primary vortex. The third row of pressure- visualization
snows that onset of flow separation Induces a local negative pressure; the fourth and fifth rows show that
this negative pressure region moves downstream as the formation of the secondary vortex evolves. It Is
clear, especially from the fourth row of Figure 3, that there are very large cradients of instantaneous
pressure In the vicinity of the tip. In fact, maximum positive pressure ocLurs at the tip itself, and
a short distance downstream of that location, there Is a maximum of negative pressure.

Figure 4 shows the Instantaneous loading and corresponding flow structure for the case of a fully
turbulent boundary layer separating from an actively-controlled trailing-edge. In this case, the
displacement perturbations of the trailing-edge are about two orders of mannitude smaller than its
thickness. Nevertheless, the surface pressure fluctuations arising from the edge perturbations overshadow
those of the background turbulent flow. Since the first harmonic component of these pressure fluctuations
Is very small, we can represent the fluctuating surface pressure as approximately sinusoidal, and employ
the edge displacement as a phase reference In relating the instantaneous pressure to the flow structure.
The top row of pressure-visualization shows the case of excitation at a frequency fe just below the
natural shedding frequency fc, and the middle row at a frequency just above It. From the visualization,
we note that the Initially shed vortex switches from the bottom to the top corner of the trailing-edge
as the excitation frequency increases. The bottom row of pressure-visualization represents the case of
excitation at a frequency well above the natural shedding frequency. It Is apparent that the initial
vortex is still shed from the upper surface. In fact, only when the edge Is excited at a frequency near
that of the natural shedding is a switch in phasing of the initially-shed vortex possible.

In the corresponding pressure plots, the solid line and the cross-hatched regions represent
respectively the amplitude envelope and the Instantaneous value of the pressure amplitude at the forcing
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Figure 3: Interaction or vortex generated In tIxing layer with elliptical leading-edge (Sohn and Rockw~ell"h).
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Figure 4: Flow structure and instantaneous surface pressure Induced by oscillating traillng-edge. Approach
boundary layer Is fully turbulent and epressure field Is that resulting from notion of edge. Frequency fe
of excitation relative to frequency fb of shedding from tationary edge is: fe/fo 0.87 (top row); 1.02
(middle row); and 2.0 (bottom row) (Staubil and Rockwell '.

frequency. Moreover, within the schematic of the edge are shown the amplitud, envelopes of the fluctuating
force Fe at the excitat~on frequency fe and the force F

o 
at the self-excited frequency component fo. The

vertical bar represents the Instantaneous locaclon of the force Fe. Finally, the phase clock in the upper

left of each schematic shows that the force Fe lags the edge displacement ne at the excitation frequency
below the natural shedding frequency (top diagram), while It leads at a frequency above natural frequency
(middle diagram) and again lags at high excitation frequency (bottom diagram). For the conditions of the
Bon and middle diagrams, the amplitude of the fluctuating pressure rapidly ncreases as the corner 18) of

the edge Is aporoached; it goes to zero at the middle of the verti cal base (BC). In the bottom diagram
this is no longer the case, due to the high excitation frequency, the nonci-culatory ("added-mass'

'
)

contribution to the surface pressure dominate= i-ar associated with shedding of sorticlty, except in the

base region BC.

These types of flow structure -pressure correlations have the potentiul for providing Insight into
the source of unsteady lift and drag acting on bodies; they arm currentiy being interpreted In this

context.

,U'1
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5. THREE-DIMENSIONAL RECONSTRUCTION FROM FLOW IMAGES

Determination of the instantaneous structure of time-dependent, three-dimensional flows poses a
particular challenge. By use of a timeline marking technique, it is possible to reconstruct the three-
dimensional evolution from two-dimensional images using computer-aided design methods. There are

basically two types of approaches: a dual-view method, where the three-dimensional structure is
determined from two arbitrary views of the fiow field; and a single-view method, involving acquisition

of phase-locked Images from a single view of the flow field.

Smith and Paxson
16 

have constructed a single three-dimensional surface by generating timellnes from
a single wire ore red in the spanwise direction, and using a two-camera system with two simultaneous
views. Their stu -ovides new Insight into the character of a turbulent boundary layer. Ongoren 3nd
Rockwell

1 7 
have ge. ' a family of three-dimensional surfaces representing the wake from a three-

dimensional body by cm ng phase-locked Images of timelines from a single view. In this technique,
the body was subjected t- ontrolled oscillations. Its displacement served as a phase reference, thereby
allowinq definition of p.se-locked Images at successive spanwise planes. In the following, we demonstrate
the dual-view method for obtaining three-dimensional surfaces representing separated flows from stationary

and oscillating bodies.

Figure 5 shows time seq-nces of end and plan views of a tip vortex. In generating these images, a
one mil, kinked platinum wire was employed. By pulsing the wire at a desired time, and over a defined

interval, it Is possible to reveal the principal features of the flow structure. In the end view of
Figure 5, the pulse width Is relatively long, being initiated just prior to the first photo and terminated

prior to the last photo. The plan view of Figure 5 shows that the free-stream is moving in the downward
direction. The vortex core has a significantly lower axial velocity than that of the free-stream. In
these end and plan views, it is, in principle, possible to estimate the unsteady velocity field. In
addition, as depicted at the bottom of Figure 5, three-dimensional surfaces can be constructed using the
CAD system. The various views shown therein are from arbitrary perspectives. Real time, three-dimensional
simulation of the structure of this tip vortex can be carried out either on the Unigraphics UG-2 terminal
or the Evans and Sutherland PS-300 terminal in the Lehigh University CAD laboratory.

Another class of three-dimensional flows that can be characterized effectively by the dual view

technique is that generated by an oscillating delta wing. To illustrate the complexity of the flow, we
first consider a plan view of a delta wing oscillating In pitch about its trailing-edge (Figure 6).
Since the tip of the delta wing undergoes large excursions during an oscillation cycle, only limited

information can be obtained by examining timeline patterns from a fixed wire. A "flying wire" technique
has been developed (Atta and RockwellI8); the platinum wire Is aligned in the spanwise (z) direction,
stretched between two supports located well away from the wing, and fixed to the mechanism that controls

the wing motion. Consequently, the wire "flies" at the same angular velocity as the wing, and provides

an indication of the degree to which the flow entering a plane parallel to the wing passes below, as
opposed to above, the wing surface. For the photos of Figure 6, the wire is at the tip. Moreover, the
reduced frequency K - 2efC/U= = 4.0, the mean angle of attack a = 350 and fluctuating angle of attack
Au = 100. From quasi-steady considerations, one expects the pattern of vortex formation to be the same
at a given value of angle of attack a, Irrespective of whether the tip of the wing is moving in the upward
or downward direction. Comparison of photos C and E, taken at nearly the same value of a, shows that
the flow structure is markedly dissimilar. Evidently, there Is strong hysteresis of the vortex rollup

relative to the wing motion.

With bottom views of the sort shown in Figure 6, taken simultaneously with corresponding end views,

it is possible to reconstruct the three-dimensional character of the flow on the CAD system. Figure 7
shows three-dimensional surfaces ohtalned using the flying wire technique for a similar experimental

situation as that of Figure 7, I.e. a delta wing pitching about its trailing-edge. (Note that the hidden
lines therein appear as solid lines). The top set of photos shows three basic views at relatively high
reduced frequency. In this set, the bottom (plan) view shows that pronounced rollup of the sheet

commences at about one-third chord and extends to about two-thirds chord. This rollup is particularly
evident in the end view. Upstream of this region of rollup, there appear bulges of opposite curvature.
In the bottom sets of plots, plan and end views are compared at the same instantaneous angle of attack.
Within each set, from top to bottom, cases of static, moderate frequency, and high frequency are compared.

Efforts are underway to relate basic patterns of three-dimensional distortion to the concepts of hysterisis

and vortex breakdown.

6. FLOW STRUCTURE INTERPRETATION FROM IMAGES: INTERACTIVE VISUALIZATION AND SIMULATION

in any type of flow visualization technique, the visualized flow at any location represents the
integrated history of the marked fluid elements. This history extends from the upstream location where

the flow is marked to the downstream location where the flow structure is viewed. This concept can be
used In conjunction with simple theoretical simulations of the flow structure in order to identify basic
classes of vorticity concentration and circulation, as shown by Lusseyran and Rockwell

4
. in essence, they

employ the velocity elgenfunctions from linear stability theory, in conjunction with the mean flow, to
provide simulation of the vorticity field of an unstable wake. Since, In practice, we can often estimate

a priori certain features of the mean flow, It should be possible to estimate the local ctrculatloi of
the vorticity field when flow visualization Is interpreted In conjunction with such a theoretical

simulation.

Figure 8 shows simulation of the timellne patterns for a fixed- (upper diagram) and moving- (lower

diagram) timeline marker (e.g., hydrogen bubble wire) for the case of a vorticity field having

successively increasing values of dimensionless circulation r* = 1, 2, 3, and 4. As illustrated in the

middle schematic of Figure 8, the vorticity field, defined by the concentric contours Is spatially

periodic. Moreover, these cont-'rc nf rnrrent vt'cl-i '.,.esc... a putrI Iirt~lv'ece, i e. the

vortilrty Is neither amplifying or decaying. The ampiltudes of the vorticity contours are related to the

overall circulation; however, the shapes of the contours are relatively independent of the circulation.

I...
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Figure 5: Visualization of tip vortex showing end and plan views of evolution in time, as well as three-
dimensional representation of vortex development obtained from CAD simulation (Kramer and Rockweiil

9
).

&
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Figure 6: Flow structure at leading-edge of an oscillating delta wing obtained by "flying wire" technique.

(Atta and RockwelliB).
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Figure 7: Various views of three-dimensional surface constructed from dual views of oscillating delta

wing using CAD techniques. Original visualization data obtained from "flying wire' technique applied to

wing pitching about its trailing-edge. Top set of views corresponds to relatively high reduced frequency.

Bottom sets of views (from top to bottom) represents static, moderate, and high reduced frequencies. All

views in this figure are at the same angle of attack (Magness, Lawson, and Rockwell
2 0

).
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Figure 8: Simulation of flow visualization of a periodic wake using concepts of inviscid stability theory.

Top series of diagrams represents timellne generation from a fixed wire located at lefthand side of each
diagram; middle schematic shows the neutral, spatially-periodic vorticity field; and bottom diagram shows
timeline generation from a wire moving at velocity U relative to the free-stream U (Lusseyran and

Rockwell 
W.
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In each of the four timellne plots, indicated in the upper part of Figure 8, the fixed tinmeline
generator is located at the left side of each plot. Comparing these four timellne patterns, It is
evident that the rate of "roll-up" of the timellnes Into a "vortex" appears to occur relatively slowly
or rapidly depending upon the circulation rt

. 
The dots In these diagrams represent locations of vorticity

extrema of the vorticity field Illustrated in the middle diagram of Figure 8. The delay in deformation
of the timeline pattern, from an Initially vertical line, is related quantitatively to the circulation.
By knowing the distance from the timellne generator required to turn an Initially vertical timeline to
an angle of, say 450, a direct estimate of the circulation follows.

Further Interpretation of the flow structure follows from use of a moving timeline generator as
indicated In the bottom series of plots In Figure 8. The wire seloclty Uw in the downstream section is a
given fraction of the streamwise velocity U_. In all diagrams, the vorticity field is the neutral one
given in the middle plot of Figure 8; the corresponding circulation is r* = 3. It Is apparent that the
apparent rate of roll-up of the tlmelne pattern changes with the value of Uw, even though the vorticity
field has the same circulation in all cases. This concept can be used to our advantage to indlrec''y
determine the circulation In conjunction with the aforementioned flow simulation. For each value of F*,
there is a unique, threshold value of U, for which a time line marker moves upstream of the wire. For the
parameters here, It occurs at UW = 0.8 U_.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

From the foregoing, It Is evident that there are a wide variety of possibilities for quantitatively
interpreting flow visualization In conjunction with computer-aided Image processing and simultaneous
acquisition of pressure, lift, etc. Central to this approach, however, is a physically meaningful basis
for defining the image. in fact, if portions of an image or portions of successive Images are to be
correlated with one another, then it is essential to have a means of identifying these domains. In a
general sense, It Is possible to generate an array of streaklines, pathlines, or timelines in order to
accomplish this Identification. However, one must be aware of the limitations inherent to flow
visualization methods, namely that the visualized flow structure may not necessarily be an accurate
representation of the underlying, unsteady vorticity field, Insofar as possible, It Is desirable to
implement techniques that employ a time of flight concept. That Is, even though the velocity or vorticity
may not be directly evident from the Image, the marked fluid elements in the Image should provide a basis
for determining these central quantitative parameters.
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SUMMARY

As a part of a research program, the flow field around an operating ship propeller

was investigated in a water tunnel, using Laser-Doppler-velocimetry. The three- dimen-

sional velocity field was measured in three planes at the suction side and four planes

on the pressure side of the propeller at the design thrust coefficient of K
T 

= 0.185. In

one of the planes in the propellers's slipstream, the measurements were repeated at
thrust coefficients of KT = 0.12 and K 

T 
= 0.25.

The velocity profiles measured in the propeller's slipstream are compared with the

induced velocities derived from design calculations, and occurring deviations are als-

cussed.

Furthermore, the instationary flow field allows to study the tip vortices at different
Gistances behind the propeller. The measurements yield a quantitative description of the

vortices, and the influence of propeller load at the blade tips c.i geometry and intensi-

ty of the tip vortices can be seen.

LIST OF SYMBOLS

A e/A blade area ratio of propeller
C~h thrust load coefficient T/( /2"Vo2-

Th
0 propeller diameter

. ad:ance coefficient vo/(n-D)

KQ torque coefficient Q/(.-n'.D

KT thrust coefficient T/(3-n'.DO)

frequency of revolution

P propeller pitch

Q torque

R propeller radius D/2

r local radius

rh hub radius

T thrust

vo axial velocity of undisturbed flow

w axial component of propeller induced velocity

w radial component of propeller induced velocity
wr radial component of propeller induced velocity

wt tangential component of propeller induced velocity

y cartesian coordinates
zJ

Z number of propeller blades

O efficiency of propeller J'KT /(2- KQ)

density of water

angula, position of propeller

INTRODUCTION

Design procedures for ship propellers are based on more or less complex theories.

Design calculations result in a propeller which is supposed to satisfy certain require-

ments demanded before. Normally checkinQ ti propeller performance will be done by model

tests as open water tests, propilsion and cavitation tests. If the experimental results

differ from the expected characteristic , we will assume the design procedure or theory

to be inadequate. Unfortunately, by the mentioned model tests not all details of the
interaction between propeller and the surrounding flow can be verified.
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Within the recent years, Laser-Doppler-Velocimetry (LDV) has become a well-known
method for fluid mechanic research. By this technique it is possible to investigate
the flow even in the immediate vicinity of an operating propeller. Mean value and time
dependent variations of fluctuating velocity components can be measured. Hence, predic-
ted velocity distributions can be compared with precise measurements, and this compari-
son may give rise to corrections of the design procedure or even the theory.

For uniform inflow to the propeller, the spatial distribution of flow velocities can
be derived from time dependent measurements. This gives the opportunity for a detailed
study of the tip vortice's shape and development, if the resolution of measurements is
good enough.

EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT

The measurements were done at HSVA's medium-sized cavitation tunnel, a circulating
water tunnel with a maximum water velocity of 10 m/s. Standard equipment is provided
for measurements of thrust, torque and speed of rotation of the investigated model pro-
peller. For simulation of wake fields, a combination of wire screens and dummy models
can be arranged in the measuring section. If omitted, the inflow to the propeller is
uniform all over the square cross section of 0.57 m x 0.57 m except for boundary layers
at the propeller shaft and the walls. At all the four sides of the measuring section
there are two windows each. The LDV-system is operating through ore of the upper windows.
The system is a two-channel dual beam backscatter LDV. It allows simultaneous measure-
ments of two orthogonal velocity components in the plane perpendicular to the front
lenses optical axis. Channel separation is done by using two different colours from the
spectrum of a 5 W argon-ion laser for the two components. A detailed description of the
device is given in (1), (2). The front lens of the optical system has a focal length of
480 mm in air, and the laser beam pairs are focused down to a diameter of 70 um at the
measuring point, which is shaped by the intersection of the beams. The measuring volume
has a length of 1.1 mm at an intersection angle of 7.3*. The velocity is detected by
measuring the frequency of scattered light oscillations from small scattering particles
in the measuring volume. The oscillations are caused by an interference pattern
("fringe"-system) in the intersection point of coherent laser beams. The fringe spacing
is 2.85 um for the blue interference pattern and 3.05 tm for the green one. The blue
channel is set up to measure the velocity component in the direction of the tunnel axis,
the green channel for the horizontal cross-component.

Positioning of the measuring point in the y- and z-dlrection (Fig. i) is done by step
motors under computer control. Time for traversing is used for storing data on a floppy
disc and calculating and displaying mean value and standard deviation of the two veloci-
ty components at the point measured before. For a propeller in uniform flow, the optical
arrangement allows measurements of all three velocity components. The x-component is
measured anyway, and the y-component is identical with the radial component for a hori-
zontal profile and with the tangential component for a vertical profile, cutting the pro-
peller's centre line. An encoder on the propeller shaft can be connected to the LDV-
counter interface, and optionally the computer can combine 'he velocity information
from each data transfer with the present position of the propeller blades. The encoder
has a resolution of 3.6*. In this way, changes of velocity values - oscillating at the
blade frequency - can be detected. In case of uniform inflow to the propeller, velocity
measurements at a certain local radius r for many angular positions of the propeller
are equivalent to measurements at the same radius for many angular positions of the
measuring point at a fixed propeller position. Hence, velocity measurements with respect
to the actual propeller position following a profile through the propellers's centre
line give the velocity field all over the measuring plane at a certain moment.

INVESTIGATED PROPELLER

The investigated propeller was designed especially for a research program. The design
was based on assumed operating conditions as they are usual for a commercial ship. How-
ever, uniform inflow to the propeller was assumed in spite of the fact that ship propel-
lers normally operate in a highly inhomogeneous wake field. This assumption is in accor-
dance with the task to investigate the propeller induced additional velocity components
on the pressure side as well as on the suction side of the propeller. Allowing for an
inhomogeneous inflow field would have enhanced the complexity of the problem, making it
impossible to separate the influence of the propeller on the flow field from other
effects. This fact was confirmed by a few tests with inhomogeneous inflow which were
part of the research program but will not be presented in this paper.

The main operating conditions for the propeller were at an advance coefficient of
J = 0.60, corresponding to a thrust coefficient of K = 0.185. Most of the tests were
performed under these conditions. The investigated mJdel propeller has the following
main dimensions:

diameter 0 = 260 mm
number of blades Z = 4
pitch P = 224 mm
blade area ratio A e/Ao= 0.50

e 0



A more detailed description of the propeller geometry is given in fig. 2 and in table 1.
The profiles are of NACA 16 type cambered by a NACA a = 0.8 meanline. Maximum camber,
profile thickness and length are listed in the above menitioned table.

DESIGN PROCEDURE

The design of a ship propeller is based on physical models describing a single propel-
ler blade as a vortex line (lifting line theory) or as a vortex sheet (lifting surface
theory). Generally these models cannot describe all details of the flow field around
the propeller blade. After selection of the propeller's diameter and blade number, the
propeller induced axial and tangential velocity components are calculated according to
a presumed or given load distribution on the propeller blade, usually neglecting the
radial velocity component.

Calculation of induced velocities is done by a procedure using induction factors
described by H. Lerbs (3), based on a paper by H. Schubert (4). This procedure yields
velocity and circulation distributions over the local radius r. The vortex distribution
is then replaced by profiles causing the same distribution of circulation. Camber and
pitch of the profiles are now determined by an iteration procedure based on lifting
surface theory, replacing vortex lines by vortex sheet distributions (5). Iteration steps
are repeated until a satisfactory result is obtained. In a last step, the calculated
values are examined and perhaps slightly modified with respect to practical experience
and manufacturing requirements.

Even the most sophisticated procedures presently cannot descLrue all phenomena with
a sufficient accuracy. As an example, the region close to the blade tips, where a tip
vortex of circulation dependent intensity is generated, is not taken into account adequa-
tely. Hence, geometrical outline has to be supported by experience. Furthermore,
extremely inhomogeneous wake fields, occurring behind some single screw vessels, cause
additional problems that common calculation methods fail to solve.

The reliability of calculation methods for the propeller induced velocity field can
only be proved by experimental results. LDV - measurements of the total velocity in the
flow field of a propeller can enable design engineers to select the calculation method
or theory that is adequate to the problem.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

As a basic model test for determination of the propeller's hydrodynamic properties,
an open water test was done in HSVA's large towing tank. The results are thrust, tqpie
and efficiency of the propeller as functions of the advance coefficient J, as they are
shown in non-dimensional form in fig. 3. The correct operating conditions for the LDV -
measurements can be derived from this diagram. Most of the LDV - measurements were done

at the design condition of J = 0.60, corresponding to a thrust coefficient of KT = 0.185.
The open water test was carried out at a Reynolds number R. 

= 
6.7-10' for the profile at

the radius r/R = 0.7.

As an initial test in the cavitation tunnel, the shape of the propeller's slipstream
was determined. This was managed by positioning the LDV measuring volume at the tip
vortex location, depressurizing the tunnel until the beginning of tip vortex cavitation.
The high intensity of scattered light from the cavitating vortex allowed a positioning
with an accuracy of ± 0.5 mm. The slipstream's diameter was measured at 20 distances
from the propeller. The envelope of the slipstream is shown in fig. 4, where also the
measuring planes for the following LDV - measurements are marked.

LDV - measurements of flow velocity were done at 7 different planes, 3 of them on the
suction side and 4 on the pressure side of the propeller. In each of the planes, two pro-
files were measured: A vertical profile (x = so, y = 0) to obtain the axial and tangen-
tial component and a horizontal profile (x = xo = 0) yielding the radial and once more
the axial component. Using the mentioned shaft encoder, velocity values were separately
stored for 100 different angular positions of the propeller. The distance between two
neighbouring measuring radii had to be selected individually in accordance with the com-
plexity of the flow field. On the suction side, a distance of about 10 mm gives an ade-
quate resolution. On the pressure side, the distance was decreased down to 3 mm in the
region of tip vortices. For each radius, 3000 single measurements for the three velocity
components were done, yielding an average of 30 measurements for each angular position.
This is sufficient for calculating mean value and standard deviation. Fig. 5 shows mean
values of the vslocity components in four planes on the pressure side of the propeller
for a thrust coefficient KT 0.185. Since the axial velocity was measured twice, a check

for reproducibility of the measurements could be done. The devio.tions proved tn be neg-
ligible. Fig. 6 shows the mean velocity values for 3 measuring planes on the suction side
at the same value of 1T = 0.185. For 3 different load conditions the mean velocities are
shown in fig. 7.

All velocity values are given dimensionless, dividing them by the axial velocity of
undisturbed flow, derived from the tunnel inflow velocity by a procedure according to
R. Wood and S. Harris (6).

Mean values of velocity components for any measuring radius are obtained from 100
equidistant angular positions of the measuring volume relatively to the propeller. For
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each angle 0 the velocity values are already mean values of about 30 single measurements.
In fig. 8, for some selected measuring points close to the tip vortex the axial velocity
components at 2 different operating conditions are plotted against the angular position 0.
The vertical limits of the plotted symbols are marks for positive and negative standard
deviation from the mean value in the symbol centre. The time dependent velocity field is
periodical with the blade frequency, except for small deviations that are due to limited

resolution and perhaps manufacturing tolerances.

The following figures show the three-dimensional velocity field. Isotaches are drawn
for the axial component, the cross components are plotted as a vector diagram in a plane
parallel to the propeller plane. As the symmetry of the velocity field was proved before,
only a little more than a quarter circle is plotted. In the vector diagrams there is one
vector plotted for each measuring point. The corresponding isotaches are based cn the
same number of points. The measuring radii are marked on the z-axis. In any of the figures
9 through 17, the largest measuring radius is identical with the model propeller's radius.

At the propeller's pressure side, two subsequent measurements had to be combined for
each measuring plane because of the large number of radii and limited computer capacity.
Therefore, at one radius the measurements had to be repeated to obtain a correct connec-
tion for the plots. In the isotach diagrams the separating radius is mdrked, itd a slight
shift of isotaches crossing this line can be seen. In the vector diagrams there is also
a good accordance of the two measurements at the same radius.

Figures 9 through 11 show the velocity field at the pressure side for the design thrust
coefficient K T = 0.185 at three different measuring planes. Three measurements at the
suction side at the same K T - value are shown in fig. 12 through 14. The influence of dif-
ferent operating conditions on the velocity field 0.3 D behind the propeller can be seen
in fig. 15 through 17. Figure 15 shows the velocity field at KT = 0.119, fig. 16 for the
design value T = 0.18S and fig. 17 for T= 0.251.1n fig. 17, negative values of axial
velocities oCcur at the tip vortex, which is marked by using dotted lines for the iso-
taches.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The presented velocity measurements can be used to verify the assumptions that are
fundamental to the propeller design procedure as described previously. One result of
design calculations is the induced velocity field that the operating propeller is sup-
posed to gen rate in its fully developed slipstream. For the investigated propeller,
calculated mean values of the axial and tangential velocity component are shown in fig.5-2
and 5-3, compared with measured values at several planes in the slipstream.

The tanqential component of the propeller induced velocity is theoretically predicted
to he zero at any point on the suction side. This is confirmed by the measurements as
shown in fig. 6-2, except for the region close to the propeller hub radius in the plane
0.1 D in front of the propeller. The small tangential component is caused by the boundary
layer of the rotating propeller shaft and hub.

Immediately behind the propeller plane (x = -0.1 D) the calculated tangential velocity
is in good accordance with the measured values. At larger distances from the propeller
plane, the accordance is restricted to a local radius of r/R ' 0.4. The deviations at
smaller radii are caused by the rotating boundary layer close to the hub. In the plane
x = -1.0 D behind the propeller at r/R = 0.08 there is an extremely large tangential com-
ponent (fig. 5-2), resulting from the hub vortex generated by the free vortex system being
shed from each blade root as well as from the blade tips.

Significant axial components of the induced velocity can be seen at the propeller's
suction side (fig. b-3). The largest acceleration of flow occurs in the region of the pro-
peller plane, between x = 0.1 D and x = -0.1 D. The axial velocities reach their maximum
values at the plane x = -1.0 D behind the propeller (fig. 5-3). These values again comply
with the calculated velocities surprisingly well. Only close to the hub region reasonable
deviations occur, similar to the tangential component. The velocity field generated by
the propeller blades is superposed by the dead water flow behind the hub, which is not
taken into account by design calculations.

Development of the radial induced velocity also starts already at the suction side.
The largest value is reached close to the propeller plane, corresponding to the largest
acceleration of the flow in axial direction. Behind the propeller, the radial component
decreases as the contraction of the slipstream is going on, and goes to zero in the plane
x = -1.0 D where the slipstream is completely developed, and there is no further con-
traction (fig. 5).

Variations of the operating conditions will produce different values of induced velo-
cities, while the character of mean velocity profiles remains similar to the design con-
dition profiles (fig. 7). The slipstream's contraction is increased by a larger value of
KT.

Figures 9 through 17 allow a detailed view at the velocity field surrounding the pro-
peller. All figures show the number of blades by symmetry. The spiral movement of flow
in the slipstream can be seen by the different angular position of tip vortices in all
figures regarding the pressure side. The contraction of the slipstream can be derived

i I i
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from the radial position of the tip vortex centre, reachina its minimum radius almost at
x = -0.5 D already.

The constant angular position of the maximum axial velocity at the suction side (fig.
12-2, 13-2, 14-2) shows the lack of rotational movement in front of the propeller. The
measuring plane x = 0.1 D is situated close to the propeller's leading edge for a local
radius of about r/R = 0.4. The minimum of axial velocity at the right hand of the verti-
cal axis in fig. 14-2 is caused by the influence of the leading edge's stagnation point.
This influence can as well be seen in fig. 14-1.

CONCLUSIONS

The described design procedure for ship propellers proved to be an adequate method for
calculation of propeller induced velocities, as far as mean values are concerned. Time
dependent velocity values were not compared with calculations, but the experimental data
can be valuable for the design of all appendages and objects operating in a propeller's
slipstream, such as rudders, contra-rotating propellers, vane wheels, etc.. For the des-
cription of flow phenomena, LDV - measurements can yield reliable data to verify calcu-
lation methods.
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APPENDAGES

Radius Profile Leading Edge Thickness Camber Pitch
r/R Length to Reference Line P/D

mm mm mm mm

0.2 53.6 21.3 10.44 1.01 0.665

0.25 56.6 26.7 9.63 1.39 0.725

0.3 59.6 31.8 8.84 1.70 0.777

0.4 65.2 41.1 7.37 2.16 0.858

0.5 69.7 46.9 6.03 2.33 0.902

0.6 72.6 48.1 4.81 2.27 0.913

0.7 72.7 42.8 3.73 1.96 0.904

0.8 68.7 28.0 2.74 1.38 0.875

0.9 57.6 2.6 1.81 0.65 0.822

0.95 46.2 -14.8 1.37 0.32 0.787

1.0 8.3 -46.8 0.93 0.00 0.748

TABLE I PROPELLER GEOMETRY

'4.
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FIG. 2 OUTLINE OF THE
PROPELLER

FTG.1 COORDINATES AT THE PROPELLER
DIAMETER D = 260 mm
NUMBER OF BLADES Z = 4
MEAN PITCH RATIO P/D = 0.561

BLADE AREA RATIO A A = 0.5
RIGHT HANDED e

FIG. 3

o.2 PROPELLER OPEN WATER CURVES

0.0 0. . 2 .0 0. . 0 .6 ., . . .

ISLIPSTREAM CONTRACTION1-

111 0

FIG. 4 SHAPE OF SLIPSTREAM
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AERONAUTICS AND NAVAL HYDRODYNAMICS- CONNECTIONS

Marshall P. Tulin, Professor
Ocean Engineering Laboratory

University of California at Santa Barbara
Santa Barbara, California 93106

It is a pleasure to be here at this rare co-mingling of workers in aerodynamics and ship
hydrodynamics. I know that Theodore von Karman the founder of AGARD wanted your organization to
broaden their interests in the marine direction and this meeting, I'm sure, would please him very much.
He would also have to be astounded at the advances which have been made in flow visualization since that
day 75 years ago when aluminum powder made visible those unsleady vortices of his on the surface of
that small open water channel at Gottingen.

I am an aeronautics person, trained at MIT and then employed in the 8' high speed tunnel at
Langley, NACA; I turned to naval hydrodynamics in 1950. I am extremely grateful for my aeronautics
experience, and particularly in the great and exciting laboratory which Langley then was. How better
could a young engineer begin a career in fluid dynamics then to have close contact with John Stack (to
whom we owe transonic developments then), Tony Ferri, Carl Kaplan, Adolf Busemann, Clint Brown, and
many others; to participate in the pre-flight stability tests of the X-1 and D558; to test and analyze the
performance of swept and low aspect ratio transonic propellers; and to be part of a small team which
successfully converted the 8' tunnel to low supersonic operation (M=1.1;1.2). It was very exciting. It
was also very noisy.

In the same way I am grateful for my experience at DTMB, with its wonderful staff and
facilities, which significantly advanced the depth and breadth of my interest and knowledge in fluid
dynamics and exposed me to an almost endless sequence of interesting and challenging problems in the
naval hydrodynamics. Having come from the 8' HST those things which impressd me immediately at
DTMB were the quiet in the cavernous dark tank and the beautiful patterns of ship waves and wakes.

Today, I take it as my pleasurable task here to provide you with some view of our large and
diversified field of naval and marine hydrodynamics.

We have now in the marine field a variety of problems to face, starting with resistance and
propulsion, including propeller design and operation in wakes. We have stability, control, and motion
problems ineolving all the usual phenomena connected with forces on bodies, in addition to free surface
effects. These include interactions between appendages such as submarine sails, control surfaces, and
the hull itself, and often involve very viscous phenomena as vortex shedding, etc. There is great
concern, too with the self-noise of ships produced by the boundary layer on the hull and sonar domes,
by the propeller and wake, and especially due to cavitation, which occurs on propellers starting at
speeds of surface ships around 12 knots or so; and of course the far field noise is of profound naval
importance. Ocean structures introduce another range of problems: wave induced loads and motions,
unsteady vortex shedding , etc. The air-sea interface is altogether a difficult, harsh environment. In
addition, the submarine, which escapes this environment must often operate within a vertical range
which is not very large in terms of its total length, imposing special stability and control requirements.

I cannot give you a glimpse of all these problem areas, and there are even more, so I thought
that I would talk to you mainly about ship resistance for several good reasons. First, since the mission
economics of both the ship and aircraft are to a large extent determined by resistance, it' , very
important for us to minimize this resistance to the extent that it is possible in the design and
development phase. Second, resistance is the first subject which saw intensive work in fluid dynamics
and has led to studies of varied basic complex phenomena; the resulting understanding comprises our
common *gene pool'. And, finally, ship resistance needs led to the very first establishment of modern
facilities and techniques for the estimation of full scale performance by model testing . This was done by
William Froude between 1859-69, to whom all of us owe a very great debt.
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I would like to indulge both in a brief history of fluid resistance, for reasons I hope will become
apparent, and an update on some recent selected advances.

Let us begin in the pre-modern era. At the beginning, just prior to 1700, Isaac Newton began

his studies of fluid resistance which he persisted in for forty years or more, presumably because of his
interest in the motion of the celestial bodies and his desire to prove that space was empty.
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FIGURE 2.

His accomplishments were many. First of all, Newton postulated reciprocity of relative
motion, which is the basis of all wind tunnel testing. Then he came to the correct and bold conclusion that
the resistance of a body to its motion depended on the density of the fluid, on the speed of the body, and
upon the body's shape; furthermore he made the very brave and basically correct assumption that the
resistance rould be thought of as due to the sum of resistances due to different physical effects. The
first of these he said was constant and due to "tenacity' which I think we could relate to solid friction;
the second due to what he called 'attrition" and proportional to velocity, where attrition would seem to
be associated with viscosity; and the third varied as the square of the speed as Huygens had already
measured and which Newton called Inertial resistance, proportional to density, and related to the
cross-sectional area of a body. Newton pressed further to postulate that the local inertial resistance on
any forward portion of the body waq proportional to the sine squared of the angle, say a, between that



surface and the direction of motion, and was due to what he called the *shock* of the fluid. This idea -.as

based on the model that the fluid was ignorant of the motion of the body until its impact and that the
resulting local force was due to the deflection of the relative momentum of the fluid by the local body
surface. We have the larger picture today, that this kind of effect doesn't come about until we reach
hypersonic speeds when indeed the luid ahead of the body is ignorant until the last moment of the

existence of a body, and a simple rule like sin2a becomes more or less appropriate. In Newton's theory,
the .fterbody was not subject to fluid shock, and produced no resistance. The fluid shock theory was
remarkably persistent from its introduction around 1700 until the late 1800's in the time of Froude. It
cajsed Iwo difficulties in engineering: in ship engineering, where it was very harmful to ignore the

stern; and in aeronautics where the sin 2 a drastically underestimated lift for small alpha and
demoralized those who would sustain flight through dynamic lift. It was not until Rayleigh, 1876, that
the sinc law was calculated theoretically, for a flat plate assuming full separation. This was an
important achievement but it overestimated drag by far.

The interest and works of two great successors of Newton who worked in fluid dynamics seems
to be in great part to have been motivated by their interest in the resistance in ships and in ship buildinc
They were D'Alermert and Leonard Euler, both of whom worked through and until the latter part of 1,e
181h century. Euler published several treatises on naval architecture, the first in 1749 and the second
in 1773, the latter entitled "The Complete Theory of the Construction and of the Maneuvering of
Vessels". He had this to say on the subject of ship resistance:

"From good models in miniature which represent vessels exactly as
they are, very importan' experiments upon the resistance of vessels
may be very usefully mate, and which is so -ich the more necessary
as the theory upon the subject is still so very cfective."

You will recognize that this statement is precisely true taday 200 years later although the defective
theor, of whic Euler spoke is not the some as the defective theory today, ours being much more
sophistic aed. This statement of Euler's in all probability reflects his struggle and frustration with the
application of lewt.jiias shock rule, which on the one hand Euler had trouble to fully reject but which at
the same time he ttaied explicitly did not at all apply to the flow around the stern of the ship, the flow
there being more complicated. D'Alembert seems clearly to have understood the importance of
experiments and in fact he carried out together with Abbe Bossut and Condorcet experimental towing
studies in a pond of the resistance of bodies which was supported by the French govenment in connection
with the resistance of ships in canals. He wrote in connection with these tests that "the research on the
resistance experienced by a solid body dividing a fluid is perhaps the most important problem of
hydrodynamics both on account of its difficulty and of its applications to naval architecture, ' td'the
construction of dikes, of hydraulic Machines, etc." D'Alembert would not seem to have had much
dedication to the sin 2 a theory of Newton. He explained with his colleagues very matter of factly in the
conclusions of their towing research that the resistance of the fluid is sensibly proportional to the square
of the velocity, increasing somewhat faster at higher speeds; proportional to the surface area of planes
normal to the motion; that the rule for inclined plane resistance varies with sin2 gnly for angles
between 50 and 90 degrees and must be abandoned for lesser angles; and, finally, that the influence of
viscosity is extremely small, particularly if the velocity is somewhat high.

These Paris towing tests were by no means the first of their kind.

In the 200 odd years between Newton and Froude a large number of individual model tests were
carried out by a wide variety of investigators invariably utilizing a towing cable driven by a falling
weight as in the case of Samuel Fortrey in England in 1650, by the Society of Arts in England in 1761, by
Benjamin Franklin in this country in a table top experiment in 1768, and later in the century by Mark
Beaufoy in a very large dock, of 400 foot length in the period 1791-8. Beaufoy's tests included those on
friction planks and were highly important in quantifying the significance of frictional effects for the first
time. In the beginning of the 19th century during the period 1834 to 1840 John Scott Russell
investigated the resistance of ships in canals using both horsepower and the falling weight system and in
the process discovered what he termed "the great primary wave of translation" which we now celebrate
as the grandaddy of the soliton.

ALL
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By the middle of the 19th century the sailing ship had begun to be replaced by iron ships with
steam propulsion. And as time passed it became Increasingly important for ship designers to have
pre-knowledge of the resistance of the ship In order to size the propulsion plant. However, no real
improvement in understanding of ship resistance had been brought about either amongst scientists or
engineers. This, despite the promulgation of the Navier-Stokes laws in the period 1826 into the early
30's by various scientists and of the pipe resistance tests of Hagen and Poisseuille in about 1840.

Now I invite you to put yourself back in this really miserable state of affairs and to attend a
meeting of the Royal Institute of Naval Architects in 1870, chaired by the same J. Scott Russell, a
successful ship builder, and the inventor and very forceful proponent of an erroneous theory of ship
resistance based on his earlier observations of shallow water waves. Russell, speaking from the chair,
is confessing to designing and testing a ship's hull based on the solution of Newton's equation for solids of
least resistance; these equations being derived from Newton's theory of fluid shock, the sin 2a law. The
subject of the meeting was ship resistance and, ironically, a major purpose was to discuss the proposal
of William Froude, a retired engineer and already known for his successful analysis of ship rolling. The
British admiralty faced with the great necessity to predict in advance the installed horsepower of its
new iron ships had issued a "Request for Proposals' for the development of means for such prediction.
Froude's proposal had been approved in the previous year and asked for the construction and development
of a model basin for the scientific testing of ship models. The proposal was most vigorously, even
testily opposed by Scott Russell at this meeting, as he claimed that his own experiments did not agree
with full scale results. The quiet and earnest Froude replied from the audience: *1 did not come here to
make any long explanation to the meeting tonight. I see that the feeling of the meeting is very much
against experiments with models, but I must say that my own experience leads me to judge quite
differently. I think why experiments with models have hitherto been found to be a failure, and have
misled those who have made them, as to the effect to be expected with regard to a full sized ship, is,
that attention has not been paid to the relation which should subsist between the speed at which the model
is moved, and the speed at which the ship is moved."

Thus was publicly announced the first of Froude's great contributions to our science of full-scale
prediction and model testing. That is the very notion of similarity and of its application to the scaling of
model tests based on the formulation of a non-dimensional parameter incorporating the governing
dimensional quantities.

The second great contribution of William Froude to our science was to conceive, develop and
construct literally with his own hands the first modern laboratory devoted to model testing. He brought
model testing indoors, replaced the fatling weight system with a towing carriage and rails, introduced
the use of models built of hard paraffin wax, and devi.ed suitable cutting Machines for them. His original
model dynamometer and recorder were still in use in Britain until 1950.
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FIGURE 4.

As a third contribution, he conceived and applied the important concept of full-scale testing in
correlation with model tests. He first did this in the case of a small ship, now famous, called the
Greyhound, for the purpose of validating the procedures and equipment which he had patiently developed
for model tests.

In order to succeed in the successful prediction of ship resistance for model tests, it was not
enough, to recognize the law of similitude and to construct a towing tank with its diverse equipment; it
was further necessary to understand the origin of ship resistance in its various components and the
necessity to scale these components separateiy. Herein lay the fourth great contribution of Froude. He
proposed following Newton to divide the resistance of a ship into its separate sources, these consisting
of three items: surface friction, eddy resistance, and wave resistance. He understood perfectly the
importance of streamlining and of 'easy" shapes. His conception of the eddy resistance, as incidental to
surface friction and resulting in a slight unbalancing of perfect fluid steamlines and pressure, exactly
corresponds to our present view of what we call form resistance. He related the frictional resistance of
a ship hull to that of a fine plank of the same length and area, empirically adjusted for effects of ship
roughness. He also understood experimentally that the friction decreases with increasing length of
surface. (Remember that Reynold's number of scaling had yet to be invented and was only related to skin
friction by Rayleigh in 1900.)

Froude obtained a highly accurate flat-plate friction curve by towing fine planks of increasing
length in his own model basin. Some 60 years later in 1934 these data, still in use in model basins
throughout the world, were correlated with the Von Karman turbulent friction formula based on the
notion of a self-similar outer law of the turbulent boundary layer. This was done by Karl Schoenherr of
the experimental model basin in Washington, which had been constructed by Admiral David W. Taylor in
about 1898.
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Froude's importance in fluid mechanics is heightened when we realize that he was in all
probability the first scientist in our field to reach systematic and deep correct conclusions regarding the
physical nature of a large area in our field, in this case fluid resistance, almost entirely through
observations and measurements carried out systematically. He was almost casual in these profound
observations. For example, he described how the effects of friction on the ship were confined to what he
called a 'belt* of fluid near the ship hull, thus pro-dating Prandtl's description of the viscous boundary
layer by over 25 years. Incidentally, Froude made a very important contribution to the subject of
dispersive wave phenomena, a subject very important in physics, with his discovery of the phenomena
of group velocity which occurred as a result of his observation of the waves produced upon turning on a
wave maker which he had developed for his towing tank, also another first.

William Froude was much aided in all his efforts by his son Robert who continued them after his
death in 1879, ten years after he began the work. At his death he was 69 years old. By the beginning of
this century there were additional tanks located at Hasler in England (a naval laboratcry), in Washington
as I have mentioned, in Paris and in Berlin. Tanks were involved in not only resistance research but also
propulsion and testing of the motions and turning properties of ships. At least in Paris a large rotating
arm was installed for turning tests. Admiral David W. Taylo, had apprenticed himself to the British
laboratory at Hasler for the purpose of becoming acquainted with the model basin testing techniques. He
was subsequently to build the first important wind tunnel in this country at the Experimental Model Basin
in Washington and to be a founder and the first Chairman of the National Advisory Committee for
Aeronautics in 1915 together with Jcome Hunsaker, a naval engineer, designer of the NC-4 seaplanes
which early crossed the Atlantic, and the founder of the first Department of Aeronautical Engineering in
this country which was iocated at MIT partially staffed with naval architects. It is not very well known
that the NACA was first organized under the U.S. Navy. I have been told the story that only a minor
administrative disagreement between NACA's first (and longtime) Secretary, Mr. John Victory. and the
naval bureaucracy over travel claims, resulted in the separation of NACA into a separate agency.

The first water tunnel of which I have any knowledge was innovated in 1895 by Sir Charles
Parsons of England, the inventor and developer of the steam turbine for ship propulsion, in connection
with the study of cavitation on ship's screws. Subsequently water tunnels of increasing size and
sophistication were to be built in ship model basins and laboratories for the testing of ship propellers and
for the study of their cavitation characteristics and effects. The wavemaker invented by Froude was
commonly installed in ship towing tanks in planar form. In the last three or four decades wavemakers of
increasing sophistication have been invented, and large basins have been installed at model basins for the
study of not only ship motions in confused seas but also for the study of offshore problems of various
kinds. There are probably 90 or 100 important model basins operating in the world today, and no
greater compliment could be paid to William Froude than the fact that virtually all of these basins still
utilize the basic techniques and procedures conceived of and developed by him for the measurement of
ship resistance.

There have been additional experimental techniques introduced in the resistance field. For
example, the transverse wake survey conducted at a short distance behind a ship allows the
experimental determination of the total viscous resistance, both friction and form. Its real importance
for the ship is to dissect the dynamometer resistance and assign more definitely its origin to various
sources. This use of the wake survey is exemplified in a very highly successful application by Baba in
Japan in 1969 who showed conclusively that the anomalous low speed residuary resistance of full ships
like tankers was not due to wave making as previously believed but to wave breaking around the bow
region of the ship.

Another important technique involves the use of a wave wire fixed in the tank which produces a
longitudinal sampling of the waves along a track transverse to the ship as it passes the wire at some
distance of beam and allows the spectrum of the ship's wave pattern to be calculated by analysis of the
record and helps in making modifications to the ship hull in order to minimize the wave resistance of a
ship.

And of course ship laboratory instrumentation has become inceasingly sophisticated. Few
serious towing carriages function today without one or two computers on board.

For more details concerning model basin techniques and procedures it will be necessary to read
the very large literature on the subject: for example the Proceedings of the International Towing Tank
Conference (ITTC) and its American counterpart the ATTC.
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The connections between our fields which are so evident in history continue to this day through
our interest in closely related phenomena and common problems and techniques for their solution. Any
reasonably complete listing of these would be drawn from broad categories including: resistance
prediction, drag reduction, loading predictions, stability and control analysis, motion dynamics,
propeller and jet design and performance, flow noise and vibration, facilities and experimental
techniques and instrumentation, computational theoretical methods, and general fluid phenomena. This
is not the place for a comprehensive review of these connections. A brief selected listing is shown,
Figure 6. I cannot discuss them all here, for lack of time. But they can be illustrated by giving, briefly.
some particular examples from my own personal experience. These concern: the development of
supercavitating flow theory and its application to the prediction of separated flows; the explanation and
theoretical treatment of the transom resistance of fast ships; and the modeling of steady spilling
breakers (breaking waves at sea). These all have some connection or analogy with aerodynamic
phenomena, and that's why I've chosen them. They will also give you a taste of some of the challenges in
naval hydrodynamics.

MODE N nEV' OP"E'TS IN FLUID RESISTANC. ,SIS).

CAVITY FLOWS - SEPARATION

STERN WAKES - IICED DRAG

WAVE BREAKING - COMPRESSION SHOCK

DRAG REDUCTION (POLYMERS; SURFACE MODIFICATION)

VISCOUS STERN FLOWS

NON-LINEAR WAVE THEORIES

VER7EX SHEnIfING - UNSTEADY

FIGURE 6.
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Cavitation causes a breakdown in performance and material erosion damage for even well
designed marine propellers when operated on ships, hydrofoil craft, air cushion vehicles, etc. in excess
of 40 or 50 knots. A solution to this engineering problem was found starting in about 1955 at the Taylor
Model Basin in the development of the supercavitating propeller. The blade sections of this propeller
operate with a fully wetted lower (pressure) surface, but with the upper surface fully immersed in a
vapor cavity springing from the leading edge and collapsing at a sufficient distance to the rear of the foil.
The actual motivation for this development arose from the need to propel newly developing hydrofoil
craft and from the development of two dimensional supercavitating hydrofoil theory which for the first
time revealed quantitatively how the camber of the lower surface could vastly improve the lift/drag
ratio of lifting foils operating in the fully separated condition (a second order drag exists in this
condition). The original low-drag hydrofoil theory (Tulin, 1954) made use of the methods of linear
airfoil theory, developed originally by the Prandtl school, and therefore owes its origin to aerodynamic
inspiration; what was involved, though, was to solve the unusual (integral equation) problem where the
thickness and lifting parts of the solution are closely coupled. This successful development, coupled with
a growing interest in foils and surface piercing struts operating in the supercavitating or ventilated
condition (where the wake is comprised of air rather than water vapor), led to the intensive development
of theories for bodies with full wakes, including the case of finite wakes, operation in tunnels, near free
surfaces, etc.

Very useful non-linear models of finite wake flows were developed in this process, which can
result in good predictions of the relationship between wake pressure and wake-cavity length and also
allow for the effect of the final wake trailing behind the finite wake-cavity, see Figure 7. Recently this
model has been used to treat the problem of the prediction of stabilized separated regions in
aero-hydrodynamics, as the closed re-circulating separation region behind a flat plate broadside, or the
leading edge bubble formed on a sufficiently sharp-nosed airfoil. The key to understanding these flows
lies in the modeling of the outer flow as a free-streamline supercavitating flow utilizing an advanced
cavity closure model (single-spiral) together with a modeling of the inner flow as a viscous shear region
lieing in the boundary between the potential flow outside and the essentially stagnant cavity inside. Each
of these inner and outer flows allows a separate calculation of the drag on the body, and the matching
between them is accomplished by matching the drags. The results for two interesting cases for which
very good data are available for comparison are shown as Figure 8; Tulin and Hsu, "New Applications of
Cavity Flow Theory,' Proceedinsa, 13th ONR Symposium on Naval Hydrodynamics, Tokyo, 1980,
National Academy Press, Washington, D.C., pp. 107-131. So here is an example of how theory developed
originally for treating water flows can be successfully utilized in aerodynamics.
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High speed ships have evolved with blunt sawed-off sterns, called transoms. Why is this?
Towing tests on such ships show that at high Froude numbers, where the wave drag is small, the
resistance of ships is significantly larger than frictional. What is this high speed drag? Recently, we,
Tulin and Hsu, *Theory of High Speed Displacement Ships with Transom Sterns," Jour. Ship Research,
Vol. 30, No. 3, Sept. 1986, have undertaken to analyze the flow about high speed ships in order to
answer these questions and to provide theoretical means to optimize transom designs. The flow about a
slender ship at high speeds is very similar to the flow about a thin wing (no thickness) since the condition
of constant pressure on the free surface tanslates into a condition that the streamwise velocity
perturbation be zero on the free water surface. The latter thus resembles the horizontal plane in which a
cambered wing of no thickness lies. In our solution the ship is slender (it is not assumed to be flat or
winglike) and the solution is thus harmonic in the cross flow planes (a relative of Munk's slender airship
theory). In the front of the ship (region S1 of Figure 9) the flow adjusts to the ship's shape through a

spray sheet (region S2). The fascinating revelation of the theory is that a vortex wake-like flow exists

behind the ship (region S2) giving rise to a separate source of resistance, directly associated with the
transom shape. This high speed transom resistance is exactly analogous to the induced drag of a wing. In
the wing case, the wake and drag is determined by the spanwise distribution of lift, while for the ship it
is determined by the shape of the waterline intersection of the hull aft of the maximum section and by the
sternwise slope of the hull directly at the transom.

Waves break at sea in almost any significant wind; breaking is also always observed near ships,
both at the bow and along and near the hull, which is in full scale usually surrounded by white water.
What is the flow like in a spilling breaker? How can it be modeled quantitatively? Experimental studies
of spilling breakers caused by a near surface but submerged two-dimensional hydrofoil have been carried
out at Hydronautics, Inc.; see Duncan, 'An Experimental Investigation of Breaking Waves Produced by a
Towed Hydrofoil," Proc. R. Soc. London A, Vol. 377, pp. 331-348, 1981; and Duncan, "The Breaking and
Non-Breaking Resistance of a Two-Dimensional Hydrofoil," J. Fluid Mech. Vol. 126, pp. 507-520, 1983.
Duncan utilized light slit, flow visualization techniques which made visible both the breaker riding on the
front of a wave (surf-rider) and the turbulent wake trailing behind it on the free surface, Figure 10.
Recently in the Ocean Engineering Laboratory at UCSB, we have succeeded to model the breakers and to
provide theory predicting its effect on the following waves (Duncan had observed experimentally that the
larger the breaker, the weaker the following wave). In this theory, Tulin and Cointe, "A Theory of
Spilling Breakers, Proceedings. 16th ONR Symposium on Naval Hydrodynamics, Berkeley, Ca., July
1986 National Academy Press (in press), Washington, D.C., the outer potential flow is an incoming wave
on which a pressure is imposed equivalent to the weight of the breaker and its effective wake. This
imposed pressure tends to cancel the incoming wave and results in its supppression. But, how is the
distribution of pressure to be determined? This is done by utilizing an inner flow model in which an
essentially stagnant eddy sits on the forward face of the wave in a surf-riding mode, held there by the

7.K
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underlieing friction acting in the shear zone between the eddy and underlying wave flow. The entire flow
can be analyzed by utilizing a momentum flux balance across the breaker, taking into account the
resistance of the eddy. To make an analogy with normal shock waves, the eddy acts as the viscous flow
within the shock itself to deplete the energy of the Incoming flow (wave), resulting in a less energetic
rearward flow (wave), Figure 11.
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I hope these brief remarks, both the history and the personal examples of research, have
adequately expressed the great bond and bridge between our two fields. My own personal experience has
been that life in research Is much enhanced by breaking down artificial walls between fields and gaining
the pleasure inherent in the appreciation and use of good scientific knowledge and results, wherever they
are generated.
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SpMMARY

This paper describes experiments to determine the characteristics of the vortices shed
from a submarine-like body of revolution at an angle of attack In a turn. The
experiments used a new type of vorticity probe developed by Freestone at the C'ity
University in the United Elngdom. The nrobe al lows the streamwise vorlicitv t, h,-
estimated from simple pressure measurements and rapid assessments of vortex position and
strength can be made. The paper examines the expected nerformance of the pro~be iisine i
simulation of an ideal viscous cored vortex and reports experience gained in the lsigs
and preliminary testing of the probe. Results of experiments to measure te h rt -
by a hydroplane at an angle of attack and a body of revolution in a turn are reported.

NOTATION

I. Roman Letters fnits
R' non dimensional radius R/R.

a equivalent aspect ratio: 
2
s/c

R 
0  

inital value of P' mtreCL lift coefficient Lh/iptl
2
sr yaw rate radans

e hydroplane chord met rsa
r' non dislm n Ia saw rut,. rH fr t! ,.

U, maximum diameter of body metres
S hydroplane outreach

lift curve slope radlans
-1  

S1 lateral location of vortex

J. /7 relative to hydroplane root rnt rs

t time: age Of vorte -"c.r,,ll

k parameter in Eq 21Su free stream velocity m/s

K calibration factor for Conrad tube

velocity component paral]lIL length of body metres to y axis m/s
Lh  hydroplane lift Newtons w velocity component paraltil

*¢t z axis m/c

P1  Pressure measured at I th 2

tube of Freestone probe N/m w complex conjugate velocItv
In y-z plane' v-lw m's

P1  pressure at windward tube of
Conrad tube pair N/m

2  
xc longitudinal distance from

quarter chord axis
PL pressure at leeward tube of (Positive downstream) mer..Conrad tibe pair N/m

2

a tangential velocty induced distance from nose of bods metres
by vortex m'1 x3 1 distance from nose of bedst

o start of rt, r,-,ts

Induced 3ty t mt a nce from no
R radius from vortex -entre metres r disttnde to r-I V-

Rh  radius at which vortlicity I syp location of htds vortex
half maximum metres relative to body axis normalto plane of Incident flow metres

R
T turn radius met re. Yc lateral dstance from

R9  radial distance from body hydroplane root metrts
axis to vortox --fire metrs-

R. vortex core radius radius al which location at body et,rteaInduced velocity '-q maximilm relative to body axis Inplane of indtdent flow metres

RH0 Initial valtie of R. metres

w 
'a

A
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6 "radius" of vorticity probe metres
z
C 
vertical dlstance from

hydroplane axis metres 6' non dimensional probe

radius: 6/R,
7 complex coordlnate vt7 metr,- d

;rc eteseddy viscosity m2/s2 . 6lrcek Letters

body Incldence radians or degrees x streamwise vorticlty seconds
-

cN lca l inc den +- at xO maximum value of seconds-)

Oa non dimensional vorticite: {x /r

UT 1,-al incidence at tail *xonon dimensional value of Cxo

s rsiroplane incidenc' Freestone probe measurement
Xopof peak vorticity seconds

-

" vortex strength or
circulation m2/s e angular location of vortex

cenre (0
0
=wlndward side, radians or

rv  stre+ngth of vi~co-i vortex dO2/s 0eeward side) degree-

sI, trength of ipt..nt Iitl vrt.eK m2/s 0  separation angle (Fig 4) radians o r
de Rroes

pitch" angle ot flow
dire'ctlon relative to radian, A arbitrary constant (see Eq 21)
Co nrad tub"' anis 'er degrees

P mass density of water I(00 Kg/m
3

av ,itfference fn eeloc'tv v (fresh water
masured aerose 

P
r,',ton" 1025 Kg/m

3

r rohP r/s (sea water)

A. difference in velocity a

measured across Freestone m/s X vortex core angle parameter radians
probe

"yaw" angle of flow relative radians or
to Conrad tube axs degrees

Introduction

Modern high speed submarines must operate in a relatively restricted layer of water only
a few boat lengths in depth; if the boat goes too deep it will collapse and be lost; if
it inadvertently comes to the surface its presence may he revealed to a watchful enemy.
Adequate depth control is therefore of paramount importance. In addition the boat must
have adequate manoeuvrability in the lateral as well as the vertical plane to cope with
tactical situations.

So the submarine designer needs to be able to predict the submerged manoeuvring,
stability and control characteristics of a nrojected submarine at an early stage in the
design process. The technitques used at present are comparable to those Pmplovrd for
studies of aircraft stability and control characteristics. An empirical mathematical
model is used to relate the hydrodynamic forces and moments imposed on the submarin, by
the water to the instantaneous values of the submarine's velocitios, acr,]olrati,)n1 ind
control deflections.

The fluid forces and moments are given in terms of coefficients or "derivatives"
expressing the sensitivity of each force and moment to each velocity, acceleration and
control deflection. The coefficients are usually determined from experiments in which a
scale model of the submarine is forced to follow some specified path by a rotating arm
or a planar motion mechanism. The forces and moments necessary to sustain the motion
are measured and plotted as functions of the imposed velocities, accelerations and
control deflections. Curve fitting techniques are then used to estimate the required
coefficients. Non linear and cross coupling terms are introduced where required to
improve the empirical representation of the results.

The number of possible combinations of motions which could he tested is enormous and in
practice various simplifications are made: for example, the effect of simultaneous roll
.Ind yaw rates has never, to the authors' knowledge, been Investlgated although this
':ombination of motion undoubtedly occurs during many submarine manoeuvres. Many other
hydrodynamic situations which are customarily ignored could be cited.

The manoeuvring predictions obtained by this method are, of course, never totally
accurate and this has led to the parallel practice of testiny complete free running
models of submarines to measure their manoeuvring performance directly. Such tests
avoid many of the problems of the coefficient based approach but they suffer from their
own brand of difficulties. In particular, very complex self contained models with
facilities for remote control are required and most manoeuvring basins are not deep
enough to allow realistic simulation of depth change manoeuvres.

Both approaches are time consuming and expensive. Typically, the process of building a
model, testing, analysing and tnterpreting the results will require several months of
intensive effort and the use of a good deal of expensive equipment. Ay the time the
results are available the design will, as often as not, have been changed for non
hydrodynamic reasons so that the resulting manoeuvring predictions by either method will
he invalid.

Cv,
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2. The SURSIM Program

SUBSIM is an alternative approach which is currently being developed at the Admiralty
Research Establishment at Haslar, Gosport, UK. In this model the continually changing
hydrodynamic forces and moments acting on the boat during the course of a manoeuvre are
calculated directly from a knowledge of the surrounding flow field. The flow model and
the resulting forces and moments are updated at successive intervals of time as the
manoeuvre simulation progresses.

The problem of simulating the separated flow field around an arbitrary shaped body is
the subject of active research at the present time and progress is being achieved.
However, the practical implementation of these new techniques requires large and fast
computer installations and even then a single flow solution is likely to require
several minutes of cpu time. Since it may be necessary to compute the flow field
several thousand times during a typical simulated manoeuvre, it is clear that this is
unlikely to offer a practical method for the submarine designer in tho foreseeable
future. Some other much faster and perhaps less rigorous method is required for SUBSIM.

An early version of the mathematical model
used in SUBSI?4 was described in Reference 1.
Since that time the program has been
developed and refined but the basic concepts
remain unchanged. Classical theoretical
(lifting line) techniques are used to
compute the forces generated by the
submarine's appendages (hydroplanes, rudders ly "
and bridge fin). Fach appendage generates a
trailing vortex which is convected towards
the stern of the submarine by the boat's
forward motion (see Figure 1). In addition
there is a pair of "body" vortices which are
shed from the hull when the angle of attack
exceeds a few degrees.

Velocities in planes normal to the
submarine's axis are computed using HULL
classical potential flow equations assuming ORI9CES
that the hull cross section is circular.
This technique allows the computation of the Figure 1
transverse velocities and hence the local Typical Pattern of Vortices
incidence and forces generated by each on a Manoeuvring Submarine
appendage. The flow in these transverse
planes is dominated by the vortices (in
particular by those shed from the body,
which are often very much more powerful than

the appendage vortices). It is therefore of paramount importance to represent these
vortices correctly and this paper is concerned with model experiments to measure their
strength and position on submarinelike bodies in tnrning manoeuvres.

3. Ideal Characteristics of Vortices

3.1 Equations for an Inviscid Vortex zX

Consider a vortex lying along the x axis as
shown in Figure 2. The direction of the
free stream velocity u is taken as parallel t
to the x axis and the vortex induces

velocities v and w in transverse y-z planes.
Figure 3 shows one of these transverse
planes with the vortex located at the
origin. A velocity

is induced at a radius

R -y + z' metres (2)

from the origin. Y

Classical Inviscid potential theory (see,
for example, Reference 2) gives the induced
velocity as Figure 2

Vortex Notation

q - F2R metres/second 
(3)

This leads to infinite induced velocity and shear at the origin (see Figure 3). In the
context of the SUBSIM computer simulation this will yield very high induced incidence
if a vortex is convected close to an appendage.

;A
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z

VISC US_, -- .,INVISCID

tivure 3
Vo-rtex Formt 1l at ions

3.2 Equations for a Viscous Vortex

In practi ce viscous effects prevent these very large velocittis occurrtnv. Thu
central part of the vortex is believed to rotate more, or less as a solid t'r itf, th.
Induced ve locIt v close to the origin inc reasing linearly wi th t he radial distan-, 'r't
t he a x isI This may he I ml Ia te b(hy a n ,tnpi rica I modi ficatint, f i

q 1 -exp [ -. 26 .R,
2 ]~metres/second (I

where P / R. a fil P* is t he radiu1 f t he vistonuts core. The exronentinl tort'
repeuet t s tft hy ei a the- jndoeeld v, 1t'' It,, z'ro at th ti'i

t I a-i nz -he- ,,eI-etv to approach itf' i nV1 i cd va Ilip at I arve ii staxces from thocior
The, factor 1.26 is intro0dujcpd to ensure that the peak induced velocity occrt- ;t
edige f the core, as shown inFigttre

3
.

hEq (4) may be written in complex (artesltai 1,rta asl

wE-i 3 r, I - ex it -1, 26 11.

.\pt -i1 7 iy) mt,

Hl -t nce

2, y -, 2) '
Wv r I vxsp -1.26 s /sec (6)

211(y, - c )I

The vorticity at (V.7) is

C- -w R, v .1.26 xap [1.26 s2ch]

or. itt ni' ditm--titnai termq

4xo =1
2 6

/7 = 0.401 ( 10)

The non dimensional radius R'h at which vorticity Is half the peak vorticity is givren hy
dividing Eq (9) by FoI (10):

4tx'xo = 0.5 e cp -1.2611
2

which gives

r1h 0.742 (I
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3.3 Equations for the Core Radius

It remains to determine the core radius R.. U3sually the vortex will have been created
at -oMe point upstream (say by a wing or a hydroplane) and the viscous core would be
oxpect.ed to age and grow as the fluid is convected away from the vortex birtfplace.
Reference2 (andmany other text books) give the induced velocity at radius R after time
t as ,,R

a = - exp (--p-)) metres/second (12)

where is the eddy viscosity. It follows that the core radius is

R. = ,.2.245Et metres (13)

Rose and Dee suggested a modification to allow for an initial core radius R,0 in
Reference 3:

R, =iR.o + 5.05.t metres (14)

Grow investigated the trailing vortex system behind a series of model wings in a wind
tunnel in Reference 4. The test wings all had a NArA 0012 section and included a -et of
rectangular plgnform wings with aspect ratios varying from 2.0 to 6.0. Reynolds numbe.r
was 0.35 x 10. McCormick, Tangler and Sherrieb (Reference 5 found that Grow's
measurements could be fitted by

Rho/c = 0.02 + 0.35 CL (15)

or using Eq (11)

R,o/C = 0.027 + 0.47 CL (16)

3.4 Lift and Circulation

The lift coefficient C may be estimated for low aspect ratio surfaces from whicker and
Fehlner's formula for Cue lift curve slope (Reference 6):

A' C L P-a p adlar (17)

The total circulation associated with a single hydroplane mount-d on a rlane wal I is
given by

I = Lh/ous1  (18)

where s I is the distance from the horseshoe vortex to the waIl (see Reference 7). For
elliptic loading Reference 7 gives

sl = 's/4 (19)

The total circulation is related to the vortlcity hy:

f-JJ /x dy dz metres2/second (20) VORTEX

3.5 Body Vortices SARS

/ VORTEX
Figure 4 shows the generally accepted SHED
understanding of the body vortices. When , r /
the body is at an appreciable angle of
incidence (say 10 degrees) the boundary -i C NT
layer on part of the leeward surface C NSTl
separates. The location of the separation t '--L__

line may be quantified in terms of a -,
"separation angle" 00. Vorticity shed from
the boundary layer is convected away and
coal lesces to form a somewhat diffuse pair
,,f vortices whose cores are more or less U
parallel to the axis of the body. The

strength of these vortices increases towards ye
the tail of the body as more and more
vorticity is added. In this respect the
body vortices have a fundamentally different
character from the appendage vortices which B
have essentially constant strength (apart A-
from any variations due to changes in lift)
and are much less diffuse. Eventually the
vortices are shed from the immediate
vicinity of the body and convected away Figure 4
downstream. After this point the strength Rody Vortex Notation

C

1= i I
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"emains constant because no more vorticity is added. If the body is sufficiently long
tnd/or the Incidence is sufficiently high, further vortices will begin to ?row
downstream of the shedding point and, in turn, he shed into the surrounding fluid. At
very high angles of incidence an asymmetric pattern of vortices may develop giving rise
to both steady and fluctuating side forces as .ell as the expected forces in the plane
of the flow. Fortunately the angles of incidence experienced by submarines do not
usually approach the levels at which these complicated phenomena hegin to occur and they
have been specifically excluded from SUBSIM.

3.6 Body Vortex Position

The aeronautical literature contains accounts of many experiments to measure th,
location of these vortices. Some examples are listed as References 8-11. In general,
these experiments were intended to provide data for use in the design of missiles and
were concerned with bodies with pointed noses and blunt tails and were often limited to
supersonic speeds. Submarines invariably have rounded noses, pointed tails and operate
firmly in the subsonic regime. The missile data were therefore not really appropriate
although the techniques used and the general nature of the results obtained were, of
course, of some interest.

Some simple flow visualisation experiments were therefore carried -it to provide data on
more appropriate body shapes. Three bodies of differing fineness ratios were tested in
the Circulating Water Channel at ARF
(Hasla ). Details of the bodies are given
in Tables I and 2 and they are illustrated
in Figure 5. Each body had the sale
distribution of radius relative to the s....nar L. :
maximum radius and incorporated a lengthy
paral!lel middle section.

The bodies were tested in rectilinear flow
at angles of attack from 10 to 15 degrees at
a flow velocity of 4.6 metrun/ccond giving nnnn La.s
a Peynolds number (based on length) of 5.P
Ill. ft was found that no specia I m-asaree
'cre necessary to make the vortlces visible:
their presence was plainly revealed hi

MODEL aw -=a1lhobhlee in the flo c! lecting in thy cores a
i ;hovn t. Figure 6. thotographe of th!I
iat ,ore were analysed to prod:tce meansured
vortex trajectories. Examples for 'odeds
PMH and DIM (fineneso ratios 10.5 and 12.5) Figurn, A
are shown in Figure /. Three 

0
odies of nevolutlon

3.7 Body Vortex Strength

The measurement of the strength of the vortices was not attempted because the retalr-d
:;ophisticated instrumentation and data analyois Tacliltle nerr not at ttoi-
av:aitabte. Instead a formula aroposed bv
Fidler (Ref rence 12) was used to estimate
cortex strength. Fidler proposed that the
total strength of each of these " is -O I"
vort ices shed from the hull tartars', coat1 be
rprosented by

/ IL 121)

(see Figure 4 for an illustration of the
notation).

is an arbitrary constant defined as th,
ratio of the net vorticity flux away from
the body to the vortictty flux in the cross
flow boundary layer. Fidler suggested a

A = 0.5 (22)

is the "vortex core angle parameter" which
Is given by Fidler as a function of the Figure A
cross flow Mach Number. For zero Mach Vortices on a Body of Revolution
Number (applicable to submarines)

- 0.81

k isa pa imeter relating the cross flow velocity n the surfaceof the body to the free
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stream cross flow velocity and is Riven as a function of the s-tparat Ion anv I i
Figure 8. Figure 9 gives Fidler's proposed relationship betweon n anSl tho angle of
incidence.

The integration between the limits xlDand -L:gJ2s
x59 Drlae the- axial distanlce over - 0

wch the vortex strength is growing before BOD..~30Y PROFILE
it is shed into the surrounding fluid. r_ _

(']early the vortex strength at some location Z
ip-tream of the shedding point is given by -a--
integrating up to the appropriate value of D ~ .- '----
xB/). In general, submarine fineness rat io s O5'11111
ar,, such that for moderate angles of
incidence (say up to 10 degrees) the viscous DMH
vortices are noc expected tohbe shed until
fhey reach the tail of the body. Hence 01
Fid ler's formula may be used to estimate the 0 0 4 7 0-9 0.9 'C
viscous vortex strength at any location XR X6
hy replacing the upper integration limit by L
xl3/D.

Fid let and Ilateman point out in Reference 13
that there is, In addition, a pair of 0.S
pnotential" vortices arising from the normal "f 1 DMH

force generated on the nose of the body. -~ -DMH---
They give the potential vortex streng th as D

PT/tO =:sIna(2cosa + sin
2  

)/8 (24) 0 06 0. 07 0.8 0.9 1.0
1-0 &

For theI purposes of the S1143SIM program it
wa.s assumed that the potential vortex Z -*-------

stre ngth grows at a constant rate from how -9 -

to stern until it reaches the value given hr
P, .2?41 a t the tailI of the body. In this -

Cal, the potential vortex strength at a
location a, Is given by IDM1

BU) xsIn,(2cos, + sin
2 

f/L25) C
0 O'S 04 0'? 04 0. 1.0

H(efertnce, 14 gives the axial location at
whieSh the, viscous vortices start to develop L

u 9 1 /[) 0.hl/tanjA (26) 04-77Y7777

I t the separation angle is assumed to he -iM1 -. )dependent of x~ the parameterT l is D
constant and the ?ormulae derived s ho ve 0 I
ri-decc to 0 0'5 046 0'7 0-S 049 1'0

r (VD ) sinot(2cosa + g[flaQ (L )

for CB"8 (27) Figure'o D 0Vortes Trajectories on %qodels H and PHI

or

K

LID sI~ ivi(2coear 4sin't)

2(cot~i 'o* tana

for MB ,(28)

0 s0 100 ISO 200

E) DEGREES

Parameterk
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200

"-b cL-1O
too- 

U 0-5 L1,

so

0
0 0 0 5 10 is0 5 to Is to 25 X

O DEGREES D
Figure 9

Variation of Separation Angle IRFF 1 819i OI U
with Angle of Incidence 113WloV 1

Eq (28) is pl'otted for three different 1.0
angles of incidence in Figure 10 and F' 0compared with the results of experiments .7 0:|

published in References 8-1l. Reasonable U5
agreement is obtained by setting the
arbitrary constant as 

005A = 0.9 (29)

3.8 Use of Body Vortex in SURSIM O0 _ ____

The body vortex trajectory data shown in 0 5 t0 Is
Figure 7 were incorporated in the SURSIM
program to provide estimates of the vortex
location during simulated manoeuvres. Fo J-5 /
(28) was used to estimate the body vortex F'
strength. - 0

Neither of these techniques could be UD 0)o"
regarded as wholly satisfactory. The vortex "0 •
strength data are largely based on
experiments at supersonic speeds on bodies
of inappropriate shape and both data sets
were obtained in rectilinear flow with no
curvature. A manoeuvring submarine's 0.5
turning circle diameter may well be only a/-
few times the boat length and the angle of
incidence may vary appreciably from bow to
stern. Clearly this curvature should be 0 i
taken into account in these estimates and
this paper describes exneriments to measure 0 5 O0
the characteristics of vortices shed from a
submarine like body in both rectilinear and r
curved flows.

Figure 10

4. Vortex Measurements Body Vortex Rtrength

4.1 Orthodox Methods of Measuring Vortices

The simplest method of measuring vortices involves the use of a small vane wheel free to
rotate about an axis aligned with the vortex core. Optical counting methods are used
to measure the rate of rotation of the wheel which spins when it is close to the centre
of the vortex. This will give an accurate measurement of the location of the vortex
core but it may be less than adequate for determining the vortex strength.

More complex methods of measuring vortices involve several hundred measurements of local
flow velocities and directions in order to buld up a vector map of the flow field
around the vortex. These may be obtained from systematic traverses using hot wire yaw
meters or five hole pitot probes. Such techniques require well organised data
processing facilities to handle the enormous amounts of data produced. Laser doppler
methods are now becoming available and these, too, might be capable of producing the
required information with the penalty of high capital and development costs.

Consideration was given to developing systems of this nature but they were rejected in
favour of a much simpler and more convenient technique proposed by Freestone in
Reference 15.
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4.2 The Freestone Vorticity Probe

Freestone's vorticity probe is a development
of the Conrad tube yaw meter illustrated In
Fi'rr 11 Thic co"-i+s of a pair of t~tal
head tubes whose faces are chamfered at an
Angle of order 45 degrees. The pressure
di'ference measured across the two tubes is
found to be sensitive to changes in the flow
direction in the plane of the tubes (ie the
angle v in Figure 11) but not to changes in
the flow direction in the plane normal to '
the tubes (the angle y in Figure 11).

Freestone assumed that the response of the
tubes could be written as

W - PL = KipU
2
tant N/m

2  
13U)

Freestone found that the calibration factor

K lay in the range 2.47 - 2.72 for tubes U
chamfered at 45 degrees. Presumably the
variations are caused by small errors in Figure I
manufacturing tolerance. The Conrad Tube Yaw Meter

Figure 12 shows the essential features of Freestone's vorticity probe. Four Conrad tube
yaw meters are arranged around a central longitudinal axis. Suitable combination of the
pressures measured by the tubes yields a pressure difference which is proportional to
the streamwise vortlcity.

Freestone showed that the streamwlse
vorticity is given, to first order, by Pn0t stic tube

- 'vi 3laCnn,Qd tubex W!3y - -,v/,z (31a) $

'w/26- Av/26 (31b)

frot eevntin
ALP U , -1 (31c)= seconos

where 6 is the probe "radius" as defined in
Figure 12. XTP is the difference of the
"sum of the odd numbered pressures" and the
"sum of the even numbered pressures": deto of Conrad tube

P =1 P, - 1 P1  (32)
i odA I even Figure 12

The Freestone Vortlcity Probe

It is convenient to connect all the odd numbered tubes to a common rlenum chamber and
all the even numbered tubes to a second plenum chamber. Freestone sho(,'d that, stbject
to certain easily satisfied conditions, the pressure difference between the two plena is

AP - AZP/4

and Eo (31c) becomes

AP 2U
U (33)

tt is ,ouvenlent to incorporate a pitot static tube on the axis of the probe so that the

dynamic pressure and the velocity can he measured at the same time as the vortlcity.

4.3 Predicted Performance of the Freestone Probe

If the Freestone probe is positioned at the centre of the vortex Its output will he
determined by Eq (31b) with

Aw - -Av - q6 (34)

where q is the induced velocity at a radial distance S metres. The Freestone probe
should therefore give an estimated non dimensional peak vorticity

rXop = I/n6
2  

(I - exp(- .266 '
2
))(35)

where

' - 6/R, (36)

A

.. .... ........ ... ... ...... ..% ~ m~lmm L --
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Eq (35) may be rearranged to give 6

R.16 - 1// -.794Oge(-uxopd2/) (37)R

S5
and this relationship is plotted in Figure
13. It allows the core radius to be
estimated from measurements of the peak 4
vorticity.

The true non dimensional peak vorticity is
given by Eq (10). Relating this to Eq (35) 3
we obtain the ratio of the measured and true
peak vorticities in an ideal viscous vortex:

2

xop 1 - exp (-(.26 ) 38)

xo 1.26 6l

This relationship is plotted in Figure 14 of_ | _

and suggests that the probe radius should be 0 *2 3
kept as small as possible to minimise errors
in the estimation of peak vorticity. For
example, a probe radius equal to the core
radius would be expected to underestimate "
the peak vorticity by over 40%. However, in
practice very smalI probes may be Figure 13
undesirable because the measured pressure Vortex (ore Radius Estimation Diagram
difference is proportional to the probe
radius (as can be seen from Eq (33)). Extremely sensitive pressure transducers may
therefore be required for such probes.

The effects of the finite size of the Freestone probe were further studied using a
computer simulation based on Eq (31b). The program was used to calculate the vorticity
levels expected from traversing the probe through an ideal viscous vortex as defined by
Ea (4). Typical results are shown in Figure 15. A probe withan infinit ,smal radius -

gives, of course, an exact reproduction of the vorticity. As the probe radius is
increased (relative to the vortex core radius) the measured peak vorticity is reduced as
already shown by Eq (38). However, the vorticity measurements obtained well away from
the core are then too high and for very large probes it may he Impossible to detect the
,entreof the vortex. It was also noted that the simulation predicted that the probe
would produce a small negative output at the edge of the vortex.

1.0 
0-5

0e '= 0

06

,mm
014-

0.2 0.1 '5

0 I i : ft
0 2 3 4 3 2 1 0 1 2 3

R. R
Figure 15

Simulated Vorticity Probe Traverse through
Figure 14 an Ideal Viscous Vortex

Effect of Probe Radius on Measured Peak Vorticity

The program was also used to estimate the effects of probe size on the validity of
integrating the measured vorticity to obtain the total circulation using Eq (20). Probe
radius was found to have surprisingly little effect on the result in spite of the
failure of the larger probes to detect the peak vorticity. Evidently the high measured
vorticity levels well away from the core are sufficient to compensate for this loss more
or less exactly.

. . ...... ... ...... M m, m I
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4.4 Design and Testing of a Freestone Probe

In order to gain some practical experience a prototype Freestone probe, designated probe
A, was manufactured to the design shown in Figure 16. Probe radius was 5 mm. The
individual tubes were not connected together so that the performance of each Conrad tube
yaw meter could be determined by yawing the probe in uniform flow. Figure 17 shows a
typical set of results obtained in the Circulating Water Channel at ARE (Haslar). These
confirm the relationship suggested by Freestone in Eq (30).

A B C 12

2 w2 1
08 slope 2.58

06-

0-4

0'-2
O K

TonqYTan Y

-0-4-

-G

0 -0.8

0 -1.0

CMS -1.21

Figure 16 Figure 17
Prototype Vorticity Probes Conrad Yawmeter Calibration

The separate tubes in this probe required eight long small bore plastic tubes to
transmit the "vorticity" pressures to external manifolds which were, in turn, connected
to the transducer located outside the channel. In addition, a further pair of tubes was
required for the pitot static tube pressures. Since the probe was used in water It was
necessary to fill these tubes completely with water to ensure that all air bubbles had
been purged from each tube. Moreover, the great lengths of tubes made the response of
the probe very sluggish.

An improved 5 mm probe, designated probe R, was therefore manufactured. In this probe
the individual tubes of each yaw meter pair were connected to a plenum chamber within
the central body of the probe. Only two tubes were then required to transmit the
required "vorticity" pressure difference to the external pressure transducer. These
tubes were of somewhat larger diameter than those used for the prototype probe and the
response time of the instrument was much improved.

It was impossible to calibrate the individual tubes in this probe and a nominal
calibration factor

K - 2.5 (39)

was assumed for all subsequent measurements.

90
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Subsequent experience with this probe showed
that it gave spurious vorticity readings
when yawed or pitched in a uniform flow.
This was attributed to small differences in
the alignment of the yaw meter tubes on the
opposite sides of the probe and the quality
of the finish of their chamfered ends. It
is also possible that the wake of the
central pitot static tube may have
interfered with the leeward yaw meter tubes.
i t was al so found in the ship tank
experiments (Section 6) that the pressure
differences measured with this probe were
rather small.

A third probe, designated probe C, was
therefore manufactured to the same general
design but with radius 10 mm. This is
illustrated in position on the model body of
revolution in Figure 18. It was expected
that the larger size would allow better
accuracy of manufacture and give greater
pressure differences for the same vorticity
levels (see Eq (33)).

5. Experiments to Determine the Rehaviour Figure 18
of the Vortex Shed by a Hydroplane at

an Angle of Incidence 0 m Vorticity Probe on Modcl

The 5 mm probe B was tested in the Circulating Water Channel at ARE Haslar. A simple
hydroplane, shown in Figure l, was used to generate s suitable vortex. These
experiments provided useful experience with the new techniques required and also yielded
valuable information on the behaviour of the vortex shed by a hydroplane.

T

Er,
mydropto. . - t

Figure 20
CWC Rig

Figure 20 shows the experiment rig used.
175 mm The hydroplane was mounted on the channel

wall close to the upstream end of the
working section. The vorticity probe was
mounted on a simple x-y-z traverse mechanism
so that it could be positioned at any

Figure 19 selected location in the channel.
Hyaroplane

Pressures were measured using suitable differential pressure gauges and the signals were
processed on line using a BRC model R microcomputer. This was programmed to calculate
the vorticity from Fq (33) and the local velocity from the pitot static tube
measurements. The program allowed the vorticity results from each traverse to be
displayed graphically on the terminal screen and this facility was an invaluable aid
during the experiments.

Preliminary flow visualisation experiments were used to reveal the location of the
vortex. This was accomplished by injecting air bubbles through a small diameter tube
upstream of the hydroplane: the bubbles collected in the vortex care making it plainly
visible. It was found that although the vortex appeared to he quite steady immediately
behind the hydroplane it became progressively more unsteady towards the downstream end
of the working section. This appeared to be due to a relatively high level of large
scale turbulence in the channel.

The experiments were conducted with water speeds in the range 3.0 - 5.0 metres/second
givigg a Reynolds number range (based on hydroplane chord) from 0.44 s 106 to 0.75
x 10 . Angles of incidence of 10.5 and 20.5 degrees (leading edge up) were used and
vorticity traverses were completed at various locations downstream of the hydroplane
stock axis. The results of one such traverse through the estimated centre of the vortex
are shown in Figure 21 and Figure 22 shows a contour plot of vorticity obtained at this
downstream location. This sho an approximately circular vortex with a well defined
peak vorticity of about 580 see-

JA
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Transverse Distribution of Vorticitv
behind Hydroplane 08

Th poitive vorticity contours were Z-
integrated to obtain the estimated total C
circulatio5 in the vortex (see Lq (20) -= -10
0.22 metres /second. This was about 77i of
the circulation expected from the estimated
lift of the hydroplane(Eqs (17)-(19) 7 0 "14 -15 18 20 "22 2
0.29 metres2/second. yc -M

This result was considered to he quite
encouraging in view of the simple method
used to estimate the hydroplane lift and the
uncertainties associated with possible
ambient vorticity in the flow. Figure 22

Vorticity Contours Behind Hydroplane
The peak vorticity was measured at a number
of locations and water speeds and the
results are shown as a function of the s2
vortex age (t = xc/ll) in Figure 23 . Theseshow that the measured peak vorttcity decays ZOG -C

as the vortex is convected downstream. Eq

(37) has been used with these results to
estimate the vortex core radius and the it
results are compared with predictions using 100
Eqs (14) and (16) in Figure 24.

Eq (16) gives a very good estimate of the
initial core radius as the vortex is shed 0 I
from the trailing edge of the hydroplane. 3

However, the subsequent growth of the , - a
is not well predicted by Eq (14) with any
value of the eddy viscosity . It is Figure 23
believed that this is caused by the large Decay of peak vorticity
scale turbulent eddies revealed by the flow
visualisation experiments described above. "04
These caused the vortex to meander as It
passed down the channel resulting in an
underestimation of the peak vorticity, R, 1  0
giving overestimates of the core radius. Q
The estimated initial core radius will not M3 0 0
have been affected very much by this 03 U /
phenomenon because the vortex was much [
steadier immediately behind the hydroplane. /9

6. Experiments to determine the behaviour /

of the vortices shed from a body of
revolution in rectilinear flow "02-

6.1 Introduction ' f

Although, as already discussed, the " 30
investigation was concerned with the flow
around a body of revolution In a curved '0
path, a preliminary set of experiments was "01
conducted in rectilinear flow in No 2 Ship O
Tank at ARE (Haslar). A 5m model,
designated POR, was used in the experiments. Eq.0(6) Eq.(l4)
This model had a fineness ratio of 8.5 and
was geometrically similar to Model DKF 0 I I I I
described earlier. The model was turbulated 0 '1 2 3 -4 -5 "6 "7
using standard pins placed near the nose and
was generally tested at a speed of 2 m/ t-sc
yielding a Reynolds Number of 1.0 x 10
based on diameter. Figure 24

Pstimated Growth of Vortex Core Radius
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These experiments provided valuable experience in the design and manufacture of the
required equipment and in the development of suitable experimental techniques. Many
improvements to the model, the Freestone probe and its traversing mechanism were made
prior to embarking on the experiments in cur,,ed flow described in Section 7.

The rectilinear flow results could have been obtained more readily from wind tunnel
tests. These would have al lowed indefinite running during which the probe could have
been traversed through the vortices continually. In contrast, the restricted usable
length of the Ship Tank (about 100 metres) limited the number of measurements which
could be obtained in one run. However, the towing tank provided more relevant
experience for the subsenuent Rotating Arm tests and, in snite of reservations about the
accuracy and applicability of the results, revealed many interesting features of the
shed vortices.

MOTOR TO ",,,SRIIAC n

MOTOR TRASDUER TITN AL-NCRIG

TRAVERSE t(COtANIS 1 m

.----DN BODY STAYE STRUT

MOTOR~ ~ fXE TOFtE TSEBCKTB

Figure 25
Schematic Arrangement of Model for Towing Tank Experiments

6.2 Experimental Rig

The system designed to traverse the Freestone probe through the vortex was fitted to the
model rather than remotely mounted from the towing carriage. This provided a sturdy
arrangement which ensured accurate positioning of the nrobe relative to the body and
which was suitable for use both in the towing tank and on the Rotating Arm. However,
with such an arrangement there were necessarily interruptions in the smooth surface of
the body and the probe remained aligned with the body axes rather than with the
undisturbed flOW.

A general arrangement of the experimental rig is shown in Figure 25 from which it can be
seen that the Freestone probe was traversed radillIy from the body along a stayed
circular strut. This strut was mounted in alternative positions along the axis of the
body. Since the body bad circular sections it was possible to arrange the strut to
rotate with segments of the GRP skin rather than through slots in the skin. The skin
was divided into four segments: a fixed nose; a rotatable parallel mid body; a fixed
after body; and a rotatable tail. Sliding seals were fitted at the three
circumferential Joints between the segments but imperfections in the roundness and



concentricity of the segments prevented these seals from lring flush with the skin at
all points around the circumference.

The Freestone probe was traversed along the strut by a lead screw rotated by a stepper
motor and its position was monitored from a shaft encoder. The strut and skin segments
were also rotated by a stepper motor mounted inside the model but their angular position
was monitored using marks around the fixed and rotating segment.

The differential pressure and the pitot static pressure produced by the Freestone probe
were transmitted via water filled plastic tubes to transducers mounted on the carriage.
Careful consideration was given to the design of the strut. Obviously it was desirable
to keep the strut as small as possible to minimise its intrusion in the flow; but it was
also necessary to have a strut stiff enough to minimise the bending caused by the drag
force and the oscillations caused by its own vortex shedding. In addition the strut had
to accommodate the pressure tubes from the Freestone probe which were led inside and on
into the model. The 19 mm diameter stainless steel circular tube selected did not
oscillate noticeably but proved to be rather small to contain both the lead screw and
the pressure tubes. The use of a streamlined strut section was rejected because of the
effect on the general flow of the lift that would be generated from the incidence of the

strut to the flow.

The pressures were measured from two low range wet/wet differential transducers. These
commercially available French built Flec Torr FA64 transducers were relatively large at
approximately 100 mm diameter but had the advantage of being rugged so could tolerate
the high over-pressure produced when air was bled from the 1.5 mm diameter pressure
tubes. The pitot pressure was measured using a transducer with 100 mb range. However,
the pressure from the Freestone probe was considerably less so a transducer with only a
10 mb range was used. Because this sy'itein contained a relatively large voluine of water
and was lexible, it was found necessary to leave a setti Ing time of several secouds
between pressure iiieasureiieuts ai t'ougi tile freuency response was considerably faster
than this.

The neasureleit systeri was based irou-I an Apple Ii europ i uiicrocouiputer wii ch wa,
ued to: culinand the stepper 5notois con irollefr, 'ead time eucuder; aequire tihe 5igoai
,iOmn the piessUie ti-alimduce". -In dupate O)i toe osta. By using suci a systi ir wat
possible to obtali data iruti up to fuu' pmobe pusttioms during oie run lotwir Lh ln.
Each pressut C ileasu'lielit w 55 teilge oh 'Le- -it. ..a... 0s V i't e~*( iirIsrd data
and inspection vi thes, data showed 0-u to comtain a mumbci" it pressur tud Liomms
which ciaigd Ii. cii SiSL te depending uLlo L;,e pPIl Ly m1t Lh M easfu rleust Lo the Vor'ea
core.

n.3 Vorticity Measurements 20 E) 150

Measurements were made at secLioiis located 0o .
50%, 85' and 92.5% of the body length ait
tro its nose and at various Incidenecs-
between 5 and 20 degrees In itch. -"20 -- iTO - \ 20,

Since the output from the Freestone probe,
when suitably processed, gave a direct '
measure of the vorticity it was possible to 0 /-------

search for the peak of the vortex during the /
tests without having to map the entire flow.
The results from a set of traverses at the 'u . 6
tail of the body are shown in Figure 26 and W 20 l0 Id'

the position of the peak vorticity can he
clearly identified. However, because the >- to.
levels of vorticity measured were small, the
inaccuracies in the Freestone probe,
previously discue-d in section 4.4, caused _0

some uncertainty rc -ding the extent of the 0 o 0
vortex and the i' of the measured peak. > 20 Ise l00

It became clear r, . measurements made away
from the wake o ne body, at up to twice I0
the body radius from its centre, that the .....
output from the Freestone probe in zero /
vorticity varied with the incident flow 0 -

speed and direction. Corrections were made 0 1
for the flow speed based on the pitot O 140 o
pressure obtained at each position hut the
effect of incident flow direction could only lo - ..
be assessed near the outer edge of the ............
vortex. These probe errors were
subsequently investigated in wind tunnel 0 1 I

tests on the probe and its design was 0 30 400 _O 300 400 WO
developed and performance thus considerably RADIUS- mm
improved prior to the tests in curved flow. Figure 26

Vorticity Traverses in Rectilinear Flow,
xB/L = 0.925; 3 = 15 degrees

Information on the vortex trajectory obtained from earlier flow visualisatlon
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experiments, conducted in the Circulating Water Channel, was used to help in the search
for the vortex centre and a comparison of the results is given in Figure 27. It should
be noted that the incidence to the flow of 15 degrees was rather high and subsequent
investigations have given additional information about the vortex positions.

Tests at 10 and 20 degrees of incidence showed the vortex position to move slightly away
from the body with incidence and for the peak vorticity to increase as expected.
However, no vortex could be detected in this region at 5 degrees incidence, albeit from
only limited measurements near the tail of the body.

a-0-0- - - 1900

1 05 06 7 0 0 9 10

Xei L

- - -- ------- FLOW VISUALISATION
0 VORTICITY PROBE

1-00
D

Figure 

2 8

0 (} 0 9 Vorticity Contours in Rectilinear Flow,0 L 09 10 xBIL = 0.925; x = 15 degrees

X8IL A simple procedure for correcting the

Figure 27 vorticity measurements for the effects of
Comparison of Estimated Vortex Centres flow direction at the probe was developed
from Towing Tank and Circulating Water and this enabled the plot of vorticity
Channel Experiments. A 15 degrees contours shown in Figure 28 to he produced

from the traverses shown in Figure 26. It
became apparent that there was a significant
region of vorticity rather closer to the
body and further around towards the windward
side than had been anticipated. This

C1ER appeared to be a second smaller vortex.
Unfortunately no measurements were made in
this region at 5 degrees incidence at which
it was possible that only one vortex
existed. The measurements in curved flow,
to be discussed later, have indicated only
one vortex to be present with its centre

near that of the second vortex found in
rectilinear flow.

7. Fxperiments to determine vortices shed

RUTAmTM by a body of revoultion in curved flow

7.1 Experimental rig

The model DOR, previously tested in the
towing tank, was suitably modified and

attached to the Rotating Arm at ARE (Haslar)
via a sword positioned on the outboard side
of the model as shown in Figure 29.

NM LOCLIS measurements were made on the inboard side
ROTATABLETAIL of the turn with the drift angle s set with

,N the nose pointed into the turn.

T- -A LCUS The outer skin of the model was refaired and

sum arranged so only the tail section rotated.
The out of roundness of the tail and body at

aODMWAT12. R DAG ,DC this Joint were measured to be 2 mm.
However, the concentricity was adjusted such
that when the tail rotated through the

Figure 29 measurement range the local discontinuity
Schematic Arrangement of Model for between the skins was less than 3 mm.

Rotating Arm Experiments

A new Freestone probe (probe C) was built with a radius of 10 mm in order to double the
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output and halve the effect of any manufacturing inaccuracies. The new probe also
incorporated a larger pitot tube from which it was possible to make static measurements.
The whole probe and strut assembly was tested in a wind tunnel at various incident flow
angles and a calibration was determined for the nitot static tube.

A larger strut was built, to accommodate measurements out to a radius of 1.5 x body cia-
meter, and the strut diameter was increased to 32 mm.

The traversing mechanism was improved and the pressure tubes from the probe left free to
stream behind the strut before entering the model. These changes allowed the probe to
be traversed faster, which was of some importance because the run time was restricted to
one turn of the Rotating Arm to avoid contaminating the results by re-entering the wake
from the previous turn. Depending on the test radius, it proved possible to take
measurements at three or four positions at a radial spacing of 25 mm. This was the
optimum for the vortex size given the run time and the times required to traverse the
probe, allow the pressures to settle and acquire data for a reasonable period.

7.2 Vorticity Measurements

A comprehensive set of measurements was
taken at each of the conditions summarised
in Table 3. The probe was traversed from
close to the body through to the outer edge
of the vortex at angular intervals of t'= 10
degrees and within a quadrant on the leeward 2a
side of the tail from = 900 to 

= 
1800.

A typical set of vorticity measurements is 0
shown in Figure 30. 1 

'  
\

ZERO.
The inboard measurement positions were
limited to the probe radius plus a margin
dictated by the operation of the traverse 0 / 2'
gear, so estimates of the vorticilty very -UI
close to the body were made by W
extrapolation and cross fairing of al I the 4 --
measurements. The vorticity measured away
from the wake of the body, at 1.5n from its Gs- ,l 1
centre,variedwith incidence andstrut
angle by up to 4 rad/s from the nominal
zero. This variation was considerably less

than found in the tank tests and its I
characteristics were more regular. It '5 \
therefore proved possible to make suitable
corrections to each vorticity traverse. 0
Figure 30 shows the estimated effective zero
vorticity levf i for each traverse.

The dynamic pressure and hence local flow
speed were also measured during each
traverse. These tended towards the free
stream values away from the body but within RADIUS-mm

the region of high vorticity and close to
the body the measured values reduced
considerably from those in the free stream. Figure 30

Vorticity Traverses in Curved Flow
r'=0.2; .5 degrees; x5 /L = 0.925

Contours of constant vorticity 
were derived

from the traverse plots. The example shown
in Figure 31 was plotted from the data shown
in Figure 30. Contours close to the body,
which were estimated using: extrapolated
data, are shown dotted in Figure 31. A -
contour of negative vorticity relative to "
the main area of vorticity is also shown in 0

Figure 31. In some regions this may Just %
have been an output from the probe caused by -_
its size as discussed in Section 4.3.
However, some regions of negative vorticitv
were more extensive than could be caused by
this effect alone.

8. Discussion of Results -

8.1 Rectilinear Flow _

In the general description of the flow
around a body of revolution in Section 3.5 Figure 31
the possibility of a secondary vortex being Vorticity Contours in Curved Flow
generated downstream of the primary vortex r' 0.2; a = 5 degrees; xB/L = 0.q25

was mentioned. The vorticity contour plot for a = 15 degrees shown in Figure 28
clearly reveals the presence of this secondary vortex system. It is much less diffuse

AL
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than the primary vortex and the peak vorticity is not so high. The primary vortex is
located further toward the windward side of the body and this reinforces the belief that
it is the result of flow separation near the tail.

8.2 Curved Flow

In curved flow the angle of incidence varies along the length of the body. If the
nominal angle of incidence (at midships) is small the local angle of incidence at the
nose and tail of the body are given approximately by

aN =
a - tan - radians (

4 0
a)

aT = a + tan
-  

2 (40b)

The local angles of incidence for the conditions tested on the Rotating Arm are given in
Table 3.

Figure 32 illustrates this variation of flow
direction. For large angles of incidence / I -

and small turn rates the flow is always from I/
the outboard side of the body and any shed
vortices would be expected to reside on the
body's inboard side. For small angles of V)
incidence and high turn rates the angle of !/
incidence at the nose becomes negative and smot r, larg
the local flow direction at the nose is then large l small
from the inboard side of the body. In these
circumstances we might exnect to find flow
separation and shed vorticity of oppositeT
sign on the outboard side of the body. In
due course this negative vorticity would he
expected to he convected around the body to 'K
the inboard side. It would then appear
either as a reduction in the level of
vorticity or as a separately identifiable
pocket of negative vorticity. Figure 32

Local Angles of Incidence at the
Nose and Tail of the Body

Separate pockets of negative vorticity were sometimes identified. One such pocket can
be seen in Figure 31. In most cases these negative areas of vorttcity were not
particularly well correlated with the negative angles of attack at the nose of the body.
They may have been caused by the local discontinuity at the rotating joint in the skin
of the model or by errors caused by the finite size of the probe (see Section 4.3).

90
-- "The traverses at x./l, = 0.85 were, however,

extended around towards the outboard side of
the model for the condition r' 0.3, 1

X_ WY A 2.5 degrees and the results are shown in
/
/

Figure 33. This model test condition
experienced quite large negative angles of

',o incidence at the nose (see Table 3) and thea vorticity contour plot does indeed show a
', 6 >suhstantial vortex of opposite sign on the

outboard side of the body.

- - 18 606
Figure 33 r

Vorticity Contours in Curved Flow U7DO.5 - 50

r = 0.3; a = 2.5 deg; x5 /L = 0.85

8.3 Circulation 04

Fach vorticity contour plot was integrated / ,, 5"0
using a planimeter to obtain the "Volume" 03
under the contours. This is equivalent to '
the total circulation (see Fq 20). The 0-2 '5
integration was confined to the positive
vorticity contours of the "tail" vortices. O

The resulting total circulation is plotted -
in non dimensional form in Figure 34. As 0 l --

expected, the circulation increases 0
monotonically with incidence, but appears to 0 01 02 0-3 04 0-5
reach a maximum value at r' - 0.35. This
may perhaps be attributed to the influence r
of the negative vorticity emanating from the
nose of the body at high turn rates, as Figure 34
described above. Total rirculation in Curved Plow

xB/L 0.925

.... . . .. I.- w . _ rm = w m m
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0-6- 0. 07r c
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Figure 15 DEG 110 - 0-925 -Growth of Circulation in Curved Flow r Lr' = n.3 00 00-2

Figure 35 shows the growth of circulation 90 0 03
with distance from the nose of the body for 00Q4
r= 0.3. As expected, the circulation I
rises rapidly towards the tail of the body. I0 2 o8 1
8.4 Rody Vortex Location 0 2 4 EGREE 1

c DEGREES
Figure 36 shows the radial and polar
location of the estimated centres of the
body "tail" vortices. In many cases the
exact vortex centre (the position of maximum
vorticity) could not be precisely determined Figure 36
because the probe could not he positioned Fstimated Location of Vortex Centres
close enough to the surface of the body. in Curved Flow

The results should therefore be treated with caution. Nevertheless, they show, as
expected, that the vortex hugs the surface of the body and migrates around it towards
the outboard side as the tail is approached. The vortex tends to depart from the body
surface as the incidence is increased hut has little effect on the vortex location.

8.5 Body Vortex Core Radius

Fq 37 was used with ti.e calculated total circulation to estimate equivalent core radii
for each of the vorticity contour plots obtained. Results are given in Figures 37 and
38. Given the difficulty of estimating the peak levels of vorticity for each case and
the somewhat unwarranted assumption that the vortex is circular (implicit in Fq 37) the
results must he treated with some circumspection. Nevertheless, they show that the core
radius is of the order of one tenth of the body diameter and seems to increase with the
angle of incidence and decrease with turn rate.

0.2- 0-2

R.R
D

0.1 r' 0.1

0 0"3-250
00-2 0 2-5:

00-4 75Q]04 "1
"
5

°

0 I j 01 ' -
O0 2 4 6 8 10 - 7 0-8 OJ9

oC~ DEGREES Xe/L
Figure 37 Figure 3R

Rody Vortex Core Radius: Effect of Growth of Body Vortex Core Radius
Incidence and Turn Rate xR/L = 0.99,5 with listance from the Nose r' - 0.3

.5-
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9. Conclusions

This paper has described experiments to investigate the vortex system associated with a
body of revolution at an angle of attack in a curved flow. To the authors' knowledge
this is the first time such experiments have been attempted and these experiments also
represent the first serious use of the Freestone vorticity probe.

The Freestone vorticity probe proved to be simple and robust in use although a very
sensitive pressure transducer was required in the present application. Some
difficulties were encountered with spurious vorticity readings obtained when the probe
was pitched or yawed in a uniform flow. The probes were also found to be potentially
sensitive to changes in the dynamic pressure. In the 5 mm probe B these errors were of
significant proportions and were traced to inadequate quality control of the alignment
of the Conrad tube pairs and the finish and accuracy of their chamfered faces. Clearly
the yaw meter faces must be as nearly as possible identical so that equal and opposite
pressures are produced in uniform flow. Manufacturing problems were
eased by adopting a larger probe C with a radius of 10 mm and this proved much more
satisfactory. The larger probe had the added advantage of yielding larger pressure
differences due to vorticity but it may have led to underestimates of the peak
vorticity.

One problem with the Freestone probe lies in the difficulty of callhration if the
individual yaw meter tubes are permanently connected to the plenum chambers. This
arrangement precludes separate calibrations and the only way a satisfactory calibration
can then be achieved is by measuring the response to a known level of vorticity.
Clearly this is impractical but it has been suggested that a given level of vorticity
might be simulated by spinning the probe in a uniform flow. This would, of course,
introduce problems of extracting the pressure response from the spinning probe but these
should not be insurmountable.

The probe was used to examine the vortex systems generated by a model hydroplane and a
body of revolution in rectilinear and curved flows. Integration of the vorticity
contours behind the hydroplane yielded a total circulation comparable to that expected
from an estimation of the lift and supported the belief that the probe gave a generally
satisfactory measurement of vorticity. The results were used to estimate the growth of
the vortex core. This proved less satisfactory because the high turbulence level
experienced in the Circulating Water Channel made the vortex appear to grow at an
unrealistic rate. Immediately behind the hydroplane, however, the estimated core radius
was in very close agreement with independent wind tunnel measurements on wings of
similar geometries.

In rectilinear flow the body vortex core locations agreed reasonably well with those
obtained earlier in flow visuallsation experiments on a model of smaller scale.
The probe revealed the unexpected presence of a secondary vortex at an angle of attack
of 15 degrees.

The main effort was devoted to examining the vortex systcm in curved flow and an
extensive series of experiments was completed. These showed that the flow curvature
generally increases the vortex strengths but does not shift the vortex locations very
much. In certain circumstances a secondary system of vortices of opposite sense is
apparently generated on the outboard side of the body and these may he responsible for
limiting the total circulation in tight turns near the tail of the body.

The results obtained in this investigation will he incorporated in the SUBSr computer
program for predicting deeply submerged submarine manoeuvres.

*1

'p
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TABLE I

Dimensions of Bodies of Revolution

Model rode Length Maximum Fineness volume
Diameter Ratio metres

3

metres metres

DKF 1.594 0.179 P.5 0.0302
nu" 1.5P4 n.145 10.5 0.0198
DMT 1.594 0.192 12.5 0.0139

TARY 9

Ordinates of Bodies of Revolution

x'/L R/Rmax

0.000 0.000

0.05 0.59
0.1o 0.905.
0.15 0.988
0.20 1.000
0.25 1.000
0.30 1.000
0.35 1.000
0.40 1.000
0.45 1.000
0.5,N 1.000
0.55 1.000
0.50 1.000
O.r5 1.000
0.70 0.9R3
0.75 0.932
O.8o 0.R40
0.85 0.701
O.9o 0.51q
0.95 0.986
1.00 0.000

TARLF 3

Test Conditions for Rotating Arm Fxperiments

Test Radius m 12.5 15.7 9.0

Turn parameter r' 0.4 0.1 0.2

Incidence angles deg

at sword 2.5 5.0 7.5 2.5 5.0 7.5 2.5 5.0 7.5
nose -8.8 -6.3 -3.8 -5.0 -3.5 -1.0 -3.2 -0.7 1.8
tail 13.8 Ir.3 I.R 11.0 13.5 I .0 8.2 10.7 11.0

Conditions tested

Measurement section
x/T, from nose

99.5 5 x x
70i x x
70 x x
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SUMMARY

The Special Group of Experts on Naval Hydromechanics and Related Problems [(SGE(HYDRO)) was formed
following an exploratory meeting on 3 and 4 November 1982. Its formation was spurred to a large degree
by the need within NATO for a forum to promote multinational co-operation in the general area of naval
hydromechanics testing and research for problema not adequately covered by other NATO international
exchange groups and the International Towing Tank Conference.

Tae Group's mandate allows it to address current aspects of interest to naval hydromechanics
including test and research facilities, testing techniques and instrumentation, prediction methods, model
to full scale correlations, full scale trials, model tests, mathematical modelling and simulation and
implications of instrumentation development in other fields of activity.

Four Research Study Groups (RSG) have been formed. The RSG's on Full Scale Wave Measurements and on
Sea Loads, Slamming and Green Seas Impact and Wake Measurements finished this phase in December 1985.
The RSG on Cavitation Noise Scaling completed its initial planning phase in June 1986.

The paper outlines the scope and objectives of the SGE(HYDRO) with special emphasis on the activity
of the RSGs. In particular, the hydromechanic problems being addressed by the RSGs and the approach the
RSGs have adopted to conduct the research are described. Plans for future co-operative research are also
outlined.

I. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Origins

In April 1982, on the initiative of the Netherlands, the Defence Research Group sponsored a seminar
held in the Hague on Advanced Hydrodynamic Testing Facilities. This proved to be a stimulating three-day
meeting, with 27 papers contributed by Canada, France, Germany, Italy, the Netherlands, Norway, the
United Kingdom and the United States of America on topics ranging from "Open Water Testing for Seakeeping
Research" through "Cavitation Test Facilities" "Acoustic Measurements", "Dynamic Tests for Manoeuvring"

to "Tests in Wind Tunnels for Hydrodynamic Research"I
.

The seminar culminated in a round table discussion which concluded that NATO needed a forum to
ensure, particularly in times of financial shortages, that the best use was made of existing facilities
and to co-ordinate the creation of new facilities. Furthermore there was a need for a forum to exchange
classified information, and this was only possible within NATO; other bodies such as the International
Towing Tank Conference had too broad a membership for such activities.

1.2 Formation

Following exploratory meetings in NATO HQ in Brussels towards the end of 1982, the formation of the
Special Group of Experts on Naval Hydromechanics and Related Problems [(SGE(HYDRO)I was authorized by the
Defence Research Group (DRG) with the participation of Canada, Denmark, France, the Netherlands, Norway
and the United Kingdom. The Group first met in June 1983, by which time the membership had grown to
include Germany, Spain and the United States of America. There has since been the occasional involvement
of Greece and Italy. Denmark has now left the Group. The first Chairman of the Group was Dr. Jan
Dirkzwager of the Netherlands in recognition of the Netherlands' initiating events that led to the
formation of the Group.

1.3 Scope

The Special Group of Experts is concerned with a variety of aspects of naval hydromechanics testing
and research which include:

Test and Research Facilities,
Testing Techniques and Instrumentation,
Prediction Methods and Model to Full-Scale Correlatlon,
Full-Scale Trials,
Model Tests,
Theoretical Aspects including Mathematical Modplling and Simulation, and
Implications of Instrumentation Development in .ther Fields of Activity.

The emphasis of the Group is based on naval issues such as the reduction of drag and noise of submarines;
the behaviour of surface navel vessels in high sea states; the dynamic behavior of towed systems, bodies
and arrays; and the performance of underwater weapons and advanced naval vehicles. Furthermore, the
Group is not limited to hydrodynamics in the narrow sense, but includes the inter-relation between the
medium and moving bodies and the resulting elastic effects, stresses and vibration covered by the term
"hydromechanics".

AIL
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1.4 objectives

With the background and scope already outlined, the SGE(HYDRO) has adopted the general objective to
improve the overall effectiveness of the combined capabilities of the alliance in the area of naval
hydromechanics through information exchange and multi-national co-operation. It is expected that this
will be achieved by the following activities:

The exchange of information with a view to identifying areas of common interest suitable for
multi-national co-operation.

Improvements of the conditions of mutual utilization of the existing facilities (test procedures;
standards for testing techniques, equipment and data presentation; procedures for costing and
charging for tests; and protection of classified or propriety information and equipment).

Making proposals for the improvement of existing facilities to make them more responsive to NATO
needs.

Arranging for the temporary allocation of staff for such purposes as supplementing local staff for a
period of time or educating staff in relation to techniques not available in their parent
establishment.

Improvement of the mutual development and utilization of theoretical methods including mathematical
modelling and simulation.

Exchanging information on national developments and projects concerning test and research activities
or research projects, with a view to avoiding duplication of costly facilities or improving the
design of plant facilities, and more generally improving the use of resources available to NATO.

Making proposals for such undertakings as performing tests, co-ordinating research programmees, and
commonly funding facilities or research projects. Implementing these proposals either under
SGE(HYDRO) auspices or otherwise.

1.5 Mode of Operation

The Group has not differed from the other DRG Groups in using the medium of Research Study Groups as
the best way to study special problems. It is the main purpose of this paper to discuss the groups
formed so far, and the problems they are addressing. However, before considering their research tasks
some mention should be made of hydrodynamic facilities. Through its member nations, the SGE(HYDRO) and
its RSG's have a very wide range of hydrodynamic facilities from which to choose when addressing a
particular task. It will be apparent from the following sections that the prediction techniques employed
for hydrodynamic performance are often dictated by the facility chosen. It is not possible to survey all
the facilities available, but the most common are towing tanks, cavitation tunnels, circulating water
channels and seakeeping/manoeuvring basins. Less common and more specialist facilities include rotating
arms, a depressurized towing tank, ice tanks and a reverberant water tank. These model test facilities
are matched at full scale by ranges both for tracking and noise measurement, and again there is a wide
diversity of capabilities. These facilities have been compiled into a catalogue which will become a NATO

document2. The catalogue also makes reference to aerodynamic facilities that are known to be used for
hydrodynamic work. The type of work undertaken has been primarily in the area of noise measurement and
the survey of air flow over decks and around superstructures.

2. RESEARCH TASKS

2.1 Topics of Current Interest

In the early stages of the SGE(HYDRO) a list of topics of current interest was developed by the
participating nations. Table 1 lists the topics, and provides an indication of both the level of
interest and ability to contribute, by nation, for each topic. Interest is ranked in descending order
from the highest score of "A" to the lowest of "C", and similarly for ability to contribute, where the
highest score is denoted by "l" and the lowest by "3".

Exploratory groups were then established to determine whether co-operation would be possible in two
general topics: seakeeping and propulsion. A pilot nation was appointed for each topic. The United
States took on the task for seakeeping and the Netherlands for propulsion. The pilot nations canvassed
the membership, and on the basis of the returns determined the most promising areas for co-operative
research. In the seakeeping topic, the two areas were Full Scale Wave Measurements (RSG 1) and Sealoads,
Slamming and Green Seas Impact (RSG 2). The propulsion areas of common interest were Cavitation Noise
Scaling (RSG 3) and Wake Measurements (RSG 4), These four RSG's were initiated in December 1984, and
their initial planning phase was completed a year later. The Groups are presently persuing their
mandates. The duration of the RSG's is either 3 or 4 years. A description of the research of each RSG
follows in later Sections.

2.2 Relation to Other Bodies

Because of the large size of the naval architecture comunity, the SGE(HYDRO) must keep abreast of
developments in other bodies with related interest.

Perhaps of most importance is the NATO NMAG IEG/6 on ship design end its sub-groups. All of the
research being undertaken in the SGE(HYDRO) must be of direct relevance to the needs of the naval ship
designer. Liaison with this body is maintained through national representatives and contact between the
chairmen.
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There are a number of other groups whose activities are complementary to those of the SGE(HYDRO).
These include Project Group 27 (NATO Frigate Replacement), the Long Term Study on Naval Warfare MO/2005
(Implications of New Technologies for Maritime Operations), the International Towing Tank Conference, the
Netherlands Ship Model Basin Co-operative Research, and the International Ship Structures Congress.
Reports on the activities of these Groups are normally given at the meetings of the SGE(HYDRO) by members
who either sit on the council or comeittees of these bodies, or by those who have attended their meetings
and conferences.

The wish of the SGE(HYDRO) is to avoid duplicating work that may be underway in other fore. Thus
the scope and progress of each REG needs to be carefully reviewed to ensure that it does not address
concerns that are already being pursued by working groups of other organizations. The SGE(HYDRO) is the
only body whose interests are purely naval. Therefore while disciplines and technology developments may
overlap with other organizations, the application of the technology in most cases is to naval problems
and naval marine vehicles.

3. RSG 1 - FULL SCALE WAVE MEASUREMENTS

3.1 Background

The wave characteristics of the world's oceans are of interest to nearly every facet of marine
activity. From the naval architectural point-of-view, it is necessary to quantify the seaway during ship
dynamics and structural loading trials. From these data, ship performance specifications and numerical
prediction methods can be verified. In addition, accurate wave measurements are required to validate
operational wave forecasting models, parametric idealized wave spectral models and wave climatologies.

Wave measurements are routinely carried out with confidence using point spectral buoys. When buoy
outputs are analyzed using standard spectral analysis routines, the result is a satisfactory means of
determining wave height and period relationships, and hence for defining sea state using conventional
definitions. Wave spectra, in this case measured with a ship-borne wave recorder during seakeeping

trials,3 are shown in Figure 1.

Of course, a point spectral buoy can only define a wave elevation time series, suggesting a simple

definition of the sea surface, as in Figure 23. In reality, the sea surface is much more complex, with
variation in wave direction as well as height and frequency. Figure 3 shows a directional spectrum
measured during a seakeeping trial over 20 years ago.

Directional spectra like Figure 3 are amenable to idealization, as shown in Figures 4 and 54 where

spectral energy is assumed to vary as cos2y (p is the angle away from the predominant wave direction).
Other variations have been proposed, but this simple generalization often has been used as the standard
for ship design and for performance prediction applications.

Unfortunately, real sea states are generally the product of moving weather systems, and can best be
described by multimodal spectra. Figure 6 gives an example taken from Reference 5, where an advancing low
pressure system in the Norwegian Sea has superimposed a wind-generated sea on an old swell. The swell
has a higher spectral peak than the wind generated sea. Clearly, a cosine-squared spreading function
applied to a point spectrum could not describe this sea state.

Finally, Figure 7 compares directional spectral measured at the same site with two different buoy

typesa. While Figure 6 emphasizes the need for directional measurements, as opposed to estimates, Figure
7 suggests that we still have technical difficulty in doing so.

3.2 Objectives

With the above in mind, BSG I determined that the research objectives for the Group would be
follows: to establish reliable directional wave measurements and analyses and to expand the capability
for providing reliable, routine measurements during full scale trials and operations.

To meet the objectives, a cooperative multinational trial is being planned for March 1987 off the
coast of Newfoundland. This area was selected because of its good probability of high sea states and
coincidence with the track of the now cancelled SIR-B' Space Shuttle Mission, which would have provided
synthetic aperture radar (SAR) measurements of wave directionality. The object of the trial is to
evalusae available directional wave buoys and SAR (which will now be provided only by aircraft).
Drectional wevebuoys will be deployed from the Canadian research ship CFAV QUEST and the Netherlands
research ship R.WL.S. TYDEMAN. Additionally, operational wave forecasts will be produced by the United
States Fleet Numerical Oceanography Center (FNOC), Monterey. The Center will provide directional wave
spectral forecasts from the Global Spectral Ocean Wave Model (GSOWN).

3.2 Experimental Arrangements

There are six nations participating in the trial: Canada, France, the Netherlands, Norway, Spain and
the United States. Each country will participate in the trial by contributing scientists and
instrumentation to teams aboard CFAV QUEST and R.VL.S TYDEMAN. Canada plans to deploy Endeco Wavetrack
and Datewell Wavec buoys; the Netherlands, Datawell Wavec and Delft disposable buoys; Norway, a Wavescan
buoy; Spain, a Datawell Waverider buoy; and the United States, Rndeco Wavetrack, NBA Controls Ltd.
Wavecrest, and Delft disposable buoys. France and Spain may deploy buoys currently under development.
France and Germany will also fit infrared and ultrasonic relative motion probes to R.NL.S TYDEKAN to
derive encounter point spectra.

Figure 8 shows the probable experimental stations for the RSC1 trial. R.NL.S TYDIRMAN will work at a
northern GSOWN grid point and CFAV QUEST at a southern one. At each of these stations a moored buoy, or
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buoys, will be laid so that anchored and drifting buoys of the same type can be compared. During the
trials, two days will be spent at an intermediate grid point where both comparative buoy and comparative
aeakeeping trials will be conducted.

Some of the SAR overflights will be conducted by the Canadian Centre for Remote Sensing (CCRS)
Convair 580, which is supporting another experiment scheduled in conjunction with SIR-B'. The Labrador
Marginal Ice Zone Experiment (LIMEX) is performing both local oceanographic and SAR measurements in the
Newfoundland spring ice-pack marginal zone. The CCRS SAR overflights will supplement proposed flights by
a NASA SAR and radar-altimeter equipped P-3 aircraft.

4. RSG 2 - SLAMING, SEALOADS AND GREEN SEAS IMPACT

4.1 Background

The waters of the North Atlantic and North Pacific oceans provide some of the most severe wave
conditions of the oceans of the world. As these areas are of considerable strategic importance to the
navies of NATO nations, there is considerable interest in the degree to which the wave environment
hinders the operability of naval vessels, and in the aspects of ship response which are primarily
responsible for reduced seakeeping performance. Studies carried out by NATO NAG IEG/6 SG/5 have shown
that slamming and green seas impact play a major role in limiting the speed of naval vessels of the
frigate and destroyer size. Typically in seas approaching sea state 5 (6m significant wave-height), the
most modern ships of this size are limited to speeds of about 20 kt. Older ships fare considerably
worse. The IEG/6 SG/5 study which surveyed captains of NATO frigates and destroyers revealed that the
prime cause of speed reduction was slamming and with green seas impact a secondary cause.

4.2 Objectives

The importance of slamning and green seas loads on naval ship operations placed this topic high on
the list of research projects that could he undertaken cooperatively. It was agreed that the aim of the
research would be to investigate the mechanisms responsible for slamming and green seas impact with a
view to identifying means of improving ship performance in high sea states.

RSG-2, comprised of Canada, Germany, the Netherlands, Norway, Spain, the United Kingdom and the
United States, has recently completed its Initial Planning Phase. A plan for the study was formulated
and tasks assigned to the participating countries. The research is heavily slanted toward experimental
work. Both full scale trials and related model tests will provide a data base for bow flare slaning and
green seas loading with which results from theoretical methods will be compared. The Canadian research
ship CFAV QUEST will be the primary trials ship, with R.NL.S TYDEMAN supplying additional data. The data
from the full scale trial will be used for evaluating numerical modelling methods and results from
physical model tests. Numerical modelling is presently underway in a number of the participating nations,

4.3 Full Scale Trials

The focal point of the full scale experiment is the trial with CFAV QUEST. She is a 2200 tonne
acoustics research vessel operated by the Defence Research Establishment Atlantic (Figure 9). The ship
will be instrumented to allow measurement of ship motions, main girder strains, flare slamming pressures
and green seas deck loadings. Measurements will take place in March 1987 in conjunction with the trial
of RSG 1.

CFAV QU6SI is not an ideal platform for the RSG 2 trial, but represents a platform of opportunity as
a result of the RSG I work plan. Unfortunately, none of the participants could commit a frigate or
destroyer for trials. This is particularly relevant as QUEST's large freeboard makes significant green
seas loading events unlikely.

QUEST has recently completed a routine refit during which 10 pressure transducer recessed mountings
were installed in way of the starboard bow flare as shown in Figure 10. The transducers are of a special
design and are based on those used for measuring ice loads on oil rigs.

Canada will also provide instrumentation to measure and record the six components of ship motions
and the main girder strains. Germany has offered to support the green seas load measurements. Both
Norway and the United Kingdom will contribute to the analysis of the results.

4.4 Model Tests

Model tests in sea conditions corresponding to the full scale trials will be carried out by Norway
at the Norwegian Marine Technology Research Institute (Marintek), in Trondheim. It will be necessary to
manufacture a new model of both QUEST and TYDEMAN, as existing models are not of a suitable scale.
Canada or Spain will provide a new model for the tests. The model tests will address primarily the
measurement of bow flare alamming pressures, as the measurement of main girder bending moments is a time
consuming and expensive process on model scale, and model green seas loading tests are frought with
difficulties.

Drop tests of two-dimensional sections will also be conducted. These will provide insight into the
development of the girthwise slamming pressure distribution and the influence of scale effects.

4.5 Correlation Studies

To complete the study, comparisons will be made between theoretical, numerically derived results and
those measured on model and full scale ships, for bow flare slamming pressures, main girder strains and
deck wetness. The BSC 1 measurements will provide reliable and complete sca state description to the
computer programs, many of which rely primarily on strip theory for prediction of ship motions and

kA
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relative bow velocity estimates used to predict slamming pressures. Strip theory, which is based on
two-dimensonal potential flow theory, is generally suitable for predicting the motions of slender ships
such as frigates and destroyers but has been found less reliable for the prediction of wave induced
loads. Fully three-dimensional methods (eg. finite difference methods) could be used to achieve improved
predictive accuracy. The final report will assess the merits of the various predictive methods and will
recomend additional research as into sea loads mechanism and predictive techniques.

S. RSG 3 - CAVITATION NOISE SCALING

5.1 Background

In addition to the interest in seakeeping which resulted in the tao RSGs already discussed, the
SGE(HYDRO) has had a particular interest in propulsion from the very outset. However, the interest is
not primarily in speed, power, efficiency, endurance, etc, but is concentrated on the noise making
propensities of propulsors and in this context, cavitation noise is of prime importance. This topic is
critical to naval operations particularly in the area of underwater warfare, and this has been underlined
by the conclusions of a number of long term scientific studies.

5.2 Objectives

The basic objective of the Group is the development of reliable cavitation noise scaling techniques.
The SGE(HYDRO) envisaged that progress towards this goal could be achieved by studying the following
topics.

Assessment of current scaling methods used by cavitation test facilities.

Selection and calibration of facilities most appropriate to the prediction of full-scale cavitation
noise. This would include assessing background noise, reflection properties, etc.

Multi-facility comparisons with respect to measurement techniques.

Development of measurement systems.

Correlation between model tests and full-scale measurements to improve prediction reliability.

Noise measurement from a series of identically shaped model items (propeller forms or other shapes)
to enable a judgement of scaling effects on cavitation noise prediction.

The Group has recently completed the preparation of its programse of collaborative activities to be
undertaken during its working phase.

5.3 Assessment of Current Methods

This study was initiated with a survey of the state of the art on model cavitation noise
measurements and acoustic scaling methods. The results revealed that a wide range of facilities are
being used to conduct acoustic experiments, and a wide range of expertise is available within the
countries that have provided the information. The most popular facility is the cavitation tunnel. This
is to be expected since cavitation tunnels are readily available at most hydrodynamics testing
establishments and the installation of a hydrophone is a simple task (Figures 11 and 12). However, they
provide a constrained and possibly noisy environment, with the associated problems of detecting the
signal against the background noise and converting the measurements to free field conditions.
Alternatively, facilities such as the acoustic barge and planing craft largely eliminate these problems
but there is much less control available over the test parameters. The depressurized towing tank
provides an environment between these two types of facilities. For a wide range of frequencies, the
direct sound field in the tank predominates the reverberant field. It is also possible to exercise
better control over the major test parameters.

Most of the acoustic measurements appear to be made using omni-directional hydrophones, the lower
limits on the frequency generally being due to the background noise level and the upper limits due to the
characteristics of the instrumentation. The acoustic calibration techniques quoted for all the
cavitation tunnels are similar and are based on comparisons between measurements using a known sound
source at the propeller position in the tunnel and those using the same source and receiver in the free
field.

The detailed test procedure varies between the facilities; however, it consists fundamentally of the
measurement of the noise level with the propeller operating under given conditions (Figure 13), together
with a similar measurement with the propeller replaced by a dummy hub (Figure 14). The results are
generally presented as 1/3 octave band levels. The repeatability of the measurements is quoted as within
3 or 4 dB. Visual observation of the cavitation is a routine procedure during acoustic testing.

Specific information on the scaling methods employed to derive full-scale noise levels from model
data were given by only two countries; namely, the Netherlands and the USA. This is partly a reflection
of the fact that several countries have not yet reached the stage of attepting to predict full-scale
performance. Clearly, collaborative development in this area will become more beneficial when additional
countries have reached this stage in their studies.

5.4 The Way Ahead

The evaluation of all the data gathered during the planning phase of the Research Study Group has
resulted in the proposed activities being categorized as follows:
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Derivation of theoretical scaling lows,

Measurement Technology, and

Correlation between model and full-scale data.

Two areas of work where the diverse abilities of the members could be employed are considered to be
the effect of free gas on high frequency cavitation noise and its inclusion in the scaling process, and
the measurement and scaling of low frequency cavitation noise. A series of specific tasks relating the
proposed activities in these areas of work has been determined. These tasks have been assigned to member
countries. The scope of the tasks is outlined below.

For the derivation of theoretical scaling laws, an investigation is proposed into the use of hull
pressure measurements to predict low frequency cavitation noise and a study into the physics of low
frequency sound emission from propeller cavitation.

Under measurement technology, both the high and low frequency ranges can be considered in relation
to the acoustics of the hydrodynamic facilities, the hydromechanic simulation of the problem and the
special sensors and signal processing required particularly at low frequencies. Hydrodynamic
simulation will include the physical modelling of the problem, turbulence stimulation, and nuclei
seeding. The potential for development in all these areas is being explored for both
fully-developed and incipient cavitation.

For correlation between model and full scale data, the assessment of current scaling methods will
continue, accompanied by an exchange of the supporting model and full scale data in a standard
format. There will also be an evaluation of the variability of full scale data and the
reproducibility of model data.

6. RSG 4 - WAKE MEASUREMENTS

6.1 Background

This RSG, concerned with a propulsion topic, again places emphasis on advancing experimental
techniques for defining the fluid flow conditions in which a propulsor operates. In the future, the
results will allow better informed judgements to be made in balancing the often conflicting requirements
for high propulsive efficiency and low propeller cavitation extents, noise and vibration. Again these
attributes are of prime concern to naval forces. Lower noise and vibration levels will improve
operational effectiveness by reducing the risk of detection and the 'nterfere.nce with home forces sonar.

6.2 Objectives

The main objective of the work is to establish a reliable and accurate wake prediction procedure for
use in the design of propellers for surface naval ships. It was envisaged that this objective would be
achieved by the following activities:

Reviewing exisiting full-scale and corresponding wake data.

Establishing the scaling methods currently used by each participant.

Evaluating on the basis of the above the suitability of existing scaling methods.

If existing methods were found to be inadequate, recomending further work that would be necessary
to establish reliable and accurate alternative procedures.

It was foreseen that many of the recent measurements referred to above will have involved the use of
Laser Doppler Velocimetry. It is therefore implicit in these activities that experience would be
exchanged on the use of LDV in various types of hydrodynamic facilities and ship trial.

6.3 Exchange of Existing Wake Measurement Data

No wake prediction procedure can be validated without reliable model and full-scale data. This, of
course, is further complicated by the variety of ship types and the experimental facilities used to test
them. So, as a first step, it was agreed to exchange such data as were available, particularly those
relevant to naval vessels. Data have been made available by four countries, namely the United States,
United Kingdom, Canada, and Germany. The data received cover the following topics:

From the USA - wake measurements on a surface ship, the R/V ATHENA, at model scale in a towing tank
and in a wind tunnel at full-scale.

From the United Kingdom - wake measurements on a frigate, HMS PENELOPE, at model and full-scale.
Figure 15, taken from Reference 7, indicates the type of data collected 1rom this sort of work.

From Canada - model tests and full-scale trials data for the research vessel, CFAV QUEST.

From Germany - wake data for single screw merchant ships.

In addition to the above, the United States made available wake data from wind tunnels for bodies of
revolution in infinite flow, along with some full-scale submarine data. Also, Spain was able to provide
some model wake data for a frigate and two corvettes.

a-
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6.4 Wake Measurement Techniques

Much of the current interest in wake measurement techniques is linked to the use of lasers, and
there are many international fore which are active in reporting the use of LDV systems in a wide variety
of applications. However, it is clear that the countries currently operating LDV systems (Germany,
Netherlands. France, the United Kingdom and the United States) in their hydrodynamic facilities are using
them in a development sense rather than as a routine experimental technique. Thus, interest was
expressed in exchanging experiences on these developments. However, it was considered that this would be
most effectively achieved by bi-lateral exchanges.

6.5 Wake Scaling Methods

Statements on current wake scaling methods have been received from four of the countries
participating in the group. Most countries consider that for twin screw ships, wake scaling for the mean
wake is unnecessary. For single screw ships scaling is necessary, and the ITTC method is usCd. However,
this approach meets with varying success. Despite the general consensus on the situation regarding
single screw and twin screw ships, there were some interesting views expressed. For example, the
Netherlands use a semi-empirical method and are of the opinion that this method needs to be improved.
Similarly, Italy considers that there is considerably more to be discovered about scale effects on wakes
and was interested in investigating this subject collaboratively. Recent work in the UK (Reference 8)
has also concluded that existing theoretical and experimental work requires further extension in order to
address fully the problem of predicting the influence of wake on cavitation, for developing improved,
noise reduced hull, propulsor combinations.

7. CONCLUDING REMARKS

It is be apparent from the foregoing that there is a great diversity of capabilities and facilities
available to the defence hydrodynamic and naval architectural comusmnity within the NATO Alliance. The
SGE(HYDRO) is only three years old and there is much to be done if the groups objectives are to be
achieved. A start has been made particularly in the areas of information exchange, testing techniques
and instrumentation, full scale trials, prediction methods and model to full scale correlation. However,
the SGE will now need to pursue vigorously those topics which are unique to a forum devoted to the naval
operational requirement. It will also need to forecast the future needs of the defence hydrodynamics
community and in this it will be greatly aided by the deliberations of the Panel on Long-Term Scientific
Studies.

7.1 Extension of Research Tasks

It is clear from Table I that difficult choices had to be made in selecting the topics for study by
the existing RSG's. There is no doubt that the work already in hand, particularly full-scale wave
measurements, could lead to studies of stabilization and the damaged and ultimate stability of ships.
Similarly the investigations of sealoads can be followed by work on the optimization of hull fairing. In
the propulsion field, wake measurement has obvious application to afterbody design methods and could also
be extended to consider other forms of marine vehicles, eg Small Waterplane Area Twin Hulled (SWATH)
vessel, submarine etc. Likewise, cavitation noise scaling is directly relevant to propeller design
methods. All these subjects have received priorities when considered by the SGE(HYDRO) and its
exploratory groups.

The research tasks can also be extended by putting more emphasis on the consideration of specific
marine vehicles rather than on aspects of hydrodynamic performance discussed above. In this context some
interest has been shown in the SWATH vessel concept, the surface effect ship and towed systems. The
model testing and prediction of performance of these vehicles offer challenges which have still to be
accepted.

7.2 Development of Experimental Techniques

It is a fundamental aspect of the work of SGE(HYDRO) to be concerned with testing techniques and
instrumentation, and with the implications of instrumentation developments in other fields of activity.
The time is perhaps opportune to carry out a review of topics of common interest in these fields of
activity as they relate to hydrodynamics. Some topics which could be pursued have already been
mentioned; eg pressure transducers for full scale and model work, noise measLrement, laser Doppler
velocimetry particularly with the full-scale application in mind. However, there are other topics such
as tracking systems, acoustic and optical methods for model and full-scale manoeuvratility and control
work, wave generation equipment for seakeeping basins and so on.

7.3 Use of Aerodynamic Facilities for Hydrodynamic Studies

Mention has already been made of the use of aerodynamic facilities for noise measurements and for
the study of air flow over decks and superstructures. There will undoubtedly be a continuing and growing
need for wind tunnel tests particularly with regard to aviation facilities in ships. However, there are
several other applications which deserve more extensive utilization. In the field of underwater
vehicles, much work in the areas of flow visualization, propulsion and stAbility and control can be
carried out in a wind tunnel. Work can also be carried out at high Reynolds numbers, which would
otherwise be impossible and this is applicable for research on both underwater vehicles and surface
ships. Some of the techniques used for underwater vehicles in flow visualization and boundary layer
measurements can also be used for surface ships measurements by the employment of a double-hull model.

It can be seen, therefore, that there is considerable scope for the use of wind tunnels in
hydrodynamic and naval architectural tasks and perhaps it will be the duty of SGE(HYDRO) to sponsor a
symposium similar to this one, in the not too distant future, entitled "Hydrodynamic and Related
Aerodynamic Studies Using Air Facilities".

At#
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9. Surface effect ships C2 C3 Al A3 C2 C3 81 C2 C2
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10. Section design (of hydrofoils) A C3 C2 A2 81 el 82 C3 A3
11. Propulsors - model/full-scale Al Al Al Al Al Al Al A] Al

correlation
12. Afterbody design - propeller - 82 Al Al Al Al Al Al 81 Al

hull interaction
13. Noise reduction measures A2 61 A2 Al C3 83 82 Al A2

(hull and propeller)
14. Flow studies (visualization. etc) B2 C2 82 81 82 A3 82 A2 82
15. Propeller - hull interaction for A3 A3 Al B1 Al C3 83 Al A2

subnarines - vibration

TOWED ARRAYS

16. Toed array system dynasics 81 C3 A2 A2 83 83 C3 Al 52
17. Self noise of towed arrays 82 C3 82 A3 A3 C3 C3 C3 B3

OTHER SUBJECTS

18. Ship strength and vibration - A2 C3 C3 82 Al C3 83 C3 C3
interact ion
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AGARD SYMPOSIUM

AERODYNAMIC AND RELATED HYDRODYNAMIC STUDIES ESING WATER FACILITIES

ROUND TARLE DISCUSSION

A.M.O. Smith

Thank you Dr. SloocK and Ladies and Gentlemen. It is both a pleasure and a responsibility to hr llrn to,

outsmart yea all and make significant comments, hut I'll try. Dr. Sluoff said that I had oo a-rosootc
background and 1 wuet to meet ion oin- note that that probably infloences my thinking to a certain cutest.
Also, I think that I should nay that l am probably a biased critic here becaus.e I believe at least for an
airplate type of pruject that thcrc iot only 1hould bc regular wind turnel models, some- Iuw speed, high
speed types, none aereelastic models but aluc -scme kind of a flowa nisualization model to look at aoid see
witat you ure and see if soe woke is going uomeplace that you didn't quite eupect it to and it leads to
hoffeting or somethiig like that. If I was a chief engineer of some company starting a new airplane
Project, that is a mordel that I wiuld insist on. Also a little bit oif furthcr hackgroundt, I think I first

got ruposed to some oi these odd problems bach around 1950 or 1952 wien I was involved in the problem ot
tanhlintug body whirl, lias seporotios, '.0 -s-eshiti el-e Connected With it.

Ihe re was oic Fresih translated report inl thot area and that is all that I cosld tied, ld s- orodnsonnc
textiooks iiad onyttiing on cte Sub jcc t. My most hl its J. P. des tlartog' s hook Mechaiaca s.I ira tion It
los sio- statft about w-rc ibrations and that hind ef thing. I toalsed to Dr. A. C. i iie ot Cot ecui oini,.t
thin , Id it,,. husiness te see if n, could 9-1t 50'- ony help aind be cuiost her Sc ilootersod it :,,c

emri tcot. maybe you sllu, d reneerts- lir,- whnil ciii think of nonie of the leading edge es is ion and s trace
t~pi 'I Itciict 'no so on. lb ol led it "iass act edynisaiic" P That icon hs teen. 01 s'lri t It
tiiltt backh about other 1i lo -ssal icatioc meetings and sn fact, I seorched in the (a oleci into,> o
bit. flutle there are otlic co~t-ns on tnecotcuc [lows aic. Lte f life that , sci- np, il d I ldo't
-ailly see ai motij -it tsio sort and I -ily recall, one whlich oI iicdvd is, PilA -n ASME men nag

tin 1 - sinostiostiiii It wc, ,'I ;, i. ticl 'isiileati, tiii ji.st usrL1,I . ~,, -1,,

bock ir that tine and comlpat' Wit nowic, w, t sure mado a tot of progress. be ha-s go 0 nnme
itElIt iestienetsI ond Wrlii es hr v bon Iin lases since thIn nIN ~pb ts I d, - l I

coors. ccisips,,,, teis 11-c itO Lol. vi ctt - uaters then, but they were neiutt a it 11i rI- tlwio
ion,- nlo At'.' the list Fir t ii r it-ri sac cill is. I atii it ""'" sin i'' "t1L1
IirS i5 w it I ni c otahr AnI il an stft Ithat thi S -iS go ing toi f ind a lot oc ,L, test I,

hii qu , I ,l tIt, " iu ,i ),,l t- ' loon , olsI y hae scik, -iii Ir c toIa , 1L l

id fcoandti 1 oidltl ii
t 

L u I 11 i 111 nedectottIeV, t coteodoced the 1-ndren boII-II'vIl1 Ii.ti

t c i't w i I tl l,- Iio ;',-. Ic wa i Ci pi ti I i'i. u

i I' ' , it 'i .,i 't ho l i t cL, e ,, e-sin oi L'an cIi ti at ,i, I Icl', cc

cnt I. Ic t tI1 t a i pe L o - I usctlIll 1 11 I Lw t nsi te i i ned I Ila n is IIt ttiii cii-

,,, fll Ao scic Iii-L l it.1 iiW .i, plojuitti, -iIl t l
lli it; 15 n -iii r1c.1 

t 
iwIe ~l~ ,daab ''it iiiriaiink in nw1t it liit Ii Ill;

'lldi io , d'i it Lll .o son 1i-st wits o 1,- .c i te 6fS. ,Ion nt itI is "'ic i L cisgo'.,
it . t I i c r un tng t r you li , to so , til I- v un Ii t ill antnds t lisn "'! Ic d Ii''iv " ,th.

hi icj' t - it is sotc ulq. Id ~ it nis ti L t in i i it c tud c, ts 1 I so I i' t 'i, tvI I iici t i--
sll , onto1 , it, 1-ei~ fice -'1 dt,ciit iii i th-i k' i Iti aumti t,~ I to' 1 i ci a t it nli ijiii5 -th

; , ti n ri'tii g i s t s tut I it I, ihil )J ii ti't ll t ii l .it n iii u Itl ii c l i li s . ii, ( 1l ii 'si SinL ,

in~n i nisc kinu i al if s1ct icih sic situd iiiia of ti Ill - mlin iit au~ s liII i l it i-t..mu- l

prtt Ii ,rur. tt sit ,um '' ,uiui I c
t  
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''ii' -bi ii i i -uit hrt-n~., mittis nit ii speiiti mitingitiu 'tlt -v Ii k, bi it.,,
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I guess we could go quantitative in two-dimensional flows a long time ago. After all, even with the old
aluminum powder tow tank technique one could look at the length of an aluminum particle and get some idea
from a timed photo of the velocities and all that, but getting into three dimensions is something else,
and it looks like we are getting there. There were quite a few papers here on that aspect, and I thought
they all looked promising. Anyway I am impressed by all those methods. Another comment I have as well is
that while general results in these different investigations can often be found, a lot of times the
results are so complicated, e.g. let's say some of tile strake flows, (that type of stuff has nothing to do
with the flown down in the bottom of a boundary layer or anything like that) that you are net going to get
very much general information, y,,a are just going to find out the results for this general configuration
of whatever sort it is and you'l use them in that case. I think over the years that you are liable to
look at things in great detail aid not come up with any kind of general answrs. Of course, we have seon
some of the general answers so tike general answers accompany it like where to put the blowing on the
strake where it is most effective, but there are still many problems. Well, we are getting to tile point
where we can look in such tremendous detail that every new thing is different.

In that connection with all this tremendous amount of data that I see there, I see a problem with the data

handling and presentation. That's been faced some, hut certainly it is one of the problems; as we get
better and better in bringing out faster and faster measurements and stuff, we are just going to get

swamped by all the data. People have to work on that problem. I have a little note here that reminded me
of an old saying I have heard that a politician is one who knows less and less about more and more until
he knows nothing about everything and a scientist knows more and more until he knows everything about
nothing. I see some of that type of situation here which made me think of it as we get swamped with all
the data. I just hope that all this detail will lead to fundamental improvements, really fundamental
improvements. Just seeing more details isn't going to do us much good unless we can make further sense
out of them.

I happened to talk With Prof. Young yesterday and he made an interesting comment. After all the earlier
talks, really all the way through, tracing all those crazy vortices over wings and stuff, he commented
that this meeting could be called one on vortical flows. It is in a way. Nearly any really complicated
flow is a vortical flow; I guess it wouldn't be complicated if it didn't have any vorticity in it at all,
it sould just be potential flow.

Another note I have here is about not enumerating the advantages of using water. I thought of doing that
in the beginning, but that has been too well covered. The whole week has been on that and there are some

nice lists ol the advantages.

There is another thing that I noticed; tile argument comes up about Reynolds numbers, the low Reynolds
numbers in much of this type of testing. One thing that is a bit of a saving feature is that when you ca
see tile flow you have a better idea of whether Reynolds number is important. You can see generally
whether a transition is there or some separation is occurring or something like that. I found in my old
testing that maybe we would have some laminar separations on a body and we would put a trip on it, and
when it was turbulent we would find that the turbulent separation point was about the same as a full
scale. So you can just see a lot of things that counteract the low Reynolds number. It is a secondar
advantage, I guess you would call it, of a water type of testing. Because you can see so much more, y-,
make a lot more intelligent judgements. Also, the ctert facilities are generally cheap compared wit, ind
tunnels. I don't know whether this will stay that way. If they become more popular, people nay he
willing to invest more money, thee they will make bigger tunnels, and they wilt eventually get more
expensive. Anyway, the cheap ones are certainly useful. Also I have a note here that I will not costnes
on the papers theoselves. i sould need to let them soak in more, and I am also not active in that area
and no

t 
that self confident to make any real comments. I will -t:1; menltic toot -e,raI sapers ci

quantitative evaluation which I have mentioned before in connection with three-dimensional type of studi
struck me as specially interesting.

A sord of caution also; when I look at the pictures or stides, a lot of the slides, while you ca see tile
flow on some kind of model, maybe its nothing more ty.. a Karman vortex street behind a cylinder. But we
are all fascinated by that kind of thing. We hae to be careful, just seeing some pretty picture I, re is
not necessarily an advance, after all, we have seen these pretty pictures. We saw them in Prandtlhs file
and several other places, and so when you do some kind o a simple flow, it's all right to show it, hut
you should be working towards some kind of an advance in the theory. I taild look at a paper and a nube
of these pictures and maybe my first impression was that here was one more Karmas Vortex street or
something or other, hut gradually, I would see what someone was trying to do, and it wculd look lake, an
every case the objective was worthy, but it is something to think aboit in the -atare paper el ctious.
Pretty pictures are not necessarily enough.

I had something I called oversights here. The first one was I iqids. I just tend ti think witeo it is a
fluid, it isn't necessarily just water, it is water most of tile time, hut mayhe it is glycerineiir
something else. It might be something to think about in any Inture ole.

I also had a note about hot water. i wondered if it was going to he raised and it was. That's tine and
the stratification also, and Prof. Horniunlg, I believe it was, metioned about seing vortacaty o shear
stress. He wondered if it could he colored or something or other. Way hack about World War II days,
there is a NACA report about using ethylene glycol and methyl ether acetate arid then shining polarized
light through it. Then you get direct measurements of shear stross. With all of our IDV devlcos and
stuff like that, I don't know iether that is uselul, but anyway there are different possibilaties.
things like that were for the low Reynolds number tests. In fact, I was tryin i sell something with
that kind of a device which would essentially magnify tile flow ui ahout a hundr, .iold, a hundredth of .s,
inch gap would turn into a one inch gap.

a,, mmmmmmmmm ,ml m ,
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Cavitation has been talked about a good deal this morning, but there has been very little about the use ol
the old cavitation bubble, or air bubble, type of technique to get fairing shapes. I still think it is a

good method, the Germans used it in some of their World War II fighter developments. I forgot, I used to
know if it was for the ME 264 or 110. One of the things they did was to let some air in on the top side

of the wing in a water tunnel and the air kind of spread out over it, and since they knew the pressures
inside, they knew the velocities and they found that this bulge on the top side of the wing gave them 30

gallons more fuel capacity and reduced the drag at the same time. While that is not something that is in

the transonic range, it is still a good first approximation a lot of times to getting some better fairing.

Incidentally, when I was down talking to Prof. Roshko about the meeting, T. Kiceniuk came in and reminded
me of a technique that he had been involved in in running the water tunnel. We were trying to find the

nacelle shape for the A3D. We just had a hollow tube for the air (water in this case) that went through

the engine and then blew air on the outside so we formed a proper cavitation bubble. This was all under
the wing on a complete model. In order to observe a shape, photo-gramatry is a way, but we ware in more

of a hurry. One fellow came up with the idea of putting little spines kind of like a porcupine about a
sixteenth of an inch chord about two thousands of an inch thick. A whole series of little spines were

soldered all around the tube, more than a hundred, just clear around. Then he copper flaso-plated them.
The spines were long enough to stick outside the bubble but not really disturb it. Then you turn on the

electricity for a second or two and the part sticking into the water would plate off, and there you had
the contours. It worked fine but wa didn't pursue it further. That's about all I iave to say. I'll

close by saying again that for many problems, flow visualization with water is either needed or necessary,
but if it is needed, it is the best way. So this symposium helps answer that need and I thought it was

very good and there should be another symposium on this general subject in a few years, another one is in

order some time in the future.

J.W. Slooff

Thank you very much Dr. Smith. I think that this has set the scene very well for the general discussion

that we are supposed to have now. Maybe in order to put some structure in this discussion, we should try
to follow roughly the order of the sessions that we have had these twa days. We could start with comnents

or questions; whatever you have. As far as facilities are concerned, their possibilities and limitations
and so forth, it is very difficult to separate the kind of techniques one uses in the facilities, so I
think that we should address those at the same time and then have the second part of the discussion giving

our attention toward the results.

Who would like to say something on facilit'es and techniques? By the way, please make sure that you say

your name and affiliation clearly because this is being recorded. You will have a written version of what
you said sent back to you which you can correct later, but if you don't announce your name and affiliation
we won't be able to send it to you.

M.S. Cahn, Van Every and Associates

There has been quite a bit of discussion about the low Reynolds number that exists in most flow

visualization water tunnels. I would like to make some comments on that.

(i) Low Reynolds -umber is generally conservative if you're trying to prevent some damaging flow

separation. If you are successful at the low Reynolds number, you are not too concerned about it at
the higher Reynolds numbers.

(2) For good flow visualization, the Reynolds number has to be small. When you are in a wind tunnel or a

water tunnel or any other fluid, if you try a higher Reynolds number for purposes of seeing high
Reynolds number or getting forces or something, you can't do the flow visualization, at least not as
easily. You can't do it with food coloring in water, which is the cheapest way to do it that I know

of.

(3) It is better to have seen the flow at the wrong Reynolds number than not to have seen it at all. You

sb'uldn't be afraid to look, but you ought to know some fluid mechanics, and then you won't be misled.

In the early '70's at Northrop we started using water tunnels for fast easy inexpensive testing. Now they

are becoming more and more elaborate and I think that something has been lost. John Del Frates, who is

here, did a lot of water tunnel flow visualization work and very good work, at NASA, Dryden. le has been

quoted in an article as saying how valuable it Ws to see the flow field, and I like his expression when
he said that, "there are no numbeLs here". In other words, the purpose of the water tunnel is to get an

overall view of the flow field as A.M.O. Smith just said.

But looking at the water tunnels that have been built since we built a small simple one at Northrop it

seems that something was lost. What has been lost? The Ham's beer commercial says, "It's the water".

Well in this case it is not the water. It was the availability of the facility and its ease of being used

that made the water tunnel a very valuable research tool at Northrop and I'm sure at other places. If we
wanted to know about a configuration or some problem in a new design, we could take a pair of tin snips

and go to the water tunnel and cut out something and have a technician stick it in the water and look at
it and in half an hour you saw what you were looking for; we often saw something we didn't expect, and we

got a great insight into the problem. We had a smoke tunnel; whether we used it or the water tonnel
depended on what we wanted to see or how much time we wanted to take; the smoke tunnel was often a little

easier, you could stick your hands in it when it was running.
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I think that in all companies or anyplace where people are interested in fluid flow, there should be what
we called at one time a "crabgrass" laboratory. We now use the term "diagnostic" laboratory to mean a lab
where fast, easy inexpensive research can be conducted. One of our configurations was in the design stage
for nine years and much money was being spent on pressure tests and force tests to get data to four
decimal place accuracy. We built a small 6 inch water tunnel and got our hands on a little display model
and put it in the tunnel and put some food coloring in with a probe and saw immediately some fantastic
things that we didn't know existed. As soon as we saw them, we said, "oh, of course". You knew they were
there after you saw them. But for 9 years we did not pay any attention to this particular region, so the
point I am trying to make is that it is not the water that can make a water tunnel useful. It is the
availability of the facility to the engineer. I think that there should be a "crabgrass" lab in any place
where people are interested in fluid mechanics or fluid flow. And it should be available to the working
engineer, this is an important point, just like the company library, and it could be even cheaper to
operate than the company library. That is the important point that I think has been lost.

What other items should be in a "crabgrass" laboratory? There should he a computer with software that
allows you to see two-dimensional flow fields. Maybe you can do three-dimensional, but I have an Apple II
computer at home and I look at two-dimensional flow fields. Everyone says that two-dimensions are not
important, because everything is three dimensional, but I learned in a book co-authored by Prof. Rosbko
that you had better get to know one dimension before you can understand two and you had better know two
before you go to three. Most people never get past two; they explain everything in terms of
two-dimensions.

I'm kind of upset with the way computers have been used in recent years. They have been used to crunch
enormous masses of data and to do complex financial things. I learned some years ago when I was working
with Dr. Tulin at Langley and Busemann, Katsoff and people like that, that using the elegance of
two-dimensional flow theory, complex flow theory, you can always put together something that helps explain
the phenomenon. Now that we have these modern computers that you can afford yourself, you can have one at
home, in your bedroom or bathroom or wherever you want to use it, you can look at these two-dimensional
flow fields and get a great insight into many fluid flow problem. I have been animating them, making
several pictures, storing them in the computer and then recalling them rapidly and seeing animated forms
of typical two-dimensional flow fields. I think that with a little better equipment, not even coming
close to the Cray that we saw the other day, much more of this could be done and it could be compared with
water tunnel flow.

One more important point about how to use quantitative data. All the quantitative measurements I have
seen at this symposium of detailed structure of flow I think can be useful to get further insight into
fluid flow at high Reynolds numbers. You can show that above a very low Reynolds number the inviscid flow
is present. The inviscid flow is always there, even in separated flows, even when great separation
occurs. The inviscid flow is there with vorticity super-imposed on it.

When floiw is impulsively started you get the insiscid flow. With computer power handling the data and
the measurement techniques we have seen here, we should be able to separate the inviscid flow from the
flow that follows and then operate on the viscous flow and have it decay less severely and put it back in
to get a great insight into flow at higher Reynolds numbers. That is the way some of these experimental
techniques could be used, and I would like to encourage that.

Finally, I would like to say that I think that this has been a very interesting meeting. It has been one
of the best I have seen since the days of the 1AS. I would like to thank Prof. Roshko who I understand
conceived this idea. I have ,ajoyed it very much. Thank you.

J.W. Sleoff, NLR

Thank you very much Mr. Cahn for your very colorful contribution. Being a sort of number cruncher myself,
I was particularly intrigued by your remark that a picture by itself can be very interesting and you don't
always need numbers. I fully agree. I think that we all can appreciate a beautiful woman without numbers.

F. K. Own, Complere Inc.

I would like to take a few seconds to point out a couple of instruments or techniques that were not really
mentioned in much detail at this meeting. The first one is the LV that to some extent was criticized for
being a point measurement device. However, with very simple changes to the receiving optics, one can
incorporate either a rotating or scanning mirror which could be synchronized wich l.ow features so that
measurements can be made which essentially freeze the flow. The point here is that since, in water, we
have low velocities and ease of seeding, one can essentially obtain continuous wave LV signals, so that,
by scanning the flow field in a rapid manner, one can get scan to scan variations and can look at the flow
field turbulence structure in both space and time.

The other point I would like to make is that we also have techniques using fluorescent dyes to selectively
seed the flow fields and trace the heredity of turbulent structures. For example, in the paper we gave on
Monday morning when we were looking at the control of vortex flows, a better tnderstanding of the
mechanisms involved could be obtained by selectively seeding parts of the flow field and looking at the
history and the development. In water, we can measure the velocity concentration cross correlation and
from that one can determine mixing rates, and, conditionally sample at given concentration levels, so that
we can look at what's happening to certain flow features as they progress downstream. Both techniques are
referenced in my paper.
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K.R. Saripalli, McDonnell Douglas

This is a comment on what Dr. Cahn said in three areas. Number one is the Reynolds number. He mentioned
that flow viasualization at high Reynolds numbers is difficult and we can't see much. I cannot agree with
that in the sense that we did flow visualization at high Reynolds numbers, about a quarter of a million,
using a high speed video camera and digital image processing techniques. We were able to get a lot more
information than what you can see at low Reynolds numbers. So this kind of technique, that is being
developed currently in the market, definitely will enhance the range of the Reynolds numbers that one can
work with water using flow visualization and that is an added advantage that we will be having as water
proponents.

The second thing is about the name that you give to the facility. For example, I wos the first to propose
a water facility to McDonnell Douglas which is primarily an aerospace company building fighter jets, and I
had my own share of almost unsurmountable problems in getting approval and in coming up with an operating
water facility. Anyway I overcame all of that, and we have a good working facility; but after having seen
the results, the reaction of the management is 180 degrees opposite. Part of the reason for that I think
has to do with the name you give to the facility. When you say that the water facilities are quick and
dirty, I don't think that it is right. Because when you have a good Reynolds number simulation and good
flow visualization techniques, it is no longer quick and dirty. It is a full and perfect replacement for
a wind tunnel, in some cases at least. So, I think that the name you give to the facilities is also
important. You should give it some fancy name just like wind tunnels.

The other comment I want to make is on the low Reynolds numbers. Dr. Cahn mentioned that the quick and
dirty "crabgrass" laboratory could be given to operating engineers; but at the same time, they should be
aware of the limitations or pitfalls that one can get into when you are working in low Reynolds numbers
and extrapolating the results you get to the high Reynolds numbers. Unless you are aware of the complete
range of the behavior of the particular flow at different Reynolds numbers, the extraplations you make can
really be very false depending on who makes it.

W.B. Morgan, David Taylor Naval Ship R&D Center

I just want to point out that the International Towing Tank Conference IITTCI publishes a catalogue of
facilities but unfortunately the ITTC does not have a permanent staff so one has to know whom to contact
to obtain a copy. There are many towing tank people at this conference so if you want to contact one of
us, we will try to obtain a copy of the catalogue for you. It seems that everybody here is making their
own water tunnel; whereas in the marine industry most new water tunnels are purchased from Kemp and
Remmers in Hamburg, Germany. So if you want to obtain a standard water tunnel, they can be purchased from
off the shelf designs.

The second comment I will make is to expand on what Marshall Tulin said about the new cavitation tunnel
that we are trying to build. As of this morning, it still appears to be in the budget. As Marshall said,
the test section is 10 by 10 foot square with a length of 40 feet. I started out by calling it a 3 meter
by 3 meter test section because I thought that sounded smaller, and we would be more apt to keep it in the
budget. The tunnel is about 273 feet long, or slightly less in length that a football field, and the
height is about 65 feet. This is not the size of the building, but the overall size of the water tunnel.
This should give you some idea of the size of these large water tunnels. The tunnel is for testing model
ships and submarines where we need to obtain a high enough Reynolds number to duplicate f11 scale flow
phenomenon into the propulsor and over the appendages. I do appreciate the comments made no small
facilities and of course we have a number of them and use them coicinuously, but when you are predicting
cavitation or boundary layer flows into the propulsor or over stern appendages, these small facilities
just don't do you any good at all. We need to obtain a section Reynolds number of the order of 5 million
at the 0.7 radius of the propeller to obtain a good prediction of cavitation inception. The work done by
Gault at Ames indicated that there is a possibility of laminar separation on some aerofoils near the
leading edge at Reynolds numbers lower than 5 million. We have confirmed the need to obtain these
relatively high Reynolds numbers for a good prediction of cavitation inception. As far as flow
visualization is -oncerned, cavitation is a good flow visualizer so we do not have flow visualization
problems during catation testing at these high Reynolds numbers.

J.W. Slooff, NLR

Before we hand the mike to Mr. Goodman again, I think it is fair to ask Dr. Lloyd to react on your first

series of questions and comments on his paper if he wishes.

A.R.J.M. Lloyd, ARE(H)

Just to come back to the comments of Dr. Goodman. I'm not sure that I can remember everything that you
said but one thing that was mentioned was why didn't we use 5 hole pitots. We could well have used them
but the Freestone probe seemed to give very much the information that we anted very much more quickly and
very much more simply. A 5 hole pitot just gives velocity and direction and then you have to do lots of
complicated traversing and data manipulation in order to obtain the vorticity measurements you really
want. The other question which was raised was the one about lifting line theory. The paper is not really
about the simulation, this is only briefly mentioned. It is true that simulation does use lifting line
theory but this is corrected to take account Of low aspect ratio. There was another question about static

holes, and I think that I will ask my colleague Ian Campbell to reply to that one.
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I.M.C. Campbell, University of Southampton

I think that with any instrumeut there are compromises that have to be made. We wouldn't like to put an
instrument into the flow at all if we could avoid it, but with the restricted time that was available to
do the test, the size of the test and the difficulty of operating off a rotating arm, we opted to use the
Freestone probe because of the advantages it offered. As the paper indicates, the errors in the probe
were examined as carefully as we could do and there is obviously still more work to be done. In
particular, the effect of the nose on the static pressures into the static intake, of the pitot probe was
calibrated during the wind tunnel tests on the probe. Finally I suspect that a lot of these inherent
errors are of second order compared with the overall accuracies that we were looking for.

J.W. Slooff, NLR

Mr. Goodman, would you like to say something?

A. Goodman

Pitot-static tubes have been available for many, many years and are quite easily obtainable in this
country, they are very inexpensive and can be acquired in small sizes of 4.5 to 5 mm in diameter. You can
assemble them into a rake. I refer you to Reference 19 in my paper which gives the detailed description

of the NACA sork on the development of such probes as well as the description of the rake that was used is
the study. I also ask you to contact Jerry Feldman when you visit him at NSRDC and examine the data in
the other report I mentioned on the SON 688 which also used a similar pitot-static yawhead rake for
quantifying the flow, for both the appended and unappended body. I also refer you to the NACA papers
which deal with the design of such probes and the effects of the holder on the static pressure tube and
the design criteria that they suggest which avoids problems of Reynolds number and other problems that you
might encounter. As far as lifting line theory, that is an old story. In this day and age with lifting
surface theories available, it seems for the sophi-ticated type f model that you are trying to achieve
and for calculz'ing Lbe tin body interference effects the lifting line theory is not going to provide the
correct answer. Bill Morgan preempted me on the LTTC. There is a very nice compilation which he
mentioned which lists the major water tunnels, towing tanks, sea-keeping tanks, located throughout the
world.

For example, Japan has 60 towing tanks, for those of you might be interested. The compilation presents
all the physical characteristics and the capabilities. Without putting the burden on Prof. Bruce Johnson
at the U.S. Naval Academy, he's on the committee that is responsible for maintaining the volume up to
date, you might be able to contact him and if there are extra copies around, he might be able to send you

one. With regard to Reynolds number, I think that we are all aware o the effects of Reynolds numbeL n
CL(max). For example, on a lifting wing there is a very strong effect, the difference between a
Reynolds number of 100,000 and several million is very well demonstrated in the literature. So I caution
people when they are looking at high angles of attack or wings near stall to perform tests at high
Reynolds number.

J.W. Slooff, NLR

Thank you Mr. Goodman for the valuable information on the ITTC, and also Mr. Morgan.

It seems the clock is almost at I and we will have to start bringing this to an end. Is there anybody
still left that feels he would like to comment?

A.M.O. Smith

I don't have anything really more to say here, but I have listened to the arguments about low Reynolds
number and everything, and I just want to remind you that this is an extremely diverse audience - all
kinds of problems, anything from trying to find out some kind of wild convolutions in the bottom of a 1/16
inch thick boundary layer to some kind of flow over a 15 foot submarine, and I really don't see any kind
of resolution of this kind of thing.

There are just going to be all kinds of tests and you better just remember that there are goirg to be some
facilities for small investigations and some for large and there are going to be all kinds. Low Reynolds
number has its place and high Reynolds number has its place. Just put it all together. I don't see any
kind of a clean answer.

J.W. Slooff, NLR

I was almost going to say that this was a very appropriate final remark for this meeting, but there is one
more comment.

K.R. Sarippali

I concur with what A.M.O. Smith said that just because you don't have the ability to simulate the right
Reynolds number, you should not be discouraged. A perfect example is the helicopter test we presented.
We did not simulate the Reynolds number appropriately, but the effects that we wanted to see were somewhat
Reynolds number independent. So, that is why we were able to it in the water and also translate directly
into the flight configuration with fantastic results. Sojust because you are unable to simulate, you
should not be discouraged.

The other thing that I wanted to mention was in response to what A.M.O. Smith said in the beginning that
there is no flow visualization conference that deals just with flow visualization. But, for people who
are interested in flow visualization, this is the perfect place to see all the latest developments in flow
visualization.
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J.W. Slooff, NLR

This has to be it, I am afraid. Thank you for all your contributions to the general discussion. I will

now ask Prof. Roshko to close the meeting.

A. Roshko. Cal Tech

I would like to thank everybody that participated and I would like to turn the actual closing of the

meeting to Peter Sacher, the Chairman of the Fluid Dynamics Panel.

P. Sacher, MB

Ladies and Gentlemen, let me try to bring this Symposium to an end. We have been listening to more than

30 papers and we all have seen exciting examples for flow visualization, for new techniques, to help the
engineers understand and to analyze the complex fluid flow situations. In the opening sessions it was

said that the goal of this meeting ss three-fold; to exchange experiences, to present results obtained by
different applications, and to discuss the future prospects of this technology. I think according to many
discussions at the end and during the meeting from the floor, and due to the excellent presentation of
papers, I think this goal has been reached to a large extent. So first of all now I would like to thank
all of our speakers for their delivery of excellent papers and the audience for participating actively in
many discussions. I hope that you will agree to congratulate and thank very much our program committee

for arranging this successful meeting and we acknowledge the tremendous effort made by the two co-chairmen
of the program committee, by Prof. Anatol Roshko from Cal Tech and Prof. Joop Slooff from the NLR in

Amsterdam.

In addition we have to thank all our members from the program committee and our session chairmen, Dr.
Orlik Ruckemann, Dr. Bignell, Prof. Reshotko, Prof. Hornung, Dr. Bucciantini, for leading us through the
various papers and the discussions. I would also like to address once more our appreciation to the

National Delegates of the U.S. for having invited us. Especially I thank Dr. Flax for his opening remarks
and Admiral Austin for his opening address and his warm iecome at the reception. We thank very much in

addition the U.S. Naval Graduate School for providing this excellent technical facilit, Cor our meeting.
I appreciate very much the sponsorship of Fluidyne Engineering Corporation from Minneapolis - they have
provided the folders for all the participants.

An outstand'ng performance, I think we all agree, has been achieved by our local coordinator, Dr. Keith

Richey from Wright Patterson for organizing the various activities throughout the whole week.

To conclude I have to address our acknowledgment to our technical staff which has supported this meeting.
First of all I would like to thank our new Executive, Michael Fischer and his secretary Anne Marie Rivault
for providing again excellent service on the administrative side. Then we have to thank specially Mrs.

Cindy Maffei, Naval Post Graduate School from Monterey, Mrs. Karen Smith representing Major John
Meeuwissen as the US National Coordinator for AGARD, Mr. Al Coleman and Mr. Kelvin Arrington technicians

from the State Department, Washington, Mr. Harry Thomas, our projectionist here in the room and we have to
thank our interpreters for doizng an excellent work, Miss Madelaine Fishkin, Mrs. Monique Narway, Miss
Lillian Paxse and Mr. John Woronoff. And last not least, Mr. Neal Grover and Mr. Jim Johnson, our U.S.
hosts for doing all the work for the ladies program and arranging the tours. Thank you all very much for

your excellent support.

Now let me conclude with a short review on FDP's future activities. Our program for 1987; we have two

Symposia. The first on Aerodynamics of Hypersonic Lifting Vehicles in Bristol, UK in April next year and
the second one in the fall on Aerodynamic Data Accuracy, Quality Requirements and Capabilities in Wind

Tunnel Testing, in Italy. Then we have two special courses in Belgium at the von Karman Institute. One
is on Modern Theoretical and Experimental Approaches to Turbulent Flow Structure and Modelling and the

second on Missile Aerodynamics. We have currently three working groups running; on Boundary Layer Control
and Simulation in Wind Tunnel, on 3-D Viscous Flow Boundary Layer Limits and on Rotary Balances. I would

like to invite you here to participate also in our future activities and to join our future program.

Tiank you for attending this meeting.

AIL
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